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BIE MEMORY BOARDS

IBM, PC, XT 81 A1 are. uademaiks oi IBM
NEC Is a trademark oi Nippon [lecinc

What Would You Say To
20,000,000 Pixels?

Good'bye Redraw!

HI I/ UI

FAST DRAW .
Sooner or later even with 20,000,000 pixels in
memory, you’re going to have to redraw, and you don’t
want to have to wait all day. That’s why the 20/20 is
turbocharged with high speed hardware.
Let your software crank out the numbers and the
NEC 7220 specialized graphics processor will crank out

So, your CAD/CAM software
is hot stuff, eh? Well think how

,

hot it might be if you had

20,000,000 pixels of video memory to

work with in your IBM PC, XT or AT.

The GraphAx 20/20 color graphics card from

ACS offers you just that, and it’s sensibly and

ﬂexibly organized.

ONE BOARD — ONE SLOT
Notice that we said “color/graphics card" as in
singular. The 20/20 utilizes 256K memory chips in a
unique physical array that requires only one of your

precious expansion slots.
YOUR WINDOW ON A BIGGER WORLD
The GraphAx 20/20 utilizes a huge 2K >< 2K drawing
area. At .01" resoution that’s big enough for a drawing 20"

the graphics. Your software can elect to draw only during
retrace, or ignore sync for high speed execution. How

does 1.2 million pixels per second sound . . . with a
burst rate of 10 million?
NOT FOR EVERYONE
The GraphAx 20/20 ultra—res graphics card is a
professional tool for demanding applications in the world
of CAD/CAM. Uses include engineering drawings, I’C
layout, architectural graphics, and a host of metering and '
monitoring applications. Drivers are currently being

5%..

written for many of the more popular CAD/CAM
programs. To ﬁnd out more, call or write:
ACS International, Inc.
214447-5151

2105 Luna Road

Carrollton,
.
Texas 75006

'I’rogrammable to your display
speciﬁcations, of course!

X 20"! You view this drawing area through a 1K X 1K

viewing window‘ that pans and scans smoothly over the
entire area . . . without redrawing!
32 COLORS OR . . .
The 20/20 is organized in ﬁve planes to give you a choice
of 32 billiant colors or . . .
You can utilize four planes (16 colors) and reserve the
ﬁfth plane for a 1/4 resolution display of the entire 2K X

2K drawing, or . . .

You might want to use the ﬁfth plane as a “Phantom

Drawing Area" where changes can be previewed before

being transferred to another plane. Dynamically “drag" a
drawing into position, reduce it or enlarge it, even stretch it
one dimension at a time, the 20/20 lets you have it your

way.
You can even use the ﬁve planes as ﬁve separate pages for
fast high resolution animation.
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ADVANCED COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

.
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Reatnictiona on “Hume

Daninq Enouqh to Lead"
ZIM is a fully integrated fourth
generation application development
' system designed for leading system
integrators and corporate and
independent applications developers.
*COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
-Report Writer
-Forms Painter and Manager
-Data Dictionary
-App|ication Generator
Non—procedural Programming
Language
-Compi|er
-C Language Interface
-Runtime System
*POST RELATIONAL
Entity Relationship Model
-Powerful extension of Relational
Model
*MAINFRAME POWER,
FUNCTIONALITY AND
PERFORMANCE
*APPLICATIONS PORTABILITY
—MS-DOS, UNIX, XENIX, and QNX
*MULTl-USER
-FuIl transaction processing control
*NETWORKING
*APPLICATIONS LIMITED ONLY
BY HARDWARE
*BUILT-IN STRATEGY
OPTIMIZER
*ENGLISH-LIKE LANGUAGE
*OUALITY PRODUCT SUPPORT
ZIM is a mainframe system that runs
on micro-computers and on super
micro—computers. If you want
mainframe power, speed, flexibility and

freedom from arbitrary limitations all

at a micro price, talk to us about an
evaluation system.
Dealer inquiries are welcome.

I

AA is

The Information Interface

INFORMATION INC

1785 Woodward Dr., Ottawa, Ontario
(613)727-1397
—
K20 0R1
MS DOS and XENIX an: Microsoll Corp lriiilwndrks. UNIX is an
AIILT trademark ONX is J Quantum Son Systems trademark
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If you can’t share files on PC Network,
you’re using the wrong file manager.
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Be connected. Btriev 2M

system crash, so accidents and power
failures don’t turn into database disasters. Your Btrieve data always comes
back intact.
Fully-relational data management.
Using SoftCraft’s entire family of
products gives you a complete, fullyrelational database management system. RtrieveTM/N adds report writing
capabilities for generating the reports

Networks can solve problems. But
running a single-user file manager can
create new ones: Lost updates. Gar-

bled data. Trashed files.
BtrieveTM/N offers safe multi-user file
management that protects your data

when sharing files. And eliminates the
need to rewrite your application for
networking. Btrieve/N set the file
management standard for the indus—
try’s most popular LANs: NetwareTM,

Davong MultiLinkTM, OmninetTM,
PC NetTM, EtherSeriesTM, NestarTM, and

NetOneTM. And now Btrieve/N sets the
standard for IBM’s PC Network.
Fast. Btrieve/N is fast, too. It’s writ-

ten in assembly language especially for

the IBMRPC. And based on b-tree file

indexing with automatic balancing for
access speed that won’t degrade as
your database grows. With Btrieve/N,
your applications always run fast. And
users don’t waste time waiting.
Automatic file recovery. Btrieve/N
provides automatic file recovery after a

you need. XtrieveTM/N speeds users
through database queries with interactive, on-screen menus—no command
language or special syntax.
For professional programmers.

Btrieve/N is the fast, reliable answer for

all your application development. In
any development language—BASIC,

Pascal, COBOL, C, FORTRAN, and

APL. With multikey access to records.

Unlimited records per file. Duplicate,
modifiable, and segmented keys.

With Btrieve/ N, you can develop bet-

ter network applications. And solve
problems, not create new ones.
CIRCLE NO. 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Suggested retail prices: Btrieve, $245;
Btrieve/N, $595; Xtrieve, $195;
Xtrieve/N, $395,- Rtrieve, $85;
RtrieUe/N, $175. Requires PC-DOS or
MSW-DOS 1.x, 2.X, or 3.X.
Btrieve, Xtrieve, and Rtrieve; IBM;
Netware: Davong MultiLink; Omninet;

PC Net; EtherSeries; Nestar; NetOneg
and MS are trademarks of SoftCmft Inc;
International Business Machines; Novel!

Data Systems; Davang Systems 1116.;
Corvus Systems; Orchid Eclinolagy;

3Com Com; Nestar Systems Inc. ;

as

Ungernmnn-Bass; and Microsoft Inc.

SoﬁCraft Inc.

P. O. Box 9802 #917
Austin, Texas 78766
(512) 346-8380 Telex 358 200
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MAKING CONNECTIONS / RICHARD M. FOARD
The PC can play while its owner’s away by using TURN-ON, an automatic phone-activated power controller.

47

REFLECTIONS OF UNIX/ AUGIE HANSEN
A look at the microcomputer UNIX market sheds some light on six of the major products for the PC/XT.

54

BUILDING DEVICE DRIVERS / STAN MITCHELL
A stepby—step explanation helps the user put together a character device driver that suits individual needs.

76

JOYSTICK METRICS / MICHAEL A. COVINGTON

There’s more to a joystick port than just playing games—it can be used to measure resistance, mpacitance, and voltage.

99

DRAWING CIRCUITS / WILLIAM H. MURRAY '
Printed circuit boards can be drawn on the computer screen with a little help from smARTWORK software from Wintek.

113

BUBBLE BOARDS / DON AWALT
Technology from a previous decade is staging a comeback; several bubble memory products are now available for the PC.

123

TESTING 1,2,3,4,5 / JAMES CHUMBLEY

Five new diagnostic software products apply preventive medicine to the PC's diskette drives—and avoid serious problems.

142

ENCRYPTION METHODS, PART 2 / VICTOR MANSFIELD
Two ways to provide secure computer communications: the Data Encryption Standard and Public Key Cryptography.

157

NONLINEAR LEAST-SQUARES FITTING / WALTER SCI-IREINER, MICHAEL KRAMER, SIMON

KRISCHER, and YEDIDYAH LANGSAM
A BASIC program is presented as a practical scientiﬁc tool for least-square ﬁtting any function to a set of data points.

170

SYSTEM/34 FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER / ROBERT SANFORD
The IBM System/34 minicomputer environment comes to the PC, XT, and AT via California Software’s BABY/54.

195

PASCAL BUGS / TED FORGERON

199

Five serious bugs in the IBM Microsoft Pascal compilers are found and worked around.
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Scroll & Recall”

Productivity Enhancement for the
IBM - PC, XT, AT and Compatibles
Allows you to conveniently scroll back
through data that has gone off the top of
your display screen. Up to 27 pages of
data can be recalled or written to a disk
file (great for documenting systems
operations).

Allows you to easily recall and edit your
previously entered DOS commands and
data lines, without re—typing.
Scroll & Recall is very easy to use, a resident utility that's always there when
you need it! Fully documented. Compa—
tible with all versions of DOS and with
monochrome & graphic displays.
$69 - Visa, M/C, Check, COD, P0s
Phone Orders Accepted

Make Your Work Easier!
To Order or to Receive Additional
information, Write or Call:

Opt-Tech Data Processing

PO. Box 2167 o Humble, Texas 77347
(713) 454-7428
Dealer inquiries Welcome
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OPT-TECH SORTTM
SORT/MERGE Program for the
IBM-PC, XT, AT & Compatibles
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Btrieve Files Now Supported
- Written in assembly language for high performance

MARKETING MANAGER: Ronnie Sonnenberg

key 8. pointer tile in 30 seconds. COMPARE!
- Sort ascending or descending on up to nine fields

ZII-‘F-DAVIS PUBLISHING
PRESIDENT. Richard I’. Friese: SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT. Philip T. He[fernan; SENIOR \‘TCE

Example: 4,000 records of 128 bytes sorted to give

0 Ten input files may be sorted or merged at one time

o Handles variable and fixed length records
0 Supports all common data types
- Filesize limited only by your disk space

0 Dynamically allocates memory and work files
0
0
0

Output file can be full records, keys or pointers
Can be run from keyboard or as a batch command
Can be called as a subroutine to many languages
Easy to use, includes on-line help feature
Full documentation — sized like your PC manuals
$99 — VISA, M/C, Check, Money Order, COD, or PO

Quantity discounts and OEM licensing available
To order or to receive additional information
write or call:

OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO Box 2167 - Humble, Texas 77347
(713) 454-7428
Requires DOS, 64K and One Disk Drive
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The world’s first intelligent multi— user multi-tasking
fileserver for the IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT and

compatibles. Faster and more powerful than the AT.

With features no non— intelligent disk subsystem can

offer.

INTELLIGENCE An onboard 8 MHz 80186 16-bit

CPU. 128K (expandable to 512K) RAM memory. An ATcompatible bus with 5 expansion cardslots.

POWER Up to 71.30 MByte formatted hard disk capacity.
Fast 30 MS. voice— coil access. Cache memory. Real time
multi—tasking concurrent operations. Hard
disk or tape boot.

FLEXIBILITY 5 PC/AT-

compatible cardslots accept all

Core 45 and Core 75 are trademarks of

Lancore Technologies, Inc. IBM PC, XI,

and AT are trademarks of IBM
Corporation. 3 1985 Lancore
Technologies, Inc.

PC-compatible networks. Like IBM, Sytek, 3Com, and
others. Core’s motherboard also accepts 8- or 16-bit

peripherals. Like printers and modems. Making these devices

accessible to all users. Optional SCSI interface is also available.

SECURITY Streaming 45/60 MByte cartridge tape
backup. And thanks to our onboard CPU and operating
system, no lockout of other users. Added protection through
our password security system and turnkey operating panel.
RELIABILITY Less than 1 in 1085011 errors. Less than 1
in 1011 hard errors. Internal diagnostics. Error correction.
Unmatched handling of media defects.

LANCORE
Technologies, Inc.

Core 45" and Core 75" intelligent hard
disk systems. The only
dedicated fileserver for your PC
and compatible system. Why
wait? Lancore’s here now.
31324 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91362

We gave storage a. mind of its own.
(818) 991—5100 Telex: 532044
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Yesl I want to make the right choice in software. Send me more information on: El JANET/2 NETWORK [:1 \X/ATCOM Software Catalogue
Name-

Company

112;.
City'

\X/ATCOM PRODUCTS INC.

,

415 Phllllp Street

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

State-

l'

_

N2L 3X2

(519) 886—3700
Telex 06-955458

Another in a series of

TEXT EDITING

productivity notes on MS-DO *"
software from UniPress.

Sub/ect: Multi- window lull
screen editor.
Multiple windows allow several ﬁles
(or portions of the same file) to be
edited simultaneously. Programmable through macros and the builtin compiled ML/SP'” extension
language.

Features:

Price:

I Famed Gosling Version.
I Extensible through the built-in
MLISP programming language and
macros.
I Dozens of source code MLISP
functions; including C, Pascal and
MLISP syntax checking.
I EMACS runs on Tl—PC‘,“ IBM-PC AT,”
DEC Rainbow” or any other MS-DOS
machine. Requires at least 384k.
I Run Lattice® C or PsMake” in
the background and EMACS will

EMACS
$475
One month trial
Available for UNIX and VMS.
PsMake
779
Carousel Tools
149
Full System
1,299
Includes EMA CS (object),
PsMake, Lattice C, PHACT” ISAM and
Carousel Tools.

EMABS TM

point to any errors for ease of de-

bugging. PsMake is a UNl-style
“make " utility to automate the process of building complex programs.
I Optional Carousel Tools: UNIXiike facilities including cat, cp, cd,
Iogout, ls, mv, pwd, rm, set, sh
and more.

COMP/LER

FOR THE 8086"‘ FAMILY
Features:
Subject: Compiler lor Ms-DDS.
Lattice C Compiler is regarded as
the finest compiler for MS-DOS and
is running on thousands of 8086
systems.

Price:

I Runs on the IBM-P "‘ under
MS-DOS 1. 0, 2.0 or 3.0
I Produces highly optimized code.
I Small, medium, compact and
large address models available.
,
I Standard C library.
I PLINK— optional full function
linkage editor including overlay
, and support.

$425
425

Lattice C Compiler
PLINK

lATTIﬂFB
.IIIIMPllEII
ISAM FILE SYSTEM
& REPORT WRITER

Features:

Price:

PHACT ISAM

$250
765
I Up to 9 alternate lndices are sup- ‘ Source Code available, call for terms.

Subject: Powerful Keyed File
Access lor MS-DOS.

I Supports fixed and variable length
records (1-9999 bytes).
‘

PHACT/SAM is a keyed B + tree
file manager providing easy access
to and manipulation of records in
a database.

ported.
I Record locking allows each record

PHACT-rg

or partial key.
I Includes full Lattice linkable library

For more information on these and
other UNlX software products, call or
write: UniPress Software, Inc, 2025
Lincoln Hwy., Edison, NJ 08817.
Telephone: (201) 985-8000. Order
Desk: (800) 222-0550 (Outside NJ).

I Optional, PHACT-rg, a powerful
and flexible report generator which

Softec 0480 (85) 6565. European Distributor: Modulator SA (031) 59 22 22.

command language for formatting
reports from existing PHACT databases. Available lor UNIX, MS-DOS
and VMS.

OEM terms available.
Mastercardl Visa accepted.

in the database to allow multiple

simultaneous updates.

I Records can be accessed on full

and high-level functions.

‘

provides a high level, easy-to-use

PnAcI“

Telex: 709418. Japanese Distributor:

trademarks bl Lalbce, Lattice. Inc Uaress EMACS and MUSP, URIPIE$S

Software, inc. MS DOS, Manson, t/Mx, Am Bell Laboratories. Carousel Tools

E 511%.:
‘5' E E

EamllSEI Microlools, ”MPH/107, PNAC I Assocralcs. 5086. Intel. TIPC, Texas

instruments. IBMM/AI. lnlemallonal Evsrrvess MGC’IWGS DEC Rainbow/W5,
Dlgltal Euuibmetll Ebro

Softworca
)bur Leading Source lor UNIX Soltware
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Mainframe Strategy

WILL FASTIE

IBM’5 recent Series/J announcement provides some

insight into future [BM stmz‘egies.

n the March and April issues of PC

Tech journal, I used this space to ru»

minate about operating environments
and speculate on the future. In March I

parently built a controller board that

and it sells many manufacturing systems
to a very large and important computer

buy Qume‘s new $395 terminal, an IBM

veloped extensive communications

performs a 5251 emulation for dumb
ASCII terminals. That means a user can

spoke of TopVievy and IBM. In April it

3101, Or even a regular PC running a

Windows. This month, I was surprised
by an IBM announcement that has not

really does is keep the terminal price

was Microsoft, XENIX, MS-DOS, and

changed my thoughts from those pre—

vious editorials, but it has made me
think about a grander IBM strategy.

terminal emulation program. What this
low and lets IBM sell the system with-

out excess baggage. IBM could also sell
the small AT/56 into business ofﬁces
that already own some PCs.

than what had been anticipated. The rumor mill had been grinding one way,
and IBM went in a slightly oblique di-

The AT/36 strikes me as quite an
interesting product for IBM. It has a
sales force ready to go—one that will
understand the product before it leaves
the starting gate. A ton of serious appli-

nounce a tiny System/36 based on a PC/

conversion, these applications will be

The announcement was not unex-

pected, but the content was different

rection. I was expecting IBM to an-

cations already exist; with little or no

AT. Instead, it announced a tiny Series/1
based on an AT (or an XT).
The System/56 product, when it
comes, will be a signiﬁcant one for

quickly available. Best of all, IBM will

IBM. There are almost 100,000 System/
56s installed today. More important,
however, is the thriving third—party software industry that the System/56 has
spawned in dozens of vertical markets.
IBM itself has a catalog full of applications. These vertical markets are very

important to future sales of computer

systems, so IBM can best serve its own

interests by lowering the entry price of
a family of processors. The /36, which
has a good reputation for usability and

user—friendliness (one IBM reseller says
80 percent of his System/56 installations

are operated by the users), is IBM‘s best
and most important multiuser system
and is the smallest, reasonable IBM
business computer after the PC family.
It is a natural for a low—end model.

An AT/36 (my coinage) is predicted
to have a mid-teens entry price, run a

native copy of the System/36 operating
system (SSP), and support four ASCII
terminals. Rumors say the AT/56 will be

100-percent compatible. The claim
about its terminal is quite interesting.
System/36s usually use special System/
36~speciﬁc terminals, but IBM has apMAY 1985

be able to point directly at a future
growth path for the entry-level customer. When the baby runs out of
steam, the System/56 conﬁgurations can
run the same software and operate in

just the same way as the little version
did. Buy an AT/36, and you will become

manufacturer: itself. Second, it has de-

hardware and software for the Series/1
and often quotes such systems as com
munications front—ends or concentrators

for the larger mainframes, especially in

transaction processing situations. This
is, in fact, reasonable. Although the machine is slow, it can be expanded al-

most indeﬁnitely with more expansion

chassis than can be imagined. Each of

those chassis can be loaded to the gills
with communications boards. The
machine is also incredibly reliable—a
strong selling point for the communica—
tions market. Predictably, IBM has a
realtime operating system kernel called
Event Driven Executive (EDX) on its

price list, making the Series/1 the only

IBM computer to be so equipped.

My words imply that IBM has really

goofed with this one. The technical as
sessment will have to wait for awhile,
but I see an interesting strategy brew-

And after that . . . mainframes.

ing, as well as some clues about IBM's
potential to do a few magic tricks.

SERIES/l

There are two new computers, the 5170

an ofﬁcial, true-blue, IBM customer.

So much for priorities. I believed the
rumors, got excited about the great

sales story above, and IBM came along

with, not a small System/56, but the
Series/I in an AT or XT. IBM tried to

become a player in the minicomputer

market with the Series/1. If the PC had
been marketed with the same caution
and conservatism as the Series/1, we
would all be using Rainbows today.
The Series/1 Processor is a dog.
Any Data General or Digital Equipment
Corporation mini (especially DG) at
half the price can run circles around

the Series/1. If you are looking for per—

formance, don’t turn to IBM for a mini.
Now to be fair, IBM has a strategy

for the Series/1 that keeps it selling.

First, IBM has developed extensive man»
ufacturing software for the machine,

Let‘s begin with the announcement.

model 495 and the 4950. No, that is not
a misprint. The 495 is the AT (catch the
5170 clue?) with a Series/1 card set, and
the 4950 is a modiﬁed XT with the set.

The systems are available only as

“factory-shipped units," meaning that
upgrades to existing machines are im-

possible. Either system allows attachment of up to four “IBM 5101 display

stations or their equivalent," as the IBM
press release puts it. As with my imagi-

nary AT/56, just about any ASCII terminal will probably work. The XT model

comes with or without a ﬁxed disk (it
did say modiﬁed XT, after all).
Software announcements include
Series/1 D< (UNIX System V) for the
largest Series/1 (model 4956), the
Transaction Processing System for medium and large Series/ls, and new ver-

é

DIRECTIONS

sions of EDX (5) and Realtime Programming System (7 and 7.1) forthe new

IBM can produce processor chips in
volume is another question. It seems to

standard Series/1 processors (4954,
4955, and 4956) provides a gateway

popular instruction sets downward into
smaller conﬁgurations. Both DEC and
DG have already done so and are al»
most certainly working on miniaturizing
their biggest machines. The ability of a

desktop versions.
Finally, a 400KB-per—second link
between the IBM PC-Network and the

from a network of PCs to another PC
network, a Series/1, or upward through
the Series/1 to a mainframe. The connection requires a pair of channel attachment cards, cable, and software.

So what do we have? As in the
AT/56 strategy I outlined above, we
have a lower entry price for the Series/
1 family. Furthermore, the announcement is clearly oriented toward communications, the area of the Series/1‘s
greatest market strength. Improvements
in the software for multiuser (Series/1
IX), software development (IX again),

be following the long lead of other

mini manufacturers by migrating its

computer manufacturer to produce a
micro version of its middle processors

is important for the long haul.
Second: IBM chose not to an-

nounce just a smaller version of the Series/1. Instead, it built the machine inside a standard PC. Sliding a secondary
processor onto the bus of a PC is not a

great trick, but it is important that IBM
is doing so. The next step in making

from mainframes to lots of PCs. In fact,

this trick really spectacular is learning
how to build a basic system board without a personality and then adding what»
ever is desired. Put in a PC card, a couple of Series/Is, and a System/36 or Sys—
tem/570. Mix and match. Go wild. Picture an AT on a desktop. in a computer
room somewhere performing as two or

IBM‘s bread and butter, can attach PCs

nications for a particular application.
Visualize a room full of equipment
squished down to one tabletop in a
small business. Imagine.
This is important. IBM is learning

and transaction processing clarify the
niche IBM seeks for the family

On another front, IBM now has an

offering that can provide ﬁle service for
networks, or simply data distribution

the offering seems to support the no—
tion of distributed processing, if anyone
really knows what that means. I see a
sensatiOnal sales story for all of IBM
here. Now the corporate customer,
to anything from anywhere using nothing but IBM equipment, but avoiding

the aging 3270 communications gear
and its limitations. In the meantime, the

employee in accounting in Akron still
can have a PC or AT or whatever on
his/herdesk. Better yet, perhaps that
accountant can dump the 3270 and ﬁnd
the desktop again. After that, who
knows? Maybe more ”min/"rame sales to
support all those PC—networks?
MAGIC TRICKS
After I ﬁnished analyzing the market
position for these two new machines, I
started thinking about two technical details that might be of importance to IBM
in the long term.
First: IBM has built a chip-level
processor in—house (as near as I can

tell) for the new desktop Series/1s. It
has thus made a radical departure from

its normal behavior of buying processor
chips outside. Even in the case of the

X17570 or AT/370, the processors were

microcoded Motorola 68000 chips. IBM

seems to be letting the world know it
can build its own chips if it has to.
Frankly, I’m sure it can. The com-

pany might be very inclined to build its
own when the instruction set involved

is one of its proprietary ones. Whether

IO

three Series/Is and controlling commu-

something (a lot) about building multiprocessor systems in which the proces—

GETTING ANSWERS

Nothing is more gratifying to the edi—
tors of this magazine than reader response—both written and verbal. We
read your letters avidly and deal with
them in our letters department.
It’s the phone calls that worry us.

You call with exciting ideas, subscrip—

tion queries, the need for more infor—
mation about the material we publish,
and questions about PC applications.
They are engaging calls, but if we. engaged in all of them we would not get
the magazine out.
The calls fall into two categories:
questions we cannot answer over the
phone because it is necessary to have
a written query to respond, and questions that we cannot answer because

we don’t have the information.
There are ways to get answers.
Here are ﬁve of the most frequently
asked questions from our readers and
how to get answers to them:
Q. I would like to talk to one of your
editors about writing an article.
A. All queries must be sent to us in

sors are loosely coupled in hardware
and tightly coupled in software. It will
not be long before add-in processors
are being handled by a PC with the
ease it currently handles new driver

software in an on-board ROM (for example, the ﬁxed-disk BIOS). If there

was an add-in card with a 286 coprocessor and 512KB of memory, just think of

the power that would come out of a
box the size of an AT with two or three
more processors installed.
Let me put my feet on the ground
again and get serious. There is an important message lurking in the Series/1

announcement. I've scattered clues to it

above: mainframes.

IBM is in business to sell its larger
computers to larger businesses. Today‘s
small businesses are tomorrow‘s large

businesses. Therefore, IBM needs to be

sure that today’s small business buys
IBM and stays with IBM. To get the

word out, it has been selling a very

popular little box with its name on it
for the past three years or so. Question:
how will all the people who bought
that little box start thinking mainframe?
The Series/I announcement provides

the answer. They will buy their PCs,
hook them together with PC-Network,
and then move mainﬁ‘ameward with
Series/1 communications.

Look up. There's an IBM main-

frame in your future.

writing. They are passed around the
ofﬁce for each editor to consider.
Q. I subscribed in February but have
not yet received an issue.
A. Direct all subscription inquiries to
1—800/525-0643.

Q. I remember seeing a patch to a
bug in DOS. Did it appear in one of
your articles?
A. We do not have the resources to
help ﬁgure out the article to which
you are referring. Check a standard

abstracting publication for the PC; for
example, Editorial Abstracts or The
IBM PC Index.

Q. I started subscribing last year. Now
I want to get all issues of PC Tech

journal from the beginning. Can you
send them to me?
A. Call 1-305/447—9330 for back issues.
Q. How do I use XYZ application on
my PC?

A. Consult other PC users via elec-

tronic mail or write PC magazine’s

“User to User" column.

——MS
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If you don’t have a
Hercules Graphics Card, you could
end up looking like this:
“I know, because one day it happened to me . . .

worked out, relax. Hercules has
sold more monochrome graphics
cards for the IBM’PC,XT’" and AT"

“I was running some routine

tests on a non—Hercules mono-

’ than anyone else in the world.
“So. . .you’re convinced that
i . you should buy a Hercules
Graphics Card. Now, steer
clear of cheap imitations.

chrome graphics card when I
was struck by a severe case
of low resolutiom'tis. I’m the
president of Hercules and
that’s me exhibiting the
symptoms of the disease
in its advanced stages. Not
a pretty sight, is it?

You may save a few bucks,

.

'. which only Hercules has:

“1) A safety switch that

“What causes low res-

olutiom'tis? Experts point
to ordinary monochrome
graphics cards with
coarse, hard-to-read

~

but you won’t get all of
these five essential features

helps prevent damage to

* ~

graphics. A bad case of eyestrain may
develop if action is not taken immediately.
“Fortunately for me, a Hercules Graphics
Card was nearby. A quick change brought
soothing 720 x 348 graphics. That’s twice
the resolution of ordinary 640 x 200 graphics cards.
“Which means better graphics for
Lotus” 1-2-3': Symphony: Framework,"
pfszGraph,’ Microsoft’ Chart and Word,
SuperCa1c3§ AutoCad'," and dozens of

your monitor, 2) the
ability to keep a Hercules
.
Color Card in your
system, 3) the ability to use the PC’s BASIC
to do graphics, 4) a Hercules designed chip
that eliminates 30% of the parts that can go
wrong, and 5) a two year warranty, because

we think reliability is something you should
deliver and not just talk about.”
“Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext 403 for the

name of the Hercules dealer nearest you

and we’ll rush you our free info kit.

other programs.

“Including Microsoft Flight Simulator,

now Hercules compatible!

“Oh, and don’t forget that a parallel
printer port is standard on the Hercules
Graphics Card, not an extra cost option.
“Now, if you’re worried about buying
a new product that hasn’t had all the bugs
Address: 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 540-6000 Telex: 754063

Hercules.

.

We’re strong on graphlcs.

Trademark/Owners: Hercules/Hercules Computer Tech; IBM,XT.AT/IBM; Lotus 1-2—3,

Symphony/Lotus Development; Framework/Ashton-Tate; Microsoft/Microsoft; pfszGraph /Software Publishing; SuperCalc 3/Sorcim-IUS; AutoCad/AutoDesk.
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Introducing PC softWare
the right way to do
IBM’s new Personal Decision Series. needs, instead of vice versa.
You begin with Data Edition, a proA powerful team of business
programs designed for exceptional gram that not only manages huge
amounts of information, but lets you take
flexibility.
There’s rarely one best way of doing
anything.
Rather, lots of very good ways; a
reality that IBM’s Personal Decision
Series handily accommodates.
More than any software we know of,
it gives you choices. You tailor it to your

your own style documents, pulling facts
from up to 6 Data files at a time, in
formats you can design, for applications
you can invent.
it from a surprising variety of sources:
Graphs gives you a choice of 13
data banks, mainframes, even files cre- graph styles, with over 20 variations.
ated by other PC programs.
And you can update old graphs without
And you can retrieve your data in
nearly any form you like, without a lot of ‘ Data
Report“ . _
W
headscratching. You can begin produc- .
ing real work in a couple of hours.
Add Reports+ and you can create

With IBM’s new Personal Decision Series.
you start with Data Edition, adding others. like
Reports+ or Plans, as you like.
For even more help, you can add Appoint-

based on the curious notion that

things is anyway you wantto.
having to make new ones.
There’s also Plans+ for financial
modeling and spreadsheets, and Words
for putting your sentences, numbers and
graphs all together:
The Personal Decision Series can
even take information from a number of

non-Series programs. So if you already
have a favorite spreadsheet or writing
program. you may still be able to use it.
You can even use files from an IBM
System/36 or System/370 computer. by
adding an Attadmwnl/Bo or £370 Edition.
All of which is perfect for people

1 Graphs . ,

5 Words

men! Calendar; Client Time/Cost Accounting, and
Prospect Trucking Editions.
Also. the Personal Decision Series works
with data from IBM's new Business ;klanagmncnl

Series, a powerful family of accounting programs.
And ask about IBM Extended Support services. a way to get software updates and telephone
assistance direct from IBM.

‘ ‘ Attachment/370

who insist on doing things their way.
Do you know somebody like that?

To learn more. call an IBM market-

ing representative. or visit an IBM Product Center or authorized IBM PC dealer.
For the store nearest you. and a free
brochure. call 800-447-4700. (In Alaska
and Hawaii. 800-447-0890J
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Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc, s.a.

PACKing the

Demand Time

MORE MAVERICKS

Thank you very much for your positive

review of the Maverick SMD PC-80
hard-disk controller (“The Maverick
Controller," Julie Anderson, January
1985, p. 58). However, we would like to
point out that, in addition to marketing
the Maverick controller, Interphase also
markets the FDS 590 and the RDS 300
series of hard-disk subsystems, which
use the Maverick controller.
RDS subsystems come with 50 or
75MB; each includes a 25MB removable

hard-disk cartridge. The RDS 590 offers
590MB of ﬁxed-disk storage.
All subsystems provide average ac-

cess times of 20 to 30 milliseconds and

performance that is three to four times

that of most 5V4-inch Winchesters.
A. Edward Turner

Interphase Corp.

Dallas, TX

PACKING UP

In your January 1985 issue, I came

across a very informative article, “PACKing the Date and Time" (Patrick Finan,

p. 46). It brought to mind a long-run
ning question: how does one interpret
the “TIMESTAMP” produced on an IBM
4341 mainframe?
Also, I tried the Pascal programs at

the end of the article and could not get
them to work using Turbo Pascal.

james Kostran

West Seneca, NY

The TIMESTAMP on data produced by
an IBM 434] system probably uses a
similar, but not identical packing

format. Unfortunately, it is more a

function of the operating system than

IBM BASIC have only one 16-bit data
type called integer, but the high order

bit indicates sign of the number Thus,
integer types provide only 15 usable

bits, which is not enough to pack the
date and time values into the DOS

format.
Turbo Pascal usets might simulate
an unsigned 16-bit quantity by using
two data ﬁelds of type byte. 1 have not

tried it, but it should not be too diﬂ‘icu/t

using the techniques I described.

—Patrick Finan

I wrote to you recently, implying that
your magazine was perhaps less than a
programmer’s dream and more di—
rected to dBASE and word processing
shufflers. I was wrong. Since November
the articles have contained a great deal
of usable information. Patrick Finan’s
“PACKing the Date and Time" (January
1985, p. 46) inspired me to a solution
to a problem I didn’t realize I had.
I had to read Mr. Finan's algorithm
through several times before I ﬁgured
out why I couldn‘t store a date in BASIC
integer form. (This was apart from the
unbelievable number of typos.) The
problem is that BASIC allows you only
15 bits for the value, using the 0 bit for
the sign. The solution is to subtract 2‘15
(32,768) from the value before storing

it and to add the same amount when

retrieving it.

Mr. Finan‘s method allows a range
of about 127 years to be stored in two

bytes. From my own experience, this is

not enough for applications (life insur»

ance, for example) where the century

number is critical—typically, you need
to store birth dates of people who were

the hardware, and I cannot be of any

born up to 100 years ago, and maturity
dates 60 or more years into the future.

The key to using the routinesfor
packing the date and time is that they

tury is not critical or can be assumed,
only 100 years worth of days needs to

help without additional details and an
example of the packed TIMESTAMP.

are transformed into a 16-bit data te.

In IBM Pascal, such a ope is called a
word. Unfortunately, Turbo Pascal and

14

In applications in which the cen-

be store. Furthermore, typing in 19xx
instead of xx gets old quickly if you are

operating a CRT all day.

An algorithm 1 developed rapidly

converts an input date in three strings
(month, day, and year) into a standard
Microsoft BASIC disk storage MKI$
string. An advantage to this method is
that no valid date creates a stored value
equal to either 0 or spaces; ﬁelds with

no value need no special treatment.
The program listing for my algo—
rithm is available to readers sending a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to

2101 Albert Road, Carrollton, TX 75007.

David dejongb

Carrollton, TX

FIXED-DISK PERFORMANCE
I greatly enjoyed the articles on internal
ﬁxed-disk systems for the PC in the No—

vember 1984 issue (“Ten by Ten,"
Thomas V. Hoffmann, p. 52; “Fixed-Disk
Benchmarks,” William J. Hum, p. 64).
Mr. Hoffmann gave the most compre-

hensive handson overview of the ex-

panding, add—on ﬁxed—disk market avail-

able. It enabled me to make accurate
buying suggestions to friends. Mr.
Hunt’s benchmark programs for these
ﬁxed disks were fascinating. I tried to
purchase his software from PC Tech
journal’s Listing Diskette Service but
was told the service had been discon—
tinued. Can you tell how to obtain
Hunt’s programs?
I installed several 50MB Maynard
Quantum ﬁxed disks and learned of another factor in disk performance: clus—
ter size. Microcomputers ﬁnd it more
convenient to manage smaller units of

storage than the tens of thousands of
sectors on a ﬁxed disk. The operating
system groups adjacent sectors into allo

cation units or clusters. The number of

sectors in a cluster, based on a power
of 2, may be set at 2, 4, 8, or 1, depend—

ing on the DOS partition size and the
DOS version. DOS 2.1 uses a larger
cluster of 16 sectors (at 512 bytes per

sector, each cluster contains 8,192

bytes) than does DOS 50‘s four sectors
(at 512 bytes per sector, each cluster
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EVERY PROGRAMMER/ANALYST NEEDS . . .

[E If,
. . . THE STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TOOL!
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0

Design your programs right on the screen using modern techniques based on the popular Jackson

Structured Programming method (JSP)!

DEZiGN is more than just another flowcharting tool. It is an integrated tool for designing and
documenting programs and for generating source code in any of the languages listed above!
DEZiGN enables a software developer to create Data and Program Structure Diagrams using the
Sequence, Selection, and Iteration constructs; assign detailed statements to the Diagrams; and
synthesize source code from the control logic represented on the Diagrams and the detailed
statements assigned to them.
DEZlGN lists for $200 and is available directly from Zeducomp, from IBM and Zenith personal
computer dealers, and from software retailers.
-

-

DEZiGN-PC runs under DOS 2.0 and 2.1.
DEZiGN-86 runs under CP/M-86 1.1 and Concurrent CP/M-86.

DEZiGN-16 runs under ZDOS on Zenith Z-1OO computers.

“Principles of Program Design,” by M. Jackson, Academic Press, describes the JSP methodology

and is available directly from Zeducomp and from most professional/technical book stores.

PO. BOX 68 O STIRLING, NJ 07980 O (201) 755-2262
dBASE ii and dBASE III are trademarks of Ashton-Tate, Inc.
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contains 2,048 bytes) for the 50MB
drive. On a 30MB disk, DOS 2.1 allo
cates 4,074 clusters; DOS 5.0 creates
16,279 clusters.

1 ﬁnd that my PC has to work 1.5
to 4 times longer doing sequential
reads on this much larger number of

clusters under DOS 5.0 as a result. Us—
ing the new 5.0 Norton Utility Timemark program and the technical read-

out from NORTONCOM, I studied the

effects of the two types of DOS on storage, cluster size, and speed. The larger

:

the cluster, the faster the performance,
but if the ﬁle size is small, the greater

CHKDSK utility is similarly affected:
reading the 30MB takes 8 seconds un-

DOS 3.0 with its ZKB cluster size, 9.6MB

DOS 3.0. Setting the number of buffers
higher helps, but does not remove dif»

2.1, with its 4K8 clusters, word proces—

One has a trade-off between the efﬁciency of PC storage on a large ﬁxed
disk and the sequential read speed.
laurence Greenhill

the slack or empty space in each clus—
ter. If I format the 50MB Maynard in

of ﬁles take up 30 percent of the ﬁxed
disk‘s space. Loading my WordPerfect
word processor takes 10 seconds. If I
then reformat the same disk with DOS

sor load time drops to 4 seconds. The
ﬁles now occupy 135MB on the disk, or
42 percent of the disk space. The

j

ARE YOU TRYING
TO COMMUNICATE ?
C programs can communicate with the world now through the power of
The Greenleaf Comm Library. Now from the people who brought you The

Greenleaf Functions General Library for C, comes this rich interrupt driven,

ring-buffered asynchronous communications capability.

Over 100 functions in C and assembler to facilitate communications at up to
9600 baud. Up to eight ports at a time. ASCII or XMODEM. X—On/X—Off too.
Hayes compatible modems controlled here. Safe too, bet you can't exit your
application with interrupts hot. Major applications around the world base
their communicating applications on The GreenleafComm Library. Stop just
trying and start really communicating. Get your copy of The GreenleafComm
Library today. For all major C compilers, all models, all versions. For the
IBM PC and just about any machine with MSDOS and an 8086. Comes with
source code, extensive examples, demo programs, featuring C-Terminal,

reference card and newsletter. No royalty. $185

Other Products: The Greenleaf Functions General Library, over 220

functions for total control of the IBM PC, with source. 3185 for the compilers

listed below. (See ordering instructions below).

der DOS 2.1, and 12 seconds under

ferences between the two versions.

Mamaroneck, NY

Thank you for your comments on
ﬁxed-disk: performance and cluster size.
The Listing Dis/eerie Service is alive and
well, and the ﬁxed—disk benchmarks

should be available to you. We are very
sorry that you were misinfonned.

—WF

THE SCOPE OF DEBUGGERS

Thank you for including Periscope in

your debugger digest (”Entomological
Explorations,” Steven Armbrust and Ted
Forgeron,January 1985, p. 88). The ac-

companying table has two bugs.
Under the heading ”Single—step
past calls and interrupts," Periscope
should get a ”Yes;" under “Copy-protected," a “No." Periscope requires the
special purpose memory board, but the
disk is not copy-protected.

We are now shipping version 1.1 of

Periscope. This version has many new
features, such as user—controlled win—
dows for data, register, stack, and/or
disassembly information; support of

Phoenix’s Plink and Digital Research‘s
LINK86 for program symbols; PC/AT sup—
port and real—mode 80286 opcodes; the
ability to debug device drivers, non»
DOS programs, and memory—resident
programs; and system crash recovery.

Brett Salter

Data Base Decisions
Atlanta, GA

Most of the debuggers reviewed use an
option on their TRACE or STEP com—
mands to single-step past calls and interrupts. Periscope includes this feature,
but implements it with a different com-

mand HUMP), which we missed. Regarding copy protection, Periscope is pro—

tected in one sense. Although users can

Specify compiler when ordering: Lattice, Microsoft, Computer Innovations,
Mark Williams, or DeSmet. Add $7.00 for UPS Second Day Air (or 85.00 for

ma/ee as many copies as they please
and can even install it onto a hard
dis/a, the software runs only when the

ground). Texas residents add sales tax. MasterCard, VISA, check, or P.0r

In stock, shipped same day.

C] General Libraries

DComm Library
El C11 86 Compiler
Cl Lattice C
DMark Williams

$185
$185
$349

$395
$475

For Information:

214/446-8641

GREENLEAF
SOFTWARE @

2101 HICKORY DR.
CARROLLTON, TX 75006

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Periscope board is installed This limits
its use to a single machine.
—Steven Armbrust

A review of Periscope is scheduledfor a
future issue of PC Tech Journal.
—WF
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Many successful companies

are pulling BABIES to work.
TM

Hundreds of companies, both here and

Control Language, RPG || Compiler,

work. BABY/34 is a complete software
system that understands your IBM
System/34 so thoroughly it can run
RPG ll programs on your IBM microcomputers. Envision our hard-working
BABIES allowing you to run all the
quality System/34 RPG ll programs and
complete systems on your PCs, XTs, ATs
and most compatibles.
Data Exchange Utility, Operations

Generator, Source Entry Utility, RPG Sort
and Data File Utility are all included in
BABY/34.

abroad, have put BABY/34 Sottware to

RPG ll Runtime Support, Screen Format

No other sottware can extend the

dimensions of your System/34 like

BABY/34. For more information on how

BABY/34 Software can benefit your

business, call or write California

Software Products, Inc. today.

525 N. (ubrillo Park Dr, Suite 300

50mg Ana, (alifomju 92701

714/973-0440, TLX 685645
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SUPERCALC FOR THE 8087
“The Limited Joys of Translated Soft-

are" (james Creane, January 198‘), p.
142) states that Microsoft‘s macro as-

sembler could produce a version of the
Sorcim/IUS spreadsheet, SuperCalc 3,
that could use the 8087. In fact, such a
version already exists. SuperCalc 3,

release 2, supports both the 8087 and
the 80287.

Leanna Gas/ems

Sorcz'n'I/[US Micro Software

USEFUL WORK

Just a note to tell you how much 1 en-

joyed the February 1983 issue of PC

Tech journal. 1 really enjoyed the direc-

tory prog‘am by Ted Mirecki (”Dipping
into Directories," p. 67), and found al—

most all of the other articles useful.
Please continue to have a lot of useful
programs and routines rather than a

bunch of reviews. You continue to look
better. Keep up the good work.

SCIHJOSC’, CA

je/f/acobscn

Logan, UT

PASCAL PROBLEMS
The Turbo Pascal article by Michael

Covington (”The Power of Turbo Pasv
cal," February 1985, p. 112) was much
appreciated. There was a minor but

disabling error in the diskspace proce

dure that was included; the bx register

should be used to determine free
space, not the dx register. The latter returns the total amount of space on the
disk, used and not used.
It would be helpful if someone
with good knowledge of the different

Pascal implementations in use could
provide some general guidelines, with
examples, of how programs from one
Pascal could be translated into others.
The article by Robert Stam (Environ

mental Excavations,” February 1985, p.
90) would be a good example. In addition, Turbo permits in-line incorpora-

tion of machine language code; an arti—

cle that describes the interfacing of

short machine language routines to var—
ious different Pascals would extend the
usefulness of various technical articles

that have appeared in publications, in

cluding [’C Tech/01mm].
jerome Bhlﬁ’lefltbal, MD.
Bingbamton, NY

Dr. Blmnemba/ is exactly right aboul
Ibis: 7738 correct register should be bx. I
apologize for the error.
‘Mic/Jael C01 tington

CUT WORDS
Every documentation writer should

read the sidebar, ”Writing Improved
While You Watch," to the article, “Docu-

mentation That Works" (Michael COV»

ington,januaty 1985, p. 165). Mr. Cov-

ington is right: good writers cut every
unnecessary word. But Mr. Covington

quit when he was just getting started.
”One of the best ways to improve

your writing is to cut out unnecessary
words" may be 40 percent off the origi—
nal, but it has a long way to go. Why

equivocate? Never say “One of the best
ways. . when you can make the state

ment positive: “The best way. . That
engages your reader. It also cuts two
unnecessary words.

Putting the action first adds punch.
“Cutting out unnecessary words is the
best way to improve your writing."

(One more unnecessary word is gone.)
What help is “out" or “your?" “Cut—

ting unnecessary words is the best way

to improve writing." (Ten words left.)
Now I am warming up. Replace
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“the best way to improve” with the active verb “improves." And our reader is
not stupid—“unnecessary“ is unnecesPC TECH JOURNAL

We’ve Delivered.
n.)

BABY/36 is a new siblin version of our internationall successful

BABY/34'M Software. BA Y/36 was designed specifically to transport IBM“
System/36 RPG II programs to the IBM PC family. BABY/36 has many features

including: System Help Menu, Help Facility, Multiple Disk Support, Auto Report,
Alternate Index Support and Full Procedural Files.

BABY/36 consists of nine maior modules: RPG Compiler, Operation Control

Language Processor, Sort, RPG Pr

Format Generator, Source Entry U

ram Control, Data Exchange Utility, Screen

ty, Data File Utility and Screen Design Aid.
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Call California Software Products, Inc. today tor more information on how our
eXCIting new arrival can extend the capabilities of your System/36.

CIRCLIﬁ NU. I‘M ON I<lDERFFiVICh CARI)
it

a: ‘

525 N. Cohrillo Park Dr., Suite 300

Sum“ Ana, (aIiIorniu 9270]
714/97370440,TLX685645

LETTERS
sary. “Cutting words improves writing."

Imperatives can save even more words.
Commands work! “Cut words!"
You could go too far, too. Still, Mr.
Covington‘s point is worth making
again. Good writers Cut every unneces—

sarv word.
‘

Martin L. Itinehart
New Yor/e, NY

DOS REDIRECTION BUG
I recently attempted to use the redirec—
tion of standard output under I’C‘DOS

2.0 to append text to a text ﬁle. The results were peculiar, to say the least. Ac»
cording to the IBM manual,‘ >> ﬁlename' causes ‘ﬁlename‘ to he opened
(created if necessary) and positions the
write pointer at the end of the ﬁle so

that all output is appended to the ﬁle.
After much consternation over my fail—
ure to append to a ﬁle, I uncovered a
bug in the redirection code.

The problem centers around ITILII‘lx'v

ing the end of a tile (EOE), and the

subsequent locating of that mark. DOS

uses ‘ Z (IAh) to mark EOF, and the

ﬁrst Z found in a ﬁle ends the ﬁle as
far as text is concerned, although the

ﬁle has the remaining bytes of the clus-

ter (1,024 bytes DSDD) available.

By scanning the hex content of
ﬁles that had been appended to by redirection, I found that the appended data

were indeed there, which was indicated

by the increase in the DOS reported
ﬁle size, but it followed rather than pre—
ceded the existing EOF (1Ah) mark. For

all practical purposes the text was hid-

den, though I could recover it by mod-

ifying7 the sector to remove the offend»
ing EOF mark.
I see no good way around this bug
short of a patch from IBM. I also do not
know if it exists in DOS 2.1 or 3.0. I
would be interested in your reaction.
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Kevin]. O’Connor
Center Valley, PA

this is indeed the case, all the way
through DOS 3.0. Additionally, DOS
fails to mar/e. the end of the appended
text with a new 2, which might cause

0 We have over 300
complete, tested, and, documented functions.
All source code and demo programs are included.
0 The library was specifically designed for software
development on the IBM PC. XT. AT and compatibles. There are no royalties.

0 Over 95% of the source code is written in C. ExErienced prgrammers
can easily “customize" functions. Novices can learn from the thorough comments.

he (mayﬂare tﬁe[twat/Evasion we about to 111c

Concentrate on software development—not writing functions.
THE C UTILITY LIBRARY includes:
0 Best Screen Handling Available 0 Windows 0 Full Set of Color Graphics
Functions 0 Better String Handling Than Basic 0 DOS Directory and File Management 0 Execute Programs. DOS Commands and Batch Files 0 Complete
Keyboard Control 0 Extensive Time Date Processing 0 Polled ASYNC
Communications. General DOS BIOS gate 0 Data Entry 0 And More 0

“uneapected EOF” errors when reading
the ﬁle with a processor that expects to
see 7 at EOF. To patch a ﬁle to which
standard output has been appended,
you must both remove the ”Z at the end
of the original ﬁle and add "Z to the
end of actual text. This is plainly a bug
in DOS, and if any reader has traced
the problem and wor/eed out a patch,
PC Tech Journal would lz'lee to print it

as a Tech Notebook.

—./D

CODE VIA PHONE
I would like to second the suggestion
made by Doug Sharp in his letter pub»
lished in the December 1984 issue

(“Listing by Telephone," p. 32). It

would be very nice to be able to obtain
source code via a phone call.

Robert E. Kribel
Auburn, AL

O The Library is compatible with: Lattice. Microsoft. Computer Innovations. Mark Williams
and DeSmet. Available Soon: Digital Research, Aztec and Wizard.
C Compilers: Lattice C—5349. Computer Innovations CBS—$329: Mark Williams C—S449.
C UTIUTY UBRARY $185. SpeCial prices on library 8t compiler packages.

Order direct or through your dealer. Specify compiler when ordering. Add $4.00 shipping for
UPS ground. $7.00 for UPS 2-day service. NJ residents add 6% sales tax. Master Card. Visa.
check or PO.

Maplewood. New Jersey 07040

The article ‘Yiv'esistible DOS 3.0” (lulie
Anderson, December 1984, p. 74) incor—
rectly stated that once the read—only

attribute is set on a ﬁle, an attempt to
COPY the ﬁle would return the message

"File creation error” from DOS. In fact,
an attempt to COPY to the ﬁle or otherwise ozierwrite it returns the error mes-

sage. This is not a method for copy pro-

ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE, INC
PO. Box 1003

ERRATUM

914 762-6605

tection as some of our readers had

hoped after reading the article. We
regret the misinformation.

i
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The New Aztec C
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Better Code With Less Effort

The new 3.2 Version of Manx Aztec C86-c produces faster and smaller code with less
effort than any C development system available for PC-DOS and MS-DOS.
'14 compiler that has many strengths . . . extensions seem to be quite valuable for serious wor "

(Aztec C86 2.2 review in Computer Languages 2/85)

BetterCode...

Manx offers two commercial development systems,

produced by other PC-DOS and MSDOS compilers. In

Aztec C86«c and Aztec C86d. Items marked -c above are
provided as special features of the Aztec C86-c system.
Other items are provided with both.

An extract from the C benchmark comparison in the

ware quality or signiﬁcantly reduce software develop-

Manx Aztec C86c produces code that executes up to

60 percent faster in up to 60 percent less space than code
short, it generates the best code available

January, 1985 issue of Computer Languages is reproduced here Aztec C86c clearly generated the best code
Modifying the sieve benchmark to use register variables
presents an even clearer picture Aztec C86«c executes in
6.51 seconds, Mark Williams executes in 7.56 seconds,
and there is no improvement for lattice and Computer

Innovations Optimized C86. The Dhrystone benchmark
results presented here are from a benchmark study con-

ducted by MANX. The Dhrystone benchmark was published in the CACM (10/84 27:10 p1013) and converted by

MANX from ADA to C. The Dhrystone benchmark was

designed to produce a ﬁgure of merit for performance for
systems software For a full copy of the Manx Dhrystone

and Whetstone benchmarks including timings for large
memory models call Manx.
Code
Size

Compile]
Link Time

4,448
21,902
6,887
12,729

64 secs
98 secs
79 secs
111 secs

Execution
Time
Sieve Benchmark
Manx Aztec C86 2.2
Lattice 2.13
Mark Williams 20
[ Optimized C86 2.20G
Matrix Benchmark
Manx Aztec C86 2.2
Lattice 2.13
Mark Williams 2.0
Optimized C86 2.20G
Dhrystone Benchmark
Manx Aztec C86 2.2
lattice 2.14
Mark Williams 2.0
Optimized 086 2.20J

ment time. Manx works with third party software developers to assure the availability of a wide variety of high

quality third party software For Aztec C. Third party software is available directly from Manx. Some of the better

known software products available for Aztec C86 are:
HALO
PHACT

C WINDOWS
Sunscreen

Amber Windows
PLINK86

PRE-C

Greentree

C Util Lib

PANEL

C-TREE

FirstTime

Call to order or for information on third party soft-

ware

. . . and Portable, ’lbo!

Manx Aztec C is the most portable C development system available Manx Aztec C is the only C development
system available for all of the following: MS-DOS, PC-

DOS, CP/M-86, Macintosh, CPM-80, Apple II, Radio
Shack and Commodore. Manx Aztec C syntax and
library routines conform as closely as possible to the letter and spirit of UNIX Version 7, System 111 and System

11 secs
11 secs
12 secs
13 secs

16 secs
29 secs
29 secs
27 secs
36 secs
89 secs
56 secs
53 secs

7,804
25,176
10,847
13,766
5,680
20,404
12,980
11,009

92 secs
163 secs
107 secs
134 secs
93 secs
117 secs
113 secs
172 secs

with Less Effort

At Manx, we understand the value of development
tools, specialized features, professional documentation
and technical support in making it easier for you to produce quality software. That’s why we bundle more than

$1000 worth of special features and tools with Manx
Aztec C86c, provide documentation that wins consis-

tent praise for its clarity and completeness, and provide
telephone access to experienced technical support for all
Manx Aztec C products.
The following are some of the more important components of the Manx Aztec C86 Software Development
System. Notice that many of the features that are

bundled with Manx Aztec C86-c such as the debugger, Z
editor, macro assembler, library source code, and ROM

support are extra cost items with other systems.
Symbolic Debugger
Optimized C compiler
C Utility Library
A586 Macro Assembler
DOS Function Library
LN86 Overlay Linker
8087/80287 Sensing Lib
Z i) Source Editor-c
R M Support Package-c

Graphics Library

CP/M-86 Library-c

Third party software can often greatly improve soft-

Screen Library
Extensive UNIX Library
Library Source Code-c
Microsoft]Intel Object Option
Small and large memory models

V. Software created for one environment can be adapted
to a host of others.

. . . Cross Compilation Saves Time and

Resources

A comprehensive set of Cross compilers are available
from Manx. Cross compilers allow development for a

number of machines to be performed on a single faster
host machine. Code is then downloaded and tested on

the target machine. In some cases testing can also be
done on the host machine Using a PC or AT to produce
and test ROM code is less expensive and more effective
than specialized micro development systems.
To target development for PC-DOS, MS-DOS,
CP/M-86, 0r ROM based 8088/8086/80186/80286 sys-

C86p, and Manx Aztec C86-a.

Aztec C86-c (Commercial System) $499

This is the best C software development system available for PC-DOS, MS-DOS, and CP/M-86. It is heavily

bundled with time saving development tools and special
features (see list). Initial purchase entitles the licensed
user to one year of computer tracked updates. After one
year, the update service can be renewed on an annual

basis for a modest fee

Aztec C86-d (Developer’s System) 5299
This system includes all of the major elements of the

Manx Aztec C86 Software Development System. Including Optimized C compiler, Macro Assembler, Linker,
Librarian, Source Editor, and Symbolic Debugger. For
price, performance, and professional features it is far superior to competing systems with list prices that are

much higher. Aztec C86-d can be upgraded to Manx
Aztec C86-c by paying the difference in list price plus
$10.

Aztec C86-p (Personal System)

$199

This system comes with a non-commercial license and

can be upgraded.

Aztec C86-a (Apprentice System)

599

This system is designed to assist in learning the C

language

How Become an Aztec C User

1-800-832-9273 (800-TEC WARE). In N] or outside the

must be licensed for Aztec C86-c. The following targets
are available for $300 each:

4995812.
Payment can be by check, COD, American Express,
VISA, Master Card, or Net 30 to qualified customers.

Call Manx for information on cross development to the

Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701.
There is no charge for standard domestic delivery. One day and
two day express delivery is available to most areas for a minimal

For more information on XENIX, TOPVIEW and

press delivery is sent freight collect. Manx takes care of export
documents and the like. COD on export is available to some
areas.

A wide variety of PC-DOS, MS~DOS, and CP/M-86,
based cross compiliers are available The host system

Macintosh
TRS-BO Ill/IV

CP/M-BO
8080/280

Apple II
6502/6510/6511

68000, 65816, Amiga, C64, C128, CP/M-68K, VRTX,
and others.

other specialized development, call Manx.

30 Day Guarantee

Any Manx Aztec C86-c or Manx Aztec C86-d development sys‘
tem can be returned within 30 days for a refund if it fails to meet
your needs. Restrictions are that the original purchase must be
directly from Manx, and shipped within the USA. Returned
items must be received by Manx within 30 days. A small restock-

80186/80286 Support
Librarian

Discounts

Graphics Library
Object File Utilities
Mixed memory models-c
Lattic, Microsoft, and CIC86 Interface
Unitools (MAKE, DlFF and GREP)-c

'11) accommodate the widest possible audience of C

users,Manx Aztec C is available in four conﬁgurations.
Manx Aztec C86-c, Manx Aztec C86-d, Manx Aztec

tems, Cross compilers are available from VAX/UNIX
($2000), PDP-llJUNIX ($1000), and the Apple Macintosh
($750).

ing fee may be required.

INTEL HEX Utility-c

Aztec C Software Development Systems

USA call 201-530-7997. Orders can also be telexed to

Orders can also be mailed to Manx Software Systems,

fee Outside the USA standard delivery is $20 additional and ex-

How ’11) Get More Information

To get more information on Manx Aztec C and related

products call 1-800-221-0440 or write to Manx Software
Systems, Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701.

Distribution of Manx Aztec C

There are special discounts available to professors, students,
and consultants. A discount is also available on a "trade in” basis

for users of Lattice C, CI-C86, Mark Williams C, Wizard C, Digi-

tal Research C, and Microsoft C. Call Manx for details.

MANX

'Ib become an Aztec C user call 1-800-221—0440 or call

In the USA, Manx Software Systems is the sole and exclusive
distributor of Aztec C. Any telephone or mail order sales other
than through Manx are unauthorized. Manx Aztec C is sold at
some retail outlets under license to Manx.

To order or for information call:

800-221-0440

UNIX is a registered TM of AT&T Bell Laboratories, MS TM Microsoft, Inc., Help TM Media Cybernetics. PANEL TM Roundnill Computer
Systems Ltd, APPLE II and Macintosh TM Apple, Inc.. TRS-BD TM Radlo Shack. 064 TM Commodore Int, Plink 86, Pro-C TM Phoenix
Software
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Get yourself a
This little critter comes with specially;designed software
that ﬂies through the maze of keystrokes on the most
popular business programs faster than you .
can say “cheese.”
Microsoft® Mouse puts the power to run
Multiplan:® Lotus 1’23?“ VisiCalc® and

\WordStar® in the palm
ofyour hand. Click
the left button on

//. , .
H 5”

the mouse, acustom , .
menu appears. In
English, not hierogly~

phics. Click the right
button and execute your ‘

command: move text or data, edit, format, print. All at
blinding speed without touching thekeyboard.
It also lets you create your own menus for editing and
formatting existing application programs. So people can
learn programs quicker and do more productive work as
they learn.

The mightiest mouse.

Microsoft Mouse runs circles around other mice.
It is the high performance mouse for the IBM® PC and
PC XT. From the company known for high

trained mouse.

performance software. Microsoft BASIC is the language
spoken by nine out of ten microcomputers worldwidi.
Our MST—“DOS operating system te s
5-;
MgﬂfﬁggﬁE-r your IBM PC how to think.
So don’t monkey around with any other mouse. Call
800—426—9400 (1n Washington State call 206—828—8088)
for the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer Then
go with Microsoft Mouse.
The mouse that soars.
Microsoft and Multiplan are registered trademarks and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Lotus 1—2—3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. VisiCalc
is.. ire gistered trademark of VisiCo rp. Wor dSI arisar egistercd trademark of MicroProi
IBM is a registered trademark oflntcmationai Business Machines Corporation,

"
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running right.
That’s where our C Source
Debugger (csd) can be a big help.
080 lets you debug like a

EXECUTION TIME (SECONDS)

564

564

499

the value of any C expression or

14.144

bler—looking right at your code
through the 08d window, an
exclusive Mark Williams feature.
You can set trace-points to stop
program execution at particular
program lines, trace and display

271

270

242
10,930

zoo

155 i
MWC

L

M

DRl

many others have made MW086
their compiler of choice. (After
all, they’re only human.)
A human interest story with
a happy ending.

All right, you’re interested—which
proves you’re not only human,
but smart. So what do you
do now?
Easy. Just call 1-800-MWC1700. You’ll talk to another
human being who’ll answer any

questions you have. And if you
want to order, we’ll send you the
complete system, including

MWC86 compiler, 03d debugger,
complete library of functions,

and more. All for just $495.

The sooner you call, the
sooner you can be winning the
race to get your products out the
door. Which is, after all, a very
human race.
5—Small Memory Model

633

human being—in C, not assem-

variable, and much more.

PROGRAM SIZE (BYTES)

I—Large Memory Model

14.456

more time to get the program

25.088

spent months just getting the
code written, but you know it’s
going to take at least that much

-11.579

the debugging process. You’ve

17 408

Normally, nothing is more frustrating fora programmer than

15,288

superhuman.

12.700

programs up and running as fast
as possible. With all the buttons
buttoned and all the zippers
zipped.
That’s why we developed the
C Programming System. So you
don’t get caught with your pants
down.
To err is human-to debug,

16.792

But you still have to get your

The CProgramming System
supports the complete C lan—
guage as defined by Kernighan &
Ritchie. But it also goes on to
include void and enumerated
data types, register variables,
structure assignments, Berkeley
structure rules, and the biggest C
library available. With support
for a wide variety of third-party C
libraries and utilities.
You also get MSDOS compatEvery company says its compiler
ibility,
large and small memory
produces the fastest, densest
models,
8087 in-line support, and
code. But Mark Williams actually
one-step
compiling. A full range
proves it. Take a look at the
of
options
increases your flexibil—
benchmark tests below and see
ity,
letting
you
compile without
if you don’t agree.
linking,
link
without
compiling,
Now imagine just how much
more.
and
more competitive this kind of
With all these advantages, it’s
performance could make y_ou_r
no
wonder
lntel, DEC, Wang, and
products.

13.964

else: you tend to put your pants

on one leg at a time.

With 080 you can run the
target program a line at a time,
continue to the next tracepoint,
or even restart the whole program right in the middle of
debugging. Meanwhile, you’re
squashing bugs as you find
them. And your program will
run without modification.
Get a leg up on the
competition.

lI
Cl

-

Mark Williams knows that
programmers are like everyone

MWC

L

M

DRI

Call I-800-c-l700 To order.
IN ILLINOIS CALL 312-472—6659. VISA/MC ACCEPTED
CIRCLE N0. 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cl

NOTE: Sort program as in ﬁg), August
1983, p. 91. Register declaration added.
Further information on these benchmarks
available from Mark Williams Company
upon request.

Mark
Williams
Company
1430 West Wrightwood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60614

h

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

JEFF DUNTEMANN

Courier 2400

U. S. Robotics’ 2400-haud modem doubles throughput

and enhances the Hayes standard at a temfz'c pn'ce.

In computing, particularly in business
computing, nothing is ever done

quite fast enough. Therefore, of all the
ways a modem standard may be en—
hanced, speed remains perhaps the
most important. In recent months, at

least ten modem manufacturers have
announced products that, by operating
at 2400 baud (240 characters per sec-

ond), effectively double the throughput

of the ubiquitous 1200—baud asynchronous communications link.
However, as of this writing, only
U. S. Robotics is actually delivering such
a product—the Courier 2400—and at
the extremely aggressive list price of
$699. Evidently, pushing 240 characters
per second through the low bandwidth
channel represented by a telephone
line (and doing it for less than $1,000)

is not as easy as modern manufacturers
had assumed. In consideration of the
technological and pricing breakthrough
represented by this product, PC Tech

journal has chosen the U. S. Robotics

Courier 2400 modem as its May 1985
product of the month.
Since D. C. Hayes set the standard
with its original 500—baud modem in
late 1981, the ﬁeld has been left wide

open for other vendors to add competi—
tive value to their modern products by
implementing the Hayes standard of
functionality and then building upon it.
Among 1200-baud modems, the Pren-

tice PopCom and Prometheus Pro—
Modem 1200 are perhaps the most innovative products to do just that.

With the Courier 2400, speed is the
revolutionary aspect; it may take a little

time for the rest of the telecommunications industry to make use of it. None

of the major information services used

by the public currently supports 2400-

baud communications.

The Courier 2400 and its later siblings will ﬁnd their ﬁrst use in point—to—
point links now served on both ends by
Hayes or Hayes-compatible modems.
Many of these links span the continent;

MAY 1985

some span oceans. Across such dis»
tances, connect time is money. On a

transcontinental link that may bill
hundreds of dollars a month, changing
to 2400—baud modems can pay back the
incremental cost of the modems over
1200—baud technology (about $200 per
modem) in a matter of days.
The Courier 2400 represents other
evolutionary improvements to the
Hayes standard. Built into the Courier‘s
ROM code are two help screens: one
details all commands available from
PRODUCT NAME
Courier 2400

COMPANY

U. S. Robotics, Inc.

ADDRESS
1125 West Washington Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
TELEPHONE
312/733—0497
PRICE
$699
command mode; one explains the 16

programmable registers. The user types
AT! to view the command help screen,

transmitted to the screen from the modem; typing ATS! displays the register

help screen. (How often have you
scrambled for the manual to look up

which register sets the number of rings
before autoanswer?)

A much-lamented deﬁciency in the
Hayes standard is its inability to distinguish among a dead line, a dial tone, a
busy signal, or the voice of the liquor
store owner whose phone number is
one digit removed from MCIMail’s dial—
up. Like some other innovative modems
(PopCom, for example), the Courier
2400 returns a distinct result code upon
encountering each of these signals.

Then there are the switches. Many
modems must be opened physically to
change switch settings, usually by prying against plastic parts with a screwdriver, risking broken plastic and skin—
ned knuckles. The Courier 2400 provides unencumbered access to the
switches through a well in the bottom
plate of the modem. Furthermore, the
meaning of each switch is clearly
printed on the bottom plate, along with
a summary of all registers, all com—
mands, and all LED indicators.

The Courier 2400 also has one
switch that the Hayes modems do not
have: the quad switch reverses the
meaning of RSZSZC pins 2 and 3.
Whether the Courier will be connected
to DTE (data terminal equipment) or

DCE (data communications equipment),
the user may do so without having to

resort to a “nullmodem” or “modern
eliminator" cable.
The Courier 2400’s volume control
is a slide pot on the side, easily adjusta—
ble with one ﬁnger. The modem back
plate includes a modular telephone jack
for both the wall connection and a
desk phone, saving the cost and bother
of a “Y” plug for the modular outlet.
We have successfully used the Cou-

rier 2400 with Crosstalk XVI, ASCOM,
Kermit, PC Talk, and several home-brew

terminal programs.
The Courier 2400 resides in a
pebble—ﬁnish plastic case that is cer—
tainly rugged enough, yet somehow
seems a bit of a letdown. We are all
very used to the wraparound aluminum
extrusion in which the Hayes modem
nestles, impervious to all mayhem. (It

can truthfully be said that you can

dance on a D. C. Hayes modem.)
You cannot dance on the Courier
2400. You can, however, use it to dou—

ble the throughput of your communications links, at relatively little additional
cost over a Hayes 1200<baud modem.
That is certainly an acceptable trade—off.
The Courier 2400 is a winner.
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TECH RELEASES
Hardware, software,
and other developments

for the IBM PC

P731000

—
HARDWARE
The PC21 Indexer, from Compumotor Corporation, is a complete motion

controller that plugs into the PC. The
PC21 allows direct control of the manufacturer‘s microstepping motor/drives
and may also be used to operate DC
servo ampliﬁers with full closed loop
control. The indexer accepts high-level
commands from the PC at its own address on the PC bus, permitting use of
multiple indexer cards in the PC or expansion chassis. Simple motion com~
mands Will accelerate or decelerate the
motor/drive and simultaneously maintain positive control of move distance. A
list of as many as 500 commands may be
assembled and stored in the PC21 In—
dexer. Price: $795.

Compumotor Corporation, 1 I 79 N.
McDowell Blvd, Petaluma, CA 94952,-

800/358-9068; in California,
707/778-1244 (collect)

CIRCLE 490 ON READER SERVICE CARD :

such as portable computers, and highbandwidth memory applications, such as
graphics and digital signal processing.
For quantities of 1,000 or more, prices

range from $28.75 to $48.65 each, de«
pending on performance characteristics;
expected price for the 51C259H-20 is
$18 each for 10,000 (available in the

fourth quarter of 1985).

Intel Corporation, 5200 NE Elam
Young Par/away, Hillsboro, OR 97123;

503/681-4203

CIRCLE 488 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pragmatic Test Systems has intro-

duced the PTS-1000 series of PC-based
integrated circuit testers. The four initial
members of the family are the PTS-1000/
1005 digital test systems and the PTS1010/1015 linear/digital test systems. The
PTS-1000/1010 are controlled by the

PC/AT; the PTS-lOOS/lOlS are controlled

by the PC/XT. The test systems can be
used for manual device handling or they
can be interfaced to automatic handling
equipment, making them suitable for
use in incoming inspection, production

test, and laboratory applications. Prices:
PT5-1000, $35,950; PIS-1005, $27,950;
PTS-1010, $49,950; PPS-1015, $42,950.

Pragmatic Test Systems, Inc., 1405 S.

Milpitas Blvd, Milpitas, CA 95035;
408/943-1920
CIRCLE 491 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Compumotor's I’CZI Indexer-

The 51C259 is a CHMOS static-column,

64K-by-4 dynamic random-access mem—
ory (DRAM) from Intel Corporation. It
is the latest in a line of 256K dynamic

RAMS. The 51C259 will be offered in

two versions: the 51C259H, which takes

advantage of the high~bandwidth bene-

ﬁts of CHMOS, and the 51C259L, which

emphasizes the low—power requirements. The CMOS 256K DRAMs are especially in demand for low-power uses,
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Extended Systems has announced its
LaserConnection Family. The family

is designed to unleash the power of the

Hewlett-Packard Laserjet printer. Users
who previously could not interface the
Laserjet to their systems or applications
may now enjoy full-feature support. Ex—
tended Systems has introduced the ﬁrst
four members of the family: ESI-2646
allows the Laserjet printer to be interfaced to the IBM Displaywriter System

without user retraining or sacriﬁcing the

power of the text processor. ESI-1312
allows the printer to work with the IBM
DisplayWrite 2 software family. ESI-

2613 allows the Laserjet printer to be
automatically shared by up to three PCs
equipped with parallel printer ports;
ESI-2617 allows the Laserjet to be auto—
matically shared by up to three PCs with
serial output ports. Both the ESI-2613
and ESI<2617 include 1351-1312. Prices:
ESI-2646, 351,995; 1381-1312, 55895 (li»
censed on a site basis); 1351-2613 and
ESI-2617, $1,695 each for the initial

installation at a site, duplicates for the
same site are $895.

Extended Systems, 6062 Morris Hill
Lane, P. O. Box 4937, Boise, ID 8371];
208/322- 7] 63
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Advanced Digital Information Company has announced a 67MB ﬁle-ad
dressable, high-performance cartridge
tape system for a wide variety of appli—

cations and computer interfaces. Impor—
tant features of the 500 series tape
drives include: 67MB preformatted ﬁleaddressable tape cartridge; random—
access ﬁle addressability; guaranteed

cartridge interchange from system to
system and cartridge to cartridge; autO»

matic error detection/correction with

guaranteed error rates of less than one
in 1010 bits; internal tape certiﬁcation
and veriﬁcation; microprocessor-con—

trolled single—track head for automatic
mechanical and electrical adjustment; no
required ﬁeld maintenance (all mechan—
ical and electrical adjustments have

been eliminated); internal diagnostic ca—
pability for drive, controller, cartridge,

and interface; and turnkey responsibility. ADIC guarantees the total system in-

cluding interface, drive, cartridge, and

software. The system features interna—
tional power supply and approvals. The
series will operate on any AC line volt
age from 100 to 240 volts and 47 to
60Hz. Prices from $2,900 to $3,900.

Advanced Digital Information Com—
pany, 723 9th Avenue, Building A, Kirle—
land, WA 98033; 206/822-55 79
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Interface dis/e subsistem

A removable cartridge Winchester
disk subsystem that provides remov—
able data storage and data security, and
allows effective multiuse of a PC/AT has
been anounced by Interface, Inc. Because the unit is removable, the inci—

dence of damaged or erased data can be
minimized since the user simply re—
moves the disk cartridge when ﬁnished

working on a particular program. De—

signed for the AT, which functions as a
multiuser/multitasking machine, the removable Winchester disk cartridge com—
plements the ATS capabilities. With
10.5MB of formatted storage per car—
tridge, the cartridge drive ﬁts into the B:
drive slot of the AT. The drive has a
track-to—track access time of 22.5 milli—
seconds and an average access time of
98 ms, including head settling time.
Price: $1,695.
Interface, Inc, 21101 Osborne Street,
Canoga Par/e, CA 91304; 818/341-7914
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Techland Systems, Inc. has announced four products that allow the
PC/AT to emulate 5251 remote terminal
functions and 3270 terminal functions in
the remote, céax, and gateway environ-

ments. The BlueLynx 3270 SNA/SDLC

links an AT to an IBM 43xx, 30xx, or 370
mainframe using synchronous or asyn-

chronous protocols over leased or
switched lines. BlueLynx 3270 Coax

links an AT to an IBM 43xx, 30xx or 370

mainframe in the local environment.
The BlueLynx 3270 Gateway allows a
single local area network AT to act as a
3274 controller and communicate syn—

chronously with IBM mainframes
through modems. The BlueLynx 5251

The Solidrive 1 is a bubble memory
cartridge system announced by Targa
Electronics for use on computers in
harsh environments, including high—dust
levels, extreme temperatures, or high
humidity. The system is designed for ro»
botics, machine control, and process

control applications. Solidrive 1 consists
of a cartridge holder in half—height, 51/4—
inch drive conﬁguration, a removable
bubble memory cartridge, and an interface card for the PC. The interface card
installs into one of the PC’s expansion
slots and replaces an existing ﬂoppydisk controller. It is available in two versions: PC1 controls up to four bubble
memory Solidrives; PC2 controls up to
four drives in any combination of Solidrives and ﬂoppy—disk drives. Prices:

256KB system, $1,270; 384KB system,
$1,630; 512KB, $1,995.
Targa Electronics Systems Inc, 31013
Hawthorne Road, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada KIG 3H9,- 613/731—9941
CIRCLE 489 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Solidrive 1

Corvus Systems, Inc. now offers a
low-cost, 10MB add-in drive for the PC.

With the Corvus Internal Fixed Disk
Drive for the PC, users can have the

mass storage offered by a PC/XT. De—
signed to ﬁt a half-height, 51/4-inch Win-

chester disk drive format, the Corvus
Internal Fixed Disk Drive is easily installed in the PC‘s compartment desig

Gateway, $1,195; 5251, $745.

New York, NY 10010; 212/684-7788

San jose, CA 95124; 408/559-7000

5/38 using synchronous protocols over
leased or switched lines. Prices: 3270

SNA/SDLC, $945; 3270 Coax, $1,295; 3270
Tecbland Systems, 25 Waterside Plaza,
CIRCLE 485 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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from Opus Systems is a UNIX/copro-

cessor subsystem designed to convert
an IBM PC to a 32—bit UND( workstation.
It consists of a complete port of AT&T

UNIX System V and a 32-bit coprocessor
for the PC and plug-compatible computers. Opus516 is based on National Semiconductor’s 32016 CPU and includes the
32082 memory management unit and

32081 ﬂoating—point unit. On‘board
memory is expandable to 2MB. 1MB

conﬁguration, $3,140 (OEM).
Opus Systems, Suite 120, 960 San
Antonio Road, Los Altos, CA 94022,415/941—7201
CIRCLE 486 ON READER SERVICE CARD

From Language Resources Inc.

comes the PC-68K, a plug—in CPU

board, with software, that adds develop—

ment support for Motorola's 68000 microprocessor family to the PC/XT and
PC/AT. It permits designers to develop
and debug code for the 68000 CPU chip.
PC—68K provides a symbolic debugger,
linker/locator, Motorola-compatible

nated for a second ﬂoppy-disk drive. As
with ﬂoppy drives, the Corvus add-in
drive draws only 13 watts of power,
eliminating the need for the external
power supply other add—in and add-on
Winchester drives require. $995.

links an AT to an IBM 8/34, 8/36, and

The 0pus516 Personal Mainframe

Corvus Systems, Inc, 2100 Corvus Drive,
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macro assembler, and an IEEE floating
point package. Pascal and C compilers
and emulator and host communication
utilities are available as options. Prices:

PC—68K With 256KB RAM, $2,995; 512KB
RAM, $3,595; 1,024KB RAM, $4,195. Pas—
cal and C compilers, $895 each; host
communications utility, $295; emulator

communications utility, $495.

language Resources Inc, 4885 River—
bend Road, Boulder, CO 80301,-

303/449-8087
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Advanced Peripherals, Inc. has announced its new PC—family—based data
acquisition system called the Modular

Instrumentation Data Acquisition
System (MIDAS). This system combines
the ease of use, modularity, and power

of expensive stand-alone products with
the low cost and immediate software
support of board—level products. The
27
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lump/Jase Materick SMD PCBO

MIDAS consists of a control adapter that
plugs into a PC and up to 16 1/0 modules. The modules are heavy—duty standalone units powered by either the PC or
NO line, depending on the module

type. The distance from a module to the
microcomputer can be up to 300 feet.
This allows modules to be located in
hostile environments while the host PC
remains in an ofﬁce. Software support
consists of a PC—DOS device driver, sev—

eral applications programs, and custom
software development aids.
ABIGAIL is a high-performance, dataacquisition add-on board for the PC/AT.
The analog section consists of a 32-chan—
nel single-ended or 16—channel differen—
tial input (jumper selectable) multiplexer that expands to 256 or 128 channels respectively; a software—programmable gain ampliﬁer with four user or
factory resistor set gains; a 12-bit A/D
converter and two 12-bit D/A converters.

Prices: MIDAS, $695; ABIGAIL, approxi-

GPIB-PC inlerface by National Instruments

National Instruments has announced
new hardware and software products
for the PC family and compatibles. Fur—
ther, the GPIB-PCZA and Revision C

software are completely compatible with
the IBM General Purpose Interface Bus
Adapter. This interface from National In—
struments is the most recent in its fam-ily of GPIB interfaces. These interfaces
allow computers to control 4,000 IEEE—
488 programmable instruments available from more than 500 vendors for
engineering, scientiﬁc, CAD/CAM, and
medical applications.
The GPIB-PCZA interface is a half—
height board that complies with all of
the IBM expansion slot speciﬁcations,
enabling it to ﬁt into any available slot,
including the short slots in the IBM Por—
table PC. Like its predecessors, the new

board is based upon the NEC uPD7210
GPIB controller chip and a programmable logic array providing the most
complete set of GPIB functions in the

network I/O coprocessor is a max mode
8088-based, plug-in adapter that takes
up one PC expansion slot. The P0424
is designed to relieve the host processor
of all higher level protocol processing
responsibilities associated with multiple
serial lines, networking, and cipher operations. Four serial channels are pro—
vided on board. The PC communicates
with the PC—424 via a high-speed DMA—
controlled FIFO (thus allowing arbitrar—
ily large message sizes). With the addition of a video graphics and keyboard
interface module, both of which are

compatible with the PC, the PC—424 becomes a stand—alone PC. Optional plug—
on adapter modules expand the basic
functionality of the PC-424. $845.
TIAC Manufacturing 1ncon70rated,
3084 Spring Street, Port Moody, B.C.,
Canada V3H 128,- 604/461-1626
CIRCLE 478 ON READER SERVICE CARD

mately $1,000 (available mid—1985).
Advanced Penpberals, Inc, 12650 W.
Geauga Plaza, Cbesterland, OH 44026,-

hardware with a minimum number of

—
SOFTWARE

the GPIB-PCZA, as well as the IBM GPIB

CIRCUS 477 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The BYSO son WINCHESTER program, by

drive controller, available alone or inte-

Adapter. A unique feature of the Revision C software is that it will automatically conﬁgure itself to run on a variety
of compatible systems. Prices: GPIB—
PCZA, $385; equivalent kit with realtime

and compatibles. Now it provides the

language interfaces, $50 each.

21 6/729—3942

Inter-phase Corporation’s Maverick
SMD P080 is a high—performance disk

grated into a disk subsystem for the PC

PC/AT access to SMD (storage module

device) drives. These drives offer as
much as ﬁve times the speed of a PC/XT
that is equipped with a Winchester hard

disk. Interphase offers the Maverick controller as part of its RDS 350 and RDS
375 removable disk 50 and 75MB SMD
drive subsystems, and with its ﬁxed-disk
590MB drive subsystem, the EDS—590.
Because the SMD PC-80 resides on a

single board, it occupies only one card
slot in the computer’s chassis. $1,295.

Intetpbase Comoratz'on, 2925 Merrell

Road, Dallas, TX 75229,- 214/350-9000
CIRCLE 434 ON READER sERVICE CARD
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circuit elements. The new Revision C
software package is designed to run on

clock, $485; Revision C software kit, $375;

National Instruments, 12109 Technol-

ogy Blvd, Austin, TX 78727; 800/531—

5066; in Texas, 512/250-9119
CIRCLE 483 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The TIAC Network Processing Sys-

tem (NPS) is a hardware/software sys-

tem designed to operate independently
of or in conjunction with a PC while

providing a smart network interface.
The NPS consists of a base processor
(PC-424) and four optional submodules:
bus extender, a LAN generic interface,

video graphics and keyboard interface,
and four—serial-channel interface. The

the Levien Instrument Company, is

an inexpensive software alternative to a
hard disk. Once loaded on a system
disk, it is transparent. The program

stores the most frequently used data in
RAM memory, where it can be accessed

quickly, and loads many programs faster

than from a hard disk. Its large storage
capacity allows the use of 1,440KB of

data; if data are needed that cannot be
accessed from the RAM or disk, the pro

gram will ask for the disk with the data
to be inserted. soar WINCHESTER provides
protection for data: it automatically
backs up all data to floppy disk. It is also
removable—just press a key combina-

tion and use new sets of 1,44OKB of data

(four ﬂoppy disks). $60.

Levien Instrument Company, P. O. Box
31E, McDowell, VA 24458;

703/396-3345
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Borland Did It. urbo Pascal 3.0
The industry standard

TURBO

With more than 250,000 users worldwide Turbo

TURBO

3.0

Pascal is the industry’s de facto standard. Turbo
Pascal is praised by more engineers. hobbyists,
students and professional programmers than any
other development environment in the history of
microcomputing. And yet, Turbo Pascal is
simple and fun to use!

MS

2.0

PASCAL

We just added a whole range of exciting new
features to Turbo Pascal:
- First, the world's fastest Pascal compiler just got
faster. Turbo Pascal 3.0 (16 bit version) compiles
twice as fast as Turbo Pascal 2.0! No kidding.

31
'

- Then, we totally rewrote the tile IlO system, and

we also now support |/0 redirection.
- For the IBM PC versions, we’ve even added
“turtle graphics” and full tree directory support.
- For all 16 Bit versions, we now offer two addi-

COMPILATION SPEED

EXECUTION SPEED

tional options: 8087 math coprocessor support

for intensive calculations and Binary Coded
Decimals (BCD) for business applications.
- And much much more.

CODE SIZE
BUILT-IN INTERACTIVE EDITOR
ONE STEP

The 1798”“! got better:

Introducing TUI'DD Pascal 3.0

YES

MPI

(N0 LINKING NEEEQSARWLE

The Critics’ Choice.

Jeff Duntemann, PC Magazine: “Language

deal of the century . . . Turbo Pascal: It
introduces a new programming environment and
runs like magic."

39K

COMPILER SIZE

YES
'

TURTLE GRAPHICS

ecu OPTION

Dave Garland, Popular Computing: “Most

Pascal compilers barely ﬁt on a disk, but Turbo
Pascal packs an editor, compiler, linker, and runtime library into just 39K bytes of random—
access memory,"

YES

PRICE

$5995

Portability

computer industry is headed for: well
documented, standard, plenty of good features,
and a reasonable price."

('l Benchmark run on an IBM PC using MS Pascal version 3.2 and

the DOS linker version 2.6. The 179 line program used is the “Gauss

.

.'

Jerry Paurnelle, BYTE: ‘Whatl think the

Seidel" program out of Alan R. Miller‘s book: Pascal programs for

Turbo Pascal is available today for most com-

scientists and engineers (Sybex. page 128) with a 3 dimensional
non-singular matrix and a relaxation coefficient of 1.0.

puters running PC DDS, MS DOS, CP/M 80 or
CP/M 86. A XENIX version of Turbo Pascal WIII

soon be announced, and before the end of the
year, Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000
based microcomputers.

An Offer You Can't Refuse.

let

. 283for the dea
742-1 133

Until June ist, 1985, you can get Turbo Pascal 3.0
for only $69.95. Turbo Pascal 3.0, equipped with
either the 800 or 8087 options, is available for an
additional $39.95 or Turbo Pascal 3.0 with both options
for only $124.95. As a matter of fact, if you own a 16Bit computer and are serious about programming. you
might as well get both options right away and save

‘ ?)88‘ CA (80
an ?; 593%) U antlt‘l
(809535;
(800)
vESl'W d,,
measeser; 69.95 /

‘

aIITIOSI $25.

neares

So, to make your upgrade to the exciting new version of
Turbo Pascal 3.0 easy, we will accept your original Turbo

The disk 5‘18

Pascal disk (in a bend-proof container) for a trade-in credit

gar/2" D5

of $39.95 and your Turb087 original disk for $59.95. This
strade~in credit may only be applied toward the purchase of

Turbo Pascai30 and its additional 800 and 8087 options

Name:

;ttradeiin offer is only valid directly through Borland and until

,

.

I

,
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,

INTERNATIONAL TELEX172373
2' CIRCLE No.. 115 ON READER setwrce CARD
'ﬁlroo Pascal is a registered trademark of Borland International. Inc

PC Week is a trademark of lift-Davis Pub. Co.
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Borland Doeslt Again:

% SuperKey $69.95

Sure, ProKey” is a nice little program. But whenthe people who brought you
Turbo Pascal and SideKick get serious about keyboard enhancers, you can
expect the impossible . . . and we deliver.

ProKey

\

\

Total ProKey compatibility. Every Prokey Macro file may be
used by SuperKey without change so that you may capitalize on
all the precious time you've invested.

, no
no
yes

ALL FEATURES RESIDENT IN RAM AT ALL TIMES
RESIDENT PULL-DOWN MACRO EDITOR
RESIDENT FILE ENCRYFTION
PROKEY COMPATIBILITY

Now your PC can keep a secret! SuperKey includes a resident
tile encryption system that uses your password to encrypt and
decrypt files, even while running other programs. Two different
encryption modes are offered:
1. Direct overwrite encryption (which leaves the file size unchanged) for complete protection. At no point is a second file
that could be reconstructed by an intruder generated. Without
your secret password, no one will ever be able to type out your
confidential letters again!

N0

\

8“ PerKeV

2. COM or EXE file encryption which allows you to encrypt a

binary file into an ASCII file, transmit it through a phone line as a
text file and turn it back again into an executable file on the
target machine (only of course if your correspondent knows the
secret passwordl). Now, you will even be able to secretly exchange programs through Public Bulletin Board Systems or

DISPLAY PROTECTION
ABILITY TO IMPORT DATA FROM SCREEN

services such as CompuServe.
Totally memory resident at all times, gives SuperKey the ability

PULL-DOWN MENU USER INTERFACE

to create, edit, save and even recall new or existing macro ﬁles
anytime. even while running another program.

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE ON-LINE HELP SYSTEM

Pull down macro editor. Finally, a sensible way to create, edit,

ENTRY AND FORMAT CONTROL IN DATA FIELDS

change and alter existing macro definitions. Even while using
another application, a simple keystroke instantly opens a
wordprocessor—Iike window where you're allowed to see.
edit, delete, save and even attach names to an indi-

COMMAND KEYS REDEFINABLE “ON THE FLY"

much more.

DISPLAY-ONLY MACRO CREATION

vidual macro or file of macros, and

PRICE

Son'yProKey!
Superb software at reasonable prices!

‘

There is much more to SuperKey. Maybe the best
reason to buy SuperKey is that it is a Borland
International Product. Each one of our products
is the best in its category. We only believe in

'

lers Nation d Ca” (80

‘

absolutely superb software at reasonable prices!

.

2

.

compatible microcomputers.
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The Dam Translation family

DT/NOTEBOOK, DT/ILS-PC 1, and ASYST are
three software packages from Data
Translation, Inc. to support its family
of IBM PC-compatible data acquisition
and control boards. They are suitable
for such applications as chromatography, physiological and speech research,
materials testing, and industrial control.

Users are not required to write original
programs. DT/NOTEBOOK is an integrated,

menu-driven software package for real—

time data acquisition, process control,

data analysis, and graphics display.

DT/lLS-PC] is an interactive, command-

driven, digital signal processing pack-

age. ASYST is advanced, command—driven
software for realtime data acquisition

and control, data analysis, and graphics
displays. Prices: DT/NOTEBOOK, $795;

DT/ILS-PC 1, $1,495; ASYST, $1,695.
Data Translation, 100 Locke Drive,
Marlboro, MA 01 752; 6] 7/481—3 700
ClRClJE 476 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Borland International has introduced
SuperKey, a RAM—resident enhance—

ment software program with macro pro—
cessing and automatic data encryption
features. SuperKey will run on the PC,

PC/XT, PC/AT, Pe, and compatibles.

Users can deﬁne, edit, save, load, and

recall macros in realtime. SuperKey‘s
resident full—screen macro editor can be
”pulled down" on top of the main program; it allows manipulation of macro
ﬁles in a manner transparent to the
main program. The command stack has

a capability to recall automatically the
last 20 entered commands; the user can
select one or more commands to be
edited and reused, even at the DOS

command level. Two modes of data en—
cryption are supported: direct—overwrite
protection and textﬁle mode, which

enables users to encrypt binary ﬁles.

Price: $69.95.
Borland International, 4113 Scotts
Valley Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066;
408/438-8400
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Fox & Geller has released QUICK-

REPORT, a report writer for Ashton—Tate’s
dBASE 11 and dBASE 111. QUICKREPOR’I‘ is a

powerful, yet easy-to-use report writer
that can produce the most simple or
complex reports for dBASE 111. It requires
no programming, combining up to six

dBASE 111 databases in one report. Re—
ports can include user-deﬁned calculations on data, perform group breaks on
up to 16 different ﬁelds, and select data
using criteria entered by the user. A
high—speed sort is also built into the
product. QUICKREPORT runs on the PC
and compatibles and requires 256KB

memory. Price: $295.
Fox 6} Geller, Inc, 604 Mar/eet Street,
Elmwood Par/e, N] 07407;

20] /7948883
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A new duplication and copy-protection kit has been released by Softguard Systems, Inc. The kit allows
software developers to duplicate, pro—
tect, and serialize their products in a
convenient manner in conjunction with

their PC or PC/XT. It puts the control of
program use and distribution in the
hands of the person most concerned
about the intellectual investment. Besides sophisticated protection and serialization, the product is capable of providing copy-protected back—up copies and
allows the protected product to be
transferred and operational on hard
disk without reintroducing the distribu—

tion floppy into the drive. $575.

The newest update of Framework

(version 1.1), by Ashton-Tate, will

now include a copy of the Softguard

protection system; version 1.1 gives full

support to the PC/AT. According to Ash—
ton-Tate, the new copy-protection system makes the product easier to use by
allowing Framework to be completely

installed on a hard disk. It no longer

will be necessary to use a key disk each

time the software is loaded from a hard
disk. Framework 1.1 replaces an earlier

QUICKREPORT

scheduled release. $695.
Softguard Systems, Inc, 2840 San To—

mas Expressway, Suite 20], Santa Clara,
CA 9505 1 ,~ 408/9 70—9240

Ashton—Tate, 10150 W. jeﬂerson Blvd,
Culver City, CA 90230; 213/204-5570
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A new utility program for the PC called
PC-USAGE has been released by Stilwell
Software Products. The 1985 tax laws
require computer users to record their

usage of the computer if they want to
deduct any business portion of the computer on their taxes. PC-USAGE can help
users meet this requirement. The pro—

gram is started at the beginning of each
session with the computer in one of two
ways: if an AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle is used,
PC—USAGE can be included in that ﬁle;

otherwise, the user just types the word
usage when the computer is started up.
Once started, the program automatically
retrieves the system date and time. It
also checks to see if the record of the
last session had an end time, if not, the

user is given the opportunity to ﬁll it in;
it includes a remark area as well. The
program also records whether the ses—
sion is business—related or personal. On
request, PC-USAGE provides the user with
a report that lists all usage of the computer as well as the total time of computer usage and the present business
usage and personal usage. $24.95.

Stilwell Software Products, 16403 N.
43rd Drive, Glendale, AZ 85306;
602/978—4678
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Softaid’s MTBASIC is a new multitasking
BASIC compiler for both PC-DOS and

CP/M-8O systems. MTBASIC can create as
many as 10 windows on the screen si—
multaneously; each window can be as—

signed a separate task, or multiple win—
dows can be assigned to each task. The
product‘s most unique feature is that it
supports multitasking programs: a maxi-
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Borland’s SideKick
Software Product oftheYear*
SideKick is InloWorld Software Product of the Year. It won over
Symphony. Over Framework. Over ALL the programs advertised in
this magazine. Including, of course, all the “ily-by-night” SideKick
imitations. SideKick. . . .Simply the best.
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All the SideKick windows stacked up over Lotus 1-2-3. From

Here's SideKick running over Lotus 1-2-3. In the SideKick
Notepad you’ll notice data that's been imported directly from
the Lotus screen. In the upper right you
can see the Sidekick Calculator.

bottom to top: SideKick’s “Menu Window", ASCII table,
Notepad, Calculator, Appointment Scheduler/Calendar,

and Phone Dialer. Whether you’re running WordStar, Lotus.
dBase, or any other program, SideKick puts all these desktop

accessories instantly at your fingertips.
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A C T I 0 N DIAGRAMMER’ .

Action Diagrwtzmw- by DD]

Infomzir-SQI. and ESQ/JG by RDS

mum Of 10 programs can run concur—

rently. In addition to simple multitasking, tasks also can be started upon re-

ceipt of hardware interrupts, permitting
true interrupt-driven device 1/0 from

BASIC. MTBASIC generates highly optim—

ized object code. Because it runs inter—

actively, like an interpreter, debugging
is quick and easy. MTBASIC provides high
level hooks for the addition of user [/0
devices so that powerful formatted I/O
can be performed. $49.95.

Softaza, Inc, P. O. Box 2412, Columbia,

MD 21045-1412,- 301/792-8096
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Action Diagrammer, by Database

Design, Inc., is a new editor that al-

lows analysts and programmers to
create and edit structured diagrams in
English, structured English, fourth gen-

ables scientists and engineers to acquire
and analyze data without the need for
special programming. IABTECH NOTEBOOK
is an integrated software package for
data acquisition, monitoring, and real«
time control. Menu-driven, it reduces

complicated procedures to singlebutton
Operations. RS/l provides high-level
capabilities, including data management

and analysis, curve ﬁtting, statistics,
graphics, modeling, and reporting.

LABTECH NOTEBOOK, $795; RS/l, $2,000.

Laboratory Technologies Corporation,

255 Ballarduale Street, Wilmington, MA
01887; 617/657-5400

BBN Software Products Cotporation,
One Alewife Place, Cambridge, MA

02] 40; 800/25 1 — I 71 7,- in zi/Iassacbasens,

6] 7/491—8488
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eration languages, and almost any programming language. Action Diagramme’r

lnformix-SQL is a new database appli-

cations development product derived
from RDS‘s flagship product, Informix.
The new product runs on a wide range

of UNIX—based micros, minis, and main-

frames; it provides high-level tools to
define and use custom data entry and
query screens, as well as custom reports. A PC—DOS version will be avail—
able shortly. Informix-ESQUC provides
SQL query statements to access data-

bases from C programs. Each is available in either a full-development ver—
sion or separately as a run-only version

to be embedded in vertical (canned) ap-

plications. Both products will be distrib—
uted through RDS‘s OEMs, VARs, and

distribution network. Prices: Informix—

SQL, $1600; Informix~ESQL/C, $1,200.
Relational Database Systems, Inc, 2471
E. Bays/gore Road, Suite 600, Palo Alto,

CA 94303; 415/424-1300
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can be used on the PC or any lOO-percent compatible. Its diagrams combine
graphic and narrative notations to represent program logic in an easy-tO-under—
stand format. Unlike other diagramming

VideOLog, by VideoLog Communications, is on—line and being accessed by
industry professionals for detailed prod-

plete and rigorous enough to represent
both high—level system overviews and
detailed program logic. With Action Dia—

conductors, search on key parameters,

uct information: design, standards, and

components engineers can access cur—

techniques, action diagramming is com—

grammer and a terminal emulator or

3270—PC, a user can upload and down—
load programs between the PC and a
larger host computer. $495.
Database Design, Inc, 2020 Hogbac/e

Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48104; 800/23 71977; in Michigan, 800/44 7-3556
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BBN Software Product Corporation
and Laboratory Technologies Cor-

poration have announced the integra—

tion of RS/l, BBN’s data analysis system,

and LABTECH NOTEBOOK, Laboratory
Technology's data acquisition system.

The combined system, available on the

PC, PC/XT, and PC/AT, provides a seam-

less computing environment that en»

34

rent data On more than 500,000 semi-

RS/l screen

Relational Database Systems, Inc.

has called for standardizing on IBM's

connect directly to manufacturers via
InfOGram electronic mail, and have access to a directory Of 14,000 suppliers.
The system is accessible by a local tele-

database programming and, in support

phone call using a nationwide data network, Basic services at $15 per hour

share some of its own source code with

logue, and directory searches. For value-

SQL (standard query language) for all

Of such a call, has announced that it will
systems developers. In conjunction with
the announcement, RDS has unveiled

two new products embodying SQL: In-

formix-SQL and Informix-ESQl/C.
The company feels that without stan—
dardization, “billions Of dollars will be

wasted by business and government and
other computer users, because database
expertise will be fragmented over many
different database languages, when only

one is needed."

include key word, type number, cata—

added service, including component

property displays, functional equiva—

lence, and parametric searches, the user
charge is $39 per hour. In Canada,

VideoLog is available for a $10-per—hour
network surcharge via the Datapac gate—
way into CompuServe.
Video/pg Communications, 50 Was/)ington Street, Normal/e, CT 06854;

203/858- 51 00
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‘ Speed, Power, Price.
Borland’sTurbo Pascal Family.
The industry standard. With more than 250,000 users worldwide Turbo Pascal is the industry's de facto standard.

Turbo Pascal is praised by more engineers, hobbyists. students and professional programmers than any other development
environment in the history of microcompub‘ng. And yet, Turbo Pascal is simple and fun to use!

Jail Dunlamann, PD Magazlne: ”Language deal of the century. . . Turbo Pascal: It introduces a new
programming environment and runs like magic. ”

Dave Garland, Popular Compullng: "Most Pascal compilers barely lit on a disk, but liirbo Pascal paclo‘ an editor, compiler linker,
and run-time library into just 29K bytes of random-access memory”
Jerry Pnurnello, BYTE: “What/ think the computer industry is headed for: well documented standard, plenty of good features,
and a reasonable price "

Portability. Turbo Pascal is available today for most computers running PC DOS. MS DOS, CP/M 80 or CP/M 86, A XENlX verison of Turbo

Pascal will soon be announced, and before the end at the year. Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000 based microcomputers.

High resolution monochrome graphics for the IBM PC and the Zenith 100 computers
Banting graphics and painless windows The Turbo Graphix Toolbox will give even a beginning programmer

the expert’s edge. It's a complete library of Pascal procedures that include:

—Ful| graphics window management.
—Tools that will allow you to draw and hatch pie charts, bar charts, circles. rectangles and a full range of geometric shapes.
—Procedures that will save and restore graphic images to and from disk.
—Functions that will allow you to precisely plot curves.
—Too|s that will allow you to create animation or solve those difficult curve ﬁtting problems.
and much, much more .....

ND SW83! and no royalties. You may incorporate part, or all of these tools in your programs,

and yet, we won’t charge you any royalties, Best of all, these functions and procedures come complete
with commented source code on disk ready to compile!

Searching and sorting made simple
The perfect complement in TUIDU Pascal. it contains: Turbo-Access, a powerful implementation of the state~of-the-art B+tree ISAM
technique; Turbo-Sort, a super efficient implementation of the fastest data sorting algorithm, “Quicksort on disk”. And much more.

Jerry Pournelle, BYTE: "The tools include a B+tree search and a sorting system; I've seen stuff like this. but not

as well thought out, sell for hundreds 0! dollars."

Get started right away: tree database] Included on every Toolbox disk is the source code to a working

data base which demonstrates how powerlul and easy to use the Turbo-Access system really is.
Modify it to suit your individual needs or just compile it and run.

Remember, no royalties!

From Start to Finish in 300 pages. Turbo Tutor

is tor everyone. lrorn novice to expert. Even if you've never
programmed before. Turbo Tutor will get you started right away.
If you already have some experience with Pascal or another
programming language, Turbo Tutor will take you step by step
through topics like data structures and pointers. If you're an expert.
you'll love the sections detailing subjects such as “how to use assem.
.
,,
bl lan ua e routines wnh yourTurbo Pascal programs.

y

.
lable
AVa'

must. You'll find the source code for all
the examples in the book on the accompanying
disk ready to compile. Turbo Tutor might be
the only reference on Pascal and programming you'll ever need.

you!
lullY 95 crlbe‘em!
Ca'gomputersys
8 bit / 16 bllMSDos
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Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark of Harland international. inc
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PC Magazine

In the beginning the
creators of WordPerfect set
out to design the perfect
word processing software for
business Along the way,
they tested each new function
on the very secretaries who
would eventually be using

processor that’5 living up to

Fast.

With WordPerfect’s
document orientation,

slow you down

product lives up to its name:
WordPerfect.

Complete.

Easy.

In addition to standard word
processing functions, Word-

Learning WordPerfect’s basic

functions easily.
PC World

dealer.
Or call
or write:

551 Software
Orem, Utah 84057
Information: (801) 224-4000
Order Desk: 1-800-321-4566,
Toll—free

business features, such as a
100,000 - word phonetic
dictionary; table and index

generation; multi-page foot4; v.

.ulh’l ”“'

is a word
WordPerfect

r busmess
processor fo
,.Cn'

see your

288 West Center Street

Perfect includes many extra

text editing functions is
quick and simple. Plus,
comprehensive documentation
and simple practice exercises
help even be._

mation,

you never have to
wait between pages
of text No matter
how fast you type,
WordPerfect won’t

it Thanks to them, the

ginners master
WordPerfect’s
many other

its name. WordPerfect
For more infor—

|

noting; automatic outlining

and paragraph
numbering: and

a network version.
Get the business word
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Reaching for perfection.
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I’IK'r by Samblgra

Samkhya Software Corporation has
announced the availability of its ﬁrst
productivity tool for bridging the communications gap between incompatible
software programs on the PC and compatibles. The new product, PIK’r, is a

full-screen data editor that allows users
to choose the data they want to use
from any report and easily reformat the

data for transfer between database management software, spreadsheets, and
word processors. The program also al-

lows ASCII ﬁles generated by mainframe
programs to be formatted for use by PC
applications; it features a state-of~the-art
“human" interface and supports a
mouse. The PIK‘r screen-oriented edit—
ing features let any PC user scroll easily
through long reports, choose the data
required, and then transfer the data to
the format that is required. $95.
Sam/ebya Software Corporation, P. O.
Box 142, Petaluma, CA 94953; 800/
442-0012; in California, 800/442—5544

Softway, Inc. has introduced MATIS, an

applications development tool that allows programmers to design sophisti-

cated screens and incorporate them into

their programs. MATIS is a collection of
assembly language subroutines providing the ability to design data entry/display screens Of almost unlimited size, to
create windows for single- or multiplescreen display, and to manage the

analyses, including multivariate regression; and, like a programming language,

it allows the user to store groups of
STATA commands so that complicated
analyses can be automated. $595.
Computing Resource Center, 10801
National Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA

90064; 213/470-4341
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206/828-8080
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and assembly language. $150.

vicing asynchronous events, and interac-

preted and compiled BASIC, Pascal, C,

Softway, Inc, 500 Sutter Street, Suite
222, San Francisco, CA 94102;

415/397-4666
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sharing resources and information, ser—

tively controlling system resources and
utilities. Price: $1,000.
Version 5.0 of the RTCS/UDI has
been released; it is an implementation

of Intel’s Universal Development Interface, which allows software developers

to run Intel programming languages
and utilities on the PC and PC/XT, and

guages. STATA is interactive, making it

locate particular pieces of information.

Microsoft Corporation, 10700 Nortbup
Way, Box 97200, Bellevue, WA 98009,-

printed directly. MATIS runs on the PC,
PC/XT, and true compatibles with DOS
and 128KB of RAM. It is interfaced with
most popular languages, including inter-

run. Screens are referenced by names;
they may be saved on disk and even

STATA by Computer Resource Center
is a program that helps users manage,
display, and analyze data. It has features
in common with spreadsheet programs,
database management programs, statisti—
cal packages, and programming lan—

STATA performs a variety of statistical

cros to be used in the development of
COBOL applications for mainframes and
for mainframe COBOL applications to
be moved to micros. $700.

RTCS/Real-Time Computer Science
Corporation has announced several
new products. With the ﬁrst, RTCS has
conﬁgured Intel's iRIVD<86 operating system to IBM device driver speciﬁcations
to offer a realtime multitasking operat—
ing system: PC/RTX includes facilities
for executing programs concurrently,

created screens when the application is

CIRCLE 467 ON READER SERVICE CARD

possible to answer the “what if” questions that spreadsheets handle so well,
without rigid restrictions on the organization of data. It allows the user to
create complex data sets, transform
them in almost any way desired, and

STA714 by CRC

MAT/S by Saftu'ay

Microsoft COBOL version 2.0 has
been released by Microsoft Corpora-

tion. This new version has been tested

and certiﬁed by the US. Government’s

now the PC/AT. Version 5.0 enhances
previous versions making the software
loo-percent compatible with Intel’s 16—
bit software products. $500.
Another product allows software
developers utilizing Intel‘s 8—bit software
to run Intel programming languages on
the PC or PC/XT. Unlike other 8-bit

operating systems that are on the market, no additional hardware is required

to run iSIM85, leaving valuable expansion slots free. $500.

General Services Administration Federal
Software Testing Center at the high level

RTCS/Real—Time Computer Science Cor—
poration, 1390 Flynn Road, Unit E,

standard. New features of Microsoft

CIRCLE 458 ON READER SERVICE CARD

of compliance with the ANSI 74 level 2

COBOL include multikey ISAM_(indexed
sequential access method), dynamic call

and cancel, and built—in sort/merge. Ver—
sion 2.0 brings capabilities previously
found only in mainframe versions of
COBOL to microcomputers that use

MS—DOS, thus making it possible for mi-

Camarz’llo, CA 93010; 805/9879781

Correction: The January 1985 Tech Re—
leases section included an item on a

software product called Simulations,
by Actuarial Micro Software. The

company's telephone number should

read 919065-5588.
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line monitoring. Courier can test itself

Other people make modems for telecommunications.
But our new Courier 2400m modem is made for busi—
ness. This modern modem transmits, over the phone,
240 characters a second, enabling you to upload or
download data at twice the speed of a 1200 bps

in both answer and originate modes,

and automatically adjusts from 2400
bps to 1200 or 300 bps. And a powerful
automatic equalizer assures nearly
perfect performance on every call.

modem. You’ll cut phone costs, save precious hours

and increase productivity.

The Courier 2400 features auto—dial and auto-answer
...and is fully CCITI‘ and Bell compatible. It responds

to the full AT command set, allowing you to use any
of the popular telecom software packages, including
TelpacTM by US. Robotics, Crosstalk”, PC Talk“,
\ .
Smartcom T“ and many
“WM
others. And the entire AT
command set and S—register

‘

-

"WSW”

'

.

At $699, you’ll not find more modem for
the money. If you prefer an internal

W slot modem for lBM-PC and compatible
""' °
M"’°""”‘°" computers, our new Microlink 2400m
will deliver the same superior performance at the
—:, _
77777
same affordable price.
And to get the most
out of either Courier

functions are displayed on
"help screens” and again
summarized for you on the
underside of the unit.

or Microlink, ask for
new, improved Telpac
telecommunications
software with easy to

modating in other ways too.

We set out to build

Courier 2400 is accom-

It lets you know the length of each call, tells you (on

screen) the status of a call in progress, and even fea—
tures an adjustable speaker to provide audio phone

a

use windows.

~

BWMWW"

the best modem on the market. Now, it‘s ready. Once

you try Courier or Microlink, we think you'll agree—
we’re not exaggerating one bit.

courier
by US. Robotics, Inc.
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
Phone: (312) 733-0497
Telex: 650-186-3130
Outside llllnols: 1-800-Dlal USR

o
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NOTEBOOK

KEVIN M. CRENSHAW

Rev Up the AT Keyboard
Yhe PC/AT’sﬂexihle hardware allows the

user to speed up hey reponse.

Does it sometimes seem to take forever to move the cursor in a text editor or word processor? This is usually not
the fault of the software The real culprit is the keyboard
hardware that controls the repeat speed of the arrow keys
(and all other keys, for that matter). Not much can be done

to help the owner of a PC or a PC/XT, but PC/AT owners are
in luck. IBM designed the AT keyboard interface with a lot
more flexibility, and part of that ﬂexibility is a capability that
allows the user to speed up the keyboard.

The features available via the AT's keyboard interface are

explained in the PC/AT Technical Reference Manual. Unfortunately, ﬁnding out exactly how to invoke those features is an
exercise only Sherlock Holmes would enjoy. Not only is the

documentation obscure in that area, but someone cut a gaping hole out of the middle of the ROM BIOS listing, and the
routine that communicates with the keyboard controller is
among the missing or wounded. Once the mess is sorted out,

LISTING: SETKEY.COM

however, it turns out to be a fairly simple task to change the

behavior of an AT keyboard.
The ﬁrst factor that controls repeat speed is delay, which

determines how long the key must be held down before it
will begin repeating. A long delay insures that keys are not
repeated unintentionally The second factor is npematic rate,
which determines the repeat frequency once the delay re»

quirement has been satisﬁed. On the PC/AT keyboard, the de—
lay can range from .25 to 1.25 seconds, and the typematic rate
is adjustable from 30 characters per second to 2 characters
per second. The default is .5 seconds of delay with a type

matic rate of 10 characters per second. These factors are con«
trolled by the program shown in the listing below.
Kevin M. Crenshaw is a software engineer at SS] in Orem, Utah,

where he war/es on enhancements for WordPerfecl. He has a bachelor

of science in physics from Brigham Young University.
; ------ bad input
error1: mov

;name:.setkey.asm (setkey.com) by kevin m. crenshau

jmp

dx,oﬂset error‘l;

;harduare error

short error

cseg

segment

errorZ: mov

dx,offset error2$

;bad input error

assune

cs:cseg,ds:cseg

error:

mov

ah,9

;print message

int

21h

100h
; ------ get typematic rate:

atol, [,\,1."._.°l'"

int

20h

mov

si,81h

:point to emmand line

error1$ db

"Harduare error“,13,10,"$"

xor

bx, bx

;set default

errorZS db

"Valid parameters are A-Z, then 1‘4",13,10,"$"

;get first non-space char

;xmit . send data to keyboard

letter: lodsb

cup V’ al," "
je

letter

jb

send

dec

al

and

al,0dfh

;upper case

al,"a“

;valid letter or symbol?

lettrl

,'

maybe

si

;

no, might be a digit

dec

;in:

al

- data to send

;out:

ax

- destroyed
- zero if error, nonzero otherwise

;end of line, use default

near
:interrupts off
al,ah
xmtuti: in

short digit
al,31

;valid letter or synbol?

ja

errorZ

;

xchg

al,bl

lettr1: cup

,- ------ get delay value:

,-

no, error
yes, save as typematic rate

1 to A

cx,cx
al,6l.h
al,2

;is data waiting for cntrlr?

xmtuti

;

xmtret

;error, cntrlr not reading data

yes, Hait

al,ah

;get comnand back

60h,al

;send to keyboard

cx,cx

;get next non-space char

lodsb

;save conniand

al,6l.h

cup

al," "

je

digit

al,2

;has controller read data yet?

jb

send

;end of line, use what we have

xmtutZ

;

sub

al,"1"

;valid digit?

xmtret

;error, cntrlr not reading data

xmtutZ: in

cx,cx

no, error

no, wait

jb

errorZ

;

cmp

al,3

;valid digit?

ja

errarZ

,-

no, error

al,‘l

;did keyboard send ACK yet?

mov

cl,5

,-

yes, save as delay value

xmtut3

;

shl

al,cl

or

bl,al

al,60h

;get response

xmtut}: in

xmtret

in

; ------ send values to keyboard

je

nuav

al,0f3h

call

xmit

;corrmnd accepted?

jcxz
xehg

errori
al,bl

; no, error
;send typematic/delay values

xmtret:

call

xmit

;values accepted?

xmit

endp

jcxz

errorl

;

eseg

ends

int

20h

;return to dos
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;set typematic/delay

no, error

al,64h

al,0fah
xmtret

cx,cx

;

no, uait for it

error, no response

;uas it ACK?
; yes

;

no, error

;interrmts back on

end

start
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RVEK
for the IBM PC

Integrated software support

for ”plug in and run”
simplicity.

RACET. . . providing the

ultimate server solution.
From single unit PCs to full
FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS
we can provide the PCMS specifically for your application,
including customized configurations. So you can depend on the
field proven reliability of every
5 stem we build. Because the ’re
esigned to take over where e
small home and hobby units fall

PCMS includes all the software
support needed to be completely
IBM PC/MSDOSTM compatible.

behind.

The PCMS—
enough mass storage for
mainframes, but designed

expressly for PC networks.
Corporate data, applications

software, and a complete back-

up system. . . RACET brings it all
together in the ultimate network
server. The PCMSTM Personal
Computer Mass Storage Subsystem.

This fully integrated data storage
System uses high capacity, commercial quality, high performance
hard disk drives to provide the
ultimate in mass storage for PC
networks. The PCMS offers SMD
performance in four powerful
capacities—100, 150, 240, and 411
megab tes (formatted). And

depending upon your application,

its total storage capacity can be

expanded to exceed six gigabytes.
Until now, performance like

that was only available for main—
frames!

What’s more, it’s fully compatible
with 3-COM EthernetTM and
other popular networks. Which ;
means a large number of users .
can have access to centralized
resources and data. PCMS
software features:
0 Public, private, and shared
access.

0 Volume password protection 1;
for maximum security.

0 User changeable drive
partitioning, with up to 800
volumes per drive.
0 Extensive backup/restore
software.

*

0 Complete diagnostics, with

remote capability.

High capacity streaming
tape backup.
Originally designed for mini
and mainframe applications, the
PCMS backup provides 150 MB
per removable cartridge. . .
enough for even the largest storage
configurations.

IBM and PC/DOS trademark of International Business Machines Corporation PCMS is a trademark of Racet Computes, Ltd.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation 3COM Ethernet is a trademark of 3 COM

BAGET
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Let us answer your PC
storage questions.

Get the whole story on the PCMS
today, from the data storage specialists. Call or write RACET
Computes, Ltd., 1855 W Katella,

Orange, California 92667;

(714) 997-4950 TLX 701160

(RACET UD).
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TED MIRECKI

A B01121 Fide Bug

NOTEBOOK

Some problems in assembling and [in/6mg
programs wit/9 DOS 2.0 and 2.] are

caused by a bag in the systems soﬂware.

hen a program fails to compile or link, a programmer
ﬁrst looks for errors in his code rather than blaming the
compiler or linker. Systems software is among the most reli—
able and with the widespread use it gets, any bugs are usually
found promptly and reported. Users who have been having

trouble linking assembly programs under DOS 2.0 and 2.1
may have reason to blame the system’s software—the problem may not be in the code; there is a bona ﬁde bug.
To illustrate such a bug, assemble and link the short
program in listing 1. Note that the code is not executable, be-

cause it merely allocates data areas. The syntax is perfectly
valid and it assembles cleanly, but it generates an “Invalid
object ﬁle” message from the version 2.x linker. The same
object ﬁle will link without errors with the version 1.1 linker.

The code sequence that generates the error is the allocation
of a structure containing an uninitialized double~word, quadword, or IO-byte ﬁeld (DD, DQ, or DT pseudo-op with a
value of ?). Fields of this length that are allocated directly and
not by invocation of a structure cause no problems.
The most obvious way to avoid this problem is to ini»
tialize structure ﬁelds, either within the structure deﬁnition

itself or within the angle brackets when the structure is

invoked But sometimes that is not possible, for instance

when deﬁning a structure to overlay an area of memory that
is written before a program gets control, such as the inter-

rupt vector table or the BIOS data area. In that case, the sim»

plest way out is to deﬁne several word or byte ﬁelds whose

ever deﬁne a double-word ﬁeld. The differences arise because the assembler, like some high-level languages, associates a type with each label and variable. Suppose that the
ﬁrst two words of structure SI are to contain a far address: an

- offset in the ﬁrst word and a segment in the second. With the
structure deﬁned as in listing 1 (assuming it could get
through the linker) a jump or call to that far address could

be coded as CALL VAR.FIELD.
With the structure of listing 2, the above instruction
would be interpreted as a near call to the offset contained in
the ﬁrst word of the structure, in the local code segment.

This is because the label VARFIELD has been declared as a

word; the second word of the structure is not logically part of

the storage deﬁned by that label. To execute a far call, the instruction must be coded as CALL DWORD PTR VAR.FIELD.
Incidentally, I have occasionally found that compiled

code (IBM COBOL and Microsoft C) would not link with the
version 2.x linker, but would with version 1.1. In these cases,

either the compiler generates the equivalent of uninitialized
structure ﬁelds or there may be some other undiscovered

linker bug that is triggered by certain coding structures. Since

the programmer can have virtually no control over the structure of an object ﬁle produced by a compiler, the only solu—
tion is to ﬁnd a linker version that will work.
A bug in the IBM/Microsoft Assembler (version 1) produces the same symptoms, but for a different reason. The
program in listing 3 assembles without errors, but gives the

process is illustrated by the program in listing 2: it produces
the same memory allocation as listing I and will link without

same “Invalid object ﬁle" message upon linking. In this case,
the source code is incorrect. Notice that the allocation of
memory space for the variable FIELD is not within a segment; this is illegal and should be caught by the assembler.

satne memory allocation, they are not strictly equivalent under all conditions. If they were, there would be no need to

Ted iliir‘eclei is a corporate planner will) a master‘s degree in computer science and 20years' experience in information processing.

lengths add up to the required four, eight, or ten bytes. This

problems. (The warning message “No stack segment” may be
ignored, since this is not an executable program.)
Although the structures in listings 1 and 2 produce the

LISTING 1: BUGIASM
;DEFINE A STRUCTURE

SI
FIELD

STRUC
DD

$1

ENDS

DATA

SEGMENT BVTE

?

;TH13 CAUSES LINK PROBLEMS

$1
DATA
VAR

DATA

ENDS
"SEGMENT BYTE
Sl<>

;1NVOKE THE STRUCTURE

ENDS

END

;INVOKE THE STRUCTURE

END

LISTING 2: BUGZASM
SI
FIELD

MAY 1985

LISTING 3: BUGSASM
FIELD

STRUC
DH

?

DU

7

;DEFINE A STRUCTURE
;$INGLE WORDS ARE OK

DH
DH

DATA
VAR
DATA

?

SEGMENT BYTE
7
DH
ENDS
END

4k

Sl<>
ENDS

#4

VAR
DATA

TECH
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Solving Cubic Equations

NOTEBOOK

A subroutinefor solving general cubic

polynomial equationsfor many a’zScz'plz'I/zes

biologist recent]; asked me to write a BASIC subroutine

to solve cubic polynomial equations, in support of a pro}
ect to develop a mathematical model of the migration of pes-

ticides through the organs of ﬁsh
The formulas needed to solve such a general cubic polynomial equation were worked out by the Italian algebraist
Cardan during the ﬁrst half of the sixteenth centtuy Cardan‘s
formulas are considerably more complicated than the familiar

formulas most people encounter in high school algebra for

solving quadratic equations However, once programmed in
the form of a BASIC subroutine, the application of Cardan‘s

formulas is transparent to the user.

Since the solution of cubic equations is a common task

in the applied sciences and engineering, this subroutine
could ﬁnd many other applications The listing below con-

tains a BASIC program that can be used to calculate the roots

of a cubic equation to at least ﬁve signiﬁcant decimal digits.

The relative order of the coefﬁcients a, I), and c for the equa-

LISTING: CUBICBAS
100 'Test driver program for solving a cubic polynomial equation

tion are specified to the user in the runtime prompt issued

by lines 125 and 150 of the driver. Some of the arithmetic

within the subroutine is done in double precision to minimize the effects of roundoff errors. Accordingly, the /D op-

tion of the BASIC command should be used to invoke the

dt)uble-precision, transcendental functions ATN, SQR, and
COS. (See the IBM Basic Manual. revision 2.0.)

The program can be exercised on all three root cases

and tested for correct entry on a system by running the fol-

lowing simple examples:
Case I: a i 71,!) : l, c : I with roots ., I, 1,]
Case 2: a : 0,1) = l, c a 0 with roots 0, i, 7i

Case 5:51 7 l, b : *2, c : 0 with roots 1, e2, 0

lv‘mn/e G. Lelbcr. I’ll/)i. is u pro/exmr of mathematics at the I'nl'l'wxin'
Q/'(iewgia. I le 1'5 a numerical [Illa/IN! doing war/e in applied Inn/be»
null/ct. Let/Jer has 30 >1 tears Q/ewerience in com/)nler science.
1230 THIRDV = Id / 3t! : SDRT3N = SURGN)
1240 DEGN = PIA‘ / 180#
1250 ARGW = 120’! ‘ DEGN : 10162:? = 2401‘! " DEM:

110 CLS : SCREEN 0 : NIDTH 80 : KEY OFF : LOCATE 1,1

1260 '

115 PRINT "Enter coefficients a, b and c of the cubic equation"

1270 DEF FN CUBERTMXA) = SGNIXN)‘ABS(X#)“THIRD#

120 PRINT

define real cube root

1290 Pk = B - THIRDN'A'A

125 PRINT "

3

130 PRINT "

x

4'

+bx+c=0"

a x

‘conpute discriminant

1300 0# = C - THIRD#'A'(B - 21¢‘A'A / 911)
1310 DELﬁ = 4‘P#'P#"P# + 27*0ﬂ'nﬁ

2"

135 PRINT
",A : PRINT

1340 IF DELN > EPSLON THEN CASE = 2

INPUT "...

enter b

",B : PRINT

1350 IF DELN <

150 INPUT "...

enter 5

",C : PRINT

1370 ON CASE COTE] 1430,1540,1680

145

155 00505 1220

'Sae cubic equation using cardan's formulas

160 IF CASE=1 THEN PRINT “CASE 1 - multiple real roots" :PRINT

1400 '

~EPSLON THEN CASE = 3

multiple real roots

1440 X1.RE = TEMP” -

1450 X2.RE = TEMP” 1' HOLD”

175 PRINT "real part of root

roots"

:PRINT

imaginary part of root"

180 PRINT “ ------------------------------------- “

‘real, unequal roots
'branch for cases

CASE 1 : DEW = 0

170 IF CASE=3 THEN PRINT "CASE 3

- 3 distinct real

‘conplex roots

1430 TEMPN = -THIRD#*A : HOLD?! = FN CUHERT#(.5'D#)

165 IF CASE=2 TNEN PRINT "CASE 2 - real and simplex roots":PRINT

23 ‘ HOLD”

1460 X3.RE = X2.RE

1470 )(1.IM = 0 : X2.IH = 0 : X3.IM = 0

185 PRINT USING "W.W

“; X1.RE,X1.IM : PRINT

1480 RETURN

190 PRINT USING "W.W

"; X2.RE,X2.IM : PRINT

1510 '

195 PRINT USING "W.W

"; X3.RE,X3.IM : PRINT

1540 TEMP?! = SOR(DEL# / 1081!)

CASE 2 : DELI! > 0

'conplex roots

1550 A11 = -.5'o# + TEHPtt

200 END

1010 '

‘multiple real roots

1330 IF ABS(DELN) = < EPSLON THEN CASE=1

140 INPUT "... enter a

SUBRTXJTINE > solve for the roots of

1560 314 = aS‘ON - TEMP“

1015 ‘

x‘3 o a‘x‘z v b‘x v c = 0

1040 '

This subroutine solves a cubic polynomial equation

1570 MOLD” = FN CUBERTMAﬁ) : NOLDZII = FN CUBERT#(B#)
1580 X1.RE = -THIRO#“A + HOLD”: t HOLDZI¥ : X1.IH = 0

1050 ‘

with real coefficients using Cardan‘s formulas as

1590 X2.RE =

1060 '

described in Uspensky,J.V., Theory of Equations,

1600 X2.IH = .5'80RT3# ' (HOLDW - HOLDEN)

1070 ‘

McGraH-Hill,1948, pp.84-94 .

1090 '

INPUT : A , E , C

1110 ‘

OUTPUT: X1.RE , X1.IH

1120 '

XZ.RE , X2.IH

1130 '

X3.RE , X3.IM

1140 ‘

CASE

Polynomial coefficients (real)
Real and imaginary parts of the

-THIRD#*A -

.5‘(HOLD1# * MOLD?!”

1610 X3.RE = X2.RE : X1111 = -)(2.IH
1620 RETURN
1650 ‘

CASE 3 : DELI? < 0

'real unequal roots

three roots of the cubic equation

1680 IF ABS(0#) = < EPSLON THEN P1111! = .511 " PIMGOTO 1720

=1 if multiple real roots

1700 PHIN = ATN(TAN.PHI#)

1690 TAN.PHI§ = -SOR(-0EL#) / (0#‘SOR(27#))

1150 ‘

= 2 if one real, two complex roots

1710 IF 0% > EPSLON THEN PHI“ = PM + PHIN

1160 '

= 3 if real unequal roots

1720 TEMP?! = 29! * SORCTHIRDW‘PN) : HOLDN = -THIRD#‘A

1180 '
1190 '

1200 .

VARIABLES : EPSLON, PM, THIRD”, SORTIW , X#, P#, Off,
NOLDN, A11, 3*, NOLDW, HOLDZII. TANvPHIN, PHIﬁ, DEGN,

Anew, maze, angw, new, TEMPﬁ,

1210 ‘ initialize constants
1220 EPSLUN = .00005 : PIS = 4N " ATN(1#)

1730 ANS” = THIRD}? ‘ PHW

1740 X1.RE = NDLDN + TEMPN " COS(ANG#) : X1.IH = 0
1750 X2.RE = “01.03 + TEMP“ ‘ COS(ANG# * ARGI“)

:

X2.IH = 0

1760 XSVRE = HOLD” 4 TEHPA’ “ COS(ANG# + ARGZ“)

:

X3.IH = 0

1770 RETURN
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Ferocious

FORTRAN.
Microsoft® FORTRAN crunches

numbers with a vengeance!
It combines fast and efficient
native code compilation with
built—in 8087 coprocessor support.
The result? Mini and mainframe
performance from your MST—M DOS
micro.

Based on the ’77 standard,
Microsoft FORTRAN supports
extensive statements and data
' types—including complex num—

bers and IEEE single and double—

precision floating point accuracy.
Support for large arrays (greater
than 64K bytes), separatelmodule

comp1 ation,
5—;
MllgChIBfE-n-ggﬁﬁg and overlays,

allow you to create very large
programs—up to one megabyte,
with access to more than 65
thousand records in a file as large
as four gigabytes.
How do programmers feel
about Microsoft FORTRAN?
“The first FORTRAN compiler

that takes advantage of the full
addressing capability of the 8088

and the Eower of the 8087?
—]ac Wilschke, Soﬁalk

“We decided to use the
Microsoft FORTRAN Compiler
for its INTEGER 4 capability

and the ﬂexibility of its 8087

implementation?

——Charlie Huizena &
Chip Barnaky, PC World

Call 800—426-9400 to order

the ferocious FORTRAN.

$350?

In Washington State, call 206—
828—8088. Ask for operator C4,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or

give you the name of your nearest

dealer to see Microsoft FORTRAN .

in action.

*Price exclusive of handling and Washington State 53 les tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is a trademark of Microso fr Corporation
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* CONROY-LAPOINTE'“ DISKETTES s

.

We guarantee these top quality products mm our name

5 VEAH LIMITED WARRANTY Discountson WW5 m labels

‘0 eat DSIDD, (IBM, HIP) 48 Trk, W/FLIP BOX

I00 ea. DSIDD, (IBM, HIP) 48 Trk

L 1000 ea. DS/D

BM HIP) 4B Tl‘k

5

s

IBM Phi-FORMATTED

.

.

10 ea. 08/00, 45 Trk WIFLIP BOX
100 ea, DSIDD. 48 Trk
1000 ea. 08/00, 48 Trk

DOUBLE-SIDED. DOUBLE DENSITY
one, 10 ea, DSIDD, 4o Trk (IBM, HIP) s 75
23
100 sa. 05/00. 40 Trk (IBM, HIP) s 750
DYSAN, 10 ea. DSIDD( (IBM, HIP)
s 69
MAXELL, 10 ea. DS/DD. MDZ (IBM) 5 75
VERBATIM, 10 ea. Ds/oD. MD34 (IBM) 5 34
HIGH DENSITY DISKETTES FOR IBM-AT

MAXELL, 10 ea. DS/OD (IBM-AT)
s 77 s
MEMOREX, 10 ea. DS/QD (IBM-AT) 5 B4 5
* GENERIK DISKETTES *

49
54

Top quallly. wliackaxs. no labels, Ouanllly discounts.
so day "No hassle. money back guaranlee."
Ioo ea. DSIDD. 48 Track. (IBM. HIP)
S 95

250 ea. 08/00, 46 Track (IBM HIP)

PR!
Epsou,

s 229

ERS

DOT MATRIX: LIST

RXBO+ F/T — lrict or tractor
FX80+ — 160 cpsIBO col.
FX100+ — 160 cps/136 col.

S 369
5 569
5 649

MTIBO - 160 cps/132 col.

$1096

JXEO—Color Printer. 160 cps.
S 799
L01500—200 cps DO 8. 67 cps LO 51395
MANNESMANN-TALLY,
Spirit-80 - 80 cps/80 col.
5 269
MT‘IGO - 160 cps/80 col.
5 793
OKIDAYA, Okimate ZO—Color. Hi H95 5 268
82A - 120 cps/BO col/para.
S 349
83A -120 cps/132 col/para.
84 -200 cps/136 cps/para
92 « 160 cps/BO col/para.
93 ~ 160 cps/136 col/para.
2410P - Pacemark/SSOcs/para.
$2995

STAR MICRO, SGlO-lm:psDO,30:psNLONEW S 299
5615 ~120 cps DO, 30 cps NLQ. 16K NEW s 499
SD10 - 160 cps DO. 40 cps NLQ NEW 3 449

SD15 -160 cps D0. 40 cos NLO. 16K NEW 5 599

SR1!) - 200 cps DO. 50 cps NLQ NEW 5 649
SR15 - 200 cps DO, 50 cps NLO.16K NEW 5 799
TOSHIBA, Prop. spacing & hires graphics:

1351—192 cps (DO) & 100 cps (LO) St895

.
.
* cash d|scount pnces!

I

You ve made

* CONROY-LAPO|NTE

1340—144 cps (DO) & 54 cps (LO) 5 995
Bidirectional Tractor Feed
5 195

LETTER-QUALITY

II: no annual or membership fee.

“Us'
i'bfil‘li‘cégié’ﬁlii‘a’incn
$333
TOSHIBA, Prop. spacing & hi-res graphIcs:

1351—192 cps(DO) moo cps (LO) 312395

The World’s Largest Computer

1340—144 cps (DO) A 54 cps (LO) 5 995 s 79

Mail-Order Firm!

MONITORS

AMDEK, Color 300 Comp/Audio
Color 500 CompNCRlRGB/Audio
Color 600 Hi Fla; RGBIAudio

'

SO now We brl ng

Color 700 Ultra HI Res, RGB

Color 7l0 Ultra Hi Res. Phos

* you the convenIence and

3?: $22,125.95;

.

preferred status of beIng one of

310A. 12" Amber. (IBM)

PnslggezrguhHX-gégi Res. Hes

OUR VERY OWN CHARGE CUSTOMERS!
_ .

.

'

.

I

ES.

D bl I SR-lZ
Mffgm‘fﬂvﬁefgmmmm)

5

QUADRAM, Ambsrchrome, 12" Amber
Ouadchrome 12" R68 Color
Ouadchrome ll. 14" RG8 Color
Quadscreen17' 966x512 Irv/cable, Hi Res

_

lnItIaI mInImum purchase
* is only $400. There’s no minimum

Mm mm" m b 9'
ZMV124. 12" Amber
zmms em.

ZENITH, ZVM122. 12" A

purchase amount once your account is open.

5 250
5 695
5 650
$1995

5 I59

MODEMS

ANCHO
gnalrnan Mark XII (IBM) 5 399
HAYES, 24003 External Modem (IBM) 5 899

Smanmodem 12003 (IBM)

AS

a

,

Smarlcom lI Software (IBM)

-

CON ROY" LAPOI NTE

Néaaizadzmamm‘um
“MGM Mm+c,mwaM, s 595
Slack Chronograph (RS-232)

charge customer, you ll benefit from
’ '
'
°
the convenIence
of credIt
prIVIledges
. . .
I

I

. - a.

an

In em

pmmm 12m (.312, ”

PROMETHEUS.1200 5t

s 399

dalo eModern S 495

OUADRAM, Quadmodem. Internal (IBM) 5 595

Ouadmodem. External. (IBM)

VENTEL, PC Hall Card (IBM)

'

1200 Plus External (IBM)

at cash dlSCOUHt prlces.

PC 1200

ternal (IBM‘.

S 695

3 549

5 499
5 499

with no annual or membership fee.
CCESSORIES
so you won’t tie up personal or company cash. ' °”“"5'D'am‘md-5°“"*‘5-5w"°“e°§
:3 f
Emerald . 6 outlets. 6' card
0
Ruby. 6 outlets. 6' cord,
so you won It he
up other credIt
IInes.
Sapphire. a outlets. winterlilter
5
INNOVATIVE, Fl-n»FIle 50 (disk holder) 5
‘

KENSINGTON, Masterpiece (IBM)
Printer Stand

NETWORX, Vlﬁrelree. 4 outlet. wllilt ssurge S

Send In the COU pon
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*

-

'

for your appllcatlon

70

5 100
PReetree Plus
OD TECH INT'L, Uninterruptable Power 5 ppl

'

V

zoo Watls. P0200 lor IBM-PC
sues;
300 Watts. XTaoo lor IBMAXT
5 499
800 Watts.AT500lorlEM-AT, 72lt:Is.

Advantage" Multif. ea. Ior AT, 128K 5 595
IIO Plus II, SIP/CC
s 215
I/O Plus II, S/P/CC/G
5S 255
315

.

Limited Warranty
9 Y Us

256K. 2 360K Dist as

PCNei, Starter Kit, PCOO2
PCNei, Circuit Board, P0001

$1090
S 595

MegaPlus Products IN STOCK

a

board. SIP/CC/G Fastrak at Spooler

EconoRAM", m” 384K board

255k, 2 am my cum,‘

3057 Software Pak

HARD DISKS &

695

1mm

FULL HEIGHT-1

$14

HALF HEIGHT,

Hard Disk Cable

Serial Port Module

BM, Disk Drive Controller Card
MAVNARD, Controller Card wloara port 5 300

Controller Card w/serial port

5 310 g 205
K-l 5 15 5 12

SandstarContCard(accept53modules) S 265

LIST CONROV
PRICE PRICE

ASHTON-TATE, Framework

dBase Ill
dBase II. (req. PCADOS 81 129K)
Upgrade II 8. III

ATI, Training Programs—Large Inventory
BPI, Job Cost Accounting or Inventory. ea.
General Aoctg. AFI, AF, or PR. each
BRODERBUND,Bank Si,eter(PC orJr.)
CDEX, Training Programs—Large Inventory
CONTINENTAL, Ultraltle (PC)

Tax Advantage (PC or Jr,)

5 695

5 695
5 495

4

$ 200

5
3
3
s
5
3

75
795
595
50
70
195

O

Market Manager Plus

249

FOX ii. GELLER Quickcode III
dum- (DOS 0' CP/MEGI

HARVARD, Total PrOJect Manager
Pie Speller

HOWARDSOFT, Tax Preparer '85

uadvue, board, Mono, SIP/CC
Ouadchrome Monitor. 12" R68 Color
Ouadchrome II Monitor. 14" FIGB Color
Amberchrome Monitor. 12" Amber
Quad 3278

5 209

Ouadnet VI

Ouadnel Ix
Ouadlink
9 Quadsprint
TG PRODUCTS. Jaystick
WICO, Smartboard Keyboard

5 99

5

s 149

Serial Mouse
MOUSE SVSTEMS, Mouse (Ior Jr.)

5 195
5 195

7

RBase Clout

St 1::

5

Multiplan (PC or Jr)

$ 195

9

s 50

' s'dek'c (

s 495

or r)

‘0

50

, CHMBSN

SE)”,°',‘F.”§305,

W’WMWS

IBM BASIC C rt d
J
5 HAVES, Smazcglmgﬁ :02“ Comm)
LIFEBOAT. Lattice C

5 69

5

GL. AR. AP, OE or l, each

S

85

SATELLITE, WordPerIect (PC)

s 595

‘ LIFETREE, Volkswrller Deluxe
LIVING VIDEOTEXT, Think Tank
_- LOTUS, 1.29
Symphony

5 495

WoroPerrect (Jr)

95
5 295
9 195
s 495

SOFTW. ARTS, Visicalc

S 179

Spotlight
TK Solver (speoiiy DOS)
5 SOFTWARE INT’L, Open Access

s 695

SAN FRANCISCO — 550 Washington Street (or Moni-

, gomery, op osiie the Pyramid). Intersiate 80, to Hi hwa

P0
,
N -— At Par 217.11gar atintersec»
ion or Highways 217 and 99w. CALL 503) 620-5595.

SEATTLE, WASH. — 3540 128th Ave. SE, eilevue 98006. *
n Loehmann's Plaza near Factoria Square, SE OI Highway
3 SE 36th and Richards. CALL 641-4736.
90
405

counov-

LAPOINTE
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CREDITCARD -—
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,
1

mhwogmun'tﬂnfge
Wllncredlicard

WWW 5‘09

M

.

—.—_—
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crrv

SIATE
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-

ZIP

U‘mmm‘m‘a'wmmmu TO: 12060 SW Garden Place, Pun/an on 97223
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;
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INFOCOM, Large Inventory In Stock
Hitchhiker's Guide
Zork I. II. or III. ea.

MICROSOFT, Flight Stmulator(PC orJr)

SlERRA/ON-LINE, Utima II (PC or Jr.)
g Frogger
9 SPECTRUM HOLOBVTE. Gate

SFINNAKER, President's Choice. Amazon

Fahrenhert. Rendezvous. Dragon. each 3

'

, ,

WW

,

V x

ATIONAL

0 PROFESSIONAL, Trivia Fever (PC or Jr)

NCES:
‘ c
A
t, L

RE

69 ORIGIN, Ultlma III (PC or Jr)

Business BASIC Compiler

‘r

C

0 HAYDEN, Sargon III (Chess)

PASCAL Compiler

,

_

RE

5 BLUECHIP. Millionaire, Barron, Tycoon.ea, $
BRODERBUND, Large Inventory In Stock
SE ELECTRONIC ARTS. Large Inventory In Stock

c Compile,
COBOL Compﬂe,
FORTRAN Comm,

I

min‘fﬁﬁriﬁﬁﬁiﬁ‘i’“ Street Exit. CALL (41:) sing-5212.

MICRO

HARCOURT' PBL CORP'

350

FUNK SOFTWARE, Sideways

5 150
5 399
9 695

CAsH-n-CARRY
COMPUTER STORES, INC
Reiail Sales only. Call stores (or local hours.

4

:

EasySoeIIer II

1

15

5

Speed pmg' Pkg. (CPlM-BB)
DR LOGO-BE FIMEPVX’ In Stock (C
66)

3 "’0

PLUS: aPi, cos, COMPREHENSIVE, DAVIDSON,

S 0

.

S 20
5 295
S 550

KENSINGTON, Easy Link Mail Manager 5

“I" Pers‘ma' ”9‘ WM".

100

)

Using Symphony
SAMNA, Word Plus
Word III

$

40

CBASIC Compiler (CF/M96 0r PCDOS, ea) g 603

Management Edge
Negotiation Edge
IUS, Easyeter II System

1-2-3 Ior Business

‘0

SIMON 5' SCHUSTER' Typing Tutor III S

CBASIC 851-'(cp,M_85%) (

s 295

5 ‘39

5

COMX Fastrak" R‘AM/pISk emulatorstprlntersgooler

5 395
5 395
3 15

S 250

50 KOALA' Graphics EXh'bn‘” (Jr)

SCARBOROUGH MasterType (PC 0' Jr) 5

QUADRAM, Tax Strategy
Investment Strategy
QUE, Using 1-2-3

S 250
5 295
5 350

Dow JONES- ”0‘“ BUdQE‘

85

5 ‘50

s 70
50 s 3 MONOGRAM: 00”“ 51 Sense WWWSI 5 130

Kit Ior Calilornia
2 1:3
HUMAN EDGE, Mind Prooer (PC or Jr.)
Communications Edge (PC)
5 195
Sales Edge

“0"“! Amunlam Plus (PC)

3

' r)

DIGITAL RES' CFM 1. ac,”

0

g 33

'

CONTINENTAL! H°me Accountant (Jr) 5 75

3 Flak (pascal. Turbo Tut. Toolbox) s 105

s 395

Peach Text 5000

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
.
.

QSngoﬁgffci'cfuili‘r":

' PC/DOS
‘ or RAM Card. Menu Driven 5 100'
For any

5 295

Peach Pak (GL/AFIIAP)

J

5 195

ROSESOFT, Prokey
s 130
WESTERN UNION, Easy Link Mail Mngr S 95

CENTRAL pom Co I, pc NEWVERSION

OPEN SVS,GL.AR,AP, PR,INV.0rPO,ea, s 695

s

- k pc

“gm, (pC)(

MONOGRAM 00”“ ”me W/F'J'HCHS‘ s 180
PEACHTREE, Back to Basros GL

MOUSE SYSTEMS, PC Paint
9 99 S
NORTON, Utilities(14 prgms)NEWVEHSION $ 100

OPEN SYSTEMS, BASIC Interpreter

SidEkiCk
(Copiable
0' Jr)
3s
Tu bo Pascal
PCo (PC
J NEWVERSION

$ 250

MULTIMATE, Multimate Ver. 4.0

LIST
PRICE

MICROSTUF, Crosstalk XVI (PC or Jr) 3 195

UTILITIES

BORLAND -

3 375

Workson 0051 1, 2.0172 1
‘
to change, Call.
Prices andavallablllty SUIJJBCI

BUSINESS

WARNER, Desk Organizer (PC or Jr) 5

2

195
Wllil Faiiak"and Spools
Fully Convallble. 1 Yea Limited Warranty

3‘1";
325

PFS:FiIe
PFS:ete

5

77

Word

75

PFS:P|an
PFS:F'roOI or PFSIAccess. each
SORCIM, SuperCalo III
STONEWARE, Advanced DB Master
THDRN EMI, Felted Pak (Jr) (WnIeISpelI/Tttlzsallrus)
VISICORP, VlSlCaIc 4
S

s 195

.
.
Single Function Board

339

SOFTWARE PUBL. PFS:Report

195
495
595
695
495
99

Economwsm

135
125

PFS:Graph

s 595

Chart or Project, each

3 295

Works likeAST StxPakl wrlh
capacrty Iorup tot Smog. gameport,
Fasil-ak" RAM Dtskand Spooler Sohware

an

"
5

384K Multifunction RAM Board
I

expandab e ‘0 1-5 Meﬂgabyte

MICROSOFT, Booster 128K w/Mouse s 495

5 145
s 495

Extended Repon Writer

265
1 5

OIMADRAME' Expansitén 6395;; cc 2 :32
EMMY XpaHSIOH 08' ‘
,
I s 395
Jr C
TECMAR,

LIST
PRICE

3
S
S
S
S
3

ECOHORAM Plusm

LIST CON1RBOV
$ 255

5

%

* comx *

$2295

3 125

$ 350

MICROSOFT, Spell

s 249
S 295

KEV TRONIC, K85151 Jr. Keyboard

50 CALLI

Call Ior Larger

Quantlty Prices

S 345
5 695
5 650
5 250
51195

KOALA, Touch Tablet Ior Jr.

MICROPRO, WordStar (PC)

WordStar (Jr)
WordStar 2000
WordStar 2000 Plus
WordStar Prolessional Plus
WordStar Protessional, 4 Pak
MailMerge. SpeIIStar or Starlndex, ea.

5

5 275

3 30

DROPPING.

ay a a y yus

5 295

gpgrade Ouadcolor I to II kit

PRICES ARE

909 w ,, n, b

9 B95

Quadcolor I, heard. 4 colors

S 500

Correct Star

Harvard Project Manager

HAYDEN, Pie Writer

Ouad 512 + 512K w/serlal port

MOES, Knowledgeman

MICRORIM, naase Series 4000

Market Analyzer or Market Microscope s5 349
Spread Sheet Link

BUSINESS

InIoStar Plus (+Starburst)

5 495

NEW s 125

Memory Module, OK
Memory Module 256K
k K4 5. Con Card

ProOptions Pak (MM/SS/SI)

FCM (Filing, Cataloging. Mailing)(PC) S 125

DOW JONES, investment Evaluator

Quad 512 + 256K w/serial
. port

s, 1953

Effml/‘LJPD'I‘IE

$19
9 Each. 4164 chips

5 550

W 59"3 9°"

T

“a

_

CHI P KIT

$ 795

Quadbmd ”- "0 RAM- ‘0 255K
3 295
Ouadboard I" 64K. ‘0 256K ZS’CC S 395
guagbgfard “vsii’fK-I 29010
g 3::

3 100
5 200
3 150

* 64K *

225

Ouadboard 256K, to 384K. SIP/CC S 395

Quadboard, 384K (lull), SIP/CCIG

MECA, Managing Your Money (PC)
5 195
Managing Your Money Canridge (Jr) 9 199

5 70

DATA TRANS, Fontrlx

Quickcode 0" dGraph. each

Quadboard. no RAM,expand to 394K 5 295

3 295

5 95

Para or Clock Cal. Module. ea,
Game Adapter Module

ea-

.

4256 chip. 150 ns

QUADRAM'

Quadboard 64K. to 384K, SIP/CC/G

Memory Card 256K
5 495
Floppy Cont. Card (escapist! modules) $ 265
Hard Disk I/F Module
$ 499

CDC, Limited 30 day warranty; Call tor quantity prices

5:591:c DATA H o c. anl

((35150 3",. Kayne“

IN STOCK KOALA S‘Wed Key gym",
$1495 $1095 spam; Key Tamas mom“
s 995 s 795 Koala pad w/pc Design
59044 $2124 MAYNARD SAND STAR SERIES
$3660 $3160 Munifunc'uon (6) Card

13
6

Color Bd &COIormaglc, 16 color wlpara S 559 S 395
Color Bd 8. Draftsman. 16 color w/para S 559
395

65

5

HERCULES. Color Card w/para.

150 ”S

'

S 495

Mono Graphics Card
S
S 895 S 749 iBM Disk Drive Controller Card
$1295 $1095 KENSINGTON, Masterpiece"
$2295 $1795
pc Saver" Line Cord w/Filter
50
S1595
KEV TRONIC. K35151. Std. Keyboard S 255

MICRO SCIENCE, 10 meg w/controller s 995

QUADHAM,OuaddisksInt.w/oontro|ler,
RANA, External 10 meg wlcontroller
internal 10 meg w/controller
TALLGRASS.12 meg disk.20megtape,inti.
25 meg disk, 55 meg tape, intIt

-

"Ages: Iwﬁglgﬂjﬁ‘wk

BACKUP

- KAMERMAN, Internal tomegklt (Megalirght 100)
External 10 meg kit
.
MF-10/10. H Disk. tape back. cont. power
‘ MAVNARD, InternaItO meg kit wloont. (W51)

Property Management (PC)

50

s 295

8087 Math Pak (Chip & sohw.)

MS 005 21,6088 Chip. 2 SIP

g

s 595 s 465

BOB Board Color Adapter. hires.
3 PLANTRONICS

cunris, UNI-l Monitor tilt/swrvel base 5 50
3-9 loot Keyboard Extension Cable 5 40
HAUPPAGE (HCW), 9097 Chip
5 175

2150

$99
9 Each. 4256 chips

5 “$3591. ‘1',a “'1 ea
95
0
.
PC’M°"° 5°“?- W/pa'a 9°"
5 25°
PC/ColorGraphlcs Ed w/Ilght pen & IIF s 244

EconoRAMTM PIUS, 334K to 15 meg,

256K, 2 320K Disk 011m

3 2::
5

MOUSE SYSTEMS. PC Mouse 81 Paint 5 295
PAPRADHIS'E' Igodullaé G;BDI’IICS Card 2 395

comx, new

"\ SAN v‘ , 555,2

’

5

MonoGraphPlus" PICC (Ior Lotus)

.

mmma pm“

()0 plus ll. ESIPICC/G
, _ ser. para, or game. ea.
Port Kits

* 256K *

CHIP KIT

5 195

gys‘em gard, 5"“
Ys‘e’" “’1 255K

59

Prev1ew" Graphics Card w/para. 64K 5 999

.

TAPE

sS 595
50

.

as 195

Serial Mouse

mummwmmm

,

‘

b CDC
Y
ay

1
SixPak Plus. 256K, SIP/CC + srw
SixPak Plus. 334K, srPrccm/w
Game Port Ior SixPak

PRICE

MICROSOFT, Mouse (Ior PC)

64K

m

SIXPak PIUS

360K
Disk Drives

III”,

LIST CONROV
PRICE PRICE
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TSU 1--3”'AND‘ULTIME
MORE POWER TO YOU.

The power of Power-baseTM is more than that ofa powerful
database management system. The power is even more than its

ability to relate ten different files at once with Datazoom.TM The
power ofPower-baseTM is the power to
integrate the functions of other powerful

programs into an integrated business package.
With Power-basesTM built-in Power-

“3mm-

With Power-base},I M you can perform quantitative analyses on your
Power-base;M data by transferring it to a spreadsheet package, transfonn

a report into a graph, and send a letter to the top clients in your database
using MultiMate’sTM merge print features.

Carpcvare
mm
ln Ascu
Files

LinksTM feature, you can move data freely in
and out of a variety of powerful, stand—
alone programs, including Lotus 1-2-3:M

And you don’t have to be a programmer

either. As with the rest ofPower—basejM

you can use the PowerLinksrM feature like
an expert right away. Even ifyou’ve never
touched a personal computer before.

Power-baseTM gives you the ultimate

MultiMate,TM Multi-Plan,M WordStar,rM

Chart-Master,TM and many others. You can

power ofintergrating your thinking.
Call 1-800-556—2283 for the name of

mainframe files and onlinc information services without rekeying anything.

PowerBase Systems, Inc. 12 West 37th
Street, New York, NY 10018.

your nearest software dealer. Or write

also exchange Power-baserM data with

POWER. BASE
SYSTEMS,|N

WE MADE IT POWERFUL. BUT WE KEPT IT SIMPLE.
Runs on the IBM PC. PC/XT. PC/AT. and compatibles. Requires 256Kwith DOS 2.0. 2.1; requires 320K with DOS 3,0. 1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks ofLotus Development Corporation.VisiCalc is a registered trademark ofVisiCorp. li-ie.
Chart-Master is a registered trademark ofDecision Resources. Inc. Wordsnr is a registered trademark ofMicro Pro lntemational Corporation. MultiMate is a registered trademark ofMultiniate International, Inc.
Power—base. DataZOOM. and PowetLinks are registered trademarks ofl’owetBasc Systems, Inc. IBM PC. IBM/XT. and [BM l’C/AT are registered trademarks ofthe IBM Corporation.

CIRCLE NO. 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Makin Connect'ons
TURN-ON, d phone-activated PCpower

controller, turns dn unattended computer
on and of as needed.

he idea of leaving a PC and mo—
dem turned on while its user is
away is usually dismissed immedi—
ately. It seems like a waste of electricity
to leave the computer on 24 hours a
day and too much trouble to set up a
telecommunications program each
time—just in case someone might want
to call in to exchange mail or data ﬁles.
A new product from Skyland Sys—

tems may change the minds of many ‘

busy or energyconscious telecomm

'

cators. The product, an ingenious little
box called TURN-ON, sits quietly between
the telephone and a turned-off com—
puter system waiting for calls. When the
telephone rings, TURN-ON answers and
switches the computer on, keeping the
system powered up as long as the caller
stays on the line. When the caller hangs
up, TURN<ON ﬂips the power back off
and waits for another call.
But; this little box does even more.‘
‘ ’ thecomputer f m damage f

by sudden power ”spikes," as well as
power surges and other abrupt distortions of the AC service. Its six
grounded AC outlets enable it to replace a conventional power strip, allowing an entire computer system to be

turned on and off from a single switch.
Unlike ordinary power strips, TURNvON
does not have a master on/off switch.
Instead, one of its outlets is designated
the sense receptacle. Turning on and off

whatever device is plugged into the
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CONNECTIONS
sense receptacle controls the power to

everything else. Since most power strips

end up resting in a pile of tangled
wires on the floor, the sense device ap—
proach to master power control can
save a lot of reaching and crawling.

Turning on the monitor, the printer, or
even a desk lamp will automatically
power up the rest of the system. Any
device that uses ﬁve watts or more of
power will trigger the sense receptacle
when turned on.
Another advantage TURN-ON has
over conventional power strips is its
automatic staging of power. The device

plugged into the outlet designated the

CPU receptacle is switched on two sec-

onds after the others, allowing periph—
erals to get a head start on the CPU by
performing poween initialization
before the computer comes on-line.
(Some users might prefer to plug their
external hard-disk drives into this receptacle so that the disk will be turned

on only after the computer‘s signals
have stabilized.)

'rt'RN-ON's power capacity is ample
for microcomputer systems. The CPU

outlet handles 7.5 amps, the sense out—
let 3 amps, and the other four carry a
combined load of 7.5 amps. The box

can handle a total current of 10 amps

(1,250 watts) to all devices and is fuse—

protected. Even though most power
strips these days have small, built-in circuit breakers, TURNON disappointingly
falls back on an older protection technology. Early builds of TURNON were
not U.L. approved, but all units being
shipped today carry the U.L. label

and are fully approved.
Enclosed in a 10-by-S-byr3—inch

anodized aluminum box, 'IllRNrON is a
compact and attractive unit. It sports a
red pilot light that glows when it is receiving power; the light blinks when a

call is received and continues to blink
after the call is ﬁnished, providing a

ceptacle is the only way to bring power
up to the other ﬁve power outlets. Telephone and modem cords should be
plugged into the two modular tele-

phone connectors and, after a little
work on the software side, TURNAON will
be ready to use as an unattended bulle»
tin board, electronic mail, or remote

ﬁle transfer system.

Setting systems software up to get

an unattended PC system from a turned-

W967’l the telephone rings,
TURN-ON answers and
switches the computer on,
keeping the system powered
up as long as the caller stays
on the line; then it shuts oﬂ.
T

off state into remote control operation

is accomplished by using PC»DOS's
AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle to load a telecom-

munications program, then using the
program's facilities to answer the phone
and provide service to the caller. With
Crosstalk, for example, a system is

quickly set up for unattended operation
by creating an AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle that
gives the DOS command to invoke

Crosstalk, specifying an initial script ﬁle

xtalk autoans

(AUTOEXECBAT)

and creating a Crosstalk script ﬁle,

autoans, which begins with Crosstalk

commands to set the communications
parameters and place the modem into
answering mode—for example,

speed 1200

(Crosstalk script)

mode answer

convenient indication that the computer

This is the minimum amount of set-up

the phone line when the PC is in nor—

blink, but they are not answered and

this way, a PC responds to a telephone
call by powering up, loading Crosstalk,
answering the phone, and greeting the
caller with Crosstalk's sign—on message.
The caller is then able to access Cross—

the caller hangs up. In addition, an in-

and receive ﬁles.

was used while it was left unattended.
TURN-ON can be left connected to

mal use When the computer has been
turned on locally, incoming calls are
detected and cause the pilot light to
the computer is left turned on when

coming wrong number will not shut the
machine down in the middle of a job
Installation of TURNUN as a power

controller is simply accomplished by
plugging the computer, modem, and
peripherals into ItJRN-ON’s outlets. The
sense receptacle must be occupied;
aside from a phone call, the sense re-

MAY 1985

work required to get a system on the
air as a Crosstalk ﬁle server. Conﬁgured

talk's remote command facility to send

IMPATIENT MODEMS

The PC's power-on self-test can take 50
or 60 seconds, depending on the
amount of memory installed. Loading
DOS and a communications program

takes still more time, especially on floppy—disk-only systems. All this prepara—

tion must transpire before the modem

answers the phone and raises a carrier
signal. It is not unusual for a PC to take
a minute and a half to compose itself,
and many callers are not that patient.
Modems manufactured by CTS Corporation, for example, by default allow
only eight rings before giving up and
reporting “no answer” to their control-

ling software. They can be commanded

to wait for as many as 15 rings, but this
requires that the host software know
how to override the default setting.

Even with the modem set to wait

through 15 rings, a remote PC with

256KB of memory and floppy disk
drives barely beats the timeout. Systems
with more RAM simply will not answer

the phone in time. Further complicating

the situation, call-originating software

often imposes its own “soft" time limit

on the called system’s response time.
IURNON’S manufacturer recom—

mends a solution to this problem that
can be applied by users with modems

capable of answering calls on their

own. (Most smart modems can be con»

ﬁgured to answer a call and establish a

carrier signal even though no Data Terminal Ready signal is coming from the
computer.) implementing the solution

requires that the modem be plugged

into the phone line directly, instead of

via TURN-ON, and that a special cable be
made up and installed. This cable will

carry two of the lines in the modem-to-

computer cable to a control plug on
TURNAON. When conﬁgured this way, the
modem immediately answers incoming
calls, detects and responds with carrier,
and raises a signal (carrier detect) to

TtIRN-ON‘s control port, which causes
TURNON to switch the computer system
on. Although it takes more time and

trouble to set the system up this way,

the arrangement eliminates all timing

problems and has the beneﬁcial side
effect that wrong numbers will never
switch the computer on and off.

This same control port can be used
in other, more sophisticated ways. A
computer or other device attached via
its parallel or serial port to a cable running to 'rURN-ON’s DBZS control port

can be a little trickier in practice than it

connector can detect whether or not
TURN-ON is applying power to the at-

sume a good bit of time in the process.

sense device. Through the same port,

Calling a system equipped with TURN-ON

sounds in principle. A turned—off PC has
a good bit of work to do to get itself
ready to communicate and can con—

tached equipment and, if it is, whether
it was originally turned on by a phone
call or by someone turning on the

49

CONNECTIONS
TURN-ON can be signaled to turn the
computer off and on, or commanded to
ignore telephone calls entirely.
Connecting a computer, operating

under TURN-ON-mediated power, back to
TURN-ON’S control port affords communications software substantial ﬂexibility.
Using the functions and status signals
provided through the control port, soft—
ware can determine how it was turned
on (locally or as a result of an incoming
call) and act accordingly. By delivering
command signals back to the control
port, call-activated software is able to
keep its machine powered up after the
caller hangs up, or shut the machine’s

power off in mid-call.

OPTIONAL SOFTWARE
TURN-ON can be purchased with or without a companion $75 communications
software package that includes a user
ﬁle management system, a log-on control and user validation program, and a
ﬁle transfer system.
The Skyland software package is
oriented toward multiple—user ﬁle trans—
fer or bulletin board-style operation, in
which many potentially untrustworthy
users call and use the unattended computer. Its LOGON program manages a
database of user names, passwords, and
privileges, and it restricts access to the
system using a conventional log~in dia—

tern operator to set up user names in
one of three categories: ﬁle transfer,
special program, or ctty. Users in the
ﬁle transfer category are automatically
placed under control of the FILETRAN
program on the remote computer when
they call and can make use of FILETRAN’S
facilities for sending and receiving un—
protected ﬁles and querying the direc—
tories of the unattended system. When a
special program user logs in, a program

previously set up by the system opera—
tor is automatically executed and placed
in communication with the calling user.
Ctty users are given full control of the
unattended computer by means of the
DOS CITY command.
To take advantage of the TURN—ON
package’s ﬁle transfer capabilities, the
calling PC as well as theunattended PC
must be running Skyland‘s FILETRAN pro—

gram, which uses a communications

protocol of Skyland’s own invention.
Skyland‘s software license agreement
permits a TURN-ON owner to distribute
as many copies of the software as he
wants, provided that the PC at one end
of every conversation is equipped with
a TURN-ON device. Prospective TURN-ON
users who are not already committed to
another communications package will
ﬁnd Skyland's software an attractive option especially if they-plan to make
their PC available to a wide community

compatible. The Qubie modem, for ex—

ample, will answer the phone if a ring
signal is present while it is initializing
itself at power—up—and then immedi—
ately drop the line. The Hayes series of
modems do not exhibit this behavior.
Other modems—particularly the Racal~
Vadic Maxwell and Prentice PopCom—
also have Hayes-incompatible quirks
that interfere with their use in conjunction with TURN-ON.
In my own testing of TURN-ON, us-

ing a Hayes Smartmodem 1200, the unit
seemed robust and completely reliable

and performed as advertised. A test with

a CTS Corporation modem caused
problems, but because the CTS modem
does not claim to be completely Hayes
compatible, neither the modern nor
TURN-ON can be faulted.
To individuals and business computer users, TURN-ON offers two kinds of
opportunity. It allows those already us—
ing PC—based unattended communica—
tions to reduce electricity costs and
computer wear and tear signiﬁcantly. At
a nickel a kilowatt/hour, TURN-ON pays
for itself in power costs alone in just
over 50 months by allowing a BOO—watt
system to operate 8 instead of 24 hours

a day. It can increase an organization’s
productivity, too, by reducing the likeli-

hood that communications attempts will
fail because someone left the ofﬁce in a
hurry and forgot to turn the computer
or modem on or failed to leave the
communications package running.
TURN-0N creates a new opportunity

for low volume or off-hours communicators who have previously balked at
the idea of leaving their PCs running 24

hours a day. East Coast ofﬁces of West

ma m

Coast companies, for example, can use
TURN-ON to stay ready to send and receive ﬁles until the close of business,
Paciﬁc Standard Time, without running
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up overtime, electricity, or computer

TURN-ON Is entirely encased in a six—sided aluminum extrusion, and while it lacks
mounting holes, it is rugged enough to be placed anywhere without fear of damage.

logue. LOGON also records all system ac-

of users. Its password protection

tivity in a disk ﬁle, including unsuccess-

scheme and ability to attach different
ﬁle transfer and program execution

incorporates an error-checking protocol

make it well suited for bulletin board
or electronic mail applications.

ful attempts to log in.
The ﬁle transfer facility, FILETRAN,

and allows ﬁle-by—ﬁle control of user
send and receive privileges.
Used together, the Skyland-sup-

plied programs support bulletin board,
special-purpose, or general-purpose remote use of the PC by allowing the sys-
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privileges to different users and ﬁles

According to the manufacturer,
some reported problems with TURNAON
have been caused by certain “100—per-

cent Hayes-compatible” modems that
are a little less than loo-percent Hayes-

maintenance bills.
TURN-ON’S well designed hardware
and integrated, security—conscious software reduces the hassle of setting up a
remote ﬁle transfer system to the point
at which many ofﬁces and individuals
will consider taking their ﬁrst step into
automatic remote data service.
TURN—ON.- $219,- with software, $294
Skyland Systems, Inc.
150 Green Valley Road

Scotts Valley, Calzform‘a 95066
408/438‘5007

CIRCLE 500 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Richard M. Foard is vice president of software
developmentfor ROADNET Systems Corpora-

tion, a Baltimore-based company.
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PC BRANDTM's CRAF'ISMAN"
TOOLS FOR C PROFESSIONALS
LIBRARIES: Hundreds ofFunctions for Fast Programming LATTICE WINDOW
C is a bare-bones language. It does
not have built-in (machine depend—
ent) functions for printing or ﬂoating
point math or string manipulation, That's
why it’s so portable. That's also why libraries of pre-written functions are such
big sellers: bullet—proof routines your application can effortlessly call to get the

job done.

GREENLEAF
FUNCTIONS

More than 200 functions in C and/or

assembler source. and a 200 page
manual with examples and demos.
32 DOS extensions: file and directory
manipulation for DOS 1.1 and 2.0.

23 Screen Functions: Select mode.

page. monochrome or color. palette; cursor shape. positioning; clearing and
scrolling; character reading and writing
with attribute and color control; pixel get
and put; read light pen.
60 String Functions: Manipulation of
strings including center and justify;
efficient list operations which add,
delete. and sort pointers to strings for top
speed,
50 Graphics Functions: Primitives to
access all graphics; typeface, formatting, and forms control for IBM Graphics
Printer. .
Plus keyboard status and function key
assignment. time and date algorithms
. . .we could go on!

Product Code: 30770 # Our Price:

List Price: $175.00

s140.00

GREENLEAF "5W!
COMMUNICATIONS
Want your application to communicate

with other users or remote date bases?

Now you can build asynchronous
communications right into your C
programs!
Over 60 functions set up an interrupt
driven scheme with separate transmit
and receive ring buffers (characters are
simultaneously loaded at one end and
transmitted from the other. or vice versa)
for an arbitrary number of ports. Interrupt control means you can download a
record. then halt the incoming stream to
file it. display it, let the user tamper with
it. send it back up line: It all happens _
within the context of your program. ustng
your user commands. and does away
with the sidestep to the separate com—
munications software (and its semantics)
you had to use until now.
The Greenleaf Comm Library sup
ports ASCII or binary, any parity, any
word length, 8250 UARTs, all four Lattice
C memory models. Hayes 300. 1200.

1200B and other modems.

Its SOpage manual has examples of
each function. discusses asynchronous
communications. and both the library
and demo programs come with source (a
mix of C and assembler)!

Product Code: 30750 # Our Price:

List Price: $160.00

s130.00

HALO

1! Spectacular Graphics Extension to Lattice C
H aloTM will astound you, It provides

a complete library of graphic func-

PMATE

ﬂue Programmer’s
Word Processor
mate'l'M was designed for program-

mers. We’ll wager that you cannot
find a programmer who has discovered
Pmate and moved on to something else.

Pmate is a full screen editor with ten

auxiliary buffers for squirreling away
pieces of text until needed. It uses single
key commands to move the cursor. or

text. or insert or delete, or rescue several

thousand characters of deleted text.
It has a format mode for tab setting or
wraparound and shaping when it's time
to write documentation. Pmate lets you
assign chains of commands or strings of
text to single keys: a keystroke could set
up the entire shell of a new C function,
for example.
Pmate has variables, if-then statements. loops. It calculates. and converts
decimal to hex to binary and back. You
can write compact programs (called
"macros' ') to delete comments. for exam—
ple. or check syntax. or process long se»
quences of commands. Macros can alphabetize lists. do row and column math.
perform a series of operations on multiple files, even summon other macros.
Put another way, Pmate is a text editor
with its own built-in interpretive language. A language you can use to com»
pletely customize this text editor to your
fancy. Possibly the most artful, ingenious

program you have ever seen.
Product Code: 80600 #

Our Price:

List Price: $225.00

s1.75.00

tions which can be linked with your Lattice programs to create fullcolor charts,
graphs, simulations, even animation.
' Over 100 commands are at your disposal. including plot. line. arc. box. cir—
cle. plus single commands to produce
bar graphs and pie charts. Pattern-fill
and dithering commands give your
graphics impressive texture and color
mixes, rubber~banding draws shapes for
interactive users, area moves produce
animation. fill and flood commands paint
areas. The newest version allows you to
define your own world coordinate

scheme. divide the screen into "view-

ports" (windows). and scale graphic figures automatically.
It's a long list of capabilities which
make for an extraordinarily powerful
product: In fact, Halo is so good that manufacturers of graphics boards and systems are adopting it as a standard graphics language. So it can bridge your application to other systems. CAD-CAM
developers, especially, have embraced
its device—independent approach for
maximal portability. Halo offers a daz«
zling demonstration that function library
architecture will tremendously enhance
your firepower.
You'll need an IBM monochrome or
color graphics board for our standard
version, but other versions now support
ten boards and their equivalents. Halo is
sold in a one board. one language configuration (special pricing for multiples).
but each version now comes with a multitude of I/O drivers for mice and printers.
Tip: Ask us to throw in Dr. Halo for an
extra $95. It’s a "paint" program written
with Halo. far surpasses other pretenders, and will open up realms of creativity.
Brilliant beyond belief.

Product Code: 80300

List Price: $200.00

Our Price:

s125.00

LATTICE C-FOOD
SMORGASBORD
Decimal Arithmetic: Trigonometric,
logarithmic functions, powers. conversion to strings. BCD operations for
numbers up to 16 significant digits.
Level 0 I/O Functions: Direct operations for screen, keyboard. printer. and
asynch port with no dependence on
higher level I/O will minimize memory
usage and maximize speed.

All YourAppIications
Could Have Windows!

W indows are no gimmick. Ask any
user of a Windowed product.
But how do you add this technique to
your applications without disappearing
for several months of R&D?

With Lattice Window.TM A rare

programming tool which will change the
way you think of program design. Lattice
Window takes over all screen
management. It IS an extensive set of
IBM PC BIOS Interface Access: Gets object code functions which you merely
basic I/O services in ROM BIOS not
call from your C program.
available from the operating system to
Think of a Window as a screen of flexget and set video mode. cursor position, ible Size. You can tell Lattice Window to
color and screen attributes. keyboard
open and close up to 255 virtual screens
shift. scrolling, printer channel, port
from lxl to 255x255 bytes. Then tell
status.
"Window" to display any portion of these
Terminal Independence Package lets Virtual screens on the physical screen —
you move programs to computers with
as many as fit — wherever you want.
other types of terminals.
overlapping and overlaying at will.
Windows no longer needed may be
closed. Any background area overlaid
Product Code: 80200 # Our Price:
(which could be corners of
earlier
List Price: $150.00
s1.15.00
several windows) will pop back to the
screen. Think for a moment what a proQuite a treasure. So cost effective that gramming job that technique represents.
after using only a couple of functions
To your program, the entered Window
you’ll be saving a bundle compared to
15 the entire screen — all row and column
writing your own. (It's true; how much do references are relative to the window no
you cost per day?) So why not go for the matter its absolute posttion 1n the screen.
whole bundle!
All scrolling occurs only within the active
Window. The cursor will not leave its
boundaries until your program says to.
- You can move a Window on the screen.
- You can grow it to display more of the
underlying virtual screen. Or shrink it.
0 You can control screen attributes
ofBASIC to Learn C
(color. blinking. inverse video. etc.)
' You can direct output to either the
f you’re getting the message that
monochrome or color board.
A formidable product to add incompare
switching from BASIC to C would be
prudent. you're about to discover that it’s able flair to your next application!
back to basics of a different sort. BASIC
Product Code: 80800 ’3 Our Price:
is fat with hidden functions that stripped
List Price”: $295.00 s235.00
down C just doesn't have.
Gone are all those handy string manipulators like LEFTS. MIDS, STRINGS, etc.
(although our library offerings add them
back). In C. when you reach for even simple invocations like INPUT or PRINT
It Translates Your BASIC
A$.X% — well, sorry to disappoint. but
Programs Into C
underlying such expressions in BASIC
are bulging macros which C cannot have
ou'd like to upgrade C, but what to do
if it is to keep its slim profile.
with that warehouse of BASIC routines
But now comes BASIC_C and all your you’ve carefully polished over the years?
old favorites are back. Someone has
And how to face converting your famous
written the full set of C functions to mimic Leviathan accounting system from BASIC.
BASIC’s vocabulary. from ABS to WRITE. much less your Labyrinth file management
Over 80 routines to open and close files, package?
With BASTOC.TM a translator which
”field" ﬁle buffers. convert their contents
takes in BASIC source code and emits
from and to strings (the CV? and MK?
series). peek and poke. print using. clear pure Kernighan & Ritchie C BASTOC
understands Microsott Extended BASIC.
screen. "instr". on error goto. . .they’re
both interpreter and compiler forms of
all there, Some have reworked names
and syntax to suit C. but all are written as CBASIC (except for dynamic dimensioning
and common), and can be tailored to
one-to—one functional equivalents to the
familiar features of BASIC. And they are understand other dialects. It Will optionally
documented one to a page in alphabeti- convert your program into a Single
monolithic C function or will decompose it
cal sequence like the Microsoft manual
.nto separate functions, one for each
for added familiarity.
SOSUB label.
So with BASIC_C. when you’re think»
Stnngs are dynamically allocated in the
ing INPUT, go ahead. Use it. Or LPRINT
arget program, ridding your application of
or LOCATE or INKEY. But without
BASIC's catatonic halts for garbage
BASIC_C. you will find that every line of
:ollection. BASTOC will try to create
code plunges you back in the C texts to
structure of even the most convoluted
figure out how to write it. Someday you'll BASIC code, and writes any indigestible
want to, but for now. BASIC_C will start statement into the C output as a comment
you programming quickly at the stateplus explanation. Also. you optionally can
ment level so that you can concentrate on tell BASTOC to insert BASIC source lines
C's larger concepts,
into the C target as comments.
There’s a bonus: an unusually wellSource code of several modules of the
written manual with a first rate chapter
translator and library are provided so you
comparing how BASIC and C go about
can tailor BASTOC to your environment if
their tasks. Without question. BASIC_C needed. And source of the entire product
will ease your transition to C.
is for sale.

BASIC_C

Use YourKnowIedge

BASTOC

Product Code: 80350 4*

Our Price:

List Price: $115.00

s145.00

Product Code: 50370”

List Price: $350.00

NEW!

Our Price:

5280.00

TO C OR NOT TO C IS
NO LONGER THE QUESTION
LATTICE C

BTRIEVE

The Pre-eminent 16-bit C Compiler

Is a Pro Like You Still Doing the Filing?

f your programming still gets any»
where near the files. here’s our guarantee: Nothing will increase your
productivity faster than handing the
filing job to a sophisticated file manager.

BtrieveTM is the best we have seen. It

Pascal. BASIC. and COBOL. and the

manual gives you working sample pro—
grams which demonstrate every com—
mand in all four languages. The kind of
presentation which led PC World to

exclaim “for those of us who have en-

dured poorly written and inadequate
manuals, this one is a pleasure to read."
Btrieve has mainframe specifications!
tion. It builds 22 commands right into the
language you use in the form of functions A single file may have up to 24 indexes.
Segments of keys may be indexed. Each
you call to tell Btrieve what to do: The
commands create. open. and close files; index can independently accept or
block duplicate keys. A record length
delete and insert records, recapturing
can be up to 4090 characters; an index
vacated space; find records which exlength 255 characters, A file may be 4
actly or most nearly match keys; walk
billion bytes. It can even extend a file
files by ascending or descending key.
across two drives — even two hard disks!
balanced-tree
a
is
foundation
Btrieve's
With Btrieve you are freed to think logindexing scheme. conceded to be the
ically; the physical file is no longer of
fastest search technique devised (it will
Gone for good is all that timeconcern.
find any key in a million-plus item index
wasting dickering With intricate file refin four or less accesses).
erencing schemes and sorting algoBtrieve comes with interfaces to C,
rithms. Thinking shifts to a higher plane.
takes complete charge of all file indexing, reading. writing, insertion and dele-

PANEL .Mpaovem
You’ve Hand-Coded Your
Last Data Entry Screen
eSigning custom screens is intricate

timeconsuming. and costly. It can
make you the loser in competitive bidding.
It can add weeks. even months to bringing
your product to market.

But not when you use Panel”. Tbiling

Panel your screen destgn is like ustng a
word procemr. You can add. move copy.
delete. and reshape ﬁelds With Single key
commands. The result? Finished C source
code With field descriptors. color and
highlighting. input editing by type of field.
help keys. and warning me$ages
Panel's latest verston coextsts With
Lattice Window. Forms and formats can
now be deSigned to overlay. restore move
etc. under Window control.
Panel supplies source code of keyboard
input verification routines. w you can adapt
it to any special validation needs. It even
includes a multi-key data file maintenance
program which interacts With the screen
you design. It has all the tools you need to
generate code for the trickier aspects of
your application.
Panel routines are powerful. Unhke so
many programs which make error corv
reciion difﬁcult once a field is departed.
Panel gives the user full ﬁeld-totield
movement for editing. and overtype or
insert/delete Within fields.
A truly superior productiv1ty tool every
developer should have

Product Code: 80400 W Our Price:

List Price: 5295.00

5235.00

“except ”Tailor"

Unix TM Bell Laboratories I Lattice is a registered TM
and C-Food Smor asboro and Lattice Window are TMs
ol Lattice Inc. I M TM Microsoft Inc. I Halo 5 Dr Halo
TMs Media Cybernetics I IBM r istered TM
lniernational Business Machines I Panel M Roundhill
.Computer Systems Ltd. IPIinkBG. PﬁxBG and Pmate TM
Phoenix Software I RUN/C TM #90 0| Reason 00. I
BASTOC TM JMI Software Consultants Inc.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Licenses: Each priceisloralicenseto useaprod-

uct on asinglecomputerand does not constitute

product ownership, Products coded “it" may be
used to create programs for distribution without

royalty payments oradditional licenses. provided
said programs do not substantially replicate the
productsthemsolves.

Product Code: S0650

List Price: $245.00

Our Price:

s199.00

PLINK86

compile them into Intel 8086 object module
format for linking to other modules by

tions which can be counted on to rehun re DOS's Link or our Plink86.

Lattice C offers a choice of four memory
models between 64K and RAM capacity
safegq against accidents elsewhere C for program and data to allow the program
designer to choose the right combination
offers powerful nested expressions which
produce elegant. concise code That’s Why of small memory efﬁciency and large
C has become the language of choice
memory addressability for an application.
among professionals,
Lattice C is a full implementation of
Lattice C"M is the Number One C com- Kernighan and Ritchie (K&R). not a subset.
piler. Peter Norton in PC Magazine (l/8/85) with some extra features. eg. variable names
says. "best for systems programming. . .
up to 39 characters. and nested comments.
The compiler comes with a libr
tight code. . .total control of what's going
of I/O
on. . noticeably better than any of its
routines which implement under
ADOS
competitors.” After reviewing nine
most of the Unixcompatible standards
compilers for the PC. the PC Techjoumal
described by K&R, and then goes beyond.
unequivocally declared Lattice C “best for It has a fulsome set of transcendental and
software development. . .it compiles fast
Unix math functions K&R didn’t think to
and produces fast programs".
mention, and some of Unix's most useful
Lattice C runs on virtually any computer options such as "fork". which can pull a
using an 8088 or 8086 chip. and generates second program into memory without
code which optimizes use of the 8087 chip. disturbing the first. branch to it. and return.
if present. Create your source ﬁles with
Product Code: 80100 it Our Price:
any word processor or text editor like our
List Price: $500.00
sCI‘IJL
Pmate or ES/P for C. and Lattice C will
liable results every time. Its local variables

are unknown outside of functions which

REVOLUTIONARY!

RUN/C

Size Unlimited with

A C Interpreter at Last — And it Works like BASIC!

oﬁware is becoming ever more sophisticated, which means more complex
programs requiring large chunks of

is contemplative. elegant. But even
elitists yearn (silently) for the simpler
days of throwing together code with the
instant interaction of an interpreter.
The good old days are here again. We
have not just a C interpreter. but one that

This Overlay Linker

memory. But if you use extra memory. you

count on users to have expanded RAM,
and forego sales to mose who do not.

Plinkee'n"! is the answer It shoehorns

large programs into small memory. First.

Plink86 acts as an alternative to DOS' Link.

C encourages design of separately com—
piled object modules in the Microsoft re
locatable format. Plink86 pulls modules to
gether into single compiled programs. But
Plink86’s overlay power is what has gained
it a reputation as a miracle worker. It binds
into the compiled program is overlay manager which knows how to swap modules of
your large linked program between disk
and memory. so that each can temporarily

occupy the same memory space.

Unlike other linkers. the overlay manager acts on its own. needing no calls from
the source program. Instead. Plink-86’s
straightforward overlay description
language allows you to describe your
overlay structure in one place in your
program — a structure permitting up to
4.095 overlays stacked 32 deep: No re
compiling to rearrange the structure!

Plink86 can even subdivide its linked

output into multiple files for programs
which must span more than one disk. And
it produces a symbol map for debugging

with Pfix88 Plus.
PC Tech journal calls it ”the premier

linker and overlay loader that's taking over
at many of the programming shops around
the country."

Product Code: 80500 it Our Price:
s315.00
List Price: $395.00
aredelivered insealed envelopes and are unreturnable ifseal is broken. Defective productswill
be replaced in whole or part.
Payment: We honor MasterCard 8. Visa (no sur-

charge), checks in adimnce. COD forcash orcer—
tified check. and funds wired toChemical Bank.
126 East 86 St.. NewYork.Account: 034-016058:
Purchase orders accepted from corporations
and institutions at ourdiscretion; 2% per month
added to balances unpaid after 30 days:

Compatibility: PC BRAND’s standard products
are designedtooperatewiththeIBM PC, XTorAT Shipping 8t Handling: U.S.: UE’S Surface: tst
underPC—DOS and require no morethan 128K of product $6. each add! $2.50. UPS 2nd Day Air:
RAM unless indicated.
tst product $10, each add’l $4.50. UPS Next Day
Returns: Products returned will be accepted for
refund or creditonly by prior authorization subject to a re-stocklng charge, Software diskettes

‘s structured approach encourages
development of tight. fail-safe func«

Air or Federal Express: tst product $18. each
add’lss: Non U.S.: $15 perorderforexportjimport
forms; variable shipping charge.

Prices. ierms. and speciﬁcations subject to change without notice.

in test printouts, bang away at tight little
sections until they're bullet proof — then
hand them to the compiler,
RUN/C has a treasury of functions built
into the interpreter — over 100 paralleling
the most used functions found in Lattice C's
acts like BASIC! Use RUN/C's in»1ine editor ibrary. Their interface is the same, so if
to create a program. RUN it, just like
RUN/C can run it. Lattice can compile it.
BASIC If it stumbles, just LIST it. EDIT it.
Only programs calling other functions or
add lines. delete lines, RUN it again. fix it
other libraries for which you do not have
again: The simple luxury of break key
source need special measures (e.g..
interrupt is restored. and RUN/CTM even commentcut. dummy functions). Well
has TRON. TRACE. and a proﬁler which
worth it to win the productivity gains of an
reports the number of times each program interpreter.
line is executed.
Your disk supplies a separate source code
RUN/C’s “editor” corrirnand will save a file demonstrating each of RUN/C's library
program and automatically hand it to your funCtions. with a manual to match. In fact. if
favorite editor for further work. Or you can you are new to C. this product doubles as a
use its "shell" command to summon your
superb tutorial! (Requires 256K. DOS 2.x).
compiler from Within RUN/C.
For the professional. RUN/C is ideal for
Product Code 80900 3 Our Price:
rapid program development. Put up code
at high speed, tinker and rearrange. throw List Price: $150.00

5139.00

PF1X86

Advanced Dynamic and Symbolic Debuggers

ebugging programs without special
tools is like fixing an automobile
without lilting the hood. PIixBSTM lets you
see inside your program while it is run»
ning; multiple windows show program code
and data. breakpoint settings. and current
register and stack contents simultaneously.
You can make changes: just move the cursor into a window and type It has an in-line
assembler. so you can enter program

modifications in assembler at run time.
m86 Plus is an enhanced version for

use with modules linked by Plink86. even
those with overlays: It retains the program

"symbols" otherwrse lost during compiling
— the names you gave to variables.
functions. etc. in your source code — so
you don't have to deal with hex addresses.
Both versions have dynamic trace and
breakpoint setting facilities. You can then

disable them without removal. activate

them only upon their nth encounter. halt
them when a condition is met. Everything
you would want in a debugger.
List Price: Code

Pfix86 30550 #519530
"Plus $0555 $395.00

Our Price:

:155_oo
s315.00

We’re waiting for your order at. . .

800-PC BRAND
That’s (800) 722-7263. In NY State call (212) 410—4001.
PC Brand. PO. Box 474. New York. NY. 10028
Telex: 667962 (SOFT COMM N r K)

PC BRAND and Craftsman are trademarks of PC BRAND.
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contenders. Threieiare li yensed UNIX
AT&T source code descendants: PC/IX,

manrone user at
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Megaﬂex You
PC Memory Muscle
with JRAM-Z.
THE NEW
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Modularity for Today

Memory for Tomorrow
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Increase your computing power with

PURCHASE ONLY THE

Hardware and Software solutions

CHANGE MODULES AS

-

for PCS and compatibles...

FUNCTIONS YOU NEED.

You WISH.

AVAILABLE NOW:

JRAMQ mam memory board

I EXPAND UP TO 2 MEGABYTES PER BOARD.
Add 256K chips one bank at a time as desired.

JRAM-2 with Clock—Calendar

I MODULAR I/O PORTS — EASY TO CHANGE AND UPGRADE.

The JRAM-2, with module, fits in a single slot.

WW2 with ﬂock-Calendar-

ser'a' PO“ and PalaHE‘ PO“-

JRAM-Z with Clock—Calendar

and two Serial Ports

I FINEST CONNECTOR TECHNOLOGY — NO INTERNAL

CABLES. All add—on slots are easily accessible.

_ .

.

JRAM—2 win two Serlal Ports

I MOST POWERFUL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE — JETDRIVE AND
JSPOOL. Unparalleled power and increased computing speed.

“RAM—2 with diske‘lie
controller

1032 Elwell Court
Suite 124

Palo Alto, CA 94303

CIRCLE NO 197 ox READER SERVICE CARD

415/964-1980

UNIX
PC-DOS users have had a glimpse
at a small subset of UNIX features. Each
successive version of DOS has added
something from UNIX: the hierarchical
ﬁle system; the sort and ﬁnd (like grep)
commands; redirection; and piping to
name a few. Although new to the commercial market, and particularly to microcomputers, UNIX has been in daily
use for more than a decade at AT&T
and on university campuses around the
world. Some 8—bit adaptations (Crom—

root directory of the UNIX ﬁle system is
called / and under it can be any num—
ber of subdirectories nested to any

depth. File systems may be mounted

and dismounted easily. Separate ﬁle

systems for different parts of a system
(system space, user space, etc.) offer a

degree of isolation that keeps one ﬁle
system from corrupting another while
permitting ready access and data exchange across ﬁle systems. The user

UNIX FEATURES
Aside from the relatively high degree of
portability of the operating system itself,
a number of other characteristics of
UNIX make it attractive to a growing

user population. It is a multitasking,
multiuser system that greatly improves

the CPU utilization and, therefore, the

overall throughput of a computer by
permitting many tasks to be performed
concurrently. Both foreground and
background processing are available to
users. Redirection of standard input,
standard output, and error streams is
supported by the user shell that is the
interface between users and the operat—
ing system. The elegant piping capability facilitates the use of existing tools in
custom mix—and—match combinations
and encourages the creation of new
tools to meet special needs.
UNIX provides a measure of security through its log—in/password mecha-

nism and by ﬁle access restrictions.

Some installations use multiple levels of

password protection (external and internal) to prevent unwarranted access.

Each ﬁle and directory can be restricted
at the user, group, and other levels for

read, write, and execute access.
File systems are hierarchical and

resemble the root system of a tree. The
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and circumstances. At the same time,

that kind of development has led to

some of the ﬁnest applications and sup-

port tools in the business.
Table 5 lists the primary UNIX system administration and maintenance
commands. System accounting data can
ﬁll up a disk on a busy system in the
blink of an eye, so most of the microcomputer versions of UNIX disable the
accounting software by default. Other

emco’s CROMIX, for example) have

been in use for about ﬁve years. But the
real impetus for UNIX growth in the
microcomputer market has been the
16— and 32-bit microcomputer sales
boom of the past three years.
The UNIX system is written almost
entirely in a high—level language (C), so
it can be moved readily, although not
painlessly, to vastly different host envi«
ronments. The porting process involves
rewriting the machine-dependent parts
of the operating system kernel and recompiling the system and applications
software in the new environment.
The PC versions of UNIX are modiﬁed to varying degrees from the main—
stream versions because of limitations
of the underlying hardware and due to
the philosophies of the companies do—
ing the porting or emulation tasks.

UNIX. Others just grew up out of necessity during the incredibly long gestation
period that followed while UNIX was
being tinkered with and “commercial—
ized.” The resulting inconsistent syntax
among commands, seen as a ﬂaw of
UNIX, is a result of this relatively unfettered development of the system by
many individuals in disparate locations

commands are used to create, maintain,

does not need to know what device a
particular ﬁle system is mounted on.
The system maintains a table of
mounted ﬁle systems and lets the user
ﬁnd ﬁles and directories by path names
similar to those used under PC-DOS.
A command interpreter called a
shell provides users with access to sys—
tem resources. The shell is also a programming language, having the neces—
sary sequencing, looping, and decision—
making structures common to all viable
computer languages. Several shells are
available to UNIX users. The AT&T stan—
dard Bourne shell (sh) and a restricted

version of it (rsh) are available on most

systems. The Berkeley C shell (csh),
which has a syntax that is more consis-

tent with the C language and which is
especially popular with programmers, is
also available on many systems.
In addition, some suppliers are
providing visual shells to simplify inter—
actions with UNIX for users whose
needs are relatively predictable and
limited in scope. Candidates for such

menu—driven interfaces are general ofﬁce workers, word processing specialists, management, or others who have

no need to understand programming.
Such shells will help to negate the perception of UND( as being too complex.
UNIX does have a frightfully large
set of standard commands, many of
which are listed in table 2. A small set
of the commands (cd, pwd, cat, etc.)

evolved quickly in the early days of

mount and dismount ﬁle systems, back
up and restore disk ﬁles, and trouble—
shoot system problems. The /ctc/cron
command triggers events that are
scheduled in a ﬁle named /usr/lib/cron—
tab (its location may be different on
some systems). Events may be added to
the crontab ﬁle by editing it to instruct
UNIX to do tasks at predeﬁned dates
and times. Cron also runs the sync, or
update, command frequently (usually
once a minute) to keep essential ﬁle
system data up to date on disk. That
happens even if no crontab ﬁle exists.
A primary use of UNIX is the preparation and management of documents
of every description. Table 4 summar—
izes the major commands used for text

processing. Unlike most of the word

processors for PC-DOS, which use a sin-

gle program for editing and on-screen

formatting, UNIX uses separate editing

and processing steps. The line and
screen editors are treated as part of the
basic set of system commands because
they are primary tools for the manipulation of text in a wide range of applica—
tions—from creating mail items to pre-

paring program source ﬁles.
The major disadvantage of this ap—
proach is a lack of realtime feedback on
the appearance of a document. The
user must process a text ﬁle, which of—
ten looks more like a program source

ﬁle than a document, to see what will

actually be printed. The advantage to
this method is that a single source ﬁle
can be produced in a variety of output
formats simply by changing the formatter parameters, usually through a set of
macro deﬁnitions in an optional format—
ting package. Source ﬁles also consist of
only standard printable ASCII charac—
ters, making them easy to transmit
through simple networks.
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The primaty text processing programs are nroff for printing terminal

output and troff for typesetters. Several
preprocessors are used to handle equa-

tions (eqn and neqn) and tables (t)
merged with normal text. Other prepro-

cessors may be used to handle graphics

,
PRODUCT

MINIMUM

LICENSED VERSIONS:

CONFIGURATION

COMPONENTS

PRICE

Bundled

$ 900

in what is essentially a bit-mapped

PC/IX 1.0 .
IBM

IBM PC/XT with
256KB RAM

printer) is available.

PO. Box 1328

disk drive
Minimum partition 3MB
Recommended:
Minimum parti-

mode if suitable hardware (a laser
Other commands in this set automate testing of documents for style,

readability, spelling, and typographical

errors Some ﬁlters are provided to per
mil text processor output to drive printers with limited capabilities. Col. for ex
ample. lets line printers that cannot do
reverse linefeeds handle text that contains them by buffering the output and

simulating the reverse motion through

1 ds/dd floppy

Entry Systems Division

Boca Raton, FL

33433
305/982—4700

tion 7MB

[BM PC (with a hard disk), Single-user

VENIX/86 2.0

UniSource Software Corp.
71 Bent Street
Cambridge, MA 02141

PC/XT, or compatible

192KB RAM (for C com—

piler)
1 ds/dd ﬂoppy disk drive

617/491-1264

Hard disk;

Minimum partition 35MB
Recommended:
8087 coprocessor

the use of backspacing and carriage re~

turns. A permuted index (sometimes
called KWIK for key word in context)
may be prepared automatically by ptx.
Deroff strips formatting commands out

of document source files so the files
may be processed by other programs

that would produce erroneous results if
the commands were left in. For exam
ple. the word count command, we,

would report higher numbers than it

should for character, word, and line

counts if the source file were not
deroffed beforehand.

XENIX 3.0,
release 1.1

IBM PC (with a hard disk), XENIX 08
PC/XT, or compatible
Development Sys.
The Santa Cruz Operation 256KB RAM
Text Processing
500 Chestnut Street
1 ds/dd ﬂoppy
System
PO. Box 1900
disk drive
INFORMIX
‘ Santa Cruz, CA 95061
10MB or larger
Lyrix Word Pro408/425-7222
hard disk
cessor

Minimum partition SSMB
Recommended;

8087 coprocessor

384KB512KB RAM

primary programs in this set. The range

tools. Of course, the primary language
tool is the C compiler. but UNIX has

support for FORTRAN (I77 and ratfor),
SNOBOL (sno), and even BASIC on

some systems. Many installations also
have the Berkeley Pascal interpreter and
compiler available. Lint. the C source
program checker, debuggers such as
adb (and sometimes sdb), and assorted
tools. such as cref, time, and ctags, aid

ing a base file along with delta files that

can be used to recreate any version of
the source while consen'ing disk space.

makeﬁles to control the process of

sources. SCCS (source code control sys‘

System, and
Text Processing System

ports or a mix of the two are primary
components of a UNIX system. When

feasible, direct connections are best be-

a system than will actually be using it at

ment tools such as curses, termcap, and

dial-ups that best serves the needs of

velopment set include screen manage—

terminfo. These functions and databases

Program libraries are an important
part of this set, too. Prepackaged routines for processing strings, doing
mathematical operations, and handling
graphics interfaces are provided. C is a
compact language that does not have
any built-in I/O, so standard libraries

building programs from a variety of

Development

more friendly user interface than SCCS.
Additional components of the de—

that was developed outside of AT&T/
Bell Laboratories. lt reportedly has a

management tools to assist users in the
development projects. The basic management tool is make, which uses

XENIX 08

cause the transmission rate can be set
to the maximum allowed by the host‘s
serial ports and the terminals. However.

are used heavily in programs that must

software engineering aspects of major

Multiplan

Some systems have RC5 (revision con
trol system), a newer alternative to SCCS

programmers in the debugging and
maintenance phases of their work.

In addition, UNIX has a full set of

Ofﬁce Menu Tool

,

velopment of software. Table S lists the

semblers, linkers. and various testing

Leverage
ViewComp

800
1 ,000
395
595
395
125

Additional RAM

Another major use of UNIX is de-

of programming tools spans preproces.
sors. compilers and interpreters. as»

Mulituser
Final Word

manipulate the screen of a video con»
sole or terminal directly.

many more users are often assigned to

any given time, so a balance must be
struck between dedicated ports and

the user population.
For remote access among geo»
graphically dispersed systems, uucp
(unix—to-unix copy) is used, along with
related programs in the family. cp

copies source files to destination ﬁles,

where the source and destination may
be on the same system or on systems
that are far apart. Electronic mail and
news distributions depend on uucp. A

loosely connected network of hundreds

tem) takes the management of a software project further by providing a

that are portable across many machines
and operating systems are essential.

world exchange news, program source

easily audited way. Multiple versions of

users access a system via remote terminals. either dedicated lines or dial-up

system, run commands on it, and send

means of storing multiple versions and
releases of a product in a convenient,

a source ﬁle are managed by maintain58

UNIX provides several layers of
communications support. Because many

of UNIX sites covering much of the free

code. gossip, and electronic graffiti on a
daily basis. The uux command (unix-to
unix execution) can access a remote
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a directory. Typing rm * .0 (with an exwt

PRODUCT
LOOK-ALIKES:
COHERENT

2.3.35
Mark Williams Company
1430 West Wrightwood
Avenue

Chicago, IL 60614
BIZ/4726659
QNX 1.2
Quantum Software
Systems
PO. Box 5318,

Station “”F ‘

Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada
K2C 3H5
613/726-1893
uNETix
SFS 2.0

Lantech Systems, Inc.
9635 Wendell Road
Dallas, TX 75243
214/540-4932

tra space) is an easy error to make, but

\L.

MINIMUM
CONFIGURATION

an extremely costly one—it results in

COMPONENTS

PRICE
$500

IBM PC (with a hard disk) Bundled

PC/XT or compatible
256KB RAM

1 ds/dd ﬂoppy disk drive

5MB or larger hard, disk
Minimum partition 25MB

2 ds/dd ﬂoppy

QNX Kernel
Utility/Ed
C Compiler/Asm
QNX Development

256KB RAM

BASIC Compiler
Pascal Compiler

IBM PC or com-

patible

128KB RAM

disk drives
Recommended:

Hard disk

System

,

_

225
225
500
650 ‘

300

500.

Minimum partition 750KB

IBM PC or compatible

520 RAM for DOS
Emulator

2 ds/dd ﬂoppy

disk drives
Recommended:
512KB RAM
Hard disk
Minimum partition 1MB

Base System

50

Integration Facility ' 100
Lattice C Compiler 200
Window Manage-‘ “ ‘ ‘50
ment ‘
150
PowerLink 100
Vi Text'Editor
, 100

Pricing information and hardware requirements are given for the three licensed
UNIX systems and three UNIX look-alikes that were surveyed in this article.
Although QNX, by Quantum, is not really UNIX—like, it has some UNIX features.

output to the requesting system or any
other accessible system. For security
reasons, each system may be set up to
reject some or all requests from uux.

Another communications program,
cu, can call UNIX systems and manage
interactive sessions, including ﬁle transfers, and execution of UNIX commands

on either the local or remote system.
UNIX has its critics. So does AT&T
for the way it has handled UNIX in the
marketplace. The company is often ac—

cused of being too slow to react to perceived customer needs. Some complain
that UNIX has grown too big and com-

plicated; long ago the system outgrew
the stage at which its users could re-

read the entire system documentation
over a weekend to refresh their memories. UNIX is infamous for its number of
commands, often obscurely named, and

numerous options.

The most notorious UNIX critic is
Don Norman, director of the program
in cognitive science at the University of
California at San Diego, who wrote an
internal memorandum at UCSD that
eventually became an article called
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“The Trouble with UNIX" in Datama-

lz'on (November 1981). in it, Dr. Norman lambastes the user interface, saying
that “UNIX is a disaster for the casual
user." Other critics of the system add to
the list of complaints, although most,
including Dr. Norman, continue to use

UNIX for lack of a better alternative.
Inconsistent command syntax has

been a frequent complaint about UNIX.
Compounding the problem that it

causes is a general lack of mnemonic
names. Most command names are cryptic, a few misleading, and others just
plain out in left ﬁeld. The pattern scan~
ning and processing command, for ex-

ample, is called awk (the ﬁrst letters of
the last names of the program‘s crea»
tors, Aho, Weinberger, and Kernighan)
instead of a more logical and useful

all the ﬁles in the current directory be-

ing silently deleted, followed by an er-

ror message, “rm: .0 non-existent”.
In self-defense, many UNIX users
have created workarounds to avoid this

problem. Typically a private version of
the rm command is created and put in
a directory that is searched before the
/bin command directory. The private rm
command alters the behavior of rm to
make it require conﬁrmation, or it sim-

ply moves the deleted ﬁles to a temporary directory, giving the user a means
to recover in the event of an error. One
recommended change to the rm command causes it to be more verbose,
prompting for conﬁrmation by default.
This feature can be disabled by a new
option ﬂag, -s for silent, so rm could be

used in pipeline commands and shell
scripts in the usual manner. Such a
change would, unfortunately, break a

lot of existing shell scripts.
Another often heard complaint

concerns the unwanted loss of existing
ﬁles with the copy (cp) and move (mv)

commands. Both will silently overwrite
a ﬁle if it already exists. For example,

typing cp ﬁlea ﬁleb would destroy the
contents of ﬁleb, if the ﬁle existed, and
would copy the contents of ﬁlea into
ﬁleb. UNIX does nothing to warn of the

existence of ﬁleb. Berkeley UNIX solves
this problem with a noclobber variable

in the user’s environment that requires
a special assertion before overwriting of

a ﬁle takes place.
UNIX System III provides no rec-

ord and ﬁle locking features, so it is
possible for two or more users to

modify the same ﬁle or record simultaneously. None of the users is warned of
the potential conﬂict, and no attempt is
made to prevent multiple, simultaneous
access of the same items. When users
are conﬁned to their own directories

and ﬁles, such conﬂicts do not occur,
but in database applications, for example, such collisions can have dreadful

consequences. Berkeley UNIX uses a
ﬁle system design that includes ﬁle

locking mechanisms. )GENIX, the Santa

Cruz Operations UNIX implementation,

uses ﬁle locking that gives a controlling
process complete access and the ability

word, such as patscan.
One potential disaster for any
UNIX user, from novice to experienced,

to block access from any other process
to all or any portion of the locked ﬁle.

move command, rm, with wildcard ﬁle

semaphore is a regular ﬁle entry in the
ﬁle system, but the ﬁle contains no data
and it can be accessed by only one process at a time. Processes competing for

is the unintentional misuse of the re-

speciﬁcations. A simple rm to (the *
means any matching string of charac-

ters) will remove a group of ﬁles from

XENIX also uses semaphores to

control access to system resources. A
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diffmk

diree1
du
echo
ed

env

y
y

y
y

man

y

mesg

nice

nl

UNIX, the system has no realtime capa-

bility, leading to more complaints about
UNIX. The scheduler tries to parcel out
the limited CPU resource to all requestr

lp

V

l’l

III

III

<

t
,(,
2

«<

v

y5

y

y
,—

y
y

,

nohup

od

pack, peat,

unpack

a port or a data

~<~<r~<s<

l

~<~<

V

newgrp
news

ﬁle, for instance must wait for the currently controlling process to give up
control, Standard library functions are
provided for the C compiler to imple—
ment these capabilities in programs.
Because of a fundamental “fairness
doctrine" built intoATSt production
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y
y

mkclir
more1

_|’ : Command supporled
— : command not available
name = quasi-equiltalentfunction provided by Ibis command

the same resource

—
print

look

lpr
is]
mail

~<

—
—

|

y

—
talk

I~<<

v

connect
y

—
—

|‘<“<

V

‘<

—

'

~<:

y

y

‘<‘

—

u

—

|

df
diff
diff3

y

y‘
y~
y
V
y

join
~
kill w
learn
line
login
logname

Iv:

dc
dd

Y

y

Ir~<

cu
date

y

% ,.4.<.<i<.<i

csplit

y

~<~<~<

crypt

y

.V

hp

id

~<<~

Ci), 1n,rnv ,

cpio

y

y

y
-

< ,.<.

y
l

V

y

chattr
—'

~<

cmp
comm

‘

y

y
V

|

y

chgrp

y

—
y

~<~<

chown,

y

y

y

‘<‘<"<

y

I Y

<‘<‘<

chmod

Y

y '
.v

"I

E“
:3
L

Y

y
3'

n

I

9r:

‘

\<

‘

y
y

<

cb
cd

‘<‘<

cat

y

y
V

<‘<l<

-

y
y

fortune'
getopt
graph
grep, egrep,
fgrep
gutil
help

<<

v

<<~<

7

cal
calendar

l<

bis

v

,

<1

bdiff _

<<

bc

|

y

y_

~<<

y

_

‘<

y

dirname

<

y

~<~<

banner

basename,

y

y
y

_

37

—

.—

.—

_

V

_

..

a

dump

y

y

y

’Berkeley UNIX command
JATGT UNIX System V command
5Mmmal facilily enabled but no manual pages stored on disk
”The QNX shell has a limited scope and a unique syn/ax
‘Tbe IlNETix shell is a minimal shell subset—it has no logic or looping
capabilities, etc.

ing processes in an evenhanded man-

ner, Processes that are time~critical can-

not be guaranteed sufﬁciently frequent
access to the CPU, In scientiﬁc and en-

gineering applications, realtime support
is essential, so UNIX has been modiﬁed
in many ways to provide it
Within AT&T are numerous modiﬁed UNIX systems and derivatives that

are used in realtime applications such
as those found in telephone switching
systems. Company ofﬁcials in charge of

UNIX development freely admit, how—
ever, that they do not fully understand
realtime needs and state that Ul and
realtime probably never will be synonymous. Current versions of AT&T UNIX

(System 111 and System V) are sold as
general purpose systems that make no

pretense at having realtime capabilities.

PC UNIX VERSIONS

Table 1 contains information about pric»

ing and hardware requirements for
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PERSONAL
COMPUTER
PHTOCOPIER

er at resolutions up to 200 dots per inch. The
LaserFAX DS-ZOO will do the same for you in
black—and—white. Then the LaserFAX Graphics
Editor software that we bundle with the scanner
will allow you to cut—and—paste your images,
rotate them, enlarge and reduce whatever pic—
tures you choose.

hat’s most amazing about the LaserFAX
product line, though, are the prices. Our
basic black—and-white digital photocopiers cost
about the same as a regular office copier (which
you may never use againl) and our color scanners
cost very little more. Because we know high tech
has to be affordable.

ell, there is such a machine now. it’s called
the LaserFAX digital photocopier. We got
tired of trying to use digitizing tablets, cameras,
mice and everything else that has been invented.
The LaserFAX machines will scan any and all of
your art, photos, forms or text for storage in your
PC. lmages that you can cut—and-paste into your
word processing or database programs. Our

images for editing and printing on your color print-

See us at

”empeikirsming '85
Moy 6—9, 1985
Georgia World Congress Center.
Atlanta, Georgia

LaserFAX "“-

2000 Palm Street 5., . Naples, Florida 33%.?

CIRCLE NO, 194 ON READER SERVICE CARI)

(88) 775-2737

:5C/\N

SpectraSCAN 200 will scan and store your color

hat’s not all. Our digital photocopiers are
based on open-architecture design, which
means that as new uses for this technology develop, add—on cards can enhance our LaserFAX
digital photocopier. But we didn’t want to wait for
third—party vendors, so we invented two optional
boards of our own: the LaserFAXimile Card and
the LaserFAX TEXreader. The LaserFAXimile
card takes advantage of the 200 dots per inch
resolution of the scanning device to turn it into a
facsimile machine. The TEXreader board is a
revolution in itself — full-scale OCR (optical character recognition) to read typewritten pages with
the LaserFAX machine into your word processor
without having to re-type what somebody else
has already typed.

ave you ever wished that there was a
machine for your PC that could scan your
photographs, artwork or documents just like a
photocopier? And was as easy to use and understand? As well as copy and store in color or black—
and-white onto your hard drive for editing?

Mailiirte‘s, (kill)

WWW

0 lBM l‘» a ririlisli‘wl iii lili‘lllr'lli’ iii lrili'irrallriiial Business

1

y = command supported
— = command not available
name = quasi-equivalent function provided by this command

units

uucp, uulog,
uuname
uustat
uuto,

‘|'~<:*<

ll

l~<~<~<~<§

||I'~<l~<~<:t

I

~<

l‘<~<~<

t~<~<
~<

~<~<s<~<~<~<~<~<~<~<

*<

l

|‘<~<

xargs
yes1

l~<

Vil,2

wait
wall
wc
what1
who

I~<t~<~<<<~<

y
y

uupick

nux

|"<“<

*<1‘<'~<‘<‘<*<‘<‘<

,uniq ‘

l<<~<14<

|~<~<~<~<
|~<

|*<*<
|l~<

|*<*<

IX!

||\<:~<~<

I~<~<¥<~<~<~<~<~<

|

I~<~<~<~<~<
l‘<

\<

1s<~<~<<<~<

‘<

|*<~<*<~<~<~<~<~<:~<~<

v:

‘<*<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<

~<

umask
uname

write

I

test 1
touch

~<~<s<|~<

tc V
tee

|

tail

s<~<~<

SUIT]

tabs:

s<~<<

su

l‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<

sh
sleep
sort
splitSW

true, false

“Y

’Berkeley UNIX command
JATGT UNIX System V command
-‘Manual facility enabled but no manual pages stored on disk
"The QNX shell has a limited scope and a unique syntax
‘Tbe uNETix shell is a minimal shell subset—i! has no logic or looping

capabilities etc.

This table lists commands that are part of the main UNIX
System 111 package, excluding those associated speciﬁcally

with text processing and program development. Clearly,
some systems are more faithful to UNIX than others.

They are comprehensive enough, how-

each of the products surveyed in this
article. The cost of each system is given
for both bundled and unbundled con—
ﬁgurations Where applicable. AT&T traditionally has sold UNIX as a bundled

ever, to show how well each of the PC
UNIX systems mimics UNIX behavior.
AT&T UNIX System 111 is used as a basis

bundling some elements of the system

modeled after an earlier AT&T UNIX,

system, but it, too, is moving toward un-

to effect a more attractive entry price

for the basic system.
The minimum and recommended
hardware conﬁgurations shown in table
1 deﬁne another part of the cost of
switching to UNIX. If the necessary

hardware is not already on hand, this
can be a substantial component of the
total system acquisition cost. Of course,

the ability to use one computer with
several inexpensive terminals can easily

bring the per-user cost to an acceptable
level when compared to the number of

stand—alone systems needed to establish
an equivalent conﬁguration.
The accompanying tables do not
cover every available UNIX command.
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of comparison throughout this survey, ,
although some of the products were

version 7. Commands taken from
Berkeley UNIX are included where
appropriate. None of the systems tested
uses the Berkeley ﬁle system and kernel
modiﬁcations, but several infuse many
of the popular Berkeley utility programs.
PC/IX
PC/IX, a product that is sold under the
IBM label, was ported to the 8088 from

AT&T System 111 source by Interactive
Systems, an IBM vendor of choice for
mainframe systems software. This sin—
gle—user UNIX derivative seems to be a
solid, trouble-free implementation of

UND(. It has none of the Berkeley ex—
tensions that are provided with some of

the other products, but it is faithful to
UNIX in every respect.

Interactive Systems offers the INed
full—screen editor instead of the vi edi—
tor. INed has an unnecessarily complex

command structure, awkward cursor
movement (no forward and back one—
word—at-a-time, for example), and a

mystifying line-insert capability. Al—
though the vi editor also is complex, it
has a more consistent user interface
and more predictable behavior
PC/IX has modules for program

development and text processing. They
may be installed if needed, or their disk

ﬁle allocations may be held for user
work space. The C compiler supports
the small model only (64KB text and

data), which is one of the reasons vi, a
very large program, is not supported.

Another reason may involve the licensing of PC/JX as a single-user system.

INed has been designed to work di—
rectly with the PC display and cannot be
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y = command supported
— 2 command not available
name = quasi-equivalent function provided by this command

y = command supported

’ The accounting functions are performed by a set of related
commands. System I11 accounting software is emulated closely by
PC/IX, XENIX, and COHERENT Accounting is disabled by default on
all systems.
ZVENIX uses a simpliﬁed form of login accounting on a per-user basis

’SCO credits the University of California/Berkeley for these programs
2QNX has its own text processor called doc that is not compatible
with any UNIX text processing tools. uNETix supports text processing
via its DOS emulator using available DOS editors and word
processors in addition to text editing with the optional vi editor.

Commands used to administer and maintain a typical UNIX
system are usually reserved for authorized personnel,
although some are available to the general user population.

This table lists commands that are used to process text
ﬁles. Such ﬁles may be created or modiﬁed using one of
the line or screen editors that are listed in table 2.

used over a tty connection, although the

use of dial-up ports is supported.
PC/IX includes no compilers for

FORTRAN, Pascal, or BASIC. The compiler/interpreter bs, which is a blending
of BASIC and SNOBOL with a C-like
syntax, and a SNOBOL interpreter, sno,

are included in the program develop-

ment package. The package also con—
tains all of the development suppOrt

— = command not available

name = quasi-equivalent function provided by this command

worked just as they should. A new com-

mand, li, does the same job as Is, the
directory lister, but produces a columnar output, which is more useful on

video displays than the linear presenta—
tion of Is. The help command is included, but the production version of
PC/IX has no help ﬁle entries in order

to save disk space. Users can create

programs, such as make, the SCCS utili-

their own help ﬁles if they wish.
For communications, PC/IX uses a

dens on programmers and software

UND< cu program. It supports a Hayes

ties, lint, and others that ease the bur-

engineers in creating, testing, and maintaining programs.
The user interface is the standard

Bourne shell—no others are offered.

All of the standard UNIX commands
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program called connect instead of the

auto-dialer and can be conﬁgured for

other intelligent modems as well. Some

bugs related to the serial ports have

been reported—resulting in a lockedup system and a reboot.

Curses and the termcap database
are available in full-screen applications.

The /etc/termcap ﬁle appears to be cur»
rent in its coverage of terminal types.
Also, IBM has provided a PC-DOS con-

nection at the disk ﬁle read/write level

only, but that makes it possible to trans—
fer program source ﬁles and standard

text and data ﬁles between environ—

ments No DOS emulation or cross-

development features are included.

IBM‘s documentation, which is

dressed to kill in pin-striped binders, is
nicely produced from the original AT&T

memos and manuals. Additional docu»
ments written by Interactive Systems
cover the INed editor, connect, and
other non-UNIX features.
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SCCS commands

y = command supported
— = command not available

name = qtmsi-eqm‘mlent function provided by (his command

’Berkeley UNIX command
ZUses Lattice C compiler and associated Lantech Software Tools
package

UNIX is known for its stellar program development
commands, including compilers, interpreters, software

engineering tools, and program veriﬁcation and testing tools.
A shortfall of uNETix is its scarcity of development tools.

A new version designed for the PC/

AT is now available. PC/lX 1.1 runs on
an AT in the real address mode, limit-

ing memory addressing to 1MB. The C
compiler still is limited to the small
model. The upgrade fee is $40.
VENlX/86
UniSource is the exclusive licensed distributor of VentureCom’s VENiX/86, In
its current form, VENIX/86 is a port of

AT&T’s version 7 UNIX with many

Berkeley extensions, including vi, the

columnar version of the directory lister

(Is), and the C shell (csh).
Because of its earlier vintage,

VENIX/86 is a bit leaner in the UNIX
commands it includes, compared to the
two other licensed versions, PC/IX and

XENIX. It occupies less disk space, leaving more room for user ﬁles or other

operating systems. Several types of mass
storage devices are supported. A second
ﬁxed disk installed on an XT must be
the same type and size as the ﬁrst for
VENIX/86 to use it; DOS may reside on

the disk with VENIX/86.
A full BASIC interpreter (which is a
nonstandard UNIX program from the
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University of British Columbia) is available in addition to the C compiler and
its support tools. No other UNIX lan-

guage programs are included.
VENIX/86 compiles C programs in
about the same time as a moderately
loaded PDP»11/70 running BSD 4.2
UNIX. Because VENIX/86 is based on
version 7, it does not have SCCS tools,
commands for packing and unpacking

ﬁles, etc. A set of DOS utilities are provided to permit exchanging ﬁles between DOS and VENIX/86.
The UniSource distribution in—

cludes a feature called Quad-Screen
Picture Windows. Each window is a full
screen and may be used to monitor a
task or serve as a separate log—in port.

Someone with ”super user" privi—
leges can use the nice command to set

very high priorities for tasks that require realtime attention. This is done at
a serious performance cost to other
running processes.

The documents for VENIX/86 are in
ﬁve volumes, spiral-bound so that they

lie ﬂat. A few sections have acceptable
indexes, but most have none. The dividers have no tabs and are fairly stiff, so it

is a little difﬁcult to ﬂip through the
pages to ﬁnd subjects quickly.
UniSource provides VENIX/86 already installed on a ﬁxed disk, ready
for installation the easy way. Another
company service allows potential customers to call a UniSource—supplied

number and log in as a guest for a test
drive on an IBM PC running VENIX/86.

AT&T is reportedly buying VENIX/

86 for use on its PC 6500, and Uni-

Source has announced that it will release System V VENIX, a version based

on UNIX System V, in 1985. This ver-

sion will provide binary compatibility
across microcomputers so that the same

software can be run on an XT, a DEC
Rainbow, and the AT&T 6500. (At Uni-

Forum in Dallas last January, the Data
General/One was running a floppy disk
version of VENIX. It had the vi text edi—
tor, but no C compiler was available.)

XENIX
The Santa Cruz Operation is marketing
XENIX for the PC/XT by way of Microsoft. (IBM is handling the marketing of
the 80286 version of XENJX for the PC/
AT. This will be reviewed in a future is-
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UNIX
sue of PC Tech journal.) XEND( is a

complete and competent system, blend—
ing a full and faithful UNIX System III

with a set of useful Berkeley extensions

and custom applications in a well-designed package. The system has been

unbundled into three major packages

that may be purchased separately. As

the tables show, XENIX is a nearly com—

plete UNIX implementation—only a few
commands have been omitted.
XENIX has the most complete text

processing package of any of the tested
products. The memorandum macros
(mm) package is supported by XENIX.
Although loading all of the programs
onto disk is not necessary, it would not

hurt to do so if document preparation
is to be a signiﬁcant activity. If a suit—

able typesetter or printer is available,

troff is a good choice. Otherwise, troff

can be left out and nroff used instead.
Release 1.2 of the XENIX Develop-

ment System was tested for this article.
It is a complete UNIX software develop-

ment package that also contains a set of
useful Berkeley programs—ctags,
strings, and xstr—that help bring order

to the chaos of large-scale program development. In addition to this, the UNIX
source code control system (SCCS) is
provided. XENIX has neither t77 nor

sno in this release.
CMERGE is a recent addition to

XENIX. It is a cross»development system
that facilitates the creation of programs

under XENIX for MS-DOS and l’C-DOS

machines. Appropriate libraries are pro-

vided to permit running and testing

programs in both >03l and DOS
operating environments. Both the large

and small models are supported for
DOS programs, but only the small

model may be used for XENIX programs in this release of the CMERGE

compiler. A future release will add
large-model support for 8086 XENIX.

In its current production version,

XENIX can use one or two ﬁxed disks
with partitions of up to 16MB. SCO can

describe methods of working with vari-

ous brands of disks and controllers and

XENIX can be conﬁgured for larger
disks if necessary. I have loaded XENIX

onto 21 26MB disk in a modiﬁed PC/XT

in a 16MB partition with PC-DOS in the
remaining 10MB without any difﬁculty.

Ideally, all XENIX system ﬁles should be
on one ﬁxed disk with all user ﬁle systems on a totally separate ﬁxed disk.

Since the IBM ﬁxed-disk adapter can
control two ﬁxed disks, it’s a relatively

simple job to set up an XT this way to
increase user ﬁle space.

XENIX uses color effectively, if it is
available, and can run up to ten virtual
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terminals on the console. One virtual
console (screen plus keyboard) may be

double—sided floppy disks (it used to be

ing of virtual consoles.
The Santa Cruz Operation provides

about 50 minutes using the installation
procedure provided. The current instal—
lation procedure is less prone to fatal

active at any time. There is no provision
for windows nor for simultaneous view—

ﬁve binders chock full of documentation. Two binders accompany the basic
system, one comes with the text processing package, and two with the de-

velopment system. The print quality of

XENIX is a complete and
competent system, blending

afull andfaithful UNIX
System [[1 wit/9 a set of use-

ful Berkeley extensions and
custom applications.
T
the documentation is not as good as it

could be, but the coverage is complete
and the documents are well written.

SCO adds some good starter tutorials
that will help newcomers overcome the

fear that is often associated With learn—

ing a system as complex as XENIX. Re-

lease notes now accompany each package, detailing which ﬁles are on each
disk and providing special instructions
that speed installation.
SCO has earned a reputation for
excellent customer support of its XENIX
products, offering reasonably priced
service contracts at several levels of
support and responding quickly to
users' requests for assistance
Microsoft and AT&T recently

reached an agreement that will have
Microsoft porting the latest ofﬁcial
AT&T version of UNIX, so in the not-

too-distant future, XENIX should be

compatible with the standard version.

SCO is planning to introduce its System
V very soon.

COHERENT
Mark Williams Company's COHERENT

system was introduced a few years ago
to run on a standard PC equipped with
a Corvus t3MB add-on hard disk. It was

somewhat buggy and slowed down

quickly under load, but was a remark

ably complete version 7 UNIX look—
alike. It has been improved and ex-

panded in the intervening period and

supports many of the major UNIX fea‘
tures. This is the most UNIX-like of the
three look-alike systems tested.

The system is shipped on seven

on 19 disks) and it can be installed in

errors than were earlier versions.
COHERENT provides no cu or

uucp functions. It includes a small
model version of the Mark Williams C
compiler. (Another compiler comparable to the Mark Williams MS-DOS C
compiler, which can produce large

model programs, is expected soon.) A
reasonable set of program development
support tools is included (see table 5).
The nroff text processor uses the
manuscript macros (ms). The system
has no troff or equivalent program for
typesetters, but few users will notice

until laser printers are much cheaper

and in greater abundance.

Fixed-disk support is excellent.
COHERENT will work with a partition
of at least 5MB on an XT or on external

disks by Corvus, Davong, Micronetics
(SASI controller), and Tecmar. Any disk
size (5-, 10», 15—, and 26MB) may be
used for either or both ﬁxed disks.
The COHERENT documentation is

the least well—packaged of the products
reviewed here. The two bulky 81/2-by-11—
inch binders are ﬁlled with single—sided
pages. However, the coverage and qual—

ity of the text is good, and excellent in-

dexes accompany each of the major
sections, a feature that is lacking in

the documents provided with some of
the other systems.

QNX

Quantum Software Systems has proﬁted
from being one of the ﬁrst companies

to supply a multitasking, multiuser

operating system for the IBM PC. QNX

is noted for its compactness and speed

and the amount of usable business and
networking software already available
for it. It is suitable for realtime applications, too. Its scheduling algorithm allots shorter time slices and allows pri-

orities to be assigned to processes to

guarantee scheduled time.

Despite the similarity of its name

(the original name, QUNIX, was short~
ened to QNX voluntarily by Quantam
because it felt the name was too close
to the real thing), QNX is not UNIX at

all—although the two systems have sev—

eral features in common, such as a hier-

archical ﬁle system, C as a primary
high—level language, and a few similar

commands. In addition, some users will
be disappointed in this system's lack of
compatibility with UNIX syntax and
overall capabilities in program develop-
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UNIX
ment and text processing Recent ver-

sions of QNX have public domain ver—
sions of make, lex, and yacc.

The command names and options
differ markedly from those of UNIX. For
example, the UNIX wall (write all) com—
mand becomes apb under QNX, pr becomes Iist, echo becomes type, ps be-

comes task, rm becomes frel, and rmdir

becomes drel. QNX has a word-process-

ing style visual editor called ed and a

line—by-line editor, led, which is similar

to the UNIX ed program.
QNX has enough maturity to be

relatively bug—free. Now Quantum is
putting much of its energy into expand-

ing the applications software base. New
applications include a menu interface,
an electronic mail system, a new BASIC

compiler, and a raft of databases and

spreadsheets to complete business management and accounting systems.
Earlier versions of QNX did not

use ﬂoating-point software, so if a host
machine did not have the needed hard—

ware, programs were necessarily inte-

The version of uNETix tested is single-user and can run on a ﬂoppy-disk—

only system or on an XT in one or

more partitions on the ﬁxed disk. A

multiuser version is also available. Ei-

ther version must be booted from the

master kernel ﬂoppy disk, but will run
entirely from the ﬁxed disk once the

kernel is loaded into memory. File sys-

tems on ﬂoppy or ﬁxed disks may be
easily mounted and unmounted using

A massive eﬂon is underway to enhance the acceptability of UNIX systems to
nonprogramming profes—
sionals, especially to those
who are business users.
T

ger only. That has been changed in the
latest version, which now has software

floating—point routines that are used
automatically when no 8087 math co—
processor is found to be present.

QNX uses shared runtime libraries
and common modules for assembly,

linking, and loading of programs. Only
the compiler module differs for each
supported language (C, BASIC, Pascal,
Dibol). The size of executable programs
is veiy small because of the runtime li»
brary approach, permitting a large number of ﬁles to be stored on each disk,

but the full library must be memory-

resident at all times. Yet even under
those circumstances, QNX is able to run

standard UNIX commands. In fact, all

optional features are delivered as
mountable ﬁle systems with individual
shell scripts that handle most of the
messy work of installation.
The operating system is not fast,

to share ﬁles and devices.

uNETix
This UNIX-from-scratch product by Lantech Systems provides an inexpensive
way to make a gradual transition from

PC-DOS to UNIX. The price is $49.95

for the UNIX-like kernel, a DOS emulator, and basic utilities. Each of the specialty modules, such as the Lattice C
compiler, windows, the vi editor, and a
VT100 terminal emulator cost extra.
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base maintained by uNETix.

The windows can be treated as up

to ten separate consoles, or they may
be overlaid on a single screen. The
DOS emulator executes as a task under
uNETix from any window and can run
many of the best-selling programs designed for PC-DOS—although this oper-

ation requires a lot of memory. To run
DOS built-in commands, 320KB is
needed; and 448KB is needed to run a
typical application that would require

128KB under DOS.
Lantech used the Lattice C compiler
for uNETix. A few revisions were made
to the compiler package to emulate the

UNIX command syntax and operation of

the various steps in the compile, assemble, and link sequence, The compiler
produces reasonably sized program
ﬁles that load and run quickly. A Lantech assembler and support tools are
provided with the compiler.

The shortfall of uNETix, when com-

for serious design and development

existing shell scripts will be worthless
under uNETix.

Some of the commands exhibit
nonstandard behavior. The pr com»

does, but under uNETix the options

QNX, 2.0, allows users on the network

selected cells from a spreadsheet (running under DOS of course) into a data-

and flow control statements, so most

simultaneously. uNETix implements
only about one—third of the basic UNIX
commands, and the shell lacks looping

job of handling primary and secondary

AT in real address mode.
A local area networking version of

and relations and can apply them to
other data sets, for example, to copy

users, even when running several tasks

but it has adequate speed for most

optional arguments that modify its oper-

storage. QNX has drivers for a wide
range of floppy and ﬁxed disks and
even for RAM disks of very large capacity. The latest release also runs on the

ways. The integration facility even has 21
learn mode that memorizes sequences

pared to UNIX, is most clearly seen in
tables 4 and 5. It has virtually no text
processing capabilities and only a few
program development tools. As an introduction to UNIX and networking, it

in as little as 128KB and can be placed
in the computer's ROM.
The designers of QNX did a nice

rently and data to be copied and
spliced between tasks in a variety of

mand, for example, recognizes several

ation, just as the UNIX pr command

must be separated from each other and
introduced by a dash; the UNIX pr com-

mand can take the options in groups
with a single leading dash. Also, a sim»
ple shell script to print a columnar directory listing breaks because the —t option cancels printing of the header but
not the footer, and the multicolumn fea—
ture does not work right. So, a UNIX
shell script such as Is I pr —t5 fails to

produce the required output, even

when it is typed with separate arguments (ls l pr —t —5) as required by the
nonstandard syntax.

What makes uNETix especially at-

tractive, besides the low price, are the
DOS emulator, the windowing feature,
and the integration facility. These per—
mit multiple tasks to be run concur-

is a dandy package. As an environment

work, it leaves far too much out to be

of value to many users.

SPECIAL FEATURES
A massive effort is underway to enhance
the acceptability of UNIX systems to
nonprogramming professionals, especially users who are in a business environment. For that reason, UNIX provid-

ers are promoting visual and menu

shells, DOS emulation facilities, multi-

ple virtual consoles, and various forms
of windowing for UNIX.
A DOS emulation facility permits

DOS to run as a task under UNIX, making nearly all existing DOS programs
available to UNIX users immediately.
This requires a great deal of memory,
especially for programs such as Lotus
12—3 and other integrated business
packages. The DOS Connector, which is
available from Uniform Software Sys—
tems for the XT, works with PC/IX and

XENIX. A version of the DOS Connector
that works with VENIX/86 is available

from UniSource. The latest DOS Connector release can operate with IBM’s
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UNIX
TopView and runs on the AT. Lantech’s

DOS emulator with similar capabilities

query and data entry, a general-purpose
report writer, full audit trail capabilities,
and interfaces to COBOL ISAM ﬁles and

An alternative approach is to port
the most popular DOS applications to
UNIX. That is not a trivial task. Multiuser capabilities imply that only one

Another relational database management system for UNIX, Unify, is
available from Unify Corporation. It is a
full-featured DBMS that runs on the AT

uNETix, as noted earlier, includes a

as part of its basic package.

user will have direct access to the PC’s
console. All other users will likely have

to C programs.

under ENIX, on the XT with the Sritek
68000 board and XENIX, and on XI and

remote terminals Most of the programs
of interest use some tricks under DOS
to obtain instant screen updates that are
not easily achieved under UNIX on a
dial-up port running at 1200 baud, or
even at much faster speeds. Also, many

AT models running VENIX/86. The Unify

keys available on a PC keyboard that are
not available on most video terminals.
The result is some very awkward com—

ﬁle system may be damaged
andﬁles could be corrupted
or lost altogether This is due
to the way in which UNIX
baﬂers dis/e activity.

of the programs depend on the extra

binations of key sequences in order to
simulate a simple function key press on

the PC keyboard.
Another reason that DOS applications are not easily ported to UNIX has
both technical and legal ramiﬁcations.
Copy protection schemes employed in
some top»selling programs are difﬁcult

to implement in a UND( environment,
and the concept of one user per copy

of the program is impossible to enforce
when programs are meant to be shared
among many users. The usual response
by the manufacturer is a contract or li—
censing agreement that pegs the price
of the product to a maximum expected
number of users or to a machine type.
Thus far, most suppliers of DOS
applications have avoided the UNIX
market, probably because it is currently

perceived as too small to warrant a potentially difﬁcult development effort.
Microsoft is taking action that will posi—
tively affect the perception and growth
of the UNIX market. Multiplan is avail—

If a UNIX system is not

brought down correctly, the

Corporation uses overlays of relatively
small modules for each major task to

run on systems with limited memory
and to gain a claimed 40-percent speed
improvement over most other UNIX-

based DBMS products.

Another prime area of interest to

business computer users is word processing. Integrated word processors,
typiﬁed by WordStar and Microsoft's
Word, have only recently started to
show up on UNIX systems. The traditional UNIX approach has been to seg—
regate the editing from the processing
steps. Both types of systems are avail—
able to PC UNIX users.

In the integrated category, SCO
sells Lyrix as an option for XENIX (see

Other Microsoft products that have
been known to DOS users for some

features, such as full-screen editing, onscreen formatting, cut—and—paste opera-

sources for many other UNIX systems.

time are beginning to show up in UNIX

garb. This will help to ease the transi»
tion from DOS to UNIX for many users
by providing some familiar software in
the new environment.
Of course, DOS applications are

not the only programs worth using. Several successful business applications for
minicomputer and mainframe UNIX sys-

tems have been tailored to the PC UNIX
market. SCO sells INFORMIX by Relational
Database Systems for the PC, X1", AT,

table 1). Lyrix has all of the expected

tions, a mail merge facility, printer con—

trol and queuing, and interactions with

the ﬁle system. It also has search (and
replace), spelling checking, and a vir—
tual terminal interface.

The Professional Writers’ Package
from Emerging Technology Consultants

is an example of the divide»and-con»
quer approach. The package consists of

EDD(, WORDIX, SPELLIX, and INDIX grouped
together to operate from a main menu.

and most compatibles that can run XE—

AT&T announced at the Ofﬁce Automa—
tion show in Atlanta this past winter that

lent relational database management
system that features forms-oriented

available for its line of UNIX systems.
Emerging Technology also makes the

NIX (see table 1). INFORMD< is an excel-
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use with other UNIX systems.
The point is that an important fac-

tor to consider when choosing systems
and software is portability. Users want

to be able to use the same editor, the
same database manager, the same basic
command set, the same everything on
any computer they use in the course of
their business. That is a goal that will

never be achieved completely perhaps,
but UNIX comes closer to it than any
other computing environment.

UNIX systems generally tend to be
large and complicated. A prime exam-

ple of trouble caused by operator error

can occur when the system is going to
be turned off. If a UNIX system is not
brought down correctly, the ﬁle system

may be damaged and ﬁles could be lost

or corrupted. This is due to the way
UNIX buffers disk activity. With most

UNIX systems, it is necessary to run a

special shutdown program that flushes
the buffers to disk and otherwise does

an orderly exit.
Because of the complexity of UNIX,

the importance of good vendor support

on the XT and is available from other

able from SCO (see table 1) for XENIX

product available on an OEM basis for

the Professional Writers’ Package is

cant be overstated The system sup-

plier should be selected with the same
care as for any other big ticket item. A
lot of time and energy will be devoted
to using UNIX, so the user should have
a partner to help make it work right.
The most likely PC UNIX users are

program development organizations in

which cooperation among developers is
essential. They will appreciate the ability to share and protect data simultaneously. Word-processing operations

can beneﬁt from the many useful tools
that are provided with UNIX. Writers

can put their prose to the test with

Writer’s Workbench or programs of a
similar ilk that are found on most UND(
systems. Small businesses will ﬁnd
UNIX to be suitable for a wide range of
tasks, from ofﬁce helper to graphics
preparer. It can even help with taxes.

Before anyone commits to a UNIX
or UNIX—like system, a complete assessment of perceived needs and real requirements should be made. It should
be obvious that if a user’s sole purpose
is to play with the ﬂight simulator, he
does not need UNIX. On the other
hand, someone who is doing program
development or documentation on

almost any scale will be hard pressed to
ﬁnd a better operating environment.
Augie Hansen spent seven years with Bell

Laboratories and ATéT before starting Omniware, a software development and training
ﬁrm specializing in UNIX and MS-DOS
systems and applications.
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WE INTERRUP'I'.

nus MAJOR
mmonucnon I
You SOMETHING
REALLY
IMPORTANT.

THE BIG NEWS III DISK/TAPE IS PC/‘I', A
SENSIBIE IIEW APPROACH TO ARCHIVAL
STORAGE.
We’ve tamed tape. And made it docile.
By making it DOS-like.
'
So, while this started as an ad for our
five new HardFileTM subsystems, which
dellver 25 to 80 megabytes of hard disk
storage and 60 megabytes of tape backu ,
Instead we want to Introduce you to PC/'llTM

PC/T is a new format that makes

tape a more sensible storage solution for
personal com uters. It puts tape on line,
in real time, or instant access. And frees
your hard disk for your most current data.
You already know how to use PC/T.
Because it responds to standard DOS
commands.
Here’s the big news: just like any
DOS-controlled hard or ﬂoppy disk, PC/T
enables you to create directories and files
on tape. Then you can call up the exact file
you need, and change a portion of the tape
without having to erase and overwrite the
entire cartridge.

Without PC/Y,‘ you have
to rewrite the entire 60 MB
cartridge each time you
make a single change.

With PC/ ’I,’ you create and
directly access files on
tape, just like with floppy
or hard disk.

PC/T formats each new tape cartridge,
just like you format any hard or ﬂoppy
disk, locking out bad blocks to assure that
every bit of data you write to tape is
recorded with utter accuracy.
What’s more, PC/T gives tape true
error correction capability. 50% redundancy
during write operations ensures 100%
reconstruction of data lost because of operator error, dust and dirt, or everyday wear
and tear.
There is a catch. You can get your
hands on PC/T just one way: Buy one of our
powerful new HardFile subsystems. With
disk plus tape. Or tape alone. Which brlngs
us back to where we started. And gives
you a place to start. Just call 1-800-228DISK for the Tallgrass dealer nearest you.

TALLGRASS SELLS MORE HARD DISK
STORAGE WITH CARTRIDGE TAPE
BACKUP THAN ANYONE IN THE
WORLD.
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TALLGRASS’
TECHNOLOGIES
/ COMMITTED TO MEMORY

HardFilemand Tall

/

1

55'“ are trademarks

of ’13:“ rass Techno ogies Corporation
© 198§Tallgrass Technologies
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SOLVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
THE WAY YOU THINK.
PUREAND SYMBOL.

APL*PLUS®IPC
IS THE ANSWER.

The shortest distance between
two points is a straight line. But

unfortunately, that’s not the case

in programming.
Most languages require you to go
through an enormous number of

steps before an idea becomes reality.
That’s why the APL* PLUS/PC
System is such a dramatic and
exciting software tool for serious
PC programmers and application
developers.

environment for all your applica-

already provides these. . .and more.

The incredible shortcuts you’ll
get with APL not only make you

viewerenthusiasticallyreacted to our
APL*PLUS/PC System with

drudgery, and more time creating.
Only with APL* PLUS/PC, do
you get:

Convincer Kit. Contact your local

tion needs.

more productive, but make programming enjoyable. Intricate
calculations and modeling on PC’s
are a snap. You’ll spend less time on

learn—and write—long-winded

0 ﬁﬂl—screen editing
0 a built-in terminal emulator
0 communications
0 graphics primitives
0 and report formatting.
_\

based on your instinctive ability to
deal in symbols. And once you
begin using APL’s quick notations,
you’ll ﬁnd it the ideal programming

programs like sorting, matrix inversions, and string
searching is eliminated.
APL’s concise notation

Instead of requiring you to

and complicated programs, APL is

Writing time-consuming

No wonder a PC Magazine re-

“awe and delight.”
So will you. The complete package price is $595 and major credit
cards are accepted.
Act now and we’ll send you a free

dealer, or call 800-592-0050 (in

Maryland, call 301-984-5123) to

order your system, or for more information about our other
APL PLUS *WARETM products—

.

from our UNIXm version
to our new streamlined

Pocket APL?M

You’ll see how symbol
they are to use, the very first
time you use them.

M25“

Problem-solvingat the speed of thought.
S'I'SC
A Conlel Company

APL * PLUS/PC System requires 192K. A soft character set can be used for computers with IBM compatible graphics board. A character generator FlOM or
software is included for the IBM PC or selected compatibles.
PLUS * WARE and POCKET APL are trademarks of STSC, Inc. APL * PLUS is a registered service mark and trademark of STSC, Inc. UNIX is a trademark or
AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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DEVICE DRIVERS
drive emulators, and they send or re-

ceive a block of bytes at a time; a block
typically consists of a physical sector of
the disk drive. For more details about
block devices, see the PC DOS Techni-

cal Reference manual, which contains a

sample block device driver in source

form for a ”ramdisk" program

THE DEVICE CHAIN

Device drivers are programs created to

control particular devices; DOS loads

them at boot time. DOS creates a one—

way linked list of system device drivers
during the boot process. Each node in
the list is an 18-byte data structure

called a device header. The ﬁrst four

bytes of each device header comprise a
52-bit pointer in segment:offset form
that points to the next node in the list.
The ﬁrst node is embedded in
IBMDOSCOM and corresponds to the
NUL device, a “bit-bucket” device that

absorbs everything sent to it and emits
nothing. The last node is identiﬁed by a
value of FFFFH in the offset portion of
the 52-bit pointer to the next node.
The address of the ﬁrst device
header is found by opening the NUL
device with DOS function OFH using an
FCB. DOS returns a pointer to the NUL
device header in one of the reserved
ﬁelds of the FCB. Links to succeeding
headers are provided by the next device header pointer ﬁeld.
Table 1 shows a sample device
header chain. The contents of each de—

vice header have been presented in a
more readable format than that pro-

vided by a raw dump in hexadecimal
notation. Note that the Next Header

ﬁeld for each device becomes the starting address for the following device in
the chain. Also note the FFFFH value in
the offset part of the last Next Header
ﬁeld, indicating the end of the chain.

The format of a device header
memory image is given in ﬁgure 1. The

name and attribute words are userselectable and reflect the function of
the device. The attribute word is a bit
map that indicates to DOS whether or
not the driver has certain special prop—
erties, as explained below. Other en-

tries are determined by driver place-

ment in memory and by the system
conﬁguration. The strategy and inter-

TABLE 1: Device Header Chain with Resident Devices
STARTING
ADDRESS

NEXT
HEADER

STRATEGY INTERRUPT DEVICE
ATTRIBUTE ENTRY PT. ENTRY PT. NAME

0128201 54
0070:0151)
0070201 EE
0070:029D
0070:0317
0070:03E3
0070:0200
0070:02AF
0070:0AAB
007020ABD
0070:0ACF

0070:015D
0070:01EE
0070:029D
007020517
0070:0555
007020200
0070:02AF
0070:0AAB
0070:0ABD
0070:0ACF
00702FFFF

8004
8013
8000
8800
8008
0800
8000
8800
8800
8800
8000

TABLE 2: Device Header Chain with Two Installed Devices
STARTING
ADDRESS

NEXT
HEADER

01 2820154
085F20000
07EC20000
00702015D
0070:01EE
00702029D
007020317
0070:03E3
0070:0200
0070202AF
0070:0AAB
0070:0ABD
0070:0ACF

*07EC20000
*00702015D
00702011313
0070:029D
007020517
007020513
0070:0200
0070:02AF
0070:0AAB
0070:0ABD
0070:0ACF

ossmooo

00701FFFF

STRATEGY INTERRUPT DEVICE
ATTRIBUTE ENTRY PT. ENTRY PT. NAME
8004
C000
8013
8013
8000
8800
8008
0800
8000
8800
8800
8800
8000

0128:15A2
085F20036
07EC:0037
0070200AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE

01 28:1 5A8
085F:0041
07EC20042
0070:00B9
0070:00BF
0070:00CE
0070100153
0070:00E9
0070:00BF
0070:00CE
0070:00D4
0070200DA
0070:00C5

NUL
PRN
CON
CON
AUX
PRN
CLOCK$
04
COM1
LPT 1
LPTZ
LPT5
COM2

‘lnstalled Devices

The NUL device‘s position at the root of the Device Header Chain prevents another
NUL being loaded before it: NUL is the only device that cannot be preempted.

requests for completions and wake up

waiting processes. A device request
would call the strategy entry point,

which would simply queue up the request in the form of a request header
and return. Upon completion, :1 device
would receive an interrupt and its ser—
vice routine would post results in the
corresponding request header. Before

returning, the device would check again
for waiting requests.

This capability has not been used

in mind. The intent was to allow each

tainly will be handled this way. In cur-
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NUL
CON
AUX
PRN
CLOCK$
04
COM1
LPTl
LPTZ
LPT5
COM2

address for the device that follows it in the Device Header chain.

which handles multitasking. Once a

device in a multitasking environment to
maintain its own queue of requests for
its services. The DOS executive would
periodically scan its queue of pending

0128: 1 5A8
0070:00B9
0070:00BF
0070:00CE
0070:00E5
0070:00E9
0070:OOBF
0070:00CE
0070200D4
0070200DA
0070200C5

Note that the address in the Next Header ﬁeld for each device becomes the starting

rupt ﬁelds are offsets into the segment
begun by the ﬁrst byte of the header.

The interface between DOS and
devices was designed with multitasking

01 28:1 5A2
0070200AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070200AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE
0070:00AE

in DOS versions 2.0, 2.1, or 5.0, none of

multitasking version of DOS is released,
requests for device services almost cer-

rent DOS releases, the strategy entry

point is used to pass a 32bit pointer to
a request block that is not queued.
Next, an immediate call is made to the

interrupt entry point. Here the request

is serviced, and results are passed back
in the request block.
The strategy and interrupt entry
points do not have an explicit segment
in the device header. The segment ad—
dress is given by the link pointer of the
preceding device header. The segment
portion of the address for the strategy
and interrupt entry points is the same
as the segment address of the header.
As mentioned earlier, devices are

either character type or block type,
depending on the way the driver deals

with data. Figure 2 shows deﬁnitions of

bit ﬁelds in the attribute word of a

device header. If bit 15 = 1, the device
is a character device; otherwise it is a
block device. For character devices, the

following bits are signiﬁcant: IOCTL (bit

14), OCREM (bit 11), SPECIAL (bit 4),
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CLOCK (bit 5), NUL (bit 2), STDOUT
(bit 1), and STDIN (bit 0).
Bits 0-3 of the device's attribute

FIGURE 1: Memory Image ofDevice Header

$53639

whether the device is one of three de—

vices treated specially by DOS. The NUL
device has a unique device driver em—

bedded in IBMDOSCOM and cannot be

r
s“ $9Rs? as?

‘1‘?

word are ﬂags that indicate to DOS

6

89

LHL

LH

4

23

OFFSETOI

5

10 1112 131415 16 17 18

altered. The NUL bit is a ﬂag that tells

BYTELHLH
off
seg

pair of bits STDOUT and STDIN are set.
Similarly, the CLOCK bit is set on any

The device name and attribute word ﬁelds used in the device header may be
selected by the user; they reﬂect the function to be performed by the device.

FIGURE 2: Bit Map ofAtm'bute Word

word are concerned with capabilities of

however, a name has not been assigned
to it. For a character device, it indicates

that the device driver supports open

and close functions. For a block device,

it indicates that the driver supports removable media.

In the case of character devices,
the name ﬁeld of the device header is

an array of eight ASCII characters, making up a legal ﬁle name. Instead of
names, block devices are given unit
numbers. For block devices, the ﬁrst

byte of the name ﬁeld contains a count
of the units supported by the driver, ex—
pressed in binary form. The rest of the
name ﬁeld is not used.
The default conﬁguration of DOS

does not allow a device and a ﬁle to
share the same name. An undocumented CONFIGSYS command removes this restriction but makes device
references more verbose. To use this
undocumented command (which is not
available under DOS 3.0), add the line

1

1

BIT
NAME

0 X

1XXX

A bit given as 0 is not used for a device type while a bit given as 1 has meaning for

a device type. If bit = x, it is not deﬁned; always force such bits to 0.

allow the standard I/O device to be
speciﬁed as either CON or \DEV\ CON 1
but which would then forbid another
ﬁle to have the name CON. Remember
that when commands are undocu—

mented, it is usually for a reason.

One of the advantages of MS»DOS

over the earlier CP/M operating system

is the relative ease with which the Basic
I/O System (BIOS) can be extended, al—

lowing users to install devices without
rewriting the BIOS.
For the IBM PC family, the BIOS

resides in IBMBIOCOM. The device
header chain in table 1 is based on the

resident BIOS provided by DOS 3.0.
The devices provided for are the same
as in versions 2.0 and 2.]. Besides NUL,

which is always present, MS—DOS

requires a minimum of four devices in

AVAILDEV=FALSE t0 the CONFIGSYS

the system-initialization code. These
devices are those that follow NUL in

\DEV\<devname>. For example, the

The device names are unimportant, but
the function each performs must corre-

ﬁle. Setting AVAHDEV to FALSE requires
that all device references have the form

standard I/O device is named CON. If

AVAILDEV is FALSE, CON, Without

\DEV, could refer only to a ﬁle. The

default set-up, AVAIIDEV=TRUE, would

80

XXXl

,_;

CHAR
DEVICES

Zinc—1U)

07 06 05 O4 03 02 01 00
._.

15 14 15 12 11100908

|—|

BIT

X

r-‘CZ

Close/REMovable) bit became available
with DOS version 3.0. This bit is described in DOS 3.0 documentation,

XXXOOOOO

1

i-iCIOUi—im

sole I/O and calls it through a short INT
29 service routine. The IOCTL bit indi—
cates that the device driver supports input and/or output of control strings via
DOS function 44H. The OCREM (Open/

1XXX

0

._.

special handler is meant to provide fast
output to the console. For the IBM PC,
the IBMBIO CON device uses the write
TTY function of INT 10H for fast con—

0

WOOt—O

an INT 29H handler for output. This

BLOCK
DEVICES

r>~nmwm

standard I/O device driver has installed

LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE

ranO—i

grammer’s Reference) indicates that a

MOST SIGNIFICANT BYTE

man

the device driver. The SPECIAL bit
(which is described in the MS-DOS Pro-

J

Zia-12700

device used as the clock device.
The other three bits of the attribute

Eco

DOS that this driver is to be used for
the NUL device. For a device that is to
be used as the standard I/O device, the

table 1: CON, AUX, PRN, and CLOCKS.

spond to the following sequence: stan—

dard [/0 device, auxiliary I/O device,
listing device, and the realtime clock.

After these four devices have been
installed, additional resident devices are
installed. These resident devices are
used to initialize DOS. When installa—

tion is complete, an attempt is made to
open CONFIGSYS on the boot drive. If

CONFIGSYS exists, it is read into a buf—
fer and the contents are parsed into
commands.

The command line for adding a
device is as follows:
DEVICE = [d:][path]ﬁlename[.ext]
[parameters]

For example, the command
DEVICE = c: \util \logcon.sys /L

could be used.
The items in square brackets are
optional and include drive and path
speciﬁers as well as a parameter ﬁeld
following the ﬁle name. A pointer to
the command line following the equal
sign is passed to the device driver when
initialization code is ﬁrst called as the
devices are installed. The driver can

parse and make use of any parameters.
Device ﬁles are binary memory images
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that do not use the Program Segment

Preﬁx; thus, they are ORGed at OOOOH.
When a new device is installed, it

is added to the linked list at the link
immediately following the NUL device.
This addition is done in two operations:
ﬁrst, the Next Header pointer in the

NUL device header is moved into the
Next Header ﬁeld of the device header

to be installed; second, the Next Header

ﬁeld in the NUL device is replaced with
the segmentzoffset address of the newly
installed device header and driver. New
drivers are thus added to the linked list
at the root (NUL), pushing previously—
installed drivers farther down the list.
Installed device drivers get the
lowest DOS memory allocation
COMMANDCOM loads in above them,

as do any ”terminate and stay resident"
programs Consequently, if an application requires memory in the ﬁrst 64KB

(DMA channel 1, for instance), a device
driver could be used to reserve a buffer
in the lowest available RAM,
Before DOS can access a device,

that device must be opened using function call OFH or 5DH. If a device is
opened with function OFH, it can be

FIGURE 5: Memory Image ofRequest Header
STATIC REQUEST HEADER
OFFSET
BYTE

LNG

UNIT CMD

STATUS

DOS QUEUE

0

1

3
L

5
L

is used, a 16bit ﬁle handle that is associated with the device is returned. Input, output, and I/O control functions

that work with a ﬁle handle require that
the device he opened with DOS func-

4
H

off

ADDITION FOR .INIT
# UNITS BREAK ADDRESS
OFFSET
BYTE

13

14
L

off

15
H

16
L

seg

6
H

7
L

seg

8
H

9
L

off

10
H

11
L

seg

BPB P'I'R/PARM FIELD PTR

17
H

18

19

20

21

L

H

L

H

off

seg

LOOK AHEAD CHAR
OFFSET
BYTE

13

ADDITION FOR .OUTPUT, .VOUTPUT, .INPUT, .IOCTL__IN, .IOCTL__OUT
OFFSET

BYTE

MEDIA

XFER BUF ADDR

15

14

L
off

15

H

16

L
seg

BYTE CNT

START SEC

171819
20 21
HLHLH

The ﬁrst 13 bytes of a request header use the standard format. Additional bytes
must be appended for certain function calls to handle device-speciﬁc needs.

FIGURE 4: Bit Map ofRequest Header Status Word

tion BDH rather than function OFH.

MOST SIGNIFICANT BYTE

LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE

BIT

15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

BIT

E

NAME

R

Before the CONFIGSYS ﬁle is
parsed, the standard I/O devices are
opened on return from the initialization
call to DOS. DOS function calls 01H
through OCH are therefore available at
this time, using the default resident
drivers. File operations are not recom-

DOS is in the process of setting up its
buffers. Memory allocation calls are also

If an error return is made, an error code must also be included in the request
header status word before control can be returned safely to DOS.

mended at this time, however, because

off limits, because the current allocation

is still growing to incorporate the con—
ﬁguration parameters speciﬁed in CON-

FIGSYS. One DOS function that is safe

to use (and that may be useful when a

device driver is initialized) is 30H,
which returns the DOS version nutnber.

Remembering which DOS calls are
valid during this phase of the boot pro—
cess is important, because as each de—

vice driver is installed, a portion of it is

executed. The device initialization code

primes the device so that it will be in a

predictable state on the ﬁrst input, output, or other DOS request. The initialization code also tells the device-installa—
tion routine which portions of the

device—driver ﬁle should be kept after
the initialization is complete and which
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12
H

ADDITION FOR .ND__INPUT

read from and written to with DOS

functions 14H and 15H. If function 5DH

2

DEVICE QUEUE

. , . reserved . . .

R

should be thrown away. Throwing away
part of this ﬁle saves space and can be
done because initialization code usually
needs to be executed only once.
Once the CONFIGSYS ﬁle has
been completely parsed, all of the ini
tial standard device handles are closed
and then reopened so that user-in-

stalled device drivers can preempt the

default drivers for CON, AUX, and PRN.
When a device handle is opened, the

ﬁrst device in the linked list that
matches its name is used to satisfy the
request. This allows duplicate device
names to be included in the CONFIGSYS ﬁle for CON, AUX, and PRN.
Because installed devices are in-

serted immediately after the head of the

B

D

U

0

S

N

Y

E

......... errorcode........

chain, a user—installed CON, AUX, or

PRN device driver will be found before
the DOS—supplied default drivers for
these devices. Note that the position of
the NUL device prevents another NUL
being loaded before it. NUL is thus the
only device that cannot be preempted.

Table 2 shows a device header chain

containing two user»installed devices.

INSIDE A DEVICE DRIVER
Device Header. A look at a sample
printer driver will help illustrate how

this theory is put into practice. In listing
1, DD_MAC.MAC, the macro DEVHDR
is used to build a device header. The attribute word ATTRIB is deﬁned by an
equate in listing 2, DD_DEFMAC. It
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CXI is now compatible with
what’ her-name.
gives you more to work with. You get

one host session, one PC DOS

session and two notepads. All on
the same screen at the same time.

No toggling back and forth between
sessions. And no wasted effort

whatsoever.
We’re easy to connect, too.
Just slip our 5—inch board into any

available slot—even a short one—
on your IBM” PC, XT, AT or

compatible. Attach the coaxial
cable to a 8274/76 cluster control—
ler. And start sharing information
direct with your mainframe.
You should know, too, all our
products are now soft—loaded.

Not PROM—based like IRMA.

So when it comes time to upgrade,
you simply insert a new ﬂoppy
Instead of new PROMS.
And that goes for our new

3278/79 STANDARD connection as

That’s good to know

It means the CXI 8278/79 PLUS

coaxial connection is now 100 percent com—
patible with IRMA?” So you can add our

well. It’s feature—for-feature identical to

IRMA. Except for one thing.

It costs up to $800 less.
Interested? For a brochure about

new hardware to your network and run all

these and other CONNECTWARE‘“ micro-to-

changing a thing.

In California, call 415/424-0700. Or write

the same software she runs. Without

Not your mainframe application

software. Not your PC software. Not even

old what’s—her—name.
So if nothing changes,why go with CXI‘?
Simple.

Our cxr 3278/79 PLUS emulator
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FIGURE 5: Location ofEmpty Driver
-f300,340,00
1301
g
0051:0301

db ‘prn

0051:0309

db '

'

zero fill FCB

0051:0107 90

add device name

-d300,32f

‘

0051:030C
-a100
0051:0100

mov dx,300

pointer to FCB

0051:0103

may ah,0f

open function

0051:0105

int 21

0051:0107

hop 0051:0108

0051:0300

0051:0310

0051:0320

-d31a,31d

NOP
AL=0 so open succeeded

dunp out FCB...
00 70 72 6E 20 20 20 20-20 20 20 20 00 00 80 00
.prn
00 00 00 00 45 0A 1A 50-0140 00 00 5F 08 00 00
....E..P.0..
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00-00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
this reserved field (for 005 3.00) points to device header

0051:0310

-g107

00 00 SF 08

nou execute

‘d085f:0000L12

AX=0F00

BX=0000

CX=0000

DX=0300

SP=FFEE

DS=0051

ES=0051

SS=0051

CS=0051

lP=0107

8P=0000

Sl=0000

Dl=0000

NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC

The driver is loaded at boot time; here its location is deter-

mined. Note that the offset to the device header pointer

085F:0000

085F20010

nou du1p the 18 bytes of the header

00 00 EC 07 00 CD 36 00-41 00 50 52 4E 20 20 20

20 20

..l..36.A.PRN

depends on the DOS version; the offset for DOS 3.0 is shown.
For DOS 2.x, it is 19H from the beginning of the FCB buffer.

FIGURE 6: Testing .[OCTL_IN Function in PRNMODASM
-f350,38f ,0

Make a request header

0058:0113 9A41005F08

CALL

set length=26 function=3

rt

Break. Nou entering interrupt routine.

085F:0041

-a350

0058:0350 db 1a,0,3
0058:0353
~635e
0058:035E

du 0370

transfer buffer at 0158:0379

AX=0F00

BX=0350

CX=0000

DS=0058

ES=0058

SS=0058

0X=0300

SP=FFEA
lP=0041

085F:0041 9C

CS=085F
PUSHF

~9085f:00c8

Now in interrupt entry routine
60 full speed until .lOCTL_lN entered...

EP=0000

Sl=0000

Dl=0000

NV UP El PL NZ NA PO NC

0058:0360 du 0d58
0058:0362

db 3

3 bytes transferred

0058:0363
-a108
0058:0108

push ds

0058:0109

pop es

Non set up calls to strategy/

AX=0006

BX=0350

CX=0003

DX=0300

SP=FF06

interrupt entry points

DS=085F

ES=0058

SS=0058

CS=085F

lP=OUCB

0058:010A

may bx,350

ES:BX points to our request header

0058:0100

call 085f:0036

this is the strategy call

0058:0112

nap

0058:0113

call'085f:00-’.I

0058:0118

nop

this is the interrupt call

Start execution

AX=0F00

BX=0350

CX=0000

DX=0300

SP=FFEE

ES=0058

SS=0058

CS=0058

lP=0113

BP=0000

Sl=0000

Dl=0000

NV UP El PL NZ NA P0 NC

This session shows the conservative method of testing device

driver functions: add the function modules, reload the device

consists of a selection of attribute bit
ﬁelds that are ORed together to form a
single word.
The printer driver is a character

device (bit 15 = 1) that supports I/O
control strings (bit 14 = 1); when these
two bits are ORed together, they pro-

duce the attribute word COOOH. The

device name (here, a replacement for

default driver PRN) is the ASCII string

PRN plus blanks to bring it up to eight
bytes. The macro MKNAME takes the
label entered in DD_DEF.MAC and converts it to a series of eight constants, N1
through N8. This was done to localize

editing to a single file.

The other three entries in the device header are labels of data structures
or executable code. NEXTO is the offset
to the next device header in this file.
Because only one device is deﬁned in
this device ﬁle, the value ~1 is used to
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01:0370

085F:0008 ESFA

JCXZ

-t2

Break. Registers are as expected on entry.

000A

AX=0006

BX=0350

CX=0003

DX=U300

SP=FF06

05:085F

ES=0058

SS=0D58

CS=085F

lP=000A

085F:000A 8E4001

05:0058

51:0018

NV UP El PL NZ NA PE NC

Continue in single step mode...

0058:0119
-g113

BP=0000

MOV

AX=0006

BX=0350

CX=0003

0X=0300

SP=FF06

DS=085F

[5:0058

SS=0058

CS=085F

lP=OOCD

085F:00CD 8A04

HOV

BP=0000

Sl=0018

Dl=0370

NV UP El PL NZ NA PE NC

Sl,‘01/~0
BP=0000

Sl=0140

Dl=0370

NV UP El PL NZ NA PE NC

AL, [SI]

05:01-40:46

driver, and test each individual function by direct calls. Here

the .IOCTL_IN function is tested in PRNMODASM.

indicate that it is the last device header

in this device file. STRAT_ENT and
1NT_ENT are labels for the strategyand

interrupt entry points in the module

ENTRYASM (listing 3).

The Entry Points. The strategy entry
point in ENTRYASM, STRAT_ENT, takes

are extracted from the request header:
the function code, the byte count, and

the transfer-buffer address.

If the function code exceeds the
highest valid function code for the se—
lected DOS version, an error return is

made. If the selected function code is

a 52-bit pointer passed to it by DOS in
ES:BX and stores it. This is a pointer to
a request header. The ﬁrst 13 bytes of a

valid, it is doubled and added to the

types of function calls.

driver and the calling logic.

base of the function entry point table in
order to get the address at which exe-

request header use the standard format
shown in ﬁgure 3. Additional bytes may
be appended to the structure for certain

cution will continue. The byte count
and transfer buffer address are used to
pass data back and forth between the

The interrupt entry point in
ENTRYASM, INT_ENT, is called immediately after DOS has returned from the
strategy entry. The interrupt routine

Before control is returned to DOS,
all calls to the interrupt code must set

preserves the state of the caller by

means of the series of PUSH and POP

instructions at the entrance and exit of

the routine. Three pieces of information

appropriate bits in the status word of

the request header. If an error return is
made, an error code must also be in—
cluded in the returned status. The format of the status word is shown in ﬁgure 4. Many of the deﬁned error codes
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FIGURE 7: The cm Function of COMII/MND. COM
;save handle of'new device
BX
;now shut down the current standard console deviCe

PUSH

NAME:

DB

'NEUDEV',O

CTTY:

PUSH

CS

nov
xox
Hov
INT

mane of new console device

sm:

05
first open new console device to get a tetrp handle

POP

HOV

DX,OFFSET NAME

HOV

AX,3002H

;open new console device

2111

N0_DEV

exit if open fails

;

; now check that it is a device and not a file
;device handle to 8X
ax,Ax
HOV

HOV

“H.400“

;get device info in DX

INT

21H

;

TEST

DL,80H

;is it a device?

JZ

NOT_DEV

;

XOR

DH,DR

;clear high byte

INC

BX

;B)( = STDOUT(0001) / STDERRtOOOZ)

STD

;

;now

copy the new device handle to handles 0,1,2

exit if not

OR

DL,03H

:

AX,4401H

;set device info using DX

;restore handle of std device
:duplicate new std device handle
;

in handle 0000

:

in handle 0001

1'
;

in handle 0002

nov
mt

AM,3EH
2m

l
l

,-

21H

m

ax
AH,45H
21H
AH,45H
21"
AH,-’.SH
21"

handles, close them all

;now get rid of tenp handle

; set the attribute bits for STDIN arid SYDOUT

HOV

;BX =SIDIN handle (0000)
:close STDIN,STDUJT,STDERR

LOOP

POP
HOV
m
Mov
int
nov
m

';for reading/writing

INT

JC

cx,3
ax,ax
AH,3EH
2191

This code segment implements the essence of the Cl 1 Y

function of COMMANDCOM, which allows reassignment of

the standard console to another device. CI“| Y allows a user to
control this machine remotely using a serial port and modem.

FIGURE 8: Writing a Control String to PRN

FIGURE 9: Reading a Control Stringfrom PRN

HOV

cx,3

:3 bytes to transfer

HOV

DX,200H

; from DS:DX

nov
nov
nov
HOV
Int

to PRN handle

HOV

BLOOM"

;

HOV

AX,4L03N

:IOCTL write

INT

21H

;

cup

Ax,cx

;colrpare requested with actual

.IE

os:ozoo

vR_ox

as

via .IOCTL_UJT

CHP

JE

,

1250

DS : 0300

:channel string transferred

This call sets the serial channel for baud, parity, stopbits, and

databits. The HEX value is the channel initialization byte.

also apply to block devices. Those that
could be used for character devices are
found in listing 4, REQHDRMAC.
The Function Table. Valid function codes
range from 0 to 12 for DOS 2.0 and 2.1
and from 0 to 15 for DOS 3.0. The function table contains as many entries as
there are function codes. Each entry is

the offset address in the code segment
to the routine that performs the function requirements.

The entries in the function table of
listing 5 are aliases for the actual labels
that mark the entry points for the functions in external modules. The macro
FUNCTION is used in the device-deﬁni-

tion ﬁle DD_DEF.MAC to set up the
function table. The macro takes the alias

label (for example, .INIT) and equates it

to the user-deﬁned entry point for the
function. If the function is not imple-

mented, any of the labels DONE,
INVALID, or DONEZ in ENTRYASM
could be used as entry points. If the

function is implemented, the entry

point label is assumed to be external.

If multiple devices are deﬁned in a

single ﬁle, it may be necessary to create
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cx,3
ox,3oou
sx , 0004“ .
AX ,sn
21 n
AX,CX
RD_OK
DB

:3 bytes to transfer
,- to DS:DX
; from PRN handle
:IOCTL read
via .IOCTL_IN
;conpare requested with actual

3 DUP (7)

This call reads the last channel initialization byte used to
conﬁgure the port and compares it to the original,

separate function tables for each device.
Furthermore, the interrupt entry points
in the device headers will have to point
to separate set-up code.

Character Driver Function Codes. There are

16 function codes that may be passed to
a device driver under DOS 3.0 and 15
under D05 20 and 2.1. Each function
code speciﬁes a separate command. In

the following descriptions, the names of
the commands (for example, .INIT) are
labels from the module FUNTBLASM.

Data placement in the request header is
described in terms of offsets that are
deﬁned in module REQHDRMAC.
.INIT (code 0) executes initializa-

tion code at installation time. The end

ing address of the loaded code and/or
buffer area that is to remain resident is
set by .INIT at offset BRKOFF in the re-

quest header. If multiple devices are in-

stalled in a single ﬁle, the .INIT code
for the last device sets the ending address of what will remain resident of
the ﬁle. DOS does .INIT calls only at in—
stallation time, so .INIT code can be dis—
carded by setting the ending address of
resident code to .INIT , 1.

Upon entry to .INIT, the 52-bit

pointer at offset PARM in the request
header points to the ASCII string command line from the DEVICE: command in CONFIGSYS that installed the
device. The command line includes
everything that follows the equal sign in
the command; it will always include the

ﬁle name of the installed device driver.

A parameter ﬁeld also may be present
after the ﬁle name. To determine

whether a parameter ﬁeld is present,
scan the command-line string for the
ﬁrst carriage return or line feed, If a

line feed is encountered ﬁrst, no parameter ﬁeld is present. If a carriage return is encountered ﬁrst, a parameter

ﬁeld is present and the pointer points
one character beyond the end of it.

.IOCTL_IN (code 5), .INPUT (code
4), .OUTPUT (code 8), .VOUTPUT (code
9), and .IOCTL_OUT (code 12) provide
actual input and output for the driver.

They all use the byte count at offset
CNT and the transfer-buffer address at

offset BUF in the request header for
passing data during the transaction. On
return, the actual number of bytes
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transferred is posted at offset CNT in
the request header. Note that .INPUT,

.OUTPUT, and .VOUTPUT deal with the
transfer of data on the device channel,
whereas .IOCTL_IN and .IOCTL_OUT

deal with the transfer of control infor-

mation to and from the device driver.
.ND_INPUT (code 5) provides non—

destructive input without making the
calling logic wait. On return, the BUSY
bit in the status word is 0 if a character
is available in the device buffer and 1 if
no character is available. If a character
is available, a copy of it is placed in the
request block at the offset PRECI—IAR.
.IN_STAT (code 6) returns status

concerning the availability of data on

the next read from a character device.

Again, the driver sets the BUSY bit in
the status word to 0 if data is available
and to 1 if no data is available. If the
device does not buffer data it should
always return the BUSY bit as O.
.OUT_STAT (code 10) returns a

status concerning the device's ability to
accept data writes. If the device is busy
with a current write request and an
.OUTPUT call would be forced to wait,

the BUSY bit is set to 1 on return. If the
device is available and would act imme—
diately on an output request, the BUSY
bit is cleared to 0 on return.

.FLUSHIN (code 7) and .FLUSI-IOUT
(code 11) essentially clear active re—

quests on a device. The device input or
output buffer is cleared.

.OPEN (code 15) allows a device to
receive initialization or set-up commands at the beginning of an I/O
stream. At the end of the I/O stream,

the device can be restored to a default

set-up or some form of command termination or sign-off can be sent to the
device via .CLOSE (code 14).

Functions that a device driver does
not support are handled in several

ways. For those calls that are unique to
block devices, a character device can
simply set the DONE bit in the status
word and return (that is, exit through
DONE in ENTRYASM). Even if the de-

vice does not support I/O control input
strings, nothing prevents calls via DOS
function 44H to perform such requests.

The appropriate action in this case is to
post 0 bytes transferred at offset CNT in

the request header, set up the error sta-

tus and the error code for an unknown

command, and then exit. Exiting can be
accomplished by transferring control to
INVALID in ENTRYASM.

If the device does not support I/O

control output strings, it is sufﬁcient to
exit through DONE in ENTRYASM. In

this case, the transfer request is to the
device driver and the response has the
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net effect of receiving the control string
but not acting on it. Input and output
status requests can also be handled by
exiting through DONE in ENTRYASM.
Note that this has the side effect of al—

ways returning BUSY as 0.

Three other exit points can be

used in order to return from functions.
DONEZ sets the DONE and BUSY bits
on return from a status function. XFER

sets the DONE bit and updates the byte

Device drivers are difﬁcult

to debug because once

loaded, tbey are not easily
accessed Bugs in .INIT code

can be especially troublesome because tbey can pre-

vent tbe system from booting.

_——
count at offset CNT in the request

header by subtracting CX from it.
ERROUT sets the DONE and ERROR bits
in the status word and uses the contents
of AL as an error code.
Special Considerations. Roughly speaking,
if a function module is complicated and
requires nested calls to several procedures, it is wise to deﬁne a local stack

on entry into the module. .INIT code is
especially touchy in this regard; it also
has other restrictions, which were dis-

cussed earlier is this article.

PREPARING A DEVICE DRIVER

Listing 6, MAKE_DD.ASM, contains a

number of include ﬁles that together
provide a generalized front end for any

kind of character device driver. The primary include ﬁles are DD__MAC.MAC,
FUNTBLASM, and ENTRYASM. The
other ﬁles contain equates or macros.
Some Rules. MAKE_DD.OBJ is linked

with one or more additional modules
that implement the driver functions.

Listing 7, PRNMODASM, is as an example of such a function module ﬁle.
User-deﬁned function modules must

observe two rules. First, they must use
the same code segment declaration that
is used at the beginning of
MAKE_DD.ASM; second, the externals
declared in MAKE_DD.ASM must be

satisﬁed by public declarations in the
collection of function modules.

Editing the Device Deﬁnition File. Setting

up MAKE_DD.ASM for a particular de-

vice driver application requires editing
only of the ﬁle DD__DEF.MAC. The DOS
version under which the driver will be
used must be speciﬁed using an equate:

set DOSZ_X TRUE for pre-DOS 3.0 and
FALSE for DOS 5.0. Set MKNAME to the

name of the device driver. The attribute

word must be created by making a list
of all the bit names that are to be set,
separated by the logical OR operator,
+. This process ORs together all the
named bit constants that were selected
and places the resulting value in

ATTRIB. Finally, the FUNCTION macro
is invoked once for each entry in the

function table. If a function is not implemented, the macro takes the following form:

FUNCTION FAISE,<function name>,<exit
p0int>

This macro requires that the exit point
be deﬁned in ENTRYASM.
Batch Mechanics. Once the function
modules have been written and

MAKE_DD.ASM has been edited, all that

remains to be done is to assemble the
program, link it, and convert it to a
.COM ﬁle. The following batch ﬁle handles these steps for the example listing:

MASM MAKE_DD,;
MASM PRNMOD,;
LINK MAKE_DD + PRNMOD,PRNDEV;
EXEZBIN PRNDEVEXE PRNDEVSYS
The link operation will generate a
“no stack segment" error, which may

be ignored. The LINK command line

instructs the linker to produce the ﬁle

PRNDEVEXE. In PRNDEVEXE the de—

vice header and the code that follows
the header are at an offset of 100H

from the beginning of the binary image
when the ﬁle is loaded. EXEZBIN forces
this image into the .COM format, which
places the image at an origin of OOOOH.
The ﬁle extension on the output code
ﬁle written by EXEZBIN has been set to
.SYS rather than .COM to indicate that

the ﬁle is a device driver. To load the
new device driver, it is necessary to

include the command line

device = prndevsys

in the CONFIGSYS ﬁle of the boot

drive and then reboot the system.

Some Testing Methodologies. Device driv—
ers are difﬁcult to debug because once
loaded, they are not easily accessed.

Bugs in .INIT code can be especially
troublesome because they can prevent

the system from booting. Unless some
rather sophisticated debugging tools are
available, the safest approach is to start

with something that is known to be free
of bugs, then add to it in increments.
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capability IBM isn’t telling you
about: 16 users, not just _3.

working. COM boards save you
the cost of networking hardware
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by addin multiple, individually

addressa 1e serial communica-

Why isn’t IBM tallying?

.,

multiuserlfrocessing power built
into your T saves you the cost of
a “smart” terminal for each user.
COM-4 adds 4 individually
addressable serial communication ports. COM-8 adds 8 ports.
And a pair of COM-8 boards
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DEVICE DRIVERS
For example, use MAKE_DD.ASM

with all functions except .INIT exiting
through DONE. Within .INIT, perform
the minimum requirements of the function—that is, specify the ending address

of the driver. If the new device is intended to replace one of the standard

devices, the bits in the attribute words
for STDIN, STDOUT, and CLOCK

should not be set yet and none of the

reserved device names should be used;
if a reserved device name is used, DOS

will open a handle for the device and
call it during boot time. An incomplete
or malfunctioning driver must not re-

place a necessary standard device, such
as the system console.

The lac/e ofstandardization ofprinter-control codes

and the great variety of
printer capabilities inalee

printer drivers an important
bread-and—batter item ofsystems software consultants.

—_——_——

of IBMBIO’s device-installation routine.
Envelop the trace routines and calls in
conditional assembly brackets:
if DEBUG

call DISP16
endif

so that changing a single equate pulls
all of the trace stuff out.
A device can be accessed from
within an applications program in two
ways: The preferred method is to make
a DOS call that in turn sets up one or
more appropriate request headers and
strategy and interrupt calls. The other
method, sometimes used as a debugging aid, is to make a request header
and call the device driver directly. The
latter method requires the program to
provide the error—handling routines that
DOS provides if system calls are used.
it has the advantage, however, of giving

more direct control of a device and

providing the possibility of using the

.INIT function (assuming it is resident)

for purposes other than installation.

If the DOS interface is used, it is

This is the product you’ve been
waiting (and waiting) for!

ment that is reproduced in ﬁgure 7 im—
plements the essence of the CITY func—
tion of COMMANDCOM, which permits

Increase your productivi and avoid
agonizing waits. Get instant eedback of
your C programs for debugging and rapid
prototyping. Then use your compiler for
what it does best...compiling efficient code
...slowly.

for any device other than the standard
I/O devices. For example, the code seg-

reassignment of the standard console to

another device.

the system. At this point the “empty

gating a device, in this case the PRN device developed as an example driver.
The call in ﬁgure 8 sets the serial chan-

driver" is loaded; its location in memory can be determined by opening an
FCB for the device name. The sample

DEBUG session that is shown in ﬁgure
5 illustrates the method. From the
header, according to this ﬁgure, the
strategy entry point is 085F20056 and
the interrupt entry point is 085Fz0041. A
standard FCB was used in this case and
the offset to the device header
pointer depends upon the DOS version.
DOS 3.0 is shown in the example. The
offset for DOS 2.x is 19H from the beginning of the FCB buffer.
The safe way to proceed would be
to add the function modules at this
point, reload the device driver, and test

I Full K&R C (no compromises)
0 Complete built-in screen editor——
no half-way house, this editor has every
thing you need such as multi-files, inter-file
move and copy, global searching, auto

nel for baud, parity, stopbits, and data-

0 Fast—- Linking and semi-compilation are
breath—takingly fast. (From edit to run
completion in a fraction of a second for
small programs.)
0 Convenient-- Compiling and running are
only a key-stroke or two away. Errors
direct you back to the editor with the
cursor set to the trouble spot.
0 Compiler Compatible-You can access
functions and externals compiled with C86
or Lattice C or assembly language. Utilize
your existing libraries unchangedl
0 Complete Multiple Module Support"

bits. The HEX value written is used as
the channel initialization byte. The call
in ﬁgure 9 reads the last channel initialization byte used to conﬁgure the port.
These IOCTL examples are based
on a simple device driver. A more use-

ful driver would include selectable es-

cape sequences for setting various kinds

of forms, character fonts, and graphics
modes. The lack of standardization of
printer-control codes and the great vari»
ety of printer capabilities make printer
drivers an important breadand-butter
item of systems software consultants.

The “boilerplate" character driver pre-

PRNMODASM, the debug session might
proceed as shown in ﬁgure 6.
.INIT code can be traced cheaply
using some HEX dump routines that

easier to get a piece of that action—or
at least it will be enough to force that

display contents of memory locations or
registers at the console. During the debug stages, use a local stack to prevent

crashes caused by clobbering the stack
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C-terp Features

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the use of
I/O control strings in setting or interro-

each function by direct calls. For exam-

ple, to test the .IOCTL_IN function in

Use C-terp

the complete C interpreter

necessary to open an FCB or ﬁle handle

Now create a loadable device
driver, insert an appropriate command

line in the CONFIGSYS ﬁle, and reboot

6W“ 9."7
for C programs to
compile and link?

mov ax,bx

sented in this article should make it

old Diablo in the corner to get on

speaking terms with your PC.

@

Stan Mitchell is a software engineer at
Swgen, Inc, in Fremont, California. He has
a master’s degree in geology.

indent, tab control, and much more.

Instant global searches, auto-compile

everything that’s changed, etc.
0 Many more features including batch mode
and symbolic debugging.
° Runs on IBM PC, DOS 2.x, 192K and up

"Price: $300.00 (Demo $45.00) MC, VISA
Price of demo includes documentation and shipping
within US. PA residents add 696 sales tax.
Specify C86 or Lattice version.

@HIWEE $®fillllilliiE

3207 Hogarth Lane 0 Collegeville, PA 19426

(21 5) 584-4261
'Trademarks: C86 (Computer Innovations), Lattice

(Lattice Inc), IBM (IBM Corp-},C-terp (Cirnpel Software)
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IS EASIER THAN EVER.

DAM ==

LIE TRUE MULTl-USER APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT DATA BASE
DATA ACCESS CORPORATION

8525 SW 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156-6565 (305) 238-0012

Telex 469021 DATA ACCESS Cl

Compatible with MSDOS, PC-DOS, CP/M. CP/M-86, MP/M-86, TurboDOS. Novell Sharenet. PC-Net. Molecular N~Star.

Micromation M/Net, Action DPC/OS. OMNINET. IBM PC w/Corvus and OSM Muse.
M8008 is a trademark of Microsoft. CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research. DataFlex and FlexKeys are trademarks of Data Access Corp.
dBASE II is a trademark ol Ashton-Tate

CIRCLE NO. 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DEVICE DRIVERS
LISTING 1: DD__MAC.MAC

LISTING 2: DD_DEF.MAC
I

7

Initialize 8 Constants for Character Device Name to '

TN_NAME

MACRO

X

=

0

REPT

5

=

X+1

X

,'

DEVICE DEFINITION FILE

;

Initialize Device Name to Blanks

CHARSP XX
ENDM
ENDM

IN_NAME

Assign each letter of Character Device Name
to a Constant

.
MKNAME

MACRO NLIST

X

=

0

IRPC

"musr

=

x+1

i
; Select DOS version number:

;

for DOS 2.00 or 2.10 set DOSZ_X to TRUE

;

for DOS 3.00 set DOSZ_X to FALSE

DOS 2_X

ECU

FALSE

DOS3_O

EOU

NOT DOSZ_X

7.X,M

CHAREOU
ENDM

; Enter device driver name here in place of X's

ENDM

(I to 8 characters in upper case)

Assign Constant the ASCII value of 2

;MKNAME
MKNAME

CHAREOU

MACRO

Y,Z

NEY

=

'&Z'

XXXXXXXX
PRN

ENDM
.'
;

Assign Constant an ASCII value of ' '

CNARSP

MACRO

V

N“

=

' ‘

;,

Defined Attribute, Bits

ENDM
,-

Convert ASCII Constants to String of DB's

DDNAME

MACRO

X

=

O

REPT

8

=

x+1

X

EOU

BUOUH

IOCTL

EOU

4000M

;IOCTL supported

IBM

ECIU

2000M

;IBM format block device

if

noss‘o

OCREM

EnU

0800“

EQU

omou

;special device

CLOCK

EOU

0008"

;current clock device

,'

Convert an ASCII Constant to a DB
‘1

MACRO

using INT 2?" handler

NUL

EOU

000M!

;current NUL device

STDOUT

ECU

OOOZH

;current standard output device

STDIN

EuU

DODIH

:current standard input device

N&Y

DB

removable media support

SPECIAL

ENDM

2
CNARDB

;open, close, &
,-

ENDM'

;

;character device

CHR

endif

1X

CNARDB

Select attributes for device from the following table:

Exarrple:

ENDH

CNR+SPECIAL+STDOUT+STDIN

defines a console device attribute Hard of 8013M

Define a Device Header Structure

;
DEVHDR

MACRO

NXTOFF,NXTSEG,ATTRIB,STRAT,INTRPT

,- Edit this line to define your attribute:

DH

NXTOFF

1'
ATTRIB

DH

NXTSEG

DH

ATTRIB

DU

STRAT

DH

INTRPT

EOU

CHRfIOCTL

.
PAGE

DDNAHE
ENDM

Each line in the foliouing table contains 3 argunents:

DEF : TRUE if the function is implemented
NAME = name of the function
ENTRV = label of the function entry point

,-

;

or exit point if not inplemented

.
FUNCTION
‘

MACRO

DEF,NME,ENTRY

I

_&uAHE EOU
IF _&NAME

DEF

IFNDEF

ENTRY

EXTRN

ENTRYmear

ENDIF

ENDIF .

.ENME EOU
ENDM
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ENTRY

#1 is TRUE if the function is implemented, FALSE if not
#2 is the name of a valid function to which
the TRUE or FALSE applies

#3 is the label which is the entry point for this function;
if the function is not implemented, DONE or INVALID will

be used; also note that if the function is inplemented

the MACRO declares the label EXTRN. If the fmction is

not implemented the exit pt. is assumed to be defined
within ENTRV.ASH.
FUNCTION

TRUE,INIT,?RNIT

FUNCTION

FALSEMED IA_CHECK,OONE

FUNCTION

FALSE,BUILD_BPB.DONE

FUNCTION

TRUE,IOCTL_IN,PRNCTL_IN

FUNCTION

FALSE,INPUT,XFER

FUNCTION

FALSE,ND_INPUT,DDNE2

FUNCTION

FALSE , IN_STAT,DONE

FUNCTION

FALSE , FLUSNI N,DONE

FUNCTION

TRUE ,WTPUT, PRNwT

FUNCTION

TRUE , VOJTPUT , PRNCAJT

FUNCTION

TRUE,WT~STAT,PRNSTAT

FUNCTION

FALSE,FLUSHWT,DONE
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BUSBOARD“ SAVES TIIVIE
In the vertical market world, the

name of the game is getting your PC
based product to market in less time
and for less money. Busboard is
modular which makes product development easier. If the design needs to
be changed, just change a module.
And since Busboard is modular, you

never pay for features you don’t
need.

fl—

Since your product may change over

time, Busboard allows changes in
board configuration without requir—
ing radical new software and hardware development.

3 Busboards to Choose From!

- Busboard-Socketed for up to
512K of memory in 64K increments. Up to 8 Busmodules may
be added without using more than

one slot in an IBM PC.

0 Busboard MPC - A packaged com—
bination of the Busboard with a
Clock Calendar Module is the perfect add—on for PC’s with a serial
or parallel port already built-in.
0 I/O Busboard — A low-cost board
with the ability to add up to 8
modules. Also features a breadboard area for your own circuits.

More Modules For Greater Design
Flexibility
Asynchronous Communication
Module-This module can be configured as Coml, Com2 or with the
Busboard Multicom software as

Corn 3-14. Features straps for mo-

dem control handshaking, interrupt
level and interrupt status. Cabling
options include DB25, DB37 and
RJ45.
Parallel Printer Interface - Provides
an IBM compatible Printer Interface
which can be configured for LPTI,
LPT2 or LPT3.

Modules front and back

Clock Calendar-Provides a crystal
controlled chronograph which provides the accurate time and date each
time the computer is powered up.
Includes clock set software.

300 Baud Auto-Answer Auto-Dial
Modern - Features auto—answer and
auto-dial in tone or pulse. Ideal for
remote diagnostics requiring reliable
low speed communications. Sup-

plied with a complete communi-

cations program, requires an Async
Module listed above.
Monochrome Display Adapter - A
complete IBM compatible Monochrome Display controller on a module. A version for low cost composite

video monitors is also available.

24 Bit [/0 Module - 8255 PPI based
module provides 24 bits of binary
control inputs or outputs. Features
selectable address decoding, external
cable configuration, and half the
board is available for prototyping.

Other Modules Available
16 Channel, 8 Bit A/D Converter
Prototyping Module
5” High Capacity Floppy Controller
Game I/O Module

Busdrive” Ramdisk Utility
BusspoolTM Printer Spooler
BusComm Multiple Async Driver
and Subroutine Package
Multidrive 5” Standard and 5” High
Capacity Drive Utility

Save Your Time! If you’re developing a PC based product, you owe it
to yourself to specify the Aquix Busboard. Busboard saves you both time
and money through modularity.

To hear more about the Busboard
Modular expansion products, call
today at (714) 666-1050 or drop us
a line at 4051 E. La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim, CA 92807

AQUIX

ADVANCED SYSTEMS CORPORATION
CIRCLE NO. 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DEVICE DRIVERS
TRUE,IOCIL_0JT,PRNCTL_GJT

FUNCTION

FALSE,OPEN,DONE

FALSE,CLOSE,DONE

RET

FALSE,REHDVABLE,DONE

I
;End of device definition file

LISTING 5' ENTRYASM
PUBLIC REOHDR,DONE,INVALID,DONE2,ERRWT,XFER

I'
;request header pointer

REOHDR

LABEL

DHORD

REOHDRO

DH

?

:offset

REDHDRS

DH

'2

;segment

,-

Strategy Entry Point

HOV

CS:REOKDRO,EX

;save off of request header ptr

HOV

CS:REDNDR5,ES

;save seg of request header ptr
;far return

;

but if your routines need more stack space than

;

that, it will be necessary to define a local stack.

PUSHF

;preserve flags

CLD

:set up frurd string operations

PUSH

SI

;preserve registers

PUSH

AX

;

PUSH

CX

cno
sm
oosgo
nev_o

EOU
EOU
EQU
EDU

;BYI‘E: first byte is length
;

of header

;BVTE: unit nu'rber
,-

for block devices

;BYTE: cofrmand code for request
;HORD:

status

;DIII0RD: DOS queue
;DUORD: device queue

init header

UNITS

EOU

13

BRKOFF

EOU

14

HRKSEG

Eau

16

8P8

EOU

15

;BVTE: nunber of units

;DHORD: ending address
;

;

FARMS

EOU

for resident code

;DlIORl): ptr to BPS array

;

I'
;

18

on exit (block devices only)

:0HORD: ptr to string following

non destructive read ~ no wait

PRECHAR
I'
;

EOU

13

;BVTE: one look ahead character

input, output, IOCTL in, IOCTL out

' 8UP

EOU

13

;BYTE: media descriptor byte

EQU

1A

;DHORD: buffer address

CNT

EDU

18

WORD: byte/sector count

START

EOU

20

WORD: starting sector nurber

,-

status word bit definitions (most significant byte)

PUSH

DX

PUSH

DI

BUSY

PUSH

BP

PUSH

DS

ERROR

REODON
I

EOU

011!

:request complete

EOU

02H

;device busy

EOU

80H

:error encountered

PUSH

ES

,-

,-

PUSH

BX

,'

I

EOU

02M

:device not ready

BX,CS:REQHDR

;DS:BX pts to request header

NOTRDV

LDS

UNKCMD

EQU

03H

;unknoun command

MDV

CX, [BxscNT]

mat byte count

EDU

D9“

:printer out of paper

HOV

AL, [BX+CMD]

;get corrmand code

NOPAPER

OAH

;Hrite fault

CMP

:check for invalid cmd. code

EOU

AL,HIFUNC

HRFLT

RDFLT

EQU

UBH

;read fault

.IA

INVALID

;

XOR

AH,AH

FAIL

EOU

OCH

;general failure

ROL

AL,1

LEA

SI,FUNTBL

:set up ptr to function table

ADD

SLAX

:select table entry

LES

DI,D\JORD PTR [BX+BUFI

:convert to offset

,'get buffer addr. ES:DI

;

cs

;dest. addr '= os:sx
; and jump to it

vs
wont) PTR [sn
AL,UNKCMD

;unknoun conmand error

[BX+CNTI,CX

:zero bytes transferred

HOV

AH,ERROR+REODON

JMP

SHORT

HOV

AH,REDDON+8USY

JHP

SHORT

EXIT

;

LDS

BX,CS:REOHDR

SUB

lBX+CNTLCX

NOV

AH,REODON

EXIT

;set error 8: done bits

;
:set donefbusy bits in
:request header status byte

LABEL

BYTE

DH

nu
Du
Du

ov
ou
ou
nu

.INIT

.MEDIA_CHECK
.BUILD_BPB
.IOCTL_IN

.INPUT
.ND_INPUT
.IN_STAT

:code
not:

;

;

,
,-

,,,-

‘function
*tiut'ittniltﬂitlﬁnthttkt

initialization
media check (block only)
build BPB (block only)

locTL input
input from device
non-destructive input
input status

,

DH

.OUTPUT

;

,'

DH

.VOUTPUT

;

;return if of bytes xferred

DH

.GUT_STAT

; 10

output status

:set done bit in request
;header status byte

DU

.FLUSNOUT
.IOCTL_0UT

I 11
I 12

output flush

DH

BX,CS:REDHDR

;

m1

(BX*STATI,AX

;request header status

1 P0?

BX

;restore registers

POP

ES

;

POP

05

,'

PoiJ

BP

;

POP

DI

,

POP

0X

;

POP

CX

POP

AX

I‘
;
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FUNTBL

.FLUSHIN

LDS

EXIT:

I
;function table

I

SUE

INVALID: HOV

LISTING 5: FUNTBLASM

o

I

;

cmuom»u-~

pop
mp

‘

status Hord error codes (least significant byte)

HI FUNC
Du
Du
Du

005370
if
15
Eou
.DPEN
.CLOSE
.REHOVABLE

input flush
output to device

output (with verify)

IOCTL output

13

open device

1‘

PUSH

DONE:

EOU

MEDIA

1NT_EN'I:

XFER:

UNIT

0

"device=" crnd

Note: DOS's stack allows saving registers

I

tau

I

"Interrupt" Entry Point

DONEZ:

; static request header

um

;

I
STRALENT:

RET

;far return

LISTING 4: REQHDRMAC

endif

ERRQJI’:

SI

POPF

FUNCTION
FUNCTION

POP

ooss_o

_.

if

omum

FUNCTION

close device

15

removable media chenit
(block devices only)

else

HIFUNC

EQU

12

endif
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Would you hire an entire band when

all you need is one instrument? Of
course not.

So why use a whole orchestra of
computers when all you need is one

to develop software for virtually any

type of micro—processor?

The secret? Avocet’s family of

cross-assemblers. With Avocet
cross—assemblers you can develop

software for practically every kind of

processor — without having to
switch to another development
system along the way!

Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 4 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM, Xerox or the
hundreds of other organizations that use
them. Every time you see a new micro-

processor—based product, there’s a good

chance it was developed with Avocet

cross-assemblers.

Avocet‘cross-assemblers are easy to use.

They run on almost any personal computer and process assembly language for
the most popular microprocessor families.

Your Computer Can Be A

Complete Development System
Avocet has the tools you need to enter
and assemble your soft-ware and finally
cast it in EPROM:
VEDIT Text Editor makes source code

entry a snap. Full- screen editing plus a

TECO—like command mode for advanced
tasks. Easy installation - INSTALL pro-

gram supports over 40 terminals and

personal computers.
keyboard layout.

Customizable

CP/M-80,CP/M-86,

MSDOS, PCDOS .............. $150
EPROM Programmers let you pro-

gram, verify, compare, read. display
EPROMS but cost less because they

communicate through your personal
computer or terminal, No personality

modules! On-board intelligence provides
menu-based setup for 34 different
EPROMS, EEPROMS and MPUs (40-pin

devices require socket adaptors). Selfcontained unit with internal power supply,
RS232 interface, Textool ZIF socket.
Driver software (sold separately) gives
you access to all programmer features
through your computer, lets you download cross-assembler output files, copy
EPROM to disk.

Model 7228 Advanced Programmer

grammers — Similar features to 7228,

but program as many as 8 EPROMS at

once. 7956-SA stand-alone version copies
from a master EPROM. 7956 lab version

68000 CROSS-ASSEMBLER — With
exhaustive field testing completed, our
68000 assembler is available for immediate shipment. XMAC68K supports
Motorola standard assembly language for

has all features of stand-alone plus RS232 interface.

the 68000 and 68010. Macros, crossreference, structured assembly statements,
instruction optimization and more. Linker

68766, 5133, 5143. CMOS: 27C16, 27C32, 27C64,
MC6716. EEPROM15213. X2816A, 48016, 12816A,

well—written manual.

EPROM: 2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 68764,
5213H. MPU (w/adaptor): 8748, 8748H, 8749,

8749H, 8741, 8742, 8751, 8755.

7228

7128

Advanced Programmer
Standard Programmer

3 599
429

7956
Laboratory Gang Programmer 1099
7956-SA Stand-Alone Gang Programmer 919
GDX
Driver Software
95
481
8748 Family Socket Adaptor
98
511

8751 Socket Adaptor

755
8755 Socket Adaptor
CABLE RS-232 Cable (specify gender)

174

and librarian included. Comprehensive,

To find out more, callus toll-free.

1-800-448-8500

VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular disc formats now available
-~please specify. Prices do not include shipping and handling -- call for exact
quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.
’Trademark of Digital Research “Trademark of Microsoft

135
30

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Converter — Convert assembler output to

other formats for downloading to de-

AVOCET
SYSTEMS NC:

—Supp0rts all PROM types listed. Super-

velopment systems and target boards.
Also useful for examining object file,

Model 7128 Standard Programmer —

of files. Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS, RCA, Fairchild, Tektronix, TI, Binary and HEX/ASCII Dump
formats. For CP/M, CP/M-86, MSDOS,

Rockport, Maine

Ask about UNIX.

804 South State Street
Dover, Delaware 19901

fast “adaptive” programming algorithm
programs 2764 in 1.1 minutes.

Lower-cost version of 7228. Supports all
PROM types except “A” versions of 2764

and 27128. Standard programming algorithm programs 2764 in 6.8 minutes.

changing load addresses, extracting parts

PCDOS ..................... $250

CIRCLE NO. 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sales and Development:

10 Summer Street
P.0. Box 490. Dept. 485_PCT

(207) 236-9055

04856

Telex: 467210 AVOCET Cl

Corporate Offices:

DEVICE DRIVERS

LISTING 6: MAKE__DD.ASM
PAGE

CSEG

84800

EOU

110000003

:4800 BAUD

B9600

EDU

111000008

:9600 BAUD

PAGE

62,132

.
NOPAR

TITLE

Device Driver Construction Program

E00

000000008

;no parity

ODD

NAME

makejd

EOU

000010008

;odd parity

EVENP

EOU

000110008

;even parity

SEGMENT

PARA

ASSUME

CS:CSEG,DS:CSEG

r'
DORIVER

VROC

DD_0EF.MAC
A

INCLUDE

ENDS

000000005

,‘1 stop bit

EOU

000001008

;2 stop bits

DATA7

EOU

000000108

{7 bits data

DATAB

EOU

000000118

,‘8 bits data

DEFAULT

EOU

896000EVENP+STOP1+0A1A7

.DUTPUT: Printer Output via ROM BIOS INT 14H
t
On entry

REONDR.MAC

INCLUDE
PAGE
ENDP

EOU

STOP?

DD_MACVMAC

PAGE

CSEG

'CODE'

EAR

INCLUDE
PAGE
INCLUDE
PAGE
INCLUDE
PAGE
INCLUDE

00RIVER

PUBLIC

l
STOP1

DEVHDR.ASM

PRNOUT

PROD

FUNIBL.ASM
ENTRY.ASM

RETRV:

LISTING 7: PRNMODASM
PAGE

CSEG

62,132

TITLE

RS232 Printer Device Driver Module

NAME

prnmod

INCLUDE

REONDRMAC

SEGMENT

PARA PUBLIC

OEX

;if 0 bytes to xfer, return

AL,ES:[DI]

;get byte from transfer buffer
; advance buffer ptr

INC

DI

MOV

BYTE PTR RCNI,2

MOV

AH,NRITE

,‘Send AL

M0v
INI

DX,COMM1
14H

,;

TEST

AH,TX_OK

;transmission successful?

J2

CONTINUE

;

DEC

BYTE PIR RCNT

;decrement retry count

JNZ

RETRY

;

HOV

ALMRFLT

;urite fault error code

JMP

ERROUT

;

to CONHO port

then continue

exit

'CODE‘

LOOP

NXBVIE

;exhaust byte count

OEX:

JMP

DONE

;successful return

PRNOUT

ENDP

Z
RENT

DB

?

;error retry count

DS:CSEG

CS:CSEG,

ASSUME

JCXZ
MOV

CONTINUE:

PAGE

.

NEAR

.

NXBYIE:

05:05, CX:byte count, ES:DI transfer buffer

;Defined elsewhere. ..

EXTRH

DONEmear, DONEZmear, ERRWT.:near, XFERmear

1
;

EXTRN

REOHDR:dHord

F

;Defined here...

PUBLIC

PRNOUT, PRNSTAT, PRNIT

PUBLIC

PRNCTIJN, PRNCTLJIJT

.IOCTL_IN: Read printer channel initialization parameter
On entry

DS=CS, Cx=byte count, ES:Dl transfer buffer

.
NEAR

PRUC

PRNCTL_IN

I
JCXZ

DEX

:leave if 0 bytes requested

MOV

51,0FFSET DEST

;

MOV

AL,[SII

move parameters
;

to transfer buffer

nov

ES:[DII,AL

;

with 0 termination

DR

AL,AL

;

JZ

MOVFIN

;

7stopbits,databits

INC

SI

.'
,‘

R5232 Communications channels

COMMO

EGU

0

COMM

ECU

1

I
;
SETCDMH

RDPARM:

Interrupt 14H functions
;set channel baud,parity,
0

E00

WRITE

EDU

1

DI

EDU

2

;Hrite AL to port
;read AL from part

INC

READ

LOOP

RDPARM

;

STAT

E00

3

;read channel status

INC

CX

,-

,

DEC

EX

JMP

XFER

;
;on return set DONE

DSRBII

Returned status bits
;transmitter register empty
20H
E00
;data set ready bit
20H
EOU

CTSBII

EOU

10H

TXVOK

sou

80H

IXEMPTV

;clear to send bit
;transmission successful

8110

Channel initialization byte
Iiit field definitions
:110 BAUD
000000008
EOU

8150

E00

8300

E00

010000000

:300 BAUD

8600

600

011000008

:600 BAUD

B1200

E00

100000003 ,

:1200 BAUD

02400

EDU

101000003

;2400 BAUD

;

ALNY1985

001000008

MOVFIN:

;and bytes transferred
7
PRNCTL_IN

ENDP

Page

.IOCTL_OUT: Urite printer channel initialization parameter

,‘150 BAUD

On entry

PRNCIL_0L|1'

PROC

DS=C$, Cx=byre count, ES:DI transfer buffer

NEAR
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Alloy takes your PC
to the limit.

QICSTOR-PLUS. The ultimate in PC expansion with
ﬁve IBM compatible slots, hard disk storage, and
streaming tape backup in one neat package.

ity of 36 to 128 MBytes. And QICSTOR—
PLUS has ﬁle-oriented streaming tape
backup with a formatted capacity of
for a growing PC or AT system.
over 50 MBytes. Alloy provides ﬁleQlCSTOR—PLUS has ﬁve full size
oriented QTIP software with a transexpansion slots which are completely
fer rate of 2 MBytes/minute.
compatible with the IBM PC bus and
QICSTOR-PLUS is available right
they also support Alloy’s PC-SLAVE/16
multiprocessor, multi-user capability. Its now. So call Alloy today at (617)
high performance hard disk has a capac- 875—6100.

Alloy’s QICSTOR-PLUS meets all your
expansion needs. It’s the ideal upgrade

M QlCSTOR-PLUS

DEVICE DRIVERS
HEXRET:

REI

TOHEX

i
ENDP

,'

JCXZ

OEX

;leave if 0 bytes requested

MOV

SI,OFFSET DESI

;

CMP

CX,20

;if request is to send > 20

JBE

URPARM

,-

NOV

CX,20

;

HOV

AL,ES: [DI]

:move parameters

:

.INIT: PRN device driver INII’ code

,-

i
;

On entry

bytes, set limit at 20

.
HRPARM:

nov
INC

ISI],AL
SI

INC

DI

LOOP

HRPARM

i

from transfer buffer

DS=CS, CX=byte count, ES:DI transfer buffer

;
;

CR

EOU

LF

EOU

DAN

DESTLNG

EOU

20

ODH

pus»

cx

,-

CALL

CH_BYIE

;convert first 2 characters

I
;

Parameters passed in device: cumiand line

;

DESI

DB

DESTLNG

i
PRN I T

PROC

NEAR

ENDPRN

r
EOU

S

HOV

AH,SETCOMM

HOV

DX,COMM1

to byte
to requested baud rate,
parity, etc.

INT

14H

POP

CX

DUP ('2)

:initialize channel

i

JMP

XFER

:
PRNCIL_0UT
1
;

LEA

;on return set DUNE

END?

Channel initialization byte

OLDPARM

DB

DEFAULT

;default 9600,even parity,
;

DX,CS

On entry

LDS

BX,CS:REQHOR

;DS:BX pts to request header

MOV

[BX+BRKSEG] ,DX

;save ending code seg address

MOV

[EMBRKOFFIJX

;save ending code offs address

;get ptr to filename portion of con-mend Iine

7 data, 1 stop bit

PRNSTA‘I

PROC
1
NOV

DS=CS, CX=byte count, ES:DI transfer buffer

TOPI:

in CONFIG.SYS file

LDS

SI,DHORD PTR [BX+PARMSI

PUSH

CS

,'

POP

ES

;

HOV

DI,0FFSET DEST

;destination address for perms

I
HOV

AL,[SI]

; check for termination char‘s

i
;corrmand line has the form: device=filename /parms<CR>

NEAR
AH,SIAY

;get channel status in AX

,-

HOV
INT
.

DX,CDMM1
14H

,;

i
CMP

AL,CR

;parms are present

.12

GE‘IPARMS

;

CMP

AL,LF

;no parm field

TEST

AL,CTSBIT+DSRBIT

JZ

NOPARMS

;

:check that CTS and 051? are asserted

or

device=filename<LF>

JZ

asv

,-

TEST

AHJXEMPTY

;transmitter register empty?

INC

51

,'

JZ

BSY

;

JMP

SHORT IOP'I

,'

EXIT:

JMP

DONE

:NOT busy return

i

BSY:

JMP

DONEZ

;busy return

PRNSTAT

ENDP

GETPARMS:
NXTCHR:

i
;

Convert ASCII HEX com“ port initialization byte to binary

CH_BYTE

of resident driver

;segment address

I

.OUTSTAT: Printer channel status from ROM BIOS INT 14H

;

;offset to end
;

HOV

;

;

AX,CS:ENDPRN
,

and bytes transferred

PROC

NEAR

.
PUSH

CS

,‘

POP

03

,‘

MOV

BX,DFFSET DEST

;point to parameter string

HOV

AL,[EX+D]

;get most significant MEX digit

CALL

TOHEX

;

convert to binary nibble

)(CMG

AL,AH

;

save in AH

MOV

AL,IBX+II

;get least significant HEX digit

CALL

TOHEX

;convert to binary nibble in AL

MOV

CL/c

SHL

AH,CL

7
;shift most significant digit

ADD

AL,AH

;combine with lower nibble

HOV

BVIE PIR OLDPARMJXL

;
;
RET

MOV

cx,0

;character count

DEC

SI

;back up ptr

INC

CX

,-

MOV

AL,[SI]

;

CMP

AL,'/'

;scan for start character

JNZ
DEC

NXTCHR
cx

,;
;ready to move parms to DESI

INC

31

REP

novss

MOV

AL,0

;terminate with 0

NOV

ES:[DI],AL

,'

CALL

CH_BVTE

:convert parm to binary byte

,-

;

in OLDPARM

NOPARMS:

into upper nibble
and save

,‘

CH_BYTE

ENDP

;

Convert ASCII HEX byte to binary byte

PRNIT

1'
TOHEX

PROC

1'
SIGN_ON

MDV

AL,BYIE PIR DLDPARM

HOV

AH,SEICOMM

;initiali1e channel

MOV

DX,COMMI

;

to requested baud rate,

;

parity, etc.

INT

14H

MOV
MOV
m1
.IMP

DX,DFFSET s1cN_0N
AH,9
;boot message
21H
;
DONE
,-

,'

i

NEAR

i
SUB

AL,30H

CMP

ALGA“

MAY 1983

END?

DB

'Serial printer channel 1 initialized'

DB

UAH,ODH,‘$'

;
,'

JC

HEXREI

;

SUB

AL,U7H

,‘

CSEG

ENDS
END

IBM Compatible tape drive
system complete for $995

The Express Systems“ tape
drive comes complete—halfhigh tape drive, controller, and
software—for only $995. It’s

absolutely IBM compatible—~31]
"60 megabytes of it.

You can use your tape drive in
the event your hard disk fails.
And if you have to replace your
hard disk, the tapes ability to

sure data integrity. In order t(
be sure that you get the best in
surance for your data (after all
isn’t that why you’re buying it

reads and writes at 90 inches per

second (ips) and transfers data
at up to 375 megabytes per minute in the streaming mode. You
don‘t have to be a rocket scientist to figure that you can per-

form an‘imagc backup of a 20
megabyte hard disk in about 5

minutes. But practically speaking, once you back up your hard
disk completely for the first

time. you never need to do more
than invoke the archive comHmand~that convenient com—

mand that tells your new tape
drive to back up everything since

you last backed up. If you backup as often as you should, your
Express Systems tape drive will
finish the job virtually in
seconds.
The Express Systems software

the difﬁcult to ﬁnd hard-disk version of
the IBM AT (model 99). You canrébu the

has additional benefits, like
enabling you to use PC DOS terminology such as “"* “’*.‘*.
and “‘2”. It also has a built-in
reformatter, built-in verification
(to make sure you transferred
what you thought you did), and

ﬂop y disk IBM AT (model68), ad our

har disk and ta e drivesystem for about

what you’d pay or the AT hard disk '_
upgrade alone. It’s almost like getting the
tape drive free.

Let’s face it, we’ve all heard
the horror stories of people
who’ve lost data on their hard
disk. True, it doesn’t happen
often, but then disaster seldom
does. With the amount of data

you can put on a hard disk these

days, no one in business can
afford even a small disaster.

When did you last
backup your hard disk?
Oh, you did it once with ﬂoppies

.5 ui uuumm

won’t work, but here’s what’:

special about Express Systems
tape cartridges.
First. they are tested dowr
four separate tracks from end
to-end, not just down the cente:

of the first 150 feet; like somc

others do. We use three screw:
to hold the cover on instead 0
tour. This simple triangular

arrangement keeps the base
plate flat, just like three leg:
work better than four to make 2
table steady. Since all tape
drives reference everything t(
the base—
plate. this
alignment

is critical.
We also

use spe-

cial rollers to dis- ‘

s i p a t e

posible
s t a t i c The Express Systems
electricity tape drives come with

buildup—some-

whole day.

stand that IBM
doesn't think it’s
difficult.
too
They’re selling

seen some tapedrives for less,

hard disks in the

they’re asking for tape back- IBM PC ATs with
up—$r2,000 and up—you’re instructions on how _,
willing to take a chance. You’ve to add additional 1

lief?

press Systems’ specially tester
tape cartridges. We’re not going
to kid you and tell you other:

Easy to install

that now you’ve convinced your—
self nothing will go wrong? In
other words, it can’t happen to
you. And besides, at the: prices

you’ve already got a good hard
disk. Where can'you turn for re‘

we encourage you to use EX

thing that
can ruin

,Before you get intimidated
about installing our tape drive
and it was so time consuming :internally, you should under-

but you have to buy an expen‘ sive hard disk 'togo within and

of the critical mechanisms to in

it‘s prompt driven, which means

it asks you exactly what you
want to do.

7

Most people don’t realize tha

read bad sectors will let you re-

quires very low power, too.
And it doesn‘t poke along. It

ow you won’t have to Wait for

We even provide
the tape cartridge
the tape cartridge contains mos

not error—free. The tape re-

compatible operating systems. Simply tell
yOur tape drive you want tobackap 0r '
restore the 'entire-hard-r-disk, 7or anyﬁle, or
backup orrestore by subdirectory; date, or
everything since you last backed up.

drive follow IBM’s clear, simpli
instructions.

_

place your hard disk with
another even if the new one is

And itvworiks easy ly with all IBM ‘

Our instructions for installing
your new Express Systems tap:

Installation and
Setup manual that

_ comes with the AT.

your

Express Certiﬁed "' 555
or 600 ’/4-inch tape
cartridges with
quadruple eml-Io-end
Iesling for extra
insurance ofyour data.

And finally, we will sell yor

tape cartridges in boxes of thret
instead of the usual five. So. y01
get higher quality with a smalle:
quantity commit
ment. And w<
compound the sav
ings with a lower
er unit price, jus
35.00 instead 0

the usual $45.0i
" most retailer:
charge.

The IBM AT insallation

manual shows how easily you
can inslall internal storage

drives yourself.

Need a hard disk?
Depending on whether you have
an IBM PC, XT, or AT you may

.

want additional hard disk stor-

'

megabytes offormatted
storage in the half-high
form so you have extra
space for other storage
options.

them. and install DOS 3.0 so

that you‘re ready to begin trans-

ferring files. We even include

Hard disks Kits

I.
f

news is that it’s held in by only 4
screws. Express Systems’ power

supplies can be changed in 20‘

minutes, a small price in time
for the peace of mind to convert

insist you paste on the back of
your PC.

fact, the Express Systems con-

But from a
mail order house?

add-ons that some companies

We get tired of the snide remarks some people make about
mail order houses. The com—
are usually spread by disWe provide the power too. ments
tributors and retailers who are
If you want to upgrade your getting cut out of 15 and 35 perIBM PC, there just isn’t any way cent margins, respectively.
around upgrading your power If we went through distribu—
supply—if you want to have tion—you‘d have the privilege
of paying for large
true XT or better
capability. Some
glass windows,
rugs, salesmen,
companies say that
a
their hard disks
etc—but we’d also
' ° (IE-‘5) a "
be selling this tape
don’t require any
increase in powdrive for $1495.
We’re not critier—and they might
cizing distributors
be right. But don’t
add anything to
and retailers. They
your slots, because
perform a valuable
the minute you do, Our 130 watt power will convert service. But you
you’ll need more your PC to XTstandards; and don’t need them if
power. That’s the it's only $99.50 with any tape
you know what you
drive or hard disk order.
bad news.
want. And you can
The good news is that our
certainly install it yourself. IBM
has proved it with their instrucpower supplies are inexpensive.
How’s $99.50 for an XT power tions for self—installation that
come with the new IBM PC AT.
supply? We mean a full 130

watts of power. The other good

$1695
$1895
$2195

(includes Controller and cable)

graded version of the XT controller from the same company

troller is an improved controller
which requires less power so
that it is more reliable than any
other standard controller.

$995

Tape system, controller.

i Tape drive & 10 MB H.D.
Tape drive & 2] MB H.D.
Tape drive & 3] MB H.D.

your PC to an XT-capable
machine and avoid the unsightly
“wart-like” power supply

that makes the XT controller. In

Tape Subsystem

Tape & hard disk internal systems come
3 complete with tape controller and hard
disk controller. software. and cables.
‘ Hard disks are formatted and tested with
DOS 3.0.

DOS 3.0 documentation.
And they’re 100 percent IBM

compatible. The controller we
send you for the XT is an up-

,

_ Internal Tape & H.D. System

there is
less chance
to damage
them.

Express Systems offers

Internal Tape System

power. supply, cable, and
chassis
$1195

which
means

10, 21, and 31

2

2 Half—high tape drive, con‘
troller. & software

age. We have those too. We
offer 10, 21 and 31 megabytes of
formatted hard disk storage.
For the most part, our drives
are made with plated media,

that
most disks
come with
is nothing
more than
rust.) We
then test
the drives,
pre-format

Express Systems
Product Line

And speaking of IBM, the next
time you hear anyone criticize
mail order as a way to buy computer equipment, remind them
that IBM is now in the mail
order business.
‘

We offer you a one year warran-

IO megabyte hard disk*
21 megabyte hard disk"
31 megabyte hard disk*

$695
$995
$1395

Controllers
Hard disk controller

$195

‘Sublrur'k $I95 for IBM AT which dam“
Ilrll require hard disk con/roller

Flo py Disk Drive

Half high oppy disk

. $129

Power Supply

130 Watt XT replacement
Power Supply
$99.50

(Price valid only with purchase of Iape
drive or hard disk. Otherwise. $149. 95)

Tape Cartridges

: Express Certiﬁed 555m

$35.00

ty on our hard disks—the same
(555 feet of specially tested'jlo Hci tape)
$35.00
as IBM on the AT and 90 days . Express Certified 600 "‘
on the tape drives. (It’s all the, tIl (600 feet of specially tested 550 Hci lapel
manufacturer gives us.) If any-

thing goes wrong with your tapeor disk drive or hard disk, send
it back in the box it came in.
However, we have found that

we can usually solve the problem over the phone. So call first
for a return authorization num—
ber because we can’t accept any
returns without it.

Immediate delivery

Pick u the telephone and call.
1—800— 41-7549, to order. We

accept Master CarnVISA.‘
American Ex H355 and Diners,
Club. Or sen
.

a cashier’s check ‘

l-‘ﬁowl

(”Iv—‘5

.,

We have four types of delivery:
Next Flight Outs if you need it
immediately: Next Day ExpressSM and Day After Tor/nor?
rowSM if you can wait a day or

or money order (We‘ll-take a‘
check, but you’ll have to wait,_,
for it to clear) and tell us if you
want one of our recommended;
configurations or yen want to
mix and match yourself. GOP“

which we pay—if you can wait a

may Send purchase: Orders for '
‘
quantities over five.

two; and our normal delivery——
few days.

porations with a DUNS number .

Call Toll Free 1-800-341-7549 Extrloo
In Illinois call (312) 882-7733 Ext. 100

ngton Rd Schaumburg, IL 60195

IBM“ is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. [Express System, ErPkts, Express Certified 555, and L
Express Certified 600 are trade marks of Express Systems, Inc. Next Day Express, Day After Tomorrow,:and Next Flight Out are service
marks of Express Systems Inc.
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Not long ago, PC Magazine called MDBS ill ”The most complete and flexible data base

1 management system available for microcomputers.” That’s a powerful statement. But then,
, .
he , MDBS III is an amazingly powerful software package. So powerful, in fact, that it lets you build
mainframe-quality application systems on your micro or mini. MDBS III is not for beginners. It's for appli—

cation developers with large data bases or complex data interrelationships who want to define data base

structures in the most natural way—without resorting to redundancy or artificial constructs. It's for profes-

sionals who can appreciate its extensive data security and integrity features, transaction logging, ad hoc

query and report writing capability and its ability to serve multiple simultaneous users. And if you want the
power and the glory that only the world's most advanced data management system can provide, MDBS lll

is for you. For information on MDBS Ill and our professional consulting services, write or call Micro Data
Base Systems, Inc, MDBS/ Application Development Products, 85 West Algonquin Road, Suite 400,

Arlington Heights, IL 60005. (800) 323—3629, or (312) 981 —9200.

MDBS III. ABSOLUTE POWER.

WE’LL GIVE YOU
THE POWER.
Y
TAKE THE GLORY.
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Symbol Sets ‘

PLOTCALL is a graphics system that processes standard plotter instructions into a
form that can be printed on over 20 dot
matrix printers. This is not another print
screen program; presentation quality graphics
are created directly on the printer to achieve
the maximum resolution possible. (120 x
216 dots per inch for Epson printers)
PLOTCALL includes 17 symbol sets for
sign making and plot labeling. Symbol sets
may be altered, or create your oel Character
strings may be created from any symbol set,
rotated to any angle, and scaled to any
Size.
Plots can be created from any language or
from digitized data. An interactive plot
debugging program allows you to preview a
plot on the screen before sending it to the
printer.

All plots in this ad were created with
PLOTCALL on an Epson printer. No ad-

ditional hardware is required, not even the
color graphics card!
Also included are the following easy to use,
interactive

programs

PLOTCALL system:

that

utilize

the

SURF creates high resolution three dimen—
sional surface plots with hidden line removal.
TOPO creates .contour maps using the
same data as SURF. TOPO uses the
character routines in the PLOTCALL system
to provide inline contour labels.
GRAFIT creates charts and graphs of all
types — XY graphs, bar charts, pie charts,

and line graphs.

IBM PC or compatible with a minimum of
128K of memory and a dot matrix printer
with graphics option are required.

Contouring

ENTIHE PACKAGE ONLY ............. $299

ﬂEMU llISK (include printer model) ..... $10

To order or obtain further information, contact

VISA AND MASTER
CARD ACCEPTED
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GOLDEN SOFTWARE, P.0. Box 281, Golden, CO 80402 - (303) 279-1021

JOYSTICK
er is required: the circuits all plug in
externally in place of the joystick.
These circuits have not been tested
with the Pe, but they should be fully
compatible with it. The Pe BASIC and
Technical Reference manuals indicate
that, with the exception of the pin con—
nections, the Pe‘s built-in joystick port
is identical to the PC Game Control
Adapter. Performance with PC compatibles is hard to predict, but if IBM’s
Game Control Adapter card can be used
in the computer, chances are good for
full compatibility in this area.
An IBM PC joystick consists of two
potentiometers at right angles to each

FIGURE lifo'iszic/e Port Circuit (51'2‘221)/{T/icd)

other, plus two ﬁrebuttons; for simplic-

ity, only the potentiometers will be considered here. The computer senses the

position of the joystick by measuring
the resistance of each potentiometer,
which varies from O to 100,000 ohms.

This is done by timing how long it
takes a capacitor of known value to
charge through the unknown resistance.
Figure 1 shows a simpliﬁed version
of the circuitry inside the joystick port;
ﬁgure 2 shows the pin connections.
One end of the resistance to be mea«
sured is connected to the positive S—volt
supply; the other end is connected,
through a 2200-ohm resistor, to the capacitor. Normally, a switching transistor
keeps a short circuit across the capacitor to prevent it from charging; the PC

The joystick position is read by moving the short circuit across the capacitor and
measuring the time required for it to charge to about 5.3 volts.

FIGURE 2:]031slz’c/e Port I’m (fanned/M73

00000000
0000000

reads the joystick position by removing

the short circuit and timing how long it
takes the capacitor to charge to approximately 5.3 volts. The result is a number
between 0 and 255, roughly equal to
the resistance in kilohms.
This result can be accessed in

BASIC using the functions STICK(0),

STICK(1), STICK(2), and STICK(5), one
for each of the four potentiometers
(there are two in each of the two joy-

sticks). When the value of STICK(0) is

requested, the PC reads the positions of

all four potentiometers; when STICK(1),
STICK(2), or STICK(5) is requested, the

results of readings that were taken simultaneously with the most recent call

to STICK(0) are returned.
The program in listing 1 outputs a

continuous display of the value of

STICK(O) that can be used while experimenting. Only STICK(0) is used in this
article, for the sake of simplicity, but re-

member that the PC can accommodate

four copies of each circuit given here,
all operating simultaneously.
Naturally, the unknown resistance

need not be a joystick potentiometer. It

can be a resistor or anything else with a
resistance in the appropriate range (see
ﬁgure 3). To read out the actual resis-
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On the PC and Pe, pins are numbered as seen by looking at the joystick socxet
from outside the computer. On the PC, pin numbers are usually shown on the
connector. On the Pe (at right), AAOl and BAOl are the missing pins.
tance in ohms, some calibration is re-

quired, since the values of the resistors
and capacitors inside the joystick port
can vary from one PC to another. The
program in listing 2 will perform the
calibration. At the beginning of each

session, readings are taken of two
known resistances, one of which is 0

ohms (obtained by shorting across the
terminals where the unknown resistor

should go); the other should be a resis-

tor with an accurately known value
between 100 and 200 kilohms.

The PC can also measure capaci—
tance, but the circuit required is slightly

more complicated: it has two compo»
nents instead of one (ﬁgure 4). The
idea is to measure the time taken to

charge the unknown capacitor in addition to the capacitor inside the PC, The
requisite program is shown in listing 5.

Again, two calibration values are required; one is 0, obtained by leaving an
open circuit in place of the unknown

capacitor, and one should be a capaci»
tor with an accurately known value
between about 0.2 and 0.5 microfarads.
The program operates over a range of

about 0.01 to 0.5 microfarads, with a

resolution of about 0.01 microfarads.
To make the PC respond to light
level, just substitute a cadmium sulﬁde
photocell for the resistor in the PC
ohmmeter circuit. Depending on the
characteristics of the photocell, calibration may turn out to be quite complicated. There is probably no one pro—

gram to suit all cases, but any mathe-

matical formula can be implemented
easily on the PC.

The same is true for measuring
temperature, which can be done in
many different ways. A thermistor—a
temperature-sensitive resistor—can be

used, but they are often difﬁcult to ob-

tain. An easier alternative is to use a silicon transistor (see ﬁgure 5). All transis—

tors are temperature~sensitive to an ex-
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0 Fast program entry through single keystroke statement generators.
o Fast editing through syntax oriented cursor movements.

my

FirsTime”
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Slash Programming Time in Half!

FirsTime is a true syntax directed editor.

FirsTime has Unique Features

FirsTime ensures the integrity of your programs by
performing all editing tasks like moves, inserts and

No other editor offer these features:

deletes along the syntactic elements of a program.

For example, when you move an lF statement,
FirsTime will move the corresponding THEN and
ELSE clauses with it.

Even FirsTime's cursor movements are by syntax
elements instead of characters. The cursor automatically skips over blank spaces and required keywords
and goes directly to the next editable position.

FirsTime is a Syntax Checker
FirsTime checks the syntax of your program
statements, and also:

0 Semantics like undefined variables and
mismatched statement types.
0 The contents of include files and macro
expansions.
0 Statements for errors as they are entered
and warns you immediately.

The Zoom command gives you a top down view

of your program logic.

The View command displays the contents of
include files and macro expansions. This is
valuable to sophisticated programmers writing
complex code or to those updating unfamiliar

programs.

FirsTime’s Transform commandlets you change

a statement to another similar one with just two
keystrokes. For example, you can instantlytrans—
form a FOR statement into a WHILE statement.
The Move at Same Level command moves the
cursor up or down to the next statement at the
same indentation level. This is very useful. For
example, you can use it to locate the ELSE

clause that corresponds to a given THEN clause
or to traverse a program one procedure at a

time.

FirsTime is Unparalleled

FirsTime automatically indents statements as they

FirsTime is the most advanced syntax directed
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JOYSTICK
FIGURE 3: .llttls'uring Resistance

FIGURE 4: Measuring (.‘(I/Mii/d/lt‘t'

The unknown resistance need not be a joystick potentiometer;
it can be anything with a resistance in the appropriate range.
Because resistor and capacitor values inside the joystick port
vary among PCs, some preliminary calibration is required.

This circuit is slightly more complicated than that for measuring resistance. Capacitance is measured by assessing the time
taken to charge the unknown capacitor in addition to the
capacitor inside the PC. Two calibration values are needed.

FIGURE 5: A Simple Yew/7017111111.) Sensor

Any transistor can be used in this circuit, as they are all
somewhat sensitive to temperature. A resolution of 1°C or
better can be obtained, depending on the transistor used. A

thermistor can be used, but these are often difﬁcult to obtain.

tent and this sensitivity can be exploited
to take measurements.
The ﬁxed resistor shown in the diagram should be chosen by trial and er»

ror so that the value of STICK(O) comes
out near 100 at room temperature. The

potentiometer can then be used for ﬁne
adjustment. In most control applica—

tions, the PC will be used to detect that
the temperature has reached a certain
level rather than to make quantitative

measurements. Note that the value of

STICK(0) decreases with increasing

temperature. A resolution of 1-degree

Centigrade or better can be expected,

depending on the type of transistor.
The most important kind of analogto—digital conversion involves voltage,
since other analog quantities can be
converted into voltages relatively easily.
To make the PC measure voltage, it is
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This circuit can be used only to measure voltages that are
high enough to charge the internal capacitor to the threshold
within the allowed time. The useful range is between 5 and
18 volts. It is accurate to within 003 volts.

necessary to convert the unknown volt—

enough to charge the capacitor to the

current and use this to charge the inter-

best at lower voltages—which is as it

which means that the circuits useful
range is about 5 to 18 volts. Within this
range, it is quite accurate. I assembled a
test version and calibrated it at 5 and 12
volts using VOLTBAS; it was accurate to
within 0.03 volts for all values between.
Figure 7 is the deluxe model PC

age is small. Listing 4 is a program that

justments are necessary—the software

age into a constant or nearly constant

nal capacitor; the higher the voltage, the
shorter the charging time will be. The
voltage will then be proportional to the

reciprocal of STICK(0), rather than to
STICK(O) itself, and resolution will be

should be, since small voltage differences matter most when the total volt-

can be used with any of the PC voltmeter circuits given here. It requires
calibration from two known voltages,
both in the range of the circuit used.

The simplest way to convert 21 volt-

age to current is to run it through a resistor; this is the method used in the
circuit in figure 6. But this circuit can
measure only voltages that are high

threshold within the time allowed,

voltmeter. Its useful range covers 0 to
about 6 volts; more importantly, no ad~
can do all calibration because there is

so little variation among units.

The circuit, a voltage—controlled
current source, uses a type 324 quad
Operational ampliﬁer integrated circuit

(op amp 1C). The output of the ﬁrst
stage is the same as the input voltage.

Resistors R1, R2, and R3 form a summing network. A small, constant bias is
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INTRODUCING THE MODULA—2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The first complete programming

environment brings the industry to
an all-time low.
Modula-2 has been hailed as
the programming language of
the future. lts modular design
and built-in error-control fea-

$80.88

tures make programming more efficient than ever.

And now there’s a system that makes programming

more affordable than ever. Interface Technologies’
Modula-2 Software Development System (MZSDS).

EASY TO LEARN.
EFFICIENT TO USE.
MZSDS features a syntax-directed
editor that makes programming easy ,

other low-priced compilers,

MZSDS has a linker that
assembles the components of
your program. Automatically.

BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY.
BREAKTHROUGH PRICE. MZSDS works with IBM®
PC, XT, AT or any other 100% compatible computer.

Any programs you develop, you own. And MZSDS is
non- copy protected.
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environment. Including editor,
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ules, 8087 support and more.
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And save up to 90% on typing time. It '
a debugger, foreign object
also gives on-line help in correcting
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import module and tool box
undefined variables and syntax errors—which saves
compiler, it also saves time by
for
even more programming
even more time.
compiling while you edit.
capability. And efficiency.
Multiple editor windows let you refer to one file
That’s
another.
edit
you
while
looking for a
professional
a
you’re
whether
So
Work faster and easier with
multiple editor
windows.

one more way MZSDS adds
hours of more creative, more
productive time to your day.

TURN “WAIT TIME” INTO

“WORK TIME.” When there’s

no time like real-time, you

can count on the MZSDS
compiler. Up to 100 lines of
ModuIa-2 text can be turned
into native machine code in
less than five seconds.
To create programs using your computer’s full
capacity, there are 18 library modules. And unlike

faster way to program, or a novice looking for an

easier way to learn, there’s a Modula-2 Software
Development System just for you.
Call us today for more information or to order
your MZSDS. Find out how our new low in system

pricing can put your programming efficiency at an
all-time high.

WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MASTERCARD, VISA AND AMERICAN EXPRESS. Price
does not include shipping and handling. Texas residents add 6.125% Sales Tax.

INTERFACE
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JOYSTICK
FIGURE 7: PC V0]alé1"-1)el1(At-I Model

This circuit requires no adjustments and all calibration can be done from software.
The useful range of measurement is from 0 to about 6 volts; it is safe to about 30
volts. Note: make certain that input polarity is not reversed.

added to the input voltage so that 0
volts input will not give 0 output cur—

rent (if it did, the PC’s capacitor would

not charge and it would be impossible
to take a reading). The second and
third op amps, the two transistors, and
resistors R4, R5, and R6 constitute the

current source itself. The voltages

across R4, R5, and R6 are held equal;

the output current is equal to this voltage divided by the value of R6.
The input and output voltages of
the type 524 op amp can swing down

all the way to 0 volts, making a negative
power supply unnecessary. (For this
reason, only the 524 or an exact equiva«
lent can be used in this circuit.) How—

ever, a problem is posed by the upper
limit of the 324‘s output voltage, which
is 1.5 volts below the positive supply. If
the 324 were powered from the 5—volt
supply, its output could not go above
5.5 volts, and the capacitor in the PC
would not charge within the time allowed. The solution is to power the 324
(and obtain R2’s bias voltage) from a
higher-voltage power supply. In ﬁgure

7, this is shown as a 9-volt battery, but

any source of between 7.5 and 30 volts

DC will do; the current required is less

than 1 rnA If this circuit is built on the
prototyping area of the PC Game Con»

trol Adapter Card, the PC‘s positive 12-

volt supply can be tapped.
Figure 8 shows a more subtle solution that enables the whole circuit to

run off the 5-volt power available at the
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joystick port pins. An ICL 7660 voltage
converter 1C, operating as an oscillator
at about 8 kHz, feeds a voltage doubler
to give about 9 volts out from 5 volts in.
The output voltage is slightly higher if a
type 1N54 or equivalent germanium
diodes are used, although silicon signal
diodes (1N9l4, 1N4148) are suitable.

The component values in the deluxe PC voltmeter are not highly critical, but it is good to use 5—percent resistors of the values specified. R4 and R5
should be well matched. R6 controls

FIGURE 8: .8'11/25/171110for
(Mn/I Hal/cry in Figure

—r

the range of readings obtained; adjust it
to get STICK(O) to equal about 200 or

220 for 0 volts input, and below 50 for
the highest voltage to be measured. The
transistors can be any smallsignal sili—
con type (one NPN, one PNP), prefera-

bly with gain (beta) above 50. The city
cuit is designed to virtually cancel out

variations in transistor gain.
Used with VOLTBAS, the deluxe

model PC voltmeter performs impres—
sively. Using a breadboarded version of
this circuit, 1 obtained 0.01-volt resolution for readings under 1 volt, 0.03-volt
resolution up to 2 volts, and 0.1-volt

resolution up to 4 volts. After calibra-

tion at 0 and 5.2 volts, the deluxe PC
voltmeter agreed with my Micronta digital multimeter to within 002 volts, resolution permitting, over the entire 0-to-5volt range—I am now not certain which
of the two is the more accurate!

One precaution: the input of the
324 sources a small current that can be

This circuit allows the voltmeter to be
run from the 5-volt power available at
the joystick pins. The ICL 7660,
operating as an oscillator at about
8kI-lz, feeds a voltage doubler and
outputs about 9 volts from the input.
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JOYSTICK
FIGURE 9: l’(.' (Nil/r ‘o/x' ( )lll/Nll
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These ﬁgures display the output from OSCILLBAS (listing 5) taken with the
deluxe model PC voltmeter circuit, illustrated in ﬁgure 7. The top ﬁgure shows
a l-Hz square wave; the lower ﬁgure shows the charging curve of a capacitor.

as high as 500 nanoamperes, though 20
nanoamperes is more typical. This can
distort readings of extremely high impedance voltage sources, such as the
charge on a capacitor. A 1~megaohm resistor across the input greatly reduces
this effect and makes possible readings

through a standard oscilloscope probe
in either the 1:1 or 1:10 conﬁguration.
Alternatively, the input voltage range

can be extended with a voltage divider.
OSCILLBAS (listing 5) plots a

graph of voltage against time, function—

ing like a chart recorder or slow, single—sweep oscilloscope. The front end is
exactly like the PC voltmeter and can be
used with any of the same circuits, but
the results are displayed as a graph of
voltage against time. A sweep takes

about nine seconds and could be
slowed down by inserting delay loops.

(The PC takes the same time to evaluate
STICK(O) whether the capacitor charges

slowly or quickly; if this were not so,

the joystick would be more responsive
at one end of its range).

The drawings in ﬁgure 9 show the
PC oscilloscope‘s interpretations of, re—
spectively, a 1-Hz square wave and the
charging curve of a capacitor, taken
with the deluxe model PC voltmeter circuit. The bottom ﬁgure shows how the
resolution is highest at low voltages.
This PC oscilloscope program is
only the beginning. With proper pro
gramming, the PC can do far more than
any ordinary oscilloscope. It could generate logarithmic scales on one or both
axes, mathematically transform the data
before displaying it, automatically cut

out long, monotonous stretches from

the waveform, store the readings, or
even plot calculated values against
measured ones on the screen. The PC
costs little more than a good chart re—

corder and is a lot more versatile. It can
be the most powerful piece of equip—
ment in the laboratory,
Michael A Cot’irzgron conducts research in

amﬁcia/ intelligence and supercomputer
applicalz'om‘ a! [be llm‘zielsia' of Georgia.
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KEYBOARD ENHANCER
Number Keys Redefined
Total Keystrokes

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Files
Files
Files
Files
Files
Files
Files

Alarms
Alarms
Alarms
Alarms
Alarms

NO (Note 2)
NO (Note 1)
YES
NO

COST - PROTECTED
COST - UNPROTECTED

$49.95
$84.95

No!

to Sidekick
and Spotlight.

YES
NO
AM / PM
NO
Many

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
YES
100% Memory Resident
47.500
Minimum Memory Used
50-75K
Typical Memory Used
YES
On-Line Help
YES
Moveable Windows
YES
Redefine Colors
Expandable/Add Functions YES
YES
Can Remove Functions
Excellent
Integrated Interface
Excellent
Visual Appeal
Very Fast
Speed
ADD-ON FUNCTIONS
Auto Dialer
DOS Functions
Game
ASCII Chart

Say Yes!
to PolyWindows

Thousands of PC users are choosing PolyWin—

dows Desk over Sidekick and Spotlight every week.

It’s easy to see why.

Other Desktop Organizers either totally ignore
some of your basic Desktop needs, or are inﬂexible
and cumbersome.
Say Yes! to PolyWindows Desk, the smarter,

faster, better Desktop Organizer.

”PolyWindows is better than Sidekick. It is not only

easier to use, it offers the promise of related add—on

products.”

Charles Humble,

High—Tech Business Columnist

Available at better dealers nationwide

or order with VISA or MasterCard by calling
1 ‘800‘54 7‘4000 Dept. 310

Oregon St Foreign orders call 503—684-3000 or send

checks to: POLYTRON Corp., Dept. 310, P.O. Box

787, Hillsboro, OR 97123.

Copyprotected $49.95
Non—Copyprotected $84.95
Plus $4.00 Shipping

Outside North America add $10.00

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

$149.95
NO/Not Avail.

Note 1: “PoWindows DOS" add-on available soon at extra cost to add cut & paste and

many additional functions.

Note 2: “Pollndows Phone" add-on available soon at extra cost to add auto-dial,
phone log, cost computation, etc.

PolyWindows Desk was written by Thomas A. Crispin.
Works with IBM PC, XT, AT S1. true compatibles.

Requires DOS 2.0 or later, TopView Compatible.

PolyWindows Desk, Sidekick, Spotlight are trademarks of FOLYTRON Corp., Borland International Software Arts, respectively.
TopView and Rolodex are trademarks of IBM and Rolodex Corp. respectively.
©1985 POLYTRON Corp.
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High Quality Software Since 1982.
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JOYSTICK
LISTING 1: ANALOGBAS

‘ID ' Program to show analog reading from joystick port

30 CLS
40 LOCATE 1,1

50 0=STICK(U)

60 PRINT 0
70 6010 40

LISTING 2: OHMBAS
10 ' Pl: DNNMETER -- Copyright 1984 Michael A. Covington

20 ' Uses Pc Game Control Adapter to measure resistances up to

30 ' 200 kilohms with a resolution of approximately ‘I kilohm.
Ill) ' Unknown resistance is connected across pins 1 and 3 of

50 ' PC joystick socket.
70 CLS : KEV OFF
80 PRINT "PC OHHMETER"
90 PRINT
100 PRINT "Connect probes together, then press any key...“
110 IF INKEV$="“ THEH 110
120 OFFSET = STICK(0)
130 IF (OFFSET < 1) OR (OFFSET > 10) THEN BEEP : GOTO 90
140 PRINT "Zero set"
150 PRINT

160 PRINT "Connect calibration resistor, then press any key..."

170 IF IHKEY$="" THEN 170

180 READING = STICK(0)
190 IF READING > 50 THEN 230
200 BEEP : PRINT

210 PRINT "Use a calibration resistor ";
2I5 PRINT "between 100 and 200 kilohms."
220 GOTO ISO
230 PRINT "Value of calibration resistor ";
235 INPUT "(in kilohms)? ”,RESISTANCE
240 FACTOR = (READING - OFFSET) / RESISTANCE
250 PRINT

260 PRINT “Calibrated"
280 PRINT:PRINT

.
290 PRINT "PC ONMMETER at your service..."

7e?“

300 PRINT "Press any key to take a reading"

310 PRINT

“(AP34" ‘

320 IF INKEY$="" THEN 320

330 READING = STICKTO)

340 RESISTANCE = (READING - OFFSET) / FACTOR

350 COLOR 15,0

It you can use a screwdriver and answer
some simple, menu-driven prompts, you can
build a high performance MS-DOSTM network.
Using an AT or XT as a system file server
and PCs or PesTM as intelligent terminals, you

360 PRINT INT(RESISTANCE+.5),‘ " kilohrns“

work for as little as $1300 per user.

40 ' Connect a woo-ohm resistor across pins 1 and 3 of PC joystick
50 ' socket; unknown capacitance, across pins 3 and 4.

can build PC-DOSTM compatible networks that

"ﬂwl’ A highly efficient network structure
.using the best of TurboDOS,TM the only
true multi-user operating system available for
micros today, and ARCnet,TM the most popular
local area network solution for minis and main
frames. Combined with easy to install expansion
products designed with speed in mind, Intercontinental’s PC networking solution delivers.
PC networking made simple. Not to mention
workable and cost-effective.
Call Intercontinental today, and put our years
of networking experience to work for you.
——
——
_.——
——
——.~—
—-

Intercontinental

MICI'O Systems

4015 Leaverfon 01., Anaheim,Ca 92807. (7T4) 630-0964,TELEX' 821375 SUPPORT UD
ARCnet is a Trademark of Datapoint. MS-DOS is a Trademark of Microsoft.
PC-DOS & Pe are Trademarks of International Business Machines.
LAe is a Trademark of International Micro Systems.

37a COLOR 7,0
380 GOTO 280

LISTING 5: CAPACBAS
10 ' PC Capacitance Meter -- Copyright 1984 Michael A. Covington
20 ' Uses PC Game Control Adapter to measure capacitances
30 ' up to 0.5 microfarad with a resolution of about .01 microfarad.

70 CLS : KEY OFF
80 PRINT "PC CAPACITANCE METER"
90 PRINT
100 PRINT "Hoke sure no capacitor is presently connected,"

110 PRINT "then press any key..."

120 IF INKEYS="" TIIEN 120
130 OFFSET = STICKW)
140 IF (OFFSET < 1) 0R (OFFSET > 20) THEN BEEP : GOTO 90
150 PRINT "Zero set"
160 PRINT

170 PRINT "Comet: calibration capacitor, then press any key..."
180 IF INKEY$="" THEN 180

190 READING = STICK(O)
200 IF READING > 20 THEN 240
210 BEEP : PRINT
220 PRINT "Use a calibration capacitor between 0.2 and 0.5 microfarad."
230 (SOTO 160
240 INPUT "Value of calibration capacitor (in microfarads) 7 ",CAPACITANCE
250 FACTOR = (READING - OFFSET) / CAPACITANCE
270 PRINT:PRINT "Calibrated"

290 PRINT:PRINT
300 PRINT "PC CAPACITANCE HETER at your service..."
3I0 PRINT "Press any key to take a reading“
320 PRINT
330 IF INKEVS="" THEN 330

340 READING = sfclO)
350 CAPACITANCE = (READING - OFFSET) / FACTOR
360 com 15,0
370 PRINT USING "M.” microfarad"; CAPACITANCE
380 COLOR 7,0
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LISTING 4: VOLTBAS

10‘ Pc VOLTNEIER -~ Capyright 1984 Michael A. Covington

20' Uses the PC Game Control Adapter to measure voltage.
30‘ can be used with any of the voltmeter circuits in
40' the accoirpanying article provided the calibration
50' voltages used are within the range of the circuit.
70 CLS : KEY OFF
80 PRINT "PC VOLTHETER"
90 PRINT

100 PRINT “Connect first calibration voltage, ";
105 PRINT "then press any key."
110 IF INKEYS="" THEN 110
120 NEADINGT = 1/STICK(0)
140 PRINT "Reading taken."
141 PRINT
142 INPUT "Value of that voltage (in volts)";VOLTAGE1

THE HARD ONE
IS RIGHT
TO FIND!
We’ve Got it at

ALPHA OMEGA
EUI'IPUTER PRODUCTS

150 PRINT
160 PRINT "Connect second calibration voltage, “;
165 PRINT "then press any key."
170 IF INKEV$="" THEN 170
180 READINGZ = T/STICK(0)
135 PRINT "Reading taken."
186

PRINT

‘

190 INPUT "Value of that voltage (in volts)";VDLTA6E2
200 FACTOR = (READINGZ-READ]NED/(VOLTAGEz-VOLTAGET)
210 OFFSET = READINGZ ' (VOLTAGEZ‘WACTOR)
260 PRINT:PRINT "Calibrated"
280 PRINT
290 PRINT ”PC VOLTMETER at your service..."
300 PRINT:PRINT "Press any key to take a reading"
320 IF INKEY$="" THEN 320
330 READING = 1/STICK(U)
340 VOLTAGE = (READING-OFFSET)/FACTOR
350

COLOR 15,0

360 PRINT USING "WAIT“! volts";VOLTAGE
370

COLOR 7,0

380 GOTO 280

LISTING 5: OSCILLBAS
10' PC OSCILLOSCOPE ~- Copyright 1984 Michael A. Covington
20‘

A graphics adaptation of PC Voltmeter.

30‘ Requires the same input and calibration procedure.
50C LS : KEY OFF

60 PRINT:PRINT “PG OSCILLOSCOPE"
80 PRINT "Connect first calibration voltage, ";
85 PRINT "then press any key."

Nd

cu

o~

90 l F INKEY$=“" THEN 9O
100 READING1 =,1/STICK(0)
110 PRINT:PRINT “Reading taken."
130 INPUT "Value of that voltage (in volts)";VOLTAGE1
140 PRINT
150 PRINT "Connect second calibration voltage, ";
155 PRINT "then press any key.“
1 o IF INKEV$="” THEN 160
170 READINGZ = 1/STICK(0)
1 0 PRINT:PRINT "Reading taken."
200 INPUT “Value of that voltage (in volts)";VOLTAGEZ
210 FACTOR = (READINGZ-NEADING‘I ”(VOLTAGE-VOLTAGE”
220 OFFSET = READINGZ ' (VOLTAGEZ'FACTOR)
230 PRINT "Calibrated“
240 PRINT:PRINT
260 PRINT “Press any key to start."
270 PRINT "A beep will signal that the trace is"
280 PRINT "coriplete; you may then press any key"
290 PRINT "to start another one."
300 IF INKEY$="“ THEN 300
3 o SCREEN 1,0 : CLS
3 o LINE (0,0)'(320,0)
330 LINE -(320,200)
340 LINE -(0,ZOU)
350 LINE -(O,U)
360 LOCATE 2,2:PRINT "PC Oscilloscope“
370 X=10
350 NHILE X<301
390 VOLTAGE = ((T/STICKUJD-OFFSET)/FACTOR
400 IF VOLTAGE>5 TNEN VDLTAGE=5
A10 iF VOLTAGE<0 TNEN VOLTAGE=0
1.20 Y = 185 - 30'VOLTAGE
430 PSETlX,Y)
41.0 X=Xs1
L50 NEND
1.60 BEEP
L70 IF INKEV$="“ TNEN 1.70 ELSE 310
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HARD DISK PACKAGE $949.00*
'Suggested retail price

I TURBO 10 is a 10 MB hard disk system, designed for the

IBM PC‘-"‘, to achieve IBM PC/XT? capacity, and full PC/XT

compatibility.
0 Data transfer rate 300% faster
0 Ideal with the use of serious application programs,
such as DBase III,” Framework, Lotus 1,2, 3,”
Symphony,” Micropro Wordstar, etc. . ..
O 13 month defective exchange policy, covering both parts
and labor.

0 TURBO 10 comes complete with all necessary interfacing
and cabling,.professionally written installation and user
documentation.

0 Speed, Convenience, Affordability, and Reliability,..at
Alpha Omega Computer Products we put it all together
for you.
Corporate purchase orders are welcome. Please call for
personal service on terms and quantities.
Contact your local dealer,
and ask for the TURBO 10.
or call:

W

.2313; 345-4422
18612 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356

All products are Dre-tested beiore delivery. and are guaranteed for 13 months. Within
this period. detective returns must accompany an RMA number. All other returns
subiect to a 10% restocking tee. Please include 56 tor shipping and handling, There will
be an additional $4 surcharge on COD orders. Calif. residents include 65% sales tax.

Dealer inquiries invited
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COMPANY

MISSION

(1

? His mission is to streamline
communications b making

different brands o micros talk to
each other in the same network.
He’s just one of 75,000 advanced PC
experts who uses PC Tech Journal to fulfill
his professional responsibilities as a problem-solver. His recommendation is more
often than not the last word in his compa—
ny’s computer purchases.
When one person has this much inﬂu—
ence, he has to know more about state—ofthe—art PC technology than anyone else in
his company. That’s why he reads PC Tech
Journal.

Glues that put him on the right path

The articles in PC Tech Journal act as a
compass to direct PC experts through the
thickening forest of PC products.
This PC expert discovers that Bruce
' hurchill’s article, “Low cost net-

orking for the IBM PC,”

K ints to many of

' "he networking pro-

ducts he will need.
And William Colsher’s
tips on sharing files
keep him from
wandering into the
valley of lost data.

Glues that help him perform his best

It’s not only the feature
articles that give him
direction, though.

2LOCALAREANETWORK

i

The ads, too, keep him on course.

They provide him with information
on what products are available, at
this very moment, to help him
complete his task.

Stay hot on his trail

There are other magazines
that give you a larger PC/
PC compatible audience
of IBM users, but none
that give you an audi—
' ence with so much
buying power.
Eight out of
ten PC Tech
Journal power buy—
ers are involved in their
company’s computer-related

purchases. (Nearly 1 in 5 are

responsible for seeking out manufacturers when their companies are

acquiring LANs).

Lead him to your products ' ' .
Now that you know PC Tech H "

Journal readers are the people
responsible for deciding between
your product and a competitor’s,
reach them before the next decision

is made.

'

Make it your mission to inﬂuence
the power buyers who inﬂuence their
companies. It’s easy! Just call your
PC Tech Journal sales representative,
now, and make PC Tech
Journal his guide
“if"

to your products.

OURNAs

‘

-‘ ‘ m'

J :Unmatchéd power in your mar
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Ziff—Davis Publishing, One Fbrk Avenue, New York, NY 10016 (212) 503-5100

JOURNEY TO THE
PROMISED LAN
DNA Networks” will help get you there.

DNA is setting the standards in Local Area
Networking (LAN). From Fortune 1000 to
small businesses; to government agencies;
and to classrooms—we’ve done it all.
Check and compare these DNA features.
You’ll be ready to take the journey soon.

Value

DNA is the most inexpensive LAN implementation on the market today. The DNA master
costs $695.00, including software, to support
16 users. Additional station boards cost
$395.00 each. Just ,5 minutes are required to
install each PC in the network.

Transparency

There are no new commands to learn, and no dedicated
servers are required. The server PC runs like a normal PC.

And the network? You won’t even know it’s there.

.5

g
‘F

.5 Compatibility
g
1:

DNA runs on the IBM PC, X'I‘, AT, PCjI‘, and compatibles running
PC-DOS/MS-DOS 2.0/3.0 as well as compatible peripherals.

Enhanced Capabilities

DNA software includes real ﬁle and record lock and semaphores;

a ﬁve printer simultaneous print spooler; ﬁle spooling; passwords;
message switching, and more.

Performance

DNA outperforms all LAN products that use native operating systems.

With faster hardware, DNA will perform faster, too. You’ll ﬁnd that DNA

performs even better than networks that require special and expensive
hardware and operating systems. DNA requires less than 4K RAM on
each user station and only 75K RAM on the master.

5

Servwe and Support
_
DNA carries an unconditional 1-year warranty w1th a $95.00 replacement

l= fee thereafter; a program called TESTDNA that tests every chip on our
boards; and support that our customers call “unparalleled."
CIRCLE NO. 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Network Development
Corporation

PO Box 1785
West 019391", PA 19380
15) 2964420

‘ll-tlll'lll

State-of-the-Art Solutions

DNA offers a growing list ofmulti—user software packages, with easy conversions for non-multi-users. Solutions include shared 3270 gateways,
electronic mail, second generation educational systems, and ﬂoppyless
terminal technology for the IBM PC, Pe and many compatibles.
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Drawing Circuits
smARTWORK brings computer—awed design
to the artwor/e used in the production

ofprinted Circuit boards.
r"

ﬂ»

WILLIAM H. MURRAY

tools allow digital circuits to be
created and simulated without a

human hand ever touching a prototype

board, soldering iron, or actual compo—
nents. Once the design is ﬁnished, the
bugs worked out of the circuit, and the

working model completed, the prototype must be made ready for produc—
tion. The production process requires a

printed circuit board that will hold the
actual circuit components.
SmARIWORK from the Wintek Corpo~

ration is software that is designed to aid
in the production of the artwork used
for printed circuit boards. It is made to
work on a PC/XT with 192KB of RAM,

MAY 1985

two 360KB disks, 3 color graphics ad-

apter, and an IBM or Epson printer. A
Houston Instruments DMP-41 or DMP-

4O pen-and-ink plotter, a Hewlett—Pack—

ard 7475A plotter, and a Microsoft
Mouse are optional equipment.
Prior to the introduction of com—

puter-aided design techniques, printed
circuit board design wasa tedious

manual task. In his book Pbotoresz'st,
William S. DeForest credits W. H.
Talbot, in 1852, with the ﬁrst patent

for a photoetching process that could
be used on copper. In 1925 C. Ducas

patented a technique that placed a

layer of copper on a nonconductive

base by stenciling. In 1944 Eisler patent—

ed a printed circuit board technique
similar to the techniques used today,
but it did not catch on until the transistor age of the early and mid—19605.
A popular method of circuit board
design still used today involves a tech
nique for creating a pattern on a piece

of plastic (drafting ﬁlm) that represents
an enlarged circuit board. Copper pathways are laid out with black tape of various widths. Pads where components
would pass through a board or connect
to other components are shown using
another set of sticky black tape patterns.
On these one—sided boards, copper
pathways can never cross one another,
so component placement is very impor~
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C omputer-aided design (CAD)
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Assuming the pin assignments shown above, smAR’lWORK
will develop the connection paths on this game adapter

tant to minimize wire jumpers on the

ﬁnished board. Once the primed circuit
board design is acceptable, the plastictape pattern is photographically re—

circuit for the XT. 'Ihe NESSB timer chip and the 7415244 line
driver-receiver chip are used.

ries, as shown in table 1: command line

inputs, display control functions, and

single keystroke functions.

The editing environment of smART—

duced and becomes the mask for the
photo-etching process.

WORK is entered by typing EDIT in re—
sponse to the DOS prompt. srmimvonk

sign has several disadvantages: once the

formatted storage disk in B:. The prod—

This method of circuit board de-

circuit design is completed, it is difﬁcult

to modify (the tape is not reusable, and

electrical pathways are more or less
set); minor changes often require a

completely new circuit board design to
be drafted: and the cost of a draftsper-

son for initial layout and future modiﬁ—
cations can be high.
GAME BOARD DESIGN
Computer-aided design can overcome
these disadvantages. A step—bv~step examination of the design process for a
game-adapter board for the XT will
demonstrate how a printed circuit
board can be created on a computer

using smARN'ORk. The example assumes

that the pin connections are already
established (see ﬁgure 1).

should be loaded into drive A: and a

uct logo will appear on the screen until
a key is pressed. Then a blank screen
will appear with a small square cursor

in the lower left corner. The screen can
represent either a 2-inch (verti all) by 4inch (horizontal) ﬁnished board or a
portion of a board; the size of the total

board can be as large as 10 inches by
16 inches. The user can move into different 2-by—4—inch portions of the larger
board by using either the arrow keys or
a mouse to move the cursor vertically
or horizontally (to the right) of the cur-

sor‘s starting position.

The game—board adapter being

used as an example for this article was
designed on an untrimmed 4—by—4~inch
board (actual size is 4.2 by 3.9).

If the Return key is pressed once,

Game-adapter circuits for the XT,
whether offered through IBM, AST,

the command line will request an input.
If a mouse is being used, this is the

address decoder, a timer, and a line
driver/receiver. Although address
decoding circuits vary from manufactur-

followed by a return.

Quadram, or others, are more-or-less
standard circuits that consist of an

er to manufacturer, several companies,
including IBM, have settled on the

NESSS timer chip and the 74L8244 line
driver/receiver chip as standards.

The command structure of smART-

WORK is divided into three major catego—
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point at which the mouse driver should
be installed by typing the word MOUSE,

Printed circuit boards can be de—
signed double-sided with smARTWORK.
To view the top of a board, press PgUp,
and to view the bottom, press PgDn.
Designs created with smARIWORK

will have the following speciﬁcations:
0 Regular lines will be 12 mils wide
(0.012 inches)

0 Wide lines will be 50 mils
0 Pads will be 62 mils in diameter
0 The minimum spacing between conductors will be 19 mils.
0 Each movement of the screen cursor
represents a ﬁnished board distance
of 50 mils.

In the game-board adapter exam—
ple, the edge-strip connectors were
placed on the upper and lower surfaces
of the board by moving the cursor to
the correct positions and placing sev—
eral fat cells (Via the F7 key) in a row.
There are 31 edge connectors on each

side of the board. The pads for the ﬁve

ICs and two resistor networks were put

'on the board with the DIP command.
For example, a 140—pin DIP pattern can
be placed by typing DIP N 14 3.

N refers to north of the cursor position,
14 to the total number of pads, and 3

to the number of 0.1—inch intervals between the two rows.
When all the DIP pads are com—
pleted, the SIP command is used to
place the pads for the joystick jack to
the left of the circuit board. For exam—

ple, SIP N 8 will place eight pads, vertically upward from the current cursor

position. Putting an L in the lower left—
hand corner of the lower board and a
U in the lower lefthand corner of the

upper board will help the user remem—

her which side of the board he is work-

ing on after starting to trace the connec—

tions from pin to pin.

Figure 2 (lower board) and ﬁgure

5 (upper board) show the tracing for
the address decoder of the game adapter. Because smARTWORK allows the
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The completed design for the lower portion of the game
adapter board. All ICs, resistor networks, and capacitors have
been Wired, and all power supply connections made.
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This plot of the lower portion of the game adapter shows the
placement of the major components on a 4-by-4-inch board.
Some of the wiring for the address decoder is in place.
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The upper portion of the game adapter as plotted by
smARTWORK is a mirror image of the lower board since
both the upper and lower portions can be viewed at the
same time. The U identiﬁes the side to the author.
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The completed design is shown for the upper portion of the
game adapter board. Several conductors had to be moved
from the partial design at left by using the Remove Route
function and a new path created using Mark Route.
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C Programmers:
Program
three times faster

with Instant-Cm

Instant-CTM is an optimizing interpreter

smARTWORK

2X
artwork:
-Fi 1 a:
v1_C)
r4
appr‘D:-: i mate

"

l-Iczl es:
Size:

“4..

for the C language that can make programming in C three or more times faster
than using old—fashioned compilers and
loaders. The interpreter environment
makes C as easy to use as Basic. Yet

00090090

Instant-CW is 20 to 50 times faster than

interpreted Basic. This new interactive
development environment gives you:

0

Instant Editing. The full-screen editor is

built into Instant-CT” for immediate use.
You don’t wait for a separate editor pro—

gram to start up.

Instant Error Correction. You can
check syntax in the editor. Each error
message is displayed on the screen with
the cursor set to the trouble spot, ready

for your correction. Errors are reported
clearly, by the editor, and only one at a
time.

Instant Execution. Instant-CTM uses

no assembler 0r loader. You can execute
your program as soon as you ﬁnish
editing.
Instant Testing. You can immediately
execute any C statement or function, set
variables, or evaluate expressions. Your
results are displayed automatically.
Instant Symbolic Debugging. Watch
execution by single statement stepping.
Debugging features are built—in; you don’t
need to recompile or reload using special
options.
Instant Loading. Directly generates .EXE
or .CMD ﬁles at your request to create
stand-alone versions of your programs.

Instant Floating Point. Uses 8087* co—
processor if present.
Instant Compatibility. Follows K & R
standards. Comprehensive standard
library provided, with source code.
Instant Satisfaction. Guaranteed, or

your money back. Instant-CTM

is available now, and works under
PC-DOS, MS-DOS*, and CP/M—86*.

Find out how Instant-CTM is changing
the way thatMprogramming is done.

Instant-CT is 8495. Call or write for
more information.

Rational
Systems, Inc.
(617) 653—6194
PO. BOX 480

Natick, Mass. 01760
Trademarks- NlS-IX)S (Microsoft Corp ). 808‘ (Intel Corp ). (IF/M86
(Digital Research. Inc). Instant-C (Rational Systems. Inc.)
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Finished artwork is plotted in 2X mode, shown reduced approximately to actual
Circuit board size mode. The 1X plotting mode is faster, so it can be used for
intermediate verification of the design.

user to view both the upper and lower
boards at the same time, the upper

board in this example is the mirror

image of the actual mask. This is not a

problem because the ﬁlm can be reversed photographical1y. Note that the
lower left pin of each chip is pin #1.
Traces are placed on the board by

positioning the cursor (with cursor keys

or mouse) over a pad and pushing
either Fl or the left mouse button. The

cursor is then moved to the destination
and the appropriate button is pushed
again. Sin/\R’IWORK will search the board

for a route between the two speciﬁed
pads. Depending on the distance be»

tween the pads and the complexity of

the circuit, this search can take anywhere from a second to a minute.
If no route exists. the appropriate
screen message will appear. The only

choice then is to flip the board and
hope that the route can be completed

on the other side of the board. As

shown in ﬁgures 2 and 3. for even the

simple address decoder, both sides of
the board had to be used to avoid
shorted conductors. Note especially the
traces and the component placement on
figures 2 and 3. In later ﬁgures. components and traces were moved to permit

more efﬁcient use of the board area.

Figure 4 (lower board) and ﬁgure

‘3 (upper board) show the total board
design. All l, resistor networks, and

capacitors have been Wired. In addition,
all power supply connections have been
made. Looking along the edge card connector of the upper board will reveal

that several conductors had to be
moved in order to place additional
traces on the board. This is a fairly easy

task. Moving the cursor over a trace and
pushing FZ—the remove route key—or
the right mouse button will cause the

trace to be removed.
A new trace can be forced into the
desired position with this technique:

PC TECH jOURNAL

COMMAND LINE INPUT
CLEAR
CLEAVE <direction>

Clears the current screen of all
art
Widens space between traces

for additional insertions
DIP <direction><pins> Automatically places pads in
<spacing>

LOAD <ﬁle name>

MOUSE

QUIT
SAVE <ﬁlename>

the correct positions for DIP

chips

Returns to DOS

F3 —— Place pad

Erases a response
Processes a response

DISPLAY CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Toggles
Alt-F1
color
Toggles
Alt—F2
Alt-F5
Toggles
Toggles
Alt-F4
Alt-F5
Toggles

mode

between color/no
mode
color intensity
color scheme
background color
opaque/transparent

Marks the beginning of a cir-

F1 —— Mark route
F2 — Remove route

Saves the current art
SIP <direction> <pins> Automatically places in—line
pads
Deletes a character
(Backspace key)
(Esc)
(Enter)

SINGLE KEYSTROKE FUNCTIONS

Retrieves previous art

Loads the mouse driver

Toggles active layers color
Toggles window size

‘Alr—F6
Alt-F7

cuit trace or route. It must

F4 — Remove a pad
F5 — Widen

F6 — Shrink
F7 — Place fat cell

F8 — Repeat route

start at a pad on the board
Removes a route or trace between pads
Places a pad on the board. A
pad is three-dimensional in
that it passes through the
board to both sides.
Removes a pad and any traces
connected to it
Increases the width of the
trace (conductor) where

possible
.
Reduces the size of a trace that
was previously widened
Places a square of copper on
the board for making con—

nections. Repeated use of fat
cells can produce a pattern
of almost any desired shape.

Repeats a routing pattern

srnARTWORK accepts three types of commands: command line input; Alt-function keys; and function keys.

place the cursor on a pad and press F1
(the mark route key); move the cursor

a short distance and push F1 again to

draw a conductor (trace) from the pad

to the current cursor position; move the
cursor again (a short distance) and

press the key; repeat this procedure until the route is completed as desired.

The design process is likely to require
quite a bit of trace moving.

smARTWORK offers some useful

screen options with an RGB monitor.

with the inactive layer color, allowing
four different color combinations to appear on the screen simultaneously.
Finally, Alt-F7 permits the entire
10—by—16—inch design screen to be
viewed at once. Everything on the

board appears squashed together on
the screen and is difﬁcult to understand. However, this large-view screen
may be useful if additional components
have to be placed on the board.
Printing circuit board artwork is

mode, the largest circuit board that can
be printed is approximately 4 inches by
4 inches. The board is printed sideways,
with the vertical dimension plotted

across the screen, and the horizontal di»

mension plotted up and down on the
sheet. Obviously, for serious production
work a plotter must be considered. The
border around each board surface can
be removed when plotting by typing
PLOT -NB after the DOS prompt.

By pressing Alt-F1, the user is able to
switch between viewing a single layer

achieved by ﬁrst saving the circuit

board design and then QUlTing the
Editor. From the DOS command level,

COMPLETE MANUAL
smAimx/oak arrives with a single write»
protected, copy-protected diskette con-

White monitor is used with the color
graphics adapter, the following monitor
commands will not provide very good
viewing results.
Alt-F2 allows the user to toggle the
intensity of the background color. Alt-F3
allows two palettes of colors to appear

printing program. Currently, dot—matrix

that completely describes the program

(one-color display) and a dual layer
(multicolor display). If a black-and-

on the screen: red, green, and yellow;

PLOT is used to enter smARTWORK‘s

art can be achieved only on IBM and
Epson printers (or compatibles). Higher
quality plots can be obtained with
Houston Instruments DMP-41 or DMP—
40 plotters. The latest revision also supports Hewlett-Packard’s 7475A plotter.
In ﬁgures 2 through 5, the 1X
check plot option was used to obtain
fast veriﬁcation of\the game-adapter de—

taining the program, a 128~page manual
operation, and a legal-size license

agreement that'limits the use of the
product to one machine. Wintek will
supply one back—up copy of the program if the agreement is returned.
One of smARTWORK‘s strengths is its
manual. It is divided into 19 well—written, easy—to—follow chapters and is extremely detailed (although not wordy)

or magenta, cyan, and white. Alt-F4
switches the background from black to
blue. Alt-F5 displays two or three colors

sign. The artwork produced with this

layers, the active layer (the one being
worked on) will appear in one color,

have jagged lines, and the fat cells and

simple command editor, loading and
saving circuit ﬁles; use of the display

this was ﬁxed when the ﬁnal artwork
was produced using the 2X mode (ﬁg-

cells on the circuit board; and plotting

at one time. If the user is viewing two

and the other layer will be in a different color. Normally, if a trace on the ac—
tive layer covers a trace on the inactive
layer, only the active layers trace will

be visible. With the three-color option,
the overlap will be shown in the third
color. Alt—F6 swaps the active—layer color
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option is fast, but not polished. The
pads are somewhat square, diagonals

wide runs have squared edges. All of

ure 6). The 2X plots take 15 to 20 min—
utes (per side) to complete.

If a plot is made on either an Ep-

son RX—80 or FX»80 printer in the 2X

in the operation of the product. Five
chapters are devoted to the use of the

options; control of the screen cursor;
placement of circuit pads, traces, and fat
the ﬁnal design on a printer or plotter.
The remaining chapters simply go

into more detail about the commands
already presented and explain some ad—
117

smARTWORK
vanced techniques and concepts of cir—
cuit board design. One chapter de—
scribes how to use smARTWORK with the
Microsoft Mouse. A mouse will greatly
“A great debugger Ifyou ’ve been frustrated by
programs that don ’t behave the samefor the debugger
as when running alone, or that crash altogether, you
should check out Periscope ”

PC REPOR T, Boston Computer Society

“It works, and works well!! In theﬁrst day of use I
ﬁnished up two weeks ofproblems!! Really excellent!!! ”

speed up output in extensive circuit
board designing. The Mouse Systems

Mouse can also be used.

SmARTWORK is a very interesting

product with which to work. Wintek
seems to have paid a lot of attention to
detail, because the program works with
ease. Commands can be mastered in

one or two hours, and circuit board de-

sign can begin almost immediately.
Four chapters in the manual are tutorial

Peter Loats, Periscope User

Periscope’s differences hit home! Its

breakout switch gives you control, even when interrupts are disabled. Periscope’s unique power

helps you solve the difﬁcult problems. Debug devicedrivers, memory-resident, and non-DOS programs.

Great for straightening out confused C
pointers! Using its breakpoint power, you can stop
on reads and writes to ranges of memory. Stop on
registers, words, and bytes, too.

It’s tough. Periscope’s 16K RAM board is write-protected. Runaway

programs can’t touch crucial debugger code! Examine the system, safely, at
any time: Periscope saves the interrupt vectors and buffers it uses, then
restores them when done. It uses ROM BIOS calls for functions except ﬁle
access, so DOS can’t clobber itself.

It gets you moving. It’s commands are similar to Debug’s, so you’ll

master it quickly. On-line help is there when you need it. You can deﬁne the
windows you want; you can design easy-to-read memory displays. Periscope
supports C, Assembler, BASIC, and Pascal. Comprehensive symbol support gives you a roadmap through memory tying back to your source.

It’s risk-free. Periscope is backed up by a 30-day, money-back guarantee!
The board is warranted for a year. Technical Support? You get the best
direct from Brett Salter, Periscope’s author!
there is

It requires. An IBM PC, XT, AT, Compaq, or close compatible; PC-

DOS, 64K RAM; a disk drive and an 80-column monitor. With two
monitors, Periscope’s screen is displayed on the monitor not in use. With
one monitor, a keystroke switches screens.

It’s power you can afford. At $295, you can afford Periscope’s

professional power. The system includes the memory board, breakout
switch, debugger software, manual, and quick reference card.

Order now! Call (800) 421-5300, ext. R96, 24 hours a day to order with

MasterCard/VISA. Demo disk is $5. Questions? Please call (404) 256-3860.

Get your programs up and running;

UP PERIS

in nature and will help even the most
reluctant user become an eager sup—

porter. For those designers who would

like to tie into a small CAD circuit
board design system on the XT, smART—
WORK is ideal. Applications range from

industrial board design to teaching CAD
applications on a small system.

smARN/ORK: $895

Wintek Corporation
I 801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993

31 7/742-8428
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Data Base Decisions/ 14 Bonnie Lane Atlanta, GA 30328

William H. Murray teaches computer science
at Broome Community College in Bing
bamton, New Yorle. He is a contributing
editor to this magazine.
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Wh is

_ B SICW
Better than

BASIC?

Here’s 6 Reasons Why
640K. Now you can use the
. full memory of your PC
2to develop large programs.
Structured. Create well
organized programs using
procedures and functions
that are easily identiﬁed and
understood and completely

reusable in future
programs. . Modular. Use
procedures and functions
grouped together to form
“library modules” which are
then available to you
or anyone
else for

future use.
. Interactive.
BetterBASIC acts like an
interpreter because it
responds to the users’

commands in an imme-

diate mode. However, each

statement is actually com
piled as it is entered.
5. Extensible. Create your
own BetterBASlC modules
which contain BetterBASIC
extensions. This feature,

coupled with the easy-touse Assembly Language
support, makes this an
6 ideal OEM language.

. Compiled. Each line of
the program is compiled as
it is entered into the computer’s memory rather than
interpreted at runtime. The
optional Runtime System
generates EXE. ﬁles allowing for the distribution of

products written in BetterBASIC.

And if That’s Not Enough

There’s More...
I Speed Sieve of Eras—

tosthenes Benchmark:
—BetterBASlC: 31.9 seconds.
—IBM PC BASIC: 191.1

seconds. I Built—in

WINDOWS support! I Pro-

gram Block Structures.

I User deﬁned Procedures
and Functions. I Local and
Global Variables. I Shared
Variables. I Recursion.

I Argument type validation.
and I Optional arguments.
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BetterBASIC Runs on IBM PC,

BetterBASICQ $199

IBM PC/XT and all other IBMcompatible machines.

8087 MATH MODULE: $99
RUNTIME SYSTEM: $250

CALL 1-800-225-5800

Still not convinced? Order the

Summit Software Technology, Inc“,

includes a demo, a tutorial,

Order BetterBASIC now, or write

PO. Box 99, Babson Park,
Wellesley, MA 02157.

BetterBASIC sample disk which

compatibility issues, 50 lines of

BetterBASIC and more. Only $10.

BKZSﬂfC. Because It’s The Best.
Alasu'rCai'd.\'[.\A.1’0 Checks. Money ()x‘deranil (10.1). acct-pied
IkucASIC is a registered trademarkol'h'unnnit Software Technology, Inc. IBM PC and IBM I’C/X'I‘are registered trademarks of Imernauonal Business Machines Corp.

Try a mainframe tradition
on your microcomputer today...
d-‘K'

Desk Top

L

Capacities

1000 mb

700 mb

335 mb

"

. .
‘

Rack Mount

Capacities

;~

'

‘

1000 mb

960mb

480 mb

170 mb
85 mb

The NMS PC 8000 Series
0 8—inch technology-based storage
0 Access times of 15 milliseconds

...National Memory Systems provides
Desk top storage to 700 megabytes:
With enhanced features for 1985, the NMS PC 8000 stays ahead of any herd with compact 8-inch
technology Winchester Disk Storage systems
used in mainframe and minicomputer installations.
NMS originated use of these techniques in micro applications more than 18 months ago. We set
the standard for high-capacity, high-performance mass storage systems.

Compatibility:

IBM PC-AT, XT, standard PC, and all compatibles, as well as a version to run your Texas Instruments

PC, too! Ask about our multifunction, single slot disk tape controller.
Ideal for networking and distributed processing:

You gain up to 5 times the speed of 5‘/4-inch technology disk systems. NMS Disk Systems will not
impose limitations on your computer.

File-by-File Tape Back-up:

Add our stand—alone P025 60 mb File-by—File and streamer Va-inch tape system, or‘lz—inch PC 9000
Series, ANSI-IBM format compatible 9-track system, and you have the total solution.

Laser Optical Disk:
Be revolutionary with the 1 gigabyte NMS PC 007, a non—erasable archival system that gives you
1000 megabytes of on-line data at 1/20th the cost of tape media.

Easy Upgrades:
Mix disk capacities, disk with tape, disk with Laser Disks to meet
your needs. One single-slot controller does it all.

Call Us:

All products provided by NMS are protected with our standard
1-year warranty, and optional Nationwide field services program.

Phone 415-443-1669

w 9103866006

TELEX 821892NMSUD
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National

Memory
stems

CSOZRIPORATION

355 Earhart Way
Livermore, CA 94550

«mm-wee

MAGNUM
PWU'MANN ,
PHOTOGRAPHS- ERJCH

Bubble Boards
DON AWALT

779e neea’for these expensive (but

nonvolatile) babble memory boards
depends on the importance ofyour data.

ubble memory technology has

B been a long time coming for any

computer. From its loudly her-

alded origins in the sixties it has fol—

lowed a wandering path to the marketplace, bedeviled by industry indifference and costs that failed to fall as
quickly as those of RAM and rotating
media storage. Several bubble memory
products are now available for the IBM

MAY 1985

PC product line, and within those market niches in which nothing but bubble
memory will do, the outlook for these
products is decidedly bright.
The three bubble memory prod—
ucts that will be discussed here are the
Helix PC Bubble Disk from Helix Systems and Development Corporation; the
PDIB-SlZ Bubble Memory Board from
Pure Data Ltd; and the MBM—SO4 Bub-
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BUBBLE BOARDS
ble Drive from HICOMP. All three boards
have 512KB memory and occupy a sin

gle slot in the IBM PC; all use a bubble
memory architecture that was developed by Intel Corporation.
Bubble memory is a solid~state de—
vice with no mechanical moving parts.
Special component packaging makes

bubble memory boards impervious to

dust, dirty environments, fumes, and vi»

brations. Bubble memory is well suited

for systems that cannot use mechanical
storage devices, must exist in a harsh

environment, or must have data pre-

served during a power loss. In addition
to these general kinds of applications
bubble memory can be a useful addi~
tion to portable personal computers
that may not have the room or the

power to support diskette drives.
Bubble memory boards provide

enhanced RAM‘disk functionality, with

the advantage that ﬁles are preserved
when power is turned off. If desired, a
bubble board may become the system
boot device. Bubble memory ﬁles may
be write—protected, preventing unauthov
rized modiﬁcations or deletions.

Storage and retrieval of bubble
memory data are faster than diskette
but slower than ﬁxed disk and signiﬁcantly slower than RAM memory.
Bubble technology is an unusual
magnetic means of storing data as a
function of the presence or absence of
moving magnetic domains in a thin

magnetic ﬁlm. The approach was invented by Bell Labs in the late 19605.
The ﬁrst commercial bubble memory

board was introduced by Intel in the
mid 19705. At that time, bubble storage

was projected to be faster, cheaper, and

denser (permitting more memory in a
given printed circuit board space) than
disk memory or RAM,

This offer to Microsoft C users expires
July 31. Upgrade orders must be accompanied by the original Microsoft
diskettes.

LATTICE C USERS’
GROUP FORWD
An independent Lattice C Users’
Group has recently been formed, and is
headed by Bill Hunt, author of the book,

The C Toolbox. The group will serve

users of Lattice C, but membership is
open to any C compiler users.
Members will receive a bi—monthly

newsletter explaining C features and

LATTICE OFFERS C
COWILER UPGRADES TO
MICROSOFT USERS
Lattice announces the opportunity for

users of the Microsoft MS-DOS C com-

piler to upgrade to the standard Lattice

C and obtain a free copy of Lattice’s new

C-SPRITE symbolic program debugger.

According to Dave Schmitt, Lattice,
Inc. President, “Until recently, the

Microsoft C compiler was an early ver-

sion of our compiler. Now that Microsoft
has switched to their own compiler, we
feel that purchasers of the earlier prod-

uct deserve a low-cost way to remain

compatible with the latest Lattice technology and the extensive third-party
support for the Lattice product.”

The upgrade kit costs $150 and
includes Version 2.20 of the Lattice C

compiler with its new two—color, typeset

manual and the C—SPRITE program

debugger. (The regular retail prices are

$500 for the compiler and $175 for
C-SPRITE.)

providing examples of their use, exploring new ways to use Lattice C, and will
include a question and answer column.
The newsletter will be supplemented by
a disk containing source files, demo
programs and library functions, and

the best of the public domain C pro—
grams.

Lattice, Inc. will provide complete
support for the new users’ group by
sharing new plans, discovered bugs,
and “tech” tips.

Register your C compiler now to
receive complete information on joining

the Lattice 0 Users’ Group.

ASK ABOUT OUR “TRADE
UP TO LATTICE 0 POLICY”
After purchase, return registration cards
for free subscription to the “Lattice

Works” newsletter and important infor-

mation about the Lattice Users Group.
Lattice, Inc.

PO. Box 3072
Glen Ellyn. IL 60138
(312) 858-7950
TWX 910-291-2190

better price/performance ratio. Soon In-

tel alone continued development and
production of bubble components.
Steady evolutionary (not revo-

lutionary) improvements in density and
considerable cost reductions in the last
eight years have made bubble technolo—
gy viable and marketable Although the

window for major market penetration

in the mainstream of personal comput—

ing has been lost, a more specialized

market may be emerging.

CHIP-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY

All three bubble boards tested use the

same Intel chip design. Photo 1 (Pure

Data’s 512KB bubble board) shows four
large square blocks on the board; these
squares are Intel 7110 bubble memory
units. Below each 7110 unit is a set of

support chips that provides the cornputer interface to bubble memory itself.

Data are stored by the presence
(representing a 1 bit) or absence (a 0
bit) of a magnetic domain (bubble)

within a very thin, rare earth/iron oxide

garnet ﬁlm. The ﬁlm has magnetic
properties that determine the shape and

movement characteristics of bubbles in-

duced within it.
International Sales Offices
Belgium: Softshop. Phone: (82) 53664875.

England: Round Hills. Phone: (0672) 54675.
Japan: Lifeboat Japan. Phone: (03) 293-2811.
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Several semiconductor manufacturers began producing bubble products.
Computer and peripheral manufacturers
announced products with bubble mem—
ory components. Prices failed to come
down as rapidly as they did for disk
memory and RAM. The perception that
bubble technology offered few performance advantages at a higher price
brought the growth of the bubble ment
ory industry nearly to a halt. Products
with bubble components were discon—
tinued or upgraded to include more
conventional components that offered a

Bubbles are so named because in

photomicrographs they look like

spheres; actually they are cylindrical,

equally wide and tall. Magnetic domains
are regions of similar magnetic polarity
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TAPE IT EASY.
Boy, are you in for a surprise.

backup system. Ifyou like using

And you know you need some
kind ofbackup.
But what you don’t know
is that making a backup from
your hard disk can take the
patience of a saintAnd tax the
memory of an elephant.

accommodate you. But ifyou’re
more interested in simplicity,just
use one of the TLC’s menus.
And one ofyour ﬁngers.
You can back up the
entire disk.All your data for the
dayA group of selected ﬁles.
Orjust one single ﬁle.As a

You know you need mass storage. command lines, ﬁne.The TLC will

Unless, of course,you

have a little TLC.The new
TrimLine Combo from Corvus.
You get mass storage (20 Mbytes).

The incredible speed and efﬁciency of a hard disk.And an
integral tape backup.
But there the similarity

matter of fact,you can back up
whatever you want.Which will

save you quite a bit of time and

aggravation.

You’ll also ﬁnd backed up

ﬁles in seconds with the TLC’s

Directory. N0 more searching an
entire tape just to ﬁnd one ﬁle.
Finally, you’ll enjoy the

backup speed of the TLC.

There’s no formatting ofblank

tapes (which can save you about
two hours).And no worry about
losing data to bad sectors the

format has called good.
Scared? Don’t be.
Just tape it easy. Check out the
TrimLine Combo from Corvus.
In addition to

all the features,
it’s one of the

between a Corvus and anything
else ends.
First ofall,your TLC ﬁts
in beautifully. Between your IBM

lowest-priced
tape backup
systems you
can ﬁnd.
For more
information and
the name ofyour

PC’s monitor and base. No bulky

boxesAnd no clumsy cables

and wires to trip over.

nearest Corvus
TLC dealer, call (800-4—
CORVUS).

Next,you

get the world’s
easiest tape

IBM is a registered trademark “International Business Machines.
© 1985 Cmvus Systems,Inc.
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When you have the superiorproduct you
can take on (and beat!) the big guys.

Up until now FORTRAN programmers

have had to get by with ponderous and
incomplete Language Systems that never
fully meet their needs or expectations.
With F77L Lahey Computer Systems
resolves this situation. F77L is a complete ANSI 77 Standard FORTRAN Language System with fast compile speed
and productivity-enhancing diagnostics.

It you need a FORTRAN Language

System, don’t go to a Goliath who just
happens to carry a FORTRAN product:

call LCS, the company with the superior
product.

Here are a tew ot the many reasons to
buy F77L:

. Full FURTHAN 77 Language with popular

extensions.
0 Fast. compiles lﬂﬂs ol statements/minute
[PC/XT].
. Numerous. specilic English language
diagnostics displayed during compilation.

Command Line compiler options.
0 Execution error lraceback: program unit & line

BUBBLE BOARDS
stops bubble movement and prevents

within a partially-magnetized region. A

further modiﬁcation of bubble patterns.

magnetically saturated ﬁlm has one pre—
dominant magnetic domain. Nonmagnetized ﬁlm contains domains existing at

Bubble memory shares some I/O
characteristics with disk drives. Both
must deal with latency: bubble memory

random three-dimensional positions. A
thin ﬁlm magnetized to a level less than

latency time is the time spent waiting
for data to move into the proper loop

complete saturation has a majority of
domains oriented in a common direction; when the ﬁlm is very thin (less

position for replication to the input

track (see below); disk latency is the

time spent waiting for a disk platter to
rotate desired data into position under
the read/write heads before I/O transfer
begins. Bubble 1/0 is done in blocks, as
is disk 1/0. Neither bubble nor disk
data can be addressed on a byte basis.
Figures 1 and 2 shows the architecture of a bubble memory unit. Data
move around the circular loops continuously, while the input and output
tracks provide an access point and data
channel to each loop for the reading
and writing of data. The bubble detec—
tor senses the presence of bubbles during read operations and converts this

than .001 inch thick), the possible
orientations of the domains are reduced
from three dimensions to a two-dimensional plane.
Magnetization of such a thin ﬁlm
with the proper crystallographic properties (for example, silicates such as garnet) at a level less than complete satura—
tion creates isolated domains with one
magnetic polarity within a larger domain with uniform and opposite orien—
tation. The isolated domains that are
created are magnetic bubbles.
Bubbles are nonvolatile because
they are created by magnetization; electricity is not needed to preserve their

information to an outgoing digital bit
stream. The bubble generator converts
incoming digital data patterns to pat—

existence. As a protective measure, bub-

ble memory is packaged within a magnetic shield to ﬁlter any potentially disruptive external magnetic interference.
Bubbles must be moved to create
and modify data patterns. Electric currents create magnetic ﬁelds that cause
bubbles to move toward an opposite

terns of bubbles during memory writes.
The bubble generator creates
bubbles using a seed bubble, an oversized kidney-shaped magnetic domain.
Through electrical excitation the seed
splits into two parts. One part remains

as the seed and quickly regains its
former size and shape; the second part
transfers to the input track as a bubble.
The seed resides on an easily mag—
netized alloy of nickel and iron. The
magnetic ﬁeld that is created by a local

magnetic polarity, much as a magnet
pulls an iron nail. Different magnetic

ﬁelds are created using two electric
coils that completely surround the gar—
net ﬁlm, causing the bubbles to move
through a modiﬁed region of the ﬁlm
that is shaped like a closed loop. Bubble and disk data both appear to move,

electric current, the currents rotating

the nearby bubble data, and the shape

but bubble data rotates on a stationary
media, while disk media rotate carrying

of the electric conductor used to create
the seed combine to maintain the

stationary data. The loss of electricity

seeds kidney shape.

FIGURE 1: Bubble Memory Cbzp

number.
Optional protection lor constants. bonds.
inlerlaces.

Bl BBLE DFTEfTOR

Standard or Free Format source tiles.

Lattice B compatibility.

Optimized code or high-speed execution.
Easy to use manual includes appendices on

interlaces lo Lattice C and Assembly language.
It you are tired ot betting on the software

Goliaths, and losing, call LCS the FORTRAN
SPECIALIST—ask for David.

$477 for complete package.
Requires: 256 K/8087

FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.

31244 Palos Verdes Drive West,

Suite #243

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

Bl HBLF
(SEVIRUUR

Bl BBLE EXCH \VjER

213/541-1200

Serving the FORTRAN Community since 1969.
IBM is a trademark ot IBM Corporation
Lattice C is a trademark 0t Lattice, Inc.

This representation of a bubble memory chip shows the relationship of the input

track, output track, and several storage loops with bubble moving through them.
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Now you can
buy a full power
mainframe
‘ Art1f1c1al
Intelligence

language for.
your IBM?
compatlble
personal
computer
4

_

.

hrough a mayor breakthrough in the
development of Artificial Intelligence
applications. a unique version of Prolog is
now available for your personal computer.

It is called MPROLOG P-500.
MPROLOG P-500 is an extended.
programmer-friendly edition of Prolog ! the
computer language selected as the basis for
the Japanese Fifth Generation Computer
Systems Project.
MPROLOG has been specially designed for:
0 Software developers
0 AI innovators
0 Expert systems researchers and

developers
- Corporations seeking a competitive edge

How MPROLOG
Programming Works

An MPROLOG program consists of FACTS
and RULES expressed in a natural way. The
inference mechanism for answering questions
or arriving at conclusions based on FACTS
and RULES is built into the language. This
language allows you to write powerful

software faster and easier than with
traditional algorithmic languages.
MPROLOG extends your computer's ability
from its current tasks of processing and
manipulating data to reasoning tasks that are
based on the knowledge you provide it.
u . . .if programmed with the
statements ‘Boston is the capital of
Massachusetts and ’All capitals

are cities'. the system could deduce
that 'Boston is a city'. As
witnessed by the actual notation
for the first statement — (capital

oi/Boston Massachusetts) - the
language is declarative and easy
to learn.”
—— High Technology.
December 1984

MPROLOG P—500 Offers
Seven Key Features
Easy to learn.

- Flexible enough to let you tailor your
expert systems.
. Supported by Logic Lab. a powerful.
interactive programming development
envrronment to maxxmize convenience
and productivity.
0 Designed for the modular development of
AI applications to reduce their complexity
and to enable a programming team to
concurrently develop applications,
- Machine independent. Any application
written in MPROLOG on one machine can
be transferred to or run on any other
machine with a run-time implementation
of MPROLOG.
I A full—featured implementation of
PROLOG, It contains over 200 built—in
predicates including DEC 10
compatibilities

0 Built to offer performance. productivity
and portability
MPROLOG P600 on your IBM® PC or

compatible system lets you take the identical.

unaltered MPROLOG application code
running under PC DOS and run it under:
IBMQg VM/CMS: IBMQ‘ MVS/TSO: DEC
VAX/VMS : DEC VAX ’ /UNIX ': M68000
UNIX: and TEKTRONIX 4404 UNIFLEX
and other Al work stations.
For further details call the numbers below. or

complete and mail this coupon today.

LOGICWARE

Los Angeles ' Toronto 0 Atlanta 0 Boston
Call our Micro Division at

1—617-547—2393 or
1-416-665—0022 (In Canada)

"HI'L -t licli I .mummnm \ax l~.\ "admin m
L'x1.\ l\.l rcghlt‘rr
t iins \i\s \.\1.t'.\i.\ Nixuurcgnicrcu
lituii.x:I.,-tn;»nmn
ul lmcmmtm umnc“ Maihmo('orpumllim lukimmx J-lll-l h
mill-nu
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Find Out More about n

.plmumn

I. G P-500

For free information. complete and mail this coupon to: Logicware Inc..

Micro Division.

6520 Powers Ferry Rd. . Suite 200.

Atlanta. GA. 30339.
C Yes. Please send me more information on MPROLOG P600.
Name:

Title:
Address:
State/Prov. :

Company:
Zip/

Postal Code

Computer Operating System:

Version #:

Manufacturer‘s Make & Model:

Memory:
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BUBBLE BOARDS
Data are written to bubble memOiy
by timed, synchronous transfers of bub—
ble patterns to the input track. A bubble
generated onto the track represents a
binary 1; to represent a binary 0, no bubble is generated for that time interval.
Writing a block of data to bubble
memOIy takes several steps. Assume for

ten to the input track. The bubble pat—
tern travels down the input track until
each of the 256 bits is adjacent to one
of the destination loops. The bubbles
in the loops are moving continuously
around the loops, so there may be a
waiting period (latency) while the
desired bubble position in each loop

bubble memory system shown in ﬁgure
1 has 520 loops. (Actually, the Intel
7110 chip has its 320 loops distributed
among four smaller sections to improve
performance; see below.) Of the 3520
loops, 256 are used for data transfer.

the input track. When the proper posi—
tion in each loop has rotated to the correct point, 256 bits (52 bytes) of data on
the input track are swapped to bubble
memory Adjacent bubbles on the input
track and the loops physically change

loop in one simultaneous transfer, for a
total of 256 hits or 52 bytes.
First, 32 bytes of digital data are

The input track now contains 32
bytes of data that were swapped out of
the loops. These bubbles continue to

the sake of explanation that the simple

Whether
you're a retailer,

manufacturer, dealer or

distributor, you need cur—
rent microcomputer mailorder prospects on a
regular basis, month after
month. And you can have
them at reasonable cost—
when you place a classi—
fied ad and/ or directory
listing in the computer pub—
lications below.
A+ I Creative Computing - Digital Review I PC PC Tech Journal
Pinpoint the microcomputer
mail-order market you
want with any one ora
combination of our
magazines!
Your ads are seen in high
quality editorial environ—
ment, and benefit from

extensive pass—along
readership resulting in top—
notch responses! Phone us
now for rates, sizes, and ad
options by title, and insert
your ad in time for the next
issue!

Classiﬁed Advertising

ZIFF—DAVIS PUBLISHJNG
COMPANY
Computer
Publications
Division

One bit is transferred to or from each

converted to a bubble pattern and writ—

moves around to a position adjacent to

places: it is not a copy—type operation.

the physical end of the input track (the

FIGURE 2: Bubble Memory System
INPUT
TRACK
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at

w

BUBBLE
SWAPPING
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LOOP N-1
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LOOP 1

)TID

BUBBLE
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REPLICATING
BUBBLE
GENERATOR

.

OUTPUT
TRACK

Data stored as bubble patterns move around the circular loops; the input and
output tracks provide an access point and data channel for reading and writing data.
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track is a unidirectional, noncircular,
conductive medium), where they are

magnetically destroyed,
This explanation of a bubble mem-

ory write assumes no spare loop track—

ing and 256 contiguous active loops.

Spare loops are used when excessive

loop errors are detected by the controller (a function identical to disk spare
tracking); when the spare loops are
present, the 256 active loops are no
longer contiguous. Therefore, a pattern
with more than 256 bits is generated
with ﬁller space appearing adjacent to
inactive loops.

The read operation is similar, except that data are replicated (not
swapped) from the bubble loops to the
output track. The bubble detector converts the pattern tO a digital signal.
The Intel 7110 bubble unit is a
one—megabit storage device. Four of
these units store four megabits of infor—
mation organized as 512KB (see photo

1). Each of the 7110 units has 520
loops, with each loop holding 4,096 bits
in a continually rotating bubble pattern.
Of the 320 loops, 256 are used for data,

16 are used for error correction, and 48

are spares. A special “boot” loop records the active data loop locations, so
that bad loops may be avoided.
To improve performance, the Intel
7110 is organized into four quads of 80
loops each. This arrangement shortens
the length of the input/output tracks,
reducing the amount of latency time

during I/O. Figure 5 shows a diagram of
the Intel 7110, with four quads, four
sets of [/0 tracks, two bubble detector

units (that are shared by pairs of the
quads), and the boot loop.
Bubbles move through their loops

at the rate of 50 KHz, or 50,000 revolu-

tions per second. The time required for
a bubble to move from the bubble gene

erator along the input track to a position adjacent to the proper loop, plus

It’s too late
when you can m
that your disc drive
has problems...
. Ii ,
l

lilll‘lili
Ii‘ I

.,

l

I

i

,
GASP!

ReadiScope“
is your eyes and ears

inside your disc drives.

FIGURE, 5: Intel 7110‘
FROM FSA
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[OUTPUT TRACK \
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QUAD 3
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QUAD 2
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OUTPUT TRACK

Lt

BUBBLE
DETECTOR

J BUBBLE GENERATOR

BOOT LOOP

l— ; BUBBLE GENERATOE;X

TO FSA

TO FSA

BUBBLE
DETECTOR

OUTPUT TRACK

QUAD 4
(80 LOOPS)

PURR!
ReadiScope is a comprehensive
diagnostic program that analyzes
the current status of a diskette
drive. It graphically displays the
alignment pattern so that
adjustments to'head, spindle
hub alignment, and rotational
speed can be made in minutes
without special equipment.

- Floppy drives,single or double
sided drives, can be tested while
installed under normal operating
conditions

- Ideal for use by: PC Clubs;
Users with Critical Data;
Repair Shops; Multi-PC Users;
Retail Stores
Requires 48K IBM PC with one operating
drive. Uses monochrome or graphics
display. $295. including special diagnostic
diskette,

Visa, Mastercard or M0. Add $3. for
shipping. Ml residents add sales tax.
BUBBLE
GENERATOR

BUBBLE
GENERATOR

Call 616-327-9172 or send your order

now to:

ReadiWare Systems, Inc.
R0. Box 515, Portage, MI 49081

The Intel 7110 is organized into four quads of 80 loops each; this structure
shortens the input/output tracks and reduces the I/O latency time.
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BUBBLE BOARDS
the average rotational latency of bubbles on the loop, is 41 milliseconds.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of
the Intel bubble memory system used
on each bubble board. The system con-

The Intel 7220 bubble memory
controller is the interface between the

unit, 7242 formatter/sense ampliﬁer,
7230 current pulse generator, 7250 coil
predriver, and two 7254 driver transis—
tor assembly chips. Each 512KB board
has four sets of chips.

many of the commands utilize a 40-byte
FIFO buffer to send information to
other chips in the bubble subsystem.
The third chip in the bubble memory unit is the Intel 7242 formatter/
sense ampliﬁer (FSA). The 7242 per—
forms error-correction encoding and
decoding, maintains spare loop infor-

sists of a 7220 controller, 7110 bubble

We .Bring

Engineers,
Scientists
81 the IBM-PC
Together
Modular Data
Acquisition System

The Intel 7110 is a one-megabit

bubble unit that contains bubble loops,
I/O tracks, bubble detectors, and hub-

ble generators. Also present is a magnetized ﬁeld that is responsible for the
shape and existence of bubbles on the
ﬁlm. In addition, the 7110 is enclosed

in an integral shield that prevents extere
nal magnetic ﬁelds from corrupting its
bubble-memory data.

PC and the bubble subsystem. Sixteen

controller commands (see table 1) pro—
vide I/O capability using direct memory
access (DMA) for faster data transfer;

mation, and transfers data between the

loops and the input/output tracks. The
controller communicates With the FSA
through the FIFO buffer.
The Intel 7250 chip is the current/

pulse generator (CPO), which supplies

current to split the seed bubble. The

FIGURE 4: Intel Bubble Memory System

0 12-bit resolution
. 24 KHz throughput rate

. 16 channel single ended,
8 channel differential
. LABSTAR Software

TO IBM
PC BUS

$690.00

0 8-bit resolution
o 30 KHz thr0ughput rate
0 16 channel SE, 8 DI

$490.00

INTEL 7220
BUBBLE
MEMORY
CONTROLLER

INTEL 7250
COIL PREDRIVER

lEEE-488 GPIB
Multifunction Board

0 Full GPIB controller capability

INTEL 7254
DRIVE
TRANSISTORS

0 Three 16-bit interval timers
- 24 digital |/O lines
- Software included

INTEL 7254
DRIVE
TRANSISTORS

$495.00

—

Waveform
Synthesizer Board

° Generates user-definable signal

° Up to 2000 points per envelop

INTEL 7242
FORMATTER/
SENSE
AMPLIFIER

INTEL 7110
BUBBLE MEMORY

0 200 ns maximum output rate
per point

$795.00

Call or write for a complete list of
our data acquisition products and
other quality products for your IBMPC, including our RS~232CIRS422
Serial Communications Board,

Counter/Timer Module, and 8-bit or

12-bit DIA Modules.

INTEL 7250
CURRENT PULSE
GENERATOR

QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange St.

Akron. OH 44304

(215) 434-3154

Please call for more information.
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The Intel memory system shown in this block diagram is used on each of the

boards. A 512KB bubble board has four sets of chips, each storing 128 KB.
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TABLE 1: Controller Commands
COMMAND

FUNCTION

Abort

Terminates the command currently being executed by

MBM Purge

Clears 7220 internal registers, counters, and the magnetic

the 7220. Command is accepted only when the controller
is in status busy.

Software Reset

Write Seek

Read Seek

Read FSA Status

Read Bootloop
Register

Write Bootloop
Register

Write Bootloop
Register

Read Bootloop
Write Bootloop

Read Corrected
, Data

bubble memory address RAM Also determines how
many 7242 channels are present.

Clears controller FIFO and registers except those con

taining initial values. Any 7242s present are reset.
Rotates the bubble memories to a designated page ad—
dress location. No data transfer occurs. The command selects the page immediately prior to a page.
Rotates the bubble memories to a designated page address location. No data transfer occurs. The command selects the page immediately prior to a page.

read and stored in the controller FIFO.
Bootloop Register of the selected 7242 channels is read
and stored in the controller FIFO.
Causes the data pattern in the 7220 FIFO to be written to
the designated 7242 bootloop register.
Same as Write Bootloop Register command, but Masked
excess valid loops beyond 272 are not written.
Controller reads the bootloop from the selected bubble ‘
memory and stores it on the FIFO.
Existing contents of the selected bubble memory‘s boot—
loop are replaced by the new bootloop data contained in
the 7220 FIFO. Encoding of the bootloop data is done by
the controller.
Controller reads into the FIFO 3 256~bit block of data
from the FIFO of each 7242 channel after an error has

been detected. Data are cycled through the error-con

rection network and transferred to the controller. The

7242 then reports to the controller if the error was recov-

erable. Read Bubble Data
Write Bubble Data

Data are read from bubble memory into controller FIFO.
Starting location and transfer length are deﬁned in parametric registers of the controller.
Data are read from controller FIFO and written to bubble
memories. Starting location and transfer length are parametric registers.

Initialize

Reset FIFO

Controller determines number of 7242 channels present,
reads and decodes the bootloop from each bubble memory, and stores the data in the corresponding’7242 boot—
loop register.
Controller’s FIFO area is cleared.

Many of the Intel 7220 controller commands shown here utilize a 40—byte FIFO
buffer to send information to other chips in the bubble subsystem.

CFG also initiates the swap and replicate functions that take place between
the Input/output tracks and loops.

Two other types of chips complete
the Intel bubble memory subsystem.

The 7250 coil predriver and 7254 quad
drive transistors drive two coils posi»
tioned at right angles to create an electromagnetic ﬁeld that causes the hub
bles to travel through the loops. One
7234 is required for each of the coils.
The ruggedness of bubble boards
surpasses that of most other boards.
Based on Intel speciﬁcations, the hub-
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COMPLETE SOURCES
N0 ROYALTIES

8-bit status of 7242 (formatter/sense ampliﬁer) chips is

ble chip operates at a temperature of
130 degrees Celsius for 168 hours with
no failures, endures 100 temperature

cycles of —65 degrees Celsius to 150
degrees Celsius with a failure rate of 1.5
percent, and withstands shocks of 200
Gs and severe vibrations of 2 Hz to 2
kl 12 at 20 Gs, with no failures.
PC BUBBLE MEMORY
The three bubble boards reviewed here
are similar in appearance. In addition to
the four Intel bubble chips, each board
contains support circuitry, conﬁguration

COMPREHENSIVE C Power Packs
include over 1000 functions which
provide an integrated environment
for developing your applications efﬁciently. “This is a beautifully documented, incredibly comprehensive
set of C Function Libraries.”
— Dr. Dobb’s Journal, July 1984

USEFUL “...can be used as an excellent Ieaming tool for beginning C
Programmers...”

— PC User’s Group of Colorado, Jan. 1985

FLEXIBLE Most Compilers and all
Memory Models supported.
RECOMMENDED “l have no hesitation in recommending it to any programmer interested in producing
more applications code, using more
of the PC capabilities, in much less
time.”

— Microsystems, Oct. 1984

PACK 1: Building Blocks l $149
DOS, Keyboard, File,
Printer, Video, Async
$399
I PACK 2: Database
B-Tree, \ﬁrtual Memory,
' Lists, Variable Records
I PACK 3: Communications $149
Smartmodem‘“, Xon/Xoff,
X-Modem, Modem-7

I PACK 4: Building Blocks II $149
Dates, Textwindows, Menus,
Data Compression, Graphics

I PACK 5: Mathematics I

$99

Log, Trig, Random,
Std Deviation
$99
I PACK 6: Utilities |
(EXE files)
Arc, Diff, Replace, Scan, Wipe

Master Card/M33, $7 Shipping. Mass. Sales Tax 5%

ASK FOR FREE DEMO DISKEITE

novun
onennun
Inc.

I Inc.

165 Bedford St, Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 2734711
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T NEW FEATURESD
(Free update for our early customers!)

0

Edit & Load multiple memory

-

mnemonics.
High level 8087 support.

Full range transcendentals

(tan, sin, cos, arctan,
logs and exponentials)

hanced Graphics Adapter, Fixed Disk

controller, SNA, and other communica—

I/O formatting.

tions boards need EPROM code. The
software contained in EPROM is similar

High level interrupt support.

Execute Forth words from within machine code primitives.

80186 Assembler extensions for
Tandy 2000, etc.
Video/Graphics interface for
Data General Desktop Model 10

-

HS/FORTH

-

Fully Optimized & Tested for:
IBM-PC
lBM-XT
IBM-JR
COMPAQ
EAGLE-P02

TANDY 2000

EPROM (Electrically Programmable

to bubble boards, the new IBM En-

Data type conversion and

0

uration switches and/0r jumpers, and an

Read-only Memory) chip with software
to interface the bubble device with
DOS and service system interrupts directed to the bubble board.
Many PC boards require EPROM
code for proper operation; in addition

resident files.
- Complete 8087 assembler

-

BUBBLE BOARDS

CORONA

LEADING EDGE
(Identical version runs on almost all

to software contained in the IBM BIOS,
and in some cases, on-board EPROMs

replace BIOS routines (the Enhanced
Graphics Adapter EPROM replaces several BIOS routines). In other cases,

EPROMs create interrupts or other links
to the IBM PC system.
A feature called ROM scan, which

is integrated into IBM BIOS chips manufactured after 10/27/82, enables

EPROM programs and the hardware
they service to be used by applications
programs without requiring that driver
programs be run when the PC is re—

started. ROM scan examines addresses
in the range C8000 to F4000 in search
of EPROM software. The scan routine
recognizes EPROM software when it
ﬁnds a word of SSAAH on a ZKB

boundary, and the EPROM program
passes checksum veriﬁcation, using the
third byte of the program as a length
indicator. The system uses the fourth
byte as the address of a subroutine to
be executed on system power-up.
The bubble boards provide conﬁg—

uration switches for determining the
EPROM address; the documentation also

describes how to use the DOS DEBUG
program to select an address space not
being used by another board.

The manuals for Helix’s and HI»
COMP’s bubble boards describe how to
determine whether ROM scan is avail-

able in the PC’s BIOS (Pure Data’s manual did not). If an old version of the

IBM BIOS chip is present, Helix and
HICOMP boards require that a supplied
software program be used after every
system restart for the bubble drive to
be recognized. Pure Data's board does

PHOTO 1: Pure Data‘512KB Board

MSDOS compatibles!)

- Graphics & Text

(including windowed scrolling)
Music - foreground and

0

background
includes multi-tasking example

0
0
-

Includes Forth-79 and Forth-83
File and/or Screen interfaces
Segment Management Support
Full megabyte - programs or
data
Complete Assembler

0

(interactive, easy to use & learn)

0 Compare

BYTE Sieve Benchmark
HS/FORTH

47 sec BASIC

jan 83
2000 sec

w/AUTO-OPT 9 sec Assembler 5 sec
other Forths (mostly 64k) 70-140 sec

FASTEST FORTH SYSTEM
AVAILABLE.
TWICE AS FAST AS OTHER
FULL MEGABYTE FORTHS!
(TEN TIMES FASTER WHEN USING AUTO-OPT!)

HS/FORTH, complete system only: $250.

E Visa

Mastercard @

HARVARD
SOFTWORKS
L

PO Box 2579
Springfield, OH 45501

(513) 390-2087
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1

The four large square blocks are Intel 71 10 bubble memory units. Below each unit
is a set of support chips that interfaces to bubble memory.
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Add $10. shipping and handling

not provide software to emulate ROM
scan and recognize the bubble board,
so the new BIOS chip must be installed.
All PC/XTs and PCs with 256KB motherboards should have the correct
ROM BIOS, so users with these ma-

chines may be able to assume their
BIOS has the ROM scan provision.
(However, ROM chips may be plugged
into a motherboard of any conﬁgura—

tion, so users would be wise to check.)

DEBUG can be used to look at location

$FFFF : 5; the BIOS version date stored

there should be 10/27/82 or later.
Each of the three boards requires

matically read an appendix chapter of

error conditions.
Each board emulates a diskette
drive; the Helix board also emulates a
ﬁxed drive. Pure Data has announced
that a future release of its board will

add ﬁxeddisk emulation. Up to four
Helix boards can be installed per IBM
system, as long as ample power and expansion slots are available, but the PC

can support only one of the HICOMP

and Pure Data boards.
The Pure Data board offers fast—

speed mode to optimize performance

and slow speed (at one—half the speed
of fast mode) to minimize power con—
sumption. The documentation recommends slow speed for “heavily loaded
expansion slots in portable PCs.” Slowspeed mode performs two serial trans—

fers of data from the four 7110 units,

whereas fast—speed mode transfers in
parallel from all four units.
The operational speed of the three
boards is different. William Hunt’s
benchmarks (see “Fixed-disk Bench—

marks," PC Tech journal, November
1984, p. 64), summarized in table 2,

that conﬁguration information be set

through Switches on the board. Documentation describing switchsetting for
each is straightforward and each board
functioned correctly when properly installed.
Ease of installation notwithstanding,
the boards have too many switches. The
Pure Data and I-IICOMP boards have 18
switches and the Helix has eight jump—
ers and one switch. The conﬁguration
process needs simpliﬁcation; an easier
approach would be to remove the
switches and prompt the user for con—
ﬁguration information that is saved in
bubble memory. Many users will have
trouble making a large number of conﬁguration decisions through board—level

Surge protection plus master
control for all your equipment
8~0UTLET MACC

l—

M.

y

‘

4-0UTLET MAC“

gm“
C’s-m

switches; if the user makes a mistake or
wants to change the way he operates a
board, he must open the PC’s chassis.

Generally, the documentation that
is included with the boards is poor.
HICOMP‘S manual consists of stapled
sheets in letter-quality print format. The
Pure Data product summary sheet de—
scribes documentation as being in “IBM
3-hole binder format,” although the
package contains a photocopied, Ire—
ducedsize spiral-bound manual. The
Helix manual is professionally bound,
but the type quality is mediocre.
Only one problem arose during
installation of the bubble boards. The
Pure Data board initially did not operate as a diskette drive, and the system
did not acknowledge the presence of
two diskette drives on the PC/XT. This
problem was the result of an error in
documentation: the manual did not cite
the need to update the switch on the
IBM System board that speciﬁes the

number of diskette drives on-line.
The only clue to this problem is
buried in an appendix of the Pure Data
manual that describes error messages
and their causes. This lack of information is a serious omission, because us-

ers may not remember that the IBM PC

has a switch for the number of diskette
drives and they probably will not auto-
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‘ ' common things as elt’actric-

-

and flubrescent lights.
But Alpha Delta Master AC Con~
trol Console‘s 3-stage 2000 amp‘

surge discharge; automatic,
‘ restora‘ble circuitry clips off the

power surges and spikes to pro—
vide clean AC power. (Several
typical competitive devices use,
only a single stage 100 amp‘protector.) Its resettable circuit
breaker adds further protection.

Both MACCs give you control convenience. too. Your components
plug into “U" ground outlets and

identical eXcept for writ

. _;

outlets. The MACC has 8 ‘leanp

125VAC. 60 HZ. 1875 watt

continuous—duty tota.
for surge'prdtection '

'

ALPHA DELTA MACC
$79.95 (us)
ALPHA DELTALMACCe‘l
$59.95 (u.s.)='

At your Alpha Delta dealer. Or in U.S.. order direct. adding
54 for postage/handling to check or money order. Master!
Card and Visa accepted. Ohio residents add SalesrTax.»Sorr_
no C.O.D.'s. (Approximate shipping wt.: 4—1/Z'lhs‘. eachu
Approximate size, MACC: it" x 28/4“ x 2—3/4": MACC;
7—1/2" X 2—3/4“ x 2-3/4“.)

.mc
PO. BOX 571, Centerville, Ohio 45459 - (513)435-4772

current solutions to current problems
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SQUEEZEIJ
FOR
SLOTS?

TABLE 2: Benchmarks
HELIX
SECTORS PER BOARD 968

SEQUENTIAL READ
1
8
16
24

PURE DATA PURE DATA HICOMP
(fast mode)

(slow mode)

708

708

1,010

.022
.126
.247
.371

second
second
second
second

.022
.129
.250
.371

second
second
second
second

.036
.247
.489
.728

second
second
second
second

.025
.132
.255
.376

second
second
second
second

seek
seek
seek

.052
.052
.052
.052

second
second
second
second

.052 second

.054 second
.092 second

.100
.100
.060
.037

second
second
second
second

.096
.096
.055
.096

second
second
second
second

seek
seek
seek
seek

.187
.148
.187
.187

second
second
second
second

.148
.187
.148
.187

second
second
second
second

.291
.291
.250
.247

second
second
second
second

.192
.190
.190
.190

second
second
second
second

sector
sectors
sectors
sectors

RANDOM READ

1 sector
.10 width seek

.33 width
.50 width
1.90 width
8 sectors
.10 width
.33 width
.50 Width
.90 width

.093 second

The Helix board is faster than the Pure Data board in fast mode. The HICOMP
board comes in third; the Pure Data board is the slowest of the three in slow mode.

1] Six expansion slots plus power supply
D Brings system total to ten slots
1:] No special addressing, part of PC
I/O bus
D Compatible with all PC expansion
cards
El No noise—no fan
An expansion chassis is a must for anyone who needs to go behind the PC’s
minimum configuration. Simply plug the
I-Bus Six-Pac Expansion Chassis into one
slot of your PC—and you’ve doubled
your expansion slots from five to a total
of ten. There’s no special addressing or
software required. Cards plugged into the
Six-Pac perform exactly as if they were
in the main system unit.
And there’s plenty of power, too, because chances are your PC will run out of
power before it runs out of slots. The Six—
Pac’s 40W supply quietly powers its own
slots, with negligible power drawn from
the PC.
It’s only $795, including 18" shielded
interface cable (or $835 with a four-foot
cable). Call us today for all the details.

Call toll free:

(800) 382-4229

in California call (619) 569-0646

The I-Bus
Six-Pat;
Expanslon
hassus

I-Bus

9235 Chesapeake Drive

San Diego, CA 92123
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measure the relative performance of the
bubble boards. The Helix board is mar—
ginally faster than the Pure Data board

The password feature offers five
modes of password protection: pass—
word protection is disabled; password

coming in third. The Pure Data board
in slow mode is the slowest performer.
Other features are unique to individual boards. The Helix board has an
on—line/off-line switch located'on the
back of the board that is accessible
when the PC is operational. Helix offers
board compatibility with Softech Pascal

system reset—otherwise, system access
will be denied; password entry is re—

DOS support. All three boards are compatible with MS»DOS 2.0. HICOMP is the
only board that does not work with MS—

The Pure Data board formats its
diskette drive emulator with 360KB, an

in fast mode, with the HICOMP board

N13 and CP/M—86, in addition to MS»

DOS 3.0; under 3.0, the HICOMP board

causes the PC to hang indeﬁnitely when
bubble memory is read, thereby requiring a reboot.

A unique feature of the Pure Data
bubble board is password protection,
which prevents unauthorized access to
the bubble drive or the entire PC sys—
tem, based on the user’s choice. Pass-

word capabilities are enabled through

the setting of a board—level switch. Two
passwords are available: the master

password authorizes system access and
the changing of master and user pass—
words, and the user password merely
grants access to the system. Another
board—level switch is set to force access
to the master menu, to change pass-

words, and to perform other master access functions. Proper password entry

also requires that the user type each let—
ter in the password correctly; he has
ﬁve attempts to get it right.

entry is required on power-up and

quired on power~up—otherwise, system

access will be denied; password entry is
required on power-up and system re—
set—otherwise, access to the bubble

drive is denied; and password entry is
required on power-up—otheiwise,
access to the bubble drive is denied.

exact emulation of an MS—DOS floppy
diskette, but one that also entails a
waste of approximately 152KB of bubble memory. The Helix and HICOMP
boards emulate diskette drives of 512KB
and waste nothing in the process.
DISKCOPY and DISKCOMP are the

only MS-DOS disk-related commands
not supported with the Helix and HiCOMP electronic disk emulations; Pure
Data supports all commands. (Note that

the Helix board is a ﬁxed—disk emulation, which should not support these
commands; the HICOMP diskette-drive
emulation should.)

The three boards reviewed here
are very similar. Future market differentiation in bubble memory boards will
involve added software, add-on functions, price, or higher performance
bubble units (which already exist). The

Pure Data board offers poor documentation and a 360KB format that wastes
about 152KB of memory. It did, how-
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Direct PC to

System 34/.36/38
Connections

Using Standard
TwmaX Cable

It’s Easy With AST-525l/ll:m

Fast Hookup, File Transfer And Extra Capabilities
Standard TWinax Cable Support
Makes Installation A Snap.
AST—5251/11 and twinax connection means easy, cost effective
direct cable attachment of your PC
to your IBM® System 34/36/38—
no expensive communications

adapter necessary Just plug our
AST—5251/11 emulation board
into your PC/AT/XT, portable or
compatible and connect the
twinax cable. With this complete
hardware/software solution
that’s all it takes to use your PC
just like a standard IBM 5251/11
terminal.
File Transfer 15 Only The
Beginning. Use your PC as always,
and emulate a Model 11 terminal—
with powerful extra capabilities—
to access your host minicomputer.
Then transfer ﬁles bi—directionally
between your host and PC, in a
ready—to-use format.

Use Your Favorite PC Software.
AST’s file transfer support not
only eliminates the burden and

the errors of re-keying, it adds

the ability to manipulate trans—
ferred data using your favorite
PC software packages, like Lotus
1—2—3“ and WordStar.” And our
Hot—Key support lets you conduct
concurrent DOS and host ses—
sions, while our applications
program interface (API) makes
integrating PC and host applications simple.
Even Greater Efficiency.
AST—5251/11 also provides host—
addressable 5256 printer emulation for your PC printer in a
background mode.
See your dealer today, or call
our Customer Information Center
(714) 863—1333 for more infor—
mation. AST Research, Inc., 2121
Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
TWX: 753699ASTR UR.

KEY FEATURES

0 Plugs into PC/XllAT and compatibles;

connects to System 34/36/38 via twinax

cable and supports cable thru.
' Emulates 5251—11, 5291, or 5292 —I display
terminal.
' Provides host-addressable 5256 printer
support (background mode) on PC—

attached printer
' Selectable DMA and I/O interrupt
channels.

0 Application program intejace and

bidirectionalfile transfer included.
0 Complete package includes hardware,
software, twinax cable assembly, and comprehensive user manuals.
' Supportsﬁxed or
hard disk.

' Hot—Key assistfor concurrent host and
PC sessions.

.. WWW?!"

BESEHBCH INC.

ASP-5251M trademark ofASI' Research, Inc. IBM registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corp. WordStar
registered trademark of MicroPro International Corp. Lotus
and 1-2-3 trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.
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BUBBLE BOARDS
ever, run a close second in the test for

speed and it costs $500 less than its
competitors. The HICOMP board is the
slowest performer and is not compatible with DOS 5.0. (A revision should

solve this problem, but HICOMP has not
announced any revisions.) Testing of
the Helix board revealed no major
problems. Its documentation and per«
formance are the best currently avail—
able—although the documentation
could be improved—and it has the advantage of allowing four boards to be

installed in a single PC.

At one time, bubble memory sub-

systems were prohibitively expensive. It

would have been difﬁcult to justify the
cost of a bubble unit even two years
ago. Now, although bubble boards are
still expensive—especially compared to
the 20MB ﬁxed disks that are available
for less than $1,200—a case can be

made for their inclusion in systems that
must endure environmental conditions
that might destroy moving media.
The case for using bubble memory
in portable computers is less clear, especially with the cost of CMOS RAM go—

BREAK THROUGH THE 640K BYTES
EXECUTABLE MEMORY BARRIER
WITH

Amulet Sultanate?!

MEGA BYTE
MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (MB-PC)
FOR |BM* AND COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS
. MEGABYTE is the only way you can have programs larger than 640K execute on
an IBM-PC without overlays.

. MEGABYTE vastly extends the data capabilities of database programs such as
LOTUS 1-2-3, FRAMEWORK and SYMPHONY.

ing down every month. It is important

to remember, however, that loss of the

lithium battery that keeps CMOS RAM

alive translates into loss of data; on the
other hand, no matter what the state of

the power system is, bubble memory al—
ways keeps data alive. If the data are
sufﬁciently important, that may be justi»
ﬁcation enough for investing in bubble
memory.
REFERENCES

Cooper,J., and G. Gill. 7110 Bubble

Memory Reliability Santa Clara, CA:
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Intel BPK 72 Bubble Memory Prototype
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Intel Memory Components Handbook.
Santa Clara, CA: Intel Corporation,

December 1984.

Helix PC Bubble Dis/e (512KB): $1,495

Helix PC Bubble Dis/e (256KB): $995
Helix PC Bubble Dis/e (1281(3): i750
Helix 125-232 Port, password feature:
$25 additional
Helix Systems and Development Corp.
8123—25 Remmet Avenue
Canoga Par/e, CA 91304

. MEGABYTE allows programs written to utilize memory above 1 megabyte in an
IBM-AT to execute on a PC or XT without modification.

818/710-0300
cmcus 499 ON READER SERVICE CARD

. MEGABYTE supports two basic modes of operation.
DOS Mode: Up to 960K of directly accessible memory.
Completely transparent to “well behaved programs”.
Extra Memory Mode: Up to 1 megabyte of additional memory.
Completely compatible with IBM VDISK (DOS 3.0).

MBM-504 (512KB) Bubble Board.-

0 OTHER FEATURES:
RESET button to allow a “warm boot".

Supports 64K and 256 RAMS, allowing numerous configuration options.

Full 8088 8MHz support.

Antwan Sabhuww
Corporation

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., BZ-C, Cupertino, CA 95014

(408) 253-7515

’IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation,
CIRCLE NO. 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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$1,495

MBM—502A (256KB) Bubble Board.-

$995
RS-232 port option: $50

HIC0MP
For information contact.-

Aduanced Digital Information Corp.
723 9!]; Avenue
Building A
Kirkland, WA 98033
800/638-08I8

CIRCLE 498 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PDIB—5J 2 Bubble Board: $995
PDIB—I28 Bubble Board: $495
Pure Data Ltd.

860 Demison, Unit J2

Marla/9am, Ontario, Canada [318411]
416/498-1616

CIRCLE 497 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Don Await is in systems engineering management (1! EMC Controls, He is the author of

Hellcat Ace, by MicroProse Software.
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how you use your IBM PC—at unbelievable savings!

You’ll build a professional library of insights, written
by leading experts and professionals in personal computing
covering the newest releases in hardware and peripherals—

timely innovations in programming and applications—
feedback from professionals and users like yourself on how
they use their PCS to increase their productivity—and

up-to-the-minute reviews of the newest releases in software.

Subscribe to PC Magazine for less than 85¢ an issue,

only $21.97 for 26 issues and save 37% off the regular oneyear rate.
Use the attached Order Card or call Toll Free

1-800-852-5200
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Ass (mble Programs'l‘j‘wice As Fast.

Phoenix makes programmers‘ dreams come true. With the best~

engineered, highest performance programming tools you can

Pasmm86 will assemble MASM ﬁles

ﬁnd. A full line of MS—DOSG/PC DOS programs and utilities

two to three times faster than 'MASM

no other company offers. All designed to help you write, test ‘

3.0. 'Paém86 supperts 8086/88, 8087,
801 sand 802 86 processors. ,
With Pasm8 " built—in defaults, you

and deliver the best programs poSsible. Top—of-the-line quality '
at a price you can afford. And all these products areiavailabl‘e "
for the IBM9 PC, X'I‘,TM ATTM and compatibles.

'

Finally, A7 Lint For Memos.

can write code quickly since you won’t

7

Now you can get the full range of L

features C programmers working in
7 UNIXTM have come to expect from their
, Lint program analyzer.

1
'
,spend‘hours learning all the c’Ontrol
statements needed at the beginning of your program. You can
deﬁne symbols on the command line.‘ Decide whether you want
error messages 'or not. And ut local Sy 0 'bols within procedures. $295. 7 7
:
'
'

Still 1xing Bugs The Hard Way?

With Pre—CTM you can detect structural

,Pt' 86 Plus, the moSt advanced
symbolic debugger on the market, elimi~

7' errors in C programs ﬁve times faster
than you Can with a debugger. Find

w
_ ,
usage errors almost impossible to detect
. with a compiler. Cross—check multiple source ﬁles and param‘e:
' ters passed to functions. Uncover interface bugs that are difﬁcult
toisolate. All in a single pass. Capabilities no C compiler, with
or without program analyzing utilities, can offer. In fact, Pre~Cr
outlints Lint, since you can handleranalyse‘s incrementally.

Pre—C’s ﬂexible library approach lets you maintain continuity

across all the programs in your shop, whether you use Pre-C?‘s
pre—built libraries, pre—existing functions you already have, or
some you/might want to buy yourself.
‘
Plus, you’re not limited to one particular library, and Pre—C ,
keeps track of all the libraries you're using to make sure that? -

code calls them correctly. $395. , '

‘

.

Outside the US, contact; Lifeboat Japan, Tokyo, Japan,: Telex
#2423296 LBJTYO, Telephone: 034564101 * ReprorHaganum
(Stevis BV), Dinther, Netherlands, Telex #39581 REHAGNL,

'

”

nates’the endless error searches through

ﬁve”

piles” f liStings. Locate instructions and
:2 .
y» symbolic name, using symbolic
‘
s. Handle larger, overlayed
P

. An adjustable multipl

e—window display. shows source, object
code and data, breakpoint se‘ 'ngs, current machine register

‘ ‘andstack contents ‘imultanfe
program correCtions direct]
breakpoint features run a pr
been performed n times.

,, s at full speed.
Designed to workrwith both PlinkTM86 and 8‘9 LINK linkage

' editors. $395.
.

Telephone: 01—720—74543,701—720-75543‘ Memory Data, Sundbyb'erg',
Sweden, Telephone: 46:8764-6700 ' Roundhill Computer Systems, ' 7
Marlborough, Wiltshire, UK, Telex #444453 AWARE G, Telephone: ,
‘‘
'
‘
.
44467254675.

1y. An tin-line assemblerallows
Assembly; language. Powerful
in full speed until a 100p has

Programmer‘s anlnsics. Pre-C and Pﬁnish are!
'
Products Corporation. '
,MS‘DOS and MS are reg
IBM is} registercd‘trhdemark

Phoenix

Get The Lead Out

.

Why Work With A Primitive Editor?

Of Binary File Transfer.

More than a powerful editor, PmateTM

PtelTM is the universal binary ﬁle

transfer program for MS-DOS 2.0 or

is a text processing language. An emula-

tor of other editors. A language—speciﬁc
editor for C, PASCAL, and FORTRAN.

higher. You can m0ve binary ﬁles fast

and accurately. Upload or download

Includes popular Modem7 and XModem protocols. With
‘checksum or CRC. Plus Kermit and ASCII._$195.

Pmate can even run in the background!

You get full-screen, single-key editing. Ten editing buffers. Horizontal and
vertical scrolling.uA “garbage stack” buffer. A built—in macro
,

groups of files from Bulletin Boards
or remote computers. Move ﬁles
between dissimilar machines and
operating systems. Ptel’s advanced binarygprotocol, Telink‘,‘M
offers better—than- Modem7 accuracy and performance. Faster
transfer speeds. An on—screen update of error correction,
blocks transferred, and transmission time.

language with variables, control statements, radix conversion,

tracing and 120 commands that you can group and execute with
a single keystroke. $225.

llamas ‘ " Why Squeeze Your Program

Maximize Your Program’s Efﬁciency.

More Than You Have To?

Pt'mishTM delivers the fastest running

programs possible. This performance
analyzer lets you “zoom in’ ’ on the inef—
ﬁcient parts of your program. Whether
written in Assembly language. C.

~

PASCAL. FORTRAN. BASIC. Unlike
profilers available today, Pfinish under~

stands the structure of your program and reports the amount of
activity and time spent in its subroutines or functional groups.
Pﬁnish analyzes both overlaid and memory resident programs.
Down to the instruction level. Reports are displayed. Stored on
disk. Or printed out. In tabular form or histograms. ‘ -.
Do a dynamic program scan. Identify the most frequently
executed subroutines. Find inefﬁcient code that costs your proram valuable time. Rank subroutines by execution frequency.

_

The Plink86 overlay linkage editor
, ‘brings modular programming to. 8086/

88-based micros. Write large and com-

'

‘ ' ‘

plex programs without worrying about
memory constraints. Work on modules

individually, link them into executable

ﬁles. Usetthesame module in different programs. Change the
overlay structure of an existing program without recompiling.
Use one overlay to access code and data in other overlays.
Plink86 links Intel®-format modules. $395.
Call (800) 344—7200. In Massachusetts (617) 762—5030. Or, write.

95.

Intel is a registered trademark nilnlel Curpul'nliuni

XT and AT arc trademarks of international Business Machines Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell laboratories.
Pasm86. Pﬁxsﬁ Plus. Ptel. Tclink. Pmate and Plink86 are trademarks of Phoenix Soflware
Associates Ltd.
.
‘
.
‘
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Phoenix Computer Products Corp.
1420 Providence Highway Suite 115
Norwood, MA02062 ;
,

Howdo you get
your PC to wear
many different hats
at the same time?

E—z—Dos—I'E

veniently from one applica—
tion to another instantly. With
this easy referencing capa—
bility, you can quickly respond
to questions, and finish proj—
ects significantly faster.

Introducing E-Z-DOS-IT”
Concurrent Processing —

for IBM PCs and
"
PC compatibles.
Before today, your IBM PC
(or PC compatible) could wear a
only one processing hat at a

E-Z to use,

time. Now, with E—Z—DOS—IT ‘

Concurrent Processing, your
PC can be an editor, financial analyst, and
artist all at the same time. And you can be a
writer. Or a programmer. In fact, E—ZvDOS—IT
is the only concurrent processing system

that can run effectively on machines with

256K and up.

Switch from one program
to another at the drop of a hat.
With your current system, each time you need
to access information on a different disk, you
have to save your files, unload and load a pro—
gram. E—Z—DOS—IT enables you to switch con—

E-Z to afford.
~ . - » - ~You’ll find it takes only ten
minutes to master E—Z—DOS—IT Concurrent
Processing. And the suggested retail price is
only $199.95 —im roved productivity was
never this afforda 16.
Improved personal productivity at
your fingertips.
E’Z—DOS—IT is the one system software
package you can’t afford to be without. For
more information and the name ofthe dealer
nearest ou, call toll—free: 800/228—9602
(in California, call 800/423 5592), ask for
Operator 1.

NHAIVIIVIER

Redefining Your PC Productivity.

E-Z—DOS—IT is a trademark of Hammer Computer Systems, Inc, 700 Larkspur Landing Circle, Suire 285, Larkspur, CA 94939

The following regisrcrcd r iadt‘mar k s are a: Itnuwlcdgcd: IBM and IBM PC. [nicrnaiiunal
Sofni'arc Publishing; Crossialk, Microsruff, Inc. Mulii—I’l.an, Microsoft Corporaiiun.

Business Machines", Linus 1—2—3 and Symphony. Lotus Development Corporation; dBasc n and Framework, Ashton-Tare; Wordsmr, Microl’ro lnicrnarional; PFSHIe,
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Testing
1! 27 31 4! 5
New diskette-drive testingprograms help
users avertproblems in read-write operations.
ne of the most unnerving mo«
0 ments in the life of a computer
user is when he becomes distrustful of diskette drives. Imagine a
couple of possible situations:
The professional user of an IBM
PC/XT writes a ﬁle onto a ﬂoppy dis—
kette to take with him for further work
on his Pe at home. Once at home.
however, he ﬁnds that the fr is unable
to read the diskette: a defective drive

(its heads are out of alignment) on the
XT writes data that it can read, but that
other computers cannot. Or . . .

A purchasing manager who has
been carefully backing up all of her
vendor correspondence on her XT has
had increasing difﬁculties in reading the
back-ups. But she puts off having the

drive checked out. Then, someone acci-

dentally reformats her ﬁxed disk, wip—
ing out all the correspondence. No
problem She decides to get the ﬂoppy
drive repaired while the system is down
and then restore the back—ups. When

the computer comes back, however,

none of the backup diskettes can be

read on the repaired drive, even though

it is the same drive that recorded the
ﬁles in the ﬁrst place.
Users who are unscathed in these
kinds of catastrophes are fortunate, but

they should be aware that the time to
take preventive measures is before the

problem occurs, not after.

Deciding when a drive needed adjustment used to involve much guesswork because some of the tolerances
have to be read to 5/10,000ths of an

inch and they cannot be seen readily or
measured mechanically. The modern
Sis-inch ﬂoppy diskette drive and the
media that it uses are very forgiving:
they allow for the widest possible variations in diskette drive adjustments. By
keeping the information density to a
conservative 360,000 bytes per two—

sided ﬂoppy, fairly loose tolerances can
be allowed. If, for example, the density

were increased to 2 million bytes of in—

formation on the same diskette, the adjustments would have to be much more

carefully controlled. The effect of the
low recording density is that the adjustment quality of the diskette drive is, for
the most part, ignored.
Five new diskette-drive testing pro—
grams allow users to check the adjust-

ment of their diskette drives. The prod«
ucts offer a wide range of capabilities
and varying degrees of ease of use. If
the two users mentioned at the begin

ning of this article had tested their

drives with one of these programs, they

JAMES CHUMBLEY
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TESTING

SHELF

probably could have prevented their
problems from ever occurring.
The diagnostic packages reviewed

GONSGIOIIS?

here are: Recording Interchange Diag—

Now you can organize your copies of

PC TECH
JOURNAL

Now your magazines can be a handsome addition to your decor, well or—
ganized, and easy to find, thanks to
these durable library—quality cases or
binders. rl‘hey're made of luxury-look
leatherette over high-quality binder
board. And both styles are custom-de—
signed for this or any other magazine
you save, with size, color and imprint
selected by the publisher. FREE
transfer foil included for marking dates
and volumes.

nostic (RID) by Dymek Corporation,
Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer by Verbatim Corporation, Interrogator by Dysan
Corporation, Memory Minder by ~I, & M.
SYSTEMS, LTD, and ReadiScope by Readi
Ware Systems, Inc.

Drives work by spinning the floppy
diskette around a hub and accurately
positioning the read/write heads above
and below. A diskette has either one or
two usable sides. Each side has 40

holds your issues on

individual snap—in rods,
combining them into

one volume. $7.95 each;
3 for $22.50; 6 for $42.95.
Mixed titles OK for
quantity prices.

control and driver circuitry and the interpretive software to make it all work.
The computer can tell the user exactly

eight or nine for versions 2.0 and later.
Each sector of each track contains 512

sided floppy can store a total of 568,640
bytes of information (generally approximated to 360KB).
A diskette drive has many parame-

ters that must be held within a range of
values. The most important are:
Rotational speed. This is recommended

Centering during clamping, Misadjust—

ment here will cause a circular track to
wobble as the diskette rotates. Clamp—
ing offset errors will add to track posi-

For faster service,

CALL TOLL-FREE

tioning errors, resulting in a combined

800-526-0190

track alignment error.

(In N] only 201-540-0445)

PO Box 5120, Philadelphia, PA 19141

I Please send:
TITLE

|:] Cases

1:] Binders

Head positioning. This parameter in-

_'

l_PC Tech Journal

QUANTITY

PC Tech/ournal

|
|
|
|

|

I
I
|
|

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $—.’ Add
$1.00 per order for postage and handling. Outside USA add $250 per unit ordered; send US
funds only.

[3 CHARGE (Minimum $10):
1:] American Express [:J MasterCard

B Visa

P to Date

Card No
Signature

Print Name

I City
L

*Residents of PA add 6% sales tax.

the drive is functioning.

This is a stunning marriage of precise mechanisms with digital and analog

which parameter is outside of its speci—
ﬁcations and to what degree.
Designers of the five programs
have each taken a different approach to
the problem of diskette diagnostics: Dymek‘s Recording Interchange Diagnostic
emphasizes ease of use; Datalife by Ver-

batim emphasizes graphical representation of diagnostic activity; the other

three strive for numerical accuracy and
versatility in operation. It is difficult to
say which will do the best job in identifying a particular drive as marginally

acceptable or misadjusted because none
of the ﬁve states in absolute terms what
constitutes an out-of—adjustment concil—
tion. The user is advised to refer to the
manufacturer‘s service manual for the
particular drive being tested.

TROUBLESHOOTERS

The Recording Interchange Diagnostic
(RID) program is the easiest to use; all

tests are performed automatically. The
user simply installs the single diskette,
boots the system with it, and reads the
results of each of seven tests. A single

drive spindle's center of rotation (true
track position), angular alignment with

diskette contains both the diagnostic
programs and the precisely recorded

spect to the diskette surface. It also includes measurement of the ability of a
drive to relocate a head to the same

° Speed: 300 RPM +/— 2 percent
Noise tolerance: (qualitative)
Write/read: 0 errors, track 34
Alignment: 0 errors with head at track

spot on the diskette multiple times.
Other important parameters are
spindle wobble during rotation, vibra—
tion of the diskette, and diskette slippage with respect to the hub. Although

none of these ﬁve drive»testing programs tests every one of these parameters, each performs useful checks. (Note
that flatness of the read/write heads
with respect to the diskette surface and

I Addres

l State/71p

cludes the distance away from the diskette surface, distance away from the

respect to the tangent line of a track,
and flatness of the head surface with re—

Other:

kette, it is possible to measure diskette

for versions Of DOS earlier than 2.0 and

into either eight or nine sectors: eight

or minus 2 percent. If the drives rotational speed is too fast, written data may
be elongated on the track or, in the
most extreme cases, the computer may
not be able to write all the bits onto a
track during one rotation. Conversely, if
rotational speed is too slow, the data
written will be too compressed for oth—
er computers to read.

store your issues for
individual reference.
$6.95 each; 3 for $19.75;
6 for $37.50. Mixed titles OK
for quantity prices.

built in. With a diagnostic program
reading from and writing to such a dis-

drive performance dynamically while

to be within the range of 500 RPM, plus

Openback cases

a known location, and some bits are
written with known positioning errors

tracks, numbered from 0 (the outermost) to 59, which is closest to the hub.
Each track is divided radially, like a pie,

bytes of data, so a nine-sector, dual—

Magazine
binders

rotational vibration are tests that none
of these programs performs.)
The secret of how these programs
dynamically test a diskette drive lies in
their use of a very specially recorded
diagnostic diskette with an accompany—
ing program. The data on the diagnostic
diskette have been written using extremely accurate equipment in a clean
environment. Each data bit is written to

data. Its tests and the limits allowed for
each are as follows:

16 location +/*0.002 inches. Also reports clamping error.
Backlash: (qualitative)

Clamping eccentricity: clamping plus
alignment must not exceed alignment
error allowance.
Erase cross talk: (qualitative)

The RID built-in pass/fail values are
not changeable, nor will the program

__I
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report any results quantitatively, except
rotational speed. Once the program is

MULTI—FILE

started, it runs all seven tests automati-

cally (it will not run just one test). The
program changes the display mode to
40 columns on the Color Graphics Adapter, which can be distracting. See
photo I for the pass/fail summaty pro-

EDITOR

vided by the program.
The program does not print out
the diagnostic inftn‘mation by itself;
however, since it runs under DOS,
pressing Ctrl-I’rtSc will successfully
write the screen output to the printer,
providing the user with a printed rec-

with

__

ord of the diagnostic results.
The principal advantage offered by
this program is that it is quick and easy;
its main disadvantage is that its output
is only qualitative In addition to the
one—page instruction and speciﬁcations

card, the package includes a l6—page in-

formation brochure (printed on threeby-hve-inch pages) describing the tests.
The program has no licensing restric—

tions that might prevent its use on
more than one computer. RID best

tains its program and precision-re-

corded diagnostic data tracks on a single diskette. It runs four tests—radial
alignment (true track positioning),

speed, clamping eccentricity, and write/
read—but the user is not informed of
the allowed limits. The results are re—
ported as good/fair/poor, but quantita—

tive measurements of drive parameters
are not given, not can the user set or
change the program‘s pass/fail values.
The program includes an autotest

option that will run the four tests auto»

matically. Although the program will

$99

+ 5 shipping
+ 5.94 tax in CA

FREE EVALUATION
0 Standard Features
—
—
—
—

Edit/Browse 20 files
Edit files larger than memory
Undo 2000 changes, even huge deletes
All Dos commands w/Path support

0 Only Edit Tool has

— Word processing features

— Find & Replace with wildcards
— Build new commands with key macros
— Design turnkey applications

Hex/Data Editing
— Full screen display of both HEX and
ASCII/EBCDIC at the same time.
— Enter Hex data directly on screen.
—— Edit ANY file. including graphics,

unreadable data and packed cobol
in fixed length up to 60,000 bytes.
— Patch exe and com program files.

AMERISOFT EDIT TOOLTM

serves the user who wants only a quick,
pass/fail evaluation of a diskette drive,

and for whom graphics and numerical
data are not a necessity.
The product by Verbatim, the
Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer, also con-

WINDOWS

Call Toll Free 1-800—358-9092 x627

CA: 1-800-862—4982 x627

345 South McDowell #410 O Petaluma, CA 94952 0 707-778-8594

CIRCLE NO. 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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D PACE
"‘9’": DATA BASE.
“‘2’“;

9 ‘1
1 1—1

The rapid pace of business today demands data storage solutions that can keep
are with the dynamics of today’s computing solutions.
[he Bernoulli liox‘" does just that—by creating, expanding, storing and backing up
data bases on 10~megahyte cartridges. lts transfer rates anti access times
, ,‘Qulporiorm hard disk devices. And when rapid pace means getting somewhere fast,
your cartridgottontained data bases go with you.
. ernoulli Box. Available for the IBM PC, XT, AT, and most compatibles.
the dealer nearest you, call 1-800'5564234 ext. 215. In California

not print out the information, pressing

Shiﬁ-I’rtb‘c when the autotest is complete will capture the above diagnostic
results onto paper.
A noteworthy feature of the Data»
life Disk Drive Analyzer is its excellent
use of animated graphics, which depict
disk operation during the individual

,

. -

tests. (Photo 2 shows the radial align-

ment portion of the autotest in pro—
gress.) The graphics run only in black

IOMEGA CORPORATION
1821 West 4000 Sbuth
Roy, Utah 84067

and White and provide no numerical
data concerning the tests.

The package does not include a
manual: all documentation is on a silt

gle instruction card. As with RID, this

program has no license restrictions to
prevent its use on more than one com-

puter. Verbatim’s offering is for the user
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company that. in“: .[uced mics-cs to . ’
ns-Ims9 Inuxg l .81?The'Treiesfiri
i979 an 'createdACCESS ’ “

Arapaho “A‘s

ep/no
Ila-menus @mcﬂ l
[TU/l]@l:lo@o

@DD@ GDGEP©® ISA“ ‘

tion of the drive as it is being put

O compietec source code Written ‘

The Interrogator by Dysan Corpo—
ration is a serious diagnostic tool that

to K&R=s,tandards of portability
M routines-1 , L, 1
0 high 1eVel, mums ey 15A

noes man : Iﬁtroutinesgthat workwith si’n’gie-user
,
,
netvvdrk systems
All! Cland
no royalties on application programs
’5»:

‘1

a“

1

$395‘ECOMPLETE
Specify format:
, 5%" PC4305 3%" Mac

8"CP/M®‘ , staph

13144456

BY FAIRCDIVI

2606 johnson Drive
Columbia MO 65203

so“

negative offsets must not vary by

more than +/— 0.004 inch
Azimuth alignment—must read data
known to be misaligned to the track
tangent line by +/~ 42 minutes of arc
with no errors
Hysteresis (positioning repeatability):

ious parameters. Photo 3 shows the dis

am Mmﬁeésia crtriaigtmksarosgmr 1' '

Research, heL‘NSisacradenwﬁofM lawsuit

,c-treu and the circular disc {ago an wedemarks

' of Faeom .UNIX is 3 mm of Beil
« Apple itatmde’mark oppte’ ompmr.‘ ,

,Aeiymmni‘“ ,

rpr gee
6“

runs five tests:
- Speed of rotation: 300 +/* 6 RPM
Centering eccentricity: +/- 0.00.7 inch
Radial offset from track nominal center: +/— 0.008 inch, and positive and

Test results are reported both qualitatively (pass/fail) and quantitatively,
with actual measured values for the var-

‘sp
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BRlEFCASE
DATA BASE.

Q

through its evaluative paces.

+/* 0.005 inch

1
{.5} 1w“ “Cor Co
83ve3”rd; ers. call, :7

c-tr'ee' .

who will trade a precise understanding
of the products test criteria for the opportunity to watch a graphic representa—

MANAGER“ for Digitai Research, new ’ f ‘
redeﬁnes the market for high performance,
8+ Tree based ﬁle handlers. With c-tree'“ . K
you get: " 4

‘4

53 9°? 1 L4

Your business needs more data base versatility than you get from hard disk systems,
versatility to help your people work more productively, wherever they are, or go.
Your business needs The Bernoulli Box, “ a storage system that lets you build and
backup individualized data bases—for payroll, accounting, marketing—on rugged,
interchangeable 10—megabyte“tartridges.
it works more reliably, quickly, and flexibly than hard disk alternatives—without head

crashes. And it works on the IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles.
For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-556-1234 ext. 215. in California
call 1—800-441-2345 ext. 215.

,,

play from the spindle speed test. The
user has the option of using Dysan's
preset recommendations for pass/fail
limits or, if his disk drives service manual specifics others, he can modify Dy—

san’s limits to match his own hardware.
Although Dysan‘s limits are not claimed
to be in compliance with any manufac»
turer‘s speciﬁcations, Dysan states that
the limits it has selected “work well on
the machines we have tested."
The testing material for this product comes on two diskettes: one contains the program; the other, called the

DDD (Digital Diagnostic Diskette), contains the precision data. In addition to

the ﬁve tests run with the DDD, the

program can support read/write tests to
a normal ﬂoppy diskette. When used

with a Dysan Analog Alignment Diskette
(not included with the program), man-

ual seek to any track is provided in the
program utilities. This program will

produce hard-copy records of the diag-

nostic results, but it supports only a parallel printer (and since it does not run
under DOS, printer output cannot be

redirected to either serial port). It is the

only product that Will run in color as

shipped from the factory.
One serious failing of the Interro-

gator is that even though it resides on a
non-DOS boot disk, an XT may not
boot the program successfully if DOS

can be booted from drive C: instead. If

a user's XT normally boots from 0, he

must ﬁrst either erase or rename COM-

MANDCOM on drive C:. (On my system
it is necessary to boot from a ﬂoppy
diskette containing DOS and restore

COMMANDCOM to drive C: after each
CIRCLE NO. 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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running of the Interrogator.)
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PHOTO 1: R”) 7‘05! .S'niiziiimji'
*
I!
I

RECORDING INI'ERCHANGE DIAGNOSTIC
DYNEK CORP.‘SAN JOSE, CA. U.S.A.
PATENT PENDING

u*
n

SIDE 8 SIDE 1
PASSED !

NOISE TOLERANCE ......

PASSED ! PASSED

"RITE, THEN READ .....

PASSED ! PASSED

TRACK ALIGIIIENT ......

PASSED I PASSED

POSITIONER RACIILASH..

PASSED ! PASSED

DISK CLA‘IPING ........

PASSED 9 PASSED

ERASE CROSSTAIJI ......

PASSED 9 PASSED 9

Kt) 1985 by White Heron Corporation

CMP finds changes, including blocks of lines that
have been moved! it finds lines that have been
changed within a block that moved!

..

SPEED ...... CORRECT

WHITE HERON
CORPORATION

-

One user compared two versions of a l7,000-line
program, where one version had the routines
sorted by name. CMP found the code changes!

Features:
ASCII files up to 5 Mb or 20K lines.
Fast on PC!
Faster on AT!

YOUR DRIUE NEETS INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR
INTERCHANGEARILITY AND DATA INTEGRITY

RID does not provide quantitative results on its tests, but
indicates only whether a drive is acceptable.

PHOTO 2: Verlm/im Radial Align/Hum Test

Optionally skip blanks and tabs.

Not copy-resistant.

PC—DOS or CP/M-ao (Kaypro, etc.)

CMP Version 2.13 . . . $89 (+ sales tax in CA)
I v
Masts-ca

—
VISA
—

Write: White Heron Corporation
TEST “I

RADIAL ALIGMEN'I'

Call:

26739 Basswood Ave.
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

(213) 378—4429
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Two head ﬁgures move independently across the disk.

PHOTO 5: lil/cn‘ogalor Spindle Speed ’lhs‘l
INTERROGATOR for the [RH PC A XT

In: Dgsan Corporat ion

Uersiun LBI

PC IS a hrgh performance tape

fohtroiier for the IBM-PC With th as

, important features:

, '

-

supplied ‘

8 bit parallel recordin" With part ‘

ey-writ‘e-v“

‘ ‘

[H
23456789101112

r-‘Economrcaiiy priced at $880
For more information on‘ the TOP,
P9 =0 Select New Drive
Statusl

Drive A

'1. s} Alignment ﬂenu
Track 12

Side B

Tuo'Sided

The arrow indicates current spindle speed value.
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THE INFAX 202
Now You Can Change
Your AT’s Diskposition!

You bought the IBM PC/ AT for its incredible
speed, power and expandibility. Now, INFAX
brings you another advantage — the convenience
of two removable disk data cartridges, each with

10 megabytes.

That’s right! The INFAX 202 packs your AT or XT
with 20 portable interchangeable megabytes.
Need 10 more? Take out one data cartridge, slide
in another. Whether you’re using the 202 for
primary storage or for backup, you can have in-

The INFAX 202 is a rugged device designed for
years of fast, reliable operation, thousands of
hours of use have proved this true. It’s barely the
size of an electronic typewriter yet it drives and

houses the same storage capacity of larger, less

portable mainframe computers —— at a fraction of
the cost.

the hall or across town.

INFAX supplies everything you need to tailor the
INFAX 202 for your IBM PC / AT or XT system’s
exact configuration. In addition to twin disk car—
tridges (each approximately 81/2 ”x11 ”) and a
built-in locking system, the INFAX 202 comes

So, you don’t need to put a hodgepodge of

software.

finite power to spare. And power to go — across

applications on a single, do—it-all fixed disk. You
don’t have to waste time backing up a fixed disk
with high priced floppies. And forget about head
crashes! The INFAX 202’s Bernoulli technology
makes them a thing of the past.

complete with data cable, expansion card and

The INFAX 202 is affordable. You can install it in
less than 15 minutes. And it’s a delight to use
because it’s user—friendly and menu-driven. So let’s
give your AT an outgoing diskposition.

°IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.

he name of't‘he nearest INFAX distn utor

INCORPORATED
INFAX
5301 COVINGTON HIGHWAY
DECATUR, GEORGIA 30035
(404) 981-6778
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PHOTO 4: rile/Hwy Mina/er Quick. ’l'es/ .S'zmmzmjr

PHOTO 5: Readlls‘copc General Test
nudiScope General Test

E
P

Disk Speed

Exit to I1 I: Hum:
Print screen

(1) Cit-ping. [nu sensitivity .....
Hediul sensitivity . . .

High sensitivity . . . .

<

(3) Spindle speed ...........
H) Mist-ant. miter .........

Iiddla .........
inner .........
(5) Mist-eat Sensitivity, autni- . . .
liddle . . .
inner . . .
(6) “end Rotation ...........
(7) Directional Sank .........

Drive 1 (OTFT

Mend B

Trail If. middle)

~

GOOD
.00D
0%
GOOD
\OOD

>>>
)7}
>>>
>‘)>
>>>

.OUD >>>

)>>

>>>

>>')

ODD >>/
00D >)‘/
. (.001) >>>

Sector lLi

of the drive; individual tests report quantitative results.

The package comes with an excellent SS—page manual that explains in detail the function of each of the tests, the

values of the limits for the parameters
being tested, and how to choose and

enter replacement values for the limits.
Superb diagrams and simulations of the
CRT display output are included. The
user need not have a technical back—

39/1

of} set
7

alternate OMSet (head 0 only)
+1 -2 +3 -4 +5 -6 *7 -8 +9-18+11-12+13 -11 +15 ~15

a

9

Test Complete
Press any key to return to Ienu_

Status 88 Hex

Memory Minder’s Quick Test gives a pass/fail evaluation

The progressive olfset results show a slight misadjustment. A
perfectly aligned drive would have a symmetrical pattern.

Drive sensitivity to head misalignment
Radial alignment to true track position
Head rotation off track tangent line
Directional seek or hysteresis (head
respositioning error)
This system outputs numerical data
from the individual tests, good/fair/poor

°
'

ground in order to understand the

information from the automatic test,
and a graphical depiction of the results.
The screen summary of Memory Min-

der DOS, so it cannot be run on Pe,

photo 4. It is also the only one of the

manual. The program does not run un»

der’s “quick test" is shown above in

but a user with a PC or PC/XT might se—
lect the lnterrogator for its ease of op—
eration and its ability to report both numerical and pass/fail results.
Memory Minder by J. a M. SYSTEMS,
LTD. provides the most detailed informa-

ﬁve products that supports both a parallel and a serial printer for printing of
diagnostic results. Its accompanying 42page, 8V2-by-11-inch manual is quite
good: it explains all operational aspects
of the program and provides an expla-

difﬁcult to use. It does not allow chang-

as a summary of diagnostic approaches
to the problems of drive adjustment.

tion of all ﬁve systems, but is the most

ing of the good/fair/poor limits for its
automatic test mode, and its individual
tests do not report pass/fail results, but

require interpretation of the numerical
values that are displayed or printed.
Furthermore, the values for the limits

used by the automatic test cannot be

clearly discerned from the program

manual. The individual tests all run

continuously—the user must terminate

each one manually.
This product is contained on two

diskettes, one of which is a Dysan DDD.

In its Analog Alignment Aid mode,
which is not a test but a positioning aid
for use with an alignment diskette (not
included in the program) and an oscil»
loscope, the program allows manual positioning of the read/write heads to any
track on either side. The tests supported by Memory Minder are:

' Clamping eccentricity
- Rotational speed
MAY 1985

= 383 RPM

Progressive Offset
Trk/lld -13f12 ~11 -1B -9 —8 ‘7 ~6-—-—+6 +7 +8 +9 +18
8/8
8/!
19/0
19/1
39/8

nation of disk drive operation, as well

The manual is not typeset, however,

and is somewhat awkward because of
its large size and lack of a vinyl binding.
Memory Minder is not restricted by
license agreement to one single com—

puter; for this reason, it will be the pro—
gram of choice for drive technicians

and computer repair operations.
The ReadiScope diagnostic package
by ReadiWare Systems comes on two
diskettes and, again, one is the Dysan
DDD. But unlike the other two packages that use the DDD, the ReadiScope
system requires that the serial number

of the program diskette and that of the
DDD match, otherwise an error message will be displayed. The program
does not run in color as shipped from
the factory; however the manual in—

cludes an explanation of how to patch it
for operation in color using IBM's
DEBUG. The Tee/mica] Reference Man-

ual must be consulted to select the
color attributes that are inserted in

place of the values; this is not a job for

a casual user. The tests that are run by
ReadiScope include:

' Speed of rotation
- Progressive offset (true track position)
° Alternate offset (hub eccentricity and
track centering)
' Azimuth rotation (head misalignment
to the track tangent line)
Both graphic and quantitative re-

sults are displayed, but no pass/fail limits are given, and none can be set by

the user. The user can request a sample

display of the graphic output that might
be expected from either a properly adjusted or a problem drive; this display
can be compared with the display from

the actual drive under test to determine
if adjustment or repair is required.
Photo 5 shows a typical display of the
ReadiScope general test. If the manu—
facturer’s technical speciﬁcations for

the drive are available, the numeric out-

put from the program can be used to
determine quantitatively whether or not
a parameter is within the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations.
No direct printer support is avail-

able from the program, but because
ReadiScope runs under DOS, Shift—PrtSc
will output the diagnostic measure-

ments and graphic screen displays to a
printer. An extensive S3-page manual
explains program operation and dis—
kette drive theory, including an outline

of drive repair and diagnostic techniques. The manual also includes several ﬁgures representing its screen outputs, and ReadiScope‘s is the only man-

ual with drawings of diskette drives that

show the locations where adjustments
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As a programmer,
you’re already respected.
‘ Billing Rate: it? it:
Itiephone: i"; "

With better—looking screens,
you could be loved.
You write wonderful programs.

Their logic is elegant. Their organization is solid.
They work like a charm.
But how do they look?
Maybe appearance shouldn’t count, but it does.
Because not only is a well-designed screen impres—
sive to look at—it also makes the program easier to
work with. And that makes you look good, too.
It takes you days, perhaps weeks of effort to make
a program right. Isn’t it worth a few minutes to
make it beautiful?
A few minutes. That’s all it takes for you and
Screen Sculptor to create a glorious—looking screen.

And once it’s done, Screen Sculptor automatically

writes the program—in IBM Basic, IBM Pascal,
or Turbo Pascal—to display the screen and allow
the user to enter data.

SDFTLUHPIE
g, 9.. EDTTLII'IB
W”: commute

"
m.

a. 3-..
.i

There’s no limit to what you can do with Screen
Sculptor. Design a screen you like and rearrange it
whenever you like. Select colors from a mouthwatering menu. Choose special characters, draw
lines and boxes, paint in areas, repeat a character in
any direction!
Specify input ﬁelds, variable names, data types,
acceptable data ranges and more. Then Screen
Sculptor generates actual program source code
based on your screen design.

You’ll need an IBM PC, XT, PCjr, PC AT or
100% compatible, 128K, DOS, one 320K disc drive

and any 80—column display.
Screen Sculptor does more than design screens.
For $125, it will enhance your creative reputation
and thoroughly impress your users.
Because people don’t expect a beautiful screen.
But they sure do appreciate it when they see it.

Try it FREE for 30 days!

We’re so sure you’ll ﬁnd Screen Sculptor indispensable

that we make you this no—risk offer: Order now and
you’ll also receive a full demo disk. Use it and the
manual for 30 days. Then, ifyou can bear to give it up,
return the package for a full refund!

Credit card orders only call 24 hours a day, 1-800—824—7888, operator 268.
For all other orders and inquiries call or write: The Software Bottling Company ofNew York, 29— 14 23rd Avenue, Long Island City, NY 11105 .

(718) 728‘2200. Ifwe’re shipping to aNYS address, please add 8%% sales tax.
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READ/WRITE
TO NORMAL FLOPPY
2
O

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

42

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

55

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Clearly, the RID and Datalife products are “early warning”
devices that alert a nontechnical user to a potential
are to be made. The manual is not typeset, but it is contained in a standard
Vinyl folder that is the same size as

most other IBM-family programs.
ReadiScope is the only program
that can be run on the Pe, which indicates that it probably is, by IBM’s own
deﬁnition, a well-behaved program, one
that uses only the DOS function calls
and does not write directly to either the
display buffers or to the diskette drive
controller. This program should interest
users who are willing to dig out the
manufacturer‘s pass/fail limits for their
drive's parameters, or those who own a
microcomputer that is almost PC-com-

patible (like Pe).

D0-IT-YOURSELF ADJUSTMENTS
Some brave users might attempt to

make disk drive adjustments by them-

selves, although this is generally a job
better left to a trained professional. At

the least, a competent (and determined)
user must have a copy of the drives fac-

tory service manual in hand. ReadiScope and Memory Minder are the only
two programs with documentation that
includes discussion of drive adjustment

techniques (Memory Minder does to a
much lesser extent).

As an example, the ReadiScope
documentation explains that, rotational

speed on the Tandon 100 is adjusted by

turning the trim pot on the small circuit
board on the rear of the drive. Turning
it clockwise decreases the speed; turning it counterclockwise increases the
speed. This will not correct for varia-
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MANUAL
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2

2

0

0
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2

MANUAL SELECTION
OF HEAD AND TRACK
Z
O

z

Yes

HELP SCREENS
2
0

s

Yes

USER-SETTABLE
PASS/FAIL VALUES
2
O

z

58

EXPLAINS DRIVE
OPERATION
2
O

Yes

PARAIIEL PRINTER
Yes

Z
o SERIAL PRINTER

No

RUNS ON Pe

Z

GIVES QUANIITATIVE
2
o

Z

USES DYSAN DDD

No

INTERROGATOR
(DYSAN)

MEMORY
MINDER
0&M)
READISCOPE
(R81)

Z

NO

F§J USES PC-DOS
2
O

GRAPHICS DISPLAY
C

,2

RID
(DYMEK)
DATALIFE
(VERBATIM)

2

SUPPORTS COLOR

TABLE I: (Join/)arl’son (If/"(Milan's

problem; the other products, however, can be used to

assist the actual adjustment of diskette drives.

tions in rotational velocity, but will ad-

just the average speed in one direction.

ReadiScope suggests that if rotational
speed fluctuates more than +/* ‘3 RPM,

the spindle drive belt could be faulty,
or oil could be on the drive pulleys.
A six-step procedure for aligning
the heads on the Tandon 100 is also
outlined by ReadiScope. To summarize
the operation, clamping set screws are

loosened enough to permit careful rota-

tion of the eccentric adjustment screw
on the rear of the drive to reposition
the heads. This adjustment is carried

out while the ReadiScope program is

running. When the adjustment produces

an acceptable display pattern, the
clamping screws are tightened.
Using the DDD, even a misaligned
hub can be corrected. ReadiScope out-

lines this procedure as follows: the hub
retaining screws at the rear of the drive

are loosened slightly to permit some
slight movement of the hub assembly.

While running the Alternate Offset test,

slight manual adjustments of the position of the hub assembly are made until
the display indicates that misalignment
has been minimized.
These adjustments should all be

made in very small increments and with
great care, especially on single-drive

For most users, these ﬁve diagnostic programs serve the main purpose—

to be able to know or have a good indi-

cation in advance that a drive requires
servicing by a qualiﬁed technician. Both

ReadiScope and Memory Minder will be
of great value to a computer repair

shop or a drive technician.

It is unfortunate that none of the
programs offers a deﬁnitive statement
of what constitutes acceptable limits for
diskette drive performance parameters.

Dysan’s Interrogator comes the closest
with its default pass/fail values, but even
these are prefaced with the statement,

“It may be quite sufﬁcient to use the
default values set up by Dysan. The default pass/fail limits found in the Interrogator package represent the values
we have found to work well with the
machines we have tested.”
Each of the programs has impor»
tant advantages, yet each has some ma—

jor limitations for some users: A disk
drive repair technician would prefer the

combined numeric and pass/fail output
of the Dysan Interrogator. The detailed
output offered by Memory Minder
makes it a good second choice for the
drive technician. The casual user might
prefer the ease of operation permitted

drive would no longer function. On a

by Dymek’s RID. A user who enjoys
lively graphics displays will probably
choose Verbatim’s Datalife.
The most attractive choice overall,
however, is ReadiScope by RSI. Among

vent further adjustment of the drive—
not to mention use of the machine!

graphically and numerically, the ability

machines like PC/r, since misalignment

problems can be aggravated by misad-

justment to such an extent that the

single-drive machine, this would pre—

the features that contribute to this pack‘
age are its capacity to present its data
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KEDIT

Mainframe Editing Power (and more!) $125
Announcing KEDIT, the most powerful full-screen text editor yet for the IBM PC. It
provides facrlities normally found only on mainframe computers and extends these
facilities to take full advantage of the PC's keyboard, display, and dedicated processing
power. Your PC will finally be equipped to handle even the most advanced editing
applications.
DOS 2 path and subdirectory support
edit up to 15 files at once

multiple display windows show you up to 8 files at once
block move and copy, even between files

sophisticated string search and change

wordwrap, paragraph reformatting and justification
all keys programmable with any combination of over 100 special functions
DOS directory display

commands

I ARBCHAR
I GETFILE

I RECOVER
I SORT

.
I SCHANGE
I named lines

KEDIT requires:

IBM PC, XT, or AT / DOS 2.0 or later / 80 column display/ 192K

For immediate shipment of KEDIT send check or moneyprder for $125 plus $3
shipping. CT residents add 7‘/2°/o sales tax. For more information call 203/429-8402.

'I

'~

ual offers the most thorough treatment
of the subject, by far; it can run under
all versions of DOS released to date;

and its use is not restricted by license
to a single computer.
Its main program can be copied

onto the hard disks of a number of XT
computers in a ﬁxed operation, allovv»
ing them all to be tesred with a common DDD diskette, thus assuring com-

patibility of read/write operation. Only
the DDD diskette would have to be
transported from machine to machine;

XEDIT Compatibility

I targets
I prefix

in color. In addition, ReadiScope’s man—

the operating program would remain

XEDIT is lBM’s text editor for the CMS operating system. KEDIT is compatible

with most XEDIT capabilities, including:

to output to a printer on either a parallel or a serial printer using PrtSc, and
the fact that it can be altered to operate

Demonstration disk available for 810.
VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Mansfield Software Group, Box 532 / Storrs, CT 06268

Tue‘tSAVING GRACE
DATA BASE.
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.- u; Ioil.iy ni-i'il Inoii- lltun [nsl mori- (lulu i‘nprii'ily lrorn Innss slorugt- Ilf’Vlf‘t'S. 'I'lll‘y
llt‘t'il lllllll‘ (lulu ilynuinirs. Alul llinl Inenns lini'knp .‘is well or; primary slorugi‘.
'l'ln' llelnoulli It
will il:: l't‘lllllVrIIlIi‘ slot.
stein. delivers IHJIIL Not only run you rrr'ule
llllll\'lllll.l| iliiliil
on Immly ll) Illl‘_L‘_
'iilgr‘s, you rum lmrknp fill-s . in minutes,
nol hours. The i'oinlnu'l innil‘ulgi‘x nit-i .
. oreil. And with Illi‘ lowcsl uvullultle ('HSI‘IN'I'
Illifgrlllyll‘. you not only save your (lulu, lnit money unil linn- us well,

,r .7 The llcruonlli llox. Available
l Ilor llli‘ lllM I’C,X'l', All and
most i'onipalilili‘s.

For the dealer nearest you,

call 1—300—556-1234 ext.

2l5. In California call
1-800-441-2345 ext. 215.

resident on the hard disk. In addition, it
is the only program that can test both

an XT and a Pe. It would therefore be
able to prevent the type of problem en»
countered by the ﬁrst unfortunate user
described in this article. That is espe—
cially important to me: I am that user.

Recording Interchange Diagnostic.$34.95
Dymele Corporation
1851 Zanleer Road
San jose, CA 95112

408/94 7-8700
CIRCLE 496 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Datalife Dis/e Drive Analyzer: $39.95
Verbatim Corporation

323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

800/538—8589
CIRCLE 495 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Interrogator: $139.00
Dysan Corporation

1244 Reamwood Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

408/734—1 624
CIRCLE 494 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Memorjy Minder: $99. 00
1. 6,1]. 51375115, LTD.
15] 00A Central Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505/292-4182
CIRCLE 493 ON READER SERVICE CARD
ReadiScope: $295.00

Readare Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 515
Portage, MI 49081
616627—91 72
CIRCLE 492 ON READER SERVICE CARD

james Chumbley is manager of quality assurance for Fairchild Semiconductor’s linear

CIRCLE INIO. 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

high reliability products division. He holds a
degree in mechanical engineering and owns
Coloru'are, his own software company.
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No matter which computer you use...

E
WE oov IR NEEDS. ;
AND TH

Every month CREATIVE COMPUTING

brings you the information you need to

thorough reviews on software and new innovations-with hands-on tips you can apply! .

system—without any bias.

color monitors or printers, yOu can depend

And if you need more information on

expand the functions of your system—any
CREATIVE COMPUTING goes
beyond machine speciﬁc magazines, provid-

on CREATIVE COMPUTING for a complete

‘ ing you with a Vital exchange of ideas and
insights from all the world’s leading computer

manufacturers, as well as the technological
innovators entering the marketplace.

Whether you’re expanding your system with new
hardware, software, or

add-ons, you need all the

information available—and
we deliver just that!
If you’re upgrading
with memory boards,

. CREATIVE COMPUTING

'

comparison—for all systems!
No matter which computer you use —
Apple, IBM, Atari, TRS-80, or any other
system—we can tell you what’s new and
available for you to expand your system
—any system!
.

Stay in the know and make

the most out ofyour computer!

——Get CREATIVE COMPUTING
with savings up to 50%!

'

will help you choose the
ones that meet your needs
. and. budget!
When you’re using word
'

,, processors, we provide you with

0 9 issues for only $9.97!
SAVE 47%!
0 12 issues for only $12.97!
SAVE 48%!
_
0 24 issues for only $24.97!

SAVE 50%!

'

For faster service call toll free,
1-800-852-5200
82227

Join the network
Develop a program for the new IBM
PC Network.

Promote yourself into the top ranks of network programmers. Write new programs or mOdify existing ones
to run on the local area network that’s sure to be a best
seller.
Capitalize on a chance to be in from the beginning
with integrated business applications. productivity tools
and office automation programs.

A high-level interface card makes programming for
PC Network fast and easy. Full data sharing and
IBM
the
byte locking capability. multiple servers. two megabits '
per second data transmission and a complete diagnostic
package make the network equally as attractive to the end
user.
For complete details about joining the network call

1-305-241-3102. Or write IBM Corporation. Editor,

IBM Personal Computer Seminar Proceedings.

4629, PO. Box 1328 Boca Baton, FL 33432.
CIRCLE NO. 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc., 5.3.

IBM PC Network Specifications
IBM PC NETWORK ADAPTER
HARDWARE HIGHLIGHTS
MICROPROCESSORS
- 6M HZ
80188
- 6MHZ
82586
MEMORY
- 32K PROTOCOL ROM
- 16K RAM
- 8K NET BIOS ROM
VIDEO COMPATIBLE RF MODEM
. TRANSMIT 50.75 MHZ (CH T14)
- RECEIVE 219 MHZ (CH J)
- SUPPORTS 1000 NODES
- MAXIMUM DISTANCE 5KM RADIUS
FROM HEADEND
- MULTIPLE SERVICES POSSIBLE
DIAGNOSTICS
- POWER—ON SELF-TEST
' ONvLINE MEDIA MONITORING
OTHER
- SUPPORTS DMA DATA TRANSFERS
- 2-MEGABIT/SECOND DATA RATE
- MID-SPLIT BROADBAND

FIRMWARE HIGHLIGHTS
OPEN ARCHITECTURE
- PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK
- OPERATING SYSTEM INDEPENDENT
- LOCALN ET/PC'”, PUBLISHED LAYERED
PROTOCOL
FUNCTIONS
- BASE FUNCTIONS PROCESSED ON THE
ADAPTER, NOT THE PC
- DISTRIBUTED NAME SUPPORT
- REMOTE PROGRAM LOAD
- 32 CONCURRENT TWO-WAY SESSIONS
- HIGH THROUGHPUT RATE AT SESSION LAYER
- CHARACTER SET INDEPENDENT

IBM PC NETWORK CABLING SYSTEM
IBM PC NETWORK TRANSLATOR UNIT
HARDWARE HIGHLIGHTS

- SINGLE RF CHANNEL CONVERSION
- ATTACHMENT OF UP TO 72 PCs WITH IBM
CABLING
- ATTACHMENT OF UP TO 256 PC5 WITH
CUSTOM CABLING
- DATA ONLY
- ALLOWS NODES WITHIN A 1000~FOOT RADIUS

CABLE
TYPE
- STANDARD CATV MEDIA (75 OHM COAX)
- TREE TOPOLOGY
- CATV STANDARD F-CONNECTORS
- PREBALANCED BROADBAND NETWORK
LOCALNET/PC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF SYTEK. INC.

KITS
- BASE EXPANDER (ALLOWS EXPANSION FROM
TRANSLATOR)
- SHORT-DISTANCE KIT (1 FOOT ADDITIONAL CABLE)
- MEDIUM-DISTANCE KIT (400 FEET ADDITIONAL
CABLE REQUIRED)
- LONG-DISTANCE KIT (800 FEET ADDITIONAL CABLE
REQUIRED)
‘ CABLE AVAILABLE IN 4 LENGTHS: 25 FT, 50 FT, 100 FT,
AN D 200 FT
MAXIMUM PCs AND
DISTANCES SUPPORT
~TRANSLATOR ONLY
- 8 SHORT-DISTANCE KITS
- 8 MEDIUM-DISTANCE KITS
' 8 LONG-DISTANCE KITS
~8—KIT COMBINATION

RADIUS
FROM TRANSLATOR

PCS

200 FEET
200 FEET
600 FEET
1,000 FEET
200 to
1,000 FEET

IBM PC NETWORK SOFTWARE
DOS 3.1
EXPANDED SUPPORT FOR NETWORKING
- FILE SHARING
- RECORD LOCKING DOWN TO BYTE LOCKING
PROGRAM INTERFACE TO NETWORK SOFTWARE
- REDIRECTION CONTROL
- INSTALLATION CHECKING
- DIRECT EXECUTION OF NET BIOS FUNCTIONS
- MULTIPLE SERVERS
IBM PC NETWORK PROGRAM
FULL SCREEN INTERFACE AVAILABLE
REDIRECTOR
- ALLOWS USE OF SHARED PRINTERS
' ALLOWS USE OF SHARED DISKS AND DIRECTORIES
- PROVIDES CAPABILITY TO SEND MESSAGES

FILE SERVERS
- SHARED USE OF NAMED DISKS OR
SUBDIRECTORIES
-Ké§SEvSI/SIJRD PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED
- VARIETY OF ACCESS MODES SUPPORTED (EEG.
READ ONLY)
- RECORD LOCKING TO CONTROL MULTIPLE
UPDATES
PRINT SERVER
- SHARED USE OF NAMED PRINTERS
-PAS:S\g/é3RD PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED
AC E
- AUTOMATIC SPOOLING AND QUEUING OF OUTPUT
-QUEUE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES ON SERVER
STATION
MESSAGE SERVER
~ INTERACTIVE MESSAGE EDITING/TRANSMISSION/
RECEPTION
- PRESERVES FOREGROUND APPLICATION CONTEXT
- AUTOMATIC NOTIFICATION OR LOGGING TO DISK/
PRINTER

8
72
72
72
72

Collect g dust
‘ 1nstea of

data?

No more! Survivability is
what you can depend on with HiComp’s MBM500 Bubble Drive.
It’s designed to function as a floppy or
solid disk drive with boot capability when plugged into any available I/O card slot in your IBM/
PC. It’s your survival kit in most harsh environments where dust, dirt, extreme temperatures,

humidity and vibration are your enemies.
Lost data due to power failures will be

Choose either a 128, 256, or

512-K Byte storage capacity. It’s fully compat-

ible with PC-DOS 1.1, 2.0, and newer releases.
And it operates on most iBM look—alikes.
Bubble Drive. When it comes to survival,
there’s a lot more to tell. Send for more details:

Advanced Digital Information Corp, PO. Box
2996, Redmond, WA 98013. Telephone 206 881—8004 or 1800-6538-0818.

history after you install a MBM-SOO. The device

is non—volatile so it can retain memory without
battery back—up.

Five times faster than a floppy and 1000
times more reliable the Bubble Drive will prove
to be more efficient and effective.

Advanced Digital Information Corporation
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ILLUSTRATION ' GARY ZAMCHICK / LEXICA

Encryption Methods

Public Key eptography and the Data

Encryption Standardprovide eﬂective

methoais to send secure communications.

VICTOR MANSFIELD
This is part two of a series of articles on
encryption. The ﬁrst part, which ap-

peared in the April issue (p. 96), dis—

cussed the fundamental theory of en-

vious contact. Assume further that both
users want to meet security requirements by encrypting their messages.

tems that are available for the IBM PC.

solved. First, how should the users ex-

cryption. A future article will review
commercial encryption/decryption sys—

0w can secure and unforgeable

communication be established
between two microcomputer
users? Assume that these two users do
not trust each other, that their com—

MAY 1985

puters are connected to a national network, and that they have had no pre-

Two important problems must be

change keys for the encryption? They
cannot simply send them unencrypted
over the network, because they know
that intruders have access to everything
that passes between them. It is possible
to send keys by trusted courier, but for
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ere's an important collection of CP/M
insights that you’ll never find in any

CP/M manual. CP/M is the most popular
microcomputer DOS in use today, and
this widespread use has generated many
innovative techniques and enhance-

ments of CP/M. Programmer’s Guide to
CP/M tells you what these enhancements

are and how to put them to use, how to
get around apparent limitations of a CP/M
system and why CP/M is far more versa-

tile than you might have imagined. Every
article in Programmer’s Guide to CP/M
originally appeared in MICROSYSTEMS
between January 1980 and February
1982. Except for this collection, these ar—

ticles are now unavailable! Programmer’s
Guide to CP/M gives you an in-depth look
at CP/M from the viewpoint of the pro—
grammer—the individual who creates the
software that interfaces directly with

CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on sys-

tems for which configurations do not already exist.

Contents include “An Introduction to
CP/M,” “The CP/M Connection,” “CP/M

Software Reviews,” ”CP/M Utilities &
Enhancement,” “CP/M 86" and “CP/M

Software Directories." $12.95.
For
taster service,

moo-Anna's GUIDE '0

800631 -81 12

Also available at your
local bookstore or computer store.

F—______

MICROSYSTEMS PRESS
Dept. FHIC, 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me _Programmer's Guide
I to CP/M at $12.95* plus $2.00 postage and I
handling each. Outside USA add $3.00 per
order. #140
[jPAYMENT ENCLOSED $___.
*Residents of CA, NJ, and NY State add
applicable sales tax.

I D CHARGE MY:

(Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.)

D American Express
[j MasterCard B Visa

I Exp. Date

search on encryption is classiﬁed, three
historical eras can be identiﬁed. The
ﬁrst is the classical era, which runs

through World War II and involves the
various schemes mentioned in part 1 of
this series. The second is the era from
World War II to 1976; during this period, digital computers became the dom-

inant factor and the DES was devised by
IBM and later approved by the National
Bureau of Standards for sensitive and
commercial data. The third era extends
from 1976 to the present. The year 1976
is important, because during that year

DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD
IBM developed the DES between 1973
and 1976. This algorithm was approved
in 1977 by the National Bureau of Stan—
dards for commercial and sensitive data.
The approval was initially surrounded
by some controversy about just how secure the DES actually is. Military and
diplomatic data are handled by systems
that are more secure than the DES.
Part 1 of this series explained that

Apt

I Address

L

Zip

trated P-box on bit 3, it will exit on bit
5, and so on. If the wiring is changed, a
P-box can perform any transposition.

An S—box is made from a P—box in
combination with two binary-to-decimal

converters, as shown in ﬁgure 2. The

ﬁrst decoder on the input side converts
a value placed on its 3—bit input lines

(which could be an octal number) into

one of its eight output lines by setting
that particular line to 1 and all of the
other lines to 0. The P—box permutes
the single bit, and the output decoder
converts that one-of—eight value to a 3—
bit binary number. In this way, one 3—
bit word is transformed into another.
If this process seems too magical,
an example may help. Use the P-box
wiring shown in ﬁgure 1 in the S—box
shown in ﬁgure 2. If the octal numbers
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were input se—

quentially to the S—box, the output

would be 2, 7, 0, S, 1, 3, 6, and 4. If the

P—box shown in ﬁgure 1‘ were rotated

tution may be performed in hardware.
In the DES, these P— and S—boxes are

permutation can be done in hardware.
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram for the

E] Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.

The P—box’s input and output are
both 8-bit words. If the input word's
bits are designated 01234567 from top
to bottom, the bit numbering on the
output word for the wiring shown must
be 27051364. If a signal enters the illus—

hardware, enhancing the speed and se-

tions). A simple P-box shows how a

City

permutations), shown here, and the

S—box (for substitutions) that is shown
in ﬁgure 2.

so that the input and output sides were
interchanged and then used in ﬁgure 2,
the same sequential octal numbers
would become 2, 4, 0, 5, 7, 3, 6, and 1.

tions) and the Sboxes (for substitu-

(please print full name)

The DES is built around the P-box (for

modern encryption is fundamentally a
series of transposition (or permutations) and substitutions of the plaintext,

curity of the encryption. To that end it
is built around the P»box (for permuta—

Signature

State

(DES) is also discussed.
Although much of the sensitive re—

or unencrypted text. The DES was de»
signed to be conveniently performed in

Card No.

I

must be done securely.
The second problem is being sure
that they are really communicating with
each other and not with some impostor.
The need for unforgeable identity
would be crucial if, for example, one of
the users were a bank and the other
were a customer who wanted to withdraw $1 million from his account.
This article discusses the revolutionary Public Key Cryptography system
and shows just how elegantly both of
these problems can be solved. The
widely used Data Encryption Standard

1976, pp. 644-54).

201-540-0455)

P—BOX

network for key distribution, but this

Trans. Inform. Theory 1T—22, November

(In NJ only,

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

keys must be exchanged too often. It

would be most convenient to use the

the public key encryption scheme was
devised by Difﬁe and Hellman (“New
Directions in Cryptography," IEEE

PHONE TOLL FREE:

FIGURE 1: Wiring (1 l’-/)().\'

military, this is impractical; too many

\lG‘xxJIJkUJN’"

Edited by 80/ Libes

networks with a large number of users,

such as those used by banks and the

LNlUi—d

CP/M

DATA SECURITY

w

PROGRAMMER’S
GUIDE TO

wiring of a P-box.

With appropriate wiring, any substi—

combined to form product ciphers, as
shown in ﬁgure 3. In this product ci—
pher, 12 input lines are ﬁrst permuted
in P1. The output of P1 is broken up
into four groups of 3 bits each. Each
group is then subjected to four inde—

-____——
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FIGURE 2: \l'i'ring (m S-box

HARD DISK
STORAGE
AND BACKUP
Creative Advantage

IN PUT

DECODER

DECODER

OUTPUT

5 MB REMOVABLE

HARD DISK

Special

$895

This removable cartridge drive is ideal for
additional storage and backup! includes drive.
cartridge. controller. cables. manual and one
year warranty. (Additional cartridges $85)
A substitution, or S-box, is made from a P-box in combination with two binary—

to-decimal converters that translate a 3-bit binary code into a one-of—eight code.

FIGURE 3: DIES I’roz/uc/ Cipher
ADVANTAGE

EDGE

Creative Edge
10 MB HARD DISK

$695

- includes 10 MB drive. controller, cables. &
installation instructions
- one year warranty
HARD DISK

5Mb Removable
10Mb Half-hgt
20Mb Half-hgt

In this product cipher, 12 input lines are ﬁrst permuted in P1. The output of P1 is
then broken up into four groups consisting of 3 bits each.

pendent substitutions in $1, 52, $3, and
54, as described in ﬁgure 2. The pro-

cess is repeated in the following stages.
The DES takes a 64—bit block of
plaintext and converts it into 64 bits of
ciphertext. using a 56—bit key. A series
of 18 different stages is used to do this;
these stages employ product ciphers

made of P» and S-boxes. like that shown
in ﬁgure 3. Figure 4 shows an outline
of the process. The ﬁrst stage is a key—

independent permutation of the 64-bit
plaintext. The last stage is the inverse of

the ﬁrst stage. In between are 16 func-

tionally identical stages designated by i

where i = 1, 2. 3. . . 16. At each stage
a unique subkey, K(z'), is generated from
the original key, K.
As ﬁgure 4 shows, each of the 16

stages involves a permutation: the right
32 bits of input become the left 32 bits
of output. At each stage 2' the right 32
bits of input are also encrypted using a

function g with K(z'). This encrypted 32

bits is then combined by an exclusive

OR with the left 32 bits of input and
written as the right 32 bits of output.

This function g(K(1'), Rm) is where all

the complication lies and is composed
of a series of key/dependent P- and S-

boxes, each of which is unique for each
stage 1'. It is so designed to insure the

nonlinearity of the encryption process.

For the purposes of this article, it is not

necessary to describe g in detail nor ex-

plain how the subkeys are generated.

interested readers should consult the

National Bureau of Standards publica»
tion “Federal Information Processing
Standards" (Publication 46), which gives

the full speciﬁcations.
The DES is designed so that decryption is the reverse of encryption. Although the details of the actual steps

are quite complicated, the process is ac-

tually just a 64-bit key-dependent substi—

tution cipher, because each 64 bits of

input are output as 64 bits of ciphertext.

INT. *EXT.
895 1045
845
695
995 1145

20Mb Full-hgt * *

1195

1345

30Mb Full-hgt" *

1495

1645

" lit/M'nu/(y moi/HM! Il'i/Il_/tlll 11ml [IUII't‘I' XII/1M)“Includes art. [Hill'l‘l' slip/10'

SIGMA DESIGNS $695

EXPANSION CHASSIS

- includes chassis. power supply. 9-slot
backplane. 2 interface boards & cable

COLOR 400 “EV“- $595
- 16 Color. 640x400 non—interlaced display
- Runs Lotus 12 5. Supercalc. etc. at mice
their normal resolution
- Separate character sets for emulation and
high resolution modes

COLOR 400 W/MOUSE . $ 695
COLOR 400 W/SR-12 . . . $1150
COLOR 400 W/TAX 440 $1150
45MB TAPE BACK—UP. . . . $995

(rear/lie M/brosa/e:
(415) 945—1201
(300) 321-3324

5339 Vincent Road @
Pleasant Hill. California 94523
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Pc EXPANSION UNITS

Since its adoption in 1977 by the Na—

tional Bureau of Standards, the DES has

been implemented in hardware by sev—

eral manufacturers, so relatively inex-

pensive and fast encryption is available.
The DES is commercially available in
software and hardware implementations
for the IBM PC.
PUBLIC KEY ENCRYP’I'ION
One of the serious problems men—
tioned in part 1 of this series is key distribution. In order for systems to remain secure, their keys must be
changed frequently. When N is the

number of users on a network, each of
whom desires secure communications
with the N1 other users, the number of

pairs of keys that have to be securely

distributed is determined by N(N-1)/2.

yamsmotuoes DRIVE NSTALLED
N enema-r warn POWER SUPPLY,
menace emu FOR INSTALLATION
in PC AND commune CABLES
in MB - $1595 20 MB - $1895

5 DESERT

TECHNOLOGIES

DITIONED CABLE ASSEMBLY WHICH
OCCUPIES A SINGLE SLOT IN PC
OSYSTEM INCLUDES CABINET WITH 6
SLOT BACK PLANE AND 4 OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLY, INTERFACE CARD
AND CONNECTING CABLE - $695

PO. BOX 41628

TUCSON,A285717

(602) 882-1741
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Even modest values of N present
problems, because it is hardly secure to
distribute a new key encrypted under
an old one, which may have been compromised. Or as in the example presented at the beginning of this article:
how is the first key to be passed between two users on a network who
have never met but who want secure
communications? Schemes have been
devised to deal with the problem, but
they are often awkward and expensive
in terms of resources; certainly none is
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IBM’s 3101 Emulation Program includes a terrific ﬁle conversion utility for sending and receiving ﬁles over
an asynchronous communications link — with compression, cyclic checksums, and efﬁcient 4—for—3
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so simple and elegant as the Public Key
Cryptography system devised by Difﬁe
and Hellman.
In all encryption systems designed
prior to Public Key Cryptography, the
encryption and decryption keys are related in some simple way, and both are

kept secret. Often decryption is just the
reverse of encryption, as is the case in

the DES. Difﬁe and Hellman revolution—
ized all this by designing a system with
two keys: one publicly known encryp—
tion key, E, which is published in a di—
rectory much like a phone book, and
one secret decryption key, D, known
only by an individual. In addition, the
secret decryption key could be obtained
from the public encryption key only
with extreme difﬁculty.
The system is similar to a special
mailing envelope that can be ﬁlled and
sealed by anyone, but that can be

opened only by the person whose address appears on it. With this special
envelope it is not necessary to worry
about the honesty of the letter carrier.
The properties required of the

Public Key Cryptography system are ex—

plained below. Here, P is the plaintext
and C is the ciphertext.
1. C = E(P). This equation says that

ciphertext results from encrypting
plaintext under the encryption key.
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FIGURE 4: Converting Plaintexz‘ into Czpbenext
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The ﬁrst stage in this process is a key-independent permutation of the (rt-bit
plaintext. The last stage is the inverse of the ﬁrst stage.
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COMPATIBLE WITH WIDELY AVAILABLE
LIBRARIES such as HALO screen graphics
and many. many others (call for list).
TOPVIEW SUPPORT LIBRARY provides win-

When the going gets tough, Optimizing C86
comes through time and time again. C86 is a
highly dependable C compiler that has been optimized through the years to provide the best combination of reliability. speed, and performance.

FAST, IN-LINE 8087/80267 SUPPORT
Now you can take full advantage of 8087/80287
capabilities. allowing your programs to run many
times faster than possible with other C compilers.
Plus the source code to all routines is included,
so you have complete control over all functions.

MORE OF THE FEATURES YOU WANT
0 SOURCE is provided to all libraries for total

programming control. The source includes a set

of standard UNIX routines plus many DOS

specific functions.

SPECIAL IBM-PC LIBRARY including communication, screen, and keyboard handling
functions.

FE COMPUTER
E INNOVATIONS, INC.

980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724

© 1984 Computer Innovations, Inc.

dowing capabilities.
SPEED OPTIMIZATION — there’s always room
to tighten your code. and Computer innovations
has the tools to help. For example,
PROF/LER-86 helps identify key areas for
optimization.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT, NOBODY DOES IT
BETTER
Computer Innovations has earned a reputation

for providing customer support that is unequalled

in the industry. This includes a user’s group, an
on-line bulletin board, and a user’s newsletter.

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMMERS
WHO TRUST AND RELY ON C86
For Further Information Call 800-922-0169.
Technical Assistance Call (201) 542-5920.

Computer Innovations features a full line of

C products including C-to-Dbase (Dbase development tool) and Introducing C (C Interpreter
Language Learning System). Call or write for a
product profile.
For Further Information Call

800-922-0169
Technical Assistance Call (201) 542-5920
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2. P : 1)(C) : D(E(P)). This means that
plaintext results from decrypting
ciphertext with the decryption key,

7. In order to decrypt C, compute I) =
C" ( mod N).
To encrypt a message, N and e are
needed; to decrypt a message, N and d
are needed. Therefore, the public key

which the intruder can choose the
data to be encrypted.
Because of properties 5 and 4, 11'
can be made public. All encryption and
decryption keys are generated locally by

the secret key is cl, assuming that N is
known. The public key directory con

3. It is exceedingly difﬁcult to ﬁnd 1)
when E is known.
4. L" cannot be broken by an attack in

individuals. The encryption keys are
sent to the public directory, in which
they can be read by anyone, because
they are unencrypted. The decryption
key is kept secret by its owner.
Secure communications between
two users, Y and M, can be set tip in the

following manner: ﬁrst, encryption keys
EY and E_\I are published in a public di—

consists of the unique pair (N, e), and

tains the user's name, network address,
N, and e; d is known only to that user.

The example below will clarify the actual application of this algorithm.

The security of the public key en-

cryption method hinges on the difﬁculty

of factoring large numbers—if the cryp»

tanalyst could factor the public N, he
could then ﬁnd P and Q and, hence, Z.
Knowing Z and 6, it is easy to ﬁnd d using a famous algorithm of Euclid (for
determining the greatest common divisor of two integers and, hence, whether

two intergers are relatively prime). Fortunately for the Rivest/Shamir/Adelman
method, factoring large numbers is an
exceedingly difﬁcult problem that can
consume vast amounts of computer

time. According to Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman, factoring a ZOO-digit number

Are You In XE” Yet?

rectory; second, user Y looks up the en-

The Ultimate Programmer’s Editor

and applies it to the plaintext, I}, to get

editors away! Why? Because XTC is incredibly powerful. It’s also

cryption key for user M in the directory

C = BMW), which he then sends to user

M. Ilser M can decrypt the message by
applying user Y’s secret decryption key
to ﬁnd that I),,(E_\,(P)) : 1’. Because no
one else knows user M‘s secret decryp—

Some folks have already discovered it. And they threw their other

‘easy to learn, and easy to use. XTC has MORE editing,

facilities for LESS MONEY — 99 bucks
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to decipher the message.

Thus, the public key encryption

system allows strangers to set up secure
communications simply and efﬁciently,
without having to solve the problem of
secure distribution of secret keys, Compared to other, more difﬁcult schemes
that have been devised to accomplish
this task, Public Key Cryptography is
beautifully simple and direct.
The next challenge is to find algorithms that obey the above criteria. One

developed by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (“A Method for Obtaining Digital
Signatures and Public Key Crypto Systent," Commzm. ACII, February 1978)
seems quite secure and has been imple-

mented on the IBM PC. Their method is
based on principles of number theory,
The method is outlined below:
1. Choose two large prime numbers, Q

and 1’, each in excess of 101”“.

to

. Compute N : Par-Q and Z T (I) 7 I)

(Q 7 I).

5 Choose a number that is relatively
prime to Z (having no common filC»
tors) and call it (i.
J1

4. Iiind 0 so that 8*(1' : I mod Z.

. Divide the plaintext I) into blocks,
B (considered bit strings), so that

when each block is transformed into
its numerical equivalent (a : l,

I) : 2. etc.) it falls in the interval
0 <: I? <: N.

(X To encrypt a message. break it into
blocks and compute (I : 1’“ (mod N).
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Want to compare XTC with your editor?
Just ask for our demo disk (only $5.00)
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These windows are

really great! You can
see several files at
once — even different
parts of the same file.
That means you’ve got
declarations in front of

knock five bucks off the price.

XTC outperforms any other programmable editor on all IBM /PC, /XT, and /AT
computers (and true compatibles). XTC
even works with your Sidekick and Turbo
Pascal from Borlandl
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To get your copy of XTC now, order
it over the phone — we can ship it
the same day! Or, you can send in
an order, just like this one:

XTC .........99 bucks

Shipping and Insurance ..... 3.50
Wash. res. add tax: .......... 7.99

Want it COD? Add this ....... 1.65
TOTALlTUBANDSENDlTOUICK!

you while you’re look-

ing at the code that
uses them!

am
Box 266 - Cheney. WA 99004 - USA - (509) 235-8088

Sidekick and Turbo Pascal are trademarks of
Borland, International. Wordstar is a trademark of
MicroPro. Wendin and XTC are trademarks of Wendin, Inc.
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_to _dBASE
The MISSING LINK
C,to,dBASE is a new development tool that

allows you to manipulate dBASE data and
index files with rograms written in the C
language. C40, BASE provides more than

70 C language functions including:

0 Functions to access and modify dBASE data

0 Powerful C language functions for develop—
ment of dBASE file management programs.
O A menu-driven sample application rogram
that demonstrates the use of C_to_ BASE.
0 Full source code in C.
. N0 royalties.

Whether you are a be 'nning or professional

programmer, C,to-dB SE is a powerful tool for
the development of data base ap lications.

Only $150.00 (includes source co e).

For More Information Or
To Order Call:

,2

“.r.
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and index files without using dBASE.

800-922-0169

E COMPUTER
‘5 INNOVATIONS, INC.

980 Shrewsbury Avenue. Tinton Falls, NJ 07724

Prices are subject to than e without notice.
dBASE is a trademark of shtomTate.
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MULTI-TASKING for the IBM AT!
also for the IBM PC or XT
with MULTI-JOBTM
“MULTI-JOB the most cost effective
choice for the user with a need for multitasking.” PC Age Vol. 3.8
With MULTl-JOB software up to 9 IBM PC DOS compatible
programs can be running at the same time. Example, have your com-

munication program running in the background, and still be using

***

your word processing, spreadsheet programs, etc., at the same time!
The keyboard and screen can be assigned to any job with a simple
keystroke. The remaining jobs will continue to run unattended. With
the many different options, MULTl-JOB is a very powerful
package.
* No special hardware is required.
Allows priorities to be given between each job.
Programs can be run simultaneously or one at a time.
30-day free trial period.
MULTI-JOB
ELECTRONIC DISK
SPOOL PROGRAM
SET MEMORY UTILITY

B&L COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, 7337 Northview, m
Suite B, Boise, ID 83704, (208) 377-8088.
Dealer's inquiries are welcome. Call or write for a free catalog.
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DATA SECURITY
requires about 4 billion years of com-

puter time using the best known algorithm and a computer that has an in-

struction time of 10"“ seconds.
Although some recent improvements in the methods for factoring

large numbers have been made by Simmons and others at the Scandia National

Laboratories, the algorithm still seems
quite secure. On the other hand, there

are some reasonable but unproven as—
sertions in the analysis of the factoring
problems, so no complete mathematical
proof exists that the algorithm is truly

secure. For example, there is no abso-

lute guarantee that some clever person
cannot devise an extremely efficient al—
gorithm that would allow large prime
numbers to be factored on the IBM PC

in, say, 13 minutes. Such an exceedingly
unlikely event would then make the sys«

tem completely vulnerable.
The following simpliﬁed applica-

tion of the Rivest/Shamir/Adleman en»

cryption algorithm will help illustrate
exactly how it works. Following the
steps given above, choose Q : 3 and P

= 11 (these numbers are considerably
smaller than the recommended 101““),
which produce N = 35 and Z = 20.
Several choices exist for d, but for sim—
licity choose (I : 5, because (I will then
have no common factor with Z, which

is 20. (In this simple case, several other
0c numbers smaller than 20 could just
as easily have been used.) Next it is

necessary to ﬁnd e so that e * 3 = 1
mod 20; therefore, 8 : 7.
These values ofe, d, and N can be
used to encrypt the message bad; the
numerical value I is assigned to a, 2 to
b, etc. Making N = 33 and restricting
the plaintext blocks to single letters

from the 26-letter alphabet will satisfy
the requirement that the block size be
less than N Table 1 shows the encryption process, and table 2 shows the de~
cryption process.
As this example shows, the Rivest/

Shamir/Adleman algorithm works like

magic. The computations in this unreal‘

istically simple example are trivial, but

in more realistic ones, the computations
involved in taking large exponents of
large integers modulo for a very large
number—for example, C" (mod NF

are demanding. They require full—precision integer arithmetic for integers up
to N, which is at least 1010”. For this rea—
son, the Rivest/Shamir/Adleman imple

mentation is computationally demanding for machines such as the PC.
One elegant application of Public

Key Cryptography involves its ability to
provide digital signatures. In the world

of paper documents, a unique signature
PC TECH IOURNAL
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TABLE 1: RSA Encryption Process

J—\~

r:

ix)

P NUMERIC VALUE

creative computing‘s

P7

P7 (mod 33)

128
1

29
l
16

16,584

For the example shown here, N was set equal to 55 and the plaintext blocks

were restricted to single letters from the 26-letter alphabet.

1984
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TABLE 2: RSA Deajption Process

29
1

16

C3 (mod 33) SYMBOL

C3

24,589
1
4,069

dis—‘- [\J

C NUMERIC
VALUE

b
a
d

The computations involved in this process can be demanding. They require
full-precision integer arithmetic for integers tip to N, which is at least 10m“.

is olten the most important mark on the
paper. whether the document is a bank
check or the [28. Declaration of Indei
pendence. How can an unforgeable and
unique electronic identification be ob
tained for anyone when the possibility

of \viretaps and various other forms of
attack is ever-present? When a client tells
his stockbroker to btiy 1 million shares

of stock. how can his stockbroker be

sure it is really his client giving the or-

der? If one more property is imposed

on the encryption and decryption algo-

rithms. this demand can be satisﬁed
In addition to the usual property

that DUE/P» : I), the stockbroker (or
any other user wanting to be sure that

the person communicating with him is
who he claims to he) should demand
that 1:'(D(P)) : P. In other words. in ad

and applies it to obtain I:‘\I(I)M(l’)) — I’.
if this plaintext message makes sense. it
must have come from the client. be-

cause only that client knows the l)\‘ that
was used for the lirst encryption.

Now suppose the client denies having ordered the 1 million shares. perhaps because a better investment suddenly came up. The stockbroker can
then go to the judge with his copy of
the clients message encrypted under
his secret key. l)\1(l’). and the client's
message. I’. The itidge then looks tip

the clients public key and applies it to

1)\,(I’). He ﬁnds 1540511)» , P, which is
identical to the copy of l’ the stockbro

ker claimed the client sent; obviously.

the client did. in fact. tell the stockbro-

ker to htry the shares

While they carry the client oil. to

dition to the requirement that text en-

jail he might cry over his shoulder that

tion key I), the stockbroker should re—

purchase request. Society might rightfully require that theft or suspected
compromise of a digital signature be
reported immediately in order to avoid
responsibility for legal obligations
sealed with the signature

crypted with the encryption key [1' be
decrypted to plaintext with the decrypquire that text encrypted with the decryption key 1) be decrypted to plairr
text with the encryption key E When

either key acts as an encryption key. the

other mtist act as a decryption key.
Digital signatures are provided in

the following way. First. the client uses

his secret decryption key to encrypt the
plaintext message. P. This produces
[)MH’). Then the client linds the stock—
broker's encryption key EY in the public
directory and applies it to the result to
obtain E\V(Dy,( P)). which he then sends
to the stockbroker. Upon receiving the
client's message. the stockbroker applies his secret decryption key ro obtain

1)\(Ii\(l)y,(1’))) : BMW), which he then
stores in a safe place. Finally. he looks
tip the client‘s public encryption key

MAY 1983

his private key was stolen and that in
fact someone else must have sent the

Despite that possible problem.
Public Key Cryptography oll‘ers a simple

and elegant method of providing digital
signatures. Other ways to obtain digital
signatures are possible with conventional cryptography. btit none is so direct as
the public key method.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC STRENGTH

How secure is the DES or the Rivest/
Shamir/Adleman implementation ol~
Public Key Cryptography? What attacks
can be mounted against them? Only the
impractical one-time‘pad encryption sysi

Advice you can trust on
selecting personal computers, peripherals and
electronic games
Unless you have the memory of a com
puter there's no way you can keep track of
all the games. programs and peripherals
available for your computer. And even if
you could. you'd still have a problem figur»
ing out what's best for your needs and how
to get the most for your money.

That‘s why you need the 1984 Buyer's
Guide to Personal Computers & Peripherals. It’s a comprehensive collection of
product reviews and consumeroriented
shopping advice put together by the
experts at Creative Computingmagazine.
You'll get a rundown of what's new on the
market. Analysis of new product performance, reliability. operation, applications.
cost— even what kind of repair service you
can expect, Easy—to-understand compari~
sons between different models. Tips on
bugs and design problems. Plus "inside”
information you won't get from manuals or
salespeople.
Don't buy until you've consulted the 1984
Buyer ‘5 Guide to Personal Computers 8:
Peripherals! Order your copy today.

Send to:
—
— 303
Creative Computing Buyer’s Guide I
CN 1914, Morristown, N] 07960

YES! Please rush me Creative Computing's 1984 Buyer’s Guide to Personal
Computers & Peripherals. Enclosed is my
check or money order for $3.95 plus $1 for
postage and handling.

Mr/Mrs/Ms

(please print)

Addie
City

State

7ip

Please make check payable to Creative Computing
Buyer's Guide CA, Nland NY State restdents please
Ladd applicable sales tax. Price outside USA. is $6.
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Forms
Designer...
...can save you

131.5.
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Emit!!!

Warn:

time and money
in screen forms
programming.
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This professional tool includes many features found only on mainframe or
mini computers. Its interactive Forms Editor lets you design forms any way you
want.

You can set up 200 fields per screen, draw lines and boxes, define data entry
validations and screen colors. Run time routines let you perform data entry with

just a few lines of codes such as OPEN FORM, DISPLAY FORM, READ FIELD,

WRITE FIELD and CLOSE FORM. Sample program and stand alone data entry
programs are included.
50, don’t monkey around with READ/WRITE statements, get Forms Designer
for your project today.
Manual and demo disk is available for $35.00. Complete

package is only $275.00.

if!

BIT Software, Inc.
1048 Nicklaus Ave.

Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 262-1054
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SYMBOLIC'DEBUGGER
Faster, easier

more productive
SYMD is a unique new
programming aid that
dramatically reduces the
time and effort needed
to identify and correct
programming errors.

SYMD simplifies
debugging by utilizing
source code symbols and
line numbers wherever
an address or offset is
required. Flipscreen

parts of a program. And
feature allows separate
much more. SYMD can
display, including
be used with compiler
graphics, for SYMD
and program under test. or assembly language
programs. System
SYMD also lets you:
Examine and /or change requirements: PCV
real number data; assign DOSTM 0r MSDOSTM

permanent or temporary

breakpoints, including
pass counts to control
looping; check instruction
execution sequences with
backtrace commands; use
profiling commands to
identify the most active

T'-'MS»DOS IS a trademark of MICTOSOli Corporation

1.1 or 2.0; 192K

recommended;
80—column display.
SYMD is priced at only
3125. Free literature
on request. VISA or
ivlasterCartl accepted.

WPC-DOS Is a trademark of the IBM Corporation

D+V8ystems

400 Amherst Street Nashua, NH 03063 (603) 881-7140
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DATA SECURITY
tem can be mathematically proven to be
secure; it is secure only because all possible plaintext messages are equally
likely for a given ciphertext.

Considerable analysis has been

done regarding these two schemes, especially the DES, and although contro—

versy has surrounded the security of the
DES, no glaring weaknesses are known

for either scheme.
Two general kinds of Cryptanalytic
attacks can be mounted in order to ﬁnd
the key to a given cipher: analytic and
exhaustive attacks. In an analytic attack
it is assumed that the algorithm for encryption is publicly known and that

only the key is kept secret. An analytic
attack derives a set of mathematical

equations that expresses the relationship between the plaintext, ciphertext,

and key and then solves for the key.
Various statistical properties of the language—such as the frequency of individual letters, digrams, trigrams, as

mentioned in part one of this series—
may also be used to aid in the solution
for the key.
The DES thwarts an analytic attack

by making the ciphertext such a complicated nonlinear function of the plaintext

and key that solving the equations that

express their relationship is effectively
impossible. The Rivest/Shamir/Adleman
algorithm thwarts this type of attack by

forcing it to factor very large numbers,
an exceedingly arduous iob. Recent estimates for factoring large numbers indicate that the computing time required
for factoring a TOO-digit number. N, on
an IBM 370/138 is 8,200 years (Geryer,

”Factoring Large Numbers with a Qua—
dratic Sieve,” Ala/17. Comp. 4], I983).

The factoring time can be greatly increased by increasing N. Because no
shortcut methods have been found for

factoring large numbers, these estimates
are reliable. However, no complete

mathematical proof exists that such

shortcut methods do not exist; thus,

some small doubt remains.

In an exhaustive attack, a particular

plaintext with its corresponding ciphertext is known along with the encryption
algorithm. Each possible key is used to

encrypt that particular plaintext. The re-

sulting ciphertext is then compared to

the original ciphertext to see if a match

is found. which wouc indicate that the

correct key has been used. This attack
may be thwarted by using long keys
that give rise to a very large key space.
So many keys woulti have to be tried

that the exhaustive search would prove

to be impractical,
The Rivest/Shamir/Adleman algorithm uses a key space that is so large
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for the size of the numbers suggested
people and never worry about any inthat exhaustive searches are effectively
truders having access to their conversa—
ruled out. On the other hand, one of
. tions. Many industries (and criminals)
the chief criticisms of the DES is that its
would be happy right now to pay handrelatively small 56-bit key means that
somely for such a guarantee.
there are only 2‘" = 7,026E16 possible
On the other hand, it is obvious
keys. It has been estimated that by
that the various federal agencies, such

about I990 a computer could be built

as the FBI, CIA, and NSA, would not like

that could ﬁnd one 36—bit key per day
(Meyer and Matyas, Ctitograpltv: A
New I.)1'meu.\‘t'ou in Computer Data Se-

dition to the clear needs for prevention

for several tens of millions of dollars

curity, I982). Considering the importance of the data encrypted under the

DES. the cost ofsuch a computer is not
considered too high.

It is possible, however, to improve

the cryptographic strength of the DES
by rising multiple encryptions with dif-

ferent keys or running it in a str Jam
mode, in which a given block of data
depends on the entire encryption history of all previous blocks.

IBM spent 17 years designing and

validating the DES and employed sev-

eral outside consultants. In addition, an
independent validation was initiated by

the National Bureau of Standards and

performed by the foremost crypto—
graphic experts at the National Security
Agency (NSA), who approved it for unclassified federal data. Iiinally, the DES

was adopted by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI).

Despite these efforts, controversy
has arisen about the DES. Aside from
the relatively small key size (which was

reduced from the original 128 bits to 36
bits at the request of the NSA for rea-

sons that were not made public), few

details are known about the DES. The
methods of analysis and the exact de-

sign principles used by IBM and the
NSA have been classiﬁed by the US.

government. Because this information is
not available to a wide spectrum of ex-

perts, some claim that IBM‘s and NSA's
statements are unreliable.

Other critics have suggested that an

intentional shortcut may have been
built into the algorithm to prevent any
one except government officials from

easily breaking the code: they claim that

this is why the government will not
make public the design principles of

the S-boxes. This view may seem some—
what paranoid, but in view of possible
future developments in the microcomputer revolution, this possibility cannot
be lightly dismissed.

For example, consider the possibil—

ity that telephones maybe connected to

microcomputers, which encrypt the data
before they go out of the house or of-

fice. Then users will be able to send
electronic mail or talk with other
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to be denied the possibility of telephone wiretaps and other traditional

means of informatiorigathering. In ad-

and prosecution of crime are serious

considerations of national security.
These concerns have prompted the

question of whether the talent and irr
dustry of American scientists should be

openly directed toward the development of secure encryption in such a

way that any hostile foreign government
could easily make use of it. Such concerns have prompted the US. govern-

ment to ask for voluntary censorship on
the part of cryptologists—a request met
with little enthusiasm because of the

WE COVER
ALL SYSTEMS
& THEIR NEEDS.

long tradition of open exchange of in-

formation in the academic world.
Because of the controversy about
the DES, the Senate Committee on Intelligence conducted an investigation

Every month CREATIVE
COMPUTING brings you the information you need to expand the

into the matter and concluded that, in
fact, all was well with the DES. This is
of limited comfort to DES‘s critics, be»
cause it amounts to the federal govern-

functions of your system ~any sys-

tem—without any bias. Whether
you‘re expanding your Apple, IBM,

ment saying, “Trust me." Given that
everything in a cryptographer's training
compels him to trust no one, this is a

Atari, TRS-80, or any other com-

puter with new hardware, soft-

difﬁcult request indeed.

tare. or add-ons, you should
know about all the products and
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the pioneers in software value.

Discover the advantages of buying from Programmer’s Connection:
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. We offer the latest version of a product.
. Most popular products are in stock ready to be shipped.
Receive same manufacturer’s support as if buying direct.
Experienced professional programmers are on staff.
Choose from a large selection of the best software products available.
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. Knowledgeable and courteous sales staff.
. Significant discounts off of retail prices.
No extra charge on prepaid orders, including major credit cards.

. Reasonable charges for shipping and handling.
. Toll free services from Canada and the US. .
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List Ours

Computer Innovations C-86 Compiler ...... 395 299
DeSmet C Compiler with Debugger ........ 159 145
Lattice C Compiler from Lattice (Recommended!) 500 339
Lattice C Compiler from Lifeboat ......... 500 299
Mac C by Consulair for Macintosh .......... 295 259
Xenix Development System by SCO ....... 1350 1099
Mark Williams C Compiler with Source Debugger
This highly optimized C compiler includes
an extremely useful source-level debugger that can
save you hours of debugging time. A truly
professional C development system.

List Price $495

Our Price $429

OTHER LANGUAGES:
8088 Assembler wIZ-80 Translator - 2500 AD
APLtPIus/PC by STSC ..................
BetterBASlC by Summit Software .........
Golden Common LISP by Gold Hill ........
Macro Assembler by Microsoft ...........
Modula-2l86 by Logitech .................

Professional BASIC by Morgan Computing .
Turbo Pascal 3.0 wIBCD & 8087 by Borland .

100
595
200
495
150

495

99
125

89
469
169
439
119
89
109

C-Sprite Symbolic Debugger for Lattice C .....
c-tree by FairCom ......................
C Utility Library by Essential Software .....
dBC dBase/C interface by Lattice ...........
DOS LINK Support for DeSmet C ............
English-to-ClC-to-English by Catalytix .....

Call

175
395
149
250
35
100

Call

159
359
119
219
35
100

ESP for C by Bellesoft ...................

349

279

Greenleaf C Functions Library ............

185

139

Graphic C by Scientific Endeavors ........

Greenleaf Comm Library ................
Halo Graphics by Media Cybernetics .......

PAN EL Screen Designer by Roundhill .......
Run/C Interpreter by Age of Reason .......

Pre-C by Phoenix Software

250
185
200

295
150

A complete lint-like utility that helps detect logic
errors by searching for inconsistencies in functions
and data types across multiple files. A powerful
addition to anyone’s C toolbox.

List Price $395

Our Price $339

209
139
125

234
129

400
150
400
195

400
150
400
139

0TH ER PRODUCTS:
APL2C by Decision Images Interfaces APL to C 150 139
Btrieve by SoftCraft ..................... 250 199
Codesmith-86 Debugger by Visual Age ..... 145 129
Dr. Halo by Media Cybernetics ............
95
79
FORTRAN Libraries by Alpha Comp. Serv. . . Call Call
FORTRAN Scientific Subroutine Library . . . 175 159
Periscope Debugger by Data Base Decisions 295 269
Pfix-86 Plus by Phoenix .................. 395 299
PIink-86 Overlay Linker by Phoenix ......... 395 299
Pmate Macro Text Editor by Phoenix ........ 225 159
Polytron Products ...... We Carry a Full Line Call Call
Screen Sculptor by Software Bottling ...... 125 109
XTC Text Editor by Wendin ................
99
89
Xtrieve by SoftCraft ................ Sale! 195 149

439

C UTILITIES:
C Power Paks from Software Horizons .....

C UTILITIES:

Safe C Standalone Interpreter by Catalytix .
Safe C Dynamic Profiler by Catalytix ......
Safe C Runtime Analyzer by Catalytix ......
Windows For C by Creative Solutions ......

EPSILON Macro Text Editor

This extremely fast and productive programmer’s

editor features the ability to run a compiler or other

program in one window while editing files in other
windows. It has powerful EMACS editing
commands, multiple windows, error recovery and

much more.

List Price $195

Our Price $179

The Profiler by DWB Associates
This valuable program optimization tool allows you
to isolate the most often executed parts of your
programs. It works with most languages and
compilers.

List Price $125

Sale Price $69

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Account is charged when order is shipped.

1-800-336-1166

In Canada:

1-800-225-1166

Call for our new Spring Catalog
Pr‘ Programmer’s Connection
V

136 Sunnyside Street
Hartville, Ohio 44632

(216) 877-3781 (In Ohio)

“Programmers Serving Programmers”
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Nonlinear

Least-squares
Fitting
SIMON KRISCHER, and YEDIDYAH LANGSAM

A BASICprogram uses the Marqaara't
algorithm to least-square—ﬁt a set of
data points to a curve.

S uppose a player wants to know
how long it will take to learn a
new computer game to a certain
level of proﬁciency. He records his
score each time he plays (table 1) and
then plots those scores (ﬁgure 1). After
a while, enough data exist to draw a

smooth curve through the points and

extrapolate it. He is not satisﬁed, however, with a hand-drawn curve; he

wants an equation to represent the data.
He picks the exponential function
Y = a[l — exp(—bX)]

because the data look as though they

might be reaching an asymptote. Y is

the score, X is the number of times the
game is played, and the constants a and
b are parameters to be determined.
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To ﬁnd values for a and b, the

player picks two data points indicative
of the trend and evaluates the equation
twice. This gives two equations and two
unknowns which can then be solved.
Unfortunately, none of the other data
points that were so painstakingly recorded was used in determining a and

b. As a result, the curve goes through

the two chosen points exactly, but ig—
nores all the others.
What is really needed in this situation is a least—square ﬁt to all of the

points—one that will optimize a and b

so that the curve comes as close as pos—
sible to every point.

The BASIC program described in

this article, MARQFITBAS (listing 1),

can be used to least-square—ﬁt any func-
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tion, linear or nonlinear, to a set of data

points. The user supplies the program

with the data to be ﬁtted, a suggested

relationship between the two variables
can be formalized by saying that Y is a

function of X, which is written as Y =

function with adjustable parameters,
and a set of initial values for these
parameters. The program will calculate
the best value for these parameters that
is consistent with the data and will generate a statistical report of how good
the ﬁt is. More importantly, the program has built—in sophisticated plotting
routines that allow the user to visually

f(X). This relationship may be used to
predict what the values of Ywill be for

This program can be easily modiﬁed; it
also can be compiled.
Table 1 is an example of a relation-

used. The computer ﬁnds numerical
values for the parameters (for example,

compare his data to the ﬁtted function.

ship between a dependent variable, Y,

which represents experimental data,

and an independent variable, X. The

values of X that are, as yet, unexplored.
The process of optimizing a function that is representative of experimen-

tal data is known as curve-ﬁtting. Computer programs are not able to decide

which function type should be used to

ﬁt the data, but they can indicate the
best ﬁt for the particular function being

a and b in the computer-game example

above) that are most consistent with the
particular data (the “best ﬁt"). If the

program has trouble ﬁtting the data, or
171
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if the ﬁt looks poor, another function
should be tried.
How does the program decide

what constitutes the best ﬁt? It adjusts

the parameters until it minimizes the
sum of the squares of the difference
between Yvalues calculated from the
function and Y values in the data. For

obvious reasons, the method is called

least—squares analysis. There are many
algorithms for carrying out this analysis,
but one that is particularly well‘suited
for general purpose work is the Mar—
quardt algorithm, which—in most
cases—ﬁnds the solution rapidly.
If the data points are ( ,.,Y,.), where
i runs from 1 to N (N is the number of
data points), and the function to be ﬁt
is Y : f(X,P), where P represents the

free parameters, then the sum of
squares to be minimized is
N

N

I:1

1.=1

5: 2(Y—ny= 2 lf(X,P)- Yilz

the independent variable X, but to the
parameters, P. Thus, the function

I)
Y=a+g+cexp( —X)

is linear, whereas the function
Y = aX'”

is nonlinear. The latter function can be
linearized by taking the logarithm of
both sides and redeﬁning terms:
1n(Y) = In(a) — b1n(X)

ric, however, this direction does not

necessarily point to the minimum. This
is the case shown in ﬁgure 2, in which
the successive iterations move from Q
to R to S, etc., and never point directly
to the minimum at C. In spite of this
difﬁculty, the direction of steepest descent is always a good one in which to
move, if other more sophisticated algorithms fail to produce a AP that will result in a decrease in 5.
By expanding the expression for

Y' = a' — bX’

the gradient of S in a Taylor series and

Because the proﬁciency curve Y = a/1-

expression can be found for AP that

e.xp(—I)X)] is deﬁnitely nonlinear, a nonlinear least—squares regression routine

is required to ﬁt the parameters.
Regression can be pictured as a
surface in a multidimensional space.

The parameters, P, are the independent ,

e typical Marqaardtﬁt

retaining only the ﬁrst-order terms, an

takes into consideration the local curvature. If the chosen function ﬁts the data

well, the mixed second partial deri '2—
tives can be dropped, giving an expression for AP that involves only the ﬁrst
derivatives of the function with respect
to the parameters. This is the GaussNewton method. Near the minimum,
this method gives rapid convergence

because of the quadratic nature of the
sum of squares in this region.

To ﬁnd the minimum value of 5, ele-

begins wit/9 S decreasing rap-

several free parameters, (P],P2, . . .), 5
must be differentiated with respect to

idly wbile Lambda decreases
to tbe smallest value permitted by local parameter space.

for the independent variables; the possibility always exists that the matrix is singular and, therefore, does not have an
inverse. This may result from approxi»

_—_—

rors. In any event, the algorithm breaks

mentary calculus is used to differentiate
5 with respect to P, set the result equal
to 0, and solve for P. When there are
each parameter. A set of simultaneous
equations is thus obtained. This calcula-

tion can get out of hand, even for simple functions, and an exact solution may
not be possible in closed form.
When the function is linear in the
ﬁtting parameters (that is, there are no

products of parameters or parameters

in exponents, etc), an exact solution to

the minimization problem is possible.

This situation is called linear regression.

When there are nonlinear parameters in
the function, the equations are generally not soluble algebraically, and non—
linear regression results. Of course, a

nonlinear regression program can also

be used to solve a linear problem, but
it will do so less efﬁciently.
Multilinear regression is an exten»

sion of linear regression, except that in-

stead of one independent variable, X,
there are several: X1, X2, etc.
At this point, a common cause of
confusion should be mentioned. In
dealing with leastsquares ﬁtting, it is
easy to forget what is varying and what
is ﬁxed. When the function is being

used to represent the data, X is the in»
dependent variable and the parameters,

P, are ﬁxed. In the least-squares ﬁtting,
however, X and I" are ﬁxed (they are

the observed data points, X,, Y) and the
parameters, P, are the variables. The
terms linear regression and nonlinear
regression refer not to the behavior of
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variables and the sum of squares is the

dependent variable. The contour plot in
ﬁgure 2 shows the typical situation for a
two-parameter regression problem. The
contours are equal values of S as a func—
tion of the parameters, a and b. The regression problem is to ﬁnd the lowest
value of 5 and report the parameters
that correspond to it.
To solve a nonlinear least-squares

problem, an iterative technique is required. The sum of squares is evaluated
for some initial estimates of the parameters, say at point Q. Next, the surface

in “parameter space" in the vicinity of
this point is examined to ﬁnd the local

cu 'ature. Based on this information, a
new set of parameters, say point R, is
determined by computing a change vector, AP, which is added to the old esti-

mates. Symbolically,

PR=PQ+AP
The process is done repeatedly until
convergence is reached.

To compute AP, one of several ba

sic methods is employed. The simplest
method is to ﬁnd the slope at point Q
and move in that direction. This is
called the met/.7051 of steepest descent. If
the surface is not cylindrically symmet~

In the Gauss-Newton method, it is
necessary to invert the matrix of data

mations or computational rounding er-

down, and AP cannot be calculated.
In order to circumvent this problem, Marquardt introduced an algorithmic parameter, Lambda, which has the

effect of changing the step direction.

When Lambda increases, the step direc-

tion approaches the steepest descent direction; when Lambda decreases, it ap—
proaches the Gauss-Newton direction.

The Marquardt algorithm begins with a
large Lambda (steepest descent) and decreases it after every ite ~ation. If matrix
inversion problems are encountered

along the way, Lambda is increased until the matrix can be inverted. In effect.
the algorithm takes the most efﬁcient

step possible for the current region of

parameter space. As the minimum is
reached, Lambda approaches 0 and the
algorithm converges rapidly with pure
GaussNewton steps.
Convergence can be deﬁned in

one of several ways. Most commonly.
iterations are stopped when the frae
tional change in S is less than a preset
value. Alternatively, the tests may be
made on AP, which must go to 0 at

convergence. Both tests may be neces—

sary when the contour in the region of
the minimum is very flat or when the
minimum is located along the bottom

of a steepwvalled, slowly curving valley.
PC TECH jOURNAL
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The least»squares convergence

become nearly impossible. As a result
of this, mttltiparameter fitting can be
deceiving. If a relatively flat region of

parameter space is encountered. a regression program may appear to have

This is a contour plot for the sum of squares, s, for a regression problem with two free parameters. The problem is to
ﬁnd the lowest value of S and the corresponding parameters.

problem. There is also a possibility that

the algorithm simply will not converge.

In that case, another function should be
chosen for estimation.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM

verge to a local minimum. while over

The menu—driven program (listing I)
has been written for an IBM PC with
I28KB of memory, using IBM BASIC
running under DOS 2.0. Any monitor
may be used for running the ﬁtting part
of the program, but a color graphics

tive to the errors in the data points, and
that surface may change signiﬁcantly if
the data is remeastired. All of these
problems are severely compounded if

quired to make use of the plotting op—
tion. The following sections outline the
procedure for using MARQHTBAS.
Before the Marquardt program can
be run, two subroutines must be writ»

converged. when in fact it may be quite
far from the minimum

Alternatively. the program may con-

the next “hill" there is a much better
fit. The surface itself also may be sensiA

the fttnction that has been chosen does
not fit the data well. Care must be exercised. therefore, in using least-squares
programs. Knowing how a program behaves under “normal” circumstances Is
helpful in diagnosing problems.
With the Marquardt algorithm. a
typical leastvsquares fit begins with S
decreasing rapidly while Lambda de

creases to the smallest value that is per~
mitted by local parameter space. After
Lambda stabilizes, .8' decreases at a rela-

adapter and graphics monitor are re-

ten: one to evaluate the function Y :
>/?1\’1.,1’) at each data point, Xi, and the

other to evaluate the first derivative of
f(X,,/’) with respect to each parameter,
I), at each data point. The following

equations apply to the computer—game
proficiency function discussed above:
Y=a/1—ex/)(—bX)/
Y

ElY

,—=[l —exp(—bX)]=—
a
(la
()Y

%=aXexp(—bX) = X(a-Y)

tively constant rate. When convergence

is near. .8' may decrease rapidly to the

minimum and Lambda becomes very
small. Finally. at convergence. 5‘ remains
constant and Lambda increases rapidly
because of singularities introduced by
computational rounding.
Any one or more of these “phases"
may be missing. depending on the start
ing point and the complexity of the
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If the function is so complicated that

the derivatives cannot be evaluated in
closed form, they can be evaluated nu~
merically. For example,

{)Y : f(a+05Aa) —f(ae0.5Aa)
an

20

p

This curve is the computer-game score, as a function of the
number of times it is played. The circles represent data from
table I; the curve is a theoretical ﬁt to the data.

problem is easy to visualize in two di»
mensions. but in three or more it can

15
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If numerical evaluation is used, how-

ever, care must be taken to choose Au
so that the difference in the numerator

is not less than the precision with

whichf can be evaluated (usually six or
seven digits in single precision); otherwise roundoff error will cause the results to be meaningless.
The subroutine to evaluate the
function must be coded beginning at

line 20000 (see listing I). All of the pa—

rameters used in the function should be
assigned to the array I’ARM(30). Thus,
in the function
Y = a]! e expiwxﬂ

I’ARM( I) can be called a and PARMtZ)
can be called I). In this routine, I" is rep—

resented by the variable IiIINCT‘N.

The subroutine to evaluate the

derivatives must be coded beginning at
line 21000. The derivatives of the func»

tions with respect to each parameter
are to be placed in the array DERIV(50)

where I)ERIV( 1) contains the derivative
of the function with respect to I’ARM( I ),
I)EI{IV(2) contains the derivative with
respect to I’ARM(2), and so forth. Once

the FUNCTN and DERIV subroutines
have been written and included, the lit-

ting program may be run.

The menu provides three choices
for entering data: 6, 7, or 16. All data it}

put routines use the string variables THE

and T2$§ as buffers This allows testing
for the null string which signals the

end of data entry. When the program

requests input for multiple variables, a

comma and a carriage return must be
entered to terminate data entry.
Choice 6: MANUAL. This choice allows

I73
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each point to be entered manually. The
program prompts for the entry of each
(X(l),DTA( 1)) value, which corresponds
to an (X,Y) value, until entry is termi-

nated with a carriage return In the
event that some data points are known
to be more important than others, the
option for entering WGT(I)—weighting
factors for each )1 data value—is also
provided. Speciﬁc weights, statistical

weights (WGTU) : SQR(DTA( 1)), or no
weights (WGTH) : 1) may be chosen.
Choice 7: UREAD. This choice allows a

user—written read routine to be used for

data entry. It is intended for users who
have data already stored on disk, either

from direct acquisition of experimental

data or from some other source. (For

example, a routine could be written to
import data from a Lotus 1-2-3 ﬁle
stored in the .DIF format.)

Data may be stored in any number

of formats, so lines 1200-1295 have

been left empty for users to ﬁll in with
their own data-reading routines. The X

values are to be stored in X0) and the
Y values in DTA(I). It is important that
all WGT(I) values be set to equal 1 (un-

less speciﬁc weights are declared). The

value of NOBS% should also be set to
equal the total number of data points.
(When manual data entry is used, these
values are all set automatically.)
Choice 16: READ FROM DISK. This

choice will read in the values of the
data, parameters, and other variables
from a ﬁle that was stored using choice

14: SAVE ON DISK. This choice will be
discussed later in this article.
For the computer—game example,
the proﬁciency-curve data from table 1

were entered manually. For the weights,
about 10 percent of the value of the
data trend was speciﬁed, because this

FOX&GELLER

dBASE-Ill
POWER TOOLS

QUICKREPORTTM

0

discussed later), the ﬁt can be inter-

rupted and different starting values for

QUICKCODE-lll

dBASE-Ill Program Generator

Also Available:

dGFlAPH-Ill—Quality graphics for dBASE-ill
dUTIL—Ill—Programming utility for dBASE-Ill
Available from your local dealer.

800-221-0156

W NJ (201) 794-8883
dBASE” Ashton-Tate

FOX & GELLER

604 MARKET ST.

ELMWOOD PARK,
NEW JERSEY 07407
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the parameters can be used (more on
this later, as well).

Choice 4: PLOT. This choice also can
be selected before the ﬁtting routine is

run, allowing the user to see how close
the initial estimates are. In fact, it is of—

ten useful to plot the data even before
selecting a function to ensure that an
appropriate one is chosen.

In the computer-game problem,
the maximum seems to be in the vicin-

ity of 10,000, so a : PARA/1(1) = 10,000

and b = PARM( 2) = 0 were chosen as
initial guesses. Choice 11:F1X is used to
enter the parameter estimates; it also is
used to change parameter values or

simply to review the current values
without changing them.

When these preliminary steps have

been performed, the nonlinear leastsquares-ﬁt problem can be solved by

selecting choice 3:SOLVE. The program
prompts for MXITR, the number of iterations to be performed before pausing.

If convergence to a solution occurs

prior to MXITR iterations, the program
prints out the ﬁtting parameters and
their errors, along with some statistical

FOX&GELLER

Quickreport and QuickCode’“ of Fox & Geller
CIRCLE NO. 187 ON READER SERVICE CARD

park values are needed, but the better
the estimates, the greater the likelihood

(ways to recognize problems will be

Now you can
create database
per report
applications in minutes
No programming required
without programming.
Draw reports on screen
16 levels of sorting
0 Generate dBASE programs
16 levels of totalling
automatically
Use bold, underlining
0 Programs are commented
Print forms
and bug-free
Date, arithmetic
0 Data Entry Programs/ Forms
Up to 255
0 Data validation programs
columns wide
0 Computed fields
0 Multi-page forms
0 Menu Generator

POWERFUL,
YET
SIMPLE

mates for the parameters of the function must be provided. This is done
with choice 11. The program will then
optimize these parameters. Only ballof successful and relatively quick con—

A full featured report writer for any
job—simple or complex:
0 Connect up to 6 databases

0

entered, data entry was terminated with
a comma, then a return.
After data have been entered, esti-

vergence. If the program has difﬁculty

dBASE Report Writer

0
0
0
0
0

looks about equal to the scatter in the
data points. After the information was

data on the ﬁt and returns to the menu.
If convergence is not reached prior
to MXITR iterations, the program pauses
and prints out preliminary results to let
the user reconsider his data and/or ﬁtting function. The user may also inter-
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PC Techjournal Program Listings on Diskette.
HAT’s RIGHT! You don’t have to
type in detailed program listings

from this May issue. You can order
them on a LISTING DISKETTET”
from PC Tech Journal. And on the

same diskette you’ll also receive the
program listings for the upcoming

June issue.

Certain listings require use of

other material (e.g., Pascal compiler).

Please consult the relevant article in

the magazine.

For your added convenience, we
also offer two other LISTING
DISKETTES from previous issues.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-526-0790
New Jersey residents: (201-540-0445)

OR MAIL COUPON BELOW

teen

JOURNAL

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

[I No. 9—May &June ’85 issues ......... $19.95
[3 No. 8—Mar. 81 Apr. ’85 issues ......... $19.95
C! No. 7—]an. 8c Feb. ’85 issues .......... $19.95
Total 3
C] Check Enclosed
El Please charge my credit card:
E] MasterCard

No.
Signature
Company

telephone numbers. (Sorry, no C.O.D.

City

or “bill me” orders.)

Listing Diskette Service

39 East Hanover Avenue

Please send me the following Listing Diskettes:

They’re all listed in the coupon. To
order, simply ﬁll it out. Charge-card
customers can also use our toll-free

PC TECH JOURNAL

I] Visa

E] American Express
Expiration Date

Name

Address
State
Zip
Please allow approximately four to six weeks for delivery.

--------------

NONLINEAR
rupt the iterations before reaching
MXITR by pressing function key PS. This
causes the program to pause after it
completes the current iteration, just as
if it had reached MXITR.
Following any pause. requesting

SOLVE from the menu will cause the ﬁt-

ting to continue from where it was interrupted, unless choice 11 was used to

GAME # SCORE

_ A +, The Independent

Guide for Apple
Computing

PC,

HHr—ll—IHH

1-!!l!\‘_\.‘_\‘_\!\!_\\_
_ _ EIEIEEEEED
4—

UIHBUJNr-KGVDWNQUIHRWNH

-

TABLE 1: Game Scores

1,500
2,000
4,250
2,900
6,000
5,500
4,750
8,750
7,000
7,500
9,500
6,500
8,000
10,250
9,000

WEIGHT
100
200
500
400
500
600
700
700
800
800
800
900
900
900
900

This table shows the relationship be—
tween a dependent variable (game

The Independent
Guide to IBM
Personal Computers

scores) and an independent variable

(the number of times the game has been
played). Weight is the assigned error.

Creative Computing.

The #1 Magazine of
Computer Applications

’ {and Software

PC kc}: Joumal,

data in some way. (One word of caution, however. about parameter values
when the program pauses: a current parameter value P with error AP does not
imply that the real solution is some—

PC Experts '

SAVE UP TO 50%
WITH THE ZIFF-DAVIS
CORPORATE SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAM

Complete and mail this coupon, or for faster service, call Daniel Rosensweig

L—.—.--—-—--—.——--——-collect at 212-503-5354.

THE MORE YOU ORDER THE MORE YOU SAVE!

>

r:

t

',

;

'-

‘ZIFF-DAVISCorporate Subscription Program

One Park Avenue, 4th Floor . New York, NY 10016
Attn: Daniel Rosensweig
'

I ,Cl'YES, lwant more information on saving money through the ZIFF—DAVIS
Corporate Subscription Plan.

; EliPlease have Dan Rosensweig call me at (

I
Title

Name

. ‘2 Company
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where in the range 1): AP. As in any
iterative process, the parameters are just
intermediate values that give the cur-

rent sum of squares.)

The utility of this program lies not
only in its ability to ﬁt data, but also in
—
TJO5

its ability to provide a plot of those data
points with the ﬁtted function superim—

posed. In fact, the program can be used

as a stand—alone data- or functioneplot—
ting tool without the ﬁtting features.

When the plotting routine is run,
another menu of choices is presented:
1. Plot data points and the ﬁtted function
2. Plot residuals (Fit minus measurement)

3. Plot % residuals

Choice 1 produces the normal plot,

Address

I City

used to ﬁx or free parameters, or

choice 8, 9, or 10 was used to modify

I

The Magazine for IBM

change parameters, choice 12 or 15 was

State

Zip

which shows the raw data (plotted as

circles) and the function (plotted as a

PC TECH _IOURNAL

continuous line). Choices 2 and 5, on
the other hand, allow a deeper look at

how good the ﬁt is by plotting just the
differences (or percent differences)

between the original data and the ﬁt.
Three variations of graph style. may
be used in plotting data: log axes, linear

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMER’S BULLETIN:

e Productive, Be

axes, or a combination of the two. The

computer reports the range of the data
and allows the user to initialize the plot
parameters by choosing a range for the
X and Y axes. The plot is now deﬁned.
If the graph set-up parameters are
satisfactory, the plot may be recreated at
any time by pressing F4—the “quickplot” key. This feature is useful for
jumping back and forth between ﬁtting
and viewing the data.
At the end of each iteration, the

program prints the current weighted

sum of squares, 5. By monitoring this,

the user can tell whether convergence
has been reached. In the computergame example, 5 decreases rapidly to
about 10”. Subsequent decreases in S
tend to be small until the solution is

reached. The convergence criterion re—
quires that the fractional change in all
parameters be less than a preset value.
During the last iteration or two,
Lambda increases several times while 5
remains constant because parameter

space flattens out near the solution. The
number of increases in Lambda (INCR)

at this stage is printed; this gives a clue

to how well determined the solution is.
Typically, the better the ﬁt, the more
times Lambda increases at convergence.

At convergence the program reports the ﬁnal values for the two param»

eters, PARM(1) : 10,975 i 5 and
PARM(2) = 0.119 t .014. This function,

Y= 10,975(1— exp(—0.119X))
is plotted as the solid curve in ﬁgure 1,
and the ﬁt seems quite reasonable. The
errors on the parameters, however,
should not be taken too seriously here,
because of the somewhat arbitrary way
in which errors (that is, weights) were

assigned to the data points.
The ratio of the number of sum-of~
squares calls (NSSC) to the number of
iterations (NITR) measures the average

number of times Lambda increased or

decreased per iteration. Ratios of about
2 are normal. Higher ratios indicate a

difﬁcult parameter space for conver—

gence, but may also appear when con-

vergence is rapid (as in this example).

The number of derivative calls (NDC) is
also printed, thus providing another in-

dication of how difﬁcult convergence
was. The ﬁnal value of Lambda and the
ﬁnal vaue of the weighted sum of
squares are also printed.
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PROLOG-Sé”
Become Familiar in One Evening

Thorough tutorials are designed to help learn the PROLOG language quickly. The interactive PROLOG<86 Interpreter gives immediate feedback. In a few hours you will
begin to feel comfortable with it. In a few days you are likely to know enough to
modify some of the more sophisticated sample programs.

Sample Programs are Included like:
I an EXPERT SYSTEM
I a NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE
(it generates a dBASElI ”DISPLAY“ command)

I a GAME (it takes less than 1 page of PROLOG-86)

PROTOTYPE Ideas and Applications QUICKLY
1 or 2 pages of PROLOG is often equivalent to 10 or 15 pages in “C” or PASCAL. It is a

different way of thinking.
Describe the FACTS and RULES without concern for what the computer will have to
do. Maybe you will rewrite in another programming language when you are done.
Programming Experience is not required but a logical mind is. PROLOG-86 supports
the de facto STANDARD — in “Programming in Prolog” by Clocksin & Mellish.

AVAILABILITY: PROLOG-86 runs on MSDOS, PCDOS or CPM-86

machines. We provide most formats. The price of PROLOGv86 is only $125.

Full refund if not

satisfied during
first 30 days.

800-821-2492
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TABLE 2: Main Routines o/'r-1L'~11\’Ql’l'l‘.li4.s‘
LINE#

FUNCTION

LINE#

FUNCTION

400—660

Menu

4000-4070
4500—4750
5000-5220
5500-5570
5700-5770
6000-7130
10000—10470
15000—18160

Compute chi-sqtrarecl

800-820
850-860

900-1060

1300-1370

1400—1690

1800-1820
2000—2160
2200-2300

#1—Title Entry
#Z—Printer toggle
#B—Solve
#4—Quit
#S—Manual data entry

#6—USCI‘<\\'1‘1UCIT read routine
#T—Edit data values

Choleski backward solution
Choleski decomposition
Weighted sum of squares

Unweighted sum of squares
Main math routine for ﬁtting
Function-key—trapping routines

Plotting routines

2400-2440

#8———Scale X, DTA WGT by a constant

16000-16160

Prepare data for plotting

#_9—Zero data and parameters

16300-16440

Calculate plotting function

2500-2780

#IO—Enter/review/change
parameters

2800—3100
3200—3360

3400-3700

#11,12

Fix or free a parameter

#13—List/print data and
parameters

#14, lS—Save/read variables l()/lvl'()l1]
disk

16500—16860

17000—17150

19000

20000
21000

Set up axes. tick marks, and labels
Plot data and function

Error-trapping routine
User-deﬁned function
and derivative routines

This table explains the functions of the most important sections of MARQFITBAS (listing 1).

Other fitting statistics that are com

puted are the standard deviation and
chi squared. If the ﬁt is good (if it ac-

counts for all of the systematic variations in the data and only statistical fluctuations remain), the ratio of chi
squared to the number of degrees of
freedom (xi/DP) should be about 1. If it
is not, either the model does not account for signiﬁcant trends in the data

or the assigned weights are incorrect.

Errors (that is, weights) should not
be asigned to data points arbitrarily.

These errors are usually dictated by a
knowledge of the various sources of

measurement errors, such as counting

errors. When these errors are used in
the least-squares ﬁt, the value of xl/DF

acts as a check on the correctness of
the measurement errors. In the com-

sults are usually fairly independent of

weights, if the weights are reasonable.
Second. with correctly assigned er—
rors, a poor xl/DI: indicates an incorn

plete ﬁt of the data trends. For example,
if the data in table 1 were ﬁt to a
straight line going through the origin,

(Y : mX + I), with I) ﬁxed at 0), a
slope of 700 and Xl/DF : 18 would be
obtained. Inspection of that ﬁt will con»
ﬁrm the results and, at the same time,
reveal the cause: the litre goes under

most of the data points in the middle.
If the program does not seem to

converge, there are several possible
causes. First, check the derivative calculations for correctness. That is the most
likely place for an outright bug. Next, is
the function coded properly? If no
problems are found, consider whether

puter-game example, information about
the expected error. other than the scat-

the function really describes the data

Hence, the value of xl/DF': 4 that was
obtained is not unreasonable.
Proper assignment of errors on the

ted parameter values (often larger than

ter in the data points, was not available.

data points is important for several rea—

sons. First, unreasonable values can re—

sult in signiﬁcantly different ﬁtted val-

ues. For example, assigning WOT = 100

to the ﬁrst seven data points and WGT

= 1,000 to the rest would result in
PARM(1) = 9,280 and PARMQ) = 0.205,
with xl/DF = 102. On the other hand,
an equal weight assignment of 1,000 to
all points gives PARA/1(1) : 10,910 and
PARM(2) = 0.123 with Xl/DF = 1."). Re-

being ﬁtted. If it doesn‘t. there are

likely to be large error limits on the ﬁt-

the absolute values of the parameters

themselves). This causes convergence to

be reached very slowly.
Another possible cause for poorly
ﬁtted parameters is that too many pa-

rameters were used to characterize the
trends in the data. Each parameter
should be carefully chosen to represent
a speciﬁc and unique trend in the data.
Poorly ﬁtting parameters and slow con»
vergence result if the data are not able
to distinguish all of the variations that

the parameters were supposed to repre—

sent. In this case, a ﬁt that is nearly as

good can usually be obtained by eliminating or ﬁxing the poor parameters.-

convergence will be reached faster.
if everything is found to be correct

and the problem is difﬁcult to solve because of strongly coupled pa ~arneters,

the user may possibly induce conver—
gence by ﬁxing several less important

parameters (using menu choice 12) for
a while, allowing the remaining param-

eters to converge. Next, free the ﬁxed
parameters (using menu choice 13) one

or two at a time, ﬁtting to convergence
each time, until all are freed.

When difﬁculty is encountered in

r ‘aching convergence, the stability of

the ﬁnal solution should be tested. This
can be done by restarting the problem
with a different set of initial parameter
estimates. If the same ﬁnal results are
not obtained, within approximately the
error limits of each parameter, several
local minima may be in the area.
BELLS AND WHISTLES

The program has several other features:
Choice 1: ENTER TITLE. This option is
used to document output and data ﬁles

saved on disk. The title may be up to 70
characters in length.
Choice 2: PRINTER ON/OFF. It is as—

sumed the printer is be assigned to

LPT1:. When the printer is set ON, all
important output is printed on the

screen and echoed to the printer.

Choices 8, 9, and 10: MODIFY DATA.

PC TECH jOURNAL

Obsolete technology +
it’s not just a hardware problem!

Klllllllllllllllll

You wouldn’t dream of wiring your state-of-the—art modem to
turn-of—the-century technology. Why strangle your computer with
an antique communications program?
NightOwl Software believes your modem should open a window on the world — but without slamming a door on the
power of your IBM—PC or compatible. That’s why we designed
our MEX-PC communications package to allow you complete
access to your operating system, utilities and software while
connected to a remote system.

Other communications programs limit your on-line options to a

small set of built-in commands. Not MEX-PC. Our SHELL fea—

ture lets you run your spreadsheet, word processor, database
management system, or any other program, from within MEXPC while you’re on-line — and without loss of text or data.

That’s a claim no other communications software can make —

and it’s just one of many reasons MEX-PC is setting new stand-

ards for power, flexibility and performance in the world of telecomputing.

Consider the features:
0 A powerful command processor allows fully automated
dialing, log-ons, uploads, downloads and log—offs.

0 A built-in HELP program explains all aspects of the software,
on-line or off. A complete status screen immediately lists all
current settings.

0 Command driven. No need to wade through level after level

Of menus in a time-consuming search for the commands you
want to enter or the features you need to change.
-

0 Fully documented. Includes a typeset, ring—bound, 180-page

user’s manual and complete tutorial, fUllY indexed.

' Wide range 0f PVOtOCOlS; including Christensen XMODEM

with both CRC and Checksum error correction.

$59.95*

Why spend more for a lot less power?
—

Write or call to request our free brochure.
Credit card orders welcome.

—

Give us a toll-free call at 1-800-NITEOWL (In Wisconsin. call 1-414-563-4013)

VISA

’PIusSSshippingNWworsinresidemsmaSperomtsdestax

MghtOMSotMaeﬁaneLBoxlFmAﬂdnsonNVlSasae

NightOwl
software, inc.
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Data may be edited with choice 8: indi-

vidual values or weighting factors may

be changed, new data points may be

added, or points that are clearly incor-

rect may be deleted. Choice 9 allows
the X and Y values to be scaled by a
constant. Choice 10 zeros all data and
parameters to begin a new problem.
Choice 14: LIST. This option allows the
user to review or print all the current
data and parameters before or after
modifying the data. Function key F5 is

used to abort the listing, LIST also dis-

plays the Fit Minus Measurement (FMM)

value for each data point, allowing the

user to determine which data points (if

any) are poorly represented by the ﬁtted function. if the ﬁtted function represents the data perfectly, the FMM value
for each point will equal zero.
Choice 15: SAVE ON DISK This option
saves all the current data and parameter
values, using the chosen title. The pro-

gram displays the disk directory of the

data drive and then asks for the new
ﬁle name. It is up to the user to check
that the new ﬁle name does not duplicate one already on the disk; if it does,

the existing ﬁle will be overwritten by

the new ﬁle. This feature is useful when
long ﬁtting problems are concerned. It
may be desirable to discontinue ﬁtting,
run some other program, and then continue ﬁtting later. Pressing F5 will pause
the program after the current iteration,
and selecting choice 15 will save the
data and parameter values for later use.
Choice 16: READ FROM DISK This op»
tion reads back all data stored with the
SAVE option. Once the data have been
read back from disk. choice 3: SOLVE

may be selected or changes can be
made to the parameters. If those
changes do not improve the ﬁt, it is
possible to go back to the saved data

and start again.

Table 2 highlights the major seg~

ments of the program. The following

paragraphs present a sketchy overview
of the algorithm found in lines 6000

through 7130. A detailed presentation of

THE

WORD
FILE

the mathematics involved in this ﬁtting
routine is beyond the scope of this arti»

CONNECTION

cle. However, for those interested,

Schreiner and Jenkins‘ article in X—ray

Spectrometvj' (volume 8, number 1,
1979) and Marquardt's article in jour-

Hal of [be Socz'en' for Industrial and Ap-

plied rilatbeman‘cs (volume 11, 1963)

provide an in-depth explanation.

As mentioned earlier, the iterative

method starts out with an initial set of

parameters. For each iteration, a new

set of values is calculated by computing

the change vector, AP, and adding it to
the old parameter set. In the program,
AP is stored in the array named G. This
array is found by inverting the following equation

AU) » 6(1) = — GRADU)
where A(I) is a matrix computed from
the derivatives of the function with re-

8’" DISKETTE SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC

8” Diskette file exchange between the IBM PC and

most micro-mini-mainframe computer systems.
8” Diskette text document exchange between the
IBM PC and many word processing systems.

8” Diskette to 51/4” formats for hundreds of other

systems, even Textpack and Wordstar to the new

D‘isplayWrite 2 format.

FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING / P. O. Box 1970 / Flagstaff, AZ 86002
Telephone 602-774-5188 / Telex 705609 FLAG-END-UD
CIRCLE NL) IIJDN READER SERVICE CARD
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spect to the parameters, PARMU).

GRAD(I) is proportional to the gradient
of the sum of squares with respect to

each parameter. The values of GU) are
obtained by inverting the matrix, A, and

multiplying:

G=A“’*GRAD
Each iteration executes lines 6240
and 6820. Lines 6550 through 6680

compute the values of 6(1), and lines

6700 through 6780 update the PARM(I)

values. Convergence is tested in lines

6790 and 6870. if convergence has not
yet been reached, the program continues to lines 6830 through 6860 to con

sider what value to use for Lambda in

the next iteration. This process is then

repeated. When convergence is
reached, the program branches to line

6890 to find the parameter errors by in-

180
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verting a matrix: it then computes vari
ous statistical functions.

Q DISnDﬂ'I'm

and 500 data points. If more than one

/,

The program allows space for as
many as 50 independent parameters

ditional arrays (X1, X2, etc.) of dimension 500 can be allocated. If memory is

a problem. the number of data points
can be decreased and the variable
MXOBS‘X) can be redefined. Finally, the
routine can be used to lit linear func
tions as well as nonlinear ones. Conver-

gence will be fast, but, more than one

step will be required because of the
approximations explained earlier.

The original FORTRAN version of
the program solved the computer-game
problem in three seconds on a Data
General Nova 4K with integer hard-

ware multiply/divide. The IBM BASIC
(interpreter) version took 46 seconds. If
the program is compiled using the IBM

BASIC Compiler version 1.0, this speed
increases dramatically to 6.6 seconds. (A
further doubling of speed is obtained

0 Fully disassembles both .EXE and .COM files!
' Performs recursive flow- and Segment Register data-trace to determine SEGMENT,
PROC & Data Areas (even within ‘CODE' segments)!
0 Outputs appropriate SEGMENT and PROC pseudo—ops at proper places within the
assembly-language output!
0 Outputs data areas using most appropriate form of DB or DW (ASCII printable text
as a character string, others as their hex value).
0 Chooses data lengths (DB or DW) to match byte or word data references in code,
allowing most memory references to be free of BYTE or WORD length operators.
' Outputs large, all-zero areas with "DB/DW nn DUP (?)” to prevent excessive output from large buffers, uninitialized arrays, etc.
I Fully labels both code and data. Labels are of the form ‘Hxxxxx’, where ‘xxxxx’ is
the hex offset of labelled item from the beginning of the program.
0 Outputs code, data & pseudo-ops in IBM* ASM or MASM assembler format.
(Output may be directed to display, printer, and/or disk.)
I For IBM" PC*/XT* & compatibles,128K+ RAM, 1 or more disks, DOS 2.x.

#8634-20 PC-DISnDATa 1.0 (SSDD 5-1/i” diskette) and manual ........ $145
US Funds Only. Add $3 shipping (US. & Canada), $10 (overseas air) per item. Ohio residents

please add 6% sales tax.

by adding an 808T coprocessor with appropriate sofnvare support). As can be

seen, the compiled program is on a par
with a large minicomputer and can be
used as a practical scientiﬁc tool.
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To order, phone (513) 435-4480 (M-F, 9 A.M.-5 P.M. EST), or

Software

independent variable, X. is needed, ad—-

The Only Disassembler
That Tracks Down DATA!!!

IBM PC Software

Hundreds of the most popular copy-protected programs are copied
readily. CopyWrite needs no complicated parameters.

Requirements:

IBM Personal Computer or XT.
128k bytes of memory.
one diskette drive.
CopyWrite will run faster with
more memory or another drive.

CopyWrite is revised monthly, to keep up with the latest in copy
protection. You may get a new edition at any time for a $ 15 trade in fee.

CopyWrite makes back up copies to protect you against accidental
loss of your software. It is not for producing copies for sale or trade, or for
any other use that deprives the author of payment for his work.

To order CopyWrite, call with your credit card or mail a check for
S 50 US funds to:

Quaid Software Limited
45 Charles Street East, Sixth Floor
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 182

Telephone (416) 961-8243
Ask about ZeroDisk to run copy-protected software from a hard disk.
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NONLINEAR

LISTING 1: MARQFITBAS
1 ' PROGRAM HAROFITJAS -- a non-linear least squares fitting
2 ' routine using the mareuardt algorithm

380

GOTO 520

390
400

PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":NNILE INKEYS = ""zHEND

A1D

REICOD = 0 ' reset error flag

5 ' (c) 1985 U. Schreiner, It. Kramer, S. Krischer, & Y. Langsam
20 ' -------------- initialize program settings ------

30 REV = 2.1 : PI = 3.1105926”

425

PRINT “MENU OPTIONS:": COLOR FG,BG : PRINT:COLOR FGI,BGI

430

PRINT TAB(6) "GENERAL: ,‘2COLOR "5,80

40

M ERROR (SOTO 19000 : RETCtD = 0 :KEY OFF

£35

PRINT TAIKZT) "1- ENTER TITLE " 'line

800

“0

PRINT

850

65

DEF SEO=64zPOKE 23,(PEEK(Z3) OR 64): DEF SE6 'set caps lock
' The values HXVARZ, HXOBSX and MDIX can be changed‘

70

' be sure to change the DIN sizes correspondingly

COLOR FG,BO ELSE COLOR “31,851: PRINT "0N“;: COLOR FG,BG : PRINT

80

HXVARX = 30:HXOBSX = 500 : HDIZ = HXVARZ ' (HXVARZ + 1) / 2
DIM X(500),DTA(500).HOT(500),FXP(500),FYP(500),XP(500)

PRINT

’60

90

100 D"! YP(500),C(465).A(Lé$),B(30).DPARH(30),PARN(30),

KFIX(30),DERIV(30),G(30),GRAD(30)

FIX=0:SCREEN 0 :CLS: GOSUB 10000: COLOR FGZ,BG: LOCATE 1,20

1.50

TAMZT) "2' PRINTER “:

IF PFLBX = 0 THEN PRINT "ON/";:COLOR FG1,BG1:PRINT
TAB(21) ”3- SOLVE "

‘line

900

470

PRINT

TAB(21) "1r PLOT "

'line

15000

480

PRINT

TAB(ZT) "5- QUIT "

'line

1300

490

PRINT

: COLOR F01,BGT:PRINT

110 DEF FNLGT(X) = lOGOO/LOGHO)

"

"OFF“:

500

PRINT

510

PRINT

140 KENT) ON : KENZ) ON : KEY(3) ON 2 KEY“) ON

520

COLOR FG1,BG1:PRINT

ENTER OATA:";:
'line 1800

TAB(21) II7- UREAD“

"

MIFY DATA:";:COLOR FG,BG:

'line 2000

PRINT 1AB(21) "8- EDIT"

FG=2:BG=0:FG1=1L:861=0:FGZ=4=BGZ=O ' color attributes

165 FOR I = 1 TO HXOBSX : HGT(I) = 1 : NEXT

530

PRINT

TA8(21) “9~ SCALE"

'line

2200

190 ' --------------- plot routine initialization

540

PRINT

TAB(20) "10- ZERO”

‘line

2400

200 PLOTSETX = 0 ' plot definition flag

550

PRINT:EOLOR FGI,BG1:PRINT "

220 ' (for lo_res use XTOTAL.PIX = 319)

570

PRINT

"

12- FIX"

'line

2800

230 ' XMIN.PIX is lower left hand min in pixel coords;
21.0 ' YMIN.PIX is lower left hand ymin in pixel words;

580

PRINT

"

13- FREE"

‘line

3000

590

PRINT

250 ' )(NIN and YHIN are the same but in USER coordinates

600

COLOR FGT,BGI:PRINT

210 XTOTAL.PIX = 639: YTOTAL.PIX = 199

PARAMETERS:“;:COLOR FG,BG:

PRINT TA8(20) "11> ENTER/REVIEH/CHANGE"

260 XHIN.PIX=CINT(.11'XTOTAL.PIX): XHAX.PIX=.94'XTOTAL.PIX

Z70 YHAX.PIX=CINT(.07’YTOTAL.PIX)*2: VHIN.PIX=VTOTAL.PIX‘12

"

PRINT "14' LIST "

'line 2500

DATA & PARAM: ";:COLOR FG,EG:
' line 3200

610

PRINT

"

V 230 DELTAX.PIX = XMAX.PIX-XMIN.PIX91

620

PRINT

"

290 DELTAY.PIX = YHIN.PIX-YHAX.PIX+1

630

16‘ READ FRW DISK" 'line 3600
COLOR 15,86: INPUT; "ENTER CHOICE";KMND:COLOR FG,BG:PRINT

310 ' functions to convert x 3 V in user coords ~-> pixel coords

650

0N KMND+1 SOTO 420,500,850,900,15000,1300,1400,1800,2000,

660

PRINT

‘

CINT((N'YHIN)"DELTAY.PIX/(VNAX'YHIN))

335 ' ----------------------- start up -------------------------340 IPFLG =

"”“ ERROR "' ";KHND;”

8 0 INPUT "ENTER TITLE: ";TITL$:LOCATE 25,1:PRINT TITL$;SPC(1T)

' pause-in-fitting flag

820

~ 1 ' data saved flag

360 CLS : LOCATE 10 : COLOR FGZ,BGZ :

SOTO 420

8 0 ‘toggle printer on/off ------------------------------------860 PFLGX = 1 - PFLGX: GOTD 420

dBASE
PRINT TAB(15) "MAROUARDT LEAST SQUARES -

365 COLOR FG,BG :

FOR

I

= 1

INVALID CWHAND": GOTO 400

800 'enter a title for docunentation ---------------------------

m

350 ISVFL =

15- SAVE ON DISK“ 'line 3400

220034003500,2800,3000,3200,3400,3600

320 DEF FNSX(N)=XHIN.PIX + CINT((N‘XHIN)'DELTAX.PIX/(XHAX-XMIND
330 DEF FNST(N)=VHIN.PIX

“/OFF"

COLOR FG,SG:PRINT TA8(21) "6- MANUAL" 'line 1400

120 ON KEY(1) GOSUB 10200 : 0N KENZ) GOSUB 10300
130 ON KE‘1(3) GOSUB 10310 : 0N KEV“) GOSUB 10400

160

'line

REV ";REV:

TO 1700: NEXTlCATE 20

370 INPUT "USE DATA ON DRIVE (ENTER LETTER):";DRV$:

DRVS =LEFT$(DRVS,1) : IF DRV$ <> "" THEN DRV$=DRV$+":“

H

900 'solve the mrt non»linear lst sq fit problem -------------

920 ITERX = 0 : IF IPFLG <

> 0 THEN ITERX = NITERX

930 IPFLG = 0:ISVFL = 0 : CLS : GOSUB 10000

Dm’t [atWWW/q
dowry/Warm Wit

You waited years
for an advanced version of dBASE ll.
Without the bugs.
Without the limitations.
It never came.

Instead, you got dBASE III.

A half solution.
A bandage instead of a cure,
so to speak.
Here’s what we mean.
As an applications programmer,
you're now supposed to use

dBASE III to write a program on
single-user16-bitPCs...use dBASE ll
to write the same application for

8-bit machines and use heaven

knows what to handle the multi-user

or networked situations.

Contrast that with Q-PRO 4...the

true 4th generation applications
development language for microcomputers.

CCP/M. 0PM, and MP'M are trademarks of Digital Research. TurboDOS. MmmOST, MUSE, NSTAR. MS-DOS . PC-DOS. PC Net. DNA. EtherShare. and NetWare are trademarks 0! System 2000.

940 INPUT "NW MANY ITERATIONS?

":MXITERX

1420 PRINT

"POINT

1425 PRINT

"==

X,NEASURENENT"

950 IF HXITERZ < 0 THEN MXITERX = 0
960 00500 6000 ‘ 90 fit !

1430 FOR I = 1 TO HXOBSZ

970 IPFLG =

1440

PRINT

1450

IF T13 = "" THEN NOBSX = I

1460

X(I) =

‘ 1 : NITERX = NITERZ + ITERZ

990 PRINTzPRINT: PRINT TITL‘ :PRINT NITERX;" ITERATIONS": PRINT
1000 IF PFLGX = 1 THEN LPRINT:LPRINT TITL$

:LPRINT NITER%;" iterations “

: PRINT

FOR I = 1 T0 NOBSX: UGT(I)=SQR (DTA(I)): NEXT : GOTO 1580
1510 IF T13 <

1050 60808 1100 : PRINT : 6010 400 'print statistics and return
1070 'print fit statistics -------------------------------------

1520 PRINT

: PRINT

"HGT'D SUM OF SQ. = ”,‘USS
INT (10 " EH12) / 10

"CHI SOUARED= ";CHIZ:" / ";NF;" DEG 0F FREEDEH"
"A of CALLS TO 5011 OF SO=";NSSC;:

1140 PRINT

PRINT

1170 LPRINT

THEN RETURN

"SOME FITTING STATISTICS:"

"SIGMA: ";SIG;" R= ";R;:

1540

PRINT

1550

INPUT "New Height=";HGT$:lF HGTS="" THEN 1570

1560

HGT“) = VALWGTS)

1;"

",'X(l);"

";DTA(I);”

";HGT(I);

"N011 ORDERING & REVIEWING DATA"

1610

IF XP(I) = 0 GOTO 1650

1620

NOBSX = NOBSZ y 1

1630

X(NOBSZ) = X(I):0TA(NDBSX) = DTA(I):HGT(NOESX) = HGT“)
IF I < > NOBSX TNEN XPU) = 0

1640

"CHI SOUARED: ";CNI2;" / “;NF;" DEG 0F FREEDCﬂ"
1190 LPRINT "N 0F CALLS T0 SUM OF SO=";NSSC;:

'zero it if pt is to be deleted

1680 IPFLG = 0:ISVFL = 0 : GOTO 420
1800 ‘user defined read routine -------------------------------1810 PRINT "ND USER DEFINED ROJTINE IMPLEMENTED"

TAB( 41);"# 0F DERIV CALLS=";NDC:

1820 com 400

"N INC IN LAMBDA=";INCR;" LAMBDA= ":LAMBDA

1200 RETURN

2000

1300 ‘quit -----------------------------------------------------

2005 FOR K=1 T0 NDBSX:XP(K)=1:NEXT

ledit

data

------------------------------------------------

1310

IF ISVFL <

1320

INPUT "PRESENT DATA NOT SAVED. SAVE IT7‘! (Y/N)";T1$

1330

IF

LEFTS (113,1) = "Y" THEN 3400 ‘90 save

1340

IF

LEFT$ (T1$,1) 0 "N” THEN 420

1360

DEF SEG=64zPOKE 23,(PEEK(23) AND 191):DEF SEG ‘ctear caps

1370

CLS: END

2040 INPUT "I, TO EXIT)“;T1S,T25

1400

‘manual data entry -------------------------------

2050 IF T15 = "" GOTO 1580

1410

PRINT

2060 I =

> 0 THEN 1360

”MANUAL DATA ENTRY - ": PRINT

HEIGHT":
======u

1650 NEXT

1180 LPRINT

LPRINT

Y
=====

1600 FOR I = 1 To MXOBSX

LPRINT TAB( 41);"UGT‘D SUM OF SQ. = ";N55

LPRINT

X
=====

1570 NEXT

"A INC IN LAMBDA=";INCR;” LAHBDA= ",‘LAMEDA

1160 LPRINT : LPRINT

"POINT
II=====

1500 NDBSX = 0 : PRINT

PRINT TAB( 41);"# OF DERIV CALLS=";NDC:
1150 IF PFLGZ <>,1

> "EXPLICIT" GOTO 1480

:PRINT
pan”

1530 FOR I = 1 To «0851

"SCHE FITTING STATISTICS:“

1110 PRINT ”SIGMA= ",‘SIG;" R= ”,‘R;: PRINT TAB( 41);

1130 PRINT

1: GOTO 1480

VAL (T2$) :XP(I) =1

1490 IF 113 = "No" TNEN FOR I=1 T0 NOBS%:NGT(I)=1:NEXT:0010 1580
1500 IF 118 = "STAT“ THEN

SOLVE HITH SUPPLIED INITIAL PARAMETERS"

“PRESS ANY KEY FOR FITTING STATISTICS"

1040 HHILE INKEY$ = ”“ : HEND

1120 CHIZ =

‘

1480 INPUT "HEIGHTS-ENTER 'NO‘,'STAT' 0R 'EXPLICIT‘?”;T1$

"UNABLE TO

1100 PRINT

VAL (T13):DTA(I) =

1470 NEXT

1010 GOSUB 9000
1020 IF FLGX=1 THEN PRINTzPRINT "CNOLESKY NEGATIVE DIAGONAL-r";

1030 PRINT

1;: INPUT " 1211212:

2010 FOR K = NOBSXH TO HXOBS%:XP(K)=0:NEXT
2015 PRINT "ENTER '1'” TO CHANGE ONLV NEIGHTS,";:
INPUT "'0' TO CHANGE DATA 8. HEIGHTS";T1$
2020 IF T1$ = "H" GOTO 1480

"

2030 PRINT "ENTER DATA PT RANGE FOR EDITING (111,112)"

(, T0 EXIT)"

VAL (11$):J =

VAL (T29

1412 ' set ftags to indicate data points that currently exist

2070 IF [<1 OR J>HXOBSZ THEN PRINT "INVALID RANGE":GOTO 2030

1415 FOR K=1 TO NOBS%:XP(K)=1:NEXT :

2080 FOR K = I TO .I

FOR K ,= NOBSXH TO HXOBSX:XP(K)=0:NEXT

Q-PRO 4 handles all the micros

0-PHO 4

dBASE II dBASE III

local area networks (with record and
file locking), multi-user, single-user,
8-bit, 16—bit, even the new IBM AT.

DATA BASE

The user—friendly applications you
write with Q-PRO 4 are fully

#Fields

Unlimited

32

128

Record size

Unlimited

1024

4096

Yes

Needs
sorting

Needs
sorting

transportable. They run faster.
And you can protect them with
our author’s lock up package.

Q-PRO 4 is the professional

developer’s package with no
limitations. It runs under PC-DOS,
MS-DOS, CCP/M, PC Net, NetWare,
EtherShare, DNA, CP/M, MP/M,
TurboDOS, MmmOST, MUSE,
and NSTAR.

And, just in case you don’t read

reviews or attend seminars,
Q-PRO 4 is the one that the com—
puter experts evaluated alongside
dBASE II and showed how Q-PRO 4
blows dBASE 11 away.

10

255

#Open tiles

Multi key ISAM

LOCAL AREA
NETWORKS
File lock

Yes

No

No

Record lock

Yes

No

No

It you still write business applications with an old second genera—
tion language like BASIC, how’s
the time to stop ripping yourself
off. Q-PRO 4 is the productivity

tool that lets you write much better

applications in one tenth the time.
No exaggeration.

Single-user—8595; Multi-user—$795
Complete evaluation system—$80

Author’s lock up available.

PORTABILITY
8-bit -) 16-bit

Yes

Yes

No

16-bit -) 8-bit

Yes

Yes

No

Don’t dump your dBASE data files,
a Q-PRO 4 utility will convert them.
Order Q—PRO 4 now.

MISCELLANEOUS
Formatted data entry

Full

Limited

Limited

Report generator

Full

Limited

Limited

Memory variables

Unlimited

64

256

21

O

0

Programmable
function keys

One last word.
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NONLINEAR
2090

' PRINT

“CURRENT VALUE OF X,0TA,NGT FDR PT #“;K;" =“:
“;DTA(K);" “:HGTOO

2670 FOR I = 1 TO NPRM%:DPARM(I) = 0: NEXT
2680 IPFLG = 0 : ISVFL = 0 : GOTO [.20

PRINT X(K);"

2100

PRINT

2105

PRINT "(ENTER '0' T0 DELETE PT, DR 'enter‘ ";:
INPUT “TO LEAVE UNCHANGED)";T1$

“ENTER HEN VALUE FOR X(";K;")"

2700 'r---- change some of the param

2110

IF T15 = "0" THEN XP(K) = 0: GOTO 2150

2120

IF T13 = "" THEN 2150

2130

KKK) = VAL (T15) : xPao ,= I

2140

2710 PRINT "ENTER PARMA, AND VALUE": PRINT SPC(10)“(, T0 EXIT)"
2720 INPUT T1S,T2$: IF T13 = "" THEN GOSUB 9000'. GOTO 400

2730 If VAL(T1$) = NPRMZH THEN NPRHX=NPRMX+I

2740 IF

VAL (113) < 1 0R

VAL (T13) > NPRI‘IZ THEN

PRINT “INVALID PARNI‘I. RANGE Is 1-";RPRHZH: euro 2720 L

INPUT "ENTER NEH VALUES FOR DTAJJGT ";DTA(K),HGT(K)

2750 IF

2150 NEXT

2760 IF

2160 GOTO 2030

LEFTS (T2$,1) = ".“ 0R LEFT$ (T2$,1) = “<“ THEN 2770
LEFTS (T2$,1) < "0“ 0R LEFTS (T2$,1) > "9" THEN

PRINT T25 "INVALID, RETYPE": GOTO 2720
VAL (T23)

2200 'scale x.dta,ugt --------------------------------------

2770 PARM< VAL (T1$)) =

2210 INPUT "ENTER X'COOROINATE SCALE FACTOR";XSCALE

'

2780 'GOTO 2720

_

2220 INPUT "ENTER DATA POINT SCALE FACTOR";DSCALE

2800 ’fix some parameters ------------------------------------- 2

2230 INPUT "ENTER HEIGHT SCALE FACTOR":VSCALE

2010 60500 9000

2240 FOR I = 1 TO NUESX

2820 IF NPRMX < 1 THEN 400

2250 X(I)=X(I)"XSCALE:DTA(I)=DTA(I)‘DSCALE:HGT(I)=HGT(I)‘HSCALE

2830 INPUT ”ENTER PARMA TO BE FIXED (NULL T0 EXIT)";I
2840 IF I = 0 com 2870

2280 NEXT
2290 IPFLG = 0:ISVFL = 0 : (SOTO 420

2850 IF [<1 OR I>NPRMZ THEN PRINT “INVALID PART“. RANGE IS 'I‘"
,‘NPRNX: SOTO 2800

2400 'zero data 8. parameters -----------------------------------

2410 FOR I=1 TO NXDBSX:X(I)=0:0TA(I)=0:UGT(I)=0:NEXT:NO§SX = 0

2860 KFIXU) = 1 : F11 = 1 : GOTO 2830

2420 FOR I=1 T0 HXVARZH’ARMI)=0:DPARM(I) = 0: NEXT :NPRMX = 0
2430 ”as“; : 0:ISVFL : . 1 ; [3010 1.20

2870 IF F12 = 0 GOTO 400 'NOTHING CHANGED
2880 GUSUB 9000 : IPFLG = 0:ISVFL = 0 : GOTO 1.00

2500 'enter/revieH/change param --------------------------------

3000 'free some PI‘EVIOUSIY fixed param. """""""""""""

2510 CL$:GOSUB 9000 : IF NPRMX < 1 THEN 2580

3010 GOSUB 9000 : IF NPRMZ < 1 THEN 400

2530 PRINT

3030 INPUT "ENTER PARMN TO BE FREE!) (NULL TO EXIT)";I

"CHANGE PARAMETERS? ENTER:

'A' TO CHANGE ALL“:

3040 IF I = 0 GOTO 3070

PRINT TABI29)'”S' T0 SELECTIVELY CHANGE (or"add parameters)"

3050 IF I < 1 OR I > NPRM% THEN

2540 PRINT TA8(29) "press RETURN to leave unchanged";:INPUT T15
2550 IF T1$ = "“ GOTO 420

PRINT

3070 IF F11 = 0 GOTO 400

> "A" THEN 2530

2570 IF ,I‘IS <

3080 [$0500 9000 : IPFLG = 0:ISVFL = 0 : SOTO 400

I

2580 PRINT "ENTER PARAMETERS ONE AT A TIME":

3200 'print data and param values ------------------------------

(NULL T0 EXIT)“

PRINT "

"INVALID PARMA. RANGE IS 1-";NPRHX: GOTO 3000

3060 KFIX(I) = 0 : FIX = 1 : GOTO 3030

2560 IF T13 = "8" THEN 2700

3210 CLS:GOSU8 10000:PRINT "MARQUARDT LEAST SQUARES - REV ",‘REV

2590 FOR I = 1 T0 HXVAR'A

3220 PRINT

I;"- ”; : INPUT T3 : PRINT

2600

PRINT

2610

IF T3 = "” THEN NPRMX = I A 1: GOTO 2660

TITL$: PRINT

NITERZ;" ITERATIONS": PRINT

3230 IF PFLGZ=1 THEN LPRINT TITL$:LPRINT NITERZ;" ITERATIONS"

2620

IF

LEFT; (15,1) = H." on LEFTS (15,1) = n." max 2640

2630

IF

[LEFT$.(T$,1) < “0" OR

2640

PARMU) =

'

3240 50509 9000 : GOSUB 1100 'print parameters and statistics

3260 PRINTtPRINT N05576:“ DATA POINTS BEING FITTED":

LEFT: (T$,1) > "9" THEN

I PRINT SPC(18)"(X,DTA,NGT,Fm)"

PRINT I$ "INVALID, RETYPE": com 2600

3270 IF PFLGZ=1 THEN LPRINT:LPRINT NOBSX;

VAL (TS)

2650 NEXT

" DATA POINTS BEING FITTED":LPRINT SPC(1B) "(X,DTA,UGT,FHH)"

2660 IF NPRMX <
'

3280 IF NDBSZ <

= 0 GOTO 420

= 0 GOTO 3360

3290 PFORMS = “##.##M”

"
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3300 FOR I = 1 TO "058%

4550

K = I - 1

3310 IF ERKFLGX THEN BRKFLGZ = 0:PRINT "BREAK IN LISTING":

4560

FOR J = 1 TO K

4570

GOTO 400

L = L + 1 : 0(1) = 0(1) ' A(L) ‘ 0(J)

3320 GOSUB 20000:FHM = FUNCTN - DTA(I)

4590

NEXT

3330 PRINT USING PFORM$;X(I),DTA(I),UGT(I),FMM

4600

L = L + 1 : G(I) = 0(I) / A(L)

3340 IF PFL07.=1 THEN LPRINT USING PFORM$;X(I),DTA(I),HGT(I),FHM

4620 NEXT

3350 NEXT
3360 GOTO 400

4630 HDIX = NFITX " (NFIUI + 1) / 2
4640 0(NFITZ) = 0(NFITZ) / A(MDIX)

3400 ‘save data

81 parameters ---------------------------------

3410 PRINT

“THESE ARE YOUR CURRENT FILES"

3430 PRINT

:

:

FILES DRV$ + "'_*"

4650 IF NFITX <
4660 FOR K1

= 1 THEN

RETURN

= 2 TO NFITZ

4670

I = NFITX + 2 - K1

4680

K=I-1:L=I"K/2

3440 OPEN "0",2,T1$ : IF RETCOO <> 0 THEN CLOSE 2 : GOTO 400

4700

FOR J = 1 TO K

3460 WRITE #2. TITLS : VRITE #2, NOBSX

4710

3435

INPUT ”SAVE DATA AS DISK FILE NAMED “;T1$

IF MID$(T1$,2,1) <> ”:" THEN T13 = DRVS + T13

0“) = CH) ‘ G(I) ' A(L + J)

3470 FOR I = 1 TO NOESX: WRITE #2, X(I).DTA(I),HGT(I): NEXT

4720

NEXT

3480 HRITE #2, NPRMZ

4730

0(K) = 0(K) / A(L)

3485 FOR I = 1 T0 NPRMZNRITE #2, PARMU),DPARM(I),KFIX(I):NEXT

4740 NEXT

3490 CLOSE 2:

IPFLG = OIISVFL =

r

1

:

GOTO 420

4750 RETURN

3600 'read data & param from disk ----------------------------

5000 'subroutine to perform CHOLESKI decmposition of matrix a

3630 PRINTHNPUT "READ DATA & PARA” FRU‘I DISK FILE NAMED ":11:

5020 FOR J = 1 TD NFITX

3610 PRINT "THESE ARE YOUR CURRENT FILES" : FILES DRV$ 4 "at"

5010 FLGX = 0

3635 IF MID$<T1$,2,1) <> ":" THEN I1: = DRV$ + 11s
3640 opsu “I",3,T1$ : IF narcoo <> 0 THEN CLOSE 3 : com 1.00
3660 INPUT #3, TITLS : INPUT #3, NOBSX
3670 FOR I = 1 ID 1109511: INPUT #3, X(I),DTA(I),HGT(I): nsxr

5060

K1 = I * (I - 1) / 2 + J

3680 INPUT #3, NPRMZ

5090

FOR K = 1 TO K2:F = F - A(K1 ' K) ' A(L - K): NEXT

3685 FOR I = 1 T0 NPRM%:INPUT #3, PARHII),DPARM(I),KFIX(I):NEXT

5100

3690
3700

CLOSE 3

5030

L = J * (J + 1) / 2

5040

IF J <

5050

FOR I = J TO NFITZ

5110

IPFLG = 0:ISVFL =

- 1:005UB 9000:PRINT

= 1 THEN 5120
: F = A(K1) : K2 = J ~ 1

NH) = F
NEXT

5120

IF A(L) > 0 THEN 5160

5130

FLGX = 1 : PRINT "CNOLSKI-NEG DIAG J,L,A(L)= ":J,L,A(L)

4000 'subroutine to corrpute chi-squared ---------------

5150

RETURN

4010 CHIZ = 0

5160

F = 50R (A(L))

4020 FOR I = 1 TO NOBSX

5170

FOR I = J TO NFITX

3705 LOCATE 25,1:PRINT TITLS;:LOCATE 21 : PRINT

: 0010 400

4030

IF HOT(I) = 0 THEN 4060

5180

4040

GOSUE 20000

5200

4050

CHIZ = EH12 + ((FUNCTN - DTA(I)) / HGT(I)) ” 2

K2 = I ' (I * 1) / 2 + J :

A(KZ) = A(K2) / F

NEXT

5210 NEXT

4060 NEXT

5220 RETURN

4070 RETURN

5500 ‘subroutine to calculate the Ieighted sun of squares -----5510 USS = 0 : NSSC = NSSC + 1

4500 'subroutine obtains CHOLESXY backward solution of matrix A
4510 0(1) = 0(1) / A(1)
4520 IF NFITX <

= 1 THEN 4630

5520 FOR I = 1 T0 NOBSX
5530

GOSUE 20000

4530 L = 1

5540

H55 = USS + (NGT(I) * (FUNCTN - DTA(I))) ‘ 2

4540 FOR I = 2 T0 NFITX

5550 NEXT

MICROWAY’S 8087 RUNS 1-2-3 "‘1

87FFTm performs Forward and Inverse FFIs

on real and complex arrays which occupy up to

512K bytes of RAM. Also does convolutions, auto
correlations hamming complex vector multiplica-

tion, and complex to radial conversions. Callable
from MS Fortran or BTBASlC/INLINE ...... $150

87FFT-2m performs twcrdimensional FFTs

Ideal for image processing. Requires 87FFI'..$75 ,

MATRIXPAK“ manages a MEGABYTE!

Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large matrices at
very fast speeds Includes matrix inversion and
the solution of simultaneous linear equations
Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87MACRO,
87BASIC/INLINE, and RTOS ......... each $1 50

OTHER TOOLS

Grafmatic for MS Fortran or Pascal .......... 1 25
Plotmatic for Grafmatic ...................... 1 25
Halo for Basic, C or Fortran ...
. . each 150
Bonand Sidekick. Toolbox, or Graphics ........ 35

SuperKey ............................ 70
smARTWORK ......................... 895

MAYNSTREAM ..................... $1 695

DFIxer

A disk utility which thoroughly checks PC or AT

hard disks for bad sectors and updates the MS
DOS file allocation table accordingly ....... $149

87DEBUG" - a professional debugger with

8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented
macro command processor, and trace features

which include the ability to skip tracing through
branches to calls and software and hardware
interrupts Breakpoints can be set in code or on
guarded addresses in RAM ................ $1 50

Mic

Way
MAY 1985

PO. Box 79

Kingston, Mass

02364 USA
(617) 746-7341

87BASIC/I NLI NE" converts the output of

8087 5mhz ............................ $129

inline code which executes up to seven times

For IBM PC and compatibles

the IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087

faster than 87BASIC. Supports separately compiled inline subroutines which are located in their
own segments and can contain up to 64K bytes
of code. This allows programs greater than 128K!
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler and Macro
Assembler. Includes 87BASIC .............. $200

RTOS - REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM

RTOS is a multi-user, multi-tasking real time operating system. It includes a configured version of
Intel's iRMX-86, LINK-86, LOG-86, LIB—86, OH-86,

and MicroWay's 87DEBUG. Runs on the IBM-PC,

XT, PC-AT and COMPAQ ................... $400

INTEL COMPILERS1
FORTRAN-86 .............................. $750
PASCAL-86 .............

PL/M-86 ..................

87C (LATTICE/MICROWAY). .

ASM-86 ....................
URS'" - Universal Run Time System1

Generates programs with the Intel compilers
which run on other operating systems MSDOS
version is included with RTOS
Xenix—286 Version .......................... $300
SoftScope Symbolic Debugger‘ ....5500

1Requires RTOS or iRMX-86. All Intel compiler
names and iRMX-86 TM Intel Corp.
HARDSCOPE includes a version of

B7DEBUG which interfaces a Breaker Box which
makes it possible to reset your PC and break

program execution independent of DOS . . . $249

The World Leader

in 8087Support!
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Including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty

8087-2 8mhz ......................... $275
For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, N EC, Leading Edge

80287-3 5mhz........................ $275
For the IBM PC AT

64K RAM Set.................. $15

256K RAM Set ......................... $89
128K RAM Set PC AT .............. $169
NUMBER SMASHERm ........... $1590

95t 8087 coprocessor board with 512K

FASTBREAK‘“ 5mhz.................. $339

FASTBREAK’" 8mhz .................. $479

MicroWay/s daughterbcard turns on your 8087

during 1—2-3" execution and extends DOS func

tionality. Recalculations run up to 33 times faster.
Includes an 8087 chip. When used with the

NUMBER SMASHER" it can provide a total increase in 1-2-3’“ execution speed of up to 80 to 1.

TECH NICAL SOFTWARE

Microsoft Fortran 32 ....................... $229

IBM Professional Fortran ...............

545

FORLIB+ or STRINGS and THINGS .......... 65
Lattice C..................................... 299
Microsoft C V 30 ..........
C T ' s and Trans ..........
IBM
sic Compiler .....
Summit BetterBASlC“ .......
IBM Assembler with Librarian
87MACRO ..................
Microsoft Assembler V 30.
Microsoft Pascal 3.2 .........
Bodand Turbo Pascal ..............
Turbo with 8087 Support..
....
STSC APLtPLUS/PC ....................... 475
FASTBREAK and NUMBER SMASHER are trademarks
of MicroWay, Inc Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of
Lotus Development Corp
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NONLINEAR
5570 RETURN

THEN BRKFLGX = 0 : PRINT “OPERATOR INTERRUPT": GOTO 6920

5700 'subroutine to calculate the sun of squares ---------------

6300 COLOR “12,002 : PRINT

5710 S5 = 0 : NSSC = NSSC 9 1

6305 PRINT ” ITERATION N”;N|TER% + 1;: COLOR FG,BG:PRINT

“CMPUTING ",': COLOR “51,381

5720 FOR I = 1 T0 NOBSX

6310 ' """" DECREASE LAMBDA

5730

6320 LAMBDA = 3162277731 ' LAMBDA : INCR = 0

GOSUB 20000 : SS = $5 ‘ (FUNCTN - DTA(I)) " 2

6340 ' ------ CALCULATE A=JTJ AND JTF

5750 NEXT
5770 RETURN

6350 FOR I = 1 TO MDIXMU) = 0: NEXT

5900 'Vsubroutine to calculate the sun of DTA(I)‘2 --------------

6360 FOR I = 1 T0 NFITZ:GRAO(I) = 0: NEXT

5910 R = 0

6370 FOR I

5920 FORI =1 10 NOBSX : R = R * DTA(I) " 2 : NEXT

6380

= 1 T0 NOESZ

60500 21000

5950 RETURN

6390

EN” = (F - DTA(I)) ‘ HGT“)

5990 'subroutine to do the main mathematics of the fitting -----

6400

J = 0

6000 NFITX = 0:NX% = 0

6410

FOR K = 1 TO NPRHX

6010 IF NPRNX < 1 THEN RETURN 2500

6420

6020 FOR I = 1 T0 NPRHZ

IF KFIX(K)=0 TNEN J = Js1zDERIV(J) = 0ERIV(K)'NGT(I)

6430

NEXT

6030

IF KFIXU) = 0 GOTO 6070

6440

FOR J = 1 TO NFITZ

6040

NXX = NXX + 1

6450

GRADU) = GRAD“) + DERIV(J) " FMH

6050

DPARMNXX) = 0!

6460

GOTO 6090

L=J"(J~1)/2

6470

6070

NFITX = NFITX + 1

6480

6080

3(NFITZ) = PARMI)

6060

FOR K=1 TO J: A(L+K)=A(L+K)*DERIV(J)‘DERIV(K): NEXT
NEXT

6490

NEXT

6500

6090 NEXT
6100 IF NFITX <= 0 THEN NITERZ =

ITERZ : RETURN 420

6510

6140 'perfarm HAROUARDT fitting --------------------------------

NDC = NDC + 1
I """

SAVE “A” MATRIX AND CURRENT PARAMETER VALUES ”B”

6520 FOR I =1 10 HDIX:C(I) = AU): NEXT

6150 IF NOBSX >= NFITX THEN 6180

6530 FOR I = 1 TO NFITX:DERIV(I) = 3(1): NEXT

6160 PRINT

6540 ' ------ DOCTOR "A" MATRIX DIAGONAL ELEHENTS TO BE:

6165 PRINT

"3 OF DATA PTS (NOBS%= “;N08$X,'")";" IS LESS THAN";
TAB( 41);”# 0F PARAH. TO BE FIT (NFITX= ";NFIT%;")"

6550 ‘

"HWEL IS UNDETERHINED"; CHRS (7)

6560 DA = PHI ' LAMBDA

A = A(1+LAHBDA) 4' PHI‘LAHBDA

6170 NITERZ = ITERZ : RETURN 400

6570 FOR J = 1 TO NFITX

6180 PRCSN = 2.5E-07 : LAMBDA = .01 : LHIN = 1E*20 : FRI = 1

6580

GU) =

6190 H0171 = NFITX " (NFITZ + 1) / 2

6590

L=J*(J+1)/2

6200 NSSC = 0 : NDC = 0 : NITERX = 0 : INCR = 0

6600

AU.) = C(L) " (1+ LAMBDA) ‘ DA

6210 EOSUB 5500 ' Choleski deconposition

6610

K = J . 1

6220 PRINT "HGT'D 550 = ":NSS

6620

IF K > 0 THEN

6225 IF PFLGX=1 THEN LPRINT “HGT‘D $50 = ",'HSS

6630 NEXT

‘ GRADU)

FOR I =1 TO K:A(L ' I) = C(L ‘ I): NEXT

6230 GOTO 6280

6650 GOSUE 5000

6240 'NEXT ITERATION -----------------------------------------

6660 IF FLEX <> 0 GOTO 6340

6250 NITERZ = NITERX + 1

6680 00500 4500

6260 IF (NITERZ > 4 AND LAMBDA < LHIN) THEN LMIN = LAHBDA

6690

6270 LOCATE ,13: PRINT

USS : IF PFLGZ = 1 THEN LPRINT 1155;" 'I;

6700 '

6280 IF NITERZ >= HXITER‘Z
THEN PRINT

' -----

‘Cholesky decowposition
'caiculate 9 (the change in parameters)

FIND NEH PARAMETERS B = 0+6

(N0 COJNTS THE 13 OF ZERO ELEMENTS IN G)

6710 N0 = 0 : I = 0

MXITER%;" ITERATIONS - PAUSE": GOTO 6920

6720 FOR J = 1 TO NPRMZ

6290 IF BRKFLGX

6730

IF KF1X(J) <

> 0 GOT!) 6780

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

Save thousands of dollars!

Save hundreds of hours!

by using our assembly language sub-systems

FABS

FABS PLU S

B-TREE SUB-ROUTINES

Internationally known and used in many best selling application programs . . . Rapid access and maintenance
of large files with fixedlength records . . . Versions available for CP/M-80. CP/Mv86, MP/Mll, MS DOS. PC DOS,
Microsoft BASIC(s). COBOL. FORTRAN. PASCAL, PL/l, CBASIC, CB80. C886. CBASIC, CBASIC 86, LATTICE C.
RETAILS FOR $150 DEALER/DEM PRICES AVAILABLE

Expanded version of our FABS products. . . Up to millions of records DEP on Key Size , . . Extremely fast on unlimited

number of keys , . . Re-indexing program included i . . Can be used on files as large as your system can hold.

‘

HETAILS FOR $195 DEALER/DEM PRICES AVAILABLE

SORT/MERGE SUB-ROUTINES
AUTOSO RT

Optimized for very large files; stand-alone or callable sub-routine. extremely fast . . . Versions available for CP/M 80,
CP/M 86. MP/MLII, MS 008, PC DOS running Microsoft BASICls). FORTRAN. PASCAL, CBASIC, CBASIC 86. C880.
CB 86. LATTICE t
RETAILS FOR $150 DEALER/DEM PRICES AVAILABLE

DATA, SCREEN, REPORT MANAGER

DB

'

FABS

A highly capable DATA BASE package designed to perform for everyone from the novice user in the Stand-Alone

mode to the professional programmer in the Run-Time mode. . . Creates files. forms, reports, handles screening . . ,
B-Tree Indexing. high speed sorting capabilities . . . Run-Time mode use with BASIC lNTERPRETER/COMPILER . t t
For MS DOS, PC DOS on IBM PC/XT, DEC Rainbow. Victor 9000, Sanyo, Fujitsu. etc.
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298 - 21st Terrace, S.E., Largo, Florida 33541 (813) 586-1886
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6740

I = I + 1

9020 PRINT

6750

5(1) = DERXVU) 9 13(1)

9025 PRINT NPRMX; " FITTING PARAMETERS 8t THEIR ERRORS" : PRINT

9030 IF PFLGZ= 1 THEN LPRINT : LPRINT NPRMX;

ABS (G(I)) <= ABS (PRCSN*DERIV(I)) THEN N0 = N0 4' 1

6760

IF

6770

PARHU) = 5(1)

" FITTING PARAMETERS AND THEIR ERRORS":LPRINT
9040 FOR I = 1 T0 NPRMZ

NEXT

6780

6790

IF N0 = NFITX GOTO 6810

9050

IF PFLGX = 0 GOTO 9080

6800

OLDHSS = USS : GOSUB 5500

'update the H55

9060

LPRINT

6820

IF USS < OLDHSS GOTO 6250

'next iteration

9070

IF KFIX(I) = 0 THEN

I;“) ";PARM(I):

6840 IF LAMBDA < PRCSN THEN LAMBIIi = PRCSN

9060

PRINT

6850 INCR = INCR t 1

9090

IF XFIX(I) = 0 THEN

" +‘ "; DPARHU)

9110 PRINT : RETURN

6890 R1

9999 '

= LAMBDA / LMlN

“

CONVERGENCE

(FIXED)

"

9100 NEXT

6880 ' ------ convergence reached
6900 CLS : GOSUB 10000 : PRINT

PRINT

ELSE PRINT "

= 100000! " LMIN GOTO 6560

"

(FIXED)

I;") ";PARH(I);

6860 LAMBDA = 10! " LAMBDA
6870 IF LANEDA <

" +- “;DPARH(I)

LPRINT

ELSE LPRINT "

6830 ' ------ last step too big; increase larrbda

REACHED "

-----------

FUNCTION KEY and HELP SUBRCNJTINES

-----------

10000 'display "help" / title line ----------------------------

6905 PRINT

"3 OF PARAMS FIT = “,‘NFITX

10005 XCURSOR = ESRLIN : VCURSOR = POS(0) : LOCATE 25,1

6907 PRINT

"it 0F PARAMS CONVERGED = ",'N0

10010 IF SNWTITLE THEN COLOR FGZ,BG:PRINT

6910 PRINT

"LAHBDA/LU‘IIN) = ",‘RI

6920 NF]: NOBSX - NFITX
6930 IF NF <

Jcalc Sun of squares

6960 GOSUE 5900

'calc sun of dtaAZ

RETURN

'display "HELP"

10310 BRKFLGX = I : RETURN

‘coﬂpute chi-squared

'user interrupt (break function) -F3

10410 PRINT TAB(10); " I’ "; VSTVL$; " V5,"; " X ";XSTYL$;" PLOT"
10420 IF PLOTSETX = 0 THEN

TO MDIX:A(J) = C(J):

NEXT

:

GOSUS 5000

PRINT "PLOT NOT DEFINED

'

FIRST USE MENU OPTION #4"

'

RETURN

IF KFIXtJ) = 0 THEN PARMU) = 999.0001

10430 GOSUB 16000

'scale data log or linear

7040 NEXT

10440 60508 16300

‘calculate fitting function

7050 GOTO 7130

10450 IF XNEG THEN

7060 K = 0

PRINT "WARNING:

7070 FOR I4 = 1 TO NPRMX

XNEG=0:GOT0 10470

NEGATIVE X VALUE.

X LOG PLOT

IF KFIX(I4) 0 0 GOTO 7120

K = K t 1

10470 SCREEN 0 : RETURN

7100

FOR J = 1 T0 NFIT%!G(J) = 0!: NEXT 1500 = 1!

15000 'Plot data points and fitting function ------

60503 4500:0PARMtI4) = m ( ABS (000)) * SIG

15010 'Plot data points and fitting function ------

7120 NEXT

15020 CLS

7130 RETURN

15030 1F NPRMX < 1 AND NOBSX < 1

9000 'list the current VBIUES 0f the parameters ““““““““
PRINT

INVALID”:

10460 GOSUR 16500 ' PLOT

7080

7090

9010 IF NPRMZ < 1 THEN

:

PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":HHILE INKEY$="":VEND:

7020 FOR J = 1 TO NPRMX

7110

line-"F1

10400 CLS : PRINT TAB(15); "QUICK PLOT" ‘ -------------------- F4

7010 IF FLGZ = 0 GOTO 7060
7030

4- QUICK-PLOT“;:COLOR FG,BG

10300 SNWTITLE = '1: (30503 10000: RETURN ‘display title ----- F2

6990 IF NITERZ <= 0 GOTO 7130
7000 FOR J = 1

3- BREAK

10200 SHONTITLE=0: GOSUE 10000:

50R (55 / R) “ 100!

6980 00505 4000

2- SNW TITLE

10020 LOCATE XCURSOR,VCURSOR : RETURN

80R ('55 / NF)

6950 SIG =
6970 R =

"

= 0 GOTD 6990

6940 GOSUB 5700

TITLS;

ELSE COLOR FGZ,BG : PRINT ” 1~ SNOW FUNCTION KEYS";

THEN PRINT

TAH(20),

"NO DATA POINTS 0R PARAMETERS ENTERED":GOT0 400

"NO PARAM ENTERED": RETURN

(Ian your editor work with
16,000,000 bytes of memory?
‘-_
‘——_

SPFIPG“ 1.8 from Egg—.3 can!
The best full screen editor for the IBM PC is now even better than ever.
It looks and works like IBM’s large system SPF editor, but SPF/PC
executes faster and handles larger files than its mainframe cousin.

AT EXTENDED MEMORY

SPF/PC can use ”91°15’850 KB Of memory‘
TOP VIEW COMPATIBLE

$195

UPGRADES only $50

($10 if communications upgrade)

C 4’“: 33:13” SFhiPPing$15

SPF/PC supports windowing and

background execution.

a arv
a

("9'9"

COMMUNICATIONS FEATURE

Easy to use communications software.

SPF/PC...

_
MAY 1987

- SPF/PC is used by IBM to demonstrate

the IBM 3270/PC to its corporate clients

- SPF/PC provides the same outstanding

performance on any PC, from JR to AT

' SPF/PC Works With DOS 1.90—3.00 and

Cheek grcg‘éﬁggse order

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Inc.

TO ORDER

FAMILY TIES

any IBM PC or true compatIe w'th 192K

SPF/PC is a registered trademark of Command Technology Corporation.

Contact: Command Technology Corporation
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NONLINEAR
15040 FOR I = 1 T0 NPRMX

15410 IF T13 = "" 051 T1! = "N" THEN 15460

15050

15420 PRINTlPUT "ENTER GRAPH XHIH,XHAX,YHIN,YHAX ";

IF PARH(I) < > 0 THEN GOTO 15080

XHIN,XHAX,YHIN,YHAX

15060 NEXT
15070 PRINT "

HARNING: all parameters are currently = 0"

15080 RESPLOT = 0

'FLAG to indicate plot for residuals

15425 IF XHIN = 0 AND XHAX = 0 GOTO 420
15430 PRINT:PRINT "ENTER xinterval,yinterval";

15090 IF NOESZ < 1 THEN GOTO 15170

"(THE N OF INTERVALS ON THE x,y AXIS)“;

15100 PRINT TA3(15),"CH03$E PLOT:":PRINT

15435 INPUT XINTERVAL, YINTERVAL

15110 PRINT “ 1‘ PLOT DATA AND FITTING FUNCTION"

15440 PLOTSETX = 1

15120 PRINT 2" 2- PLOT RESIDUALS [ABS(FIT MINUS MEASUREMENT)!“

15450 IF RESPLOT = 1 0R NPRHX=0

15130 PRINT " 3- PLOT RESIDUALS [X FIT HINUS MEASUREMENT)"

THEN XINC = 2‘(XHAX-XHIN)/HXDBSX:GOT0 15720

15460 PRINTzPRINT "PLOT 0F FITTED FUNCTION“;

15150 IF KHND = 2 THEN RESPLDI = 1 : PCNTZ = 0
15160 IF KMND = 3 THEN RESPLOT = 1 : PCNTX

"(FRCH CURRENT VALUE OF PARAMETERS):"
15470 IF NOBSX < 1 AND PLOTSETX = 0 GOTD 15530

15170 PRINT TAB(15),“CHO0SE GRAPH STYLE:"

15480 PRINT "The function will be plotted in the range I';

II

15140 INPUT "ENTER CHOICE:";XHND

15180 PRINT "1~

Y LINEAR VS. X LINEAR"

15185 PRINT “2*

Y LINEAR VS. X LOG"

XHIN; N to "now

15490 INPUT "ENTER X INGREDIENT for plotting the function";XINC

15190 IF RESPLOT = 1 GOTO 15210
15200 PRINT "3*

15500 IF XINC <=0 THEN PRINT ”INVALID ENTRY“:GOTO 15450

Y LOG VS, X LINEAR":PRINT “4-

Y LOG VS. X LOG"

15210 0LDSTYLX=GSTYLX=PRINT:INPUT "ENTER CHOICE:";GSTYLX

15510 IF (XHAX‘XHINWXINC > HXOBSX THEN PRINT
"too many points, must be fewer than ":HXOBSX: SOTO 15480

15520 GDTD 15570

15220 IF GSTVLX = 0 THEN 400
15230 IF CSTYLX <> OLDSTYLX THEN PLOTSETX = 0

15530 PRINT "

15240 XSTYL$="LINEAR“

15540 PR1NT:PRINT ”ENTER XMIN,XMAX AND X-IHCREMENT“

NO DATA CURRENTLY ENTERED“

15245 IF (GSTYLX=2 0R GSTYLX=4) THEN XSTYL$="LOG“

15550 INPUT "for evaluating fitting function";XHIN,XHAX,XINC

15250 YSTYLS="LINEAR”

15560 IF (XHAX-XHIN)/XIHC > HXUBSX THEN PRINT

15255 IF (GSTYL%=3 OR GSTYLX=4) THEN YSTYL$="LOG“

"too many points, must be fewer than ";NXOBSX: 8010 15530

15260 CLS:PRINT TA8(15);" Y ",‘YSTYL$;" VS.";" X ":XSTYL57“ PLOT“

15570 60508 16300 ' evaluate function

15270 IF NOBSX <1 THEN 15460

15580 PRINT:PRINT "MINIMUM of fitted function= ";HINYP

15280 ' GD SCALE THE DATA INTO PLOTTING ARRAY

15590 PRINT "MAXIMUM of fitted function: “,‘HAXYP

15290 60503 16000
15300

'scale determine minimun and rnaxinun of DH

IF XNEG THEN

PRINT "HARNING: NEGATIVE X VALUE. X LOG PLOT INVALID":

15330 PRINT

"X VALUES range from:

15340 PRINT

"Y VALUES range from: ",'NINOTA;" ta ";HAXDTA

",'XP(1);" to ",'XP(NOIISX)

THEN 15420

'

15380 PRINT “

15645 PRINT "do you wish to change THESE GRAPH BUJNDARIESNY/N)"
15650 INPUT "(null to leave unchanged)";T1$
15660 IF T13 = "" OR T13 = "N" THEN 15720
15670 PRINTzPRINT "ENTER HEN YAXIS BKXJNDARY VALUES 6- YHIN,YHAX"

15360 PRINT "current graph boundaries are:"

15370 PRINT "

xmin = ';XHIN;“

xrnax = ";XHAX

15680 INPUT "(ENTER , TO CHANGE ALL GRAPH BOUNDARIES)";T1$,T2$

min = ";YMIN;"

ymax = ":YHAX

15690 IF T15 = "" THEN 15420
15700 YMIN = VAL(T1$):YMAX = VAL(TZ$)

15390 PRINTzPRINT
" Do you wish to change any of the graph boundaries (Y/N)"

15710 PRINT: PRINT "ENTER xinterval,yinterval";
" (THE 3‘ OF INTERVALS ON THE x,y AXIS)”

15400 INPUT ”(null to leave unchanged)";T1S

Professional Lab and
Business Graphics Software

GAUSS.

FAST-EASY TO USE-POWERFUL

for Your IBM* PC

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC—

tick marks and

numeric

labels. Features 20 plot symbols,

mu)
(In

o EXTREMELY FAST. Uses
_

-‘

the 8087. Is lO-l 5xfasterfi,

Rt", .533, (‘.‘3,",.,‘:f_°2,‘“°°°

error bars, multiple labels in 4
orientations and versatile printer hardcopy. Format and data files ma be
saved on disk. Includes 11 demos on disk plus manual ............ 95

CURVE FITTER-PC—Select the

best curve to fit your data.
Scale, transform, average or
smooth, interpolate (3 types),
least squares fit (8 types),

Pulvnunlal “(I

Cr : Minn-run")

evaluate unknOWns from fitted

curves. Features auto-scaling,
statistical evaluation of titted
curves, multiple labels in 4
orientations, and versatile
,,:,,,.,,,‘"
printer hardcopy. Format and
data files may be saved on disk.
lncludesSdemos on disk plus manual ......................... $ 95.

SPECIAL: SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-PC and CURVE FITTER-PC—on 1
disk ...................................................... $175
Add $2.50 shipping on all U.S. orders. VISA or MASTERCARD orders
accepted.
'Trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.

TM _

I

I

I”

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.

I PO. Box 139, Dept. 237

State College, PA 16804

Phone: (814) 238-8294 0 Telex: 705250
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than IBM APL.

E

I'

0 EASY TO LEARN.Lets you

_ a -- we..- write routines almostexactly
4 @ 2 as you would write them
mathematically.
' ,

- STATE-OF-THE-ART
0
numerical routines and‘
l 3
2 ‘
random number generators.+:§
o FIJLL-JFEATURED.Exoellent§ 1
forstatistics,forsimulations,é~
V ‘ _
v
forsolving non-linearsimuI-§
~
taneous equations, and fonb-wmﬁ
§
;
anything else requiring;
-

selection of axis length and posi-

MATRIX PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

GAUSS is a sophisticated matrix programming package that lets
you do large scale number crunchlng on an IBM-PC.”

pun";

Draws professional graphs of
your data. Line or scatter plots,
semi-log or log-log plots, bar
graphs, exploded pie charts,
stock charts with high, low,
close. 320 x 200 resolution in 4
colors. Automatic or manual
tion,

xmax = ",‘XMAX
ymax = ":YNAX

15640 PRINT

”DATA POINTS:

15350 IF PLOTSETZ = 0

xmin = ";XHIN;"
ymin = ";VNIN;“

15630 IF NOBSX<1 THEN 15670

XNEG=0:GOT0 15170
15320 PRINT : PRINT

15600 PRINT:PRINT "current graph boundaries are:"
15610 PRINT "
15620 PRINT "

POWERFULWriteoomplex
numerical routines in a

traction of the time and
with a traction of the code
they would IOKB in Fonran,
305K), or even APL.

number crunching.

PUTS MINICOMPUTER POWER ON YOUR DESKTOP

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
With 30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

............Reg. 395.00

$25000

plus $5.00 shipping and handling.

Call or WTITB

APPLIED

TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS

VISA and
MASTERCARD
accepted.

Dealer inquiries welcomed

PO. Box 6487, Kent, WA 98064
(206) 631-6679

GAUSS requlres an IBM PC with at least 256K RAM.
on 8087 NDP, 1 DS/DD disk drive. DOS 2.x

' IBM ls trademark of IBM Corporation.
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15715 INPUT XINTERVAL, YINTERVAL

16530 LINE (XMIN.PIX,YHIN.PIX) ' (XHAX.PIX,YHAX.PIX),,5

15720 GOSUB 16500 '90 and plot

16540 IF XINTERVAL < 1 THEN XINTERVAL R 5

157.50 SCREEN O : 6010 420

16550 ' X TICKS

'finished plotting

16000 'Scale data Kr find the minima and maxima of data in YP(I)

16560 HINCOL = 0

16010 XNEG = 0

16570 FOR TICK = 0 TD XINTERVAL

16020 HINDTA = 9.999999E+37: HAXDTA = -9.999999E*37

16580

16030 FOR I = 1 TO NOBSX

16590

LINE(TICKPLACE,YHIN.PIX-2) ' (TICKPLACE,YNIN.PIX+2)

16040 XP(I) = X(I): VP(I) = DTMI)

16600

LINE(TICKPLACE,YHAX.PIX-2) ' (TICKPLACE,VHAX.PIX+2)

16050 IF RESPLOT <> 1 THEN 16090

16610

TICCOL = INT(TICKPLACE/LETNIO)-1

16060 NORM = DTA(I):IF HORN = 0 THEN NORM = 1E-10

16620

VALLAB = XMIN + (TICK/XINTERVAL)'DELTAX

16070 GOSUB 20000: VPU) = FUNCTN - DTMI) 'yes - calc residuals

16630

IF (GSTYLZ=2 0R GSTVLX=4) THEN VAL.LAB = 10‘VAL.LAB

16080 IF PCNTX (>0 THEN YP(I) = YP(I)/NORH ' plot 1 residual?

16640

TICLAB = VAL.LAB:GOSUE 18000

16090 IF (GSIYL%=1 0R GSTYLX=3) G010 16110 ‘ x109 plot?

16650

TICCOL = TICCOL ' LEN(FORNAT$)/2 0 2

16100 IF X(I)>0 THEN XP(I) = FNLGT(XP(I)) ELSE XNEG = 1 '. RETURN

16660

IF TICCOL + LEN(FORMAT$) > 80 THEN 16700

16110 IF (GSTYLX=1 0R GSTYLX=Z) G010 16130 ' ylog plot?

16670

IF TICCOL < HINCOL 6010 16700

16120 IF DTA(I)>0 THEN YP(I)=FNLGT(VP(IJ) ELSE YP(I) = VMIN

16680

LOCATE 25,TICCOL: MINCOL = TICCOL * LEN(FORHATS)

16130 IF VP(I) >= HAXDTA THEN MAXDTA = YP(I)

16690

PRINT USING FORMAT$;TICLAB;

16140

IF YP(I)

TICKPLACE = XHIN.PIX + CINT(DELTAX.PIX‘TICK/XINTERVAL)

16700 NEXT TICK

<= MINDTA THEN HINDTA = YP(I)

16150 NEXT

16710 IF YINTERVAL < 1 THEN YINTERVAL = 5

16160 RETURN

16720 ' V TICKS

16290 ‘calculate function using current perm values -----------

16730 OLDROU = 26

16300 PRINT:PRINT ”CALCULATING FUNCTION...,"

16740 FOR TICK = 0 T0 YINTERVAL

16305 IF NPRHZ < 1 THEN RETURN

16750

TICKPLACE = YHIN.PIX - CINT(DELTAY.PIX‘TICK/VINTERVAL)

16310 [=02 KK=01 HINYP = 9.9837: HAXYP = '9.9E+37

16760

LINE(XHIN.PIX-2,TICKPLACE) - (XHIN.PIX+2,TICKPLACE)

16320 FOR XPT=XHIN TD XHAX STEP XINC

16770

LINE(XHAX.PIX-ZJICKPLACE) ' (XHAX.PIX?2,TICKPLACE)

TICRON = INT (TICKPLACE/LETHGT) * ‘I

16780

16330

KK=KK+1: rxmxx) = xpr

m) = XPI :IF (GSTVL%=1 0R csrv=3) Goro 16360

16790

16350
16360

X(I)=10“XPT ' FOR X-LOG PLOT
GOSUB 20000

16800
16810

IF (GSTYLX=3 0R GSTVLX=4) THEN VAL.LAR = 10"VAL.LAB

16370

FYP(KK) = FUNCTN 'FDR NON-LOG ‘1 PLOT

16820

TICLAB = VAL.LAB :GOSUB 18000

16380

IF (GSTYLX=1 0R GSTYLX;2) GOTO 16400

16830

TICCOL = 8 ‘ LEN(FORHAT5):IF TICCOL < 1 THEN TICCOL=1

16390

IF FUNCTN > 0 THEN FYP(KK)=FNLGT(FUNCTN)

16840

LOCATE TICROHJTCCOL : OLDRW = TICROV

16850

PRINT USING FORMT$;TICLAB;

16340

ELSE FYP(KK) = VHIN

’

IF TICRW ’= OLDROH~1 THEN 6010 16860

VAL.LAB = YHIN + (TICK/YINTERVAL) " DELTAY

16400

IF FVP(KK) >= HAXYP THEN HAXYP = FYPIKK)

16860 NEXT TICK

16410

IF FYP(KK) <= HINYP THEN HINYP = FYP(KK)

17000 'plot points and function --------------------------------

16420 NEXT XPT

17010 FOR I = 1 TO NOESZ

16430 KHAX = KK

17020

16440 RETURN

17030 NEXT

16500 ‘plotting subroutine .. first axes and tick marks --------

17040 IF RESPLOT = 1 OR NPRMX < 1 6010 17120 ' no fmction plot
17050 |NENTX=0

16515 'hi-res screen & choose color 2 ~for pc 6 100% carpatibles

17060 FOR K = 1 TO KMAX

16520 SCREEN 2:0EF SEG = 6110: NT &N3D9,2

17070

FORTLIRMﬁeISRSdWTTAI'ISCAL

Visa/MC

Fortran Scientific Subroutine Packa e

Contains Approx. 100 Fortran Subroutines Coverigg:
OHU’IALQM—t

OVERCOME

XPT = FNSX(FXP(K)): VPT = FNSV(FVP(K))

Matrix Storage and Operations 7.
. Correlation and Regressmn
8.
. DeSign AnalySis
9
Discriminant AnalySIs
10.
Factor Analysrs
11

Eigen Ana|y3is

A library of 58 Assembler routines transforms MS FORTRAN and PASCAL

FULL SCREEN CONTROL (Windows, Cursor, Read/Write Screen)

STRING MANIPULATION (Match, Compare, ConcatenatelExtract, Pack,

KEYBOARD CONTROL
FILE MANAGEMENT

Justify, Zero Fill)
.
.
.
(Read Key Dur'ng EXGCUIIOI'I, String Read)
(EXISI?, Rename, 061616)

COMMUNICATIONS

(Set Com Line, Send/Receive, Line/Modem

OTHER FEATURES

(Peek, Poke, Determine Time/Date, Random
Numbers, Beep, Clear Screen, OR/AND/
XOR/NOT/NEG of Byte/Word, Printer Status)

Status)

,

.

Ver 2.0 with 92 routines now available.
Directories, Command Line Read, Program Chaining,
.
- Interrupt Driven Communications.
$129. Upgrade $40.
M I E I F Environmental Inc.

13.0. BOX 26537
(512) 251 -5543

AUStlnr Texas 78755
Outside Texas (800) 562-9700
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12. Data Screening

Sources ”‘0'“d

plus other 8086/87/88 FORTRANs into the flexible, responsive, complete language needed for the microcomputer environment. Ver 1.0 Features:
EXTENSIVE GRAPHICS
(Get, Put, Paint, Color, Dot, Line, Box, Circle,
Ellipse, Large Characmrs)

Time Series
Nonparametric Statistics
Distribution Functions
Linear Analy5is
Polynomial Solutions

$295,00

FORLIB-PLUS’"
Contains three assembly coded LIBRARIES plus support.

FOTF‘TRAN coded Si‘broumes and DEMO programs

RAP
.
COMEUNTSArron and Frfr?32303158361SE'SSPPORH
r'ﬁ
h

th

LIBRARIES

’

-

16510 DELTAX = XHAX-XNIN: DELTAV = YHAX'YHIN: LETHID=8= LETHGT=8

CIRCLE (FNSX(XP(I)),FNSV(YT’(I))),4

I

additional leature Within the graphics library is the capability of one
fortran program calling another and passing data to it. Within the
communication library. there are routines which will permit interrupt
driven. buttered data to be received With this capability. 9600
BAUDcommunicationis pOSSIble The file handlinglibrary contains

all the required software to be 003 3 o PATHNAME compatible

TRIN

”‘

Support for CSI—IARACTERSh/ﬁxIJI-E’IEJIITXESN (string support),
SHELL, BATCH. MUSIC, CMD LINE, and ENVIRON CTRL.
$69-95 eaCh
9.0.
B CA
251790630
cypres":
7-4 ALPHA
531510:

(71 4) 894-6808

California reSIdents. please add 6% sales tax

Versions available for IBM Prolessional Fortran
or MICROSOFT 3.2 Fortran
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NONLINEAR
17080

IF XPT<0 0R XPT>XTOTAL.PIX OR YPT<0 0R VPT>YTOTAL.PIX

19010 IF RETCm = 0 THEN RETCG) = -‘I :ERRCNT = 1: SOTO 19030
19020 5110c = ERRCNT + 1 ' error flagged again in same routine

THEN 17110 ' pt out of range
17090

IF IUENTX = 0 THEN PSET (XPT,YPT) : INENTX= 1

17100

LINE '(XPT,YPT)

19030 IF ERR=5 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL FUNCTION CALL"
19040 IF ERR=6 THEN PRINT "OVERFLON ERROR"

17110 NEXT K

19050 IF ERR=53 0R ERR=54 THEN PRINT “FILE NOT FWND"

17120 GTITLS = TITLS: PENIS = “": IF PCNIX = 1 THEN FCNT$="(X)"

19060 IF ERR=61 THEN PRINT "DISK FULL ERROR"

19070 lF ERR=70 0R ERR=71

17130 IF RESPLOT = 1 THEN GTITLS = GTITL$*" ' RESIDUALS"+PCNT$
17140 LOCATE 1,50-LEN(GTITL$):PRINT GTITLS;

THEN PRINT "DISK NOT REA!" 0! HRITE PROTECTED"

17150 UHILE INKEY‘ = “” : HEND : RETURN

19080 PRINT "ERROR #";ERR;“ ON LINE NUMBER ":ERL
19090 IF ERRCNT > 5 THEN PRINT2PRINT

18000 'subroutine to format a label for axis -------------------

18020 FORMAT$="N"

"ROUTINE TERMINATING DUE TO ERROR CWNT “: SOTO 400

18030 IF TICLA8=0 THEN RETURN

19100 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...":HHILE INKEVS="":HEND

18040 ORDER=INT(LDGMBSUICLAB)”230258)

19110 RESUME NEXT

18060 IF 0RDER<0 THEN FORHAT$=FORHATS+".“: 0010 18080

20000 'subroutine to evaluate the function chosen to be fit
20005 .The function code here is for the video game problem

18070 FORMAT$=FORMAT$+STRING$(0RDER+1,"ﬁ")+"."

20010 FUNCTN = PARHU) " (1 - EXP('PARH(Z) " X(l)))

18050 IF ABS(0RDER)>=4 THEN FORMATS = "W.#““"

:

RETURN

18080 T=TICLAB

20020 RETURN

18090 ToL=ABS(TlCLA8/100000!)
18100

20050 '

FP=ABS(T'FIX(T)): IF 1-FP<FP THEN FP=1~FP

21000 ‘subroutine to evaluate the derivative of the function

13110 WHILE FP>TOL

21005 Iwith respect to each parameter. Only 2 parameters here.
21010 00505 20000

18120

T=T"10: TOL=TOL'10

18130

FP=ABS(T-FIX(T)):

18140

FORMAT$=FORMAT$+"#"

IF

21020 F = FUNCTN

1-FP<FP THEN FP=1-FP

21030 DERIV(1) = F / PARHU)
21040 DERIV(2) = XII) ” (PARN(\1)-F)
21050 RETURN

13150 UEND
18160 RETURN
19000 'error trap """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""

_______§.KnowThyPC! :———~—:—————

Are you writing programs in BASIC or Pascal? The popular Peeks
’n Pokos has a disk with 58 programs and a 38-page manual that
helps you get ‘underneath the covers’ of the PC. Learn how to use
PEEK, POKE, INP, OUT, and DOS/BIOS function calls to do
what you want, fast! Do you want to perform functions not
available from BASIC or Pascal? It’s all explained in the manual
and demonstrated in the sample programs. Source code included!
Peeks ’n Pokos shows you how to:

0 Access the system’s conﬁguration
o Unprotect BASIC programs
0 Scroll part or all of the screen
0 Access the ﬁle directory

. PM
W
—

0 Logically swap printers
0 Read and change the keyboard
0 Find more Peeks and Pokes

Want to know more? The Inside 'Iiack! is a collection of advanced
utilities for the PC programmer. It contains a disk with 61 pro—
grams, a 42-page manual, and a fold-out memory map that helps
you get better performance from the PC. With this package you can
give your programs assembler-assisted speed from high-level languages, get control over memory, customize and control the PC,
and more. Some programs require DOS 2.00. Source code included!
The Inside ”hack! shows you how to:
The Inside Track
M

33m. —
arms...

0‘

0 And much more. . . for only $30.00

0 Read/write files as fast as DOS

0 Display data on the screen faster
0 Reserve memory for your use

0 Copy memory to another location

0
0
0

Copy—protect your programs
Load large programs faster
Control the keyboard settings
And much more. . .for only $45.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted. Shipping charges: $2.50 per order for UPS; $2.50 per item for First Class Mail to USA and
Canada; $6.00 per item for Air Mail outside USA and Canada. Dealer inquiries invited.

Data Base Decisions 0 14 Bonnie Lane 0 Atlanta, GA 30328 0 404/256-3 860
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I TallScreen.. TAKES THE DRUDGERY
OUT OF DOS

' 1000 lines of screen output saved to
scroll thro U9 h for review and editin 9

- Commands and directory paths
automatically saved for quick recall
again and again

“TallScreen has completely changed
$49.95

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Screen output and commands edited with

standard, powerful, easy-to-learn and

easy—to—use word processor techniques
Screen output saved to file or printer, or frozen
anywhere on the screen

DOS commands help file included for quick
reference
Keyboard macros supported similar to the IBM

Personal Editor.

190

For the IBM PC". PCir, XT, AT, or compatibles Works wrth DOS 2 00 and
above. Works with PROKEY“ and SIDEKICK” Compatible With most
mouse systems Next day shipping on VISA/MC MD 8. NM resrdents add
sales tax

the wa y I use DOS.”
Bob Bei/stein, PC user

“A godsend for power users.”
Hanno Hinsch, Author of TEL/OS

“This is the way DOS should have been
designed in the first place!”

Rex Swain, Technical Director Paral/ax Systems

“Just recalling screen output and past
commands alone is worth the price.”

Edward T. Garner, VP Finance ARIES Group

For orders or information see your

local dealer or call 800-522-0290

QUALITAS, INC., PO. BOX 3AK/UPB

LAS CRUCES, NM 88003 505-522-0290
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YOUR BUSINESS COMPUTER
IS HIDING OUT WITH THE CIA
And there’s a good reason for it.
You see, AT&T recently redevelop—

ed the business computer. The

new AT&T 5B series is much more
compact and easier to use than the

old style business computers. The 5B
series doesn’t need any special
computer rooms or air-conditioning

systems and it can be placed, ready

to go, into nearly any ofﬁce environ-

ment.
But, the one thing that the mighty

B’s have in common with their ances-

tors is capability They all use the

ATéx’T WET” 52000 microprocessor,

the industry’s ﬁrst true 52 bit chip in a

system this size. More important, the

58 series is designed to optimize the

UNIX“ operating system~which
only makes sense, because AT&T
invented UNIX.
Now, you’ve probably guessed that
a computer line with this much going

We’ve got the technical expertise that
the 58’s demand, and the support
team to back them up. In fact,
Computer Integration Associates is

an expert at setting up computer systems for businesses of all sizes with
applications specialties in account-

ing, manufacturing, legal, medical/
dental and ﬁnancial systems.

Our PC and Subsystems Division
can assist you in upgrading your
existing PC systems as well. CIA can

provide solutions to all your business

computing needs.

So when you’re ready to take a look
at the 58 Computer, or upgrade your
existing system, you know what you
have to do. Look them up at their only

local hideout: Computer Integration
Associates.

Tell them Joe sent you.

for it would only be found at a computer dealer with a lot going for him.
That’s why your 5B is waiting for you

at the CIA.
CIA is Computer Integration
Associates. We’re one of the few value

«lul »

added resellers nationwide that AT&T
has selected to handle the 5B series.

450 East Kennedy Blvd.
Lakewood, NJ. 08701

(201) 370-5900

Computer
Integration
Associates

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories
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Tired of waiting

for; your PC?

\\\:

End the wait!
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Offers you more useable features!
0 You have the option to control the
multirtasking functions with your
own programs!
0 Faster displays than DOS!

0 DoubleDOS multi—tasking requires only
18—40K RAM!

Multi-tasking, concurrent
processing using today’s

0 Built’in printer buffer!

XT, or AT system!

Listen to what users are saying

software and your PC,

No matter how good your PC is, you still have
to wait while it processes and calculates for a long

report, spread sheet, payroll, or whatever. This

waiting is costing you time and money.

Now, DoubleDOS, the remarkable new soft—
ware, lets your PC actually run programs
concurrently!
Think of the ways DoubleDOS will save you
time and money:
0 BUSINESS. Run a spreadsheet, and at the
same time, print the payroll checks or

about Doublenos:

0 “It lets me get more done. Lotus and Dbase run
together like they were made that way and it only
takes 30K in RAM!”
0 “Excellent. Just what we needed for our applications!”
0 “It does seem to perform as advertised and seems to be
professionally done.”
. “I like this product. Already found it very useful.”

0 “Great product! It is solid, painless, and bulletproof.”

accounting reports.

0 WORD PROCESSING. Work on another

document while printing or spell checking
previous work.
0 PROGRAMMING. Compile programs while
starting new ones immediately.
0 COMMUNICATIONS. Receive or send infor—
mation while you use the PC to do other tasks.
DoubleDOS has endless applications! But it’s

ORDER NOW!

SPECIAL OFFER

PAY ONLY $99!

call today, toll free 1-800-272-9900.

easy to use.
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SOFTLOGIC Satisfaction

s OLUTIONS Guaranteed!
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530 Chestnut St., Manchester, NH 03101 agile
1—800—272—9900. In NH call 627—9900.

DoubleDOS works with PC—DOS and your existing DOS software.

Also supports many Compatibles.
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System/3 4 for
the Microcomputer
BABY/34 transports the System/34

mtnz'computer operating environment to

the PC, PC/XT, and PC/AT.
ROBERT SANFORD

thick binders, a documentation update,

ﬁve diskettes, and a software protection

device. The ﬁrst binder contains the
RPG II and DFU reference manuals. The
second one covers installation, OCL,

and DFU (Data File Utility). With BABY/

ment, the minimum machine conﬁgura-

The package that arrives from California Software Products includes two
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plugs into the parallel printer port, and
the printer plugs into it. This device is
supposed to be transparent to the sys—

tem, nevertheless the user is warned

34, users who are familiar with the Sys—
tem/34 can rapidly and easily move
their programs to the PC.
Because of this complete environ-

screen are entered using the editor.

protection device are quite clear. It

not to send bit-mapped graphics to the
printer while using BABY/34. The software protection device eliminates the
need to copy—protect the diskettes.
Installation of BABY/34 on a PC/XT
also is explained clearly and in some
detail in the documentation. After the
ﬁrst diskette is inserted, the user types
“INSTALL <drive letter:>.” A menu is
displayed asking for the diskette drive
ID, the hard disk ID, and the subdirec—
tory in which the programs are to be
placed. After entering this data, the
proper subdirectories are created, and
the system is copied and veriﬁed.

piler (see sidebar), OCL (Operation
Control Language), SORT, SEU (an edi—
tor), SFGR (Screen Format Generator),

The system occupies about 1.37MB,

but much of that is unnecessary code.

For example, the source code for the
screen editor formats is included in the
event that the user wants to modify

SEU, DEU (Data Exchange Utility), and

SORT. Also included is a concise sum-

mary of the key differences between the

System/34 RPG II and BABY/54 imple—
mentation (see accompanying sidebar).
The documentation is very com—

plete and well cross~referenced. Each

section contains appendices with docu-

them. The installation section appendix
has both tailoring and sizing considerations to enable a user to shrink the system to the minimum conﬁguration.

BABY/54 can be run on a PC with
ﬂoppy disk drives alone, but this is not
recommended for development.
Disk organization in System/34 is

different from a PC. In the System/54,
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tion is a PC with 256KB of memory,
DOS 2.0 or later, a parallel port, and
two 360KB drives. A hard disk is highly
recommended. The latest version of the
system (version 2.2) also has been
tested on the PC/AT and DOS 5.0.
The RPG II compiler is written in
Pascal to make it easier to modify to
keep current with new IBM develop
ment. An OCL interpreter is included to
interpret each line of control language
as is done on the System/34, and a so—
phisticated sort facility allows data sorting exactly as a System/34. The only ma—
jor program that is not available is the
Screen Design Aid. Speciﬁcations for a

mentation of the runtime messages and

other reference information.
The instructions for the software

PHOTOG RAPH ' STBE

T he operating environment of the
IBM System/34 minicomputer is
now available to IBM PC users via
a new product from California Software
Products, Inc. BABY/34 is a fairly com—
plete software system that transports
most of the IBM System/54 environment
to the PC. It is designed to match the
System/34 in the use of the RPG II com-

BABY/54
libraries are special ﬁles that contain

programs (called members). Data ﬁles
and libraries share the disk in a single

directory. BABY/54 emulates this by\p\utting all data ﬁles in the \RPG subdirectory and creating additional subdi—
rectories for the System/34 libraries.
This is a very workable solution.

PROGRAM CONVERSION
Conversion of System/34 from one ma-

chine to another is a large task. First the

programs and data must be physically
moved to the new machine and reformatted to the target machine require-

ments. If the target machine uses differ-

ent character representation, appropriate translation must be done to both
the source code and the data ﬁles. All
programs must be modiﬁed if the code
is dependent upon the character repre-

sentation. This last step can be a huge

investment in programmer time, unless

the compiler does the conversion internally. The Baby/34 compiler was written

BABY/34 was tested by transporting

a major system containing more than
100 RPG programs, SO—plus screens and

menus, and related procedures. First,
the libraries were transported from the
System/34 to the PC. Since a library on
the System/34 is a ﬁle containing multi-

ple members, it must be brought to the
PC, split into multiple source ﬁles, and

converted from EBCDIC to ASCII. The
DEU documentation explains clearly the
steps to be taken on the System/34 to
build the diskette ﬁles.

The editor, SEU, has a ﬂaw

in ﬁle recovery that will annoy System/34 users who are
used to that system’s strong
ﬁle recovery capabilities.

with character set conversion in mind

——_—

ences by internally converting some
items to EBCDIC, doing the operation,
and converting to ASCII. The documentation shows which items are handled
by the compiler, and which must be
analyzed by the programmer.

For this test, a Flagstaff Engineering
eight-inch diskette drive was attached to

and handles most ASCII/EBCDIC differ-

the PC. DEU automatically splits the
source ﬁle into multiple members and

converts to ASCII. It also determines if
the source member is a screen or an

BACKUP PROTECTED SOFTWARE
WITH
COPY II PCTM
The backup insurance you need to protect your software investment, COPY H PC
makes a floppy backup of most* protected software quickly and easily.

RPG program and attaches the appropriate sufﬁx to the resulting ﬁle on the
PC. All of this is done without any user
effort. DEU also simpliﬁes translating
data ﬁles from EBCDIC to ASCII. As

each ﬁle is translated, DEU asks for the

conversion requirements. All ﬁelds except packed decimal and binary should
be converted to ASCII. The conversion
requirements are easy, but a help
screen is available if necessary.
At this time in the testing process,

more than 100 source ﬁles needed to
be recompiled. To speed this process, a
directory of the source members was
run, the output was redirected to a data
ﬁle, and an editor was used to set up a
large procedure, or batch, ﬁle. OCL
started the runtime interpreter, called

the procedure, and the OCL interpreter
was left to run on its own overnight. It

read the procedure, ran the compiler
and screen generator, and produced

runtime programs and listings. The next

morning only a few programs had
failed to compile and the errors were
easily identiﬁed and corrected.
Next came the test: would BABY/34
run the System/34 RPG 11 programs on

a PC? Yes. However, when the data
were keyed the carriage return key did

not perform as the Field Exit key of the
System/34; it worked more like a New

Line key. According to the documentation, BABY/54 handles the keyboard

either way. If KEYSZSI is put in the
AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle (or entered prior
to entering the BABY/34 system) BABY/
54 remaps the keyboard to the familiar
IBM 5231 terminal keyboard.
BABY/54 has some very nice capa-

bilities in addition to transporting pro-

grams from System/34. SEU, DEU, the

RPG II compiler, and SFGR may also be

RUN PROTECTED SOFTWARE
FROM YOUR HARD DISK

called from DOS. In addition, DOSBAT

COPY II PC makes using your hard disk as convenient as it should be. No longer will
you have to keep your ﬂoppy disk in drive A with some of the most popular business

not ﬁnd a ﬁle with the .P sufﬁx, it looks
for a .BAT ﬁle with the same name but

software - call for current list.

proceeded by a “35’. If it ﬁnds this ﬁle,

Minimum Requirements: IBM PC, XT, AT, 256K it and some compatibles.
One or two disk drives. 64K on most machines.

Call M-F s5:30 (w. Coast time) with your E Q : 503/244-5782.
Or send a check (add $3 3/h, $8 overseas) to

$39.95

it executes it as a DOS batch ﬁle and

returns automatically to the interpreter
when ﬁnished.

OCL can be called from within the

interpreter. This is similar to calling

COMMANDCOM from within COM-

ENTRAL POINT
Software, Inc.

9700 SW Capitol Hwy. #100
Portland, OR 97219

* We update Copy II PC regularly to handle new protections; you as a registered owner may update at any
time for 1/2 price! (To update, just send original disk and $20.)
This product is provided for the purpose of enabling you to make archival copies only.
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ﬁles may be executed from within the
OCL interpreter. If the interpreter can-

MANDCOM. The interpreter loads an-

other copy of itself. When signing off of
this level, the user is returned to the
previous level. Although this is not considered a bug, each time the interpreter

is loaded, 65KB is used up.

Screens do not automatically clear
at the end of a procedure in BABY/54.

This can also be circumvented, but is

annoying and not Systeni/34-standard.

PC TECH JOURNAL

The editor, SEU, has a flaw in ﬁle

recovery that will annoy System/54 users who are accustomed to the strong
ﬁle recovery capabilities of that system.
SEU automatically builds two work ﬁles
while editing. One contains the original
lines of code; the other contains any
added lines. If the program ends unex-

pectedly, SEU will attempt to recover

these ﬁles the next time it is called. A
disaster was simulated by rebooting.
The ﬁle had been added to the directory, but since it was not closed correctly, the data were lost. CIIKDSK /F was

used to recover the data. This is really a
DOS problem rather than an SEU prob—
lem. Since this is not part of the normal
operation, it did not pose a serious
probletn, however.
Apart from minor annoyances, the
BABY/34 system seems very robust and
easy to use. Errors are handled grace—
fully, and nothing in normal operation
caused the system to crash. The documentation is very good and the techni-

maintenance support from California
Software Products. Although these
prices may seem high, the cost of re-

programming existing IBM System/34

software in another language for the
IBM PC would be far higher.
BABY/5’6 is undergoingﬁnal product review and should be available by
the time this article is published. It in-

corporates all of the BABY/34 functions
plus expanded functional support of
unique System/36features. Pricing will

be similar to that for the BABY/34, beginning at l 700 for the runtime-only

compatible compiler and operating sys-

computer is an exceedingly difﬁcult

task. As the other vendor releases new
enhancements and changes its stan-

dards, the package must be updated. In

addition, as more and more programs

are brought across to the PC environ-

ment, more bugs are found that are

traceable not to errors in how the compiler works, but to differences in the
way the compiler handles various default conditions. Many times these de-

faults are undocumented features in the

original system. By using these features,
the programmers may make their own
code nonportable to other machines.
California Software Products seems

committed to enhancing BABY/54 as
necessary to keep it current with the
System/34 line and to resolve conflicts

fKSI
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A new, more powerful version of the

world's most widely used programming
languageicreated by the original developers
of BASIC, John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz.
True BASIC is still easy to learn and use yet
offers the following advanced features:
0 STRUCTURE—True BASIC allows you to
write modular programs. It supports

the DFU execution module, which is
available for $150. A runtime system
with SEU, DEU, and DFU is $1,650. A
development system that includes
everything except the DFU program
generator is $2,700, with the DFU gen-

erator available for an additional $600.
All of these prices include a full year of
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tion Systems, Inc, has spent more than I 5

years in hotel management and software der
tie/opmentfor hotels. He has used the IBM
System B, 62, A34, A36, and A38 to writeﬁr'e
major hotel software systems.

. WINDOWS—True BASIC allows you to

program multiple screen windows, each
with its own parameters.

0 SPEED—Because True BASIC is compiled,

it is faster than interpreted BASICS. Automatic 8087 support is standard.
Now available for the IBM PC. Apple

Macintosh available Summer, 1985.

0 EXTERNAL PROGRAMS—Increase your

terms of pixels. Animation, sound and
color are supported.

Pricing of BABY/34 depends upon

Robert Sanford, chairman of Hotel Informa-

advanced control structures such as SELECT
CASE, IF-THEN»ELSE|F, DO Loops, etc.

user requirements. The runtime-only
package is $650. This does not include

tem/34 environment, it is more than

714/973—0440
CIRCLE 449 0” READER SERVICE CARD

Now it's even better.

enough to make the transition from the
System/54 to the PC a fairly easy task.

BABY/34. Although this product is not a
complete implementation of the Sys-

California Software Products, Inc.
525 N. Cahrillo Par/e Drive, Suite 300
Santa Ana, CA 92701

idea.

programming efficiency by storing frequently used functions and subroutines
in userdeﬁned libraries. True BASIC
supports calls to assembly language
subroutines.
0 FULL MEMORY—VIﬁth True BASIC you
can use all the available memory in your
computer.
0 SUPERIOR GRAPHICS—Allow you to

with the IBM standard. Currently, there
are more than 3,000 registered users of

with everything will be $3,500.

e
BASIC

cal support outstanding. Designing a

tem that simulate another compiler and
operating system working on a different

zrersion with DFU. A development system

draw in your own coordinates, not in

0 IMPROVED ERROR CHECKING—
Compiler reports syntax errors before

running a program. The language incorporates userclefined error messages.

True BASIC."M

The BASIC idea made better.

//A Addison-Wesley
. t

\ \

.

Reading. Massachusetts 01867

Pue BASIC is a trademark of True BASIC, Inc/IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc/Apple
is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc/Macintosh is a trade mark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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BABY/34
THE STRENGTH 0F RPG 11

At ﬁrst glance the RPG II programming language seems

obsolete, cumbersome, and decidedly not state-of—the—art.
Nonetheless, most of the IBM Systems /3, /32, /34, and /36

today still use RPG II as their primary language. Since

hundreds of thousands of these machines are in use, RPG

II has become a major language. The overwhelming success of the System/3, followed by the Systems /32, /54, and
/56, gave RPG II credibility In addition, the standards have
always been rigidly deﬁned by IBM.
The RPG II programming language began originally
as the Report Program Generator on the IBM System/360
in the 1960s At that time the language was easy to use,
but limited to producing batch reports. When the IBM Sys—
tem/3 minicomputer line was introduced by the General
Systems Division in 1969, the language was extensively
modiﬁed and enhanced to become RPG 1]. It was also the
only language available on the System/3. As the System/3
line was expanded, the language was further enhanced
with new features and functions for the new machines
An advantage to using RPG II is that a new program-

mer can produce dependable working code in a far
shorter time than almost any other language. RPG II
moves most of the housekeeping functions from the pro—
grammer to the compiler. A general logic cycle is automatically built to include opening ﬁles, reading records into
buffers, moving data between buffers and ﬁelds, writing

buffers to disk, and closing ﬁles. This frees the program—
mer to concentrate on calculations, rather than design.
RPG II has a series of very powerful indicators (ﬂags),
some of which are automatically controlled by the internal
logic of the program; others are left for use by the pro—
grammer. They may be used to control which record to
read next, which ﬁelds to bring in from the buffer to the
work area, which ﬁelds on the screen to reverse-image, or
which ﬁelds to write to disk. An indicator may be set as

the result of an operation and determine whether a line
code is executed hundreds of lines later.
The programmer also is helped by a series of coding
sheets. Unlike other coding sheets, these are unique to the
data required. Information about ﬁles is ﬁlled in on a ﬁle
speciﬁcation sheet and calculations are written on a calculation sheet. Because of these speciﬁcation sheets, the
source input is not free-form. For example, the programmer must put an F in column 6 of the ﬁle spec sheet. The
ﬁle name must begin in column 7. The source must be
entered in the correct order. Program header speciﬁca- '
tions must be ﬁrst, followed by ﬁle specs, input specs, calculations, and ﬁnally, output specs. This rigidity leads to
frustration (and derision) from programmers migrating to
RPG II from other languages and is part of the reason RPG
II is held in low repute. This rigidity, however, makes the
source listings far easier to read and debug.

The standard RPG II logic cycle is quite simple. The

program reads a record, does calculations, and writes a re-

cord. This repeats until no more records exist for that ﬁle.
The cycle starts again with the next ﬁle listed. The pro-

grammer can short-circuit this at any time by turning on a

special indicator to signal end—of—job. In truth, the logic
cycle is much more sophisticated than this. Records may

The logic cycle works on records rather than ﬁelds.
This record may be a disk record or a record from a

workstation (CRT) or some other device. A record from a

workstation may be a full screen of data, rather than a single keystroke. The programmer does not have to contend
with the character or ﬁeld I/O, only with record 1/0.

The programmer may deviate from the normal logic
cycle. For example, the cycle may be interrupted to get
data through a READ or a CHAIN command. The READ
operation gets the next sequential record, while the
CHAIN operation gets an indexed or direct ﬁle record
based upon a key value or record number. Normal output
is modiﬁed through the EXCPT operation. This allows the
programmer to interrupt the calculations, write a record
(or display a message), and return to the next line.
Since all records in RPG II have ﬁxed ﬁeld and re—
cord lengths, the language supports three basic types of
disk ﬁles: indexed, direct, and sequential. In addition, a

ﬁle that is created as indexed may still be accessed as a
. direct or sequential ﬁle. This gives the programmer ﬂexibility in approaching any new task.
The strength of RPG II on the System/54 is enhanced
by a complete system support structure that includes a full
range of program utilities, a control language to control
scheduling and execution of programs, a screen design
aid, and a program editor closely tied to the language.

—ROBERT SANFORD

BABY/34 DIFFERENCES

SSP/OCL—SYSTEM SUPPORT PROGRAM/
OPERATION CONTROL LANGUAGE
0 The major difference between BABY/54 and System/34 is
one of single-user versus multitasking. BABY/34 has no
job queue and no ability to evoke a task. Tasks placed in
the job queue or that are evoked will execute immedi—
ately. Neither does BABY/34 have a background “server”
task. System/32 users will be familiar with this ability.
0 Most of System/34's utility programs are included in
BABY/54; others can be duplicated using DOS.
0 Some OCL statements and parameters are not applicable. A conﬁguration option allows these statements to
be ignored if encountered.
0 Periods in ﬁle names on the System/34 are changed to
an underline character on BABY/34.
0 Group ﬁles are not implemented on BABY/34.
0 Data must be passed as OCL parameters and not as data.
0 Data may be passed to the program through the local
data area or through the PROMPT function.
SEU—aSOURCE ENTRY UTILITY
0 The Home key will backspace only if the cursor is in
the ﬁrst position of the screen. Since this ﬁeld is almost
always an auto-dup ﬁeld, this function is not usable
much of the time.
0 Syntax checking is not implemented in BABY/34. A help
capability is, however, that displays the required data for
‘
each ﬁeld in the current format.

be read alternately from two ﬁles. In addition, output may

0 BABY/34 has no ability to access members in other li—

the programmer to print totals and clear work ﬁelds auto-

0 No special action is taken at E0] for procedures.

be performed if a level-break has occurred. This allows

matically if the contents of a ﬁeld change.
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braries. Members must be in the current library.

0 The INSERT key to BABY/34 does not put the terminal
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into insert mode. but merely shifts all of the data in that
ﬁeld to the right one position.
SORT
0 The collating sequence is ASCII, so an alternate collating
sequence statement may be required in BABY/54.

' Sorts based upon bit values or zone/digit may be differ-

ent because of ASCII.
0 A maximum of 65555 records may be sorted in one ﬁle

in BABY/34.
0 Sort requires an input record length in the header spec—
iﬁcation if the output length and input length are different (because DOS does not supply this information).

RPG II

0 Since BABY/54 data are in ASCII instead of EBCDIC,

some programming changes may be required. BABY/34
does some runtime conversions automatically, so
changes are far fewer than would be required to con
VCI‘I to another RI’G compiler using ASCII. An example

of conversion required is a TESTB (test bit) operation
on a numeric ﬁeld to determine the sign. This could be

changed to Z—ADI) to make it compatible with both
ASCII and EBCIMC. The system automatically converts
characters to their EBCDIC equivalent for testing in
cases such as MOVE and input record selection. The
BABY/54 manual is very helpful in showing program—

ming that must be examined.
0 Inquiry is not supported.

0 BABY/54 ignores program identiﬁcation in column

75. The object name is the same as the source name.

0 Delete—capable direct ﬁles are not supported.
0 Indexed ﬁles are always IFILE type. Keysort is not re—
quired and added index entries are available.
0 BABY/54 has no communications support or special device support.

0 The EXIT opcode is limited to SUBRZ] and SUBRZS.
BABY/54 cannot link to user—written subroutines.
0 The DEL operation in the output speciﬁcation is not
supported.

0 ACQ, POST, NEXT, and SORTA are not implemented

and produce compiler errors in BABY/34.
0 RUF (read under format) is supported, but not very usable in a runtime system. When a program terminates,

keystrokes are kept in an internal buffer and not Written
to the screen until the next program is loaded. Thus,
there is no operator feedback. This is acceptable for
testing and debugging.
' BABY/54 has no AUTO REPORT capability.
0 There is no capability for MRT or NEP programs (since
the operating system is single—user).

SFGR—SCREEN FORMAT GENERATOR
0 SFGR works like it does in the System/54 with the ex-

ception of some display attributes not available on the

PC. The Screen Design Aid (SDA) is not available.

0 Fields on the screen are limited to 80 characters.
0 Column separators are emulated with underline.

DFU—DATA FILE UTILITY
0 All functions work as they do on the System/54.

-——ROBERT SANFORD

FOR A FREE
COPY OF THE
FINEST
PROGRAMMER’S
EDITOR AVAILABLE
DH

Suzy

DRIVER HARRIS SYSTEMS
4 AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL CAMPUS
PO. BOX 572 LITTLE FERRY. NJ. 07643

EN?“

CALL (20]) 641-8660
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3 practical approach to commun/cat/‘ons

14 Concourse Gate, Suite 100

Nepean, Ontario

Canada

K2E 786

(613) 727- 1779
Telex: 053-4130

S|M3278 is a registered trademark of Simware Inc., and SIM PC is a trademark of (pending) of Simware Inc.
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Pascal Bugs

Bot/o IBM and Microsoft Pascal compilers
suﬁ’erfrom some serious bugs, but the user
can wor/e arouna’ them.

TED FORGERON

cal version 1.0 in August 1981

and version 2.0 in March 1984, Micro—
soft released, on the average, one new
version of the compiler every six to
nine months It‘s no secret that Micro-

MAY 1985

to the compiler, Microsoft’s enhanced,
intermediate versions were available to

the public before the equivalent IBM
version was released.

Sometimes, however, it pays to
wait. The Pascal compiler has at least

CURRY

soft developed both versions of the IBM
Pascal compiler, but because IBM does
not have the exclusive marketing rights

ﬁve serious bugs. Four involve support
for ﬂoating point (REAL) numbers and
one involves double—word (INTEGER4)
integers. The most serious bug of the

ﬁve prevents Pascal programs that use
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uring the two and one-half years

between the release of IBM Pas-

PASCAL BUGS
real numbers from running on the

3.2. For IBM Pascal version 1.0, the test

programs were linked with the standard
PASCALIJB For the three newer Pascal

PC/AT. Because IBM subjected the compiler to additional, intensive testing af—

ter taking delivery from Microsoft, at

compiler versions, the test programs

were linked with their respective 8087
emulator math libraries.

least two of these problems, which exist
in MS-Pascal 5.2, are not present in the

equivalent IBM ’ascal 2.0.

Bug 1: Extra parentheses. Some program—

mers like to use extra parentheses to

But even IBM is fallible. Two of the

more fatal bugs described in this article

make their code more readable. How—
ever, extra parentheses enclosing ex-

exist in IBMs latest version as well.

All of the bugs described here

were tested on four different versions

pressions that include variables of type
REAL8 may produce surprising results.

and 2.0 and Microsoft versions 3.13 and

BUGI that displays the output of several

of the Pascal compiler: IBM versions 1.0

Listing 1 contains a program called

FIGURE 1: BUG] Results
= 5.414222000E-01
COS(X)
(c05(x)) = 5.4162220002~01
cos(y) = 5.414228635-001

(cos(y)) =

...............

=

1.333700000E+24

(expoo) =

1.3337000005+24

=

1.3337009BE+024

(9XP(Y)) =

1.21026209a39

exp(x)
exp(y)

ln(x)

=

4.017283000E~00

(ln(x)) =

4.017283000Eﬁ00

tnty) = 4.01728352E+000
(ln(y)) = 1.20335381E+299

sin(x) = -3.aorsoaoooa~01
(sin(x>) = ~a.4075030005-ot
mm = 1407504239001
(sin(y)) =

...............

sqr‘ax) = 7.453187000E+00

(sqrt(x)) = T.453t87000£+00
= 7.45318724E+000

sqrt(y)

(sqrt(y)) = ................

The test cases using REAL4 are correct,

but using type REAL8 with extra parentheses produces incorrect results.

FIGURE 2: BoG3 Results
Here is what happens when x is not passed
as a parameter:

Pascal Support

Develop your

Applications Quickly

Microsoft (IBM)Pascal is an
effective tool for serious applica~
tion development. Powerful
v

v

V

O Pascal TOOLS 2” gives ac»
cess to the advanced operat—
ing system services of DOS
2.0 and later versions. Your
Pascal program can retrieve

abstract data capabilities, block

structure, modular compilation,
and direct memory addressing
produce code that runs fast, and
is easy to maintain. The Blaise
Computing Programmer Productivity Series makes this environment even more attractive
and speeds completion ofyour
systems. You can obtain these
tools from us for a fraction ofthe
cost ofdeveloping them yourself. Source code is either in"
cluded or available with each
package, so you can make modifications easily. No royalties are
required for incorporating our
routines into your systems.
Blaise Computing‘s Pascal
products have been reviewed
favorably many times during
their two years on the market,
and in a recent survey, our users
report them to have been ex—

V

and disk [/0 $100

ofprocedures including
powerful string manipulation, screen and keyboard
handling, and graphics
primitives. There are also a

V

includes all source.
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Nere is what happens when x is passed
as a VARS parameter:
costx)

= -3.3657LB3ZE-001

exp(x)

=

2.98562378E+014

ln(x)

=

3.50645789E9000

= 9.416567225-001
5.77321401E+000

Pascal library functions. In BUGl, each
function is invoked with and without

extra parentheses. The functions are
passed the same ﬂoating—point number
as a parameter. In one set of function

more precision than REAL4.
Figure 1 shows the output from
BUGI after it was compiled with MSPascal 5.13 and linked with the 8087

2034 Blake Street Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 540-5441
‘I

1.91486599E-097

calls, the parameter is declared REAIA
(the normal 32-bit REAL in Pascal). In
the other set of calls, the parameter is
declared REAL8. REAL8 corresponds to
the 64-bit IEEE format and provides

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
\/

1.00000000E+000

= -k.45402213€#002
= 3.66671177E‘194

Three of the four compilers give incorrect answers when a REAL8 variable
is passed as a VAR parameter and used
as an argument to a library function.

Blaire Computing’s Programmer
Productivity Series is also available
in versions for the C language.

many other features. $125

1.000000005r000

=

tn(x)
sintx)

sqrt(x) =

Introductory price of $175

eral BIOS gate for easy use
of all hardware services. and

=

exp(x)

sin(x)

system that makes screen

O Pascal TOOLS" is a library

as a VAR parameter:

sqrt(x) =

0 VIEW MANAGER" is our
display screen management

traordinarily valuable.

2.98562378E+014

Here is aha: happens when x is passed
cos(x)

agement, and execute other

command line parser, a gen-

V

v

DOS system information,

development and documentation much faster. A complete
library ofPascal procedures
implements block mode data
entry and transmission. In—
formation can be captured
or recalled, and context—
relevant help files displayed
with simple procedure calls.
$275
0 ASYNCH MANAGER” is a
library ofinterrupt-driven
routines providing a general
interface to both COM ports
for your asynchronous com»
munications applications.

= -3.36574832E-001
=

ln(x) = 3.50645789E‘000
sin(x) = 9.41656722E-001
sqrt(x) = 5.77321401E+000

perform full memory man-

programs. There is a general
gate to access all DOS ser—
vices, and specific pro—
cedures are provided for
handling files, directories,

cos(x)
exp(x)

‘i
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280 MBytes in one volume

When operated under Emerald’s

Emerald Systems has broken
the 32 MByte DOS barrier and

Backup and Restore Utility (BRU)

software, both backup files
automatically, allow streamer or

shattered popular attitudes about
the performance of micro com-

file oriented operation and file by

puters. Our disk drives will easily

file access of data. And, they do it
fast—our 1/4 inch tape drive operates at 5.4 MBytes per minute.
That means you can backup 60

handle a single logical volume up

to 280 MBytes in size (unformat—

ted) on the IBM-PC, XT, AT” and

compatibles. Speed? Emerald
drives aren’t just fast, they’re
F_A_S_T_— no more trips to the
coffee pot while files load.
Emerald delivers the “extras”

MBytes, on one cartridge, in 11

Cost Effective

Emerald products translate

The extras means support of

Networks, password access,
support of the VENlX, XENIX,
QNX, PC/lX and DOS 3.x operating systems, and user con-

Still not convinced?

Why don’t you pick up the
phone? Dial (619) 270-1994, and
ask to speak with an applications
engineer. You can find out about
our large installed customer
base, learn about some of the

figured, main—frame style, disk
caching. Plus, you’re not limited

to one volume—use up to 24, if
you need them, even on one

physical disk. You can even
spread one volume across two

applications environments our
systems are performing in, or just

drives. You can have up to 240

request literature. We'll even give
you references in your area. Find
out what your PC can do with a
logical volume bigger than

M Bytes of formatted storage in-

board your PC. Or, you can insert
an Emerald sub-system, with
integral backup and, six PC
expansion slots, right under your
monitor, without increasing your

Backup of large files is mandatory. Emerald can supply you
with 1/4 inch, 60 MByte, cartridge
or 1/2 inch, reel-to-reel, backup
systems. The 1/2 inch system can
even translate your mainframe

minutes.

directly into dollars and “sense."
Why pay mainframe prices to do
a job your PC can accomplish for
a fraction of the cost?

the most popular Local Area

PC’s “footprint" even one inch.
Backup protection

#

WillYour PC
Handle a.
Volume

32 MBytes.

: l l ltﬂl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l. "
12K

Emerald Systems

Corporation
Mainframe Storage for Micros
4757 Morena Blvd.

San Diego, CA 92117

Telex: 323458 EMEARSYS
Easylink: 62853804

(EBCDIC) files to ASCII.

IEMERRLD SVSTEMS

CORPORHTION
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“IBM-PC, XT & AT" IBM Corp.
Mainframe Storage for Micros,
Backup and Restore Utility,
BRU, & Emerald "' Emerald Systems Corp.

PASCAL BUGS
FIGURE 3:. Code Generated ﬁom Asszgnmem Statement'.j,,
mhmwd

emulator version of PASCALLIB. Notice
that the test cases using REAL4 all give
the correct answers. But when the
parameter is of type REAL8 and extra
parentheses surround the function, the
results are dreadfully wrong.
This bug was ﬁxed in MS—Pascal 3.2
and does not appear in either of the

contains the assignment statement. This

sounds more complicated than it really
is. An example will help explain it. In
listing 2, the program BUG2 contains
two procedures, INNER and OUTER.
The two REAL variables x and y are de—

clared in OUTER. The procedure INNER
includes an assignment statement to as—
sign the contents of y to x.
PASZ of MS—Pascal 3.2 fails to generate the correct machine code for this
assignment statement Whereas x and y
should both equal 77.77, x equals
9758847000337, and ‘1' equals
7.777000000E+01. Fortunately, there is
an easy way around this bug.
Listing 3 is a program to force the
compiler to generatethe correct code

AX,271OH
u
ux,ox
X,AX
x+2,ux

; AX = 10000
,- numm it ~ 10000
; CLEAR THE HIGH HORD OF THE ANSWER
,' LOU WORD 0F X = LO" WORD OF MULT.

; mu uoao or x = u

The compilers generated this machine code for the assignment statement,
X := W" 10000. (The line numbers and comments are the author’s.) The compiler
falsely zeroed out the high—order word by performing an exclusive OR on DX.

IBM versions of the compiler.
Bug 2: Assignment of REAL nested variables.

MS-Pascal 3.2 gives the wrong answer if
REAL variables are used in an assignment statement and the variables are
declared in a procedure at a higher
level of nesting than the procedure that

HOV
MUL
xox
HOV
HOV

for the troubled assignment statement.
The problem disappears if y is moved

parameters. Figure 2 gives the results.
This problem can be bypassed by al-

thereby making it static.
This bug does not exist in earlier
versions of MS-Pascal or in either IBM
version. Microsoft claims that it has
ﬁxed this bug in version 3.3.
Bug 3: REAL VAR parameters to library functions. When a REAL8 variable is passed
to a procedure as a VAR parameter and
then used as an argument for a REAL

VARS instead of VAR. VARS forces the
compiler to pass the complete segmented address of the parameter to the

the compiler fall apart. Not surprisingly,

ber to be stored will never be negative,
the obvious reason for using a WORD is

out to the program (or module) level,

library function, all but one version of

the version of Pascal that holds together
in this situation is also the oldest, IBM
Pascal 1.0. This is because IBM 1.0 pre-

dates support for double-precision ﬂoating-point (REAL8) numbers.

Listing 4 shows what happens
when REAL8 variables are passedas VAR

Now PC/IX users can run

ways declaring REAL8 parameters as

procedure, whereas VAR lets the com-

piler pass only the 16—bit offset.
Bug 4: Multiplication results assigned to
double-word INTEGER. Sometimes within
Pascal, it is more convenient to use a

WORD variable instead of an INTEGER
variable to hold a number. If the num-

that it can hold a value twice as large as
an INTEGER. The largest number that

can be stored in a WORD is 65,535,

whereasthe largest number that can be
stored in an INTEGER is 32,767.

Another way to store larger num—
bers is'With‘the data type INTEGER-4L .An
INTEGER4 variable is four bytes (two

words) long. The normal INTEGER and

WORD types are only two bytes (one

DOS programs like .
Lotus‘1-2—3, Sidekick and even TopVievv under

UNIX with

THE CONNECTOR}

word) long. When WORD, INTEGER4,

and multiplication were mixed in the

same assignment statement, three out of

.. the four Pascal compilers tested here
. generated incorrect machine code for
' ' the statement:
" X := W " 10000;

6n the IBM'VPC XT and AT. 3

' l where X is a variable of type INTEGER4
,. and W is of type WORD.

Available immediately; $349. Send your.

Figure 3 shows the code that the

compilers generated for this assignment

brder to Uniform, Software Systems, Inc;

statement (the line numbers and com—
. ments shown here are mine).

Or call (213) 39549674.

, instruction, such as the one on line 2 in
the generated code example, the results
are returned in the DX and AX registers. DX contains the high-order word
of the answer, and AX contains the low’

225 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 514;
‘
Santa 'MoniCa, CA 90401. ‘

'

Ask about the XENIX
Version that is coming.
Some people have said it sounds

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE

until they have tried it.

Lotus 1-2-3" Lotus Development Co. UNIX is a "' of Bell Labs. Sidekick "' Borland International.
TopView"I IBM Corporation. The Connector" Uniform Software Systems, Inc.
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When the 8088 executes a multiply

order word. In this example, the compiler falsely zeroed out the high—order
word by performing an exclusive OR
on DX (line 3). Because of this conipiler mistake, the high-order word of

the variable X is incorrectly set to 0.

Listing 5 contains a short program,
BUG4,PAS, to demonstrate this problem.

With in equal to 9 and 1' equal to 9,

PC TECH JOURNAL

MorePower Than You ThaughtPassib/e
Arity offers the first serious implementation of Prolog for IBM persOnal computers. Arity/Prolog is a powerful, highly optimized, and extended version of the logic programming
language Prolog. Imagine building software applications with a language that solves problems through deduction and logical inference. The task of creating complex programs is
much faster and easier, resulting in lower development costs‘. Arity/Prolog is now in use in a
wide range of applications in industry, business, research, and education. The solution—
the Arity/Prolog Interpreter:

I Interface toassembly

language and C

I Source level debugger

I Text screen
I
,
,

I Virtual databases,each

manipulation

with a workspace of 16

megabytes

I integrated program-

ming shell to MSDOS

I Floating-point

allr' hm 9t'

' setof
IComprehenSIve

evaluable predicates

l String support for
efficient text handling

I Deﬁnite clause

grammar support

Arity/Prolog Interpreter $495.00

Arity also offers the Arity/Prolog Compiler and Interpreter, a sophisticated development environment for building AI applications. Essential for producing fast, serious production code.

Arity/Prolog Compiler and Interpreter

$1950.00

The Arity/Prolog Demo Disk is available for $19.95. I Arity/Prolog products run on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, and all IBM compatibles. I To order, call (617) 371-2422 or use the order form below.

urity corporation 358 Baker Avenue, Concord, MA 01742
Product

Unit Price

Arity/Prolog
Compiler ti Interpreter

$1950.00

Quantity
Name

Organization

Arity/Prolog

Address

El Enclosed is a check or
money order to Arity Corporation
Account #

Valid

I

/

/

$ 495.00

Arity/Prolog
Demo Disk

$

El Mastercard

19.95

Subtotal

D Please bill my

lllll IIII
to

Interpreter

Total Price

El American Express

I l

MA residents add 5% sales tax
Total Amount

CI Please send me more information about
Arity and Arity/Prolog

signature

urity 358 Baker Avenue, Concord, MA 01742
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PASCAL BUGS
MS-Pascal uses an Intel-documented technique for automatically de
tecting the presence or absence of a
math coprocessor. The technique works
just ﬁne on PCs or XTs for accurately
detecting the 8087. Unfortunately, when
that technique is used on the AT, an
80287 is always detected, whether or
not it is actually present.
Based on the answer from the

when multiplied by 10,000, both an«

swers should be 90,000. Although

z' * 10,000 gives the correct answer,
to * 10,000 becomes 24,464.

Bug 5: Pascal programs work on PC and KT
but fail on AT. When run on a PC/AT, my
Pascal programs, which worked on the
PC and PC/XT, consistently gave wrong

floating—point answers. As a long shot, I
tried linking my Microsoft Pascal 52
programs with the IBM 2.0 version of
PASCALLIB. Suddenly, the programs

tions then end up executing on an

empty chip socket, and, therefore, the

answers that are returned are always 0.

Microsoft has ﬁxed this bug in the
upcoming 3.3 release of the compiler.
In the meantime, software developers
and end—users alike should be aware of
this problem; the failure of a program
to operate properly on an AT may or
may not be obvious and, of course,
could be devastating to a data ﬁle.
PC Tee/.7 journal soon will publish
code that determines in which members of the PC family the program is ex»
ecuting and establishes the presence or

coprocessor-detection-test, Microsoft

Pascal either generates floating-point in-

seemed to work.

structions or emulates them. On the AT,

released version 2.0, it must have tested
the compiler on prototype ATs, discov-

point operations. If no 80287 is in»
stalled, as was the case with my testing,
the compiler generates 80287 instruc-

The IBM Pascal 2.0 compiler is a
derivative of MS-Pascal 3.2. Before IBM

MS-Pascal always thinks that an 80287
coprocessor is present to do floating-

ered some compatibility problems, and

absence of the coprocessor.

zmre engineering at illultz'soﬂ‘ Corporation
located in Beaz'erton, Oregon.

tions anyway. The floatingpoint instruc-

then ﬁxed them.

IE]

Ted Forgeron 1's vice-president ofsys/ems soﬁ-

y := 55.55 ;

LISTING I: BUG1.PAS
( BUGI.PAS

)

( This program demonstrates how MS-Pascal 3.13 gets

)

( confused by extra parentheses around REAL library

)

C functions.

)

C

)

uriteln('BUG1 RESULIS') ;
uriteln(' cos(x) - ',cos(x)) .'
uriteln('(cos(x))
‘,(cos(x))) ;
uriteln(' cos(y)
‘,COS(Y)) .'
uriteln('(cos(y))

‘,(cos(v))) ;

writeln ;

PROGRAM bugl(output) ;

uriteln(' exptx)

',exp<x)) ;

Hriteln('(exp(x))

‘,(exp(x))) ;

uritetn(' expty)

uriteln('(exp(y))
VAR
y : realB ;

uritetn('(ln(x))

n

writeln(' In(y)

n

uriteln('(ln(y))

BEGIN (bugl)
x := 55.55 ;

uriteln ;

u

uritelnt' ln(x)

n

uriteln ;

x : real4 ;

HEXPWI) :
‘.(exp(Y))) ;

ufnm) ;
',(tnoo>) ;
',In(Y)) ;
',(tn(y))> .-

TERMINAL EMULATION SOFTWARE SYSTEM

VT1G

=r3010

0 FREE SOFTWARE UPDATES
0 Double height / double width, VT102 support

0 ANSI / ISO color command support

0 Convenient helpscreens

0 ASCII file transfers

0 IBM / EPSON graphics printer support

0 HERCULES, HAYES and KEYTRONICS support

0 Monitor mode for data stream debugging
0 “Smart" key assignments
0 Extensive setup support

Enhance through—put of your IBM PC, XT, AT or portable by

using TESS‘Mhe first Terminal Emulation Software System

developed and optimized by a leading graphics terminal
house. Unparalleled user productivity...2 to 10 times faster

than other emulators...data buffering from host while doing
local processing...and much more.

519500

ORDER TESS® NOW...CALL1-800-633-2252, Ext. 680
Corporate discounts available.

Price includes 12 month

updating service.

Trademarks: VT100 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
4010 is a trademark of Tektronix Corp.

Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 30 days for full
refund. Visa, Mastercard or C.O.D. accepted and we pay
shipping.

ID svs TEMS

C 0 Fl P 0 RA T I O N
6175-W Shamrock Court - Dublin, Ohio 43017
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m_bp COBOL for your IBM/PC

convenient...

4 (exclusrvo
Now, the mbp COBOL Compiler

.

offers unrivaled convenience to go

mbp COBOL: the choice

of professionals.

with its unmatched performance.

It’s no surprise more and
more companies like Bechtel,
Bank of America, Chase, Citicorp,
Connecticut Mutual, Hughes
Aircraft, McDonnell-Douglass,
and Price-Waterhouse choose

Here are the convenience features
you’ve wished for:

1) an enhanced Screen Management System

with program-controlled video attributes and

color; 2) support for PATH & sub-directories;

mbp COBOL.

3) DOS command execution from within
a COBOL program; 4) ‘permanent’
DEFAULT modification.

Malee it your choice, too.
Just send the coupon, or call,

The new mbp Compiler has them
all! And they’re exclusives: you get
them only With mbp.

for complete information.

Today.

mbp COBOL

GIBSON MIX Benchmark Results
Calculated S-Profile
(Representative COBOL statement mix)

$1000

Execution time ratio

mbp' Level II‘

R—M‘ Microsoft‘

1.00

5.98

Please send complete
, mbp COBOL information to:

COBOL COBOL COBOL COBOL
4.08

6.18

'tzaK system wuh ham disk leqmved IBM PC 5 AT are IBM TMs. Nelwale l5 3 Novell Inc

.

TM Level II is a Mrcm Focus TM. R-M l5 3 RyanAMcFaHana TM Mlcvosotl 15 a Mlcrosoll TM

Plus, it’s 4 times faster.

Com I

Because the mbp COBOL

Compiler generates native machine

-

COMPANY

» pile

language object code, it executes programs

NAME

ADDRESS

'

ClTY/STATE/ZIP

at least 4 times faster (see chart). Now, we‘ve

made that performance even more convenient

to use.

O

The complete COBOL

O

mbp Software & Systems Technology, Inc.

An Interactive Symbolic Debug Package included stan7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 360
O
dard; Multi-keyed [SAM structure; SORT & CHAIN; GSA certification : Oakland,CA 94621
to ANSI ’74 Level II; lBM/PC-AT and TI Professional compatibility; with
Phone 415/632-1555 I I I
O

mbp, you get it all. Optional: Novell NetWare interface.

I....

O
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PASCAL BUGS
uriteln(' sin(x)

= ‘,sin(x)) ;

Hriteln('BUGZ RESULIS') ,‘

uriteln('(sin(x)) = '.(sin(x)));

uriteln(' sin(y)

outer ;

= ',sin(y)) ;

END.

(bug?)

writeln('(sin(y)) = ‘,(sin(y))) ;
= ‘,sqrt(x)) ,'
Hriteln('(sqrt(x)) = ‘,(Sqrt(x))) ;

writeln(‘ sqrt(x)

uriteln(‘ sqrt(y)

= ',sqrt(y)) ;

( FIX2.PAS
( This program demonstrates how to work around the

Hriteln('(sqrt(y)) = ‘,(Sqrt(y))) ;

( probtems that MS-Pascal has with nested REAL

END. (bugi)

( assignments.

LISTING 2: BUGZPAS

(

vvvvv

LISTING 5: FIXZPAS

Hriteln;

( This program demonstrates how MS-Pascal 3.20

( fmbles with nested REAL assignments.
(

vvvv

PROGRAM fixZ<output> .‘

( BUGZ.PAS

VAR
y : real ;
PROCEDURE outer ,-

PROGRAM bu92(output) ;
VAR
x : real ;

PROCEDURE outer ,-

PROCEDURE inner ;

VAR
x,y : real ;

BEGIN (inner)

x := Y ;

PROCEDURE inner ,-

uriteln('x and y should both equal 77.77') ,'
uriteln(‘x = ',x) ;

BEGIN (inner)
X i: Y i
uriteax and y should both equal 77.77') ;

uritetn('y = ',y) ,END ; (inner)

Hriteln('x = ‘,x);

BEGIN (outer)

uriteln('y = '.Y);
.

END ; (inner)

x := 55.55 ;

y := 77.77 ;
inner ,-

BEGIN (outer)

END ; (outer)

x := 55.55 ;
y := 77.77 ;

BEGIN (fixZ)

inner ,-

Hriteln(‘FIX2 RESULTS‘) ,‘

END ,- (outer)

outer ;

END. (fixZ)

BEGIN 01192}

_ le Disk Mak
_
' ‘
“ext. In the llnwerse
Now with over 25 MSDDS formats, 31/2” formats,
IBM PCAT and word processing format options

Disk Maker ll shown
wrth opt. drives

Download fast, read over 200 formats easily, reformat rapidly
The more disk formats you work with. the more our

Disk MakerTM system saves time and money by reading
and/or writing disks in any of over 200 formats. No modems. no patches, no other special software necessary.

Disk Maker ii is a complete, stand alone system with

one 8” DSDD disk drive, one 48 tpi 51/4" DSDD disk
drive. 6 MHZ ZBOB, 64K CP/M system with Disk
MakerfM software. (96 tpi and second 8" drive option»
al.) Just plug in your terminal and make disks! Bundled
software includes MicroSheIlTM/MCALL-Il communications software. Base price: $3,395.

Supported with comprehensive. easy»to-read manual,
software updates ($50.00, all formats in revision). and
additional drives and hard disk options.

Disk Maker”

prices f rom

1,695
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Disk Maker l runs as a peripheral with an 8400 system
and comes with S»100 controller board, one 48 tpi
DSDD 5V4" disk drive. dual drive cabinet and power
supply, cables and Disk Maker software. 96 tpi and 8"

drives are optional. Base price: $1.695

NEW
GENEHETIDN
SVSTEMS

1800 Michael Faraday Drive. Suite 206. Heston. VA 22090

(703) 471-5593

Order Line: (800) 358-3359

Dealer INDUIIIES welcomed

Communications Software for
Micros
Minis
Mainframes

IBM—

_WANG

/
__Data Genera1\ﬂ/IﬂlQIIIIElI_

_§AT&T\~ 3 km 2535;;
_PR1ME/ _

_ \MS- DOS_

/
s CPM__

D

UNIX—

__(cppla

Any computer with BLAST can talk to any other computer with BLAST. the

universal file transfer software linking many different computers, operating
systems, and networks. No add-on boards; use any asynchronous modems
or direct-connect for fast, error-free data transfer, even via noisy phone
lines, satellites, LANS, and packet networks.

$250/‘micros

$2495 up/mainframes

$495-895/minis

A LOW COST EXPERT SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT TOOL
Create knowledge based, probabilistic lF—THEN rule expert
systems

Full available memory used and written in C for fast,
efficient code

700 rules per 64k of memory over 192k
Performs backward chaining and can explain its logic

ALL input is English text, algebraic expression or menu
selection
Numeric variables can be used and calculated by the expert

system

Trig, log, exp, sqrt functions supported

Developed expert systems marketable WITHOUT ROYALTY

Requires 256k and DOS 2.0 or higher

DEMO DISK — Demo knowledge bases, text of manual,
automated instruction on how to use the program and ability
to create and run rules — $10 (refundable with purchase)

FULL PROGRAM — $295 + $5 postage and handling

Communications Research Group

8939 Jefferson HWY» 38‘0” ROU99~ LA 70809 5049230888
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EXSYS lNC, PO BOX 75158, CONTR. STA. 14, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87194
(505) 8366676
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PORT-A-SOFT

Aardvark to Zorba
We Can Handle It

for lattice C

Your time and convenience come
first! The MSD C Debugger” is the last,
and perhaps final, word in programming

assistance for Lattice C users. C Debugger
produces a high level View of C programs
via function names, line numbers, variable

names and C data types, plus a low-level view
of machine addresses and instructions for
testing assembler language functions.
More features include:
- All documentation is prepared for

programmers

.

- Online help screen throughout the

process.
- Capability to single step

through your program.
I Set break points, examine registers and
variables.

, $165.00 +$3.505hippin.

TRANSFER
PROGRAMS, DATA AND
OTHER FILES BETWEEN
OVER 400 COMPUTERS!
13 OPERATING SYSTEMS
WORD PROCESSORS TOO!!

Prices From $7.00 Per Disk
Software and Hardware So You Can Do Your Own

Call or write today for your
FREE CATALOG

To order, call or write:

MICRO-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, INC.
2141/2 W. Main St. - St. Charles, IL 60174
312/377-5151
Lattice C is a trademark of Lattice, Inc.
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PASCAL BUGS

LISTING 4: BUG3.PAS

writeln('sin(x)

= ',sin(x)) ;

uriteln('sqrt(x) = ',sqrt(x)) :
uriteln ;

C RUG3.PAS
)
( ihis program demonstrates how PIS-Pascal 3.13, 3.20 )

writeaHere is what happens

( and laid Pascal 2.0 goof up on REAL VAR parameters. )

pass~var(x) ;

(

.

.

when x is passed as a VAR parameter:') ;

)

uriteln ;
urireatlere is what happens
when x is passed as a VARS parameter:') ;

PROGRAM bug3(output) ,'

pass_vars(x) ;
END. (buQ3)

VAR

x : realB ;

LISTING 5: BUG4.PAS

PROCEDURE pass_var(VAR anealﬂ) ;

( BUGLPAS
( This program demonstrates how HS»Pascal 3.20

Hriteln('ln(x)

',ln(a)) ;

Hritelnt‘sinht)

'.sin(a)) ;

uriteln('sqrt(x)

',sqr((a)) ;

( messes up when a NORD is multiplied by a
( constant and is then assigned to a double-Hard
( integer.

C

END ; (pass_var)

vvvvvv

n

',cos(a)) ;
',exp(a)) ;

writeln('exp(x)

0

uriteln(‘cos(x)

ll

BEGIN (pass_var)

PROGRAM bug-’doutput) :

PROCEDURE pass_vars(VARS b:real8) ;

VAR

BEGIN (passgars)

x : integer/v ;

Hriteln('cos(x)

= ',cos(b>) ,‘

writelnl'exp(x)

= ',exp(b)) ;

i : integer ,-

uritealntx)
nritelM’sinlx)

= '.ln(b)) .'
= ',sin(b)) .‘

u : word ;
BEGIN (bug/o)

uritelnl‘sqrt(x> = ',sqrt(b)) :

u := 9 ,-

END ; (pass_vars)

i := 9;

Hr‘iteaBUGé RESULTS') ,’
Hriteln('u = ‘,H);

BEGIN (bug3)
x := 33.33 ;

writeln(‘i = ',i);

uritelm‘BUGS RESULTS') ,‘

_~f,witeln(‘Both answers should be 90000') ;

Hriteln ;

x' := u * 10000 ;

uritelm'llere is what happens

uriteln('u ' 10000 = ',x) ;

when x is not passed as a parameter:') ;
uriteln('cos(x)

= ',cos(x)) ;

x := i ' 10000 ,-

uritelnl'exp(x)

= ’,exp(x)) ;

uriteln('i ' 10000 = ',x);

writelnvlnu)

= ',ln(x)) :

END. (bugé)
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9-TRACK MAG.

; TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for the
'
‘

IBM PC

For information inter—
change, backup and archival storage, IBEX offers a
9-track, IBM format-com-

patible 1/2”magnetic tape
subsystem for the IBM PC,

featuring:

I 42 M-Byles on a single

reel.

I Automatic loading.
I IBM lormal 1600 cpi.
I Software for Pc-DDS,

MS-Dos or CPM-86.

Write, phone or TWX
for information

8086/8088 Development Package

$109

svmeouc DEBUGGER $50

FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
0
0
I
0

Full Kim C Compiler
Assembler, Linker & Librarian
Full Screen Editor
Execution Profiler
Complete STDiO Library (>120 Func)

Automatic DOS 1.X/2.X SUPPORT

0 Examine & change variables by name
using C expressions
0 Flip between debug and display screen
0 Display C source during execution
- Set multiple breakpoints by function or line
number

BOTH 8087 & S/W FLOATING POINT

OVERLAYS

DDS LINK SUPPORT

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
0 First and Second in AUG '83 BYTE
benchmarks

$35

0 Converts DeSmetD lo DOS.OBJ Formal
o LINKs with DOS ASM
0 Uses Lattice” naming conventions

WARE

CORPORATION
P.O. Box 0, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

(408) 720-9696
Street Address: 505 W. Olive. #767 (94086) Call ior hrs.

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Marilla Street.
Chatsworth. CA 91311
(818) 709-8100
TWX 910—493-2071
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All orders shipped UPS surface on IBM format disks. Shipping included in price. California
residents add sales tax. Canada shipping add $5. elsewhere add $15. Checks must be on U ,5.
Bank and in US. Dollars. Call 9am—1pm to CHARGE by VlSA/MC/AMEX.
Foreign Distributors: AFRICA, HI-TECH SVCS. Gaborone 4540 or Telex 220580 LANCER I
ENGLAND: MLH Tech, 0600-8911116 0 JAPAN: JSE 013—486-7151 0
SWEDEN: ESCORT DATA 08-87 41 48 or THESEUS KONSULT 08-23 61 60
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Spending more time searching for the
technology...than using it?

DATA SOURCES .
systematically organizes
all your DP options!
areas in which a firm is currently

DATA SOURCES is conveniently

...The Software Index, to help you
access specific packages, even if
you’re not sure of the author or prod—
uct classiﬁcation.

indexed to help you locate the products
you seek quickly. . .ﬁnd others you may
not be aware of...and determine their
capability and compatibility at a
glance. You’ll use...

involved easily.

...The Company/Product Index, to
find each vendor’s full range of prod—
ucts within each equipment category
instantly.

And DATA SOURCES’ handy compari—

son charts let you review similar products

...The Product Index, with its com—
plete listing of every product covered

by multiple manufacturers for key criteria, including compatibility and price.

the larger listing quickly.

PLUS. . .in—between quarterly editions,
subscribers have access to the exclusive
DATA SOURCES HOTLINE for information on product location assistance.

by DATA SOURCES, to lead you to
...The Company Profile Index, to
help you identify all the product

JUST CALL (800) 227-1617 ext 251

TODAY! (In California, call (800)

722-3543 ext. 251)

We’ll send your ﬁrst 2-volume edition

on a 30-DAY APPROVAL basis

m enter your year’s

subscription to,
DATA SOURCES at
just $170... $70 off
the regular cover

price...FOR 4
quarterly editions.

9AA

_._
_
T325
Leading the Industry in Information
Management
-

No other resource puts over 20,000
systems and applications software packages...over 17,000 hardware and data
communications products. . .ﬂl some
9,000 company proﬁles instantly at
your ﬁngertips.

PO. Box 5845, Cherry Hill, NJ. 08034
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dBASE 111 v
4mg mama/u
d BASE 111 IS A WW6 AND POWERFJL
NEW BUSINESS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE.
—Bob Davies. President/SET Corporation

AFTER A TWO- HOUR
HANDS-ON SESSION WITH
dBASE. 111, IT IS [WEE/V7 THAT
ASHTON-TATE HAS MADE A SlM/F/CA/Vf
ADWINCEMENT IN THE TECHNOLOGIY
OF MICROPROCESSOR‘BASED DBMS.
—Robert Dew, Vice President/The Computer Society

RATHER THAN BEING

AN IM/TATaR, ASHTON-TATE.

HAS ONCE AGAIN SHOWN ITSEJJ‘ TO
BE. AN INA/0K4”.
—Larry Heimindinger/Origin, Inc,

ASHTON-TATE
HAS LISTENED TO
THEIR USERS. THIS
PRODUCT WRESSIS EVERY
ITEM ON MY WIS/{1157.
—Mark DaVia/National Microware, Inc.

ASHTON-TATE
HAS USHERED IN A REMA/SWJ.
THE NEXT GIE/VERAT/O‘V OF SOFTWARE
IS NOW A REAL/7'Y.
—Chris MacNeil/Abel Computers

THE NEW REPORT

GENERATOR Is SUPER To
use AND MODIFY.
LABEL GENERATION IS
ALSO A NICE TOUCH.
—Michael BroskalAgate Systems, Inc.

dBASE IIITM is the powerful and easy-to-use relational database management system you’ve been
waiting for. You can use it without hesitation whether you’re a beginner or an expert.
The big winner in the easy-to-use vs. more p0werful controversy is you.
If you want to know all about dBASE III, come to your Ashton-Tate software dealer for a free demonstration. For more information call (800) 437-4329 ext. 2330 or in Colorado call (303) 799-4900 ext 2330
dBASE III and Ashton-Tate are trademarks of Ashton-Tate. ©AshI0n-Tate 1984. All rights reserved.
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.dBASE III
EASY 70 [/5467
dBASE III I5 MUCH gym
TO OPERATE AND UNDERSTAND.

duSEIH

IS

BY

PROGRAMMING WIT

FAR THE 545/557: MOST
COST-EFFECTIVE
AY TO MANAGE A

VLVARQE DATA BASE.
-RobbAuspitzJMcEntyreDesigns

dBASE III
SUCCESSF U LLV

IT IS A ME.

H—MichaelBroska/AgateSystems. Inc.

-=‘

THE NATURAL CHOICE
OF THE- NOVICE.

USER

WI'IH EXPANDABLE NEEDS.

dBASE III IS REALLY
EASY To USE!
—Alex Gersen/Alex Systems

COMBINES THE
FEATURES OF A POWERFUL
DATABASE MANAGER WITH THE SIMPLICITY
AND USER-FRIENDLINESS OF A FILE MANAGER.
IT SETS THE STANDARD AGAINST WHICH ALL

OTHERS WILL HAVE TO BE COMPARED.
«Jerry Schneider. Vice PresidenI/WBS & Associates

ASHTON‘TATE.
HA5 OBV/WSLY LISTENED
TO THE END USERS.
—Dave Browning, Chairman/
Database SIG, Capital PC Users Group

THE DEGREE
OF RESPONSIVENESS
WHICH ASHTON'TATE HAS SHOWN
IN ITS WILL/176.7535 70 1/573” AND ADAPT
TO USER WEED SHOULD GUARANTEE IT A
COMMITTED FOLLOWING: IN THE
MICROCOMPUTER COMMUNITY.
~Phillip Wood, DirectoroI Data Processing/Search IniIute

ASHTON HATE“
We’ll put you in control.

I

Software from

THE pnrremmamn’s SHOP ‘“

helps compare, evaluate, find products. Straight answers for serious programmers.
SERVICES
- Programmer's Relerral List - Dealer's Inquire
- Newsletter
- Compare Products
- Help Iinrl 3 Publisher
- ﬂush Order
- Evaluation Literature tree
- Over 700 products
- BULLETIN BOARD - 7 PM to 7 All 6178264086

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
EXSYS - Expert System building

RECENT DISCOVERIES

Free Literature - Compare Products

Evaluate products Compare competitors Learn about new alternatives One free call
brings inlormauon on iust about any programming need Ask tor any “Pat/re!" or
“Addon Packet" CIADA, Modula El "Al" DBASIC D'C" DCOBOL C] Editors
[:iFORTH ClFORTRAN DPASCAL DUNIX/PCorDDebuggers. Linkersetc

FASTER C - Lattice users eliminate Link
step. Normal 27 seconds. Faster C
in 13 secs. MSDOS

C LANGUAGE

FORTRAN LANGUAGE

INSTANT C - Interactive develop-

MacFORTRAN - full ’77, ’66 option,
toolbox, debugger, 128K or 512K,
ASM-out option
MAC $375

ment - Edit, Source Debug, run.
intriguing, serious.
PCDOS $275 Edit to Run -3 Secs. MSDOS $495
DR/Fortran-77 - full ANSI 77, 8087,
GC LISP- “COMMON LISP”, Help,
“INTRODUCING C" - Interactive
overlay, full RAM, big arrays, comtutorial. co-routines. compiled
C to learn fast. 500 page tutorial,
functions, thorough.
PCDOS $455
examples.graphics. PCDOS
$95 plex NUMS., CPM86, MSDOS $249
Ask about Microsoft, Supersoft, others.
IQ L|SP-MACLISP&|NTERLISP.
MEGAMAX C - native Macintosh
Full RAM. Liked.
PCDOS $155 has fast compile, tight code, K&R.
toolkit, .OBJ, DisASM MAC $275 OTHER LANGUAGES
TLC LISP - “LlSP-machine"-like,
all RAM, classes, turtle graphics
ASSEMBLER - ask about FASM-86
Audio-based C tutorials.
8087.
CP/M-86, MSDOS $235 Overview $95.
Full $295 ($95), ED/ASM ($100) - both are
fast, compatible, or MASM
INSIGHT 1 - Expert Sys. Dev’t,
($125), improvements.
PCDOS $95 C LIBRARIES
decent
COMMUNICATIONS by Greenleaf
BetterBASIC all RAM, modules,
PROLOG-86 - Learn fast, Stan—
($159) or Software horizons ($139)
structure. BASICA - like
8
dard, tutorials, samples of Natural
HS/FORTH - ’79 & ‘83 Standards, full
Language, Exp. Sys. MSDOS $125 includes Modem7, interrupts, etc.
Source. Ask for Greenleaf demo.
RAM, ASM, BIOS, interrupts, graph,
Expert System front-ends for
multi—task, optimizer MSDOS $250
C SHARPWToolkit-well
PROLOG: APES ($275), ES/P
supported, thorough, portable, obMBP COBOL has screen control, strong
($1895)
jects, statesys. Source MANY $600 doc, '74interm.,fast. MSDOS $680
Other solid alternatives include:
APPLICATION TOOLKIT by Shaw —
MuLlSP-86 ($189),WALTZ LISP for
Complete: ISAM. Screen, Overlay
SUPPORT PRODUCTS
CPM ($159), MicroPROLOG ($275)
mgnt, report gen, Strings, String
BASIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM math. Source. CPM, MSDOS $495 (BDS) for BASICA; Adds Renum,
I EDITORS FOR PROGRAMMING
ROMPack - special $Main .EXE edicrossref, compress.
PCDOS $115
BRIEF Programmer’s Editor - undo,
tor, source, tech support, 8086. $185 PUNK—86 for Overlays, most lang.,
windows, reconfigurable, macro
segment control.
MSDOS $325
programs, powerful. PCDOS $195 DEBUGGERS
ProYAM Communications Package VEDIT- well liked, macros. buffers,
PERISCOPE DEBUGGER - load
All a programmer‘d want. TTY, VT
CPM-8086, MSDOS, PCDOS $119 after “bombs”, symbolic, “Reset box“,
100, 3101 , MODEM7, BBS. Remote,
2 Screen, own 16K. PCDOS $279 macros, windows
MSDOS $139
MACINTOSH
SOURCE PROBE by Atron for,
CODESMITH - visual, interactive
We evaluate, carry every available
Lattice, MS C, Pascal. Windows
debugger. Symbolize, modify
programmers product. Ask.
single step, 2 screen, log file. $395 code
$129
tool. Full RAM, Probability, Why,

“c" LANGUAGE

MSDOS‘ cos-3087. reliable
lnstantC- Inter .last, full
LatticeZ 1-improved

0”“

PRICE
call
495

MicrosoltCZ k

Williams. debugger, last

call

279
call

C Systems & debugger
175
CPMBO: EcoPlus C - faster. SLR 275
805 C - solid value
125
MACINTOSH: Soitworks
365
Megamax-object. lull
275
275
Consulair's MAC C
Compare, evaluate, consrder other Cs

Act ve Trace-debug
BASCOM-BG - MicroSoft
BASIC Dev‘t System
BetterBASlC - 640K
08-86 - DRI
Prof. BASIC Compiler

Databurst-screens
SCREENSCULPTOR

RUNS ON
8880
8086
PCDOS
PCDOS
CPM86
PCDOS

MSDOS 215
PCDOS 115

ALL PRODUCTS - We carry 700 products

lor MSDOS. CP M 86. CP M 80, Macintosh and key products tor other

COHERENT ~ Ior ”C" users

PClike

PClike

475
call

PC 1275
XENIX - plus C to MSDOS
Ask about run-times. applications, 008 compatibility. other altemat'rves. UNiX is a trademark 01 Bell Labs

89

Ask about ISAM, other addons tor BASIC

moms

OUR
RUNS ON PRICE
PCDOS 195
86/80
75
PCDOS 195
Epsilon - like EMACS
FINAL WORD-formanuals 86/80 215
PC/80 149
MINCE-like EMACS
8086 185
PMATE-powerlul
86/80 1 19
VEDlT-lull. liked

BRIEF - intuitive. llexible
C Screen with source

COHERENT-NCl-Realtime

75
279
115
185
419

LANGUAGE LIBRARIES

EDITORS Programming

GRAPHICS: GraphiC-source in C
GRAPHMATIC—3D. FIN, PAS
HALO-last. lull-all iang
FILE MGNT' BTrieve-all Iang.
Clndex A source no royal

MSDOS
PCDOS
PCDOS
MSDOS
36 80
Circe-source. no royal
ALL
dBC ISAM by Lattice
8086
dB VISTA-“Network" Structure MSDOS
PHACT-up under UNIX. addons MSDOS
OTHER. CUtll by Essential
MSDOS
Greenleai — 200 v
MSDOS
CSharp - Real-Time
MSDOS
PORTABLE C to PC. Mac. li
Many
PCDOS
SOFT Horizons - Blocks l
PCDOS
SCREEN CURSES by Lattice
CView - input. validate
PCDOS
MetaNDOW - icons. clip
PCDOS
PANEL - many lang. term
MSDOS
ProScreen — Windows. source PCDOS
MSDOS
Windows for C

FORTRAN
219
125
139
215
369
369
229
465
225
129
159
600
125
139
125
195
139
249

415

Call for a catalog, literature, and solid value

800-421-8006

THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP”
Visa

128- Rockland Street. Hanover, MA 02339
Mass 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531
MasterCard
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MS FORTRAN-86 - lmpr
DR Fortran-BB - full '77'

PoryFORTRAN-XREF, Xtract

OUR
RUNS ON PRICE
MSDOS 5 239
8086 249
PCDOS 165

Assembler & ools - DRI
8086
Atron Debugger lor Lattice
PCDOS
cEngiish - dBase to C
C Helper: DIFF, xrel. more
CODESMITH-85 - debug
MacASM-lull. last. tools
MBP Cabal-86 - fast
Modula 2 (or
AC.
Micro. SubMATH-FORTRAN full
Microsoft MASM-86
MSD Debugger
PCDOS
Multilink - Multitasking
PCDOS
PC FORTH ~ —well liked
M8008
PFIX-SB Debugger
M5008
PL 1-86
8086
Polylibrarian - thorough
MSDOS
PclyMAKE
PCDOS
PROFILER by DWB - flexrble MSDOS
Prolog-BS-Learn, Experiment
MSDOS
PCDOS
SLK F - Copy Protection
SYMD debugger-symbols
PCDOS
TRACE86 debugger ASM
MSDOS

115

Note All prices subiect to change without notice
Mention this ad. Some prices are specrals

8517

Ask about C00 and P05. All iormats available

PAUL F. HULTQUIST
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The Powers that Be

Many Pascals oﬁ‘er nofacz'lz'tz'es to handle powers of
numbers,- laere are twofuncz‘z‘ons that do.

How would a user handle powers of
BASIC he would write X**Y or X‘ Y to
accomplish a surprisingly complicated

certain conditions. If X < 0, I.N(X) is a
complex number, and Pascal does not
support type complex. LN(0) is unde—
ﬁned, so the cases of OY must be han~

a facility beyond SQR(X), which squares

ﬁned, so that one is ruled out. If Y > 0,

numbers in Pascal? In FORTRAN or

task, but many Pascals do not offer such

X, or SQRT(X), which ﬁnds the square
root of X. (Noteworthy exceptions are
Microsoft and IBM Pascals, which do include such a function).
Two functions are provided here
that calculate the value of X, where X is

dled separately. First of all, 0° is unde-

then OY : O for all such Y. Last, but not
least, is the case where X = 0, Y < 0.
Because X Y X " means 1/(XY), this case
leads to division by zero, a circum-

stance that the computer (not to men

real and Y may be either real or inte-

tion mathematicians) resents.
The function P\VRR(X,Y) is shown

that provides answers for the real case

values of X and Y in the function corre-

ger. Listing 1, PWRR(X,Y), is a function

and listing 2, PWRI (X,N), is the corresponding function for integer expon-

ents. No function is provided speciﬁcally for integers to an integer power, although one certainly could be written.
In that case, it would be necessary to
decide what is meant by, for example,

23. Either of the functions provided
here would yield 0.25, but if integer

arithmetic is desired, the result should

be 0. Obviously, PWRI can be used with
the understanding that all results less

than 1 in absolute value are taken to be
0. The reader is challenged to write a
suitable algorithm for this case using

the ideas presented here.
If Y is type real, then the formula

PWRR :2 EXP(Y*LN(X)) mtist be used:
this formula will fail, however, under

in listing 1. Note that the tests of the

spond to the remarks above. The function was tested in Turbo Pascal.

If Y is type integer the computation
can be speeded up. The computations
of LN and EXP are relatively slow be—
cause they involve the calculation of

truncated inﬁnite series in which the
coefﬁcients have been slightly fudged to
compensate for the truncation.
Instead, an ancient Arabian algo-

rithm, closely related to “Russian peas-

ant multiplication," and known to the

western world only since the Renais»

binary representation of the exponent is
scanned from right to left to produce a
pattern of squaring and multiplication

operations that provides a near—op»
timum computation time (listing 2). For

FUNCTION PHRRIX,Y: REAL): REAL;

save a lot of time for small exponents,

say for those that are less than ten, but
it does speed execution for computations with large exponents.
Again, there are restrictions on X

and N for PWRI(X,N). In this case, X <
O with N > 0 is permitted, but 0° is still

undeﬁned. X : O with N < 0 implies
division by zero and must be excluded,
as before, and X : O with N > 0 yields

0. If X > 0 and N < 0, the bit-search algorithm must be applied to ABS(N) and

a reciprocation must be done at the

end. PWRI(X,N) is also written in Turbo
Pascal, as shown in listing 2. In neither

function is there any protection against
overflow. An attempt to calculate
10001000 will yield whatever runtime
error messages a given Pascal system
provides. Otherwise, the functions are

as foolproof as possible, Listings 5 and
4 are driver programs that test the
functions PWRR(X,Y) and PWRI(X,N).

Paul F, Hula/1111s! is a professor of electrical
engineering and computer science at [be

I lnii'm‘siry of Colorado a! Dem er. He has a
l’bJ). in [daisies and has been teaching in [be
com/)1(rerﬁe/dfor almosl 30 Jeans.

ELSE IF (X‘Dl AND (Y=0) THEN

BEGIN
HRITELN('0 to the 0 power. Halt.‘);

(PHRR finds X (real) to the power 1 (real) using logarithms and

HALT

exponentiais.
If Y is an integer PHRI is faster. The function
eliminates the undefined cases. and the case where the result is

END
ELSE IF IX=0l AND IY<Dl THEN

BEGIN
HRITELN('0 to a negative power. Halt.');
HALT
END

BEGIN

IF x>o THEN PHRR := EXP(Y'LN(X))
ELSE IF X<0 THEN

with only three multiplications, but the
computation X5 = X*X*X*X*X requires
four operations. The algorithm does not

sauce, is invoked. In this algorithm, the

LISTING l: PWRRPAS

complex.}

example, X‘ is computed as (X*X)3*X

ELSE PNRR := 0.0

BEGIN
HRITELNI'X < 0. Halt.'?;
HALI

END;

END

MAY 1985
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LISTING 2: PWRIPAS

after it has. for example, replaced a negative exponent by
a positive one (it does a reciprocation after return from
RLSCAN in that case).)

FUNCTION RLSCANiX: REAL; N: INTEGER): REAL;

atom ,

(This function scans the positive exponent N from right to left
to determine a sequence of multipiications and squarings that _
produce X (real) to the power N (integer) in a near«mlnimum
number of multiplications.

xr (u>o) THEN PHRI := RLSCANIX.N)

ELSE IF (X<>0.0) AND (N<0) THEN
BEGIN

It is used as a function in the

function PHRI, listed below.

The algorithm is Algorithm A. page

442. Vol. 2, 2nd Ed. of Knuth: ‘The Art of Computer Programming:

N := -N;

Seminumerical Algorithms', Addison-Hesley.'1981.}'

Punt := I.0/RLSCAN(X.N)

END
ELSE IF (N-D) AND (X<>0) THEN PHRI := 1.0

v.1: REhL;

VAR

o: BOOLEAN;
BIGN: INTEGER;

ELSE IF (N-D) AND (X=0) THEN

BEGIN
HRITELN('D to the D powert Halt.');
HALT
END
ELSE IF (N<0) AND (x=0) THEN

BEGIN
BIGN :‘ N; V 2a 1.0; Z 1‘ X;
HNILE BIGN > 0 D0
BEGIN

BEGIN

HRITELN(‘Division by zero. Halt.');

o := common);

NALT

BIGN 5' BIGN DIV 2;
IF 0 THEN
BEGIN

END

snug 7

Y := Y'Z;
RLSCRN := Y

END;

2 :- Z*Z
END;

LISTING 5: PWRRTSTPAS

END;

PROGRAM PHRTST;

FUNCTION PHRIIX: REAL; N: INTEGER): REAL;

(This is a driver program to test out function PHRRiX,Y). where
X.V, and PHRR are type REAL. See the header on the function (and
the article) for more information.)
I

{PNRI performs the tests necessary to eliminate the noncomputable cases of finding X (real) to the power N (integer).
It calls upon function RLSCAN to do the actual computation

VAR X,V,Z: REAL;

{$1 PNRR.PAS}
BEGIN

C Programmers:
File System Utility Libraries
Source Code Included, No Royalties,
Powerful & Portable.

$75.00

BTree Library

High speed random and sequential access.
Multiple keys per data file.
Up to 16 million records per file.
Full documentation and example programs included.

.

ISAM Driver

$40.

00

0 Works with the BTree Library.
0 Greatly speeds application development.
- Combines ease of use of database manager with flexbility of programming language.
- Supports multi key files and dynamic index definition.
0

Very easy to use; fully documented; example pro-

grams included.

Z := PNRRiX.V);
HRITELN(Z)
END.

LISTING 4: PWRITSTPAS
PROGRAM PHRITST;

,_

iThis_is a drirer program for testing the function PHRI which
calculates X (real) to the power N (integer). The method of
calculation is explained in the article and in the header of

function PHRI.)
VAR

2.x: REAL;
N: INTEGER;

{$1 PHRI.PAS)
EEGIN
HRITELNI'Input X.N');

Both products

READLNIX,N)i

Are written entirely in K&R C.
Come with complete source code.
Are free of any royalty charges.

For more information call:

HRlTELN('Enter X and Y');
READLN(X.V);

Z := PHRIIX,N);
HRITELN;

+$1DDSMpMng&

Handling Charge.

_

HRITELNIZ);

END. f

.

1277 Pallatlne Drive

Oakville, Ontario, Canada
L6H 121
(416) 844-2610
Credit cards accepted.

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Full Screen Editing
WordStar Key Layout
Custom Key Layouts

Only

Macro Commands

95

Terminal Conﬁguration

Help Files
Backup Files

Programmable

Introductory Oﬁcr

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Custom Setup Files
Mnemonic Command Mode
Multiple File Editing
Split Screen Editing

To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-622—4070, (Illinois only 1-800-942-7317)
Mix Editor _ $29.95 + shipping ($5 USA/$10 Foreign) Texas residents add 6% sales tax
Visa _ MasterCard _ Card "

Exp. Date

COD _ Check _ Money Order _
Computer

Disk Format

Operating System: MSDOS _ PCDOS __ CPM80 __

Name

Street

City/State/7ip

Country
Phone

SO

ft

W a re

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Call (214) 783-6001

It’s easy to m"It’s quick.
It’s illegal
It’s wrong

' ‘, It’s hard to, believe.

HARD DISKS ARE NOT LIKE POLITICS,
THERE IS NOTHING
CONFUSING ABOUT THEM. . . .
. . . .AT LEAST NOT AT THIS CIA.
SPECIAL SPRING SALE ON ALL INTERNAL SUBSYSTEMS!
Reliance 10 Megabyte Internal
Reliance 10 Megabyte External

Was $1,165

Reliance 20 Megabyte Internal

Was $1,650

Spring Special

Reliance 40 Megabyte Internal

Was $2,270

Spring Special I

Spring Special

Reliance 10 Megabyte External W/35 MB Floppy Backup

Reliance 20 Megabyte External
Reliance 20 Megabyte External Viz/5.5 MB Floppy Backup
Reliance 4O Megabyte External

35 875
$1,265

$1,995
$1,295

$1,750
$2,499

$1,775

$2,570

Reliance 40 Megabyte External w/3.5 MB Floppy Backup

$5,120

Reliance 3.3 MB Floppy Internal
Reliance 3.5 MB Floppy External

25 875
$1,250

ALL DRIVES INCLUDE CONTROLLER CARDS AND CABLES

ALL SUBSYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE
AS PART OF AT&T PC 6300 CONFIGURATION
Dealer inquiries invited

Volume discounts available

lllll

Il lll

Call for technical speciﬁcations, price lists or information on other CIA computer products and services.

Computer

Integration

ASSOCIQEGS

450 East Kennedy Blvd.

Free CIA’s

unmatched service

Lakewood, NJ. 08701
(201) 370-5900
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Free one year

guarantee

“WONDER” 3.00 does for DOS
What LotusTM did for Spreadsheets
DATABASE
HELP
INFOSTAR
llJTUS

NETSYS
PALANTIR
SYSTEM

TELEGDM

> Disk Usage 4

VOLUME

> SUB-DIR
> SUB-DIR
> SUB-DIR

2 Hidden files
104 User tiles
4038656 bytes lelt

'

the

-

1552384 bytes used

10592256 bytes total

>> Memnry Usage «

446048 bytes left

THINK

78240

bytes used

wuunrn

524288 bytes total

NUTES
APPOINT
AUTOEXEC

>» Today Is «4
Wednesday the 18th
2:13:49pm
1

WORDS

“

EASY to

USE

“VISUAL SHELL”

for DOS

The 1 DIR Version 3.00 — Copyright (c) Bourbaki, Inc. 1983, 1984

“WONDER” integrates a powerful File Management System with extensive user deﬁnable Menu/Macro

capability. Create menus and program single keystroke commands to run any or all ofyour applications.
Create your own customized HELP system for yourself or other users.

If you are a member of the growing population of new PC users, whose interest lies primarily in taking

advantage of the computer as as information management tool, this program was designed for you. Ifyou
have a hard disk, you shouldn’t be without it!

Personal Computer Age — 6/84

Housebreaking the Hard Dis/e and DOS — by Jim Creane
“One of the unusual aspects of this product is that it is equally usable by beginning users, programmers

and users that delight in intricate personalized adaptations.”

“WONDER” is also a perfect Training Tool that grows with the user! ‘
A real problem solver for MIS Managers and Systems Integrators.
Licensed by QUADRAM, QUBIE Datagraphix, Pontiac Motor Divison.

Works with the IBM PC/XT/AT family. (DOS 2.00 — 3.00), plus compatibles.
Call, write or see your local dealer for more information!

Evaluation copies available to dealers and corporate clients.

by Bourbahi Inc'.“ 7
lotus is :1 mldcnmrk ol'thc lotus Development (Iomorution.
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‘9 5.00
P.(). Box 2867. Boise, ID 8570 l . ( 208) 54 25849

BOOK REVIEWS

User-friendly or Foe?

In attempting to be aser—ﬁzénaly, tbzs boo/e discusses the
range of end-user issues, but sometimes too lightly.

Design of User-Friendly Programs
for Small Computers
Henry Simpson (McGraw-Hz‘ll Boole
Company, New York, NY, 1985) 230

pages; paper, $18.95

j

.xmum

Every program-

mer wants to de—

sign software that

is user—friendly.
But that desire
{on SMALL
and a ﬁnished
M Comm mt:
product that ﬁts
the bill are often
separated by a
chasm—the ability
to accomplish the
w feat in the face of
little or no information on just what

makes a program easy to use.
Oh sure, there are a lot of books
on human factors that can help. (Human factors are characteristics of people
that inﬂuence their ability to perform.)

But these books are usually scholarly in

effective use of sound (such as beeping

mer can take to make program develop—
ment an outside—in process.

ﬂashing characters) can improve an in
dividual’s ability to use a program. It
discusses memory and the general
inability of people to remember too
much for too long.
This chapter also divides users into
several classiﬁcations and points out
that different types of users have different types of needs. For example, ﬁrst—
time users might require menus and
help information to guide them through
the program. But once those users be—
come familiar with program operation,
they probably will wish for a faster way.
By deﬁning the program‘s audience before writing it, and designing the pro—
gram to adapt to the different kinds of

design considerations based on differ:

when an error occurs) and visual prop—
erties (such as color, brightness, and

persons in that audience, a programmer

may be able to improve the usability of
the software he creates.
Chapter 3 offers 12 principles for
programmers to consider when design-

tone (read ”hard to understand"), and

ing programs. Most are obvious, such as

to program design.
With Design of User-Friendly Pro-

sistent, and giving adequate feedback.

their conclusions seldom apply directly

grams for Small Computers, Henry
Simpson has taken the question of hu—
man factors to the designers of com—

puter programs. And although this book
does not discuss many of its subjects
very fully, it does offer useful tips on a
wide range of design issues.
The ﬁrst chapter introduces some
concepts important in the design of
easy-to-use programs It stresses the
programmer’s attitude as one of the

most signiﬁcant factors. By keeping the
user constantly in mind, the program—

mer is more likely to include many hu—
manengineered features instead of, as

often is the case, adding them as an af-

terthought.
Chapter 2 looks at the human

operator and describes the inherent
characteristics that should inﬂuence the
design of programs. It shows how the
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keeping the program simple, being con»

Nevertheless, many existing programs
do not adhere to all of the principles
outlined here and might have beneﬁted
from having done so. (How many times
has a user wondered whether a program he is using has crashed or is sim—
ply taking its sweet time? A helpful
“Please wait" message could relieve a

To some extent, chapter 5 is about

ent kinds of hardware, such as monitors, printers, and input devices. Unfortunately, this chapter is concerned not
so much about designing software, but

more about choosing the proper hard—

ware for a given situation. When the

chapter does touch upon design issues

(such as when light pens, mice, and
trackballs are especially useful), it skims

over them very brieﬂy.
Chapter 6 describes program output. It gives advice on screen layout, the
use of language, tabular versus graphic
presentation, color and brightness cod—

ing, and more. It offers good advice on
designing useful screens and reports.

Similarly sound advice is offered in
chapter 7, which deals with data input.
The author stresses that programs
should be adjustable so that the operator can control when and where data
are entered. And the chapter warns
against giving programs insulting, pa-

tronizing, or even human personalities.
Also discussed are methods that should
be used in programs to request and validate information from users.
Program utilities, such as system
set—up, ﬁle creation, and database edit-

ing, are the subjects of chapter 8. The

need for such utilities is explained, and,
in addition, some relative guidelines

little of that tension.)

and ﬂowcharts are included.

notes that most programs are designed

program. The author discusses com-

Chapter 4 discusses the program
development process. Here the author

either top-down (deﬁning general mod—
ules ﬁrst, and breaking each into more
and more detail) or bottom-up (designing speciﬁc functions and combining
them to provide more general operations). Both of these design methods
are inside-out—that is, they concentrate

on the inside of the program ﬁrst and
the operator interface second. This

chapter outlines steps that the program-

Chapter 9 covers program control:
the way the operator interacts with a
puter—initiated dialogue (such as‘asking

speciﬁc questions or displaying menus)
and operator—initiated dialogue (the
blinking cursor at which the operator
can enter any command).
The last two chapters are about
documentation and testing. Chapter 10
provides suggestions for writing two

different kinds of documentation: sys-

tem (or internal) and end—user. Chapter
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FASTER C
Twig):stERC“
3901“

\SKFREE

uR "‘0 E

helps Develop
and Test Lattice C Programs
Reliably Cuts Both —
l Compile times (by 15% to 55%)
l Testing time (by 12% to 37%)
FASTER C keeps the Lattice C library and any other functions you
choose in memory. It manages a jump table to replace the LINKER
and immediately execute your functions. You can also CALL
active functions interactively to speed your program debugging.
It includes many options for configuration and control.
AVAILABLE FOR PC-DOS, IBM—AT,

AND ANY 256K MSDOS SYSTEM.

ONLY $95

)Olution

CALL TOLL FREE
for “Technical Description" or to order.
FASTER C is a trademark ot’Solulion Systems

—
BOOK REVIEWS
11 describes the different types of test—
ing that should take place before a pro

gram is considered ﬁnished.

Although this book contains many

interesting tidbits, none of its informa—
tion is very new or startling. Anyone

who has ever worked on a major piece
of consumer software will already know
everything this book has to offer. It also
has an annoying tendency to offer state—
ments without providing enough infor-

mation to back them up. For example,
chapter 5 recommends against using

color unless it is really needed. This is

followed by a list of instances in which
color could improve the usability of a
program. But the author never gets
around to explaining why one should
not use color just to brighten up an
otherwise dreary graphics screen._

This tendency to leave out the rea—
sons behind the recommendations
could be the result of the author’s desire to avoid the pitfalls of complex,

human factors textbooks. However, by

bending over backward to be simple,
the book misses a chance to help its
readers by providing more details.

335—P Washington St, Norwell, Mass. 02061
61 7-659-1571
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Nor does the book include any
programming examples. Programmers

who are expecting detailed instructions
on how to create pop—up menus of situ—

ation-speciﬁc help screens will be dis-

appointed. This lack of programming

examples tends to make some of the
chapters (notably the chapter on utili—
ties) mere hand—waving exercises.
A final complaint: the book tends
to wander from the main point occa—
sionally. Although the chapters on hard—

ware, documentation, and testing pro—
vide some useful information, not much

' m ms: ii liNﬂ'ERsE
.
M K.
ms
n‘ﬂ’fu‘a‘mu
“\‘5 II "I! mum If)

Create an educated and
aware customer with PC
TECH JOURNAL! Every

issue brings our customer
,
new ways 0 using their microcomputer PLU Its a
”silent salesperson," helping users select new pe-

—STEVEN ARMBRUST

ripherals, software and hardware. If you're inter-

PC Tech/ournal welcomes suggestions
for books to review. To be considered
for review, books must be relevant to

and profitable, call us today! CALL 212—503-5380!

magazine‘s audience. Suggestions or

ested in a low ticket item that's efficient, effective

the highly technical interests of the

outlines should be directed to the

Or write: Ziff—Davis Publishing Company

World Trade Center, Suite 211, Balti—
more, MD 21202. PC Tech journal pays

New York, NY 10016

Inquiries from authors or publishers re—
garding our excerpting of material from
books are welcome also.

Retail Sales Department
One Park Avenue—4th Floor
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of it applies to designing programs.
Still, for programmers who are relatively new at designing end—user software,
this book can be worthwhile. It offers
many design tips that might otherwise
take months or years to discover. And
the chapters on input and output may
help even a veteran programmer to design better screens.

a ﬂat rate of $100 per accepted review.
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Softool’s Fortran Programming

Environment (FPETM) turns your
PC into an independent
workstation . . .

If you are
involved
in Fortran
work, FPE/PC
gives you
independence
and multiplies
productivity.

. . .and when needed, it handles communication
with your mini or mainframe!
Proven tools. FPE has been
helping software developers for

years. FPE/PC is an integrated set
0t t00'5 that includes structured
languages, source code dOCU'

easily move programs from a DEC
VAX to an lBM PC (or compatible).

Available now for lBM PC-XT-AT or
compatible running IBM Professional
(Ryan-McFarland) or Microsoft

menter, interface documenter, error
detectors, libraries of prefabricated

Fortran with MS-DOS or pC-DQS
and 384 kb of memory. The price

optimizers, communication software,
tutorials, and more. it is interactive

available for $15.
How to order. Call (805) 683-5777,

and friendly.

ext. 333, with your Visa/MasterCard

code, testing aids, ”30t aids,

Conversion tools. Softool also
offers FACTT” (Fortran Automatic
Conversion Tools) to quickly and
Softool

is $1,495. An overview diskette is

number. Or, send your check or
company purchase order. California
residents add 6% sales tax.
_

corpora-"on

SEE us AT DEXPO SOUTH ’85
NEWORLEANS SUPERDOME

MAY28-31, 1985 BOOTH 345

340 South Kellogg Avenue ' Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-5777 - Telex: 658334
The Softool C Programming Environment will also be available soon for the PC.
OEM inquiries are welcome.

Trademarks: IBM: IBM Corporation; Microsoft: Microsoft Corporation:
DEC VAX: Digital Equipment Corporation; FPE and FACT: Softool Corporation
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EFORE Yw GET ON THE "ROG TRACK. READ THIS
ABOUT THE OILY ROM-BwTABLE.
PLUG-COMPATIBLE. XENIX SUPPGITIIC.
HEAD-CRASH PROTECTED. HIGH-PERFGIMANCE
HARD DISK UPGRAE KIT FGIYGIR IBM PC-AT.
Aﬂ-plwm

Rotary Voice Coil (RVC)

R/Whe ad positioner
Fast and Accurate
Recording Media
99.94% error free unformatted
I00% error free formatted.
Maximum deallocatian is
lOKB/MB.

ATplus drives are
are manufactured
for CORE by

CONTROL
DATA

Full one year warranty.
Servrce available worldwide.
(drive shown with cover removed)

Automatic Pork 8 Lock (APSL)
Senses power interrupt, retracts
heads to safe landing/zone. Heads
never land on data, virtually
eliminating risk of data hm.

Up to 30% faster
than IBM's drive.
Exceeds IBM speciﬁcation
{:1 AT high—performance
rd disk. Average Access

20 5 30 MB: 391715
40, 56, 72 MB: 28 ms

Memory option.
18 - 128 Kilobit (150m) D-RAM
chip set. Adds 256 KB to PC—AT
basic model making 512KB PC—AT.

Bootable ROM supports
DOS and XENIX
Only from CORE.

With an ATplus drive, you can

build the PC-AT IBM should lune
built in the first place.

TIE BALANCIIKE

ACT OF 1985.

You didn’t buy an
IBM PC‘AT just to
balance your checkbook.
You bought it to crunch
lots of numbers and
words, in the shortest
possible time. A labor
saver. A time saver.
Hence, a money saver.
. So, do your part for effeo
tive money management;

hard disk storage is no
place to be penny-wise and
pound foolish.

TELL ’EM YOU NEED
HIGH SPEED
AND DATA PROTECTION.

These and other
important features do add
cost, but that makes a
premium drive.
Anything that can be
made, can be made
cheaper, sell for less, offer
lower performance, and
probably die young.
Remember, usually
you get what you pay for,
and you ALWAYS get
what you don’t

ALL HARD DISKS

ARE MIT CREATED EQUAL.

There are vast differences
in the s eed and reliability
of Wine ester hard disks.
Since the IBM PC—AT is an
incredibly fast machine, a
slow drive can make an AT
run like an XT.
So, before you get stuck
with a slow drive in your
AT, save your boss two
grand and buy an XT.
Or better yet, buy the AT
and avoid any drive with '
Access Times over 40 milliseconds.

WHERE HAS ALL
THE DATA GONE?

Now tell ’em the drive
must have a data protection scheme. One that’s
easy to use and reliable.
Winchester heads read
and write while “ﬂying" a
few microns above the
data surface. If the heads
contact the recording
media, you risk a head
crash, and signiﬁcant or
total data loss.
So, even a fast drive
without data rotection is
virtually wort ess. Frankly, we’d rather sleep at
night.

Some drives have a
safe landing zone for the
heads, but you need to call
a separate program to

send ’em there. If you
don’t call that program,
and most folks won’t, the
heads in these drives
ALWAYS land on data
when powered down.
The slightest bump or
vibration can move the
heads, wiping out those
data tracks. And the R/W
heads can become
contaminated, thus
increasing the error rate,
slowing down average ac
cess until the whole drive
fails.

Consequently, those
drives offer a very high
risk of head crashes, a
false sense of security, and
little else.
What’s your data
worth? $200? $400?
Specify AUTOMATIC
data protection. AT lus
has it And it doesnt cost,
it pays,

PEACE OF MIND.

Specify AUTOMATIC
park and lock of the heads
on power down.
This system provides
unparalleled head crash
protection, by sensing
power loss to the drive,
and retracting the heads
to a dedicated landing
zone before they can land
on your data.
Since this is 100%
automatic, user-dependent
risk is eliminated.
OUR DRNES HAVE ALL

BEEN TO BOOT CAME

Avoid drives that
CLAIM PC—AT compatibility but can’t BOOT the AT.
By the time you juggle the

INTERNATIONAL

diskettes necessary to use
one of those drives, the
phrase “user-hostile” will
have deep personal signiﬁcance.
We believe that
computers ought to serve
people, not the other way
around.

BEWARE OF THE BARGAIN
BAND-SCHLEPPER.

Avoid drives with inexpensive BandStepper
positioner technology.
These were pretty good
way back in 1980, considering that’s all anyone
had. But by today’s standards, they’re inaccurate
and very mechanical.
They waste time looking for the right track to
read or write. And they’re
worth no where near the
price you’ll pay for ’em —in
more ways than one.

THE HIGH TECH SOLUTKIN.

Spec1fy stateof-the—art
ROTARY VOICE COIL
(RVC) head positioner and
CLOSED LOOP SERVO
technologies.
This system uses a
DEDICATED SERVO
SURFACE (DSS) for
continuous head location
information.
The RVC and D88
use a large scale microprocessor to translate new
track-seek commands into
current that is a plied directly to the RVC.

This moves and holds
the R/W heads at the
exact track intended.
Speed is dramatically
increased since head
movement is created eleo
tronically, with minimal
mechanical interfacing.

BESDES BEING

THE SOLE SOURCE.

Specify names you
know and can trust Like
Control Data Co oration,
a world leader in ard
disk technology. And
CORE INTERNATIONAL,
21 growth company with

over ten years in computer

technology, design and
manufacturing.

ATplus High
Performance Hard Disk
Upgrade kits, available in
20, 30, 40, 56, and 72 MB
capacities.
They have ALL the
above features and none
of the shortcomings of
“bargain” drives.
And your AT will
accept any two ATplus
drives, for up to 144MB of
bootable, reliable, DOS
and XENIX supporting
high-performance on-line
storage, all inside the box.

TELL YOUR DEALER...

That only ATplus Hard
Disk Upgrade Kits from
CORE will do.
If he or she doesn’t have
’em, we’ll gladly set them
up as ATplus authorized
dealers.

542 SE. 5th Avenue ~ Delray Beach, Florida - 305/276-3929
© CORE INTERNATIONAL. Inc. Hm?)

ATplus is a trademark of CORE INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
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MAX STUL OPPENHEIMER

LEGAL BRIEF

&D Tax Incentives

The tax code oﬁers incentives to companies wanting to
step do their research and development efforts.

How do you react when you hear the
phrase, “I‘m from the government,
and I'm here to help you?"
Right. Okay, loosen your grip on

your wallet—this is only a rhetorical

question. The government really does

want to help companies willing to increase their research and development
efforts and, if these companies act
quickly, they may be able to take advantage of provisions of the tax code that
will save money, let them show their

customers how to reduce the after-tax
cost of the company’s services, and
show investors how the government

can help underwrite part of the risk of
their investment. The magic provisions
to which I refer are Internal Revenue
Code Sections 174 and 50.
Section 174 of the code provides
that “research or experimental expendi—
tures" incurred in connection with a
trade or business are deductible and
need not be amortized over the useful
life of the resulting technology.
In 1981, Congress decided that not
enough money was being spent by the
private sector on research and development. To spur such activities, Congress

included in the Economic Recovery Tax

Act of 1981, a provision creating a Re-

search and Development Tax Credit

(now known as Internal Revenue Code

Section 50). The only problem with this

tax credit is that time is running out;

Section 50 is scheduled to expire December 51, 1985.

Under Section 50, a taxpayer is

entitled to a credit (21 dollar for dollar
reduction of tax) equal to 25 percent of

the amount by which qualiﬁed research
expenses for the year exceed base per—
iod research expenses. A whole volume
of information is concealed in that sim-

ple statement, and the purpose of this
article is only to alert the reader to the

possibility that the federal government

may in fact be in a position to help. The

extent of that help can be determined
only on an individual basis, which is
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why there are accountants and spread—
sheet programs.
To determine whether a company

‘ can beneﬁt, it is necessary to compute

base period research expenses. For

1985, they are the greater of: (1) the

average of “qualiﬁed research expens—
es" for the preceeding three tax years,

or (2) one—half of the qualiﬁed research

expenses for the current year.
Qualiﬁed research expenses include costs that are incurred in a trade
or business, either in—house or by con—

tract with another party, for developing
or improving an experimental or pilot
product, invention, or similar product.

The expenses must be generated by a

project that is of an experimental na-

ture—minor improvements to an exist-

ing product about which there is no

doubt of feasibility do not qualify. The

Internal Revenue Service deﬁnes research or eaperimental expenditures in
the following way:
“The term . . . means expenditures
incurred in connection with the tax»
payer’s trade or business which represent research and development costs
in the experimental or laboratory
sense. The term includes generally all
such costs incident to the development
of an experimental or pilot model, a
plant process, a product, a formula, an
invention, or similar property, and the
improvement of already existing property of the type mentioned. The term
does not include expenditures such as
those for the ordinary testing or inspection of materials or products for
quality control or those for efﬁciency

surveys, management studies, consumer surveys, advertising, or promotions.
However, the term includes the costs
of obtaining a patent, such as attor-

neys‘ fees expended in making and
perfecting a patent application. On the

other hand, the term does not include

the costs of acquiring another’s patent,
model, production or process. .

Separate rules apply to the calcula—

tion of qualifying expenses, depending

on whether the expenses are incurred
in—house or are paid to another company (referred to in the Code as con-

tract research expenses). In—house quali—

ﬁed expenses include the costs of
wages, supplies, and equipment rentals

necessary for the qualiﬁed project; con—

tract research expenses qualify to the
extent of 65 percent of amounts paid to
a third party for qualiﬁed research.
Expenses to develop a product that
is intended to be transferred in ex—
change for royalties cannot be counted
as qualiﬁed research expenses for the
developer; however they could qualify
for the purchaser.
Having computed base year qualiﬁed expenses, the process is repeated
for the current year (except that 65 percent of contract research expenses is in—
cluded). Then subtract the base year

qualiﬁed expenses, take 25 percent of
the difference, and that is the amount of

tax savings attributable to R&D (subject,
of course, to the normal limitations on
tax preference items).

BENEFITS FOR CONSULTANTS
If a company is engaged in its own
qualiﬁed research and development, the
beneﬁts are obvious. However, the R&D
tax provisions can also provide beneﬁts
to other companies in less obvious
ways. Two examples are the private
consulting business, and the ﬁnancial
backers of R&D ventures.
A private consultant (or other con-

tractor) can beneﬁt by structuring his
services so that his client can get the

beneﬁt of the contract expenditures

R&D credit. For example, if the client

had no previous qualifying expenses,

then it is entitled to a beneﬁt of
(25% * 65%)—(0.5 * 25% * 65%), or
8.125 percent of the amount that is paid

to its consultant for qualifying research
and development. In other words, the
government will give the consultants

client an 8-percent rebate—not a bad

sales tool to have at hand.
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If the type of research requires
substantial overhead or capital ex-

nents of that price, provided that the
contract is for qualiﬁed expenses). but
qualiﬁes only to the extent of 65 per-

The contractor might even convince the client that a “best-efforts" con—
tract would be advantageous (where the

will save tnoney by contracting for the
work rather than doing it in~house Re-

ple case in which the client can take
full advantage of any available tax cred-

efforts, but is not obligated to achieve

penses, a consultant may be able to
structure the transaction so that a client

cent of the price. Therefore, in the sim-

contractor is obligated to use his best

any particular result), since that would

member that in—house expenditures are

its, and in which the client has no base
year qualifying expenses, it will be
cheaper to contract for the work in situ-

strengthen the position that the project
was indeed development “in the experimental or laboratory sense."

ment. On the other hand, the credit for

III—house Cost—(12.5% ’ (wages +

HIGH-TECH INCENTIVE

limited to wages, supplies, and equipment rental; they do not include overhead or the purchase price of equipcontract services is based on the con
tract price (regardless of the compo-

ations where:

supplies + equipment rent)> Contract

Price ‘ 91.87596

Advanced

Screen Management
made easy

Now a professional software tool from
Creative Solutions.

WINDOWS FOR C”
More than a window display system,
WINDOWS FOR C is a video tool kit for all
screen management tasks.

I Pop-up menus and help ﬁles
I Auto memory management
I Keyboard interpreter
I Word wrap

I Plus a library of over 50

building block subroutines

Designed for enhanced portability.
Easy to learn, easy to use.

Once you’ve tried WINDOWS FOR C,
you’ll wonder how you ever managed without it.
Full support for IBM PC/ XT/AT and compatibles, plus interfaces for non-IBM computers:
Lattice C, CI—C86. Mark Wm C. Aztec C. Microsoft C. DeSmet C (PC/MSDOS).

7;" Creative Solutions
21 Elm Ave, Box T4,
Richford, VT 05476

(specify compiler & version)

802-848-7738

Demo disk and manual $ 30
(applies toward purchase)

Shipping $250

Master Card & Visa Accepted
VT residents add 4% tax.

CIRCLE NO. 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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partnership), and then Company B contracts with Company A to develop the
new technology. Internal Revenue Code
Section 174 makes the research expen-

ditures currently deductible and, under

the proper structure, this deduction can
beneﬁt the investors individually.
Under some circumstances, the tax

credit also may be of beneﬁt to the in-

vestors, although this will depend in
part on whether the research is deemed
to be incurred “in carrying on" a trade
or business (a phrase that has a techni-

cal meaning in tax law). Whether the

tax credit is available or not, the deduc—

nical specialists reserve an option to

I Overlay and restore

Full source available.
No royalties.

diate tax beneﬁt. The result would be

different, however, if the technical specialists form Company A, the investors
form Company B (usually in a limited

of their investment. Typically, the tech-

I Color control

WINDOWS FOR C $195

pattern is quite simple. If investors
were to invest directly in a high-tech
corporation, they would receive imme-

ate tax beneﬁt that reduces the net risk

I Highlighting

Enhanced portability.
Topview compatible.

tech ventures. The structure of such ﬁ»
nancing is complicated, but the basic

tion provides investors with an immedi-

I Auto scroll

NEW Ver. 3.1

The tax code can also be used to pro»
vide an incentive to investors in high-

acquire a license to use any resulting
technology for a royalty that will give
the investors a satisfactory return on

their investment. The technical specialists may take an additional option to
acquire the technology itself after the
holding period necessary to qualify for

long—term capital gains treatment passes.
With proper planning everyone
beneﬁts: the technical specialists can
improve their competitive position or

reduce the cost of (and increase the

likelihood of obtaining) ﬁnancing; consumers of hightech services can lower
their net costs; investors can receive tax

beneﬁts that reduce their risk and increase their proﬁt potential; and Congress can achieve the increased private

sector research efforts that it deemed

necessary a few years ago.

Max 5m] Oppenheimer, PC, is a partner in [be
law ﬁrm of Venab/e, Bad/er é Howard,
located in Baltimore.
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101Hands-on

Micro‘Soﬁware Evaluations.
YoursforJust 81 ;. each! ,
The only way to really see what a
software package can do is to try

it out. But software evaluations take

time—«and money. And even then you
can’t be sure you didn’t overlook something big.
That’s why thousands of corporate
micro software buyers are turning to

Data Decisions for accurate, up—to-

the-minute information and indepen—

nights of tinkering at a com uter store
on my own time. It’s like iiaving a
consultant sitting right there at the

r

MICROCOMPUTERS, Data Decisions’ 3—volume monthly updated ,

end of the desk.”

receive some of the same reports our
subscribers get for only $19 caclnjust
by ﬁllin out and returning the order
form beéw. If you include payment
with your order, you’ll avoid a ship—
ping charge.

——Boh Butler, Mechanical Engineer
Gillette Company, Boston, MA

results of tests done under consistent,

trained team of micro experts who

were available only to subscribers to
information service. Now you can

“ just one report saved me three

dent hands—on analysis.
Data Decisions gives you the

controlled conditions by a specially

its;

tell you what each product’s stren
how suita
is for corporate use. They also give
you all the pricing and specs.
and 1 imitations are and

nata Decisions

20 Brace Road ° Cherry Hill

Until recently these evaluations

NewJersey 08034 ' (609) 429-7100

20 Brace Road
Data Decisions Cherry
Hill, NewJersey 08034-(609) 429-7100

Spreadsheets, Finance

and Planning
? Business

'0 Planning Tool

._ CacT
f. CalcStar
ts
_ Intecalc
.
ET
ER

Multiplan
__
EW
W Peachcalc
W Perfect Calc
SuperCalc-3
__
EZ

T
7T1“
?
Ti

TKlSolver
VisiCalc
Visi On Cale
VisiSchcdule

Data Management

T Advanced DB Master
__ Benchmark

Data Manager

_. Btrieve

FT; C.I.P.

T Dataease
W DataStar
F_L Day One DBMS

T dBASE II
F_N dBASE III
7? DBM II—The
Integrator
W Domus

Corres ondence

Contro Manager
_. Fast Facts
R2

.

Friday!
_
FR
_ Instant Recall
; KeepIT
FT

W Knowledge Manager
W Metaﬁle
_ Nutshell
.
FY

V Omniﬁle
(_A Perfect Filer
W Personal Pearl
T pfs:File
GI)

pfszReport

Power—Base
GE
T ProBase
T RzBase Series 4000

ReportStar
_
.
DN

—‘J Revelation
W TIM. IV

T Under Control
W Versaform XL
__ VisiFilc
DO

Word Processing

W Benchmark
._ Easywriter II
_
(.1)

W Fmalword

-__
(,K
T
T
W
_
GX

Megawriter
.
Multimate
New Word
Ofﬁce Writer
Palantir Word
Processor

W Peachtext
_GZ Perfect Writer
pfsNVrite
_
HA
_
Select
_
HH
Spellbmder
~_‘
.
Ht.
HI)
HE

Superwriter
Textra

W VisiWord

W pfszGraph

T Volkswriter Deluxe

‘_ Visi On Graph

nu
_ Samna Word 11
H]

Communications
_- BLAST
HY
_ Crosstalk
HZ
_ Data Capture
A

_
Wordperfect
HK
WordStar
_
HI.

HX

__n IBM Asynchronous

Graphics

J Communications

W BPS Business

Graphics

_ Graphics

;_ Smartcom II
T The APPLE—IBM
' Connection
_ VisiLink

_ PC—Draw
Hs

_

DL

W PC/Focus

T. PC—TALK III
1)

_ Peachtree Busmess
Graphics System

“V Goldengate
Eb

_ Lotus 1—2-3

H SeriesOneI’lus

1—5 Perfect Link

Department
HT Graftalk

AURA
Context MBA
ENCORE!
Framework

T ymphony
T III E—Z Pieces

T PC/I ntercomm

H(

E_J
J_K
_
JL
T

Support

_ Chart Master
W dGRAPH

__
Fast Graph
.
HI’

Integrated Packages

J“

Utilities

I

_ Colortext

J
W
DESQ

_
Norton Utilities
JX
_ Oneshot
jY

_ Prokcy
.
J2
KA_ Quickcode

l

Total Quantity Ordered ...................................

Total Cost for Reports ($19 ea.)
$2 Shipping/Handling per Report.......................... 3
Total (Sales tax will be added on invoice where applicable) ..... 3
Signature
Name

Title

Company

Telephone —_
(area code)

Address
City

State

1

Zip
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TECH BOOK
ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES
*BINDERS, SLIPS, DISKS"
Complete program packaging line. IBM style O—
ring binders. slip cases, floppy pages, game
portfolios. Continuous paper with three large
holes, 20 lb. to go in binders. Blank 8t printed
disk envelopes. Function key cards for your F1F10 keys. Bulk disks. Disk labels. Call for FREE
catalog 8 prices. Fast service, low $.
ANTHROPOMORPHIC SYSTEMS LTD,
376 E. St. Charles Road
Lombard, IL 60148
(312) 629-5160

COMPUTER TRAINING

—

1-2-3m VIDEO TRAINING!!!
The FASTEST-EASIEST-CLEAREST 1—2-3

training on the market .. . in use by: IBM, Exxon,

US Army, US Dept. of Educ., GM, du Pont, CBS,
GE & many more! SELF—PACED, PLAIN ENGLISH, HANDS-ON teaching. “Intro to 12-3“ is a
2hr 23 min. videotape, disk, guidebook . , . extra
books/disks available for seminars!

LOTUS I-2—3'“

VIDEO TRAINING!

LEARN-PC VIDEO SYSTEMS
7430 West 27 Street
Minneapolis, MN 55426

BOO-LEARN-PC (800) 532-7672

HARDWARE/ADD-0N
BOARDS

DT2801 SERIES ANALOG I/O
Plug»in data acquisition boards with SDI/168E
analog inputs, high or low level programmable
gains, 2 analog outputs, 16 lines of digital l/O.
DMA, on—board clock, and on-board microprocessor Optional sottware subroutines and screw
terminal panels.
DATA TRANSLATION INC.
100 Locke Drive
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481 S700
BUSBOARD—MODULAR BOARD
PC add—onboard modules using ONE SLOT!
- Busboard OK RAM $179.95
0 Busboard - clock $239.95
- Monochrome display adapter $199.95
0 Asy Comm I/O module (up to 15 per PC) $89.95
- Floppy disk controller module $169.95
To find out how to save slots for less, call,
AOUIX ADVANCED SYSTEMS CORPORATION
140 Adams Blvd
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(516) 2937810/(714) 666-1050
IEE-488 INTERFACE
Halfsize IEEE~488 interface and software turns
your PC, AT or compatible into an instrumenta—
tion work station for the lab, test, and measurement. We are the major OEM supplier with
interfaces for 10 different architectures and the
most comprehensive coverage of operating sys~
tems and |anguages$385501tware $75.
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT
12109 Technology Blvd. Dept. PC
Austin, Texas 78727
(800) 531—5066, (512) 250-9119

LOW COST MODULAR DAS
SYSTEM

shpg. + tax. MC/VISA (optional volume support

at additional cost.)
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
PO. Box 3039
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298-9349

COMMUNICATION
THE VISIONARY1200

The Visionary Electronics supersmart modem
sends and receives messages anytime, day or
night. with or without a computer. Stores files,
names, phone numbers. and more in RAM;

complete communications software in ROM; on—
board realtime clock; 8085 driven; NiCad mem—
ory back—up; and TELEX terminal emulation.

Visionary E Electronics
Incorporated

VISIONARY ELECTRONICS
141 Parker Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 751 -8811

HARDWARE/DISK
DRIVES

for compatibility with other application pro-

grams. Features include 10w unit, high accu-

ADVANCED PERIPHERALS INCORPORATED
12650 West Geauga Plaza
Chesterland. OH 44026
(216) 729—3927

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
1032 EIwelI Court. Suite 124
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 964—1980

HARDWARE

NETWORKING

Listings are available only on a 3 issue basis at $90. per issue (5270. total). Copy
will have a set format and remain the same for all 3 months. Enhance the ap»
pearance of your ad by including your Logo and an additional cost of $25. per
issue (S75. minimum extra charge). Pre—payment is required by check, money
Order, or American Express, MasterCard, Visa credit cards. Send copy and remittance to PC TECH JOURNAL, TECH BOOK, 12th FLOOR, 1 PARK AV-

ENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016. Call (212) 503-4506 for additional
information or assistance.

BAR CODE READERS
0 IBM PC keyboard or RS—232 interface
0 NO programming required for IBM PC keyboard interface unit
. Reads dot—matrix 8 printed labels
0 Durable Hewlett Packard” digital wand
o Reads UPC A/E, Code 39. Codabar & I 2 015
0 $595 list—+40% discounts to VAR's
PERCON INC.
2190 W. 11
Eugene. OR 97402
(503) 344-1189

MAILING LISTS
IBM MAILING LISTS
Over 100,000 names of IBM personal computer
owners (counts increase daily) available lor rental
on labels or magnetic tape. Total 600000 in»
cluding other brands. Plus IBM + compatible
retail store +50 other lists. Call or write for free
IRV BRECHNER
TARGETED MARKETING, INC.
Box 5125
Ridgewood, NJ 07451
(201) 445-7196

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

_

DATA SECURITY—$49.95
Secure sensitive data with DES FAST-CRYPT, an
efficient Assembly language version of the powerful Data Encryption Standard algorithm. En—
crypt/Decrypt any file at 120,000 bytes/min.
Program or BASIC/PASCAL callable subrou—
tines UNPROTECTED DISK w/manuaI—$49.95.
VISAeMC 0K. For IBM-PC, XT + compatibles
64K any PC/MS-DOS.
KIWI SOFTWARE CO.
PO. Box 218 T
Plainsboro, NJ 08536

(718) 816-1873

CPA REVIEW

IBM takes the work out of preparing for the exam.

AlCPA questions with referenced solutions are

NETWORK DATA SYSTEM

gle, multiple or all categories with or without solutions. Scores, creates results table & updates
data base for future study. Sold by section.

Bring mainframe power to your PC network.

up to 256 PCs with file server to form a Distrib—

Listings are grouped by category and consist of a bold lead line (23 characters
maximum), 7 lines Of ad copy (45 characters per line), plus 4 lines of company
name, address and telephone number.

PERIPHERALS

_

_

Complete your networked PCs with a sophisti»
cated Mass Storage System (with backup). LInk

RATES AND INFORMATION

HARDWARE/

catalog.

1.2MB PC-AT DISK DRIVES
Replace your PC disk controller and full-height
disk drive with our JDISKETTE controller plus our
1.2MB and 360k half-height drives for $499. Only
$375 without 360K drive. $549 with two 1.2 MB
drives. Put 800K on ordinary diskettes. 1.2MB
diskettes are $59 per box (10). Mounting brack—
ets, and JFORMAT included. Jdiskette also plugs
into our JRAM-2 multifunction board.

Now available Modular INSTRUMENTAL DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM (MIDAS) for IBM PC
family. Hardware provides direct connection to
standard transducers. SIGNAL CONDITIONING
INCLUDED. Software provides PC DOS drivers
racy. modularity, and expandibility.

FIXED DISK BIOS/BOOT
fiXT boots from DATAMAC, DAVONG, XEBEC,
PERCOM, GREAT LAKES, ZOBEX, others. Adds
XT»like BIOS interface for your disk to IBM PC or
COMPAO. Plug—in installation. DOS 2.0/3.2/reqd.
Specify controller model with order $70 + $3

HARDWARE

uted processing PC networked system. Communicates with mainframe. 188Mb to 8 Gigs.
AOUIX ADVANCED SYSTEM CORPORATION
140 Adams Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735

(516) 2937810/(714) 666-1050

random generated by exam weights. Study sin-

MICRO-MASH
Huntsville, TX 77340
1-(800) 241 —9700

TECH BOOK
SOFrWARE/BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES

RM COMPILERS-250/n OFF
RM COBOL new version 2.0 with cross machine

capability-MS-DOS, PC—AT, PC, most XENIX,
others. Full support dealer. Also, new RM
professional FORTRAN for MS-DOS-call. Syn—

Systems. Inc. is in the software publishing business. Please send inquiries and complete port-

chronous communications-CLEO 3780, 3270 for
PC 8 compatibles. Data general-1. andmany
UNIX machines including AT&T 382.
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES
P0. Box 24291
Louisville, Kentucky 40224
(502) 897-0584

SHAMMER‘

REALIA COBOL COMPILER
Choose the fastest micro COBOL, with compile
and execution speeds that eclipse the rest.
Compatible with IBM VS COBOL Interactive
source debugger. full-screen editor, and inter-

Attention:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
We are interested in receiving your completed
package and business plan. Hammer Computer

folio to: Thomas A. Hon/ath, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing.

faces to assembler and C, No royalty or runtime

HAMMER COMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC,

700 Larkspur Landing Circle/Suite 285
Larkspur, CA 94939

(415) 461—7633

SOFTWARE AUTHORS
WE WILL CONNECT YOU TO MAJOR SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS FREE. We are in contact with
many publishers looking for marketable software. If you have a quality software package or
program and wish to have it published and distributed, contact:
SOFTSEARCH, Inc.
PO. Box 281
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
(201) 627-1290

SOFTWARE/COMPILER

—

COMPATIBLE LANGUAGES
C. Pascal and Multi-basic compilers generate
compatible object code so languages can be
mixed. C is full K8R, Pascal is'full Jensen & Wirth
+ extensions and Mufti-Basic compiles both

MBASIC and CBASIC. $139 each. Available for
PCDOS, MSDOS. CPM80: TRSDOS on Models
I, II, III, 4, 12. Send for free brochures.
ALCOR SYSTEMS
13534 Preston Rd. Suite 365
Dallas, Texas 75240
(214) 494-1316
C SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
nFulI C Compiler per K8R
Inline 8087 or Assembler Floating Point
FuIl1 Mb Addressing for Code or Data
0MS DOS 1.1/2.0 Library Support
Program Chaining Using Exec
Environment Available to Main
oc-window’“ C Source Code Debugger
OFAST 8088/8086 Assembler
COMBINED PACKAGE $199
csystems
PO. Box 3253
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 6375362

fee. No limit on program size. Qualified compa~
nies can try it for free. $995.
REALIA, INC.
10 South Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 346-0642

RETRACTION

Below is the CORRECTED version of an advertisement which appeared in ourApril issue,

C LIBRARIES + C WINDOWS
BEST YOU CAN GET! Over 325 richly commented, tested functions. Functions you don't
have but need! ALL SOURCE CODE included. No
royalties. More 8 better functions Best
documentation.
51 screen handling/graphic funct .......... $49.95
50 cursor/keyboard/data input .............. $39.95
85 superiorstring functions ................... $59.95
31 system status 8 control funct's.

72 utility/DOS/BlOS/time/date..
42 printer control functions ........

$29.95

No matter what else you have, get these! Any 3

libraries $69.95. All 6 libraries $99.95. C WINDOWS FOR PROFESSIONAL WINDOW MANAGEMENT, overlays, borders, popup menus/help
windows. status line, color highlighting, and

more! C WINDOWS: Complete source code

$89.95. C WINDOWS plus 6 LIBRARIES, all for
$149.95.

Entelek
on
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
ENTELEKON
12118 Kimberley
Houston. TX 77024
(713) 468-4412

DeSmet-c - $109

Full K&R C compiler. linker, librarian, fullscreen
editor, profiler. overlays, example software, 140
page manual. BOTH 6087 and floating point Ii»
braries. OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFOR—
MANCE. Consistently rated 151 or 2nd In
published benchmarks. PC/MSDOS. No royal—
ties on generated code. Newsletter. Updates $20
ea. $109 shipping included Symbolic (C source
level). Debugger Option $50 extra. C Compiler
for the Macintosh $150.
C WARE CORPORATION
Dept. PCTJ

PO. Box C
Sunnyvale. CA 94087
(408) 720-9696

SOFTWARE/DATA

ENTRY

—

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

Heads down data entry for the PC will allow fast

and accurate preparation of data files for your
mainframe. Features: Auto dup, verification, auto

format change, table lookups, range checks.

batch totals, dup key, record insert, and much
more. Ask us about our free 30 day trial period.
Only $395.
COMPUTER KEYES
6519 193 SW
Lynnwood‘ WA 98036
(206) 776-6443

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
THE FORMS DESIGNERm
Attention IBM Pascal. FORTRAN users! Save time
in designing formatted screen l/O. Interactive
Forms Editor allows you to draw lines and boxes,
define fields, and edit text. Access forms or read

keyboard entry by writing only one line of code.

Provides sequential data retrieval and storage.
Requires 128K RAM. Only $275 complete. Demo

and manual $35. Call or write:
BIT SOFTWARE
PO Box 619
Milipilas. CA 95035
(408) 262-1054

CBTREE for C PROGRAMMERS
Provides enhanced file access function calls di—
rectly into 0 programs. Maintains balanced B—

MATIS, The Screen Manager

70 Assembler subroutines used as BASIC com—
mands. PROCEDURES in PASCAL. and CALLS
in C and Assembler. Features: window management, easy screen design, control and saving to

disk, printer utility, demo program. 170-page
manual included. $150. CA add 6.5%. $2.50
shipping. No Royalty.

SOFTWAY
500 Sutter Street, Suite 222
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 397-4666

C-INDEX+
C-INDEX+ provides complete data manage—
ment for C language applicatioins development.
- 8+ Tree ISAM Indexing
0 Variable Length Data Storage
0 Full Data Integrity Protection
0 High Performance and Flexibility
- Complete Source Code

0 No Application Royalties
Fully supports Lattice and C86 compilers in large
and small models. Available from Trio Systems
and leading software retailers. One-time Li»

cense Fee: $400. Demonstration: $25.
TRIO SYSTEMS
2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 289
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 394-0796

TURBO-PLUS“
TurboPlus'” Is a set of external procedures
crafted in assembler language and designed
specifically for Turbo Pascal's interactive environment. Turbo-Plus“ includes: File Handle Disk
Access Method, Instant Memory Mapped Text

Display, Expanded Text Display. $29.95 plus $5
58h. Call toll free 24 hr.
NOSTRADAMUS
5320 South 900 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
1-(800) 453-5433

ASSEMBLE 3-6 TIMES FASTER
FAST ASSEM-86 is much faster and easier to
use than the IBM Assembler. Assembles 8K files
6 times faster. Editor. assembler and source always in RAM so you can go instantly from edit»

ing to assembling. No need to LINK since
produces .COM (as well as .OBJ) files directly.
Source compatible with IBM's important fea»
tures. Supports 186. 286. 8087. 287 directly.
X-rel. utility built in. Only $49, with .OBJ $99.
SPEEDWARE
Box T2, 2931 Northrop Avenue
Sacramento. CA 95825
(916) 966—6247

trees. supports unlimited number of data rec-

Announcing SOURCE-IT“

royalties; Source code separate. $179.

source code with all line references listed next to
the referenced line. All variables, files, calls and
Compiler Metacommands are also listed. It's in-

ords. keys. data files 8 key lengths. Dynamic
memory allocation. Fast, Flexible, efficient. Object modules avail. or major C compilers. No
MICRO COMPUTING SERVICES
2009 Hileman Road
Falls Church, VA 22043
(703) 893-0118

Increase your BASIC programming productivity.
SOURCE-IT is an advanced BASIC cross reference utility that provides a printed listing of your

valuable! $89.99.
SOFTWARE lNNOVATIONS, INC.
16621 Dolores St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

(714) 840—6411

L_.I_._______

TECH BOOK
C SOURCE CODE FOR THE PC
Concurrent C
LEX
YACC
Tools
AUSTIN CODE WORKS
11100 Leafwood Lane
Austin. TX 78758
(512) 2580785

$45
$25
$25
$15

SCREEN DEVELOPMENT AID
*PAINT screens using a full screen editor.
*TEST screens prior to writing program code.
‘PROCESS screens from interpreted or Compiled Basic via a powerful assembler subroutine. Output, Input, Edit. Justify. Color 8 more.

Monochrome/Graphics. 40/80 Cols. But/Bios IO.

MS/PC DOS. MS/IBM BASIC. 96K. One 5%“

Drive.

DEPENDABLE SYSTEMS
PO. Box 191090
San Diego. CA 92119
(619) 2873391 $79 (Check. MO. MC/Visa)
WARNIER/ORR DIAGRAMMING
SOT: Computer—aided structured design system
Full screen editing; Automatic formatting in—
cluding brackets; Menu driven; block moves;
Cursor. Search, Label navigation; procedures;
global 8 selective replace: Begin/End blocks:
detail hiding; diagram families 8 much more.
Tutor 8 Doc. Price $325. Mono demo $20.
VARATEK SOFTWARE ARCHITECTS
523 Winter St.
No. Andover. MA 01845
(617) 685-7003

AUTOTRACE—debug BASIC
Single—step or continuous trace COMPILED or
interpreter programs. BREAK on variables or line

numbers. Change values at any time. RECAL

screen displays. Full 80-column print out saves
paper: only CHANGED variable values printed.

Save trace to disk. Includes SCREBV RECALL.
RAMdisk. SPOOLER $49.95. s/h $2.50
TIMESHARE ASSOCIATES. INC.
10202 Robinson.
Overland Park. KS 66212
(913) 642-7564

CrossRefc

C programmers—a great debugging toolll Fast
location of variables without searching. Source
code listing with cross reference. Alphabetical
listing of names with data type. line number +

typed of each reference. and all source modules
that reference them. Best package on the market. an outstanding tool. Price $39.95 + shipping.
SMITH 8 SMITH ASSOCIATES
P08 160
Hunt Valley. MD 21030

(301) 666-8129

World Class Softwarem
is developed with World Class Basrc Tools!

..Subroutine Float and Insert
..Struclured BASIC SOURCE. LIB
.. Instant Test Environment

..Five Documentation Reports

..Compiled and Source Code License
..Evening and Weekend Telephone Support
TULSA COMPUTER BASIC AIDS 2.5(tm)

POB 707

Owasso. OK 74055-0707
(918) 747—0151

MACINTOSH-Iike WINDOWS
Give your PC programs the friendly and flexible
appearance of the Macintosh with PC-TOSH
WINDOWS. Head coded in assembly language
these routines are as fast and small as possible.

Use with C. FORTRAN. and other high level lan—

guages: $49.95 money back guarantee. Ask for
more information.
SOFT ADVANCES
PO. Box 49473
Austin. TX 78765
(512) 478-4763

TOOLS FOR TURBO PASCAL
40+ DEVELOPMENT SUBROUTINES
Including Debugging and Tuning Aids
SNAP HEX DUMP SORT
SET FKEY CMNDS DATE/TIME/DOW
ELAPSED TIMER SECTOR l/O
PC DOS 2.0 TURBO PASCAL 2.0 Source incl.
Send $29.95 check/MC/VISA (TX pay $31.78)
ALLEN. EMERSON 8 FRANKLIN
PO BOX 928
Katy. TX 77449
(713) 391 -8570
OPTIMIZE YOUR CODEII
The CODE SIFTWR isolates CPU intensive areas

of your code. Optimize the bottlenecks and your

program will execute much faster. Use with any
EXE created by DOS LINK—any source lan—
guage. EASY to use—for both novices and ex—
perts. 30 day money back guarantee. Call or write
for details. IBM PC 64K+ DOS 2.+ $119
DAVID SMITH SOFTWARE
Box 25A Road #3
Oxford. NY 13830
(607) 843-6209

THE HAMMER—tools in C

More than just BIOS/DOS access. THE HAMMER ALSO provides screen attribute control.
Smart modem-control. UNIX-like pattern
matching. 123»like command menus. easy data

DEBUG FASTER!
ALL PROGRAMMERS: save development time
with the WATCHDOG DEBUGGER.
Two FULL SCREEN debug displays
Protected user screen
LABELS for display and address entry
Command menu and prompts
Assembly

Program crash recovery
Full user manual
DOS 1x. 2x. 3x. IBM PC/XT/AT 128K. Many
more. Call or write for more information.
SOUTHERN CROSS SOFTWARE
PO. 3016

TURBO PROGRAM GENERATOR
PRODUCES READY-TO-COMPILE
TURBO PASCAL SOURCE
Be 10 times more productive—Pays for itself.
SIMPLY layout the screen 8 define the fields.

0 Full—screen Entry; Automatic Field Edits

- Built-in Data Base Update 8 Retrieval

0 Full Keyboard Utilization‘40 F keys/etc.
- Arithmetic 8 Table Lookup Functions

User Manual 8 source included. Only $99.95.
Visa/MC.
ALLEN. EMERSON 8 FRANKLIN
PO BOX 928
Katy. TX 77449
(713) 391 -8570
COLOR, CURSOR CONTROL
DATE/TIME. KEYBOARD. PEEK. POKE, COM-

MAND LINE ACCESS. and more available for

IBM/MS FORTRAN, IBM/MS PASCAL. and GE—
NERIC (MS) BASIC on PC/DOS and many MS/
DOS machines. Non redistribution fees. $47 US.
MN residents add 6% sales tax. BARTSUBS by
BARTSOFT
3210 Lake Shore Boulevard
Wayzata. MN 55391
(612) 473-4032

—

$50 FORM & SCREEN PAINTER
FOR dBASE, BASIC & TURBO

control structures. procedures. functions. arrays. records. tiles. sets. pointers and more! In—

dBASE ll/Ilf. BASIC or Turbo Pascal code. Then
add one line to your programs for professional
data entry and reports. $50 cash. check. or VISA.

no COD.

MAGNUM DATA INC.
627 South Plymouth Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90005
(213) 937-0808

_

smARTWOBK‘“

Printed-circuit artwork editor for double-sided
boards up to 10" by 16”. runs on an IBM-PC. Color

display allows complete interactive control over
the placement and routing process. 2X artwork
can be made on a dot—matrix printer or pen—and-

lnk plotter. $895. Write or call for a brochure.

Burnsville. MN 55337

entry 8verification of dates. numbers and string

100.000 copies shipped with dBASE II. now on

ENGINEERING

(612) 890-8738

AND MORE. Routines tried 8 true. $110.00 with
source. Call or write now:
OES SYSTEMS
1906 Brushcliff Road
Pittsburgh. PA 15221
(412) 2437365

PC 8 MS-DOS. “Paint" prompts. data fields.
lines. boxes where you want them and ZIP’“ writes

SOFTWARE/

SOFrWARE/EDUCATION
PASCAL TUTOR

Learn Pascal the fast, easy way—with this dis—
kett-based tutorial. Covers scalar data types.

cludes 34 small. example programs on diskette.
Please see PC Week of 10/ 16/84 for an in-depth
review. 128K. $59.95 + $2.00 58h.
GAMMA SOFTWARE
POB 25625
Los Angeles. CA 90025
(213) 473-7441

WINTEK
WINTEK Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette. IN 47904—2993
(317) 742—8428
FFT/RANDOM NUMBERS
FFT/lnverse FFT on complex data. Subroutine

and program ready to execute. Requires 8087.
256 cmplx~700msec 1024 cmplx—3.25 sec. Are

you limited to random number generator of period 2'*15-1? We can offer you one with a pe-

riod of 2*”175-1. Written in assembler $100.00

each or $150.00 for the combination.

SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
PO. Box 225
Deerfield Beach. FL 33441
(305) 394-0067

METAL FABRICATDRS
PC/Cutlist takes input from your bill of mate—
rial—Detail drawing and calculates the best
cutting combination for any length stock and
prints a shop ready cutting list and scrap report.
Also an optimization feature finds best mutt
length for mill orders. Price $300. Demo Disk
$25.00
THE JOSEPH ALBERT CO.
PO. Box 611
Blue Island. Illinois 60406
(312) 349-9032
EDSA

THE POWER BEHIND THE DESIGN

Electrical Distribution System Analysis Programs
A user friendly MENU driven package of Electri»

cal Engineering programs for: SHORT CIRCUIT.
LOAD FLOW. MOTOR STARTING VOLTAGE DIP.
GROUND MAT. PROTECTIVE DEVICE COORDINATION. MOTOR TOROUE ANALYSIS. SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS.
EDSA MICRO CORPORATION
B»206, 5600 W. Maple Rd.
W Bloomfield, MI 48033
(313) 851—4474

TECH BOOK

h

KALMAN FILTER PRIMER

Learn Kalman Filter with this software. document. and support package. Easy-to—use pro-

grams provide practical hands on experience.

Unique step—by—step approach designed for self-

study. Many numerical examples with straightforward explanations For engineers, scientists,
programmers, and managers.
KALMAN FILTER PRIMER
22338 Lull Street
Canoga Park. CA 91304
(818) 716-0816
MEGA MATH
A library of over 40 assembly language subroutines for fast numeric calculation on IBM PC/XT/
AT and compatibles includes matrix and vector
routines. Fast Fourier Transform. convolution

solution of linear equations Use with IBM and

MS Fortran. C, PASCAL, BASIC and assembler.
One complete library $99. each additional. $49.
VISA/MC/AMEX.
MICRAY ELECTRONICS LTD.
Bay 1, 4001A-19th St. NE
Calgary, Alberta. Canada T2E-6XB
(403) 250-1437

SOFTWARE GENERAL

—

RENT PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFT/W
Rent our PC Disk Libraries for 7 days and copy
them yourself. Hundreds of useful business.
games and utilities FREE FOR THE TAKING!
IBM-PC SIG-135 +0220 Disks
$235.00
lBM-PC “Blue” 53 +080 Disks
$85.00
Rental is for 7 days after receipt. 3 days grace to
return. Most credit cards accepted.

NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE CENTER
1533 Avohill Drive
Vista. CA 92083
(619) 941-0925. Info and orders. (619) 727—1015.
24 hr. orders.

TEKTRONIX 4010 EMULATION

High resolution screen/printer graphics for the

IBM PC. Full interactive capabilities with file
transfer and cross-hair control. Utilizes PLOT 10.

FLOWCHARTER

EasyFlow is a computer—aided flowchart generation tool. Charts up to 5 by 11 shapes in size.

automatic line routing. automatic text centering
within shapes. 100 page manual plus many more
features than we can mention here. Runs with
all printers on any MS-DOS or PC—DOS machine. $49.95 US.
HavenTree Software Limited
RR. #1. Box 115
Seeley‘s Bay. Ontario. Canada. HOH 2N0
(613) 542-7270. Ext. 55

MetaWINDOW"

Advanced graphics toolkit provides Xerox Star/
Apple Macintosh style graphics on your IBM PC.
Supports most popular graphics cards. Allows
you to create pop-up menus. windows 8 icons;

use proportionally spaced fonts; rubberband 81

drag lines. text or bitmap images; supports

mouse/cursor tracking. Tightly optimized for use
with Turbo Pascal. IBM Pascal. C. Fortran 8
Compiled Basic.
METAGRAPHICS SOFTWARE CORP
444 Castro Street. Suite 400
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 964—1334—Telex: 4998586 METAGRAF

SOFTWARE/

INTERPRETERS
—

C-Terp'“-C Interpreter

A COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT.
Full K&R language and libraries; Complete built
in screen editor;
compiler compatible. supports object library
Compiled with 086 or Lattice C or assembler;
Multi-module support, includes global search;
High—level symbolic debugging; Batchmode;
Incredibly fast linking and semi—compilation;
Runs on IBM-PC Dos 2.X. 3X. 192K and up.
Price: $300 (Demo plus manual $45) MC. VISA.
See our display ad for more info.
Gimpel Software
3207 Hogarth Lane
Collegeville. Pa 19426
(215) 584—4261

protocols. OFF—line review of graphics output.

Supports IBM color/graphic or Hercules cards.
Easy to use 4010 emulation at an affordable price.
$80.00. Demo disk $5.
Technological Systems Group
5044 Haley Court
Lilburn. GA 30247
(404) 923-4980
GRAPHICS LIB FOR TECMAR
TEK-MAR lets you do high-res graphics on your
TECMAR Graphics Master. TEK-MAR is a library for use with MS Fortran. Features win»
dowing. viewporting. clipping. axis rotation.
Similar to Tektronix graphics. Includes screen
dump/restore. Epson screen print. support for
Hewlett Packard, Western Graphtec plotter. Re-

quires MS-FORT 3.20. 320K. GMDEVSYS (5.2).
Price: $195.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
18653 Ventura Boulevard. Suite 351
Tarzana. California 91356
(818) 990-4942

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

—

IBM PC PASCAL/DOS 3.0/1
For the serious PASCAL and DOS user. EXAM-

PLES PLUS provide a rich set of examples and
directly usable PASCAL function/proc code for

PASCAL with DOS 2.0/1. EXAMPLES PLUS 2
provides additional info for PASCAL 2 with D08
30. EXAMPLES PLUS 3 shows the differences
and glitches in DOS 3.0/1, plus info on TopView,
networking. extended graphic board and the AT
hardware. Priced at $30 each. 2 for $48, 3 for

$60. (CA add 6%)

JATO INC.
24861 Alicia Parkway. Suite 272-8 '
Laguna Hills. CA 92653

PASCAL FORTH AND BASIC
Now programming tutorials on video cassette,
VHS or Beta. These video tutorials make use of
computer graphics and sample programs to ex»
plain every feature of the particular language.

$34.85 per tape. or rent for $12.85 per month
(rentals require a $34.85 refundable deposit).
DATA Co.
1923 Linden St.
Ridgewood. NY 11385
(718) 417-0165

PASCAL-TO-C-TRANSLATOR
Convert UC5D Pascal. MT+Pascal. and others
to K&R C. Handles nested procedures. intrinsic
functions. separately compiled units and modules. all data types including long integers. Re—
quires 256K IBM PC/XT/AT. Send for free
samples or send us up to 500 lines of Pascal and
we will convert it for you FREE. Licensed source
and executable code $5.000, conversions 25
cents/line.

TGL INC.

4400 Sulphur Springs Road

Corvallis. OR 97330
(503) 745-7476

MINNESOTA SNOBOL4 $39.95
Language interpreter for 128K min IBM PC or
compatible. Most mainframe SNOBOL4 pro—
grams run unchanged. Largest memory model.
32 bit integers. 32K strings. 8087 required for

f1t. sample pgms include ELIZA. Dkt 8 60 pg.

guide $39.95; for “green book" add $15.00. VISA/
MC; $5.00 58H; Source code $500.00, ask for
info:
BERSTIS INTERNATIONAL
PO. Box 441
Millwood. NY 10546
(914) 271-5855
XPL—A FAST ASSEMBLER

XPL works like a high-level language. It gives you

complete source code portability between CPM
and PC-DOS computers. Advanced human en—
gineering features allow modular development
and block-structured code. Designed to maxi—
mize programming efficiency. Complete in—
struction manual. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only
$79.
CONFLUENTIAL SYSTEMS
205 Sunbird Cliffs Lane
Colorado Springs. CO 80907
(303) 599-3709

SOFTWARE/OPERATING
SYSTEMS

—

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS
MultiLink turns PC-DOS into an efficient multiuser multi-tasking operating system. Additional

users are supported by attaching inexpensive
CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the

PC. and can run normal applications designed
for PC»DOS. Includes host communications
software for public dial—in,

THE SOFTWARE LINK INCORPORATED
6700 238 Roswell Rd.
Atlanta. GA 30328
(404) 2551254

pcSHARE MULTI-USER O/S
pcSHARE allows your IBM»XT or compatible to
support up to 4 users running 123. dBASE,
WordStar. etc on inexpensive serial CRTs. For the
software developer. pcSHARE efficiently runs
compiled Basic. Pascal 8 C programs with full
DOS 3.0 record locking. No risk 30 day money
back guarantee.
DIGITROL COMPUTERS. INC.
440 Phillip Street
Waterloo. Ontario. Canada N2L 589
(519) 884-4541

CX/PC (2 EXECUTIVE

Real-time. priority task scheduler. Functions to
queue inter—task messages and pointers. Example tasks. lnterrupt—driven timer. serial and

parallel port interfaces. Runable demonstration
programs. DeSmet C source included; no Iicense for generated programs. Described in June
'84 IEEE Micro article. $75. Brochure.
INTR-SOFT CO.
PO. Box 351
Bedfordf. MA 01730
(617) 369-6242

SOFTWARE SECURITY

—

SECURITY
THE KEY“ is a hardware device used to protect
software from being pirated. No special disk—

ettes needed. End-user is free to make as many
back—up copies as needed. Protects software
copied to hard-disk. Standard and High Secu-

rity Versions available. 100qt/$60 ea.
STAFF Computer Technology Corp.
10457-J Roselle Street
San Diego. CA 92121
(619) 453-0303

TECH BOOK
SCHWARE/SERVICES
TAPE TO DISK CONVERSIONS
Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or from over
200 formats including 31/2", 51/4", 8" disk for«
mats and word processors. Formats available

include IBM-PC. Apple, Altos, TRS 80 8” CP/M.
Displayer., IBM Sys/72. Macintosh. Wang, Lanier, 08/6 and 200 more. Disk to Disk conver»
sions also avail. Call for more info.
PIVAR COMPUTING SERVICES, INC.
47 W. Dundee Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
(312) 459-6010

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

Extremely fast Sort/Merge programforthelBM~

PC. Can sort or merge multiple files containing
fixed or variable length records. Run as a DOS
command or call as a subroutine. plus many
other features. Now also sorts dBASE l| files!
Compare before you buy any other. Write or call
for more info. $99.
OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO. Box 2167
Humble, TX 77347
(713) 454-7428

SOFTWARE/STOCK

ANALYSIS

TYPESETTING

PC-STOCK GRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Graphic trend analysis aiding in technical stock,
bond, and commodity analysis. Includes "ON
BALANCE VOLUME" and moving average. Ideal
for the small investor. PC—STOCK comes complete with source code and examples. Requires
IBM—PC. 128k, DOS 1.1—2.1 and hi res graphics.
$30 + $3 shipping.
SUNRISE ENTERPRISES
PO. Box 2610
Goleta, CA 93118
(805) 968-4170

HIGH-TECH TYPESETTING
Transmit your text via toll—free lines directly to
our fully automated typesetting system. $2. per
K characters with a $5. minimum. Same day
service. 200 typefaces in sizes up to 72 point.
Send $15. + $3. shipping for our 220 page
guidebook. or call toll free and use your MC. VISA
or AMEX.
INTERGRAPHICS INC.
106A South Columbus Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(800) 368—3342 or (703) 6839414 in DC area.

SOFrWARE/TERMINAL

SOFrWARE/Ummes

—

CONVERTS ANY CPM TO DOS
CROSSDATA CONVERTS ANY DATA/TEXT FILE
format from CPMxx to MS/PC-DOS, CPMxx to
CPMxx 8. MS/PC-DOS to CPMxx. Cross data
runs on IBM PC or comparable computer using
MS/DOS 2.0. Cross data is a self-contained
program. It comes with over 24 mats and user
can add own format. To order send $99. check
or money order to:

VT52/VT102/TEKTRONIX 4010
ZAP emulates the above terminals and includes
nested environment files, XMODEM & Kermit file
transfer, auto-redial, key bindings. integrated text
& graphics. save/restore graphics utility and
dump mode. XON/XOFF Create variable-size
graphics characters. Requires DOS 128K. $65+
$5 shipping (PA residents add 6%)

Dumfries, VA 22026
(703) 750-2692

SOFTWARE/STATISTICS
CLUSTER-PC
CLUSTER ANALYSIS ON THE IBM»PCI Menu

driven system provides the user with 12 resem-

blance measures for classification and options
for Transforms, standardizations, sorting &
linkages. Other options include output to printer
or file and plotting of dendrograms to screen of
HP 7470. $279 plus $3 Shipping.
TAXONOMIC ASSOCIATES INC.
POB 8644
Mobile, Alabama 36608
(205) 343-6495

MULTI REGRESSION PROGRAM

Multiple regression program for IBM-P0333500.
Accurate statistics with complete diagnostics
including: F»STAT, T—STAT, R-SOUARED, DW,
correlations. predicted & residual values. Immediate shipment. This is the right tool for the

job and only $35.00.
MARKOV CHAIN
9934 67th Road, Box 1J
Forest Hills. NY 11375
(718) 897-6674. Ask for Mike.

. AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.

1'

JetSort'"-Record Sorting Facility

15701 Brandywine Road

—

EMULATION

Will sort from 1 to 12 inputliles together on 1 to

16 fields ascending and/or descending order.
Records may be fixed or variable in length. Many
sorting and file manipulation options. IBM
mainframe compatible sort commands. Chaining option. MS/DOS. $69.
CRICHLOW DATA SCIENCES, INC.

SOFTWARE/

AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
236 North Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-2773

CHESHIRE CAT SOFTWARE
PO Box S
Devon, PA 19333
(215) 644-4914
TELETALK
ANSI terminal program. Includes ins/del char 8.
line, 4<way scrolling, and much more. Better than
VT100. Use menus or commands. Provides di—
rectories, text & XMODEM file transfer. key

bindings, file browser. etc. 60 pages + on-Ilne
help. DOS 2.0+, 128K, any monitor. Money-back
guarantee. US$65.
USERVIEW
R0. Box 917
Waterloo, Ont, N21 403
CANADA 19—746—1170
TC-LINK
The TC-3274 Cluster can be used on all IBM PC's
or compatibles. 1, 3 or 5 station clusters from
$769. Features: Extended color Resident SNA,
Application Interface, Hot Key, Full Gateway, Fast
File Transfer, Multiple LU‘s. TC»3276 single user
Emulator is only $619. Over 5000 SNA & BlSYNC sold Worldwide.
TRISYSTEMS CORPORATION
31 Williams Street

DOS PATH COMMAND FOR DATA
Now Lotus 1-2-3. dBASE ll, WordStar and most
others can access data files no matter where they
are located! Works with hard disks and floppies.
DPATH is a system stay—resident function that
allows you to organize your disk any way you like.
Includes a screen-oriented maintenance utility
& a 60-page manual. DOS 2.0/compat. $25.
PERSONAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INC.
PO BOX 757

Frederick, MD 21701

(301) 865-3376

DISK MECHANIC
THE ULTIMATE Floppy Disk Backup 8 Repair
Utility. Can back up ALL software protected disks

written on the IBM PC. Works manually or automatically. Files or sectors can be restored.
searched, examined & changed. Checks disk
drive speed. req. IBM PC, DOS 1.1 (128K)/2
(192K) + 64K it only 1 floppy drive. $73 ppd. USA

MLI MICROSYSTEMS
PO BOX 825, Dept. TB
Framingham, MA 01701 USA
(617) 926-205510r info MC/VISA

COPY PROTECTION

SLK/F places an assembled or compiled pro-

gram on a diskette with 4 different copy-rests—

tant features in such a way that it runs normally,

but cannot be copied by backup programs such
as COPYPC. The rest of the diskette is available
as normal, and DOS may be added. Price $150.

OLIVE
BRANCl-l
SOFTWARE
OLIVE BRANCH SOFTWARE
1715 Olive Street

Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 569-1682

“DIGICON PRINT PACKAGE"
Want SIDEWAYS printing for SPREADSHEETS?
How about BANNNER, PAMPHLET. LETTER. and
BOOKLET printing too? Variety of fonts. Graphics characters. Character editor to MAKE YOUR
OWN FONTS or SYMBOLS! Quick printer setup
program too. Easy menus, online help. lBM/Ep»
son printers, DOS, 126K. $49.95 (PA+6%).
DIGITAL CONCEPTS, INC
POB 8345 Dept. A
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
(412) 823—8314
A FRIEND FOR TURBO PASCAL
PASCAL‘S FRIEND is four include files giving easy
BIO/DOS access with examples plus easier use
of Blaise Tools/MS Pascal code, keyboard, cur—
sor, and screen handling. inverse video. system
clock, calendar calculations, 1—2~3 like menu
routines. Source for example program. $39.95
check, MO, Visa, MC.
JS. COMPUTING
434 N. Lumber St.
Allentown, PA 18102
(215)821-9020
NOBLINKm
ErGoNoMiCs! Eye strain? With just a keystroke
you can change your blinking cursor into a
friendly solid block reverse video cursor. If you
wish you can change it back and forth (Blink/No
blink) right in the middle of a program. such as

your word processor. Give your eyes a rest.
$24.95 plus $5 s&h. Call toll free 24 hrs.
NOSTRADAMUS
5320 South 900 East
Salt Lake City. UT 84121
1-(800) 4535433

COPY II PC 2.0
Copy II PC is the backup insurance you need to
protect your software investment. Copy II PC

makes a backup of most protected software
quickly & easily. and even allows several to be
run from a hard disk (call for current list). For IBM
PC, XT, AT Also available for Apple //. Mac, CS4.

$39.95 + $3 s/h. VlSA/MC/check.
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE, INC.
9700 SW Capitol Hwy, #100T
Portland, OR 97219

(503) 244-5782

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164

(617) 9656006

_.—_____—L__

TECH BOOK

o All

documentation

programmers.

is

prepared

for

0 Online help screen throughout the process.

I Capability to single step through your program.
0 Set break points. examine registers and
variables.
$165.00 + $3.50 shipping VISA/MC

“\Sﬂ

MSD

214 1/2 West Main St.

St. Charles. IL 60174
(312) 377-5151

ALL DISK COMMAND SYSTEM
Impressive FILE HONEY'“ system gives total ac—
cess to subdir with 4 arrow keys. Sharpen PCs/
XTs. Pampers today's users. Sorts. organizes,
ID's. locates. scans—FAST-without memorizing
subdir names. New tree access! Sophisticated
wildcards 6 dates. Extra print features you like!
Handsome folio $50—Demo $15. 128K/DOS 2X.
THE JOE PHILLIPS COMPANY
9071 Melcalf. Suite 145-C
Shawnee Mission. KS 66212
(913) 341 -3645
PROGRAMMER’S DELIGHT
From within any DBASE-BASIC-FORTRAN pro
gram! Save the existing Video Screen. then call
up any COM. or EXE file—Load a fancy entry or
help screen from disc—or execute a Batch file
or DOS command. Then restore the Video Screen
and return to iust where you left off. (In Hi-Speed
ASM. Uses MSDOS 2.0). $49.95
CSDC INC.
7844 Kendalia
Houston. TX 77036
(713) 270—8555

IBM USES CPM DISKSII
Uniform lets you use CPM disks in your IBM B:
drive while running any PCDOS/MSDOS program. Read and write to the CPM disk directly
or transfer files to IBM format. Over 70 formats
also 8” and 96 TPI. IBM PC. XT. AT Call for details. Dealers invited. (Not for Apples). $59.95 +
$5 S&H. Uniform by Micro Solutions.
BLUE HERON PUBLISHING CO.
8350 Lincoln Avenue
Skokie. Illinois 60077
(312) 676-1080

ADD ANIMATION T0 PROGRAMS
Enhance boring programs with exciting anima-

tion and music! Easy to use. Requires no graph-

ics knowledge or artistic skill. Utility can be called
from programs which can run. EXE files such as
Compiled Basic, C. and others. No royalties. Call
up to 36 animated sequences. $100. Requires
purchase of ARTPAK graphics package to cre»

ate animated shows.
PALSOFTWARE CORPORATION
R0. Box 39961
Los Angeles. CA 90039
(213) 259-9659

Hard Disk DIRECT ACCESS"
The ULTIMATE utility for any hard disk user. DIRECT ACCESS is a powerful hard disk management tool. Organizes your software programs into
a "user defined" menu system. Features attractive screen display, rapid access into an app|i~
cation using a single keystroke & easy to learn.
Also handles batch files & complicated DOS
commands. Order today. Only $59.95 + $5.00
shipping & handling. MC/VISA.

llll

SOURCE DEBUGGER FOR
LATTICE C
The MSD DeBugger‘“ is the last, and perhaps
final, word in programming assistance for Lattice C users. C Debugger produces a highvlevel
view of C programs via function names line
numbers, variable names and C data types. plus
a low-level view of machine addresses and in—
structions for testing assembler language functions. More features include:

DELTA TECHNOLOGY

DELTA TECHNOLOGY
PO. Box 1104
Eau Claire. Wisconsin 54702
(715) 832—0958

REALIA SPACEMAKER
One of Peter Norton's "favorite programs"!
Compress .EXE and .COM files. so programs
need Iew diskettes and load faster, Significantly
reduces any program with large data or stack
segments. Use instead of EXEZBIN. When DOS

loads the compressed file. Spacemaker auto-

COPYWRITE
CopyWrite backs up hundreds of the most popular copy-protected programs for the IBM PC.

CopyWrite is revised monthly to keep up with the

latest in copy protection. and comes with a trade-

in offer. It needs an IBM PC, 128k and one disk

drive, but can use more memory or another drive.

matically expands it. $75.
REALIA. INC.
10 South Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 346-0642

$50 US. Check/Credit Cards.
OUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles Street E. 3rd Floor
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y182
(416) 961 -8243

SMART CACHE
Cache for floppies+RAM disk+spooler. Drives
wear less. run quieter. Writes delered and concurrent. Anticipates reads. Spooler is multi-

Create complex data input screens fast and easy.

printer. multi-tile, and multi-copy, with optional

BASIC “OUICK-SCREEN”‘

Place “data fields" anywhere you want. Draw

menues and help screens, Comes with subrou-

form break. form feed. and page listing capabilities. Need D08 11 or above. 256 KB and one
floppy. $39.95+$2.50 S/H.
EKC INC.
6100 Shenandoah Ave.
Los Angeles. CA 90056
(213) 641 -3390 for info/order MC/VISA

tines to manage screens. data input. etc. Includes a program listing utility to demonstrate
“QUICK-SCREEN". Works with compiler. $38 +
shipping. $8 for demo. CA res. 46% tax.
RIBB SOFTWARE
20 Quiet Hills Road
Pomona. CA 91766
(714) 622-6653

AVOID FRUSTRATION!
PC»CATLG~easy to use. reliable, Diskette

Alter or restructure the data and/or the com-

Management Utility. Directory Info for EACH file

is read/stored in a master catalog with a 40 char
user comment. Functions: ADD/CHG/DEL/

SRCH/UPD/DlSPLAY/PRT/LABELS. Chg VOL
labels. Req. DOS 1.1 /2.X. 256K, 80 mono/color.
2 DSDD drvs (SSDD add $3). parallel printer opt.
$25.
Oregon—microTech
1717 Magnolia Ave.

Medford. OR 97501
VISA/MC (503) 773-8327

THE FILE CONVERTER

mand structure of any DOS file. Use files created
by one software package with other programs.
Files Imported to or being exported from the PC
can be reformatted easily. The utilities consist of

the Data Translator. Field Handler. File Splitter.

and the On—Line Communication Program. Minimum Configuration: 256K. 2 disk drives. color
or monochrome display. $399.
DATACHANGE. INC.
6075 Atlantic Blvd. NW 6-1
Norcross. Georgia 30071
1-(800) 631—9841; (404) 441 -1332

SOFTWARE/WORD
PROCESSING
_

VOLKSWRITER DELUXE
Features TextMergew for customized mailing lists;
multi-lingual. engineering & scientific symbols;
horizontal scrolling to 250 characters; docu«
ment size 1 megabyte; on-screen page endings.
underline, boldface. double-strike. strike—

through. multiple fonts & colors—fewest key-

strokes per function. Only $295.
LIFETREE SOFTWARE INC.
411 Pacific Street
Monterey. CA 93940-2790

Software Manual and

Documentation Printers

FORTRAN
or
PASCAL
PROGRAMMER?

{

4

TYPESETTING:
Laser or R.C. output from your
hard copy, word processed disk or

transmission

PRINTING:

Short, Medium and Long Run
TABS:
Printed and Laminated
BINDING:
Saddle Stitch, Perfect,
i Plastic Comb, Wire, Loose Leaf,
Slipcovers, Binders

READ
THIS
AD

1-800-528-4885

alllllilﬂrillllliliﬁ®
Printshops Of The Future

Now With Windowingl
$49.95 Basic Compiler

m

Features:
Multitasking
windowing
Handles interrupts
Interactive
Fast native code
Compiles quickly
No runtime fee
Floating point
MTBASIC is a true nativu code compiler. It runs Byle 's Sept.

'01 sieve. in 25 seconds: interpreters lake overt-100 seconds!
Because MTBASIC is multitasking, it can run up to 10 Basic
routines at the same time. while displaying ten separate windows. Pnp-up/down menus are a snap to implement.

The MTHASIC package Includes all the necessary soﬁware to
run in interpreter or compiler mode. an installation program
(so any system can use windowing). three demonstration pmgrams and in comprehensive manual.

AVAILABLE for CNN [Z-uu]. AIS-DOS. and PC-DOS systems.
ORDERING: Specify format when ordering. We accept Visa.

MC. checks and COD. Send $49.95 plus $3.50 shipping and

handling lSill overseas) to:

SOIFAID. Inc.
PO. Box 2412 Columbia, MD 21045-1412
501/792-8096
CIRCLE aoz'ou READER sERViCE CARD

IL 2!
Cables

GRAPHICS
0 Text/graphics generics
0 2D interactive
2D plots (full support) including
auto-scaling, auto-axis generation, auto-labeling. tabular/log/
parametric curves. splines, bars,
pies, you name it, we have it.
' 3D Plots incl. 2 hidden Line removal options—not just old-fashioned
wire frame.
PEN PLOTS
0 Standard plotter primitives plus
0 FULL 2D support plus
' Interface to screen graphics.
' Limited 3D.
Clear and complete documentation.
GRAFMATIC
$135.
PLOTMATIC
135.
MICROCOMPATIBLES

EIA RS 232-C

Create your own

unique PC interfaces

Catalog

in minutes

q

Quality cables with immediate
delivery and low prices.

Conductor
1-4
5-7
8-12
13-16
17-25

Prlce
11.50 + .15/ft.
12.00 + .22/ft.
13.00 + .30/ft.
14.00 + .40/ft.
16.00 + .SO/ft.

Specify Male or female connectors, length
olcableandpinstobeconnectedExtended
Distance, Centronics (Parallel), Coaxial
(RGSQU. 62A/U). Dual Wang. Twirraxial.
Ribbon, IBM, DEC Compatible cables and
AB Switches also available.
We supply connector parts. bulk cable.

tools and hardware (wall plates), for those
who prefer to build their own cables

Communication
Cable Company

11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

PO Box GOO-K. Wayne, PA 19087

21 5-964-9404

The P0100 allows rapid development of specialized
PC interfaces. It features a buffered data bus.
switch-selectable address decoder. and a large
prototype area (up to 40 IC sockets]. The lie-page
manual covers basic intortacing concepts and details
implementing A/0. 0/A converters. l/D ports.
connection of transducers and dozens of usolul
circuits.
P0100 w/manual 499
REAL TIME DEVICES
plus $3.50 P&H
1930 Park Forest Ave.
Manual only - $20 Postpaid PO. Box 906
FA residents add 6%
State College. PA16804
Check. MasterCard. or VISA (814) 234-8087
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA:

Super low prices

SYHCOM

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
256K
25s1 150 ns $ 5.77
64Kx1
64Kx1
64Kx1

120 ns
150 ns
200 ns

2.30
1.69
1.87

9.37

ONE PRICES SHOWN

64K
64K
64K

4Kx8 250 ns
2Kx8 450 ns

4.69
3.21

QUANTITY

INCREASE XT MOTHERBOARD T0 640 Kbyte
CONSUME NO EXPANSION SLOTS! 5123.86

GREAT DISKETTES

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

2s 150 ns

2.67

EPROM
270256 32s 250 ns $21.25
27256
32Kx8 250 ns $18.75
27128

16Kx8 250 ns

2732A
2716

27C64
2764

ss 200 ns
ea 250 ns

8.75
3.97

STATIC RAM
6264LP-15 one 150 ns $10.50

6116LP-3

OPEN 6% DAYS: WE CAN SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT.
MasterCardIVlSA or ups CASH coo
Factory New, Prime Parts JIPoo
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

The low priced. high quality diskette with a LIFETIME WARRANTY Packed in polybags of 10 With Tyvek envelopes,
labels and reinforced hubs

m
One of the best buys we've seen
$185
$139 CeaSWSSDD

THE MASTER DIRECTORY
OF PRODUCTS FOR THE
IBM PC, PC XT, PCir
AND MOST COMPATIBLES!
AVAILABLE AT YOUR
LOCAL NEWSSTAND AND
COMPUTER STORE.
v

. 24.000 5, Peoria Ave. BEGGS. OK 74421 (918) 267-4961 _
.

.

Prices shown above are for March 26. 1955
Piezsocall to: culrenl antes P-ses scope to change Please expect ngw or law! times on '
costs Stringing s insufav'ICE extra Cash
66mm“ prices shown Oreo-rs received by 5 at: s can usuaily be as meted l0 you by the .
nut ming. vi. Federal Express Slandard Au 4. 55.00;Prion1'y ‘l ,, SILSOI
-

some Dam due iosupp'v s demand and out (rang

m

5%" DSDD ea. 3

m

mama nun:

DISKETTE 70~Holds 70 SH" diskettes in dust free
$14.95 ea - S3 00 Strong
safety
DISK CADDIESiFIlD up Style holds 10 5'!“ diskettes
$1.65 ea‘ ~ 20 Shpng
Shipping: 5'4" DISKETTES—Add $3 00 per 100 or lrac~
tion thereof OTHER ITEMS Shipping charges as shown in
addition to diskette Shipping charges. Payment: VISA or MC
000 orders only. add $3 00 Taxes: liltnois customers.
please add 8‘:

NationWide: 1-800-621-6827
In ll|Inors: 1-312-944-2788

Minimum Order 535 00
WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONAL” ADVERTISED PRICE!
DISK WORLD!
SUIIP ABOG - 30 East Huloil Street - Chicago Illinois 6061!

Looking for

IBM AT add-0n Products?
We Have What You Need at
Prices You Don’t Want to Pass!

GIG-02 ST 20-60MB Internal

Streaming Tape Back-up Unit

GIG-03 300/1200 baud Modem

This fully Hayes compatible modem has built—in
speakers with auto-dial, auto-anSwer
capabilities. With LSI ”modem—on-a-chip”
design, it gives exceptional reliability and data
accuracy. Communication software is included.

This internal high performance unit comes
complete with controller, cable, tape drive and
mounting rail for your AT. You can back up
20MB hard disk in less than 10 minutes. File by
file 0r image back—up is provided.

$995.00

$275.00

0|C-04AT 360K Floppy Drive

20-40MB Hard Disk Drives
Our 20—40MB drives have 40 MS seek time. It
is fully compatible with your AT and comes with
mounting rail and cables.

20mb—$895.00
40mb [33 formatted]—$1295.00

With this drive installed you will be able to write
data from your AT and read them back from
your PC or XT. Comes with mounting rail.

$145.00

M
m
256 KB RAM Upgrade. Kit
ic§§m1g$

' seams;

assesses

\fwazmx

.Just plug these 18 RAM chips into your 256K

AT system board to make it 51 BK.

$445.00

8 IC RESEARCH
INCORPORATED

489 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035

Call Today at:
[408] 942-8086

American Express, Visa, and Master Card Welcome

[3% credit card charge on total]
Send Cashier’s Check only —Hold on Personal Checks

CIRCLE NO. 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I, 30 Day Money‘Back' Guarantee
1 Year Warranty

If

MICROSCIENCE

WITH Western Digital Control -r

for your/BM® PC!

\

0 Boots from Hard Disk
' Instruction Manual
0 Cables and Mounting Hardwz
' Full or Half Height Bezel
0 Western Digital Controller
0 Software
.1 Low Level Format
VHead Park Routine
rDiagnostics

$775

$575

Memory Chips

ASI'

Advantage!

° Multifunction Expansion
BoardforAT
'128K RAM

' Serial Port

'ParallelPort

$439-

ASI' SixPakPlus

w/384K

$C A I. I... .For Prices

64K ............... $16
256K .............. $90

AT

‘/2 ht, 360K disk
drive w/color coordinated
face plate.

130 Watt Power Supply
'1YearWarranty
0 Fully PC Compatible
~ Replaces Existing
' Power Supply

"$3“

Compatible

$110

$1 49
Includes

mounting hardware

Half Height
TEAC
558

$119

CORPORATE AND INSTITUTIONAL ACCOU NTS

business running smoothly.
Our national accounts division is dedicated to providing the prompt professional service required to keep your

We offer a fuII-time technical staff to
We accept P.O.’s on a net terms basis, offer same day shipping, free fully insured UPS ground shipment.
staff today. We make your job easier.
answer any questions that might arise and to make fast repairs if needed. Call our national accounts

OUR POLICY

(allow 10 days for processing), COD,
We accept Mastercard & Visa [with no Surcharge!),money orders, certified checks, personal checks
(UPS ground, fully insured) on
Companyllnstitutional P.O.'s and wire transfers. We do not charge your card until we ship. We pay shipping
orders delivered in continental U.S.A..

factory warranty. Any return item must be
Add 51IB sales tax if Texas resident. Prices are subject to change. All equipment carries a new

accompanied by a return authorization number.

Call Toll Free (800)643-0992

Within Texas (51 2)331 -6700

I

V"-,10904M'avrbieaaad "
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EZ-DOS-IT
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Expansion Chassis
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'ID System .

Nightowl Software .
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Turbo 10
Hard Disk

AT Plus

Teammate Subsystem
PC Expansion Units
Mass Storage
Tape Back-up Systems
Hard Disk

The IBM Sider
9-Track Mag

Disk Drive Subsystem
Bernoulli Box
Bournoulli Box
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9 Track Tape Backup

PCMS
Hard Disk Tape Bakup

XT Fixed Disk
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AST Research
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US. Robotics Inc.
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INPUT HARDWARE
194

PC Photocopier
Microsoft Mouse
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Microsoft Inc.
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161
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150
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Plotcall

Golden Software .............................. 100

SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS
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PROGRAMMER’S TOOLS

Text Editor
The Statistician
PC Probe
Forms Designer
Pascal Support
Superkey

DeSMET
SPF/PC

C Compiler

Windows for C

Debugger
Periscope
Peeks‘n Pokes
Suzy Edit
Library Utility
C-Tree
C-Programming Lang.
C Library
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STSC ........................
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Power—Base
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243
244

126

Scientiﬁc Plotter

Interactive Microware ................... 188

Surge Protector
Disk Maker
Disk Transfers
Readi Scope
The Controller

Alpha Delta Communications ..... 133
New Generation Systems ..
Port-A-Soft
Readiware .
Relax Techno ogy

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES .

LITERATURE
HW/SW Directory

SOFTWARE UTILITIES
Multijob
Visual Shell
Baby 34

Baby 36

Copy II PC
Pabs & Auto Sort
Software Profession
Quick Code Quick Rep
Memory Minder
No Limit
Scroll & Recall
Double DOS
Screen Sculpter
The Connector
Software Utilities

Data Sources ..................................... 209

B & L Computer Consultants
Bourbaki, Inc.
California Software Products

California Software Products
Central Point Software .......

Computer Control Systems
Exsys Inc. .
Fox & Geller
J 8: M Systems, Ltd. ..
MEF Environmental Inc.
Opt Tech Data Processing
Softlogic Solutions
The Software Bottling

Uniform Software Systems, Inc. ..202

White Heron ..................................... 147

MAIL ORDER
Conroy Ia Pointe
Creative Microsales .
Eastern Enterprises, Inc.
Microway
PC Source
Programmer’s Connection
Programmer’s Shop
Solution Systems

128
178
168
190
219
175
221

COLOR MONITOR
106

Color 700

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
202

109

Artiﬁcial lntell.

Amdek Corp ........................................ 66
Logic Ware

127

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
Framework

Ashton Tate ............................. 210, 211

What every IBM PC user should ask
before my g the “Sider”
10 MB hard disk:

When a company offers a superior quality 10 megabyte Winchester hard disk

tribution expenses, and pay only for
the product.

eyebrows. . . and a lot of questions. The
fact is, you’re probably already wonder—
ing “Can I really get a 10 megabyte hard

Like many experienced PC users, you
may be reluctant to buy a hard disk

for only $795, it’s bound to raise a few

What about a guarantee?

priced at only $795 without ﬁrst seeing

disk that’s reliable for only $795?” The

answer is: ABSOLUTELY. . .when you
choose the Sider from First Class
Peripherals.

What’s so great about the Sider?
For starters, the Sider lets you boot your
IBM PC* or PC/XT directly off the
hard disk—unlike some other Winches—
ter subsystems. Rebooting is also trouble-free. And the disk is partitionable,

giving you a convenient way to organize

your data, as well as access the informa—
tion you store.

What’s more, a small “footprint”
lets you incorporate the compact Sider into

your existing computer set-up with ease.
In addition, with the Sider, you not

only pay far less for the subsystem, you also
save money on installation. Because, unlike
other 10 MB systems that require the
purchase of expensive “extras,” the Sider
is plug and play. Everything you need is
provided, including cables, host adaptor,
installation software and manual.

What makes it so reliable?
To start, the Sider is manufactured, and

sold exclusively, by First Class Peripherals,
an innOVative computer company which is
backed by Xebec. The computer industry’s
leading manufacturer of disk controllers,
Xebec has over a decade of experience

serving customers like IBM, Toshiba, Texas

Instruments and Hewlett Packard. It’s this
kind of expertise that helps assure the
Sider’s performance.
Special design features further enhance reliability. The Sider’s controller is
the ﬁeld—proven, industry standard Xebec
Sl410A. And Xebec’s 3200 drive tester, the
toughest in the industry, ensures error-free
media to keep the Sider operating reliably,
’Must contain hard disk ROM.

“Only 5795;»

for yourself how it performs. That’s why
First Class Peripherals offers you a reassuring, money-back guarantee that
eliminates any risk on your part. Simply
order the Sider and use it for 15 days.
Then, if you’re not entirely satisﬁed,
return it and receive a full refund—no
questions asked.
The Sider also comes with a full
one-year limited warranty. Plus, there’s
a convenient, toll—free hotline you can
call anytime you have a technical or
service question, or need help.

Don’t delay.

longer. A self—contained power supply also

adds to dependability by eliminating the

risk of heat build-up that could cut PC
component life. One more assurance of the

$795 Sider’s quality: it’s UL Approved and

FCC Class B rated.

But Why is it only $795?
You pay less for the Sider than for other 10
MB hard disks simply because you’re pay—
ing for the superior quality components

inside the unit, not for a lot of retail over-

head costs. Since First Class Peripherals

sells direct, you avoid dealer and dis—

Order the Sider now.
To receive the Sider 10 megabyte Winchester hard disk subsystem for only $795,
simply order using the coupon below. For
faster service, order by phone and charge
to your VISA, MasterCard or American
Express. (You can also call us if you have
any questions or technical concerns about
the Sider. We‘ll see you get the help you
need.) Call toll-free:

1 800 538-1307
Extension 106

'3 YES, please send me the Sider, including half-height 10 megabyte Winchester hard disk drive,
IBM interface adaptor board, cable, complete installation software and documentation.

I prefer to pay as follows:
E I‘ve enclosed my check or money order for
5795* (shipping included), payable to First
Class Peripherals.

D Please bill the following credit card account
for $795" (shipping included):
DVISA [:1 MasterCard [1 American Express
Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

‘ Residents of CA, NV and PA, please add appropriate sales tax.

Name
Address
Ci1}

State
Telephone (area code)
Mail to:
_F I F? S T

=PCE'EP2‘EE‘LSS

Zip

3579 Highwa 50 East

Carson City, V 89701
we

—
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As on IBM PC expert, you're the
source of information on lBM
PCs.
But when you need answers,
where do you turn?
TURN TO PC TECH JOURNAL
—you can depend on it every
month tor the most authoritative
coveroge ot innovative appli—
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Unipress Software.

217
200
244
224

Watcom
Wendin .....
White Heron...
WOW Enterprises ..

148
245

Zanthc...
Zeducomp

PO. Box 2966
Boulder, CO 80322

oneAyeor single copy price.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.,.

Compony..

7.

i

Address . . i,

City .,.

State,

,‘Zip

Sovmgs based on full oneryeor (12 Issues) smile-copy
price of $47.40.
9

Check one:
):| Payment enclosed ):) Bill me later
Charge my:
):) American Express |:) Visa E] MasterCard
Cord Noi

l

SERVICE NUMBER

READER
SERVICE NUMBER

I—

READER

Exp. Dote.,, ﬁ ‘H
Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of trist issue.

L_

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Mult Function 1‘

D iublo

630 ecs/Iarvl. 40 cps daisywheel w/lBM PC tyoe stkc. $1550

D ilblo 630 API, 40 cps daisywheel
RX-EO+, 100 cps, 30 culttractor Fd.5205‘
RXBDFIThabove plus friction Fd.5269
RXA100, 100 cps, 132 column, friction

' a tractor teed,

. t .5399

printer ...... Sale Price $1,550
Surids as, 36 cps daisywrteel . $1.295

Cards for
' IBM PC and XT

‘,

r

v

SixPakPlus Cards

64K 728K 192K 255K 320K 384K
$245 $270 $295 $320 $345 $370
above plus game port --------- $280 $305 $330 $355 $380 $410

Memory installed on car d~~

with paralle. serial ports Etclock

F 32 Two-bin sheet feeder .

. $1,195
Diahlo PEZCOIJ 50 cps dot metrix$795
Dieblo P38, 400 cps dot matrix.$1,§95

256K 3505 384K $575
ADVANTAGE CARD for AT- 128K $435

FX-80+, I50 cps. 30 Column . . .5379
FX-IOOﬁrabove but 132 column ,5565
LXEO. SD colume w/LQ mode . .5275

9-Function Memory Cards

Tractor for LX-BO. . . ....... 35
JX-BO color printer,I60 cps,ao col.$525_
L0-1500,200 cps. 136 col. 24~pin$1,085
PlrIlIII Interface (or LQ-1500. . . $89
Sorrel Interhoo Ior LO~1500. . . 5149
$49
. .
Tractor for LO-1500 . .
CutShm Fldors for L0- 500. $395
8177 Board w/GK buHer — makes your
FX-BO, FX-100 & RX80F/T+ perform
like the Lil-1500. Parallel or serial$159

r
x
H.
p

w/parallel,serlal,gam port

64K 128K 182K 256K 320K 384K
0K
IOCKSZZO $245 $270 $295 $320 $345 $370

I

NEC SPINWRITER
Iude mimic a ribbon
pri
3550 _ 33 cps, 203 col, proportiona

space, bidirectional, parallel. 51,259

special Pmpose cards

Similar to 3550 but I9 cps S 625
l 2050 —- 55
cps, 203 col. parallel $1 695
8850

. . .3275
Paradise Multi-Display Card .
. 5285
Paradise Modular Display Card
wl
Paradise 54456K memory module
clock Ior above, With 64K . . .5225

OKIDATA
col. Ser. & For. .3315
5
$22: 1123 :3 .836 col. Sen/Pa 5595
84P,200 cps.1:ls col, Parallel
92?,160 cps,ao coI.Parallel . ,
7
919,160 cps,136 col. Parallel
81
2410P, 350 CPS, 136 COL, friction

tractor, Zacolor (parallel) . $1.995

LOWEST PRICE EVER!
'I
'

10-MB HARD DISK
only

$589 complete

Upgrade your IBM-PC to an XT capacity nowl Sell booting withoutdiskette.
Perlorrns just like an XT and 100%
, compatible with all soltware written

buffer, parallel.
$300 —40 cps 132 col.

Tractor

lot laM PC and xr, Complete w/Concard. cable. and installation inst ructi n.Ful|90—day warranty . 5539
51.149
20MB harddisk . . . . . . .
30MB harddisk . .
. . . . $1.599

printer. 160
to, 24pm dotrmatrlx Quality,
136
cps dralt. 30cps letter

FORTIS DX-15XL by Brother

and XT. Operates 3 times faster than

with
HR-ZS, 23 cps daisywheel printer
2 color printing. 3K butler. . $599
5379
HESS, 36 cos da ywheel printer
.5119
.
.
.
Tractor. . .
. . 5199
Cut sheet Feeder

5

gualit‘y non mpact printing . . $1.295

HEWLETT
("a PACKABD
HrP ThinkJet Ink Jet Printer
150 cps . BO column,1|x12—dnt text,

Ordinary harddisk. Complete with
735
controller card ...........
TURBO ~20 — Above butZOMES1,295

.

dHighest Quality Shielded Cabl
These cab/er are the very best money
can buy, Li/erime warranty. Lisr565.
Parallel printer cable lor laM . , . 525
Serial modem cable lor IBM. . , . 525

TOSHIBA
24-pin print head lor highest resolution!
‘92 cos draft, 100 cps letter qualityi
P351 -— 132 column, parallel , $1,275
P1340 — above but 50 column . $645
. . . $195
Ei~DIrectional Tractu

FREE interface cable included!
ﬁ‘ri'RGB COLDR'I‘ﬁt

It will back-up a10~MEIBM~PC or XT
in 4 minutes. External unit. . . t . $795
Svsgen OlC-File — 45-MB lope unit for
IBM-AT. It will back-up a 20MB in 5
minutes. Internal unit .

0 256K or 512K memory built»in o 4 expansion slots for full site hoards
o a" green or amber monitor
a Euilt-in parallel. serial 8. RGB ports
0 compact size: 1771"x8'/z”x14' " a MS DOS 2.11 at cw Basic included
I IBM compatible — software a. hardware
0 1zo.watt power supply
0 Keytronic keyboard w/LED’s
0 socket tor optional 3057 co-processor
0 Made in USA.
0 aluminum inner housing w/shock mounts
Model I — 258K. I drive . . . . List 51 .aessuss w/512K. . List $2.150 $1.650
Model II — 256K, 2 drives. ..List 3209531595 w/512K
Ltst $2.350 $1.950
Model III — 256K. 1 drive & lD-MB harddisk. List $2.995 $2.495 w/512Ksz,’550
512K.1 drive a 20-MB harddisk . .. .......... List $3.995 $3.195

external unit ,

DYNAMIC

-ks

5151 KEYBOARD

I
[mill RAM CHIPS
g
‘m
I

indicate Caps Lock, Num Lock, Cursor
. . .5139 t
Pad,etc ..........

GENICOM 3404
General Electric's top-ol-the»line dot
matrix printer. 400 cps dralt. 100 cps
letter quality,136 column. tractor reed.
Digital display, programmable locally
or remotely.Seri | terrace. , $1595

MONITOR SALE

Sysgen Imago _ 10MB tape back-up.

keys and numeric keys, LED lights to

MSP-I 0, ISDcps draft. 40cm letter qty.
80 col. parallel ........ . .5345

5109!

AMOUTE PORTABLE COMPUTERS
sysgen Control Data 9409. lull ht,D DD 3129
portable computer that is smaller than the Compaq. more
l BM full height, DSDD 360K . . 5159 introducing athebowcriul
IBM Portable, yet so reasonably priced!
llexible than

A quiet. soft-touch keyboard IO! IBM

%CITIZEN

I

ll Panasonicl'A ht.. $99 I

g TAPE BACKUP

PC, XT or Compaq DesksPro. It correcrs
the deficiency oI the original keyboard
by providing separate cursor control

8050C « 2000ps.132 col..18~pin head,
prints up to 8 coloreictlon 81 tracto( heed. Similar to the IBM Color
printer List $1,895. Sale 31250
8070C— have but 400cm . . $1,795
2005heet bin reader ....... $795

Tandon TMs100-2, lull ht, DSDD. $105
Tlac 555, hall ht. DSDD. . . Sale!5105
TOSHIBA 4851’ half ht,, DSDD ., 5109

HITACHI hall ht., DSDD.

96 or 192x96-dot graphics, drop-in

ink cartridge, whisper quiet,$435
H—P LASER PRINTER
300 cps,quietaoeration,seria| 52,995

DISK D R IVES

ID~MB internal harddisk for IBM PC

. .
Optional Tractor . .
.
Optional Keyboard .
Optional Cut Sheet Feeder. . . .

IBM OUIETWRITER

léM womauble

URBO- 1O

col.,16K bulle1,w/tractor. SCALL
$275
$F-200 Sheet Feeder for DM40,..

and up to 8 colors ..... Sale! $1,795

60 cos, whisper quiet operation. Letter

I Two 360K slimdrives . . parallel, saria|,and 93"" 95’“
I Texan Hi Ras. TTL monitor
o 10MB hard disk
0 Hardware & software compatible with IBM-PC El XT

. . $1,949

$4,500.00 value All for only $2,875.00

Maynard WS-1. 10MB
hardisk w/Sandstar
multiluction card St
hard disk Controller
. module. ............ $849
Maynard WS-2, 10 ME hardisk w/Sand»
star Iluppy disk at hardisk controller
module ............. $955
Maynard W53, 10 MB hardisk w/Sandstar memory cardlno mern.). $995

20cps daisywheel printer, 2 color print»
ing,13’/a”paper,para|lel. . . .senLL
IBM PC COLOR PRINTER
A high speed dot-matrix printer for
graphics at text at speed up to 200 cps

a t
ileum
i. «.0 ’ Mac-rt
SUPER XT OFFICE COMPUTER SYSTEM
0
a
expansionslots
0 640K memory

’ t roller

40MB harddisk . .

3510AP.120 cps, on column . .
asmse. above but 130 cps.
aswscP. above but w/ acolor rib~
to generate 7 colors ...... 5439
1550.120 cps, 1:12 column. Par, $449
lssose, above but 180 cps. . . 5599
1550500. above but w/colors . 5599
7500212. 100cps, BO col.. parallel .5265
A.1o.25cpsdaisyw‘lieel parallel .5525
F-10,40cps daisywheel. parallel. $359
F-10.55cpsdaisywhe . arallels1,049
$215
. .
Tractor ror F-lO .

ll

. $299
Hercules Graphlc Card t .
Hercules Color Card — short card $165
Persist Mano Clrd w/par. port. . .5189
Persist Color Card WI par. port . .5189
Persist BOB Board — Super hi res. card
certain hi res. monitors only. .5479
Tecmeraphic Master.
. . S495
. . .5399
Evmx Graphic Edge. .
. . .3325
PC Peacock Color Cu
AST Preview graphics w/para . .5325
Parallel Printer Card — Hall Site. . $65

54K (4164) 150 n$.$2.50 92.9 for 520
128K for |BM-AT,200 ns . 4 . $15 ea.
256K (41256l 150 or 200 ns . $15 ea.

PGS PIX-12, 12" FIGS color, high res.
690x200-dot,16-colur. . . . $425

808 7CH lP

IBM Color Monitor —12‘/2" RGB color
880x200 dots, 15 colors, black matrix
Super low price $575
backerou rId.

Intel 8037.3 high speed

..

math eta-processor
lorlEMsPC&XT.$135
"
8087-2 chip lol Compaq DcskPru.$195

7.3 chip lo

PANASONICS
Senior Partner. . . . . . $2,095

Modem
Sale!
DATASHIELD

Modei100,6-plug surge a noise protector w/zludio at Visual warning. $135
PC-ZOO, 200»watt backup power supply
with reaction time less thanIOmillisec. Built-n surge protector . $279
xmoo, above but300~watt. . . 5379
tar-500, above but soc-watt. , . .seso
Ar-soo. above but BOO-watt. . . .5795

Hay-s 300.cxternal. 300 baud , $179

Hayes 1200. external, 1200 baud .5419

Hayes 12003, internal w/soltware 5369
Hayes 2400, external 2400 baud .5695

est Reach. 1200 baud internal .5435
IDEA 1200, internal . . .
Eizcomp lntuIIimooem XL
eitcomp Intellnimodam 51 , .
PromothausProCom 1200w/cldck $2119
. .5399
Novation Aceess123. . .
Novation 212 Smart-at. .
VenTel l-Iall Card, 1200 baud. . $189

DATA SWITCHES
High quality Iota/y selector switches,
Fully shield Beige metal housing. 2
amp capacity.
Da-zszs-zv (1 In, 2 outl,r15232 os25 lemale connectors ...... 595.00
DB-2525-4V ll 1n.4 out). Use pm I as
common ground ......... sloaoo
CN-36254V (I ln.4 Dutl, Designed tor
lamrrca parallel printer . . .srzeou
crtlvaaas-av 11 in, 3 out). Centromc
36-pin lemale connector. . , 5145.00

CN-3636-4V (1 in, 4 out), As above
but with 4 outlets ........$145.00 ‘

ROLAND

oxveoo— 812en,hi~speed 180mm/Sec.
IBM compatible. 11x17"paper. SCall
veao — Similar to 800, open,
Hewlett Packard compatible. . . .sCeil
Roland Transparency Kit — Comes w/
50 sheets of acetate a 16 pens scall
HEWLETT PACKARD

7470A — 211en,8'/ax11 paper size Call
7475A — 6-pen, 11x17 paper Sile. Call
EPSON

I'll-02 — doen, with software. . .SCell

The POWER DIRECTORS

P2 — A unique control center and surge

protector WIS lighted and a master
rocker swrtches for your computerst
accessories. It also filters out EMI El
RFI interferences ........ S109
P12 — Similar to P2 but WIS switches,
I
a master switch 8t digital clock. 5149
I P22 — Similar to P2 but w/4 switches
and a master switch ........ S79
l

l

l

,

.

Texan 425, 12” RGB color, 580x200
dots, with green switch ..... $445
Texan 440, 12" super high res. RGB
r, 720x480 dots. Has
color mon
green switch. . It glVeS sharpest text
and color when used with Persyst

*** GREEN SCREEN ﬁﬁﬁ'

,I2”.720-dot .5255
IBM
Texan 121.12" green. 1000x360 dots.
T'I'L monochrome
5155
Tilt a swwel stand tor abov . 519
.3125
Taxan115,12"grcon ,
cos 12” amen. 720x350 dots, TTL
monitor lot PC monochrome card,

with tilt SI swivel base ..... 155

PLOTTER SALE

Compaq portablc,1 drive. I 2EKS1,895
$2.095
Compaq 256K, 2 drives . . .
CompadPlus,128K.harddlsk , $3,695
Compaqus, 256K, harddlsk . $3,795
$1,739
drive
1
1,l28K,
DaskPro
DeskPro 2, 256K, 2 drlves. . . $2,089
DeskPro 3. 256K,1 dr, harddisk53.689
DeskPro 4,640K,1dr. HDy taoe55,350 l

at“: AMBER SCREEN ‘1 t? *1
, $149
Amdak 300 , 2 amber
Amdek 310A, 12" amber, 900 dots.
nonvglam screen, runs 0" IBM
monochrome interlace board 5169
Princeton MAX-12, 12" amber, 720 x
350 dot, runs all IBM monochrome
display adapter ......... S169
Taxan 122, 12" ambery I000x360 dots,
TTL monochrome
$159

Tilt at swivel stand l'br' all-oile- . s19

Texan 116.12" amber .......$129
ass 12" ember. 720x350 dots, TTL
monitor Ior PC monochrome card.
with tilt & swivel base .....$159

r.
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ODIO by Dataspeed

Investor‘s: You can now get reai~time stock at futures quotes by the lowest cost

method In you live in Baltimore. Boston, Chicago. Dallas/Ft. Worth. Houston,
Los Angelcs. Miami/Ft. Lauderdale. NewYork City, Phlladelphla, San Francisco,
Washington D.C.l.
DThe MODIO receives quotes lrom FM airways at delivers to your IBM Pc & XT.
Np telephone link required at data transmission is 16 times faster than modem.
avbu pay a low. fixed monthly subscriEtIon 3. exchange fee for unlimited access
to more titan 7.700 investment listings lrom 6 major exchanges with detail lnlo
on tick, last sale. high. low, time or last trade. current at previous day's volume.
IAudible or Visual alarms alert you when a selected investment reaches a predetermined price or volume. A valuable tool lor investors at compile managers,
.Resident 64K RAM allows continuous update a retrieval pl market quotes at
up to 250 investments automatically in the background mode.
MODIO with MarketWatch soltware bridge to Lotus 1.223 . . .
QUOTREK (handheld unit - no shown)

Personal or company checks requires 2—3 weeks to clear.
All merchandise is brand new 81 guaranteed. All prices reflect 3% cash discount for full payment by cash, cashier's check/money order.

Shipping/insumncelhandlingicharges: 3%
Visa, Mastercard 8t PO's accepted from qualified customers. COD's accepted with 20% paid deposit plus $3.COD fee. No COD's to Canada or FPO/APO.
orders. Prices & availability subject to change without notice.
of total order value by UPS Surface, 5% by UPS Air 81 Parcel Post (Min. $3). Calif. residents add sales tax. No sales tax on out-ofstate

EASTERN ENTERPRISES, INC.
Mass Merchandising Since 7969

6001 BANDINI B VD., LOS ANGELES, CA 900 0
COME VISIT OUR GIGANTIC SHOWROOM & STORE

biz-l

TOLL—FREE
(ORDERS ONLY)

(800)392-7081
(Hours' Monday-Friday 8:30am-4:30pm Pacific TimEI

Calif., Alaska, Hawaii & all info Ca// (213) 725-3080

CIRCLE NO. 178 ON RE ADER SERVICE CARD

May 2-3
End-User Computing: The
Changing Role of the
Systems Professional and
the End User

Minneapolis, MN
Sponsor: ACM SIGBDP, ACM
SIGCPR, University of Minnesota, and Indiana University
Contact: Robert P. Bostrom,
Business 5 74, Indiana Uni—

versity, Blooming/on, [N
47405,- 812/335—8449

May 6-8

1985 ACM Symposium on

Theory of Computing
Providence, RI

Contact: Robert Sedgewic/e,

Dept. of Computer Science,
Brown University, Box 1910,

Providence, RI 02912,-

401/863»1831

ll/Iay 6-9
Comdex/Spring 85
Atlanta, GA

Contact: Amy Mar/es, The In»
tetface Group, 617/449-6600

May 12-16

APL 85
Seattle, WA
Sponsor: ACM SIGAPL and

Puget Sound Chapter of ACM

Contact: Robert Gailer,

12122 NE. 150th Street,

Kirkland, WA 98033;
206/5 75- 74 76

May 13-15

C-85: A Conference in C

San Francisco, CA

Sponsor: Joint Sponsorship

Contact: C-85 Planning
Committee, c/o Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Tbird Avenue,
New Yor/e, NY 10038;

800/467—4470
MAY 1985

May 13-17
Fifth International Conference on Distributed
Computing Systems
Denver, CO
Sponsor: IEEE-CS
Contact: Earl Swartzlana’er,

TRW Defense Systems, One

Space Par/e, Redondo Beacb,
CA 90278; 213/535-41 77

May 14-16

International Ada
Conference
Paris, France
Sponsor: ACM SIGADA
Contact]. A. N. Lee, Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blac/es‘burg,
VA 24061 ,- 703/961-6931

May 20-22

Custom Integrated
Circuits Conference ’85

May 22-24

june 19-2]

Contact: CAD Seminars, Inc,

Ann Arbor, MI
Sponsor: IEEE-CS
Contact: john I". Meyer, Dept.

CAD 2001:
The Countdown
Dallas, TX

150 E. Rivenside, Suite 400,
Austin, TX 78704;
512/445-7342
May 27-3 .1

Graphics Interface 85

Montreal, Canada
Contact: D. ’l‘balmann, De-

partement d’lnformatique et
Rec/9. Open, Univensite de
Montreal, C. P. 6128, Succ
A., Montreal, P. Q, Canada

H3C 3J7

May 28-30

IBM’s Systems Network
Architecture: A Structured
Approach

FTCS-15: 15th International Symposium on
Fault-tolerant Computing

Q/‘EECS, University o/‘Micbi—

gait, Ann Arbor, MI 48109,-

313/763-0037

june 20

Twenty-fourth Annual

Technical Symposium
Washington, DC
Sponsor: ACM

Washington,

DC chapter; U. S. Dept. of

Commerce; NBS; and ICST

Contact: Ric/bard 1. tVIi/stein,

131 N. Wakeﬁeld Street,

Arlington, VA 22203

55164-0525; 612/456-4130

404/894—2547

GA 30332-0385;

fune 23-26
DAC 85, 22nd Design
Automation Conference
Las Vegas, NV
Contact: Hillel O/‘e/e, Silvar—
Lisco, 1080 ﬂvlarsb Road,
Men/o Par/é, CA 94023;
41 5/324-0700

May 21-22

JUNE

june 24-26
Videotex ’85—Fifth
Annual Conference and

Graphics

june 9-13
Computer Vision &
Pattern Recognition
San Francisco, CA
Contact: Computer Vision 6
Pattern Recognition, P. O.

Portland, OR
Sponsor: IEEE

Contact: Dr. Wesley N. Grant,

Sperry Computer Systems,

Sperry Par/e, P. O. Box 43525

MS Y1181, St. Paul, MN

Trends and Applications
85: Utilizing Computer
Silver Spring, MD

Contact: IEEE-CS, P, O. Box
639, Silver Spring, MD

20901,- 301/589-8142

May 22-24
Computer Software and

Human Development

Conference
Toronto, Canada
Sponsor: SDA
Contact: Reuben Lando, Software Developers Association,
185 Bloor Street East, Suite
500, Toronto, Ontario, Can-

ada; 416/922-1153

Atlanta, GA

Sponsor: GIT
Contact: Elaine Hadden
Nicbolas, Dept. of Continuing Education, Georgia Insti-

tute of Tecbnology, Atlanta,

Box 639, Silver Spring, MD

20901,- 301/589-8142

june 1 7-19
PC Expo
New York, NY
Sponsor: PC EXPO
Contact; PC EXPO, 335 Sylvan

Avenue, Engletvood Cliffs,
N] 07652.- 800/922-0324;
in Neuijetsey, 201 /569-8542

Exhibition

New York, NY
Contact; Online Conferences,
Inc, 989 Avenue of tbe
Americas, New Yer/e, NY
10018; 212/2 79-8898

june 25-28

ACM SIGPLAN 85 Symposium on Programming
Languages and Programming Environments
Seattle, WA

Sponsor: ACM SIGPLAN and
ACM SIGSOFT

Contact: ’l'eri F. Payton, SDC,

Box 517, Paoli, PA 19301;
'21 5/648-7268

[LLl 'S'IVRATION ' [).-\\'|I) |’( )\'ll.\lT|\'

CALENDAR

Take control ofyour comput .
~. _r

unm- nam- may ‘

~g ~n

. ,. -. ~m~ . ,—_..4 51:;- g

,p

The Controllers

The ExpanderS"

Controlpower and expand
withﬂoppy or hard disks.

The Backups

Power Expansmn 1

Backuppowerforpeace
ofmind and memory.

Backup Power Source 1

' delivers up to 225 watts @ 120V.AC

- 40 minutes of power at 50% load
° visual and audible power interrupt alarm
' fast automatic switching
(Within 6 milliseconds ofpeak mirage detection)
- 2 Outlets
- AC surge suppressor
- 3 stage noise filter
- thermal output protection
- IEC power connector
- attractive metal enclosure
' 3%” high, 16" wide, 11” deep
$ 3 7995 complele“

- 1 stage noise filter
- AC surge suppression
° IEC power connector
- attractive metal enclosure
- 311;” high, 16" wide, 11" deep
’- optional internal power supply
- optional ﬂoppy and hard disk drives
Power Expansion 1 ............ $1499?
w/Internal Power Supply ...... $2 1995'
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
orCompatible. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34995.
w/Power Supply, Half Height 10 Hard
Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.
Expands PC or Compatible . . . $1 14999

20M Drive ................ $1 4499?

Backup Power Source 2

Power Expansron 2

All the features of Power Source 1 plus:
0 6 outlets controlled by front switches
' switchable visual and audible alarm
- 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
' cross suppression between all 6 outlets
- optional 2 hour auxiliary power pack
$49995 warp/etc?"

Auxiliary Power Pack

- 2 hours of power at full load
- plugs directly into either of our backup units
- includes 6 rechargable 12V power cells
- backup units keep power cells at full charge
- heavy duty power cable
' 3%” high, 16” wide, 11” deep

All the features of Power Expansion 1 plus:
0 6 outlets controlled by front switches
' 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
- LED ground and line indicators
' 3 stage noise filter
- cross suppression between all 6 outlets
- optional internal power supply
' optional ﬂoppy and hard disk drives
Power Expansion 2 ............ $19995:

$ 2 9 9 95 complete"

w/Internal Power Supply ...... $26999
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
or Compatible ............... 3
95'
w/Power Supply, Half Height 10M Hard
Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.
Expands PC or Compatible . . . $1 19995‘
20M Drive ................ $149999

5 individual switches

Controlpawer, peripherals,
spikes, andglitches.

Power Control 1

- 4 outlets control computer and 3 peripherals
- AC surge suppressor
- attractive metal enclosure
- 11/4” high, 16” wide, 10" deep
$6995cmpleteil‘

Power Control 2

All the features of Power Control 1 plus:
- 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
- 1 stage noise filter
0 IEC power connector
$8995 complete”

Power Control 3

All the features of Power Control 1 & 2 plus:
- illuminated switches
- 3 stage noise filter
' cross suppression between all 4 outlets
$ 1 2995 complete"
*Allprices suggested retail

Available at fine computer stores everywhere,
or_ by mall or phone. MasterCard and
Vlsa accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

Relax
Technology
The company that war/es
so you can relax
and get down to business.

3101 Whipple Rd. #25
Union City, CA 94587

415/4716112

Power indicator

giceyou control over

peripherals

LED. ground and
line indicators
turns computer and

allperioherals on or of

Optional 1 0M hard disk

at the same time

or optional 05/DDﬂoppy

\

Our most

powerﬁllAC line

Organizes power wires
6 cords in — 1 cord out

ﬁlter system keeps
spikes, surges and
glitches under control
CIRCLE NO. I93 ON READER SERVICE CARD

7‘19 1 MICROTEC
" : RESEARCH
30 Freedom .Cflcle, Suile 107‘ Santa (37am. CA 95054

' ailing Address: Pb. Box 60337} Sunnyvafe, CA 94088
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